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- OUTLI NE OF THIS DISSERTATION This dissertation is an attempt to face the current cacophony in
biblical scholarship by suggesting a multidimensional approach to
biblical texts, as a reality - orientated, problem- solving and
progressive - effective hypothesis.
In chapter
I the hermeneutical and exegetical dilemma is
illustrated in the light of the history of research on 1 Peter.
In section A an analysis of this cacophony identified a lack of
theory and methodology as the dissonant elements in biblical
interpretation.
In section B a communication theory is proposed,
to deal with the hermeneutical - exegetical dilemma . with the aid
of insights from semiotics,
linguistics,
literary theory and
reception theory, a multidimensional communication model lS
outlined , to do justice to the static , dynamic and dialectic
parameters of textual communication.
In order to simplify this
multidimensional (i e the intratextual dimension as the prelude,
the historical dimension as the interlude and the metatextual
dimension as the finale of text analysis) and plur i modal (i e
syntactic , semantic and pragmat i c modes of a text) mode l, the
notions of static thrust, dynamic perspective and dialectic
strategy are proposed as the basic parameters and constituents in
textual communication. A theoretical outline of the implications
of this model is also given in section B. In section C the
presuppositions underlying this model are crosschecked in the
light of the epistemologico- paradigmatic parameters of
the
philosophy of science.

- xv -

Chapters II,
III and
IV are an
implementation
of
this
communication model .
In these chapters a methodology for the
intratextual
(chapter II A) ,
historical (chapter III A) ' and
metatextual (chapter IV A) analyses is proposed , wherafte r
in
each of them ,
it is implemented ,
in orde r to determine the
thrust , perspective and strategy of 1 Peter (i e
in sections B
and C of chapers II , III and IV respectively)
The implementation of this multidimensional approach to 1 Peter
has c onfirmed the hypothesis
that a one -dimensi onal approach to
ancient canonized texts is
futi le.
The over - and underexposure
of the text by ei t he r an absolutized text-immanent or histori c al
analysis is comparable to someone trying to solve Rubic's cube by
turning only one level of squares.
Therefore it is concluded
that a multidimensional approach to textual communication which
takes account of the basic relief-mapping function of the static
thrust , the cosmologic - orientational
function of the dynamic
perspective
and the persuasive function of the
dialectic
strategy , is required.
Ultimately the analysis of the thrust ,
perspective and strategy
of
1 Peter has illustrated new
pos sibi li ties of experience ing the succes sful communica tion of an
ancient canonized
text
as
a
cosmologic
battle between
perspectives.
/
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- SAMEVATTING Hierdie proefskrif is 'n poging om die huidige kakofonie in die
bibliologiese dissiplines die hoof te bied, deur 'n multidimensionele benadering tot Bybelse tekste daar te stel as
'n
werklikheids-georienteerde, probleem- oplossende en progressiefeffektiewe hipotese.
In afdeling A van hoofstuk I word die
hermeneutiese
en
eksegetiese kakofonie gelllustreer
aan
die
hand van die
navorsingsgeskiedenis met betrekking tot 1 Petrus. Die prim~re
oorsake vir hierdie dilemma word geidentifiseer as 'n gebrek aan
'n teoretiese en metodologiese onderbou vir die uitleg van
Bybelse tekste .
In afdeling B word
n kommunikasie model
daargestel om die hermeneuties-eksegetiese dilemma die hoof te
bied.
Hierdie multidimensionele kommunikasie model is gebaseer
op bydraes vanuit die
semiotiek,
linguistiek,
literatuur
wetenskap en resepsie teorie, om sodoende reg te laat geskied aan
die statiese, dinamiese en dialektiese parameters van tekstuele
kommunikasie.
Ten einde hierdie multidimensionele (dit is die
intratekstuele dimensie as die prelude, di~ historiese dimensie
as die interlude, en die metatekstuele dimensie as die finale van
teks analise) en plurimodale (dit is die sintaktiese, semantiese
en pragmatiese modi van tekste) model te vereenvoudig, word drie
begrippe naamlik die "statiese gerigtheid", die
"dinamiese
perspektief" en die "dialektiese strategie"
voorgestel
as
verteenwoordigend van die basiese
elemente
van
tekstuele
kommunikasie. Die teoretiese onderbou van hierdie model word ook

in afdeling B bespreek. Afdeling C sluit die eerste hoofstuk af
deur die voorveronderstellings wat hierdie model ten grondslag
1ft,
te evalueer In die lig van
die
epistemologiese
en
paradigmatiese parameters van die wetenskapsfilosofie.
Hoofstukke II, III en IV pas hierdie kommunikasie model toe op,l
Petrus.
In hierdie
hoofstukke
word daar telkens eers
n
metodologie vir die intratekstuele
(hoofstuk II AI, historiese
(hoofstuke III AI en die metatekstuele (hoofstuk IV AI
analises
ontwerp,
waarna
dit toegepas word deur
die
gerigtheid,
perspektief en strategie van 1 Petrus (dit is in afdelings B en C
van die betrokke hoofstukkel te analiseer.
Die implementering van hierdie multidimensionele benadering op 1
Petrus
het die hipotese bevestig dat
n
een-dimensionele
benadering tot ou antieke tekste futiel is.
Die oor- en
onderbeklemtoning van tekste
deur
of
n
verabsoluteerde
teks-immanente of historiese benadering,
kan vergelyk word met
iemand wat Rubie se kubus wil regkry deur slegs een vlak
vierkantjies aanhoudend te draai.
Daar word gekonkludeer dat
slegs 'n multidimensionele benadering wat rekenskap gee van die
basiese reli~f-karterende funksie van die statiese gerigtheid,
die
kosmologies-orienterende
funksie
van
die
dinamiese
perspektief en die oorredende
funksie van die dialektiese
strategie, reg kan 1 aat geskied aan tekstuele kommunikasie. Die
analise van die gerigtheid, perspektief en strategie van 1 Petrus
het inderdaad n uwe moont 1 ikhede
getoon om die s uksesvoll.e
kommunikasie en resepsie van ou anti eke tekste te ervaar as n
kosmologiese stryd tussen perspektiewe.

*

*
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INTRODUCTION: "CARDS ON THE TABLE!"
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- CHAPTER I -

INTRODUCTION: "CARDS ON THE TABLE!"

An introductory chapter is a custom in scholarly work.
The
introductory chapter, however , is utilized for a variety of
purposes.
It is often used merely to describe the contents or
chapter division of the work or to pay tribute and give thanks to
persons who influenced them . Some use it to give an overview of
the problems regarding their subject matter , while othe rs utilize
the introductory chapter to give account of the methodology
applied in their research. The last approach is a step in the
right direction and, ln my opinion , the proper use for an
introductory chapter.
I would
like
to
argue that this
methodological account should be broadened to accommodate an
account of the philosophical presuppositions of the scholar .
This is necessary because of the diverging and often untenable
contradictions in the results of scientific research. This is
true of every scientific discipline and subdiscipline. The root
of the problem has everything to do
with
the
opposing
" presuppositions " of scholars which lead to different approaches
and consequently to different results . Although different (even
opposing) approaches and results are initially stimulating and in
the interest of development in scientific research, it is in the
long run highly counterproductive for the development of science
and inevitably results in a deadlock position between fanatical
scholars.
I proceed in my introductory chapter to' illustrate this very
problem in section A by outlining the cacophony echoing from
scholarly work in theology as · a whole as well as the deadlock
concerning the exposition of biblical texts (taking I Peter as an
example) . Through this brief sketch of the dilemma confronting
theology , I am arguing that the whole crisis in theology boils
down to a hermeneutical - exegetical crisis . In section B my
theoretical - methodological considerations are put on the table by
first setting the boundaries for a hermeneutical - exegetical model
whereafter I define it i n terms of the communication process as
my paradigm for a solution to the communication crisis in
biblical scholarship . The analytical processes and aids
(based
on the theoretical - methodological considerations) which I am
implementing in this dissertation are discussed in the A sections
of chapters II , I II and IV respectively . As a penultimate part
of my introduction , section C deals with my epistemological and
paradigmatic presuppositions in order to comply with my demand to
put one ' ·s cards on the table . This section exposes my covert
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presuppositions and commitments in addition to the already
discussed theoretical - methodological considerations.
It
is
especially done within the parameters of the philosophy of
science as a crosscheck on my hermeneutical-exegetical basis.
With these cards on the table I trust that the reader will have a
detailed outline in order to evaluate the possibilities and
limitations of this dissertation.

*
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- CHAPTER I: SECTION A THE COMMUNICATION CRISIS: A CACOPHONY

1 .THE
- - COMMUNICATION
MORAL ISSUE

CRISIS

WITHIN CHRISTIANITY AND THEOLOGY: A

The New Testament is the compilation of the primary documents of
the Christian community. Although what is to be said is , to a
large extent, also applicable to the Old Testament , this study
focusses on the New Testament as such . These primary documents
of the Christian community (henceforth the "New Testament") are
part and parcel of human communication . It is very important,
however, to note that from the very beginning the church used the
New Testament , to a large extent , as an instrument for mass
communication. This is evident when we consider Budd & Ruben's
(1979 : 118) definition of a mass communication institution as
" ... a s tructura 1- functional unit , operating in a one-to - many
mode , which has as its goal the purposeful diffusion
of
information into and with the intent of exerting control over the
communicational environment, and thus controlling the behavior of
individuals vis - a - vis that environment toward some end ." In
fact, this "intent of exerting control on others in a one-to-many
mode" is part and parcel of the very nature of Christianity,
Therefore , most of the New Testament writings were written with
the intention of exerting control over its own community or of
converting others
Even the personal letters in the New
Testament soon functioned as mass communication instruments.
However, when Christianity uses the New Testament for the purpose
of "exerting control over the communicational environment" (i e
using the New Testament as a normative or canonized text) , a
moral issue is at stake . Barnlund (1973:49) maintains "
the
aim of communication is to transform chaotic sense impressions
into
some
sort
of
coherent ,
intelligible
and
useful
relationship. When men do this privately , either in confronting
natu r e or in assessing their own i mpulses, they are free to
invent whatever mean i ng they can. But when men encounter each
other , a moral
issue
invades every exchange because the
manipulation of symbols always involves a purpose that is
external to, and in some degree manipulative of , the interpreter
of the message . "
It is this moral issue that
Christianity and theology today.

has become
The church
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(including biblical scholars) are t r ying to exert control over
society
with the Bible as a normative
conscience - binding
instrument . They often contradict each other on crucial moral
and ethical issues such as evaluating political initiatives ,
artificial conception, marriage and euthanasia; on theological
issues such as baptism , the eucharist , trinity and redemption ; on
ecclesiological issues such as church unity and the chu r ch"s rol e
in society ; and on the e x position of biblical literature such as
Genesis , Jona ,
Daniel , the Gospels and Revelations . When the
church (supported by theological research) binds the consciences
of society and its own members in such a conflicting way the
question aris~s whether it has not become an irrelevant and
meaningless instrument creating disorder and confusion.
This
problem ~s aggravated by the fact that people are inspired to
fanaticism when their particular views are apparently sanctioned
by "God"s Word" .
This one-sidedness and the ruthless promoting of one viewpoint ,
is also found amongst biblical scholars (as it is also found in
other sciences). Let us see for ourselves!

*

*
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2_THE COMMUNICATION CRISIS: CACOPHONY IN THE HISTORY OF RESEARCH
ON lPETER
Although the church tradition on biblical writings was already in
dispute in the first centuries A~ .,
it was only after the
reformation and especially the en light enment that a full-pledged
war raged between historico- critical scholarship and church
tradition.
This creat ed a communication cri sis between the
church and theology as well as among bibli cal scholars as such.
Their evaluation and interpretation of introductory issu es (such
as authorship , date , addressees, situation , etc) differs to such
a degree that one tends to loose faith in scholarly work . This
situation prevails even today when one compares the most recent
commentaries and introductions on the New Testament . Although one
could agree with Elliott (1976 : 253) that our understanding of 1
Peter and its historical context has grown in the last decades even that we have gained more clarity on some issues - there is
no consensus whatsoever amongst scholars. As an illustration of
the cacophony of different and often contradictory views which
are often ruthlessly promoted by scholars , I am now going to give
an outline of the different views in the Introduction to 1 Peter .
Obviously it will not be possible to discuss and eva luate all the
arguments for and against the different views in detail for that
cou l d develop into a dissertation on its own . I will have to
limit the discussion by only stipulating the different views and
their main arguments . An overall evaluation,
howeve r, will be
given in section A 3 of this chapter .
2 .1 AUTHORSHIP
On the authorship issue German scholarship , to a
large extent ,
agrees that Peter the apostle could not have been the author in
spite of the internal witness of the letter (cf
Kuemmel
1975:421-424; Goppelt 1978 : 66-70 ; Brox 1979:43 - 47) . The most
important objections are : that the excellent Greek used in the
letter is not to be reconciled with that of an uneducated
fisherman; that Peter had
no
previous
contact with the
addressees ; that the letter reflects no direct or eyew i tness
contact with Jesus but is dependent on church tradition; that the
Pauline influence on 1 Peter is too strong to be ident ified with
Peter ; that Silvanus was Palestinian and could therefore not
serve as a scapegoat to salvage the Petrine authorship by means
of an ama n uensis ; and that the general character of the letter
and the persecution reflects the "Sitz im Leben" of the second or
third generation of Christians rather than that of Peter as part
of
the first generation
(cf Best 1969/70:95 - 113;
Blevi ns
1 982 : 401-413). With these considerations in mind Brox (1979 : 41,
46 & 228) concludes that the author was a presbyter of the second
or third generation Christians i n Rome. Therefore 1 Peter is
according to Brox (1979:226 - 230) a pseudonymous letter claiming
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the authority and example or image of Peter, the apostle, to
instruct ' and comfort the addressees.
Goppelt,
however,
is
reluctant to describe 1 Peter as pseudonymous. He concludes "Die
Namen Petrus und Silvanus sind, misst man sie an der traditionsg e schichtlichen Struktur des Briefes, aIle Wahrscheinlichkeit
nach kein Postulat pseudonymer Schrifstellerei, das lediglich
eine formale Autoritaet vorweisPl1 wollte. Der Brief wendet auf
aIle Faelle tradition an, fuer ale diese beiden Namen als Sigel
stehen koennen.
Moeglicherweise hat man in Rom gewusst, dass
diese Tradition massgeblich durch diese beiden Lehrer (Petrus und
Silvanus)
gepraegt war,
und sie deshalb ' unter ihrem Namen
weitergegeben" (Goppelt 1978:69).
A view that shares Goppelt"s assumption that this letter is based
on Petrine tradition is the postulation of a Petrine school which
was responsible for this letter (cf Best 1977:60-63; followed by
Blevins 1982:401-413). Therefore, these scholars confirm the
above-mentioned objections to Petrine authorship in order to
serve their theory of a Petrine school (cf Blevins 1982:401-403),
Blevins (1982:402) argues that there are"
at least four
reasons for positing the existence of a Petrine community.
First, the similarities and dissimilarities in 1 Peter, 2 Peter,
and Jude could best be explained by community authorship.
Second,
the liturgical elements in these three letters would
point to a worshiping community. Third, the unique use of Old
Testament, dominical logia, early
church
traditions,
and
pseudepigraphical literature
involves
a
community design.
Fourth,
evidence within the New Testament and church fathers
gives that indication." He continues: "Thus we envision a school
or community which traced its origin to , Simon Peter the apostle.
By using the name of Peter, they preserved his memory and brought ·
esteem to their founder. They seem to have addressed each other
as 'beloved" (1 Pet. 2:11; 4:12; 2 Pet. 3:8, 17; Jude 3,17, 20).
The traditions of Peter are valued (1 Pet. 5: 12-13; 2 Pet.
1 : 13-14) . Peter is set forth as author and one who is a figure of
authority (2 Pet. 3:15-17). The use of the Septuagint points to a
group which was involved in teaching,
learning and studying.
Members of the group seem to have withdrawn from society and to
have seen themselves as a priesthood (1 Pet. 2:11; 2:5)" (Blevins
1982:403).
Although conservative and evangelical scholars are often prepared
to accept the possibility of pseudepigrapha in the canon (cf
Metzger 1972:1-24) it is often with great reserve (cf Guthrie
1970:671-684) taking great pains to prove that it is in any case
not true with regard to the writings included in the New
Testament canon (cf Guthrie 1970; Carrington 1951; and Winbery
1982 with regard to 1 Peter). Predictably enough, conservative
scholars . are much more positive towards the external evidence
upholding the church tradition that Simon Peter, the apostle, was
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the author of 1 Peter (cf Winbery 1982: 14) . Their arguments
concerning the internal evidence include the following: the
persecution reflected fits that of Rome in the latter half of
Nero's rule (i e in the sixties) which according to winbery
(1982 : 9) would explain 1 Peter 4 : 12 - 16 irrespec t ive of whether it
refers to an official persecution or not , as well as the
relatively positive attitude towards the authorities which was
still possible at this stage ; the Pauline traits as well as the
excel l ent Greek in 1 Peter could easily be exp l ai n ed if Silvanus
was indeed Peter's amanuensis (cf 5 : 12) who had re l at i ve freedom
in the writing of the letter (cf Rolston 1977:3 , 4 & 8 ; Schweizer
1973:12; Selwyn 1947 : 9- 17; Winbery 1982:9 & 12- 14) ; the primitive
character of the Christian beliefs in 1 Peter " . .. suggest a date
nearer the middle of the first Christian century rather than at
the end or even in the second century " (Winbery 1982:10 ; cf
Holmer 1976 : 14- 15 ; Schweizer 1973 : 11 ; Selwyn 1947:56-63) ; the
absence of reference to the life of Jesus is to be explained in
the light of the fact that 1 Peter is not a "
first - time
proclamation to the people addressed " (Winbery 1982 : 13) - in any
case there are ample echoes of the sayings of Jesus which would
confirm a first - hand witness as
the
author
(cf
Gundry
1966/67 : 345) . The interesting hypothes i s of W C van Unnik
(1942)
which identifies the addressees of 1 Peter as Jewish proselytes
provides additional arg uments for the Petr i ne authorship , for
instance that Pete r as the apost l e for the cir cumsized (cf Gal
2 : 7) , had the authority to address these Christ i ans .
A radically different hypothesis is proposed by K M Fischer
(1978 : 203):
"Wir
s i nd
also
der
Ueberzeugung ,
dass der
urspruengliche Verfasser den Namen Paulus geschrieben hat und er
erst von einem Spaeteren wohl unabsichtlich in Petrus geaendert
wurde . Der Brief wird darum innerhalb unseres Buches unter d i e
Deuteropaulinen eingereiht , wohin er nach dem Willen seines
urspruenglichen Verfassers auch gehoeren duerfte ."
Fischer's
( 1 978:199 - 203) main arguments for this conjecture comprise of the
following : 1 Peter i s addressed to the centre of Pauline
territory ; Silvanus and Mark are lin ked to Pau l in the New
Testament and not to Peter ; the form of the letter is clearly
Pauline ; the persecuti on reflected in the l et t e r is different
from that of Pete r 's time ; and the theology of the letter is
markedly Pauline. Th i s then leads Fischer (1976 : 203) to juggle
with the names #Petros# and #Paulos# conjectur i ng that the name
of the autho r was abbreviated #~ (as was often done with well
known names) and that a copyist misinterpreted it as #Petros# i n
stead of #Paulos# .

*
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2 .2 ORIGIN
The letter"s reference to "Babylon" as the place from where it
was sent, is almost unanimously interpreted as Rome by twentieth
century scholars (cf Goppelt 1978:65 - 66; Brox 1979:41-43; Filson
1955:403; Fischer 1978:207; Moule 1956/7:8- 9). Brox,
however,
suggests that Babylon could have been used as a metaphor for the
general existence of Christians in exile.
One has to go back to the previous centuries to find supporters
for the view that Babylon referred to Babylon on the Euphrates ,
for instance Erasmus , Calvin,
Bengel , Lightfoot and Alford (cf
Manley 1944:142) or to Babylon in Egypt,
for instance Leclerc ,
Mill , Pearson, Calovius, Pott, Burton and Gresswell (cf Manley
1944:142). Manley (1944:146) sides
with the latter theory
concluding modestly:
" The writer of these notes makes no
pretensions to theological knowledge. An interest in the subject
was aroused by two visits to Egypt .... "
One could conclude , therefore, that the issue of the origin of 1
Peter is one of the few Introduction issues that has gained
widespread consensus in the twentieth centu r y.

*
2.3 DESTINATION, ADDRESSEES AND THEIR SITUATION
.1 There is a general consensus amongst scholars that the
destination of the letter - that is Pontus , Galatia , Cappadocia ,
Asia and Bithynia - refers to the Roman prOV l nces and not to the
districts as some of the older scholars believed
Goppelt
1978:27 footnote 2) . In the Good News Bible the description
" provinces" is actually added to the text although it is absent
in the Greek text .

(cr-

. 2 Brox (1979:24 - 34), Gopppelt
(1978:27 - 30) and others (e g
Danker 1967:99 ; Van Unnik 1969:129; Winbery 1982 : 6) agree that 1
Peter is addressed to predominantly gentile Christians. Van
Unnik"s (1942) identification of the addressees as predominantly
groselytes is not in contradiction to this , but · rather a
specification. These ~chola r s therefore reject the hypothesis
that the addressees in Asia Minor were predominantly Jewish
Cht istians - a hypothesis recen tly revitalized by J H L Dijkman
(1984). Dijkman (1984:24)
believes- that the addressees were
Jewish converts of the Jerusalem mission to the circtuncised who
lived in ' Asia Minor as ip&roikoil. Kelly (as quoted by Blevins
1982:405)
probably represents the state of research on the
addressees with his assertion that i t is doubtful whether there
were many churches in the first century outside Palestine , at any
rate in the l arger centres of population , of which the members
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were wholly Jewish or wholly Gentile. There is no consensus
whether the addressees were mainly recently baptized Christians
(cf Brooks 1974:290-305) or whether they represented an already
established community (cf Danker 1967: 93 - 102) . To complicate it
even more some believe that 1:3 - 4:11 was addressed to the new
converts whereas 4:12-5:11 was addressed to the establi-shed
COmmuni ty
(c f
the literary theories of Prei sker and Blevins
amongst others as discussed under section A 2.5 of
this
chapter). F W Danker (1967:101) repr esents the opposite vie,,'
which is mainly supported by scholars accepting the literary
unity of the letter (e g Brox and Goppelt): "First of all,--if the
~ddressees in both portions of the epistle - have
a history of
sufferinB for the faith behind them, it is improbable that we are
dealing with new converts as candidates for baptism in 1:3-4:11,
~less
a probationary period of some length, impossible to
document, is assumed." Some believe that the ~essees belonged
to the poorer classes of society, but others have indicated that
thI s is not the whole truth because 3:6 refers to well-to-do
women whereas 2:13-17 was probably addressed to free men .
. 3 Opinions differ on the situation of the persecution reflected
in 1 Peter. Some believe that two totally different eras of
persecution are represented.
Brox (1979:24 - 35) and Goppelt
(1978:56 - 64) judge the "Sitz im Leben"
of the addressees very
much the same. They agree that we are not dealin~ith -<L state
.J2er~ecut ion, but primarily with a conflict betw~en J:hrist i ~ns and
n-2D-=Chr is tians in everyday 1 ife (thus a Iso Moule 1956/7: 8) . Their
suffering included the experience of distrust, hate,
slander,
discrimination (social ostracism), aggression and probably (cf
Goppelt) but not necessarily (cf Brox) a summoning before court
because of the "grundsaetzliche Anderssein der Christen" (Goppelt
1978:60) in their following of Christ which led to a polarization
between Christians and non-Christians
(including
Jews
and
Gentiles) . This conflict seems to have been fairly widespread in
the Roman Imperium (over against the Neroine era in which the
conflict was localized).
Brox (1979:32)
conludes that this
suffering doesn't help us in dating the letter because it was a
"zeitlose Realitaet oder Moeglichkeit" in the second half of the
first and early part of the second century whereas Goppelt
believes it reflects the era 65-80 A.D. Brox and Goppelt (cf
Sylva 1980:161; Winbery 1982:4-5) are also of the opinion that
there is not enough evidence to deduce two different eras of
persecution in 1 Peter (cf the traditional distinction between
1:1-4:11 and 4:12-5:11). Brox
(1979:33-34)
explains
this
difference as literary dramatizing and creativity on the author's
side.
In shar~ contradiction to the above - mentioned, Francis l'i1r ight
Beare (1945 :2 84) ove rass ured ly states:
"In my own opinion , the
references to persecution in the closing verses of the fourth
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chapter correspond so exactly to the description of Pliny's
methods as they are set forth in his Letter to Trajan (Book 10,
Epistle 96) , that we are entirely justified in concluding that it
was ",'ritten at that very time, Le, 111-112 A,D"
and it was
quite likely that it had its origin in one of the cities of the
province of Bithynia and Pontus." Winbery (1982 : 7) contests this
hypothesis: "However, when 1 Peter is compared with the whole
section in Pliny, the actual similarity boils down to the mention
of 'the name' and the use of the term' Christian.' Any actual
dependence on the statement of Pliny is very questionable ."
Blevins
(1982 : 404), on the other hand, assumes that events
similar to those in Bithynia (Ill A.D.) described by Pliny with
regard to Trajan's reign, occurred in Domitian's time . He accepts
the different persecution situations before and after 4: 12. With
regard to the latter he states: "In this section persecution is
no longer a future possibility but a harsh reality , a 'fiery
ordeal' which has broken out against the church "
(Blevins
1982:404) .
K M Fischer (1978:204), who categorized 1 Peter as a deuteroPauline writing, also envisages the end of the Domitian reign
(93 - 96 A. D.) as the historical background of the persecution
reflected in the letter.

*
2 . 4 THEME AND STRUCTURE
.1 Norbert Brox (1979 :1 6- 24) proposes the theme " hope " for this
letter (cf Danker 1967:93-102). This hope is based on Chr ist's
resurrection (cf 1:1-12) and has important implications for the
lives of the addressees (cf 1:13-3:12) even in suffering (cf
3 : 13-5: 11 ) . Goppelt suggests that the theme is related to the
designation of the addressees as " strangers" in the society (cf
1:1 & 2:11) which implies suffering (Goppelt 1978:40-42; followed
by Blevins 1982:410-411). Brox (1979:17 -1 8) rejects Goppelt's
formulation of the theme (i e " Die Verantwortung der Christen in
der Gesellschaft") as anachronistic . This reflects two different
presuppositions on th e origin and theme of this letter: Brox
proposes that the "Sit z im Leben" of the addressees necessitated
the theme of "hope" for the author whereas Goppelt asserts that
the author had something to say on the theme of Christians and
society.
In addition to the different interpretations of the theme by
Goppelt and Brox , we also find the fo ll owing interpretations.
Brooks (1974 : 294; cf Martin 1962:40) argue that the whole letter
is to be understood in the light of the author's concern for
" baptism ": " Rather the entire writing becomes more understandable
if it is read with the idea that the author"s concern for baptism
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has permeated its entire fabric." This was contested by David
Hill (1976: 189): " To say that the letter , or most of it, is a
baptismal homily or liturgy is to treat as explicit, direct and
prominent what is only implicit, presuppposed and subsidiary. I
Peter is paraenetical , not catechetical: and its mains [sic]
theme is the conduct of Christians in a situation of testing and
adversity" (cf the similarities with Goppelt's theme above as
well as McCaughey's 1969:40) . Closely related to the baptismal
theme is the interpretation of 1 Peter as a Christologized
paschal liturgy in which Passover themes dominate (cf Leaney
1963/4:238-251 who extended Cross's theory)
Fischer (1978:204),
on the other
hand ,
argues:
"Das Zentral thema des ersten
Petrusbriefs ist das Leiden der Christen. E. Lohse (Paraenese und
Kerygma im 1 . Petrusbrief) hat gezeigt , dass diesem Thema aI l e
christologischen und paraenetischen Traditionen untergeordnet
sind." Winbery (1982:16) views 1 Peter as a challenge towards
the church to accept her identity as the people of God and to
live accordingly .
Still others view the theme of the letter in a more comprehensive
way , for instance Selwyn (1947 : 1) : "The purpose of the letter is
to exhort and encourage them in a time of trial; and this he does
by unfolding to them the ways of God as revealed in the Gospel,
by recalling to them the example of Christ , and by expounding the
principles of conduct, negative as well as positive , which were
inherent in their calling and their baptism."
.2 Goppelt's (1978 : 42) division of 1 Peter differs from Brox's
(cf above under . 1) . His division is as follows : 1 : 3- 2:10
(i e
the foundation of the Christian existence as God's people in
society : marked by faith, hope & love); 2:11-4:11 (i e the
implications
of their existence as strangers in
society:
submission to institutions and
suffering);
4:12-5:14 (i e
application and elaboration of the previous discourse concerning
" dem
Verhaeltnis
der Christen zur Gesellschaft
und
der
Leidensnachfolge") .
As the whole issue with regard to the structure of 1 Peter is
closely related to the literary unity and character of the
letter, more possible and probable st r uctures will be discussed
in the following section .

*
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2 .5 LITERARY UNITY , CHARACTER AND DEPENDENCY
.1 Although 1 Peter is composed of a variety of themes, images
and associations often with an alternation in tone , style and
themes , Goppelt (1978:40 - 44) and Brox (1979:35-38) accept the
unity of 1 Peter on the grounds of its argumentative style ,
ther.1Es,
subthemes , situation and pastoral intent throughout the
l etter . To this may be added that features such as the author's
preference
for
compound
words,
concrete
lmagery
and
negative- positive contrasts are found in both 1:1 - 4:11 and
4:12-5 - 14 . This refutes the traditional two part division of 1
Peter on the grounds of sty l e and "Sitz im Leben " (Sylva
1980 : 160) . Both Goppelt (1978:44 - 45) and Brox (1979:23 - 4) assert
1 Peter to be a r ea l letter or rather a "circular letter " (i e
" Rundbriefs "
or "Rundschreiben") . Brox (1979:24) ,
however ,
remarks "Ein solches " Rundschreiben " bleibt ein Schreiben , also
ein Brief . Aber der literarischen Form nach bleibt der Ueber gang
zur Rede fliessend ."
Goppelt (1978 : 45 - 47) also emphasizes the
excellent Greek which is reflected in the rhetorical expertise
and the poetic and rhythmic style in 1 Peter .
On the other hand , scholars argue that there is a definite break
between 1 : 3 - 4:11 and 4 :1 2- end due to a difference in style (i e
the first part is in a formal , structured and rhythmical style
and the latter part in a direct and simple style) and "Sitz im
Leben" (i e the first part reflecting hypothetical persecution as
against actual persecution in the latter part) . This hypothesis
of disunity in 1
Peter
became
the
linchpin
fo r
th e
reconstructions of the form-critical character of the writing as
we sha ll see shortly.
In ad~ition to the above - discussed issue of the unity of 1 Peter
as a whole , the results of the form - critical reconstructions have
to be added . Martin ( 1 962 : 31 - 34) discusses the form - critical
contributions of Selwyn, Wind isch and especially Bultmann with
his analysis of the three Christological hymns - that is 1:18 - 21 ,
2 : 21-25 and 3: 18 - 22. In a certain sense Preisker's reconstruction
of 1 Peter as a baptismal liturgy in which he distinguishes the
minutest detail, wording and participants of the l it urgical
order, is the extreme limit of the form - critical approach (cf the
next paragraph).
It is clear that the danger of textual
manipulation in the interests of a theo ry with regard to for mcritical analysis is a real threat a nd, indeed , t he major
criticism against it (cf Martin 1962:34) .
. 2 The literary and theological chara c ter of 1 Peter has been one
of the major issues in the history of the research (especia l ly
since the beginning of the twentieth century . My outline of this
development follows that of Goppel t
(1978:37 - 40) and Martin
(1962:29 - 42) amongst others . The r efore , the reader will find
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that reference is made to a number of outdated classics which I
have not read and are
consequently
not taken up in my
bibliography.
The research of the twenti e th century
was
initiated by Adolf Juelicher's "Ein l eitung in das Neue Testament "
in 1906 in which he judged that 1 Peter l acked a unifying theme
and
coherent
structure.
This
was
confirmed
by
the
literary- critical hypotheses of Richard Perdelwitz In
1911
proposing that a copyist combined two different texts
(i
e a
short letter consisting of 1:1 - 2 and 4:12 - 5 : 14 with a bapt i sma l
sermon consisting of 1 : 3-4 : 11) . This hypotheses was followed by
Hans Windisch in 1930 and Francis Wright Beare In 1947 . 0 S
Brooks (1974 : 290 - 305) who agrees that 1 Peter is a
"baptisma l
instructional sermon ", on the contrary emphasizes the unity of
the letter which he found to be held together by 3 : 21 .
The liturgical interpretation of 1 Peter which was i nitia t ed by
Perdelwitz in 1911 and Bornemann in 1919 was to be developed into
greater detail by Herbert Preisker . Preisker (in his re v is i on of
Windisch's com~entary in 1951) complemented the literary- critical
evaluation with a form-critical analysis showing 1 Peter 1 :3 - 5 : 11
as an eyewitness account (probably put together by Silvanus) of a
worship ser v ice mainly composed of a Roman baptismal liturgy (cf
Moule 1956/7 : 3 where he gives a neat outline of the liturgy and
the serv i ce as a whole) .
The first part of the servic e (i e
1:3 - 4 : 11) was
directed
to
the
baptizands
containing a
" Gebetspsalm" (1 : 3- 12) ; a " belehrende Rede " with the baptism act
betwe e n 1 : 21 and 22; a baptismal dedication (1 : 22 - 25)
and a
baptismal festive hymn (2:1 - 10) . The rest of the service contains
paraenetical
material
(2 : 11 - 3 : 12) and a
" Offenbarungsrede "
(3:13 - 4:7) with hymns in between (viz 2:21 - 24 ,
3 : 18 - 22) . The
baptisma l se r v i ce as the ma jor part in th i s worship serv i ce was
concluded by a c l osing prayer in 4 : 7- 11. The latte r par t of the
letter ( i e 4 : 12 - 5:11) is then the conclusion of the worship
service as such in which the whole cong r egation is addressed wi th
a " eschatologisch e Offenbarungsrede " (4 : 12 -1 9) , admonition to the
elders
(5:1 - 9) ,
"Segenspr uch "
(5 : 10) and a closing doxology
(5 : 11 ) . Martin (196 2 : 37) remarks (tongue in cheek? )
that in this
mi nute eyewi t ness reconstruction
characters responsible for
different
parts of the litu r gy flit across the stage i n a
bewildering ar r ay.
In 1954 F L Cross followed this theo r y of Preisker , to a l arge
ext ent , but improved i t in one importan t respect
t h at is t h e
postulation of a more precise date for the bapt i sm.
He concluded
that 1 Peter was the liturgy of a passover - baptism - eucharist
service because of the refe r ences to the Exodus and Easter (cf
the j"oy - suffering contrast and the paranomasia #pascho- pascha# as
the background for the frequent occurring 'pasch5. in 1 Peter) as
we ll as to the eucharist (c f legeusasthe# i n 2:3). In cont r ast to
Preisker , Cros s viewed 1 Peter rat h er as the bis hop's running
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commentary on the bapt i sma l l iturgy than the l iturgy itself.
Cross's hypothesis , however , was contested by C F D Moule
(1956/57:3 - 11) and T C G Thornton amongst others .
Especially
Cross's embarrassment with the remainder of the letter
(viz
4 : 12 - 5 : 11) clouds his hypothesis with susp i cion (Martin 1962 : 39) .
M E Boismard (to a lesser extent) and ARC Leaney (to a greater
extent)
followed the suggestions of
F
L
Cross ,
Leaney
(1963/4 : 238 - 251) argued that there i s enough evidence to confirm
that 1 Pete r is to be linked with a Passover liturgy which was
current in the early stages when the early church still upheld
Jewish forms of worship .
In an article in which Moule
(1956/7:1 - 11) cri ticized Cross's
hypothesis he suggested that 1 Peter was actually two different
forms of the same letter . Letter A (1 : 1- 4 : 11 & 5:12 - 14) was
written to a communi t y in which persecution was
only
a
possibility whereas letter B (1:1 - 2 : 10 ; 4 : 12 - 5 :1 1) was written to
Christians undergoing persecution . It is especially the parallel
and recurring themes in letters A and B which lead Moule
(1956/7:10) to this hypothesi s.
Moule based his distinction of
the persecution envisaged in the two letters by comparing New
Testament
parallel
persecution- phrases
(especia l ly
the
Apocalypse) with that of 1 Peter. Blevins (1982:411) tries to
solve the discrepancy wi th regard to the persecution in t he
letter by asserting that the Petrine school directed 1 : 3- 4:11 as
a baptismal sermon
towards
the new converts amongst the
addressees and 4 : 12 - 5 : 11
as
a sermon towards the larger
congregation already involved in
the persecution,
A las t
hypothesis that crossed the imaginative (and overactive?)
mi nd
of B H Streeter (cf his " The Primitive Church" published in 1 929)
was to solve the brea k between 4 :11 and 12 by con j ectu r i n g t h at
the epistle was compiled , probably a t Sinope i n Pliny's time , by
combining a sermon to a group of baptized persons (1 : 3- 4': 11 ) wi th
a
letter of encouragement i~ time of persecution (4 : 12 - 5 :1 1)
which were both probably wr i tten by Elder Aris t on who may have
been Bishop of Smyrna (cf Mou l e 1956/7 : 2 for a discuss i on of
Streeter's theory) .
Brox
(1979:16 - 24)
and
Goppelt
(1978 : 40)
rejec t ed
the
above - mentioned hypotheses (cf also Martin 1962:29-42 ; Winbe r y
1982 : 4- 5) . Goppelt's
(1978 : 40) criticism seems to sum it up :
" Be ide (die formgeschich t lichen und l iterarkritischen Hypo t hesen)
gehen
von
der
Voraussetzung aus ,
d ass
eine
sinnvo ll e
Gedankenfuehrung in dem Brief n i cht zu finden sei .
Gel i ngt es ,
diese Voraussetzung zu wider l egen , dann s i nd diese Hypothesen
nicht mehr noet i g , urn den Aufbau zu erkl a eren ; sie werden zu
Vorarbeiten fuer
eine
sachgemaesse
formges c h i chtliche und
traditionsgeschictliche Analyse des Briefes ." Sylva's (1980:159)
comment with regard to this issue i s also appropr i ate : "However ,
I note that just because baptism is al l uded to does not mean th at
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the document is some type of baptismal document .
To determine
what type of document it is one must determine its focal point. "
In this regard a number of scholars emphasize that 1 Peter
remains an epistle with the references to baptism subordinated
and in the service thereof (cf Martin 1962:35 where he lists
Selwyn , Lohse, Moule and Bieder to his support) .
. 3 The relationship between 1 Peter and the other New Testament
writings has also been disputed.
Goppelt and Brox argue that 1
Peter wasn't literary dependent on any New Testament writing .
The similarities should rather be explained by a common oral
tradition in the early church
(cf Goppelt 1978 : 47 - 57; Brox
1979:22 - 24;
Elliott
1976:246- 247;
Dijkman
1984:24) .
The
relationship with Pauline theology is of special interest . Some
would argue, especially Fischer (1978:199-216), that 1 Peter is
"deutero- Pauline ". Therefore , it is not surprising that a number
of studies were undertaken to analyse the relationship between 1
Peter and the Pauline letters (e g Couts 1956/7:115-127; Mitton
1950:67-73) . Others (e g Brox and Goppelt) acknowledge the
similarities with Paul , but emphasize the differences as well.
Elliott (1976:247) discerns aptly between Pauline dependency and
honouring of Pauline
tradition
in his discussion of the
relationship between Romans and 1 Peter:
" In the case of Romans
the question must be asked whether the author of 1 Peter was
dependent less on a letter of 'Paul' than on a cherished document
of the 'Roman community' from whic h he wrote.
The inf 1 uence
then, would be more Roman than Pauline. "
Goppelt
(1978:47 - 56) also compares the relationship between 1
Peter , the Pastoral letters , James , Hebrews , the Gospels and
extrabibl ical 1 i terat ure .
Two main streams of tradi tion are
traced in 1 Peter : the Paul i ne (Hellenistic) and the Palestinian
tradition (which includes Old
Testament ,
Qumran ,
Wisdom ,
Apocalyptic and Gospel traditions). Brox (1979:22 - 24) tends to
divide the influences in terms of catechetical , liturgica l,
paraenetical and homiletical traditions wh i ch already had fixed
applications in the early church and were likewise applied by the
author of 1 Peter. Dijkman
(1984 : 24) specifies that 1 Peter
represents early Jerusalem catech i sm . The broad representation
of New Testament tradition mate r ial in 1 Peter is an argument
used by Blevins (1982:407 - 408) to relate this letter to a Petrine
school a t the end of the first century when most of the New
Testament writings already existed, although literary dependency
is not postulated.
In the end the crucial quest i on will be if there is some t hing of
a "Petrine " theology represented i n 1 Peter. In this regard Brox
is more hestitant than Goppelt who accepts a "Petrine " influence
in 1 Peter. The hypothesis of a Petrine tradition i s obviously
rejected by Fischer (1978:198 - 216) who interprets 1 Peter as a
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deutero - Pauline writing . One of the most important criteria in
discerning a Petrine theology is whether 1 Peter reflects the
so-called Palestinian or Primitive theology distinct from the
Pauline and more developed theology of the New Testament . Goppelt
concludes that this is indeed the case.
He is supported by Paul
E Davies (1972:115-122) who regards the Christology in 1 Peter as
primitive and John H Elliott
(1976 : 247 - 248;
followed by Sylva
1980:162) who distinguishes a distinct Petrine theology or
trajectory .
In this regard Elliott (1976 : 248), therefore ,
also
supports the probability of a Petrine circle which is to be
located geographically
(whether it be Antioch , Asia Minor or
Rome) .
Robert H Gundry
(1966/7 : 336 - 350)
bases his arguments for a
primitive theology in 1 Peter on the frequency of dominical
sayings in
1 Peter which ultimately also prove apostolic
authorship in his opinion .
Ernest Best (1969/70:95 -1 13) reacted
to this by showing that the relationship between 1 Peter and the
gospels is minimal and that apostolic authorship is not at all
certain. To this article Gundry
(1974:232)
once again reacted
confirming his initial stance: "We may conclude, then, that good
reasons remain for our seeing 1 Pt as dictated by the Apostle
Peter in Rome, and for our seeing his dictation as peppered with
frequent allusions to dominical sayings and incidents which were
both authentic and possessive of special interest to him ."

*
2.6 DATE
Obviously the question of authorship determines the dating of
this letter.
Once again the opinions differ considerably.
Goppelt
(1978:64 - 65)
argues that the nature of the conflict
reflected in the letter ;
the lack of reference to church
episcopacy;
as well as the earliest probable date of the
expansion of church to the whole of Asia Minor suggests a date
between 65 - 80 A.D . Brox (1979:3-8- 41), on the other hand , suggests
a terminus ante quem of 100 A .D. (cf the literary reference to 1
Peter in 2 Peter and Polycarp's Philippian letter) and a terminus
post quem of 70 A .D. (because Rome was only designated as
"Babylon" after 70). Brox's dating is
(with mino r differences)
also shared by Elliott
(1976 :254 ) who is fo llowed by Sylva
1980:156 -1 57 & 162). At the beginning of this century Ora Delmer
Foster (1913) used the interrelationship between 1 Peter and the
other New Testament writings to date this
letter between 87 -9 0
A .0. The weakness of this theory is obviously that if one tampers
with the assumed dc.tings of the other New Testament writings the
whole hypothesis fal l s to pieces.
Scho l ars accepting Petrine authorship (cf
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date the letter by Peter's possible stay in Rome shortly before
his crucifixion under Nero in the sixties . Some scholars,
howev e r, are not convinced of this tradition linking Peter with
Rome. Nevertheless, scholars who propose this early date for 1
Peter find no trouble in relating the persecution reflected in
the letter with that of the early sixties in Rome when the clouds
of Nero's aggression
gathered
and
were already visible,
Therefore Winbery (1982:3-16) maintains that this date explains
some features in 1 Peter such as the tension between the
hypothetical and actual persecution; the still positive attitude
towards authorities in contrast to the much later situation
reflected in the book of Revelation; the cryptogram " Babylon " for
Rome (irrespective of whether it was used for secrecy or merely
for homiletic purposes) which designated Christians in exile.
In
addition to this, it could also be argued that the primitive
character of the tradition material as well as the church order
supports an early date.
Best's and Blevins' theory of a Petrine school limits their
dating of the letter to a time when the development of such a
school is probable. Blevins (1982: 403) postulates that a Petrine
school could have been established already at the end of the
first Christian century . His interpretation of the persecution
reflected in 1 Peter as " cruel treatment and harsh persecution "
(Blevins 1982:401 & 403-404) leads him to conclude that 1 Peter
originated during the reign of Domitian that is 81 - 96 A,D. (cf
Blevins 1982:411), Fischer (1978:204 - 206) supports this and even
dates it more precisely at the end of Domitian's reign (93- 96
A.D .), but then as a creation of the Pauline circle and not the
Petrine circle.
J D McCaughey (1969:27 & 37) and
F W Beare
(1945:284) date 1 Peter during the reign of Trajan (98-117 A D)
without being able to identify the author.

*
It should be more than obvious that the results of the research
on 1 Peter echo a cacophony of opposing sounds. The question is
whether we are able to identify the dissonant instr,~ents
responsible for this cacophony and whether we are able to
orchestrate the different instrl~ents into a symphony, Let us
first identify the dissonant instruments.

*

*
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3.THE COMMUNICATION CRISIS:IDENTIFYING THE DISSONANT INSTRUMENTS
IN THE CACOPHONY
The above-discussed Introduction issues with regard to 1 Peter
clearly illustrate the babelic confusion and lack of agreement
amongst scholars. This confusion is also found with regard to
other New Testament writings (cf Rousseau 1985) . Although many of
these differences needn't be a problem (cf my conclusions in
chapters II C, III C & IV), one has to acknowledge the ca~ophony
echoing from biblical scholarship.
This crisis with regard to
the communication and interpretation of the New Testament texts
. is to a large extent the result of the lack of a comprehensive
hermeneutical
and
exegetical theory.
This is
not
only
responsible
for the overinterpretation and
one-dimensional
approach to the New Testament (i e a lack in methodology), but
also for an uncritical awareness of the problems that science
faces (i e a lack in theory).
3.1 A DISSONANT EXEGETICAL METHODOLOGY: OVER - AND
OF TEXTS

UNDEREXPOSURE

The lack in exegetical methodology is clearly reflected by the
one-dimensional approaches in the history of research on 1 Peter.
The inevitable result of a one-dimensional approach is an
illegitimate over interpretation which implies both the over- and
underexposure of texts.
This "over- "
and
"underexposure"
manifests itself in the three basic modes or aspects of texts that is the theological-philosophical , the historical and the
linguistic- literary (cf my article in Scriptura 1984:50-78 where
these distinctions were illustrated). Let me first explain what
I mean by the over - and underexposure of the basic modes of texts
before we evaluate the results of the research on 1 Peter.
The overexposure of texts distorts the communication act through
the overemphasizing of a certain mode . . Theologically this is to
abuse the New Testament as a source of "general truths and
imperatives" as if the Bible were a scientific, ethical and
cultic- liturgical textbook (cf Barr 1973 : 13; Best 1983:181-82;
Cain 1972:35). The historical overexposure degrades the New
Testament to a historical textbook. This is reflected In New
Testament Introduction where a hypothetic
and
speculative
reconstruction of "who, when , why and where" is often found (cf
Barr 1973:19-20; Best 1983). Another way of overexposing the
historical aspect is to subject the linguistic analysis to the
historico-critical method as part of the latter as H Zimmermann
(1978:20) does: "Eine linguisticsh geformte Exegese ... fuegt dem
oben beschriebenen methodischen Weg der historisch-kritischen
Forschung keineswegs
eine
neue
Etappe
hi nzu
"The
overexposure of the linguistic- literary aspect considers the New
Testament as a mere literary phenomenon while the main aim ,
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perspective
neglected.

and

historical

remoteness of

these

writings

are

The underexposure of texts constitutes the neglect of the basic
modes of the New Testament . Theologically this means that the
true nature , message and intention of the New Testament are
ignored. This links up with the overexposure of the historical
and literary modes of the text. Historically an underexposure of
texts would imply that the historical background of the text is
ignored. with canonized texts this easily leads to a verbal
inspiration theory believing that the writings fell from heaven
containing timeless truths which are directly applicable for men
of all ages.
The underexposure of the linguistic - literary mode
of normative texts also tends to a verbal inspiration theory .
This links up with the theological overexposure of texts as
oracles spoken by God b~mself. Therefore the combinat i on of
certain modes can be as dangerous as a one-mode approach . One
could, for example, emphasize the theological approach, neglect
or reject the historical approach only to
take
up
the
linguistic-literary approach (in a positivistic way)
which
inevitably ends in a fundamentalistic overinterpretation of the
New Testament .
It is fascinating to note how Heinrich F Plett (1975:52 - 56 &
99-102)
in his "Textwissenschaft un Textanalyse " confirms the
above-mentioned observations concerning the deficiencies which
resul t from the overempha si s of a certain text ua 1 mode. It is
especially fascinating that Plett , professor in Anglistik , comes
to the same conclusions regarding texts in general . His emphasis
on the
inextricable
interrelationship
between syntactics ,
semantics and pragmatics confirms my concern for the over- and
underexposure of the different modes of a text (cf I B 3 .2 _2).
Sandra
M Schneiders (1982 :68) also emphasizes the
multi dimensionality of biblical
texts
by
warning against the
overexposure of certain approaches.
The interpret at ion of the
New Testament has gone astray because of this very issue , name l y
the 1 ack of a comprehen si ve and integra ting approach. Al though
Plett (1975) and Schneiders ( 1 981 & 1982) acknowledge the
interrelation and multidimensionality of texts , an outline and
model which accomodates the different dimensions is still to be
found for biblical exegesis. This will be my main concern in
this dissertation.
First, let us continue by exposing different
one - dimensional approaches to 1 Peter.
It is interesting to notice how the scientific focus shifted in
the different eras of the research history dominating and
predetermining the research and results with regard to '1 Peter .
As an illustration let us briefly reflect on the developments in
this century
(cf Lategan 1982 for an overview of the cultural
influences on methodology since the enscripturing of the New
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Testament). At the turn of the century (i e from the nineteenth
to the twentieth) New Testament science was in the grips of the
hist o ry of religions school as part and parcel of the historical
paradigm
which dominated biblical scholarship in an
ever
increasing manner since the reformation and the Copernican
revolution
(cf
Furnish
1974:338-339).
In
terms
of the
constituents of the communication model ( v iz source message
receptor) Lategan (1984 : 3) describes this historical interest as
biblical scholarship's predominant occupation with the "source " .
As a
result of this emphasis on the source,
scholars were
interested in the historical reconstruction of the authorial,
redactional and socio-cultural background of the New Testament
documents.
This interest of the historical paradigm
was
exploited with the exegetical methods of literary, form and
redaction criticism. Form and redaction criticism developed in
the first half of this century as aids in order to analyse and
reconstruct the
developments in the early church and its
influence on the New Testament. These methodological developments
were in many respects the zenith of the historical paradigm.
Martin (1962:29) concludes that historical critical " .. . works
have claimed that the reader is also able to enter into the
public worship of the Primitive Church , and to hear echoes of the
catechetical instruction given to its converts, in the forms in
which liturgy and baptismal catechesis were becoming standardized
in the Hellenistic Christian communities . " Therefore, it is not
surprising that the different literary theories with regard to 1
Peter as a baptismal sermon, baptismal liturgy and its different
variations came to the fore. These discoveries of the " voice of
the early church" in its catechesis . liturgy and missionary work
were found and reconstructed from a Imost every New Testament
writing (cf Martin 1962:29-30). It is important to note the close
relationship and interdependence of the different historical
methods in this regard . Take for example the development in the
research with regard to 1 Pet e r. The literary critical interest
of scholars were predominantly directed towards literary problems
within 1 Peter (cf Juelicher's judgement that 1 Peter lacks a
unifying theme and coherent structure) which they tried to solve
with historical answers in terms of kerygmatic forms
(cf the
theories of a baptismal sermon and liturgy), formulas and
redactional work of compilers (cf the two letters theory).
Obviously, such a one- sided , one- dimensional overexposure of a
text predetermines the answers of the research.
This interest i n
reconstructing the historical background of 1 Peter (and for that
matter the New Testament as a whole) ended in speculation .
unproven phantasies and a cacophony of voices as was clearly
illustrated (cf I A 2).
In the expositon of biblical writings scholars started to
question the historical critical approach and to emphasize the
synchronic dimension
of texts and its related methods of
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analyses. This" '"
first
real "parad igm switch" occur red with
the advent of structuralism and its emphasis on the auto semantic
nature of texts" (Lategan 1984:3) . It was espec ially during the
sixties that the influence of this paradigm switch was seen
amongst others in the literary theories ot the "New Criticism" in
America , the
"Merlinisten"
in Netherlands and the "Nouvelle
Critique " in France (Van Luxemburg, Bal & Weststeijn 1982 :65-68).
In terms of the communication model the interest of scholars
shifted from the source to the medium
(i e the text and its
message)
in order to avoid the "genetic" and "referential
fallacies " which dominated the historical analysis of texts
especially in biblical scholarship (Lategan 1984:3; cf J G Davies
1983;
Keifert 1981:154-158). This shift in emphas is
also
determined the research on 1 Peter.
"In contrast,
analyses of
sections of 1 Peter and their relation to the whole, supported by
attention to the compositional devices employed, have
led to a
growing conviction that' in its final
form 1 Peter is a piece of
genuine correspondence.' A thoroughgoing investigation of the
literary style, structure and redactional techniques of 1 Peter
has yet to be made.
The ground work, however , has been laid.
Further observations of such composition-analysis now provide a
valuable
literary
control
for
the
determination
and
interpretation of the document's theology"
(Elliott 1976 :249).
This text-immanent orientated interest in the New Testament was
also welcomed and advanced by conservative and evangelical
circles which were utterly frustrated by the devaluation of
Scriptural authority within the historical critical parad ig m . An
extreme text-immanent reaction to the
historical
critical
approach has therefore been found 1n the fundamental is tic and
theological overexposure of the text of 1 Peter. Examples of this
"fundamentalistic fallacy" would be to use 1 Peter (erroneously
according to Elliott
1976:249-250)
for
prooftexting
the
"Descencus Christi ad inferos"
from 1 Peter 3:19; or the
un i versal priesthood
of
believers
from
2: 4-10.
Such a
fundamentalistic approach would utilize this letter in order to
settle denominational disputes with regard to baptism, election,
church-state relationships, race ideologies.· et cetera with an
appeal to "God's Word as it stands in the text" - obviously
ignoring the historical remoteness of 1 Peter as an ancient
canonized text.
Recently the emphasis in textual analyses has shifted from the
medium to the receptor in terms of the communication model
(Lategan 1984:4)
This obviously had its influence amongst
biblical scholars as well (e g J G Davies 1983;
Keifert 1981).
The suggestion is that communication is incomplete without its
"destination" - that is the reception of the text.
Therefore,
the emphas is is on the relationship text-reader (Lategan 1984:4)
and the performance of the text.
Keifert (1981:167) voices his
discontent with previous exegetical procedures rather bitterly by
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accus ing one of his " ... exegetical teachers who said at the
conclusion of a strenuous textual, source, form and redactional
ana lysis of a text,
'The rest is homilet ics, ' as if to say the
rest is either easy, or worse, less significant."
The exegetical
a nalysis
of
1 Peter has predictably
also
become
more
receptor-orientated.
The pragmatic dimension of
this
new
paradigm obviously interrelates with contextual theology which
includes materialistic and sociological exegesis. In this regard
some scholars have already started to exploit 1 Peter, for
instance J H Elliott (1981) and his sociological analysis of 1
Peter. The receptor -ori entated movement, however, has already had
to recognize its "achilles heel", namely the "indeterminable
fa ll~cy"
in the
evaluation
of different or, even worse,
contradicting and mutually excl usive receptions.
In reading my dissertation, the reader would notice that I am
ind ee d part of this last paradigm switch which strives to take
the communication process to its completion. It will also become
clear that, in contrast to some overreacting synchronists a nd
diachronists, my pursuit is not primarily a defiance of th e
synchronic and diachronic paradigms (al though I real ize their
limitations), but the . accommodation thereof in a communication
model which endeavours to do justice to all thre e constituents in
the communication process: source, medium and rec ep tor (cf I B).
Let us draw a few conclusions from this section. The dominanc e
of the different methods in their respective eras resulted in the
downplay of other important aspects and facets of 1 Peter as an
a ncient canonized text.
Biblical scholars in general were
seduced by positivism (Schneiders 1982:52-59) and a method monism
(cf Loader 1978:3-6) which reduced the interpretation of the New
Tes tament to one
"uni versa l"
(whether
it be 1 inguistic,
historical or theological).
These "universals"
and
the ir
corresponding methods which were philosophically absolutized,
tyrannically reduced and ultimately distorted
the
complex
phenomenon of textual communication to one mode or dimension.
Take for example the tyrannical rul e of the historical paradigm
blowing the authorship and literary unity issues with regard to 1
Peter out of all proportion whatsoever. As we will see later (cf
II C 4.3; III C 2.5) these two issues are rather irrelevant for
the communication and understanding of the letter. We have also
see n
how
structuralism reduced the dynamics
of
textual
communication to a static phenome non. Ultimately one will have
to admit with Weideman (1981:232) " ... that no single th eory can
supply a complete systematic explanation for the phe nomena
invesitgated by linguistic theory."
Therefore , a lack in method often reveals itself in a one-mod e
approac h which leads to a one -sided over - or underexposur e of
texts.
It
has become clear, however , that the dissonant
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methodology is only the reflection of the philosophical and
cultural trends of different eras.
Therefore,
the lack in
methodology is only the symptom of the disease , namely the lack
of a comprehensive theory . This is then the second dissonant
instru.111en t responsible for the cacophony echoing from bibl ical
scholarship .

*
3 .2 A DISSONANT HERMENEUTICAL
POSITIONS AND COMMITMENTS

THEORY:

IGNORANCE

OF

PRESUP-

Scholars often ignore that their methods and approaches to their
object of analysis are philosophically based or should I say
"biased"
(cf Weideman 1981). It is important to note that the
historical paradigm , its procedures and results were especially
predetermined by
the
post
renaissance ,
reformation
and
enlightenment philosophies of Lessing, Kant and Hegel (to name a
few) which inf 1 uenced prominan t
theo logians such as Baur,
Strauss, Ritschl, Schleiermacher and Troeltsch . Michel (1979:207)
remarks that Kant"s emphasis on the reason , empirical experience
and the
anthropologization
of
religion
makes"
ein
durchgaengiger roter Faden sichtbar: elne tiefsitzende Skepsis
angesichts der Zuverlaessigkeit geschichtlicher Ueberlieferung"
(cf Lategan 1982 : 57-60). This absolutizing of the reason and the
critical orientation towards history explicitly marked biblical
scholarship (cf the debate on 1 Peter as discussed above). This
became explicitly evident in Troeltsch"s criteria of criticism,
analogy and correlation for the historical paradigm (Michel
1979:206-207) .
Ultimately the rise of radical historical criticism in biblical
scholarship at the turn of the century, inevitably made the
pendulum swing to the other side. The grip of the "objective"
historical positivism and its
relativizing of history was
shattered by the first world war (1914-1918). This led to
existentialism which emphasized man"s responsibility to create
meaning for himself in this world as it is not to be found in his
past (cf philosophers such as Heidegger , Sartre and Camus).
In
biblical scholarship Barth, Bultmann , Ebeling and Fuchs , indeed
with different paradigms, represented this existentialistic quest
for meaning from Scriptures which resulted in the theological
interpretation thereof (cf the theological commentaries on 1
Peter by Bigg, Schlatter, Schweizer, Selwyn, Cranfield, Schelk l e ,
Leaney and Kelly).
As a reaction to the emphasis on the "source " (via historical
criticism) and the subject /
receptor (via existentialism),
structuralism tried to eliminate "
subject , geschiedenis en
wil (intentionaliteit) als factoren bij het verstaan van de tekst
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" (Lategan 1982:65). Overagainst the freedom, uniqueness and
relativism of the historical
and
existential
approaches,
structuralism maintained that reality is part of a formal
system
of recurring patterns.
It was especially Russian formalism , the
Pragian school and French structuralism which influenced a
variety of text-immanent approaches (e g linguistics, narratology
and generative poetics) within biblical scholarship (cf Lategan
1982:66-67) .
This overemphasized concern for"
die universele en die
negering van die
kontingente "
(Combrink
1983:9)
amongst
structuralists made the pendulum swing once again to the dynamics
and extratextual pragmatics of texts.
In a certain sense this
was a revival of existentialism and historicism . Once again this
echoed in the philosophical arena (cf Popper and Kuhn) as well as
in the philosophy of
language which became pragmatically ,
semantically, and sociologically orientated. Together with these
developments texts were seen as part of the complex phenomenon of
human
communication.
This resulted
in
multidimensional,
integrative and comprehensive communication models as we will see
shortly.
This
superficial
survey to illustrate the
influence
of
philosophical-theoretical movements in science in general and
biblical scholarship in particular, will have to suffice. The
conclusion is obvious, namely that a
lack in the theory or
philosophy of science is as dangerous as a lack in methodology
for text analyses .
Schneiders
(1982:52) observes n • • • that all
interpretation, no matter what its methodology , operates out of
hermeneutical presuppositions that are philosophical , that is ,
ontological , epistemological , and aesthet i c in nature.
To be
unaware of these presuppositions does not make them inoperative ;
it simply makes them ideologically tyrannical . n
In the discussion of the Introduction to 1 Peter this lack in
theory became evident in the phenomenon of method monism .
I
would now like to discuss additional factors which should also be
included in the theoretical considerations of biblical exposition
such as
the
scholar's
commitments
and
presuppositions;
inconsistencies ; lack in
validating criteria; inappropriate
questions posed; the possibilities and limitations of methods ,
science and human knowledge in gene r a l.
Let us first illustrate how a scholar's view of the authorship,
date and situation of 1 Peter can be traced back to the scholar's
commitments and presuppositions . Take for example a conservative
scholar such as Carlton L Winbery
(Professor at New Orleans
Baptist Theological Seminary)
and his attempt to defend the
apostolic authorship of 1 Peter. Interestingly enough , Winbery
(1982:8) was quick to recognize the bias of scholars defending an
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opposing view with regard to the origin of the letter (which is
obviously related to the authorship debate): "The efforts to
associate "Babylon" with the literal city in Me sopotamia have
behind them the desire to deny Peter's ministry in Rome for
anti-Catholic reasons. Church tradition ' is totally against such
a position".
Unfortunately he failed to articulate his own
presuppositions which forced him to a paradoxical exposition of
#Petros # in 1: 1 and #Eon Babul i5ni# in 5: 13. Winbery (1982: 8)
rejects scholars taking "Babylon" on face value and argues that
it is a cryptogram for Rome in contrast to his acceptance of the
face value of "Peter" as referring to the apostle
(1982:13).
Therefore, he rejects scholars who argue that "Peter" is symbolic
and a pseudepigraphical device (1982:11). This example reveals
how
scholars
inconsistently
change
their
methodological
approaches (i e realism exchanged for symbolism and vice versa)
according to their commitments and presuppositions. Their covert
commitments causes them to
make
these
type of switches
unconsciously and, therefore, prevents them from giving account
of it. Ultimately the end justifies the means. Examples of this
kind of inconsistencies can be multiplied infinitely.
Another case in point is the way in which scholars turn their
opponents' point
of view upside down by exchanging their
opponents' presuppositions (whether critical or conservative) for
other presuppositions establishing a foundation
for
their
arguments which ultimately confirm their own point of view. This
can be illustrated for example by the main argument for or
against Petrine authorship. Scholars are unanimous with regard
to the excellent Gre~k used in 1 Peter . Critical scholars
conclude from this fact that Peter, the apostle, is ruled out as
the author presupposing that a Galilean fisherman is illiterate
(cf Acts 4: 13) and stays tha t way throughout
his
1 if e.
Conservative schola~s are prepared to uphold Petrine authorship
by presupposing either that Peter had a good knowledge of Greek
due to the influence of Hellenism in Galilee or that Peter used
Silvanus as an amanuensis . The same holds true for the dispute
on the origin of the cryptogram "Babylon" for Rome. Some argue
that it could have originated as early as 70 A .D. (as a resul t of
the Neronian persecution) whereas others argue that Rome only
became the archenemy in the latter half of the Domitian period (i
e 90 A D). /In J H Elliott's (1976 : 246) article this same
phenomenon is exposed where the parallels between 1 Peter and 1-2
Thessalonians are interpreted either as literary affinities or
literary dependency in order to prove apostolic and pseudonymous
authorship respectively. It is disturbing that scholars give way
to this kind of juggler's trick by means of twisting arguments to
justify their ends. ':Phe fact is that both critical and conservative scholars are unable to prove the different presuppositions
that underlie their explanations of the excellent Greek of 1
Peter or the origin of the cryptogram "Babylon" for Rome.
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Scholars would have served science better by acknowledging that
the phenomena of the excellent Greek or the situation of the
persecution reflected in 1 Peter are neutral facts which are
multi-interpretable. In this regard the distinctions of J M Ross
(1976:214 - 221) which classify infdrmation or
"facts "
into
juridicial categories of conclusive , persuasive, suggestive ,
neutral and irrelevant
evidence
are
noteworthy.
In the
Introduction issues one find that biblical scholars very often
use neutral and suggestive evidence as conclusive arguments .
Elliott (1976:248) confirms this malpractice when he argues for
the liberation of 1 Peter from " Pauline bondage" : " Literary
affinities and the use of tradition cannot provide the main proof
for either apostolic , Silvanine , or pseudonymous authorship."
Interestinglyenough, like Ross , Ricoeur proposes " juridicial
reasoning" as the
basis
for the validation of differing
interpretations , although Ricoeur concedes that the procedures of
validation " ... are closer to a logic of probability than to a
logic of verification"
(Michell 1984:45). This lack in the
application of validation criteria in the theological debate is
c e rtainly one of the major causes for the deadlock situation we
find ourselves in.
In addition to the necessity of the validation of evidence
scholars will also have to acknowledge the limitations of certain
q uestions posed.
Take
for
example
Elliott's
(1976:248)
conclusion that the authorship issue is secondary in the light of
the compelling evidence of a Petrine circle . One could even take
this further and relativize the authorship issue in terms of this
writing as an autonomous litera r y creation as such or as part of
the New Testament canon in which authorship is subjected to the
canonical perspective and master symbols (cf my view on this in
chapter III B 3 .3.1; III C 2.5 & IV B 3) .
It is therefore, in the light of the previous paragraph ,
important to acknowledge the limitations of certain evidence and
quest i ons posed. This has the implication that scholars shou l d
acknowledge the limitations in the application of their methods .
With regard to different methods we have seen
that
the
overexposure of the historical critical method entangles one in a
vicious circle in which the answers to the problems identified,
were predetermined.
Take for example the literary- critical
identification of a break between 4:11 and 12 in 1 Peter. The
identification of this problem inevitably leads to the historical
explanation thereof in terms of form ,
" Sitz im Leben" and
authorship_ To this Elliott (1976:249) comments: "Observations
about sources have too quickly become conclusions about genre;
supposed indications of disunity (especially the "break " between
4:1 1 and 12) have been exaggerated; . ... " Therefore , it is not
surprising that a linguistic-structural approach could come to a
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different
(and most certainly more balanced) view acknowledging
the unity of the letter. W S Vorster"s (1977a:34-35) plea on
this issue of methods and their limitations is appropriate :
"Again I wish to underline the importance of determining the
objectives of the r esearcher. This is not a plea for a monism of
method. On the contrary, it is a plea for sound methodology" (cf
a 1 so Ca i n 1 972 : 29 - 4 3) .
The point I want to make is that unless scholars reflect on their
theoretical and methodological presuppositions and commitments
the scientific debate will remain in an impasse. Compare in this
regard my article "Woord, Waarheid en (Nuwe Testamentiese) Wetenskap" (1985: 1-16) in which I illustrated how the differences with
regard to Introduction issues between distinguished scholars such
as Werner Georg Kuemmel and Donald Guthrie can be explained by
their theological and denominational commitments and background .
Ultimately , scholars will also have
to
reflect
on
the
possibilities and limitations of human and scientific knowledge.
Karl-Heinz Michel
(1979:210) suggested in his article "Die Bibel
im
spannungsfeld der Wissenschaften": "Eine
Dogmatisierung
sogenannter wissenschaft licher Ergebnisse ist alles andere als
angebracht , weil noch die beste Wissenschaft menschliche, und das
heisst unvollkommene
irrtumsfaehige und revisionsbeduerftige
Wissenschaft bleibt."
This requires modesty and patience: "A.
Einstein sol1 einma l Kardinal Faulhaber im Spass gefragt haben,
wie er sich verhielte,
falls die Wissenschaft die Nichtexistenz
Gottes beweisen wuerde. Faulhaber habe ruhig geantwortet: 'Dann
warte ich geduldig, bis sie ihren Rechenfehler gefunden haben. "
Solche der erkannten Wahrheit gewisse Gelassenheit steht uns
Christen in der wissenschaftlichen Diskussion unserer Tage gut
an" (Michel 1979:210).
In dealing with the two major dissonant instrl@ents responsible
for this scholarly cacophony in biblical science - that is a lack
in theory and methodology - we will have to find a solution.
In
New
Testament
science the two relevant
disciplines
are
hermeneutics and exegesis which both deal with theoretical and
methodological issues. I shall now proceed in section B to give
an outline of the hermeneutical-exegetical boundaries to which I
would like to adhere in this dissertation in the light of the
discussion up till now.
The extremely important umbrella issue
r elated to the theoretical-methodological considerations
that
is the possibilities and limitations of hl@an knowledge (as
identified above) - will be dealt with in section C and will
serve as a crosscheck on my hermeneutical - exegetical boundaries
and the construction of a problem -sol ving communication model.

*
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- CHAPTER I: SECTION B THE COMMUNICATION PROCESS AS A HERMENEUTICAL-EXEGETICAL MODEL:
ORCHESTRATING A SYMPHONY

1.HEmmNEUTICS
1 .1 DEFINITION
It has become clear in the discussion up till now that the
dilemma in biblical scholarship is predominantly a theoreticalmethodological issue (i e hermeneutical-exegetical in theological
terms). It is evident that the process of understanding is
complex and therefore one has to start by outlining
the
parameters of the hermeneutical issue in order to deal with the
problem in its totality.
New Testament hermeneutics obviously has the intention to operate
"scientifically" (cf Michell 1984) . This endeavour to maintain a
scientific approach is not only directed against the isolation of
the New Testament for insiders only, but also to engage in a
dialogue with other sciences and non-Christians concern~ng a
meaningful understanding of the reality in which we live.
This
is to my mind the correct interpretation and actualization of 1
Peter 3:15 in an era in which reason, technology and science form
the foundation of dialogue: "Always be prepared to make a defence
to anyone who calls you to account for the hope that is in
you ... " (Revised Standard Version). Th is is es pecially urgent in
the light
of the embarrassing cacophony echoing from the
theological debate within the church and biblical scholarship.
New Testament hermeneutics and exegesis are therefore challenged
to save face and give credibility to the exposition of the New
Testament. To reach this goal New Testament hermeneutics should
emphasize the sound principle that the Bible is to be explained
no differently than other books (cf Luther's and Turretini's
views on this as quoted in Kuemmel 1973:22-3 & 58 respectively;
cf Nida 1969:7; Barr 1961:296). This implies that New Testament
hermeneutics should therefore benefit from the insights of other
sciences which deal with written communication (e g semiotics,
linguistics, literary science and communication science) in order
to construct a comprehensive and problem-solving method for
textual analysis. Therefor e both Deist (1980:113) and Schneiders
(1981:32)
describe
hermeneutics
appropriately
as
an
interdisciplinary endeavour. I have thus joined the company of
the new hermeneutics initiated by G Ebeling and E Fuchs in which
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the hermeneutical debate has been broadened to inc 1 ude the whole
question of
"understanding and
interpretation"
in all its
complexity (cf Roberts 1977:66-67; Thiselton 1977:308-333;
Ramm
1971:130-140) . Van Luxemburg et al (1982:75 - 80 & 84-85) showed,
interestingly enough , that the term "hermeneutics" has also
become relevant in literary
science
with
regard to the
"interpretation " of texts.
They also emphasize the necessity for
mUltiple and interrelated criteria for a literary theory.
Having
established
the
prerequisites
of
New
Testament
hermeneutics as a scientific and interdisciplinary endeavour,
I
shall first proceed by defining New Testament hermeneutics as
such as ",'ell as
its parameters which will be able to solve the
problems of the dissonant
instruments responsible for the
cacophony
in
bibl ical
schol ar ship.
These
hermeneut ical
considerations are, to a large extent ,
based on an article I
wrote in 1982-1983 (published in 1984). In section B 2 of this
chapter I shall
discuss the fasc inating similarities between my
hermeneutical parameters and current communication models as a
motivation for my choice to solve the hermeneutical - exegetica l
impass e in terms of a communication paradigm.
Obviously one could define New Testament hermeneutics elaborately
and in more than one way . I prefer to define it in terms of its
minim~uu requirement s:
New Testament hermeneutics is the subd iscipli ne within New Testament science which theorizes on the
understanding and interpretation of the New Testament.
This
definition is reconcilable with the general description of
hermeneutics by biblical scholars (cf Roberts 1977:67; Schneiders
1982:58-59;
Stuhlmacher 1979:15; Westermann 1963:10).
This
definition based on the minimLuu requirements for hermeneutics has
the advantage that it doesn't preconceive and limit the scope of
hermeneut i cs.
For this very same reason the definition demands
some explanation.

*
1.2 HERMENEUTICAL PARAMETERS
In the light of the above-formulated definition as well as the
problems facing us, I believe that New Testament hermeneutics as
the
"understanding and interpretation of the New Testament"
should include at least the following aspects in its theory:
1 . 2.1 Giving account of scholars in the totality of their bei!!5l.
This refers to aspects such as the scholar's life-and-world view ,
commitments and presuppositions which are part and parcel of the
hermeneutical
process.
The view of man in terms of a
"tabula
rasa" (i e a blank page) has long since become untenable.
Man
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and his understanding of reality is influenced by a series of
factors:
philosophical, economical , political , social , et cetera
(cf Thiselton 1980:3-10; Van Luxemburg et al 1982:81-85; Herzog
II 1983:115; Du Toit , H C 1984 :52- 65) . We will have to give
account of these factors if we hope to reach a sol ution in the
current confusion regarding the interpretation of Scriptures.
This very point has beeri clearly illustrated in the discussion of
the dilemma regarding the interpretation of 1 Peter where the
commitments and presuppositions of different scholars have been
exposed as responsible for their different views
(cf Rousseau
1985) . Because commitments and presuppositions operate on "gut
level", it is not strange that scholars often defend their
respective views fanatically and immoraly.
This inevitably
results in an impasse in biblical research.
Therefore it is
essential that these cards which primarily represent premises
"outside" the parameters of New Testament science as such, should
also be placed on the hermeneutical table .
In exposing this serious deficiency in scientific research,
I
have committed myself to express my own commitments.
I
have
chosen to do this within the parameters of the philosophy of
science which explicitly deals with theoretical and methodological
issues in SClence as well as the possibilities and
limitations of human knowledge (cf I A 3.1). Therefore, in order
to double-check the possibilites of my communication paradigm as
an answer to the hermeneutical-exegetical dilemma, I have to take
notice of the results of the philosophy of science . I will have
to evaluate and match both my own hermeneutical - exegetical
presuppositions as well as my ultimate commitments in the light
of the philosophy of science's debate on epistemological and
paradigmatic issues .
This will be dealt with in section C of
this chapter.
1.2.2 Giving account of the science
scholar.

model

and

methods

of

the

Every scientific discipline has certain presuppositions with
regard to its practising of science .
The evaluation of these
presuppositions and scientific models is part and parcel of any
hermeneutical procedure . De Jonge (1982:76 - 77)
emphasizes that
"
tot op de wortels doorvragende en eigen interpretatiemethoden en modellen voortdurend kritisch beschouwende wetenschap
blijft een onontkoombare opgave." This is currently one of the
major emphases in the philosophy of science as we shall see in
section C •
I

We have already seen how different methods (each with their own
philosophical background) applied to the exposition of 1 Peter
led to a cacophony of echoing answers and results. We found that
the linguist, historian and theologian would give us three
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different answers with regard to 1 Peter - obviously because they
ask different questions and consequently implement different
models and methods with regard to the Bible (cf Cain 1972:29-32).
I have already suggested that the different methods express
different questions asked to the text.
Van Luxemburg et al
(1982:82-83),
for example , discerns
six different sets of
criteria which could be used for a literary analysis revealing
six different literary facets: expressiveness; intentionality;
reality-boundness; sociological influence; emotive reception; and
the relationship with tradition.
These distinctions as well as
the diverse menu of questions with regard to biblical analysis
could, in my opinion, be related to primarily linguistic1 iterary, historical and theological-philosophical questions.
This was confirmed when we traced the
contours
of
the
developments in the history of research on 1 Peter in particular
and philosophy in general.
Therefore in the construction of a theoretical model for New
Testament hermeneutics one will have to give account of the
scholar's overt , but also covert methodological presuppositions.
These presuppositions are primarily premises "wi thin" the parameters of New Testament science as such. It is obvious that this
is the point where New Testament hermeneutics and exegesis
. meets . Especially in our evaluation of methods and models we
will have to evaluate whether appropriate methods are applied and
whether there is some relationship, hierarchy and chronological
order in which we should apply the methods to the texts. Malbon
(1983:222) rightly emphas iz es in this regard that " ... hermeneutics need to reaffirm that all inquiry is interrelated ."
The
importance of an exeget ical methododology and the honouring of
the specific nature of the New Testament texts in this regard
will become clear in the discussion of the next hermeneutical
boundary.
1 . 2.3 Giving account of the specific nature of
writings as study object

the New Testament

To understand the New Testament according to its specific nature
and intention,
is one of the
cornerstones
of
a
sound
hermeneutical model. It is clear that the nature of the New
Testament writings supplies New Testament hermeneutics with
important building blocks in the construction of a hermeneutical
model. On the other hand we find that New Testament hermeneutics
has important guidelines for the understanding of New Testament
texts. We are therefore caught in a vicious circle "within " the
parameters of New Testament science .
The only way to break
this
vicious circle is to apply
hermeneutical theory in terms of an e xegetical analysis and to
evaluate from time to time whether justice is done to the
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"understanding of the
New
Testament
writings"
(cf Plett
1975 :12-13 where he argues that textual analysis is the basis for
the empirical verification of a text theory). The proof of the
pudding is ~n the eating thereof.
Thus the hermeneutical
symphony will only succeed to the extent in which the exegetical
performance adequately interprets the textual music.
In this
regard I have already suggested that the multidimensional and
plurimodal nature of the New Testament texts should be fully
acoorrrnodatS::. The ill ust rat ion of the interpretat ion of 1 Peter
has suficiently exposed the deficiencies of one-mode approaches
which distort the complex nature of 1 Peter as a text.
1 .2 .4 Giving account of the research history
Finally, it is important to acknowledge that the endeavour to
understand the New Testament has a long history.
Therefore we
have the privilege of gaining important insights from those
scholars who wrestled before us to understand the New Testament.
It is, however, not only a privilege but also imperative to take
notice of the research history through a literature study in
order to free us from a one -sid ed and biased understanding of the
New Testament. "This oviously implies the desirability, indeed
the necessity, for people of as many backgrounds and worlds as
possible to enter into the work of interpretation" (Herzog II
1983:115). It was especially in the dialogue and counterarguments of scholars over decades that theories were tested to
the utmost.
In the dialogue on 1 Peter it has been invaluable to
expose the deficiencies and advantages of d iff erent hypotheses.
Therefore, we will have to take notice of our brothers and
sisters in faith
(i e those who belong to our church tradition:
reformed, presbyterian, etc); our cousins in faith
(i e those
Christians who belong
to
other
Christian families:
RCC,
charismatics, etc); our grandparents in faith (i e our Christian
forefathers:
Luther, Calvin, Augustine, etc) ; our children in
faith
(i e the young churches which are the result of our
missionary
work: black, coloured,
indian and third
world
churches). The bibliography of this dissertation is evidence of
taking this hermeneutica 1 parameter seriously.
It should be
stressed, however, that research in the twentieth century faces
the dilermna of an unserveyable and indigestable wealth of
literature.
In addition to the acknowledgement of research history "within"
the boundaries of New Testament science, we will a ls o have to
move "outside " these boundaries to listen to our neighbours in
the
scientific (cf the interdependence of disciplines
in
scientific research), but also the everyday world (cf man's
search for meaning or understanding in general). This once again
confirms the importance of accommodating the insights from the
philosophy of science in section C of this chapter.
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These remarks on the definition of New Testament hermeneutics
form the foundation and parameters for my construction of a
comprehensive,
interrelational
and integrating hermeneutical
model.
It is appropriate at this point to turn our attention to
communication science and its fascinating possibilities for New
Testament hermeneutics.
We will soon see how the above-discussed
hermeneutical
parameters are
comprehensively and meaningful
integrated within a
contemporary model of the communication
process.

*

*
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2.COMMUNICATION SCIENCE AND HERMENEUTICS
2 .1 THE COMMUNICATION PROCESS
I am convinced that biblical scholarship can benefit tremendously
by integrating the above-mentioned considerations in a communicat ion
paradigm.
It
is especially
the
insights
from
communication science that deserve serious attention and could
help New Testament
herme neutics
to
find a comprehensive
hermeneutical- exegetical : model which in fact do es account for
most of the theoretical considerations discussed above.
Since Lasswe ll 's simple linear model in 1948 which initiat ed
communication science in our century, the full complexity of
communicati on has
come to be acknowledged, and models of
communication nowadays strive to account for this process in its
totality and its interrelat edness. A German scholar, G Maletzke ,
proposed a comprehensive mode l, which is relatively dat e d and not
without fault, but nevertheless accounts usefully for most of the
factors
involved
in
the
communication
process.
"This
methodica lly and
thoroughly
built
up
model
shows mass
commun ication as a social psychologically very
complicated
process, in which explanations are more likely to be of a mul ti than of a single-factor type" (McQuail & Windahl 1981 :36). The
following illustration of the communication process is based on
Maletzke's model with some modifications from the models of H F
Plett and E U Grosse:

self -image
personal.
structure
team
organization
socia l
enviro nm.
public
characte r
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(copied from McQuail
Grosse 1982) .

&

Windahl 1981:36-41; Plett 1975:40-46 and

. 1 The four basic components of communication
that
lS
communicator ("C"), message ("M"), medium ("Mm") and receptor
("R") - are obviously the building blocks of Maletzke's and
Plett's models.
A number of factors,
however, determine the
interrelationship between the four basic components.
These
factors can in my opinion be divided into static, dynamic and
dialectic parameters.
This means that each static component has
its u niqu e or dynamic contribution to the communication process
but each constituent is also dialectically limited by the other
components.
These three parameters will prove to be decisive for
my communication theory of ancient canonized texts. However, let
us first have a look how these
parameters
express
the
communication process in general.
In a schematization like the one above everything appears,
unfortunately, very static.
Plett's model, however helps to
express the dynamic and dialectic nature of the communication
process (which lacks in Maletzke's model) by describing the
activities of the communicator with "encoding" and "emisssion"
and those of the receptor with "reception" and "decoding". When
dialectic interaction occurs via feedback or dialogue the roles
of communicator and receptor dynamically interchange. The basic
activity which is at stake in every communication process is the
emission and reception of the message
(cf the definition of
communication under 2.2). In this process all four static
components have a unique and dynamic contribution but always
within their dialectic relationship to each other. Let's have a
look.
2.The message needs a medium through which it
could
be
transferred. Plett's distinction between the code and channel of
the medium is an improvement to Maletzke's undefined "medium" and
is of great importance. The code of the medium could range from
gestures to Morse code to language with all its subcodes (e g
English, German, Greek, etc).
The different codes could be
channeled
differently,
for
instance
sound-acoustical
or
graphical-optical. This distinction between the code and channel
of the medium is important because different codes and channels
have a unique influence on the communication process In general
and on the message in particular. Therefore my distinction
between static, dynamic and dialectic parameters is applicable
here to the extent that both the medium and message dynamically
(uniquely) constitutes (statically) the dialectic communication
process. This is also true with regard ~o the other constituents
In the communication process .
. 3 Maletzke argues that the relationship between the communicator
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and his message is influenced by dialectic dependent variables
that is the communicator's selection and structuring of the
message, on the one hand, and the message's constraints and
pressures limiting the communicator on the other hand,
The
selection
and structuring are amongst
other
things
dialectically dependent on the pressure or constraint from the
message content (cf the difference between a report of a funeral
and a gos sip column) and the medium
(cf
the
dif ferent
requirements
of
communi ca ting
through
a
newspaper
or
television).
Furthermore, psychological and sociological factors
dynamically determine the communicator and his selection and
structuring of his message (cf Kelley 1977:37- 53) . Compare the
communicator's self-image and personality structure (whether he
regards himself as or has the make - up of an interpreter,
crusader,
conformist, etc); his working team; organization; and
social environment (e g their values and expectations) as well as
the public character of the media content (e g control exercised
through public and professional opinion) as factors influencing
his "gatekeeping" in the communication process .
. 4 The dialectic relationship between the medium and receptor is
likewise complicated by two factors namely the pressure /
constraint of the medium on the receptor and the receptor's image
of the medium. This influences the receptor's reception and
selection of the media content on the one hand, and effects his
experiencing of it and responding to it on the other hand (i e
dialectic dependent variables).
The above-mentioned
dynamic
variables
in
the
dialectic
medium- receptor
interre la tionship are dependent upon
the
receptor's dynamic
(unique)
self-image; social context (e g
people tend to reject information that is contrary to their own
or group values); his personality structure (e g some people are
more easily influenced than others); and whether he is part of
the public or not
(e g people react differently in mass
communication and in face-to - face communication) .
. 5 In the dialectic relationship between the communicator and
receptor a number of factors should be taken into account. The
communicator's image of the receptor (i e the implied receptor)
is a factor which help to determine his selection and structuring
of his message and medium. On the other hand the receptor's
image of the communicator and his values
(i e the implied
communicator) determines whether the receptor identifies with the
communicator and his message
(cf Lategan 1985:99 - 107). In this
regard the notion of "feedback" is also important in the
development and success of the dialectic communication process.
Three additional factors

I ·B
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success of the dialectic communiation between communicator and
receptor, are to be mentioned . The first two factors are related
to the medium of the communication act. For any communication to
succeed one has to accept that there are a common competence and
frame of reference with regard to the med i um (i e code and
channel) used as well as the "real world" reference of the medium
and
its
micro
and macro
codes.
Grosse's
distinc t ion
(1982 : 100 - 113) between the micro and macro structure of the
med i um
is
enlightening.
He
distinguishes
between
the
"Darstellungsschemata " of the basic syntactics as the micro
structure and the "Ordnungsschemata " of the genre and "Weltbild"
as the macro structure . In textual communication this micro and
macro structure expresses and presupposes the substratum of the
author's psycho-sociological world and background . On the other
hand , the micro and macro structure supra impose a superstratum
on
the reader confronting his evaluative " Weltbild".
The
decisiveness of this superstratum for persuasive communication
should be evident.
The last factor is the notion of " noise" which could be any kind
of disturbance which hampers communication. Thus "noise " could
include a nmnber of disturbances depending on one's definition.
In contrast to Plett (1975 : 41) who limits the notion of " noise"
to disturbances wi t hin the chan n el itself, Kelley (1977:29)
includes the possibility of psychological and
sociological
factors as "noise

ll
•

This concludes my outline (based on the models of Maletzke, Plett
and Grosse) of the static , dynamic a n d dialectic parameters the
communication process .
It
should
be
evident
that the
prerequisites of the communication process are complex making t he
success or outcome of any communication act dependent on a
variety of factors.
Jakobson's (1960:353 - 359) six
factors
involved in communication (i
e sender , receptor , message ,
context , code and channel) correspond , by and large , to the
above - discussed
communicat i on
model contributing ,
however ,
valuable insights with regard to the different functions of these
factors in the communicat i on act ( c f also Van Luxemburg et al
1 982:102 - 105). We will return to Jakobson's contribution at a
later stage (cf II A 2 . 3 . 1 . 1) . The semiotic and
textual
implications of the above - illustrated model
(as spel l ed out by
Plett)
are
discussed
under
I B 3.2 .
The
exegetical methodological application of this communicat ion mode l to the
texts of the New Testament i s done in the i ntroduct i on to
chapters II , III and IV. Wi th this outline of a communication
model, let us try and define the phenomenon of "communication "
with its static, dynamic and dialectic parameters .

*
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2.2 DEFINITION OF COMMUNICATION
The complexity of the communication process makes it very
difficult to formulate a definition that does justice to all the
factors involved.
Jordaan (1971:1-3) dealt with this dilemma and
showed how different definitions are one-sidedly focussed on one
or more facet s of communication.
Theref ore, some scholars in
communication science try to formulate a definition on the basis
of the minimum requirements for the communication act.
Kelley's
(1977:9) definition
seems
to
me
the
most appropriate:
"communication occurs whenever we
create meaning from our
i nteraction with the world" . This existential definition was
already proposed by Barnlund in 1964 (cf Barnlund 1973:44) and
has since gained wide acceptance (e g Jordaan 1971:3; Roelofse
1982:3-4, 11 ; Budd & Ruben 1979:94-126; Trent et al 1973:58-67).
This definition a ccanrrodates intentional and unintentional; direct
and indirect; verbal and non-verbal ; organismic; intra -,
interand mass communication; and recognizes man as the primary factor
in communication (emphasis on this insight is also reflected In
the recently developed interest in the receptor or audiencecentered approach) .

*
2 . 3 COMMUNICATION SCIENCE AND HERMENEUTICS
The above-mentionded definition of communication is inextricably
intertwined with New Testament hermeneutics which deals with the
theory of the " understanding " of the New Testament writings (cf I
B 1.1). The fact that they are both scientific disciplines
operating on an interdisciplinary basis establishes the common
ground between them. This will be illustrated in my discussion
of the communication process in terms of a text theory (cf I B
3)•
. 1 The parallelism between the definitions of hermeneutics and
communication science is clear (cf I B 1.1 and I B 2.2) . Both are
sciences theorizing on the act of creating meaning
(i
e
understanding) in man's existence in and through his interaction
with the world (of which the New Testament writings are part).
This implies that the parameters of a communication approach to
the New Testament will, to a large extent , coincide with the
boundaries
of
the
earlier
discussed
hermeneutical
considerations .
. 2 Hermeneutics as a discipline , as well as the New Testament as
ancient written texts , are ultimately and essentially concerned
with the communication process.
Therefore hermeneutics and
communiation science coincide
s tructurall y
(c f
the
four
static-dynamic components of the dialectic communication process

I B
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in both , viz communicator, medium , message and receptor)
funct i onally (cf the dialectic process of "understanding"

and
and

that of "creating meaning") .

. 3 The "creation of meaning from the New Testament"
implies a
dialectic interplay between the static subject with his / her
dynamic (unique) premises (i e premises outside New Testament
science) and the dialectic understanding of the static object
(i
e the New Testament) with its dynamic (i e uique) nature (i e
within New Testament science).
This clearly coincides with the
relationship between communicator and receptor (as subjects) and
the medium (as object) conveying a certain message.
This will
involve the first three hermeneutical parameters
discussed
previously (cf I B 1.2.1 - 1.2. 3) .
. 4 In my outl ine of the communication process the two main causes
of the dilemma in biblical scholarship (i e a lack of a
comprehensive methodology and a theoretical
reflection
on
presuppositions) were extensively given account of. Compare in
this regard the schematization above with the variety of factors
involved in the dynamics of the communication process as a whole
(cf I B 2 .1). This could serve as a checklist not only for the
scholar in eva luating his own presuppositions and background, but
also for the construction of a text theory
for
textual
communication (cf the hermeneutical parameters in I B 1. 2.1
1.2.3) .
. 5 The hermeneutical parameter of giving account of the research
history (cf I B 1.2.4) as a crosscheck on rese arch r esults is
paralleled by the interests of r eception -aesthetics
within
communication science and its focus on the phenomenon of multiple
interpretation.
Therefore, the communication paradigm is not only an appropriate
hermeneutical approach in order to understand and interpret
biblical texts, it is also the prope r key to unlock the deadlock
situation of a jammed and stripped "understanding" of biblical
texts. Therefore, we shall now try to orchestrate a symphony out
of the the exist ing cacophony in biblical scholarship.

*

*
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-3 _THE
- - COMMUNICATION PROCESS
FOR ANCIENT CANONIZED TEXTS

3.1 INTRODUCTION: CONSTITUENTS
ORCHESTRATED SYMPHONY

AS A HERMENEUTICAL- EXEGETI CAL MODEL

THE

co~rnUNICAT ION

PROCESS AS AN

I have already mentioned how my pursuit for a comprehensive
hermeneutical - exegetical approach led to an encounter
with
Heinrich F Plett's "Textwissenschaft und Textanalyse " at the end
of 1984. In this section it will become clear how my text theory
links to Plett's and how his theory reshaped mine and stimLllated
new initiatives.
I was challenged to accommodate the semiotic ,
linguistic and literary disciplines and their insights in an
hermeneutical - exegetical
mode l.
The
tendency
nowadays ,
fortunately enough,
is indeed to study texts on an interdisciplinary basis (cf Plett 1975:11 - 13 ; Van Dijk 1980 : 1- 3) . This
tendency is to be noted for example in linguistics which became
communication science orientated (e g pragmalinguistics) since
the initiat i ves of Roman Jakobso n in 1958 ,
as
well
as
sociologically orientated (cf sociolinguistics as a relat i ve new
discipline). Therefore , Plett (1975 : 12) argues that linguistics
changed from a structural (generative- transformational approach)
to a "sozio - kommunikativen Orientierung " . This gave rise to new
terminology such as " Textwissenschaf t ",
"text linguistics " and
" text theory " in which the scope of traditional lingu i st i cs and
literary science were broadened to accommodate a communication
approach and an all-type literary i nterest (cf Plett 1 975:11) .
These new developments in text theories will most definite l y be
able to assist my quest for a comprehensive he r meneutica lexegeti ca 1 model in terms of the interre l a ted communication
process and its static, dynamic and dialectic parameters . Let me
first give an outline of how I should like to proceed in doing
this with regard to textual communication.
It is obvious that written texts (as one form of communicat i on
amongst others such as intrapersona l o r a 1, ver ba 1, non -verba 1 ,
etc) have their specific characteristics and requirements . As
the New Tes t ament is part of written communication we first have
to spel l out the implications of a communication model for
written texts in general . The reade r will note that in my two
articles published in 1984
and
1986
three aspects were
distinguished and interrelated as constituents
in
written
communication ( i
e texts) . Interestingly enough ,
these three
aspects of texts were also identif i ed by Lategan
(1982 : 50 - 52)
with regard to the New Testament . Lategan , however , d i dn't define
the interrelationship of these aspects at al l.
I pursued this
very goal
during 1982 - 1983 which resulted in the article
published in Scriptura
(1984) and which I refined in terms of a
communication model dur ing 1984
(i e a paper I read at the New
Testament
Society
of
South
Africa
and
published
in
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Neotestamentica 19 in 1986). Although the description of and the
interrelationship between the three aspects as constituents of
textual communication constitute the foundation of my text
theory,
the
reader
will
note,
however,
that important
improvements were made.
The first constituent in the communication process of texts is
the static text itself. The communicators and receptors of the
New Testament writings have long since passed away and the media
(i e copies of the original texts) are,
phenomonologically
speaking, our only "gateway"
(as a matter of fact and also on
account of the primary communicators choice) to uncover those
anc i ent "communication acts".
This coincides with
Plett 's
(1975:44) observation that the absence of the communicator in
written communication implies that the static medium (e g the
book) becomes the secondary sender or text producer.
In my
article in Scriptura (Rousseau 1984 : 61-63) I referred to the sign
aspect of texts as the gateway of textual analysis.
In this
dissertation I decided to refer to the "intratext ual dimension"
of the static medium or text as the gateway in the communication
process.
A second constituent in the communication of written texts is the
role of the communicator/s, media and receptor's within their
unique and dynamic "worlds". This means that we have to reckon
with the time- and historical boundness of texts (e g the New
Testament writings as media of "communication acts" of almost
2000 years ago). The medium has already been identified as the
gateway and therefore the starting point in uncovering the
communication between the historical or fictional communicator/s
and receptor/s (interlocutors) within their dynamic "worlds" (i e
coritexts).
The second phase is therefore to determine the
dynamic refer ence between the medium , the ideal interlocutors and
their contextual worlds . I previously referred to this phase as
the historical
analysis
(Rousseau
1984:63-66).
In
this
dissertation I decided to stick to this terminology by referring
to both the inter- and extratextual dynamic reference of the
text,
the ideal interlocutors
and
their
worlds, as the
"historical dimension " . Therefore , the reader will find that I
have often used " inter - and extratextual dimension"
as an
alternative for "historical dimension " .
The third and final constituent has to do with the event of the
dialectic
communication
process
itself.
This
differs
considerably with my previous
interpretation of the third
constituent as the faith or theological aspect of texts (Rousseau
1984:66-69). Although this final constituent does focus on the
message of the text as such, I now propose to accommodate the
message as part of the final dialectic communication event.
In
this phase the "success" of the communication of and reception of
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the message through its static medium and within its dynamic
socio - communicative context is t o be determined .
I have -named
this constituent the
"metatextual
dimension "
of
textual
communication in the light of the fact that it transcends the
static and dynamic dimensions
of textual communication by
incorporating the dialectic between the text and real receptors .
Now the intratextual, historical and metatextual dimensions of
textual communication were defined in terms of static, dynamic
and dialectic parameters respectively as well as in three phases
following each other chronologically , which are prerequisites for
the successful interpretation and communication of written texts
(Rousseau 1984:69 - 75). These dimensions could ultimately provide
us with the basic parameters for a secondary communication of
ancient canonized texts .
This is then the embryonic conception
of my communication model which I believe could resolve the
existing cacophony in biblical exegesis.
It should be clear that
the analyses of the static and dynamic aspects of texts form the
foundation for the reconstruction of the dialectic interlocution
between texts and receptors.
Therefore the analysis of the
symphonic communication of texts should proceed in three distinct
phases: the prelude in which the intratextual and static text of
the music is exrerienced and analysed ; the interlude in which the
dynamic refe.r ence of the music is determined; and the finale in
which the dialectic interlocution and reception of the symphony
are eval uated .
The dominant modes and characteristics of these dimensions as
well as their relationship towards each other have to be argued
and motivated in a detailed text theory . As I have mentioned
earl i er , the text theory of Heinrich F P l ett proved itself to be
most appropriate for . my communication paradigm.
His t heory
enabled me to refine and interrelate the three dimensions of the
communi cation process .

*
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3.2 SEMIOTIC,
LINGUI STIC
AND
LITERARY
THEORY
COMMUNICATION PARADIGM: H F PLETT AND MY MODEL

WITHIN

A

3.2.1 The integrating text theory of g I Plett
Plett develops his text theory in a circular fashion. He starts
off with a theoretical discussion of literary concepts from which
he deduces a threefold semiotic approach to texts (i e his text
linguistics) to conclude finally with a systematic literary text
model.
In this whole exercise Plett emphasizes that in the
construction of a text theory the text analysis is the empirical
verification basis of the theory (cf Plett 1975:12-13).
3.2.1.1 Literary concepts and texts
Plett (1975:16-19) argues that literary science is in a crisis
because it has great difficulties in defining its field. This is
the result of a terminological impreciseness and the lack of
criteria for the evaluation of a hierarchial classification of
literary types.
With reference to M H Abrams and his book "The
Mirror and the Lamp"
published in 1958. Plett (1975:19-20)
discusses four different concepts of
literature :
mimetic .
expressive , pragmatic
(i e receptive) and objective (i e
rhetorical) . This is taken as a starting point in the discussion
and construction of his text theory .
. 1 The mimetic literary concept deals with the relationship
between the text and the world in terms of fiction and reality.
Through the centuries (starting with Plato and Aristoteles)
different
evaluations of the fictionality and reality
of
literature have been encountered (cf the eras of Romanticism,
Idealism and Realism) (cf Plett 1975:20-23; Van Luxemburg et al
1982:31-46) .
. 2 An expressive literary concept has to do with the emotional ,
spontaneous and creative expression of the artist or author . The
author becomes the absolute determinative factor in his work.
The text represents the author (Plett 1975:23-25) .
. 3 A receptive literary concept deals with the effect of the text
on the audience or readers. This includes the effect of the
mimetic , expressive and stilistic characteristics of the texts on
the reader. The criterium in this literary concept is the reader
who is influenced by a number of factors. Psychogogical factors
such as morals,
aesthetics
and
affections influence the
evaluation of literature (e g a strong ethical or aesthetic
approach
would result in totally different evaluation
of
"acceptable" literature). Nowadays the emphasis is rather on the
sociological effect of literature (e g books that changed world
history). As a result of this there is also research done on the
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effect of texts on texts
(i e diachronically) to determine
cultural influence and the continuity thereof. This implies the
overstepping of time, spatial and cultural boundaries.
It is
possible , therefore, to discern psychological, sociological and
philosophical receptions of texts.
Within this literary concept
the receptor becomes the author.
The reception of texts,
however, is a very complex phenomenon and many answers still have
to be found (Plett 1975:25-29) .
. 4 The rhetorical literary concept deals with the literary form
of literature.
Important is the deviation of literature from the
everyday language to establish a
literary work of art.
The
distinction between literary and non-literary work is,
however,
one of the main issues of debate (cf Plett 1975:29 - 30; Van
Luxemburg et al 1982:17-30).
Al t hough scholars through t he a ges often emphas ized one or more
of these literary concepts (usually at the cost of others), it is
very important to note that the different concepts of literature
do not exclude each other, but are interrelated, for example, a
mimetic text surely is an expression of the author in a
rhetorical form which has an effect on the reader.
Likewise a
rhetorical text is an expression of the author which in some way
relates to reality (without which
it
would
be
totally
incomprehensible) and effects the readers thereof.
In fact, each
one of these four concepts are essential for the communication of
all texts (cf Plett 1975:30-34) .
3.2.1.2 Literature as a semiological phenomenon
These
distinctions described above are also relevant
for
semiotics (i e the science of signs).
In the semiological
process the following are presupposed : a communic~tor (which
emits signs - i e expressive); a receptor (whic~ receives signs (which refers to reality
i
e
i
e receptive); a referent
mimetic) and the code (which represents the repertoire of signs i
e rhetorical) (Plett 1975:34). To my mind, it is especially
communication science which emphasized the interrelatedness and
dynamic characteristics of these components .
These insights
regarding the interrelatedness of literary science and semiotics
have the advantage of placing literature within a universal
framework of sign systems and consequently in a communication
paradigm.
Plett (1975:34 - 37) envisages that this will lead to a
better understanding of literary
and
non-literary
works.
Naturally one should be careful of oversimplifying the matter and
forcing it into a system. Plett's criteria (1975:34 - 37) for
determining the textual ity of texts must, however, first be
discussed.
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3.2.1. 3 Texts as a semiological and communication phenomena
Plett (1975:39) argues that the text is the macro or super sign
which also consists of
the different semiotic components.
Joining Eco (1976:32), Plett regards semiotics as part of the
communication process through which
semiotics
lS
defined
comprehensively and dynamically. Plett's text theory is based on
the following semiological and communicational distinctions .
Note that this is Plett's
(1975:40-46) application of the
communication process (as discussed in I B 2.1) on the phenomenon
of written texts:
.1 In a semiotic definition of signs, distinctions must be made
between linguistic and non-linguistic signs as well as literary
and non-literary signs.
It is therefore possible that the
materialistic body of the signs can differ
(e g acoustical,
graphical, gestures). Written texts are based on a graphical
system of signs (i e language) .
. 2 Texts as semiotic signs consist of linguistic signs based on
social conventions. Ogden and Richard's triangle is important
when dealing
with language as a social convention.
They
distinguish in their triangle between symbol, thought / reference
and referent. The arbitrariness of signs is obvious in the light
of the
different
possible
interrelations
between
these
distinctions.
In the light of Ogden and Richard's triangle one
has to distinguish different relationships to reality in textual
reference:
"Die Art und Weise, wie die Beziehung zwischen
Referent und Textzeichen interpretiert wird,
bestimmt
den
wahrheits- und Wirklichkeitsgehalt des Textes" (Plett 1975:43).

thought/reference

/\
/
symbol

/

/

\

\

\ referent

Petersen (1984b:5-9) shows clearly that this distinction between
symbol and reality is one of the most crucial differences between
the old and the new 1 inguistics.
Whereas the old 1 inguistics
conceived signs as referring directly to real world objects (i e
"thinking history"), the new linguistics (traced to De Saussure)
rediscovered the Stoic insight that signs mediate objects to us
not directly but much more complicated namely through concepts or
images (i e "thinking story before thinking history").
De
Saussure requires that one first moves from the signifier to the
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signified and only then to the referential object.
These
distinctions should be kept in mind for the whole issue of text
and reality. This important principle will be taken up aga1n 1n
section B 3.3.2 of this chapter in the discussion of text
semantics .
. 3 Texts can therefore be defined as macro- or superlinguistic
signs consisting of smaller signs (Plett 1975:39). The different
distribution and application of the smaller signs make different
text types possible. One can also distinguish codes and subcodes
in texts (e g English vs London English). These codes channel a
particular message.
This could
be done through different
channels
for example sound-acoustical or
graphico-optical.
Written texts are obviously channeled through graphico - optical
means.
"Noise" could hamper this communication (e g poor letter
or paper quality). Furthermore, one could distinguish different
medial objects of communication such as a tape recorder and radio
for acoustical communication and manuscripts and books for
optical communication .
. 4 The communicator is the author who encodes the text while the
receptor 1S the reader who decodes the text.
When
the
communicator is not the author (e g a book) the medium is called
the secondary sender. Communicators and receptors have certain
presuppositions in common as well as differing presuppositions.
Therefore textual communication isn't an isolated phenomenon but
part of the human communication act in its totality.
. S Ultimately the most significant in Plett's (197S:46 - S1)text
theory is his matching of the insights from communication science
and 1 iterary science with the semiotical distinctions of Buehler
and Morris.

* In 1934 Karl Buehler described language in his "Relationsmodell"
as
an organ ( "organon " ) or
instrument
in
the
communication over something between people.
In this model he
distinguishes between the linguistic signs
as
"Ausdrucks(Symptom-)Zeichen " as in relation to the commmnicator; the
"Appell-(Signal-)Zeichen" as in relation to the receptor; and the
"Darstellung- (Symbol - )Zeichen" as in relation to reality (cf
Plett 1975:47). His model correlates with the literary model
which was discussed earlier: mimesis ( " Darstellung"); expression
( "Ausdruck" )
and
recept ion ( "Appell" ) .
The
sign- immanent
(rhetorical) dimension of texts lacks in his model.
* In 1938 C W Morris made the following distinctions within his
semiotic model:
syntactics (i e the relation between signs);
semantics (i e the relation between signs and referents) and
pragmatics
(i
e
the
relation
beth'een
signs and
its
interpreters). The reader should note that my reference to these
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semiotic modes (i e syntactics, semantics and pragmatics) in the
rest of this dissertation is based on Morris's definition.
In
this model
all four literary concepts are accounted for:
syntactics = rhetorical; semantics = mimetic; and pragmatics =
expression and reception. These three aspects are part of one
process and cannot be separated.
This led Plett (1975:46-51) to combine the insights of Buehler
and Morris
in a semiotic model consisting of syntactics ,
semantics and pragmatics which would be able to accommodate the
theoretical
insights of
literary
science,
semiotics
and
communication science. This text theory of Plett prompted me to
combine certain aspects of my approach with his - especially my
distinction between the intratextual, historical and metatextual
dimensions.
Ultimately my text
theory is redescribed and
simplified with the aid of three notions: thrust , perspective and
strategy.
Let me explain.
3.2.2 !iY. multidimensional and plurimodal text theory
Plett (1975:52 - 56) emphasizes that the above -di scussed dimensions
of a text are interrelated and cannot be isolated - that is the
formal-structural or syntactic; the communicative or pragmatic
and the significative or semantic.
" Eine isolierte Syntaktik
verzichtet auf Zeichenbenutzer and Zeichenrealitaet und folglich
auf die kommunikative Signifikanz des Textes.
Eine isolierte
Pragmatik
hingegen
vernachlaessigt
die
Kombinatorik
der
Textelemente und ihren denotativen Gehalt . Und
shliesslich
ermangelt es einer isoli erten Semantik an der zeichenstrukturellen Relation und ihrer kommunikativen Einbettung in konkrete
Situationen der Textuebermittlung " (Plett 1975:52) . This is an
"integrati ven Textwissenschaft"
where
the
closely knitted
interrelationship between syntactics , pragmatics and semantics is
honoured.
This interrelationship was neglected for the greater
part of this century. Since Ferdinand de Saussure syntactics was
isolated from pragmatics and
semantics into a
"immanentes
Relationssystem" as " langue " (in De Saussure " s terminology) and
"competence" (in Chompsky's terminology) (Plett 1975:56 - 57). The
historical approach was exchanged for a intrat extual approach (cf
Lyons 1 968 : 45 - 50). The intention was to gain maximum generalizing
and predictability . But this led to the neglecting of the
creation , reception , historical boundness and intertextuality of
texts (Plett 1975 : 56 - 57) .
Plett argues that in the analys i s of a text these three
dimensions (i e "modes " in my mode l ) syntactics , semantics and
pragmatics
are relevant whether the text is analysed from a
theological , sociological or linguistic interest.
Furthermore ,
in the relationship between these modes one can discern a number
of combinations in which the different modes are in turn dominant
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or subordinate to the others Icf Plett 1975:54). This insig ht of
Plett is very important as "'e ",ill see no", and also later on Icf
I B 3.3 - 3.5) .
At this very point I ",ould like to incorporate aspects of my text
theory ",hich is, in my opinion, an improvement and clarification
of the interrelationship of the different textual modes.
The
three modes of texts Ii e the syntactic, semantic and pragmatic)
are part and parcel of all three dimensions
of
textual
communication as introduced earlier I cf I B 3.1)
that is the
intratextual, historical
and
metatextual
dimensions.
The
intratextual dimension was identified as the static dimension of
the text or medium; the historical dimension as the dynamic
inter- and extratextual ref erence of the medium and the ideal
interlocutors within their "worlds";
and
the
metatextual
dimension as the dialectic communication and reception of the
message of the text. The keen obsever will have noticed that
there are extraordinary parallels with the three semiotic modes:
like the intratextual dimension, text syntactics
Ii e the
relationship between signs) is primarily a static mode; like the
historical dimension, text semantics
Ii e the relationship
between signs and referents) is primarily a dynamic mode; and
like the
metatextual dimension, text pragmatics
Ii e the
relationship between signs and its interpreters) is primarily a
dia lectic mode.
These parallels obviously made me think. Not only did I realize
the inextricable intertwinedness between the different dimensions
of textual communication and the different semiotic modes of
texts, I also realized that it opened new possibilities to give
account of the multidimensionality of textual communicat ion. On
the other hand,
I also realized that the complexity of this
interrelationship should be simplified.
This led me to relate
the different dimensions and modes in terms of their common
denominators
that is their static, dynamic and dialectic
parameters.
It is in this regard that my notions of "the static
thrust, dynamic perspective and
dialectic
strategy"
were
conceptualized as the culmination of my communication model.
It
was actually as a result of my analysis of 1 Peter in terms of
the above-discussed dimensions and modes, which brought me to the
insight that the
trimodal
bases of the intratextual and
historical dimensions constitute the
static,
dynamic
and
pragmatic parameters for a metatextual dimension.
I found that
these ·three notions
gave
some expression of the complex
communication process in a simplified but integrated way. Let me
explain it with the aid of the x- and y-axles of a graphic grid.
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The x-axle represents the
different dimensions of textual
communication whereas the y-axle represents
the
different
semiotic modes.
Note how
the
dimensions
and modes are
interrelated in terms of their respective static (#), dynamic (*)
and dialectic (%) parameters to constitute the metatextual
thrust, perspective and strategy of textual communication.
In textual communication the medium is the static constituent in
the sense that the words, sentences, paragraphs, tradition units
and ultimately books (even the New Testament as a compendium of
books)
are syntactically and intra textually structured
and
frozen.
This implies that the the "static thrust" is constituted
by the interrelationship, chronological order and hierarchy of
the frozen intratextual and historical text un its. Therefore the
static thrust is the combination of the s'tatic parameters of the
x- and y-axles.
Obviously the text-syntactic mode is decisive in
determining the text thrust.
In the metatextual dimension as the
outcome of the communication process, the text thrust represents
the static autonomous constituent determining the dialectic
interplay between the text and its receptors.
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In contrast to the static intratextual dimension, th e historical
dimens ion represents the dynamic constituent which is dominated
by the semantic inter- and extratextual references.
Of the
utmost importance in the textual communication,
however, is to
determine the " ultimate referent" of a text. This represents the
ultimate commitment or text "perspective " which inspired and
expla in s the existence of the en script ured communica tion.
It is
especially in the historical dimension that the perspective as
the ultimate semantic referent dominates the other text modes.
The metatextual perspective, however,
is determined by the sum
total
and dynamic tension
between the static intratextual
semantic reference thereto (i e the x-axle) and the dynamic
histo ric al referent thereof (i e the y - ax le ) . The dominance of
the semantic mode in
the
r econstruct ion
of the dynamic
perspective is obvious.
Ultimately the perspective constitutes
and explains the dynamics of text creations and interpretations
and is therefore obviously vital in the metatextual finale.
Final ly,
the success of the metatextual communication
is
determined by a third dimension
that is the metatextua l
dimension which represents the dialectic constituent of textual
communication.
Once again both the intratextual and historical
dimensions of the text-functional and style-rhetorical signals
determ ine the dialectic strategy ·of textual communication. This
third notion is dominated by the pragmatic mode and is, like the
thrust and perspective, vital in the metatextual communication.
Even th ough it is possible that the thrust and perspective of a
text could clearly be distinguished,
it could still fail
to
f ul fi 11 the a im of the communication act (whether it is to
persuade, shock or comfort the receptors).
Ultimately,
the success of the metatextual communication is
determined by the dialectic interplay of the intratextual and
historical dimensions of the thrust, perspective and strategy of
the text and the real receptors thereof. The theoretical bases
of these static , dynamic and dialectic parameters of textual
communication will be outlined in sections 3.3,
3.4 and 3.5
respectively.
Obviously this text theory will have to be
implemented in terms of a methodology which in turn has to be
tested in the analysis of I Peter in chapters II and III. It is
only in chapter IV that I
shall be able to draw some conclusions
with regard to the success of my text theory.
Let us now proceed with my text theory by first attending to the
intratextual dimension of textual communication.

*
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3 . 3 THE INTRATEXTUAL DIMENSION (THE PRELUDE): THE STATIC MEDIUM /
TEXT
3 . 3.1 Introduction
I have already argued that the medium is the gatewawy and
therefore the starting
point
in the analysis of textual
communication. As a medium , an enscriptured text is a static and
a syntactic intratextual interrelation of linguistic signs (cf
Lategan 1985 :1 08) .
This brings a number of insights from
different disciplines into play,
for
instance
semiotics,
1 inguistics, 1 iterary science and communication science (cf
Plett's theory above in I B 3.2 .1 ).
3 .3. 2 Semiotic, linguistic
communication paradigm: the
intratextual prelude

and
literary
theory within a
static
medium /
text of the

In my outline of the communication process I have already
distinguished between the code and channel of the medium . Let us
apply this theoretical considerations to the New Testament. The
New Testament as written texts presupposes a graphico - optical
channel (i e the perception of symbols or codes on some durable
surface) . The code of the New Testament writings is Koine Greek
and was initially written on papirus a,nd parchment scrolls.
It
is important to recognize that the New Testament is actually a
compendium of Greek writings which initially were not part of
"one book" . Furthermore, we don't have the original copies of
the New Testament writings - only numerous copies which differ to
some extent from each other. This has certain implications as we
will see later on.
Whereas the channel and code are part and
parcel of the medium , I will from now on use the term "medium" to
refer to the 1 inguistic- literary expression of the New Testament
which presupposes and incl udes the graphico-optical channel and
Koine Greek as the code.
Having identified the New Testament as part and parcel of
communication by means of an enscriptured textual medium , some
basic implications should be highlighted.
We have seen in the int r oduction (I B 3.1) that it is important
to define the relationship between the intratextual, historical
and metatextual dimension to written texts. The fact that the
medium is "methodologically" (cf Luz 1982:503; Loader 1978:6;
Petersen 1984b:20) the gateway in the analysis of enscriptured
communication (cf I B 3 .1 & 3 . 2 above) , makes it imperative to
start off with an intratextual analysis of the medium in all
three modes (i e syntactic , pragmatic and semantic).
It is
important, however, to note that the intratextual dimension is
dominated by the static parameters of the syntactic mode.
This
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implies that an intratextual analysis of a text concentrates on
the the text - immanent syntactics (e g the relationship between
words), pragmatics
(e g the strategy and function of words and
sentences) and
semantics
(e g the dominant and recurrent
reference to certain themes and motives) of the frozen and static
text.
I will now make a
few
observations with regard to the
intratextual dimension and its syntactic (i e the dominant mode),
semantic and pragmatic modes as means of reconstru cting the
intratextual
thrust,
perspective
and
strategy.
The
methodological implications thereof will only be dealt with in
chapter II section A .
. 1 Syntactically an intratextual approach to texts would imply
the analysis of the relationship between letters, morhphemes,
words, sentences and paragraphs.
Therefore, the New Testament
texts pl:"esuppose knowledge from the corrmll1nicants on five levels:
phonological, lexical, syntactic, conceptual and pertaining to
beliefs (Miller 1973:8). These aspects of language are of course
inextricably intertwined (cf Van Luxemburg et al 1982:98-101). It
follows that insights from general linguistics (with all its
subdisciplines) are relevant and of the utmost importance for an
hermeneutical-exegetical model for the New
Testament.
The
analysis of the syntactic mode of the static text will expose the
intratextual thrust which the communicator-author wanted to
establish through his oiganizing and structuring of the syntactic
elements such as words, sentences, paragraphs and bigger text
units.
In my discussion of the model of the communication
process (cf I B 2.1) this was referred to as the selection and
structuring of the message
which
was
determined by the
communicator as well as the message content and its medium. This
encoding
resulted
in
a
frozen
and
static
textua l
enscripturation.
It is in this respect that the emphasis of the
text-immanent approaches on the "autonomy of the text" cou l d be
extremely
useful.
The
exposure of
the
"genetic "
and
"referential " fallacies in this regard is important. Scholars
from the historical paradigm were accused (often justifiedly)
that they interpreted ancient texts in terms of their origin and
socio - cultural world which often lead to a missing of what the
text itself wanted to say (cf J G Davies 1983:45- 47). This
confirms the procedure of using the medium / text as the gateway
in textual analysis that is first to listen to what the text
wanted to say in its own right.
This decontextualized and
dehistorized autonomy of a text inevitably leads to the problem
of valid textual interpretations which is in need of a historical
check (cf J G Davies 1983:52-53; Schneiders 1982:62-63 & 68).
This issue will be raised again in the next section (cf I B 3.5).
Nevertheless, we wi 11 have to acknowledge the autonomy of the
static text in the analysis of textual communication.
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Therefore
the intratextual dimension is dominated by
the
syntactic analysis in order to reconstruct the static text thrust
as e xpressed on micro and macro level (cf Grosse's distinctions
in I B 2.1).
In determining these levels (especially the macro
level) we have to incorporate the syntactic analysis of the
semantic and pragmatic modes of the intratextual dimension .
. 2 Semantically the intratextual dimension has to do with t he
text - immanent occurrence and recurrence of themes and their
intratextual reference to each other in some h i erarchy or interrelationship .
This
defined
interrelationship
between and
hierarchy of different themes and motives within a text help us
not only to reconstruct the thrust of the text but also the
per specti ve and master s ymbo ls of the
communicator-author.
According to the model of the communication process (cf I B 2.1)
the communicator's selection and structuring of the message
within the medium an~ determined by a variety of factors such as
values, attitudes and beliefs. This correlates with Grosse's
reference to "Weltbild" as part of the macro structure of texts.
It is in this regard that my notion of text perspective is
crucial.
It gives account of the ultimate reason for the
existence of a particular text. Kelley (1977:38) refers to these
values , attitudes and bel i efs which determine the communicato r 's
message and medium as h i s " percept i on ". Ricoeur speaks of the
"existential referent" which led Michel l (1984:46-47) to r emark:
" This does not imply a return to the romantic 'divination' of the
author's intention but refers to a commitment that is mediated by
the entire explanatory procedure that precedes and engenders
it."
Obviously the perspective as an existenti al referent is not
only expressed with i n the static text of the intratextua l
dimension , it also entails an extratextual reference which br i ngs
the historical dimension into p l ay .
The notion of text perspective is especially relevant for the
communicat i on of more serious
existential literature (e g
religious texts).
Guided by the work of Gada mer , Schneiders
(1982 :6 4) remarks that classic works have perennial significance
for the very reason that they interpret the existence of man with
abundance of truth and beauty.
James Barr (1973 :3 3) confirms
this view with the following statement: "It is perhaps possib le
to mainta in that any literary appreciat i o n impl i es , or induces,
or is related to a genera l v i ew of the wo rl d , a way of
understanding life , a 'spirituality.' In this sense, it may be
said all great literature , whatever its subject matter , possesses
a theological dimension"
(cf Ou Preez 1983:33-34). Ricoeur
(1975:34 - 35) confirms this with regard to pa r ables which reflect
limit expressions of limi t experiences in hl®an life. The frozen
expression of this text perspective will have to be syntactically
analysed .
In this frozen form it is to be determined within the
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parameters of the intratextual semantic mode of the text thrust.
We will return to the notion of text perspective ~n my discussion
of the historical and metatextual dimensions.
The implications of the semantic mode once again confirm my
communication model which presupposes that the intratextual and
historical dimensions are indispensable constituents in the
communication process. Especially the notion of perspective draw
our attention to
the
extratextual reference of the text
semantics. This is again related to the phenomenon of polysemy
or multiple meaning which is also determined by the extratextual
context and symbolic connotation.
This was,
interestingly
enough, acknowledged by
strutural ists
such
as Propp and
Levi - Strauss (cf Collins 1983:242 - 243) . However , the phenomenon
of mUltiple meaning and interpretation, even ~n the intratextual
dimension, will confront us again within the parameters of the
historical dimension and will
therefore be discussed more
elaborately under I B 3.4 .
. 3 The pragmatic implications of the intratextual dimension have
to do with the function of words, sentences , pericopes and text
units within the text.
" Die Pragmatik als Wissenschaft widmet
sich der Analyse von Sprechakten und allgemeiner von Funktionen
sprachlicher Aeusserungen und ihrer Merkmale in Kommunikations prozessen"
(Van Dijk 1980 : 68). Style , rhetorics and
text
functions are thus the relevant issues in this regard. Just as
sentences can be semantically true or false , sentences (and texts
as a whole) can pragmatically succeed or fail (cf Van Dijk
1980:71). This is especially important with regard to the New
Testament writings which are in the form of a library of literary
documents .
This implies that New Testament scholars should
benefit from cont~ibutions made by those literary criti c s who
share a common literary sensitiveness with New Testament scholars
(cf Barr 1973:10- 33). In its static intratextual form the text
pragmatic mode helps to constitute the text thrust.
It should be
clear , however, that text pragmatics also has a historical
dimension which can be reconstructed through the gateway and on
the foundation of the intratextual text pragmatics.
Barnlund (1973:48) argues that there are at least 6 people
involved in the pragmatics of intercommunication
that i s the
source's self-view , the receptor's view of the source, the
source's idea of the receptor's view of him and vice versa (this
relates to the distinction between real and ideal autho r / reader
- cf Segers 1980:19 - 25; Van Luxemburg et al 1982:88-94). This
disctinction between the real and ideal interlocutors could be
extremely
useful
~n
determinir,g
the
strategy
of
the
communicator-author as well as the possible outcome of the
communication act as a whole, namely the reaction of the
receptor-readers. This distinction between the real and ideal
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interlocutors confirms that the text pragmatic strategy of a text
is determined by both the static intratextual expression thereof
and the dynamic historical reference thereof. Furthermore , it is
already obvious that the strategy will playa decisive role in
the metatextual finale as we will see in section B 3 . 5 of this
chapter.
This concludes the theoretical considerations of the intratextual
prelude as the gateway in the communication process.
In the
implementation of analytical-exegetical methods and aids for a
intratextual analysis the predominantly syntactic parameters of
the trimodal static text must be acknowledged as the basis for
the reconstruction the intratextual thrust, perspective and
strategy. The discussion of the intratextual dimension of the
text semantics and pragmatics already gave an indication that
more is to come. Let us therefore turn our attention to the
historical dimension and its predominant semantic parameters as
well as its dominating notion
that
is
the
"dynamic
perspective" .

*
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3.4 THE METATEXTUAL DIMENSION (THE INTERLUDE): THE DYNAMIC INTERAND EXTRATEXTUAL REFERENCE
3.4.1 Introduction
Texts are devised instruments or artifacts for communication
amongst human beings. The fact that language and literature are
the creation of man, implies that the historic al aspect is the
most fundamental
characteristic
of
textual communication.
Symbols and texts are the product of mans cultural-historical
creativeness.
From a communication paradigm"
it should be
noted that all three constituents of the communication process
are addressed by the historical paradigm ... " (Vors ter,
W S
1984a:105) - that is the medium, the communicator and receptor.
The autonomous and independent medium remains the "gateway "
through which the historical dimension In all its facets can be
discovered.
That was one of the reasons why we started off with
the medium as the static expression of a specific
::::anrrunicatim
act.
Nevertheless , this static text is frozen history reflecting
the dynamics of a historically determined creativeness, reference
and interpretation of man. The fact that history is the dynamic
creation of man implies that communication (as a product of man's
creativeness) is also dynamic. This issue is especially relevant
in the text-semantic mode. This is illustrated by the fact that
there are internal (biological , psychological and sociological)
and
external
(temporal,
geographical
and
contextual)
presuppositions
determining
the
interlocution
of
every
communication act and thus also the semantic value of texts from
word to text level.
The previous paragraph explains and confirms the necessity to
incorporate the dynamic world of texts as a constituent in the
communication process. With enscriptured communication this can
only be done in the second phase
(interlude) of
textual
communication after the
autonomous
static
text has been
analysed.
The dynamics of the communication process, indeed
necessitates the analysis of the interaction between the ideal
interlocutors,
the medium and their inter- and extratextual
"worlds". This is of great importance when we are confronted with
the dynamics of ancient and culturally - distant texts.
The
necessity of some kind of validation for a
secondary rec eption
becomes even more imperative when ancient texts are used as
canonized texts.
3.4.2 Semiotic, linguistic
and
literary
communication paradigm: the dynamic inter
semantic reference of the historical interlude

theory within ~
and extratextual

In the light of my introductory remarks it has become clear that
communication is amongst others a historical endeavour which is
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semant i cally determined
through
the
dynamic
i n t er and
extratextual reference between text and " context "
(i e
the
socio - psychological or communicat i ve background)
(cf Van Di jk
1980 : 69 ; Steyn 1984). My distinction between inter - (i e between
texts)
and
extratextual
(i e
the socio - cultural frame of
refer,ence) reference coincides , to a
large extent ,
with Eco's
(1979 : 20-22) distinction between " intertextual " (i e reference to
other texts)
and
" common frames "
(i
e the interlocutors'
encyclopedic knowledge) .
For Ec o (1979 : 20) a " frame " is a
" data
structure" which is essential
fo r
communication to take place .
Humans are programmed with these frames ( i ncluding intertextual
and common frames) which enable them to encode and decode (i e to
communicate) .
Therefore , the h i storical dimension focusses on
the
"frames of r eference" wi thout which commun i cation
is
impossible . Now , we have already seen that
" reference " is a
semantic issue .
Therefore ,
the
his t or i cal
dimens i on
is
predominantly determined by the
dynamic parameters of the
semantic mode. Al though the semantic mode is dominant in the
historical dimension of texts , the threefold semiotic distinction
of syntactics , semantics and p r agmatics are also relevant and
must be accounted fo r .
. 1 The historical d i mension of the text syntactics has to do with
intertextuality or the text - historical aspect of the text.
It is
possible to detect (although always with a
lesser or greater
degree of
probability)
a historical intertextuality within a
communication act.
This is done through a
historico- critica l
analysis in the sense of the German " Historische Kri t ik " . The
intertextual syntactic detect i on of tradition material in the
communication act wi ll be t he s t art i ng po i nt , whereafte r
the
historical extratextual compa ri son
and
his t o r y
c o uld
be
undertaken : " The literary crit i ca l notion of the autonomy of the
text can be taken t oo far , b ut as a matter of method , even of
historical method , it is st ill the best procedure to elici t f r om
the text we are concerned with what it has to say before relating
what it says to other texts " (Petersen 1984b : 20).
The frozen and
stati c enscripturing of intertextua l
refe r ence is the basis for
the
h istorical
analysis
of
the
t ext
thru s t .
The
communicator - author has the freedom to c r eate his own i ntention
through his selection and st r ucturing of tradition materia l
within his textual composition
constituting an inter and
extratextual
thrust
which
shou l d
be
honoured
by
the
receptor - readers .
Ultimate l y ,
however ,
the i ntratext ual and
historical const i tution of the text thrust i s the express i on of a
perspectival frame of
referen ce .
This brings u s to the
text - semantic mode which domina t es the his t orical dimen s ion .
. 2 The historical approach of the text semantics deals with the
reference of the text to the communicator ,
receptor and their
extratextual "world " or socio- cultural background.
First and
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foremost this presupposes an analysis of the real communicators
and receptors within their worlds of meaning. The interlocutors
are part of and therefore influenced by their physiological,
psychological (cf Hovland , Janis & Kelley 1964:1-134; Miller
1973:3-12) and sociological
(Uribe-Villegas 1977:9 - 44; Best
1983:181-94) background (cf the illustration of the communication
model in I B 2.1; Plett 1975:79-82). This is reflected in the
meaning or message they create (Jordaan 1971:3-7). Thus the
semantic
mode of the communication process is
especially
important to expose the dynamic historical parameters of text
creations. This doesn't mean an ignorance of the intratextual
basis of the text semantics (cf I B 3.3.2 and 3 . 4.2), but it is
important to note that communication is made possible by the
interaction between text information (text) and the historical
memory (i e the register of semantic references)
of
the
interlocutors.
In fact, interlocution is based on historically
determined communication conventions which are part of the
interlocutors frames of reference (cf Lategan 1985:110; Steyn
1984). For communication to succeed between the communicator and
receptor,
it lS necessary to have in common
a
language
competence,
frame of reference
(which includes the sociocultural, linguistic, literary and philosophical background) and
actuality experience (Anderegg 1973:9 - 26; Fritz & Muckenhaupt
1981:102- 5; Van Dijk 1980:82-95). As I have said earlier, this is
even more important in the analysis of ancient documents because
we are so far removed from their world. One should remember,
furthermore, that the interlocutors' semantic world or frame of
reference includes both the socio-cultural and text - historical
facets.
A word of caution, however, is appropriate at this stage.
Text-historical and socio-cultural reconstructions are always
hypothetic with
a higher or lower degree of probability.
Especially when we encounter a "Kontextverlust" (as is often the
case with the Bible as ancient texts), semantic gaps are created
and require that the receptor becomes the "Texthersteller" which
leads to big differences in interpretation between receptors (cf
Plett 1975:86-91 & 99).
The last remark in the previous paragraph necessitates some
remarks on the issue of multiple meaning and interpretation
within the communication process (cf Lategan 1984; Combrink
1984). This is closely linked to the basic presupposition in
communication science and reception theory which implies that
readers differ in their interpretation of texts because the
receptor ascribes meaning to his world which includes texts. The
communi at ion model is accounting for this in the communicator and
receptor's "selection and structuring of the medium content" (cf
I B 2.1). Communication is therefore a creative process (Iser
1974:129). This means that the realities we encounter are
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ultimately created by ourselves (cf Blignaut & Fourie 1970:26 - 47;
Budd & Ruben 1979: 115).
This has the implication that each and
everyone can interpret a text in his own way (cf Herzog II
1983:110-111 following H-G Gadamer against ED Hirsch Jr).
The
problem arises with canonized texts (like the New Testament) when
different (even opposing) interpretations of the same text are
presented as "Gods will".
This kind of problem is studied by the
recently developed reception theory which compares the different
receptions of a text in order to shed more light on the multiple
interpretation thereof
(cf Segers 1980).
If we as biblical
scholars do not acknowledge this fact we shall continue to live
in a
fool's paradise where everyone believes that he alone has
the whole truth. William R Herzog II (1985:115) remarks in this
regard: "I would judge that the difficulties raised by the
spectre of living tentatively , even more modestly, in faith are
not to be compared to the miseries caused by zealous certainty."
On the other hand one should guard against the fallacy that there
is no meaning at all
(cf Combrink 1984).
Nevertheless, the
accomncdation . of the dynamics of semantic reference in the
historical dimension of the New Testament texts is a prerequisi te
for
a
successful primary and secondary communication
and
interpretaton of the message (which is the goal/finale of the
communication act) .
This will free biblical scholars from a
positivistic and dogmatic approach which is to a large extent
responsible for the cacophony and resulting moral crisis in
theology.
This is in accord with the developments in the
philosophy of
science which nowadays rejects the idea of
objective or absolute truths and operates with relational truth
(cf section C of this chapter) . The subjectivity and multiple
interpretation of texts " . .. werden in der Wissenschaft dadurch
kontrolliert, dass vor Analysebeginn stets die Praemissen , unter
denen die Analyse stattfindet , genau vere i nbart werden . Auf
diesem Wege der 'Intersubjektivitaet' scheint allein pragmatische
Textforschung moeglich.
Andernfalls herrschen Intuition und
Spekulation " (Plett 1975:92). The phenomenon of multiple meaning
and interpretation is closely linked to the importance of
perspective , master symbols and metaphors in the historical
dimension of the communication process as we will see in the next
paragraph .
In fact , the notion of text perspect i ve does not only explain the
phenomenon of multiple interpretation l.n textual communication ,
it
also represents the ultimate extratextua l
referent
of
text - semantic reference
(cf
I
B 3,2 .2 ).
The perspective/s
expressed in the communication act consist of a number of master
symbols which are basically semanti c and metaphoric-symbolic (cf
Du Preez 1983:2-4; Chryssides 1985:146-147). Therefore we will
find in my methodological considerations on the historical
perspective that a text theory on " metaphors" is very useful for
the analysis of a text perspective (cf II A 2 . 2 . 1 & 2.2 . 2). It is
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obvious that different perspectives and different sets of master
s ymbo Is explain the phenomena of mu l tipl e meaning as we 11 as
multiple interpretation. Therefore , determining the perspectives
involved in a communication act is decisive for the metatextual
finale as we shall see In I "B 3.5. With regard to the text
semantics of the historical dimension , however, Plett illustrates
the far reaching text-semantic implications of possible different
reality models as an expression of different perspectives and
master symbols.
Related to the issue of reality models is also
the "text-reality" issue which is important in the theological
debate.
Therefore let us turn our attention to the issue of text
and reality in the light of Plett's discussion of reality
models.
The following paragraph will also prove to be relevant
for the metatextual communication and reception of texts.
Plett (1975:99-102) defines semantics as the relationship between
signs and reference.
He furthermore distinguishes between text
signs as referring to conceptual or . mental phenomena
(i e
designative) and text signs as referring to reality or empirical
phenomena (i e denotative).
This relationship between designatum
and denotatum is difficult to determine and depends on which
reality model the semiotics are based.
A positivistic reality
model would reject every sign that doesn't have a denotatum as
speculation whereas an idealistic reality model accepts "dass
Bewusstsein" as the only norm for reality. A third possibility
would be to decide on a
" socio - communicative referentiality "
where the reference of the signs are determined by the norms of
the community and its communi cat ion.
Underly ing these three
approaches, Plett argues , are three different concepts of truth:
a factual concept (i e syntactic- semantic) ; a logical concept
(i
e semantic) ; and a communicative concept (pragma -s emantic) . This
coincides with the distinctions in the philosophy of science
between objective, subjective and relational concepts of truth
respectively as we shall see in section C.
Obviously these
different master symbols concerning man's concept of truth are
determined by a person's life-and-world perspective .
These
maste r symbols are crucial for the metatextual finale of the
communication process. This means that communication between
interlocutors
with
different concepts of truth
i s
very
problematic and often impossib le (e g a realist vs an idealist ; a
fundamentalist vs a relativist; a Christian vs a communist , etc).
Plett decides
for the socio- commun i cative or pragma- semantic
concept of truth.
It is a comprehensive and dynamic reality
model in the sense that it accommodates .multiple interpretation of
texts and the related different reality models as well as the
different
frames of reference
of the interlocutors
(P le tt
1975 : 99-102) . Thus Plett as a linguist has opted for a relational
per specti ve of truth which ha s important impl icat ions for the
"text-reality" issue.
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The perspective on the relationship between text and reality is
important for bib lica 1 scholarship in two respect s .
In the first
place it explains and validates the phenomenon of multiple
interpretation in biblical scholars' quest for ultimate truth (cf
the discussion above).
In the second place it is important issue
to determine the degree and manner (direct or fictional) in which
texts refer to reality outside the text (Van Luxemburg et al
1982:31-38) or create their own reality within the text (Anderegg
1973). This is a major concern in Christianity - especially in
the quest for the historical Jesus. This issue has become a
tug-of-war between text-immanent and historical paradigms amongst
biblical scholars.
As a preliminary remark I would suggest,
however, that the text is the only sure basis of reconstructing
the historical facets (the interlocutors and their background as
well as the reality referred to) and the relevance thereof. We
will have to return to this issue in chapter IV.
Ultimately, however, communication is only possible if there is
some kind of relationship between text and reality: " ... even the
so-called selfcontained texts can communicate only because of the
underlying existence (although not explicitly expressed) of a
relationship or tension between
the text and extratextual
reality, between sign and referent.
"We belong to history before
telling stories and writing history" (Ricoeur as quoted by
Lategan 1985:121-122). This confirms my observation at the
beginning of
my discussion with regard to the historical
dimension, namely that the historical aspect is the most basic
constituent of a text although we use the linguistic-l iterary
aspect as our gateway .
. 3 The historical dimension of the text pragmatics has to do with
the conventions determining the function or strategy of the
text. In this analysis the relationship to other texts is
crucial - thus a literary comparison is implied.
The literary
frame of reference of the original communicator and receptors is
decisive for recognizing the literary signals which determine the
success of the communication act. The implications and relevance
of different literary signals within different literary text
types should therefore be ana lysed. Th is require s the competence
to distinguish between different text types (genres): narratives
(cf Anderegg 1973 and Eco 1979:3-43), expositions , argtrnentative
texts, descriptions and lists (Vorster , W S 1983:6) . The demands
that the different text functions
(e g informative, normat i ve,
critical , . etc) and perspectives (materialistic, apocalyptic ,
Christian, agnostic , etc) put on the understanding of different
text types must be acknowledged. The New Testament authors had
the freedom to choose the medium , structure and strategy through
which they wanted to communicate.
This has the important
implication with regard to the New Testament that we should
honour the author's choice of text type and strategy as well as
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the constraints which the text type imposes on the author and t he
reader (cf the communication model i n I B 2 . 1) - otherwise we
could totally misunderstand the aut h or's intention through h i s
writing.
It should be obvious that this text - pragmatic choice of
the corrununicator - author is determined by the perspective he
wanted to
corrununicate .
This confirms once mor e
t hat the
historical d i mension is dominated by the semantic mode and its
ultimate referent or cosmologic perspective .
That concludes the theoretical considerations of the historical
interlude as the second phase in the corrununicat i on process .
In
the implementation of analyt i cal - exegetical methods and aids for
a
historical
analysis in section A of chapter II we will
therefore have to
a =amroda te
the
predominantly
semantic
parameters and dynami c nature of
the
interlude
~n
the
communication process .
Let us now turn our attention to the
finale of the communication process .
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3.5 THE METATEXTUAL DIMENSION
PRAGMATIC COMMUNICATION

(THE

FINALE):

THE

DIALECTIC

3.5.1 Introduction
The final communication of texts
is
determined
by
the
communication process in its totality and interrelatedness .
It
is only now that the parameters of the intratextual
and
historical dimensions have been accounted for that the dialectic
parameters for the metatextual communication can be outlined .
The dialectic relationship between these basic constituents of
the communication process (i e the static medium and its dynamic
semantical reference) determines the outcome of the communication
of the communicator's message . The question is whether it is
possible to construct a theory of "parole"
(performance) In
addition to "langue " (competence) (Plett 1975 : 79-82).
3.5.2 Semiotic, linguistic
and
literary
theory within a
communication paradigm: the dialectic pragmatic communication of
the metatextual finale
The ultimate goal 0 f any c ommunica tion act is the succes sful
communication of the message between communicator and receptor.
Although the actual interpretation of the communication act is in
everyday life normally done spontaneously by paying attention to
the communicator, the respective roles of the intratextual and
historical dimensions in textual communication have not been
solved amongst biblical scholars. As a matter of fact, this is
one of the main reasons for the impasse amongst scholars in
theology.
I would now like to venture on untrodden paths (cf Van
Iersel 1979:67 - 68) by trying to give theoretical guidelines and
criteria for the third dimension of the communication of ancient
canonized texts. This can only be done on the basis of the
interrelationship and interplay between the parameters of the
intratextual dimension of the medium and the historical dimension
of the ideal and real interlocutors' world. This third dimension
in textual communication is one of the missing keys which could
help us to unlock the deadlock situation between the intratextual
and historical approaches. Ultimately the reconstruction of the
metatextual primary
textual reception is the only way to
reconstruct analogical parameters fo r a secondary reception (cf
Ricoeur 1975:134).
Once again the interplay between the intratextual and historical
analysis should be accounted for in all three semiotic modes of
the text (i e syntactic, semantic and pragmatic).
In this
metatextual finale (as the dialectic outcome of the communication
process) the dialectic parameters of the pragmatic mode are
dominant and therefore determine
the syntactic and semantic
modes of the metatextual finale. As pragmatics involves the
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communication between the interlocutors through a particular
medium, it is obvious that successful communication is, on the
one hand,
determined by the receptor in his existence and
interpretation of the different modes of the text.
This implies
that text pragmatics is "dynamic" but also "relative". Plett
(1975:92)
confirms this
in
his
statement:
"Pragmatische
Textualitaet ist nur in der diachronen Dimension vorstellbar.
Der diachrone Textbegriff kennt keine Statik, sondern allein die
staendige Dynamik fortschreitender Textbildung".
On the other
hand,
communication is determined
by the fixed syntactic,
pragmatic and semantic modes of the text (which are "static" and
"absolute"). Apart from this static intratextual constituent, the
dynamic historical inter- and extratextual world is likewise
constitutive for all communication acts. Therefore, although the
pragmatic mode is dominant in the metatextual dimension,
it is
only within the multidimensional interplay that we will be able
to set some parameters for
the metatextual dimension of the
communication act.
This will be outlined with the aid of my
concepts of the metatexual thrust, perspective and strategy .
. 1 The metatextual thrust is constituted by the syntactic
parameters of the intratextual and historical dimensions. The
main issue will be to determine whether the text thrust is clear,
well structured and coherent or whether it is open for multiple
interpretation or even misinterpretation.

The text thrust serves as the static syntactic constituent in the
dialectic metatextual finale.
This implies that the analysis of
the metatextual thrust accounts for both the intratextual and
historical structuredness of the text - that is the static and
structured
text
with its interrelated and
hierarchy
of
intratextual-historical themes, motives and tradition units. The
analysis of this relationship will not only help to expose the
metatextual perspective of the author, but will also give us some
insight in the communicator-author's prerequisites for
the
primary reception of the text.
This will obviously provide us
with some parameters for a secondary reception of ancient
canonized texts .
have a lready argued that the semantic mode has an ultimate
.2 I
referent /
perspective which is decisive in the creation
(i e
encoding) of texts.
I would now like to focus on the importance
thereof for the reception
(i e decoding) of texts.
In my
analysis of 1 Peter I shall speak of the "cosmologic perspective"
of the text as the decisive constituent determining the success
of the communication act.
The identificaton with the message and intent of a text or
communication act is determined by the reality models of the
receptors (cf Du Preez:1983:4). The emission (i e encoding) of a
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message is done existentially within the parameters of a certain
reality model or life-and-wo rld perspective. This is also true
of the interpretation (i e decoding) of a message. It is clearly
an existential matter in which the experiencing and evaluation of
the communication act is interpreted in terms of truth , values ,
aesthetics and actuality. When the perspective of a communicator
isn't grasped "adequately " (either because of an incompetent
medium , communicator or receptor) the communication act is bound
to fail.
It is also possible, however , that the communicator's
perspective is understood but nevertheless rejected by the
receptor.
The fact is that the interlocutors (communicators and
receptors alike) are sociologically determined by the conceptual
system of their respective societies .
This usually results in
the rejection of any irreconcilable perspective unless the
receptor is persuaded to accept it.
As I have noted ear lier cosmologic perspectives are conceptual
systems which are metaphorically and symbolically expressed (cf
Du Preez 1983 : 2- 4). The dominant metaphoric and symbolic concepts
in each society function as the master symbols for the meaningful
understanding of a complex world and the meaningful interaction
between group members (cf
Du
Preez
1983: 1- 8) . When the
world-and-life perspective (which consists of a number of master
symbols) of the communicator and receptor differ, communication
either fails (the receptor fails to understand the communicator
or the communicator fails to convince the receptor) or succeeds
(the communicator succeeds to communicate in terms of the
receptor's perspective or the communica t or succeeds in convincing
the receptor to accept his perspective).
This boils down to an
important principal namely: "We honor the symbol , not the man "
(Duncan 1953:123 as quoted by Du Preez 1983:4). This means that
the communication process as a whole is ultimately and dec isi vely
determined by the life-and-world perspectives (each with its own
set of master symbols) of the interlocutors. Rosenthal (1973)
argues convincingly that this
is especially applicable to
non-personal communication (e g textual corrl.'Tmnication) in which
the message and its symbols are decisive in the act of persuasion
(cf

IV A.2).

This excursion above illustrates and confirms that "cosmologic
perspectives " and their respective "master symbols " are decisive
in determining the encoding and decoding of a message.
This
implies t hat the int r atextual and historical dimensions of the
syntactic , semantic and pragmatic modes of the text find their
intention from the
communicator's
theological - philosophical
perspective (Rousseau 1984:68). Even the choice of a text type
(as a decisive pragmatic signal for the successful communication
of texts) is subordinated to the communicator's perspective .
This is onl y the logical development of the insight that an
author first has something (theme / message) in mind which he
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utters with the aid of language (cf Louw 1976:122; Keifert
1981:166). This was
also
confirmed by the definition of
communication as the process of creating meaning - and this is
obviously done from some perspective! The author's perspective
on reality
(which includes his life-and-world view , values,
commitments, etc) dominates his entire message and is therefore
the key in understanding him.
Steyn (1984:58) elaborates on this
issue from a psycholinguistic approach to texts where he argues
that communicators often tend to forget the micro intentions of
their writings, "But to assume that the author also forgets his
macro-intentions is hard to believe".
In addition to the
communicator's macro intentions
(e g his perspective), the
reaction to and evaluation (identification or rejection) of the
text is in turn determined by the receptor's "stellung zur Welt
und zur Wirklichkeit" (Buerger 1973:15) (i e the receptor's
perspective).
In
everyday
communication
this
happens
spontaneous ly. I am interested, however , to account f or this
within my text theory which I will have to test in my analysis of
1 Peter.
It should be clear that the notion of "perspective" is crucial in
the communication process. This is not only important for the
understanding of texts, but also as an explanation for the
canonizing of the different writings.
Apart from different
factors which enhance the credibility of a message (e g contents ,
source, presentation, the receptor, etc - Rall 1980:2-3), it is
important that certain perspectives and values have to be shared
for a message to become authoritative (cf Eco 1979:3-43 and his
discussion of the TeStWeSt model; Trent 1973:104-10). Man acts
and is manipulated to act in a certain way (e g accepting and
identifying
with
certain
texts
as
normative)
by
the
indetification or rejection of symbols / perspectives: "Deur die
simbole waarmee geidentifiseer word , te beheer , kan die gedrag
van die betrokke persone gemanupileer word" (Du Preez:1983:5).
Therefore the perspective of the individual writings of the New
Testament played a decisive role in their acceptance as part of
the canon. Herzog II
(1983:113-114) refers to this canonizing
function of "perspective " (or " ideology " and "myth" in their
terminology) in htunan culture and especially religion as the
"legi tima ting of a socia 1 wor Id" .
The notion of cosmologic perspective also implies that a New
Testament text, for example , shouldn't be seen as a pancake where
all words and texts are on the same level
it should rather be
seen as a relief map which must be illtuninated / understood from
a certain perspective (cf Luz 1982:517; Schneiders 1981:29). This
will prevent a naive reception of the text.
Furthermore, one
will be able to recognize that symbols expressing a specific
cosmologic
perspective
are historical l y
and
rhetorically
determined (Bryant 1973:14) . This implies that symbols can become
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outdated and esoteric (Hitchcock 1979:178-193). This obviously
has important implications for
understanding the Bible as
canonized texts. What is normative and what is expendab le (e g
baptism, the last supper,
liturgical and ethical conduct etc)?
This means that the notion of the author's perspective will be
the only key to unlock this riddle of normativity which is the
essence of the moral crisis In the communication of the New
Testament. Ultimately the communication of texts only succeeds
when the receptors grasp the author's perspective and reacts
according to his intention (cf McGuire 1973:244; Nida 1969:1).
In solving the moral crisis within Christianity, the notion of
perspective can also be helpful in another way.
In the light of
the fact that the moral crisis boils down to an ideological /
perspectival confrontation amongst Christians, they should first
(laymen
and scholars alike) verbalize their own
ultimate
commitments and master symbols (cf Herzog II 1983). They should
put their cards (i e presuppositions concerning God,
reality,
science , the Bible , etc) on the table.
As Christians who
identify themselves with the Old and New Testament as the primary
and canonized documents of
Christianity, they should then
dialectically compare and evaluate their cosmologic perspectives
and master symbols with those of biblical writings.
Through this
dialectic exercise Christians should be able to re-evaluate and
settle their differences satisfactorily although not finally.
This will be a giant step towards the solution of Scriptural
abuse , on the one hand, and the
accomnodation , of the multiple
meanlng, dimensionality and interpretation "of texts, on the other
hand .
. 3 Finally within the text pragmatic mode of the metate xtual
dimension our aim is to determine the parameters of the text
"strategy". The metatextual dimension of the text pragmatics,
focusses
on
the
communication
processes
which
the
communicator-author put into action through the text strategy
implemented
in
his
text
in
order
to
convince
his
receptor-readers. Like the metatextual thrust and perspective ,
the strategy is constituted by the dialectic interplay between
the intratextual
and
historical
pragmatic
devices.
On
intratextual level the cola functions,
style-rhetorical devices
and text structure are all part of the text-pragmatic mode.
Ultimately one should remember that "Pragmat ische Textualitaet
ist nur in der diachronen Dimension vorstellbar" (Plett 1975:92).
This entails that the strategy of the text is also determined by
dynamic historical conventions which constitute the text type.
Obviously the success or failure of the communication act depends
to a
large extent on the strategy which
is utilized to
communicate the communicator's cosmologic perspective. The text
strategy is, however, not the only constituent which determine
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the communication act.
The thrust and perspective are likewise
constitutive for the communication ac t.
It is the parameters of
this interrelationship between the thrust,
perspective
and
strategy which are to be defined more precisely .
I n the light of
our theoretical discussion up till now, it seems that the text
perspective plays a decisive role in the author's creation of a
text thrust and his choice of a text strategy . The ana l ys i s of 1
Peter will hopefully throw more light on the parameters of the
thrust ,
perspective
and
strategy
for
the
metatextu-al
communica tion 0 f ancient text s.
This concludes my theoretical basis for the metatextua l dimens ion
of text ua 1 communication .
In the app 1 ica t i on of ana lyticalexegetical methods and aids one should ultimately accommodate the
dialectic and
pragmatic
interplay
between
the
trimodal
intratextual and historical dimensions of the communication
process as the basis for
the metatextual
communicat i on of a
text .
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3.6 CONCLUSION: THE
COMMUNICATION PROCESS AS
HERHENEUTICAL- -THE
-- A CANONIZED
EXEGETICAL MODEL FOR
NEW
TESTAMENT
AS
ANCIENT
TEXTS
- -- --This corrununication model shouldn't be mistaken for a methodological potpourri. In my opinion, this multidimensional, plurimodal
and chronological approach offers a viable answer to the main
cause of the hermeneutical crisis, namely the overinterpretat ion
of one dimension and / or mode which inevitably leads to either
an over- or
underexposure
of texts.
Thus the different
dimensions,
modes
and
phases have
been
carefully
and
argumentatively interrelated.
In this regard the noteworthy
article of P R Keifert (1981:153 - 168) "Mind reader and Maestro:
Models
for understanding biblical interpreters"
is to
be
mentioned. His analysis confirms the multidimensionality of
textual interpretation showing especially the need for the
metatextual finale (i e " performance" in his terminology). His
choice for an audience-orientated approach is, however , a case in
point which, although he acknowledges the interrelatedness of the
different
dimensions and modes, neglects to outline
this
interrelationship.
This forces
him
in his own words to
"downplay" (Keifert 1981:167) the historical dimension which
inevitably leads to the overexposure of the theological dimension
opening
the
gap for fundamentalism and
its
counterpart
rel at i vism .
There fore I have argued that the communi ca tion
process is constituted by the totality, chronological order and
interrelatedness of the intratextual , historical and metatextual
dimensions of the New Testament texts. Thus this comprehensive
hermeneutical-exegetical model is clearly defined in a precise
determined interrelationship based on the complexity of the
dialectic nature of textual corrununication. Let me then conclude
with a schematization of the three distinct dimensions, the three
different modes of texts as well as the former established phases
of textual analysis (viz prelude , interlude and finale).
3.6.1 The cube of textual corrununication:
plurimodal, chrOnolOgical and trinotional

mul tidimens ional,

I am going to use Rubic's cube to illustrate and integrate my
communication model which was reconstructed with the aid of
contributions from semiotics, linguistics and literary science.
This cube so vividly explains the inext ricable intertwinedness
and interrelatedness of communication as one phenomenon of our
complex r eality , that it almost stunningly reveals the inadequacy
of our over- and underexposure of textual communication.
In this
illustration the prelude
represents
the
analysis of the
intratextual dimension (which is dominated by the syntactic
mode); the interlude represents the analysis of the historical
dimension (which is dominated by the semantic mode); and the
finale represents the analysis of the metatextual dimension
(which is dominated by the pragmatic mode). The ultimate aim of
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these three chronologically ordered analyses is to establish the
metatextual thrust
(I) , perspective (*) and strategy (I) as
defin e d above .
I have argued that the introduction of these
notions will enable us to integrate and simplify the complexity
of t e xtual communication into a manageable and comprehensible
model which doe s justice to the static parameters (constituted by
the syntactic mode and the intratextual dimension), dynamic
parameters (constituted by the semantic mode and the historical
dimension)
and its dialectic parameters
(constituted by the
pragmatic
mode and the me tatextual dimension)
of
textual
communication .
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Anyone who have had some experience with Rubic's cube will know
for sure that there is no way of getting the cube right wi thout
interrelating all the different
squares and dimensions in
chronological phases .
The
neglecting
of
the
different
dimensions , modes and notions is , to my mind , one of the main
reasons for the impasse between the historical, theological and
linguistic approaches to biblical texts.
Biblical scholars were
fools to believe in the illusion that one can solve the complex
cube of textual communication by the futile and infantile
exercise of turning only one level of squares (whether it be the
histor i co - critical
or linguistic- structuralist or theolog i cal fundamentalistic methods) monotonously.
In the light of these distinctions we inevitably need different
tools or methods to analyse the static, dynamic and resulting
dialectic dimensions of the communication act.
In this regard
the heuristic criteria of extension, delimitation and coherence
will be used to describe and define the syntactic , pragmatic and
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semantic modes of texts (Plett 1975:56) and will help us to
determine what methods are to be applied to reveal the text
thrust , perspective and strategy .
The implementat ion of the
heuristic criteria will only be dealt with in my disussion of the
exegetical methods and aids applied in my dissertation (cf
sections A of chapters II, III & IV respectively).
In my
methodological outline I will have to treat the different
dimensions and modes separately. Elizabeth S Malbon
(1983:222)
strikingl y remarks:"
one cannot focus on everything at
once./29/ In this the scholar, whether a traditional historical
critic, a structuralist, or a hermeneuticist, is no better off
than a child at a three-ring circus - and no worse off either".
Although the modes and dimensions are inextricably intertwined
(which necessitates me to make cross - references), I (as a child
in a three-ring circus) will separate them in order to gain
maximum methodological clarity and analytical output.
In the
light of the fact that the exegetical methods have traditionally
been . separated in terms of the intratextual and historical
dimensions
respectively,
I shall first analyse
1
Peter
intratextuailly and then historically.
Only in my metatextual
analysis will I propose a simplified alternative to establish the
dialectic parameters of the thrust, perspective and strategy of
textual communication.
It is evident that this model where the different constituents of
the communication process are in interrelation with each other
will have a circular, cross -r eferential and double - checking
effect.
It is once again to be noted that this communication
paradigm complies magnificently to the hermeneutical-exegetical
requirements and parameters which were formulated in order to
solve the deficiencies and impasse in biblical scholarship.
Obviously the ultimate problem would be for Christians to agree
on this communication model - which is presumptuous to say the
least. Nevertheless, since we live in a world of uncertainties
we are bound to this kind of rhetorics to promote one's view and
hopefully influence some (if one is a pessimist) or many (if one
is an optimist).
However , the proof of the pudding is in the
eating thereof .
It is exactly in this respect that one has the
privilege of checking one's theories with colleagues and scholars
over the world by means of their published writings. One such
encounter with a theo logica 1 clone was so rewarding and exci ting
that it simply could not be left umentioned.
Therefore, before we proceed to sect ion C where I am going to
check my communication model from
a
philosophy-of-science
perspective, I am first going to show some interesting paral lels
between my text theory and that of Sandra M Schneiders of the
Jesuit School of Theology at Berkeley.
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3.6.2 Confirmation from

~

theological clone: Sandra

~

Schneiders

I have al ready ment ioned the uncanny s imil ar i tie s I di scovered
between our approaches when I read her two articles during the
finishing off of this dissertation at the beginning of 1986. It
was indeed a fascinating experience, theologically speaking, to
meet my twin sister.
Schneiders shares my discontent wi th regard to proof - texting and
historical criticism as examples of the over - and underexposure
of texts (cf I A 3.1):
"An exclusively historical critical
approach that is one- sidedly concerned with the former [i e what
the text meant - JaRo] is sterile.
But an exclusive and
uncritical concern with the latter [i e what the text means JaRo] will result in fundamentalism or uninformed piet i sm"
(Schneiders 1981:37 & 1982:68). Fascinatingly enough , Schneiders
(1982:52- 58) likewise evaluates these reductionist approaches to
Scriptures epistemologically in terms
of
a
"positivistic
seduction". Compare in this regard my analysis of the dissonant
intruments responsible for the cacophony echoing from biblical
scholarship (cf I A 3.1 & 3.2). Almost predictably Schneiders
(1981 : 27-37) acknowledges and subscribes to the current more
balanced " ... full scale, non- reductive hermeneutical theory
which would include both the philosophical and the literary
dimensions and within which historico- critical exegesis would be
properly seen as an indispensable moment in the full interpretive
process" (Schneiders 1982 : 58 ; cf I B 1 - 3).
Via Paul Ricoeur and Hans - Georg Gadamer , Schneiders (198 1 :32 - 37;
1982:58 - 68) outlines a multidimensional approach (contrary to the
Ricoeur reception of J G Davies and his polemic
against
h i storical criticism in his 1983 article) which has mindboggling
simi larities wi th my model
(cf I B 3 . 2.5) . . She argues for the
precedence and autonomy of the text (cf my intratextual pre lude /
gateway) with reference to Ricoeur's text theory which ent ails
amongst others that : a text is semantically independent of the
intention of its author; a text is referentially independent of
its originating circumstances; a text is not bound to its origial
audience in determining its meaning; and a text represents a
literary genre which involves the reader in a determinative way
(Schneiders 1981:33 - 34 & 1982:59 - 60) . Ricoeur's text theory also
had some important i mplications for Schneiders' dimension of
textual interpretation , namely that interpretation is a dialect ic
process of i nteraction between the text , its literary genre and
the interpreter;
that metaphoric
tex ts are susceptible of
multiple interpretation; and that the validation of probable
valid textual interpretations i s controlled by the i nterpret i ve
dialectic between text and interpreter (Schneiders 1981:34 - 35 &
1982:60 - 61;
cf Michell 1984:44 -4 5) . On the issue of multiple
interpretation Schneiders (1981:34) remarks:
"This is one reason
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historical
and literary criticism are
important
In
why
establishing the text, clarifying the genre, getting to the real
meaning of words themselves in their own historical context, and
so on."
In principle Schneiders" view on multiple interpretation
and the validation of textual interpretation coincides with my
dialectic metatextual finale which presupposes an interaction
between the static text and its receptor - readers.
Certainly the most exciting parallel between Schneiders" theory
and mine is found in the correspondence between her ontological
dimension (i e the goal of interpretation and understanding) and
my metatextual finale
(cf my theory as discussed above in this
section).
She remarks: "Ricoeur is in substantial agreement with
Gadamer that understanding finally consists in a fusion of
horizons between the world of the reader and the world of the
text, in the act of appropriation by which the reader openly
engages the reference or truth claims of the text, risking his or
her own 'world" in the confrontation with the world of the text
and surrendering to
the
truth about the subject matter"
(Schneiders 1982:62). The notion of "truth claims" / "world" and
its role in persuasive communication clearly corresponds with my
notion of "cosmologic perspective".
I will return to Schneiders"
application of Ricoeur and Gadamer"s theory in terms of her
"paschal imagination " which corresponds to my "Christological
perspective" in chapter IV.
With this exciting confirmation of my own thoughts, I will boldly
and courageously continue
to
outline
the
methodological
implications of my symphony of textual communication in detail in
the A sections of chapters II , III and IV respectively.
But
first let us do a final check on my communication model and
epistemologico-paradigmatic commitments in the light of the
insights from the philosophy of science.

*

*
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- CHAPTER I: SECTION C EPISTEMOLOGICO-PARADIGMATIC CONSIDERATIONS:
A CROSSCHECK ON MY PARADIGM AND PRESUPPOSITIONS WITHIN THE
PARAMETERS OF THE PHILOSOPHY OF SCIENCE

1.INTRODDCTION: DECLARATION OF INTENT
In the opening paragraph of this dissertation I pleaded for a
broader conception of "introductory chapters" to scholarly works
which obviously includes dissertations.
I stated in short that
an introduction to a dissertation should include an analysis of
the philosophical presuppositions
of
the
scholar.
This
requirement was repeatedly confirmed
by the insights from
hermeneutics, semiotics, communication science, reception theory
and the soc io logy of knOl-Iledge.
The necess i ty of expos ing one's
philosophical presuppositions has also become much clearer especially in the light of the role of "perspective" (i e in the
sense of an ultimate commitment) and "master symbols" (i e in the
sense of meaningful paradigms for everyday living)
In the
communication process. In this regard I would like to give
account of the important
parameters of "epistemology " and
"paradigms" as found in the arsenal of the philosophy of
science.
Although these notions from the philosophy of science
are specifically related to the "theory of knowledge" and
"scientific models"
respectively,
they are also
indirectly
related
to the "universals of knowledge"
(especially
the
perspectival orientation of all knowledge)
and
"conceptual
models" (especially master symbols and their conduct-modulatory
function).
In the light of these structural parallels with the
notions of the cosmologic perspective and master symbols and
their important role in the communication process respectively, I
agree with Van Huyssteen (1986:3-6) that the epistemological and
paradigmatic theories within the philosophy of science should be
incorporated in all methodological and hermeneutical questions
within theology.
In contrast to plying my trade in reclusion, I have thus once
more committed myself to an honest and open dialogue where all
cards are on the table.
Too much time and energy has been wasted
in the past in futile and senseless disputes for the very reason
that scholars failed to reveal their declaration of . intent,
epistemological presuppositions,
their paradigms ,
their theme
demarcation and modus operandi. This was clearly illustrated in
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section A of this chapter where the communication crisis · within
Christianity as well as biblical scholarship (illustrated from 1
Peter) have been discussed.
At present, there is most probably
no scientist (even in physical science) who won't admit the
epistemological, paradigmatic , socio-historical, hypothetic and
limited character of science.
This was extensively argued by
philosophers such as Karl Popper,
initially,
and later Thomas
Kuhn who changed much of the current evaluation
of
the
cap abi lities of science (cf Van Huyssteen 1983 & 1986 where he
argues how these two scholars in particular shattered the
traditional positivistic approach to science).
Popper
(1963 :30 )
sugge sted that we should "
give up the idea of ul tima te
sources of knowledge, and admit that all knowledge is hlunan: that
it is mixed with ou r erro rs, our prejudices, our dreams , our
hopes;
that all we can do is to grope for truth even j,f it be
beyond
our
reach."
The
only way to
incorporate
the
epistemological and paradigmatic parameters of
science
is
obviously by a critical evaluation of scholars' epistemological
paradigms.
A scholar who isn't prepared or neglects to put these
cards on the table for everyone to see,
is playing the one -man
cardgame " pat ience"
wherein he is engaged in an oracular
monologue .
Giving
account
of
one's
epistemologico - paradigmatic
presuppositions include, in my opinion, one's premises " outside"
and " inside" his discipline (Rousseau 1984:55-56). I have already
dealt with the text - theoretical considerations (cf
I
B which
included my hermeneutical and textual communication theory) which
constitute part of my paradigm and, therefore, reflect a number
of my premises outside New Testament science.
I will now proceed
by explicitly summarizing and profiling my already overt and
(up
till now) covert epistemological and paradigmatic intentions and
presuppositions underly ing this dissertation
(i e
premises
"outside" New Testament science).
Some of my paradigmatic
premises within
( " inside") New Testament science have already
become clear in this introductory chapter.
In the remaining
chapters, however , it will be defined explicitly and meticulously
in the construction
of
the analytical methods and their
application to a New Testament text (chapters II - IV),
on the one
hand, and in particular in my concluding and evaluative remarks
(cf chapter IV), on the other hand.
An account of one's epistemologico-paradigmatic presuppositions
"outside" New Testament science should include ,
in my opinion,
one's traditionally " prescient ific" (we will see later that this
distinction is outdated) and epistemological presuppositions
and
commitments as well as one's science model and paradigmatic
commitments.
I
have
already
spelled
most
of
these
presuppositions out in a paper read in 1983 and published in 1984
(cf Rousseau 1984:52 - 60).
The
reader will find that the
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epistemological and paradigmatic presuppos it ions are not always
clearly distinguishable and will , therefore , inevitably overlap .

*

*
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2.EPISTKMOLOGICO- PARADIGMATIC PRESUPPOSITIONS
2 . 1 MY

ULTI~ffiTE

COMMITMENT AND EPISTEMOLOGICAL PRESUPPOSITIONS

2.1 . 1 Jesus Christ as mediated through ancient canonized texts:
!!!Y ultImate commitment and related master symbols
Just like any linguistic-literary (or symbolic for that matter)
expression " .. . implies, or induces , or is related to a general
view of the world , a way of understanding life, a spirituality
" (Barr 1973:33), this dissertation is a linguistic- literary
expression of a certain life - and-world perspective' (ul timate
commitment) reigned by a number of master symbols.
This study
reflects a perspective which regards the Bible as the primary,
fundamental books and witnesses of the origin of Christianity and
is therefore treasured as the orientation point for Christianity
today . This implies that my ultimate commitment to the person
and teaching of Jesus Christ as it is contained and interpreted
in the New Testament against the background and the matrix of the
Old Testament as a
relevant, meaningful and determinative
life - and - world view, is to be correlated to this reality in terms
of the epistemologico - paradigmatic parameters of the philosophy
of science which is accessible and open for criticism by anyone.
A ghetto science (and therefore a ghetto theology) doesn't
benefit mankind - on the contrary it captivates mankind,
With this approach I
take the accusation of a "retreat to
commitment" against theology by Hans Albert and William Bartley
seriously:
"The leading protestant theologians of the twentieth
century have embraced as fact the philosophical contention that
rationality is logically limited, that every man makes some
ultimateley irrational commitment ; and they have used this
contention to excuse rationally their own irrational commitment
to Christ" (Bartley 1964:215). Taking Bartley's criticism serious
doensn't mean, however, that "commitments" are excluded from
science. Van Huyssteen (1986:37 - 87) has convincingly argued how
even Bartley is committed to "non-commitment" and that it was
left for Thomas Kuhn to pave the way for a broader concept of
rationality which would fully
acoornnodate
"commitments"
in
science. This was an improvement on the "critical rationalism "
of Popper, Albert , Bartley and also the outstanding theologian,
wolfhardt Pannenberg, who was one of the first to accamodate the
insights of Popper and Kuhn within theology (Van Huyssteen
1986:95-124). Van Huyssteen's
(1986: 158) own "critical - realistic
rationality model " rejects In no uncertain terms any scientific
model
(including physical science) which excludes " ultimate
commitments" as "
wetenskapsfilosofies verdag
en
selfs
ongeldig."
This
implies
that
a
distinction
between
"prescientific"
(in an
"ultimate
commitment "
sense)
and
"scientific"
(in a paradigmatic sense) presuppositions in order
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to exclude the former, is untenable. Both are essentially part
of science. Even the so-called traditional distinction between
natural and supranatural phenomena has come into question:
"Wissenschaftlich waere heute eher das Umgekehrte: dass man sich
trotz aller technischer Moeglichkeiten offenhaelt fuer das total
Unvorhersehbare und Unerklaerliche" (Michel 1979:211).
My Christological and biblical perspective on life is, however,
determined by the paradigm that the biblical witness did not only
originate as part of ancient everyday reality, but that it should
be meaningful within this reality. Therefore, it should be
analysed with the aid and insights of the other sciences. This
then links up with the intention to engage in a dialogue with
other sciences and the avoiding of an ascetic monologue.
The
analytical dissection of the New Testament writings and their
message resulted in a cacophony of fragments which necessitates
the above required interdisciplinary and integrated approach.
Ultimately, theology>s right of existence in giving meaning to
this reality will be decided on the battlefield
of
the
hermeneutical-exegetical pursuit to orchestrate the communication
of the perspective (heart) and master symbols of these ancient
canonized texts into a
beautiful symphony complemented by
different sounds and instruments.
The above-discussed ultimate commitment and master symbols as
premises outside New Testament science as such, already reflected
an epistemological parameter, namely the endeavour to have a
meaningful and integrated understanding of "this reality" in
which we live in terms of the Christ proclamation of the New
Testament texts (cf I B 1.1.2).
2.1.2 ~
meaningful
interpretation
epistemological commitment

of

this

reality:

an

The quest for a meaningful interpretation of this reality
presupposes that one can>t escape reality.
This has important
implications for an epistemology.
It means first and foremost,
that we live in this "reality" or "world". Therefore we must give
account of the complex reality in which we live in order to
understand this reality better and also to make it bearable. To
flee from reality is senseless (because it is impossible in
reality), cru~l (because one is time and again disillusioned by
reality) and miserable (because one doesn>t learn to enjoy this
reality) (Rousseau 1984:56).
The alternative to this commitment is a rejection of reality and
realism claiming the "guidance of the Spirit" as one>s ultimate
commitment. This inevitably leads to an infinite subjectivism
reigned by a variety of radical and opposing confessions and
dogmas each claiming to be the truth or "God's will."
In such an
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approach there is often no room (or at the most an untenable
dualism) for "reason" or "science".
It is obvious that the
rejection of the reality in which we live, makes any dialogue and
epistemological pursuit impossible and senseless.
This implies
that the analysis and message of the New Testament have to be
relevant for this reality in which we live. This dialogue with
reality is indeed part and parcel of the church's missionary
task.
If Christians should ignore the realities of this world,
it would mean the death of Christianity.
It has become clear that my perspective and master symbols have
forced me to theorize on the phenomenom of human knowledge which
threw me right into the arena of the philosophy of science. Thus
the understanding of God and the understanding of reality have a
common denominator, namely the epistemological dimension.
2.1.3 ~od and reality as an epistemological
religions, theology and the church

~ssue:

science

of

It is just as senseless to believe in a God who has nothing to do
with reality as it is to flee from reality.
If God is "real",
then He is enevitably related to this "reality". The concept or
creed
"MY
GOD"
presupposes two
bas ic
component s:
the
transcendence of God which implies that He is totally different
and the immanence of God which implies that He is immanent in
man's reality.
Each religion will define the meaning of God's transcendence and
immanence in its own way and with its own symbols.
If Christians
accept that God is revealed through the Scriptures of the Old and
New Testament, together with the assumption that this world is
his creat ion, then it
follows
tha t
Scr ipture and nat ure,
faith and
reality should correlate.
If this isn't true,
Christianity is playing a senseless game.
"If there were indeed
no connection between our lives and God, then everything that we
have to say about God would be ~n vain" (Pannenberg 1975 : 1;
Collins, J J 1981:125). In this sense we could state that even
God (and therefore the Old and New Testament as witnesses to him)
can't escape reality.
If he . is " really" God then this is his
reality as Michel (1979:219) states: "Eben weil Gott dieser Welt
nicht ferngeblieben ist, kann auch der Wissenschaftler seiner
Wirklichkeit nicht entfliehen. "
Theology is part of the subdiscipline "science of religion" which
studies the relationship between God and reality. This implies
that theology is part and parcel of the broader scientific study
of reality.
This confirms the mutual concern between theology as
" . . . man's search for and response to 'ultimate meaning'
"
(Michell . 1984:40), and epistemology which reveals man's search
and theory of knowledge (i e ultimate meaning) in this reality.
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It is Christians' responsibility
(especially their scientific
disciplines "theology" and "biblical studies " ) to make evident
why they believe that the Christian faith is unique. They will
have to verify why they regard a collection of ancient writj.ngs
as God's word and why it still has something to say to twentieth
century man. What makes it different from the millions of other
writings through the ages? What relevance does it have for heart
transplants , space travels, politics , war , nuclear armament and
pollution?
In this whole quest theology and biblical studies will have to
proceed within the parameters of science in their study of the
Old and New Testament . The subdiscipline New Testament science ,
therefore, should be on a par with other disciplines studying
textual communication. That is the reason why I made use of
disciplines such as semiotics,
linguistics , literary science and
communication science in the construction of my hermeneutical exegetical
theory
which
forms the
foundat ion
of
this
dissertation.
This is also why I am correlating my communication
paradigm with the results of the philosophy of science.
In the endeavour to correlate the concept of God with this
reality with scientific means, it is important to realize that
the "language" of the believer , the church and theology differ
from each other
(i e distinctions especially emphasized and
explored by Van Huyssteen
1986 :1 77 -1 87) .
The intention of
theology is first and foremost to fulfill the requirements of
science , whereas the church has to fulfill the existential needs
of the religious experience of its members.
It is,
however,
important to note that the language of religious experience is
the foundation and origin of Christianity and consequently the
object of theological reflection (Van Huysste~n 1986 :1 71 -1 73).
Obviously it
is
a
long and tedious path to move from
metaphorically verbalized religious experience
(as is found in
the Bible and the church's dogma)
to a scientific theologica l
reflection .
It is to the credit of Van Huyssteen in his
"critical-realistic rationality model " that he has bridged this
gap in a . responsible way which is fully in accord with the
parameters of the philosophy of science. He argues that although
the origin /
roots of Christianity 1S found 1n believers'
experience of God (this obviously includes Jesus of Nazareth as
well as his followers through the centuries), this experience is
related to this reality: "In die lang geskiedenis van christelike
teologiese refleksie het die grondmetafoor van die Christendom
homself nie alleen op ongelooflike kreatiewe wyse deur die insig
en geloofservaring heen van gelowige mense gehandhaaf nie , maar
het die maksimale sin wat hierdeur as antwoord op eksistensi§le
lewensvrae gegee is en nog gegee word,
goeie en genoeg redes
verskaf (inderdaad nooit fina l e , positivistiese 'bewyse' nie) om
dit wat in ons teologiese uitsprake direk of indirek oor God
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beweer

word, te glo"
(Van Huyssteen 1986 :1 76; cf Rousseau
And also: "Nie alleen teologies vanuit die geloofs b e trokkenheid van die teoloog nie, maar ook wetenskapsfilosofies
word dit nou duidelik dat ons teologiese teorie~ inderdaad na 'n
we rklikheid bo en groter as ons verwys" (Van Huyssteen 1986:177).
This is not a retreat to a positivistic approach . Therefore , Van
Huyssteen
(1986:176 - 177)
emphasi7es
the
hypothetical ,
socio-historical boundness and eschatological nature of this
knowledge of the "ultimate Reality " (i e God).
1984:69).

In the light of the previous paragraph , we can conclude that
religious experience reflects reality.
This
implies
that
theological reflexion on religious experiences operates on an
epistemological and scientific level.
This basis provides the
biblical scholar with the confidence that he is on a par with
other scholars and within the parameters of the philosophy of
science . We could schematize the New Testament science with its
double obligation - that is toward"s society and science, on the
one hand, and the church and the believers , on the other hand
in the following way :

NT SCIENCE/THEO LOGY
Fellowship of
believers
«<<<<<

SUBJECT
*Perspective

Experience

«<<<<<

ANALYSIS
*Paradigm

«««<

J.
METHOD
J.

,J.

1

Practise

-J,
NT/Bible

»)>»

Society and
science

)>>»)

Theory

»»»

Problem-solving

OBJECT

»»»

Reality

«««<

TRUTH

»»»

Cr eation

<««((

FUNCTION

»»»

Edification
of community

<«(«<

.j.
God

,(.
Edification
of faith

~

~

..j,

.}

.1
J.

-¥

..j,

(This schematization is a modification of the schema found in the
publication of the Gereformeerde Synode van Delft 1980:12-13).
regard to science and the community the righthand column is
relevant: it is the scientific search for truth in this reality ultimately to serve the community. With regard to the church and

\~ith
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believers the lefthand column is applicable: it is the search for
truth (God) in this reality through the mediation of the Biblica l
writings - ultimately to edify the believing community .
This concludes the verbalization of my ultimate commitments and
my epistemologi cal presuppositions . From these commitments it
has become clear that I am committed to understand the New
Testament in relation to this reality and within the parameters
of a scientific paradigm .
Therefo r e I will now p r oceed to
analyse my paradigmatic commitments to science.

*
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2.2 PARADIGMATIC COMMITMENTS: SCIENCE AS A MASTER SYMBOL
2.2.1 Controlling this reality
This whole dialogue concerning corrunitments, truth and reality has
to do with the understanding and controlling of this world (cf
Strauss 1978:313-5). It follows, ther efore , that research can't
be limi ted to the mere gather ing of knowledge as such (i e a
masturbation science). This knowledge should ultimately serve
mankind to understand and control this world
(cf Du Preez
1983:32). With this in mind our analysis and understanding of the
New Testament should also have the objective to
make
a
contribution in understanding this world. This is then my first
paradigmatic corrunitment to science.
The problem is, however, that this reality can be understood in
as many ways as there are people with different presuppositions
(cf I B 4.3.1). Therefore, the challenge is (and this is my next
paradigmatic commitment) whether we are able to understand and
control this reality in a responsible and meaningful way.
This
implies that in addition to my epistemological parameters and
commitments, I have to define a scientific paradigm which
accommodates these parameters.
2.2.2 The scientific control of this reality
If we don't want to waste our time, we should try to understand
and control this reality in a scientific - argumentative way .
Without this premise any dialogue concerning this reality would
be utterly senseless because everyone would only entangle
himself in a personal monologue in which he echoes his own
beliefs without accounting for it.
The question is , therefore, what is meant by a
"scientificargumentative way" of doing things? In this regard the master
symbols in the current debate within the philosophy of science
will be decisive, because once again science can be practised in
a number of ways .
. 1 The most basic and unique characteristic of scientific acts
is:
theoretical - logical analysis or theoretical abstraction.
That means the theoretical identification and distinguishing (i e
analysis) of the different aspects of reality with the aid of
logical
criteria
(Strauss
1978:1- 8;
cf
Van
Huyssteen
1986:187- 188) . There are also other criteria that are relevant in
describing
scienctific
activit i es
such
as
rationality,
verification,
methodology,
subject-object
relation ,
sistematizing,
et cetera.
These criteria are, however,
not
limited to scientific acts but are also part of other walks of
life. They are therefore to be distinguished from the primary
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criterium
(i e theoretical - logical
analysis)
distinctive and unique characteristic of science .

which

is

the

. 2 A second master
symbol lS that science forms part of the
complex process of understanding of reality (which includes man
with all his presuppos i tions and socio - cultural boundness as the
analysing subject) .
This imp l ies that man isn't able to
constitute absolute and timeless truths.
The contributions of
Karl Popper and Thomas Kuhn were decisive in shattering the
logical - positivistic paradigm with its
master
symbols
of
objectivity , verification , empirical facts and man's "infallible "
reason (cf Van Huyssteen 1986 : 15 - 22) . The limitations of science
were especially confirmed by Kuhn's conclusive argumentation that
big discoveries and developments in natural and human science (cf
Michel 1979:210) were never the r esult of reason alone
more
often they were the result of conceptual transformations (cf Van
Huyssteen 1983 & 1986:63- 87; also Herzog II 1983:108 and their
reference to Kuhn's . " gestalt - switches") . Therefore we will always
have to reckon with man's limitations and the way in which
knowledge develops in our description of science .
Herzog II
(1983 : 113) argues that Kuhn's notion of paradigm is too limited
and " . .. needs to include one's personal and socia l
location ,
political convictions and values all of which shape and influence
what one 'discovers' i n a text . "

These basic parameters of the philosophy of science confirm my
own conclusions drawn from the results of the history of research
on 1 Peter (cf I A 3); my hermeneutical parameters (cf I B 1.2) ;
and also my communication model (I B 3). These limitations of
scientific research were illustrated by the cacophony of research
results in biblical scholarship which were caused by the fact
that
the different scientific paradigms (e g
historica l,
linguistic or theological) came into the c l utches of positivi sm
(cf Thyen 1971;
Scne i ders 1982:52-58). Herzog II
(1983:106)
remarks with regard to the positivistic scientific paradigm which
reigned since the Enlightenment: " The entire process assumed ,
indeed required, that the observer of the text was neutral , that
the text harbored an isolable and identifiable meaning that could
be established scientifically and that the neutrality of the
exegete and the objectivity of the process were safeguarded by
the use of appropriate interpretive tools .
Confident in
the i r
achievements , generations of exegetes presented the i r
'assured results' and undoubted conclusions only to have their
successor s transform them into doubtful results and unwarranted
assumptions . "
The above - discussed limitations of scientific knowledge requires
that one should incorporate other parameters in one's scientific
paradigm.
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2.2.3 !he scientific control of !his reality in its totality
One of the reasons for the limitations of scientific knowledge is
found in the fact that reality is studied fragmentally within the
different subdisciplines of science.
Different subdisciplines
focus on different aspects of reality for example mathematics on
"number", physics on the "physical", linguistics on "symbols",
religion on "faith", et cetera (cf Strauss 1978: 3).
Because of the fact that the different subdisciplines each has
its own study object and therefore occupies itself with a
fragment of reality, it often results in a fragmented and even a
faulty understanding of reality.
The
epistemological
and
paradigmatic boundness of all scientific disciplines makes this
inevitable.
It is therefore imperative that scholars should take
note of the results of other subdisciplines.
I have already
shown how semiotics, linguistics, literary science, communication
science, hermeneutics , Greek,
science of religion,
history,
sociology, psychology and ultimately the philosophy of science
are relevant for this dissertation and its analysis of the
communication of ancient canonized texts. The interdependence of
the sciences makes an integrative approach, in my opinion,
imperative for the development of science. Strauss and Visagie
(1983) have argued convincingly that theology, for example, can"t
operate without reckoning with the other sciences. They showed
conclusively that for example concepts like the "uniqueness" or
the "omniprescence" of God are based on our view of number and
space (which could be faulty or one-sided if we don"t acknowledge
the insights from mathematics).
It is in the dialogue between
different disciplines that crosschecking and - fertilization takes
place to the benefit of science.
The disadvantages
of fragmental research is clear in all
scientific disciplines in the sense that it claims general truths
for a fraction of reality while it disregards the totality.
Although fragmental research could benefit the refining and
testing of methods its limitations should be acknowledged. It is
only in a synthesis which honours the totality of the fragments
where analytiacal results find ultimate and maximal meaning.
Michel (1979:212) remarks: "Die Wirklichkeit der Welt und des
Menschen ist eben unvergleichlich komplexer, differenzierter und
auch
geheimnisvoller,
als unsere besten
wissenschaftlichen
Methoden es fassen koennen.
Darum wird sich and der grundsaetzlichen Offenheit und Revisionsfaehigkeit des wissenschaftlichen
Apparates der Grad der Wissenschaflichkeit entscheiden."
The two previously discussed master symbols of my scientific
paradigm, namely the
limitedness
and
interdependence
of
scienctific disciplines, enforce a third master symbol:
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2.2.4 The relational nature of truth in the scientific control of
this reality
In the quest for
"truth" man and his limited and fragmental
interpretation of truth reflect the important role of personal
involvement.
Something is true "for me".
As we have already
seen, man is socio-culturally determined and this implies that
his interpretation is influenced by his whole background.
This
means that our knowledge of reality will always be one-sided and
therefore tentative.
Interestingly enough,
this
is
also
confirmed by the semantic issue of sign and reference in
semiotics (cf Plett 1975:99-102) and also by the definition of
"communication" (i e the act of creating meaning) and the results
of the newly developed reception theories.
Especially the
implications
of
the
notions of
"multiple
meaning
and
interpretation" as well as "perspective" in my communication
model as discussed tmder I B 3.4.2 and 3.5.2 respectively, are
relevant in this respect. The concept "relational truth" reckons
with this very fact
(cf
Gereformeerde
Synode van Delft
1980:12-13; Herzog II 1983:112). This concept is an improvement
on the former distinction between truth (i e objective) which has
to be acknowledged (i e subjective).
We can't know objective
truth - only in relation to man (cf Deist 1979:16-22; 1981:2-11;
Heyns 1974:85-96; Strauss
1978:319; Pannenberg 1977:346-48;
Schneiders 1982:54; Van Huyssteen 1981:291-302; Van Niekerk
1982:150-65). Therefore the concept of "relational truth" is
extremely useful to acknowledge the parameters of "truth" which
is in line with the recent developments in the philosophy of
science.
It is precisely because of this fact that everyone stands in a
particular relation (determined by his presuppositions and sociocuI tura 1 background) to the truth, that the theo logian has the
freedom to understand reality from his frame of reference (i e
the biblical message). This, however, doesn't free him from a
scientific approach nor from the demand regarding "relevancy"
which brings us to the last master symbol in my scienctific
paradigm.
2.2.5 Progression in the scientific control of this reality
This whole dissertation gives expression to a desire to find
better answers in our engagement, analysis and control of this
reality.
It reflects the hope of that New Testament science will
progress in its endeavour to make ancient canonized teJqts
communicate meaningful with twentieth century man.
.
In the evaluation whether scientific projects are a progression
or regression one would have to agree on certain criteria for
evaluation.
This critical evaluation is essential if science
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wants to serve mankind at all.
Certain criteria are already
implicitly part of this dissertation (as a matter of fact in all
scholarly work). Nevertheless, I would like to verbalize them
now as they are part and parcel of one's commitment which
functions as a master symbol.
The engagement of SClence and its disciplines with reality
already presupposes the basic criterium
that is the degree of
reality
relevancy or "weiklikheidsrel evansie"
(cf
Rousseau
1984:74 -75 ) .
This implies that the scientific work
which
correlates the closest to reality and c onsequently gives the
greater clarity or meaning to phenomena in reality should be
evaluated as the better answer at that point in time. This
criterium correlates with Van Huyssteen's three criteria: reality
concernment; critical and problem-solving ability; and
the
constructive and progressive ability of science.
To my mind,
these criteria are only different aspects of the basic criterium
of "r eality relevancy" (cf Van Huyssteen 1986:172-173).
Van Huyssteen
(1986:173-186) has two requirements for a realityconcerned theology, namely a cognitive (i e intellectual) and
contextual ( i e expressive) concern for reality.
Cognitivity
presupposes a scientific realism (i e theology that refers to
entities in this reality) and a truth convergence
(i
e
progression in theology.) whereas contextuality requires the
coherent and trustworthy acconmodation
of religious experience ,
the church and theology as relevant contexts for theological
scientific reflection (Van Huyssteen 1986:177-187).
Van Huyssteen's (1986:187-206) second criterium (i e the critical
and problem-solving ability of theology) determines the ability
of a theology to solve empirical and conceptual (paradigmatic)
problems in the areas of its object (the.Bible), its tradition
and science as a whole.
The latter correlates
with
my
interdisciplinary and integrative approach.
The criterium of progression shifts the emphasis from rationality
to the capabilities and progressiveness of a theory in solving
problems more effectively without disregarding the tentativeness
thereof
(Van Huyssteen 1986:206-214). Needless to say,
a
meaningful progression in a scientific discipline could either be
revolutionary or evolutionary.
This is then the challenge of theology as a whole and for New
science in particular: "In hierdie proses staan die
Bybel, as ons ekslusiewe toegang tot Jesus van Nasaret, sowel as
die kreatiewe, konstruktiewe vermoe van ons teologiese refleksie,
voor
'n permanente en fassinerende uitdaging: om naamlik op
krities -realistiese wyse tentatiewe maar geloofwaardige uitsprake
te maak oor die werklikheid van die Objek waaroor ons vooruit T~stament
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grypend nadink, en In Wie ons glo"

(Van Huyssteen 1986:214).

I would like to summarize the constituents , characteristics,
criteria and development of the scienctific process with the
following schematizat i on :

EVALUATIVE

CRITERIA

REALITY -RELEVANCY
*Cognitive & contextual
*Cri tical & problem solving
*Integrative
*Progressive
EVOLUTIONARY
EMPIRICAL AND CONCEPTUAL ANALYSIS:
Subject
*background
*perspective
*m-symbols

-"

Method
*background -j>
*paradigm
*m-symbols

Object
*reality
*spesific
nature

Results
*comparison
~
*probability
*relational

~

REVOLOT'ONAR'
CONCEPTUAL-TRANSFORMATION:
Gestalt - switch

Ultimately, the reader will have to evaluate if this dissertation
has enhanced the progression of New Testament science.
The
reader and more specifically, the history of New Testament
research, however , will be the final
judge in the years and
decades to come.
I am hoping, at least, that it would be judged
as a scientifically responsible and methodologicall y
sound
dissertation .
That would have fulfilled the aim of doctoral
theses in general and therefore worth my while.
If it provides
more clarity in the field of New Testament science , I would
gratefully accept it as a graceful bonus .

*
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3.CONCLOSION

This dialogue with the philosophy of science has,
in my opin ion,
confirmed the symphonic parameters of my cormnunication model as
an hermeneutical - exegetical answer to the cacophony echoing from
biblical scholarship.
The "cards" of my epistemological and
paradigmatic commitments are on the table for everyone to see .
The challenge is , therefore,
for scholars from all disciplines
who want to engage in a dialogue regarding the communication of
ancient canonized texts, to put their cards on the table as
well'.
Scientific dialogue without this kind of exercise is
doomed and senseless .
If someone , for example , has " hidden
cards" which presupposes that reality as a whole is evil and
should be avoided; or that science is profane ; or that truth is
absolute; or that the dogma of the church is faultless; or that
religion is primitive and outside the bounds of science ; or that
Christianity is irrelevant,
any
dialogue
concerning
the
understanding of the New Testament will be in vain and senseless
- unless the presuppositions concerning the above-mentionded
issues are first evaluated and discussed .
In the light of my commitment to dialogue , it follows that this
study doesn't claim to have absolute truth or final answers.
It
must be clear that the results of this dissertation claim
validity only aga inst the background and acknowledgement that it
is based on a cosmo logic perspective which incl udes a specific
ultimate commitment paradigm, methodology and a necessitated
thematic demarcation . It therefore doesn't matter if " ... all
will share my conclusions - for few may - but that al l will admit
the problem facing our discipline , and see "the solution " [my
addition) from somewhat the same angle . Tha t, indeed would be
something " (Barnlund 1973:56) .

*

*
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- CHAPTER II THE INTRATEXTUAL DIMENSION - THE PRELUDE:
ANALYSIS OF THE STATIC TEXT OF I PETER

In the hermeneutical-theoretical construction of my commun icati on
mod e l, I argued that th e medium is the "gateway" to enter the
communication process of ancient documents such as the New
Testament.
It was also argued that the analysis of the static
medium implies an intrat extua l
analysis of the syntactic ,
pragmat i c and semantic modes of the text. Although the different
modes are inextricably intertwined it is methodologically bett e r
to s e parate them in order to deal with each mode on its own (cf
Loubser 1981: 1- 5). This approach has the advantage that th e
scholar can scrut iniz e eac h mode in its own right
which
ultimately leads to well-founded conclusions. This is also why I
chose to separate the analyses of the different dimensions
a lthough it will become clear in due course that they are so
interdependent that one cannot analyse one dimension without
r e ferring
to
the
other.
The
interrelatedness
of
th e
commun ication process will be dealt with explicitly in the
me tatextual dimension in chapter IV.
Based on my theoretical discussion of the intratextual dimension
(cf I B 3.3), I will proceed in section A of this chapter to
discuss the most basic static-syntactic parameters for the
intratextua l a n a lysis in terms of the heuristic criteria of text
e xtension , co herence and delimitation. In the l ight of the s e
parameters and criteria I will discuss the methods and aids which
will be applied in th e intr atex tual analysis.
I t is important to
r e a lize that there are a number of linguistic, literary and
s e miotic methods and aids suitable for the syntactic ana lysi s . A
p e rson needs only to page through a linguistic text book such as
Lyons" "Introduction to theoretical linguistics"
(1968) or his
" Semant ics"
(1977) to become aware of this fact.
Obviously
differe nt scho lars often prefer different methods to reach almost
the same goal. This fact emphasize the adva ntag e of my approach
to first determine the parameters in the light of Pl ett"s
h e u ris tic criteria of what is to be achieved (in this case the
intratextual analysis of the text) before the methods are
chos e n . This text -theoretical approach realizes that methods are
d e veloped to atta in a certain limit ed goal and shouldn"t be blown
out of proportion as if one method alone is designed to analyse a
t e xt in all its complexity. This is often found to be one of the
ma l practices in a method-orientated approa ch.
Alt hough each
me thod has its own advantages and emp ha ses , I was obviously
forced to select certain methods and aids to illu strate how the
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h e uristic criteria could be implemented in our analysis of the
intratextual dimension.
This has the implication that one could
still delve deeper into the text or even focus on a certain
phenomenon by applying other methods.
I believe, however, that
if the static text is analysed in the light of the heuristic
criteria, other methods would only contribute qualitatively to
the analysis of the intratextual dimension and not change the
interpretation fundamentally.
In section B I will limit my in-depth analysis to the first five
pericopes of 1 Peter. This is done for two reasons.
It is
obvious, first l y, that an in-depth analysis of 1 Peter as a whole
would not only exceed the scope of a doctoral dissertation, it
will also take up the rest of my life.
In the light of the fact
that I
have some intentions of doing other things in life,
I
gladly accept this l imitation. However, there is a second more
scholarly reason, namely that the f i rst five pericopes
(1:1
2:12) constitute the theo l ogical basis of 1 Peter (cf Elliott
1982:420) and
will
therefore
suffice
to
illustrate my
communication model.
The analysis of the remaining pericopes (i
e 6-17) will only comprise cursory conclusions in order to get a
picture of the whole discourse.
I will thus proceed in section B
to analyse the text on sentence and pericope level in terms of
t he syntactic,
semantic and pragmatic modes re specti ve ly.
In
section C 1 Peter will be analysed as a static textual unit ln
its totality.
This analysis of the macro text will once again be
divided into a syntactic,
semantic and pragmatic analysis.
In
conclusion
the
thrust,
perspective and strategy
of
the
intratextual dimension of 1 Peter will be outlined.
In order to avoid unnecessary duplication as well as lengthy
descriptions and explanations, a schematization and summary of
the intratextual analysis is found in appendix A.
In
my
argumentation I shall constantly refer to these schematized
analyses.
Therefore the reader is advised to unfold the analyses
of the relevant pericopes in order to get a clear and visual
picture of my intratextual analysis and its re's ults.
In the light of the fact that my intratextual analysis emphasizes
the autonomy of the text and also because my selection and
cornbina tion of methods haven't been appl ied to 1 Peter before, the
works of biblical scholars were not only deliberately avoided in
the initial stages of this analysis, but were also of
little
help.
Clark and De Waard (1982:2) confirm this procedure with i n
an intratextual
analysis.
Therefore,
I only
checked
my
intratextual analysis afterwards in the light of the intratextual
observations of other scholars.
These intratextual observations
are more than often covertly expressed and intertwined with
historical observations because the standard literature on 1
Peter as a rule does not separate the intratextual and historical
dimensions.
Meanwhile let us
turn
our
attention to my
exegetical- methodological
considerations in section A which will
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form the basis for my analysis of 1 Peter in sections Band C .
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- CHAPTER II: SECTION A STATIC PARAMETERS FOR THE INTRATEXTUAL DIMENSION OF TEXTUAL
COMMUNICATION:
A METHODOLOGY

l.INTRODUCTION: TEXTUAL MODES AND ANALYTI CAL CRITERIA
In the light of my theoretical considerations on the intratextual
dimension
(cf I B 3.3.2) , it follows that my analysis thereof
will make use of the insights and contributions
of
the
structuralist
approach
which
,is
to
be
credited
for
re - emphasizing the structuredness , wholeness and meaningfulness
of reality
(cf Van Loggerenberg 1985:8-9) . This philosophical
orientation led to the acknowledgement of the autonomy of texts
and the development of different structuralist approaches to
texts (cf I A 3 .1 ) . Obviously the "narrative theory" as one of
the main streams within structuralism was of limited interest for
my analysis of 1 Peter as an argumentative text.
As I was
schooled in the paradigm of the South-African disourse analysis .
this had a decisive influence on my intratextual analysis.
The
reader will find , however, that due to the serious deficiencies
of that paradigm I had to break out of it in order to accommodate
a more comprehensive
communication paradigm .
Nevertheless ,
although my intratextual analysis has a much wider scope than the
South - Afr ic an discourse analysis (especially with regard to text
semantics and pragmatics) definite traits of my heritage will be
visible.
The intratextual analysis of textual communication is inevitably
occupied with a static text (i e the medium) consisting of a
combination of linguistic signs (cf I B 3.3 .1 ). This implies that
the intratextual dimension is determined by the syntactical mode
or
" zeichenkombinatorischer
Sicht"
(cf
P l ett
1975:59):
"' Syntaktisch' im semiotischen Sinne heisst: Verknuepfung von
zeichen mit zeichen." (Plett 1975 :5 6).
Obviously the syntactic mode operates on different levels .
It is
relevant on phonological , morpho logic, syntactic and textual
level (cf I B 3.3.2; Plett 1975:57 - 58). My intratextual analysis
of 1 Peter will focus on both the micro (i e sentences and
phrases)
and macro level (i e pericopes and the text as a
whole) .
Based on the assumption that a communicator (i e the
author with regard to 1 Peter) wanted to convey a message through
his text .as a whole , one's orientation-point in an intratextual
analysis is u lt imately the textual level. Therefore . the ideal
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(although it"s not
whole.

always

possible)

is

to analyse a text as a

In the light of my theoretical discussion it follows that the
"combination
of
signs "
determines texts
In
all
three
(distinguishable but not inseparable) semiotic modes. This will
become clear in my discussion of the static-syntactic parameters
of the text syntactics, semantics and pragmatics on micro and
macro level. This is an improvement on the predominant syntactic
and semantic (in a restricted sense) parameters of South-African
discourse analysis.
My comprehensive semantic and pragmatic
modes give account of the static intratextual dimension in all
its complexity.
Needless to say, my acco~~odation of the
historical dimension in the second phase is foreign (almost
despised in certain circles) to structuralists.
In my outline of the semiotic parameters of the intratextual
I
B 3. 2. 5) of
dimension Plett"s heuristic criteria
(cf
"extension, delimitation and coherence" are to be applied. These
distinctions will prove to be enlightening and of great help for
a comprehensive text analysis.
Let"s have a look at the
implementation of these criteria!

*

*
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2.STATIC-SYNTACTIC
THE TEXT

P~ffiTERS

FOR
THE
-- INTRATEXTUAL ANALYSIS

OF

2.1 THE INTRATEXTUAL ANALYSIS OF THE SYNTACTIC MODE
2.1.1 Text-syntactic extension:
maximum extension

cod~,

colon division,

miniml~

and

2.1.1.1 The text - syntactic code
The New Testament was
that the Greek text
analysis of the New
for the New Testament
vocabulary and syntax
Peter.

written in Greek. It is therefore obvious
will always be the primary source in the
Testament. Translations are at most an aid
scholar. This implies that Greek grammar ,
will be the foundation of the analysis of 1

The fact that the New Testament was written in the everydaylanguage of that time (i e Koine-greek), means: "Greek and Hebrew
are simply languages, like any other languages, and they are to
be understood and analysed in the same manner as any other
ancient tongues" (Nida 1969:7). Naturally each language has its
own peculiarities (e g grammatical), but there are also general
language rules and insights that are true of all languages.
It
is in the light of this fact that I am now going to outline my
theoretical basis for the intratextual analysis of New Testament
texts.
We first have to outline the methodological implications of the
heuristic criterium in order to establish the text - syntactic
extension of a text.
As syntax has to do with the ordering of
sequences of words into phrases, clauses and sentences (cf Abrams
1981:95) \.;e now have to define a criterium to determine the basic
units which could serve as building blocks for the text-syntactic
extension.
2.1.1 . 2 Sentences or
extension

cola

as building blocks for text-syntactic

The verse division in the New Testament is unfortunately made
without any linguistic principle and leavesus with the task of
making a more adequate division of thought units .
I have chosen
to use the "colon"
as the basic unit for establishing the
text - syntactic extension
of texts.
This is based on the
presupposition that texts can be divided into standardized
independent thought units (i e sentences /
cola) which could
serve as a sound basis for text analysis.
The technical term
"colon"goes back to Aristoteles and Demetrius who used it to
designate an independent thought unit. It has recently been
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revitalized in circles which practise structural and discourse
analysis (e g with in the New Testament Society of South Africa).
A sentence or colon is defined as an independent thought unit
consisting of a noun phrase (pI us embedded words or sentences)
and a verb phrase (plus embedded words or sentences) (cf Du Toit ,
H C 1977:1). The cola division of 1 Peter in appendix A is done
on this basis .
It should be stressed, however , that it is often difficult to
demarcate the different cola - especially when one has to decide
whether causative,
final of participle clauses are to be
interpreted hypotactically or paratactically (cf Du Toit, H C
1977). Although cola division
is within the South-African
discourse analysis primarily a syntactic endeavour, one is often
forced to take semantic and pragmatic considerations into account
(cf Riekert 1981:7 and
his
criticism
on Van Rensburg's
overexposure of the text-syntactic mode) . As a relativization of
the principle of cola division which is at most an aid in textual
analysis, it should also be stated that the decision whether it
should be one or two cola is not that crucial. When two cola are
so closely related that they could also have been taken as one
colon , they are in any case directly linked In the cola
grouping.
2.1.1.3 Minimum and maximum text - syntactic extension
The text-syntactic extension of cola is unlimited because cola
can be added to each other continuously. Logically the minimum
extension in constituting a text is the linking of two related
cola or sentences (cf Plett 1975:58-59). Henceforth, I will stick
to the technical term "colon" to designate the basic unit of
text-syntactic extension.
This brings the discussion on the
first heuristic criterium (viz extension) for the text - syntactic
analysis to a close.
2.1.2 Text-syntactic coherence: grammatical reference, structural
markers and cola structure
The second heuristic criterium for the analysis of the
syntactics is "coherence" without which a text wouldn't be
to communicate at all (cf Plett 1975 : 60).

text
able

As a basic rule I accept that the syntactic coherence of cola
indi vidually and corporately is grammatically and intratextually
determined.
This means that the criterium of coh erence is
applied to texts in the fashion of a wider growing spiral with
the textual whole as the final
and decisive constituent of
coherence. It also entails that text coherence is semantically
and pragmatically determined. This will be dealt with in due
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course (cf II A 2.2.2 & 2.3.2).
2.1.2.1 Text- syntactic coherence on colon level
Grammatically the coherenc e of a colon can be analysed with a
nmnber
of methods <'. Tld aids such as
immediate-constituent
analysis , phrase- structure analysis , context-sensitive grammars
and transformational grammars .
With these methods one can
determine the grammatical relationship of words to each other
within a sentence . One often finds that the words and phrases in
a colon can be linked in more than one way which obvious l y
entails that multiple meanings and interpretations are possible .
This will be confirmed and illustrated in our analysis of 1 Peter
(cf II B 1.1.2 & 2 .1. 2) .
The results of my analysis of the text - syntactic coherence of
cola are incorporated in and symbolized by the arrangement of and
the connective lines within the schematizations of the discourse
analysis in appendix A and will be discussed only if it is
necessary .
It is
obviously
impossible to deal with the
grammatical structure of 1 Peter in depth within the scope of
this study.
Our focus will rathe r
be on the text - syntactic
coherence on macro level.
2.1.2 . 2 Text-syntactic coherence on macro level
For the analysis of the text coherence of 1 Peter on macro level
I am going to use "structural and discourse analysis " which was
specifically devised for an intratextual analysis (cf Den Heyer
1979:95) . "Structural analysis " has to do with determining the
design pattern or structure as such of recurrent thoughts used by
the author in a pericope or larger unit .
" Discourse analysis" is
really a specializatlon of " structural analysis " which is applied
to the analysis of the logic development of the discourse or
argumentation of a peri cope or larger unit as it is arranged
through the selection and arrangement of words and sentences in
an intratextual whole by the author (cf Du Toit, A B 1974 : 56) . As
a
result of the fact that these two methods are so closely
related, the methodological steps are virtually the same .
For the discourse analysis of a text the " pericope " is the most
convenient, independent , meaningful unit to wo r k with . J P Louw
(1973 : 103) describes it in the following way :
" The peri cope is
the largest perceptible whole , but also the smallest sensible
unit of a discourse to be taken separately while still hav ing
some autonany of its own and exhibiting its own peculiar
structura 1 pat tern. "
PI ett 's def ini tion
f or
the
mlnlmLTIn
requirement of a "text" as two related sentences ( 1975:57-59) is
too fragmental in the analysis of a
relatively long text such as
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1 Peter. Therefore the analysis of the text is initially done
pericope wise. The reconstruction of the discourse development
of the text as a whole is based on the results of the pericope
analysis which includes the following criteria: grammatical
reference, structural markers and
cola
structure.
These
text-syntactic criteria will serve as a basis for the syntactic
analysis on pericope and text levels.
Den Heyer (1979:95-102)
distinguishes additional criteria in comparison to mine. This is
due to the fact that he doesn't differentiate between the
syntactic, semantic and pragmatic modes as I have done.
Plett
(1975:60-70) also discusses a number of criteria in
determining text-syntactic coherence.
He argues that
text
coherence is text-internally created by explicit or implicit
con junctions which refer either
backwards or forwards for
example: "anaphora / substituens / thema / bestimmte artikel /
pro-formen", on the one hand, and "kataphora /
substituendum /
rhema / unbestimmte artikel" on the other hand.
These elements
include, in my opinion, both the grammatical and structural
coherence markers by virtue of their reciprocal grammatical and
structura 1 reference. The grammatical coherence markers are to
be distinguished in terms of a hierarchy, for instance some
grammatical markers determine whole phrases or even a colon (e g
hypotactic and paratactic conjunctions) whereas others only
relate two words with
each
other
(e
g
the
genitive
construction). The structural coherence markers are recognized
In terms of the recurrence (i e frequency and repetition) and
distribution (i e syntactic relationships in terms of distance,
linkages and contrasts) of
syntactic units (which include
grammatical and structural markers).
This is applicable on all
syntactic levels: word, colon, cola group, pericope, pericope
group and text level. Thus recurrent cola structures will also
determine the syntactic coherence.
Ultimately the
nature,
frequency and distribution
of
the
coherent elements are
structurally important in distinguishing different text types (cf
Plett 1975:70) which will be dealt with within the intratextual
and historical analysis of the pragmatic mode of texts.
It is obvious that these criteria will be applied in a widergrowing-spiral fashion - that is the distinction of grammatical
and structural coherence markers on colon, cola group, pericope,
pericope group and ultimately on text level.
Because the last
two levels can only be analysed after the whole text is analysed
on the other levels,
I will divide my discourse analysis of 1
Peter into the analysis of sentence and pericope units
(i e in
section B of this chapter) which will be followed by the analysis
of the whole text on pericope and text level (i e in section C of
this chapter).
Thus the pericope is the unit which links the
analysis of the micro and macro levels of a text.
"Enerzijds
moet het kunstwerk als geheel geanalyseerd worden wil het
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werkelijk tot zlJn recht komen en wil de lezer op het spoor komen
van de dieptestrukturen, maar anderzijds maakt de begrensdheid
van het menselijk verstand het noodzakelijk deze analyse in
verschillende fasen te laten geschieden " (Den Heyer 1979:95) .
Structural
A cri tical note should be added before we proceed.
and discourse analyses
are
often
dominated by syntactic
criteria . This deficiency has also been identified by Loubser
(1981:7 - 11) and Riekert (1981 and 1983). This is usually done at
the cost of the text-semantic and -pragmatic modes.
Although Van
Dijk (1980:23) acknowledges the morphological and syntactic
relationship between sentences , he argues on the other hand that
the relationship between sentences are predominantly semantically
determined .
It is however , in my opinion, correct to assume that
the syntactic mode is inevitably the basis, but also that one
could not complete an analysis of text coherence without taking
the other modes into account . Structural markers, for example,
can also be distinguished on the basis of semantic and pragmatic
criteria (cf Loader 1978:26; Loubser 1981:33) . This implies that
the results of a discourse analysis - that is the outline of the
structure, discourse development and pivot point - can only be
discussed as a synthesis of the intratextual analysis in all
t .hree modes .
This probably explains the discontent amongst
scholars with the
predominant
syntactic
criteria of the
South - African discourse analysis in order to determine text
coherence (cf Riekert 1981 & 1983; Du Toit , A B 1981).
The third and last heuristic criterium for the analysis of the
text - syntactic mode requires our attention now .
2.1 . 3 Text - syntactic
coherence

delimitation: text / pericope

breaks

and

The text - syntactic
delimitation is app li ed by Plett as a
I am
criterium in determining the beginning and end of a text.
applying
this criterium , however , also in the demarcation of
pericopes as text units.
The criteria in demarcating a text could either be "emical " or
" ethical" (cf Plett 1975:59 - 60). When a text unit does not refer
backwards or forwards at the beginning and end of the text
respectively , it is called an "emical " text. A text which is
defined by text - transcending demarcation signals (e g headings
and signals such as " end ", etc) is called an "ethical " text.
In pericope demarcation , however, such an absolute demarcation i s
obviously out of the question. Backward and forward references
will inevitably occur because the different pericopes are part of
a textual whole. Therefore , in pericope demarcation the criteria
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of grammatical signals (signalling text breaks) and text coherence
(i e syntactically, semantically and pragmatically determined)
will be decisive.
It is obvious that one will have to start with
a tentative pericope demarcation as a working base.
Only at the
end in the synthesis will one be able to decide on a pericope
demarcation in the light of the analysis of the syntactic,
semantic and pragmatic modes.
Therefore let us see what the
other modes have in stock for us.

*
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2.2 THE INTRATEXTUAL ANALYSIS OF --THE
2 . 2.1 Text - semantic
categories

extension :

SE~ffiNTIC

semantic

MODE
----

domains

and

generic

The heuristic criterium for the semantic extension of a text has
to do with "der referentiellen Einheit der Sprachelemente " (Plett
1975:102-1 03). This implies that texts consist of semantic units
which can be grouped In terms of a hierarchy of generic
categories .
It is clear that we have now moved from the
predominant
linear
level
of
text
syntactics
to
the
cross - referential and depth-contrast relief level
of
text
semantics.
I divide the ana lysis of text - semantic extension in
the semantic analysis of words , on the one hand, and the generic
categorizing thereof on the other hand. These distinctions will
once again be applicable first to the peri cope level and
eventually to the text as a whole.
2.2 . 1 . 1
domains

Lexemes

and

their

text-semantic

extension:

semantic

It is important in this regard to note that there has been some
interesting developments in the lexicographical field.
Interest
is now focussed on lexemes and their semantic fields rather than
their origin (etimology)
(cf Nida 1975a:1l-14). "Compon ent ial
analysis" is a method designed for the semantic analysis of
lexemes . For this methodology I am indebted to the work of
Eugene A Nida (1975a) "Compon ential analysis of meaning: An
introduction to semantic structures " who is in turn influenced by
the works of ~vard H Goodenough and Floyd G Lounsbury .
Componential analysis is of great importance in determining the
relationship (extension) between lexemes. Nida (1975a:154 - 173)
distinguishes different methods for a componential analysis of
l exemes : methods for one's mother tongue (e g the verticalhorizontal or overlapping procedures) or for foreign languages (e
g contextual , informant and lexical procedures). Obviously the
componential analysis of the text of 1 Peter is worth a
dissertation on its own. In my analysis of 1 Peter I am only
interested in the semantic extension , coherence and delimitation
of the text which implies that the tagging of lexemes in terms of
their generic categories will suffice. Therefore, I am not doing
a component ial analysis but a componential identification of
lexemes. The fact that an enormous amount of scholarly work has
already gone into the interpretation and translation of I
Peter
(cf for example the resemblances in current translations) ,
provides
me
with
a
sound basis for
the
componential
identification of the lexemes in I Peter .
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Firstly I am to determine whether a lexeme is an object
(0),
event
(E) or an abstract (A)
(cf Nida 1969:37-38 & 1975a) .
Thereafter I will proceed to define the lexemes more precisely as
there are different kinds of objects, events and abstracts (i e
generic categories) . Words like " speak, quarrel , preach , pray,
lie" et cetera are "communication events" whereas "eat , drink and
die " are "physiological events ". The generic categories as
described by Nida (1975a:178 - 186) will be used to categorize and
structure the semantic domains of the lexical units in 1 'peter .
It should be clear, however , that the semantic analysis of
sentences and especially lexemes is determined by the text as a
whole and should therefore be crosschecked after the analysis of
the text as a whole has been finalized.
Futhermore, the
limitations of componential analysis in general and mine in
particular should also be stated. Scholars could easily differ
in their distinguishing of the dominant semantic domains because
semantics is dynamic (cf the phenomenon of multiple meaning and
interpretation).
In addition to this I want to emphasize that my
componential analysis of 1 Peter is a tentative one . Its aim is
only to help distinguish the referential unity and semantic
coherence of the pericopes . Therefore the reader will find that
I am interested in establishing the relationship between lexemes
in terms of their common domains (i e the generic categories)
rather than their diagnostic components . The latter issue could
prove to be worth while and important for 1 Peter. Therefore, the
limitations of my semantic analysis in this regard is readily
accepted.
2.2 . 1.2
Lexemes
categories

and

their

text-semantic

extension :

generic

Obviously the analytical results of the text-semantic extension
have to be stnlctured. One will find that the different lexemes
of a text can be grouped into different thematic categories.
Because the pericope level has been chosen as my working base , my
synthesis of the text - semantic extension will be done pericope
Wlse.

The structuring and grouping of the lexemes will be done
according to their dominant semantic fields
(i e components)
which will enable one to distinguish generic categories.
The
interrelationship between the semantic domains and
generic
categories will be dealt with in the analysis of the semantic
coherence and delim it ation of the text.
I would once again wish
to emphasize the tentativeness of the generic demarcation of
lexemes due to the dynamics of the semantic .mode.
Fortunately ,
this dilemma is not as acute on gener ic level as on diagnostic
level.
. This leads us to the next heuristic criterium for the
semantic mode , namely the semantic coherence of a text.
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2.2.2 Text-semantic coherence: semotactic structure, coreference
and referential unity (themes and subthemes)
Text-semantic coherence is
determined
by
the
semotactic
coreference of text units (cf plett 1975:104-107) and,
in my
opinion, also referential
unity
(which
Plett
indirectly
assumes) .
The semotactic coherence helps to constitute the
structure of the discourse.
This criterium is extremely useful
on pericope level. The criterium of referential unity , on the
other hand , is more applicable to the macro level where the
coherence can be tight or loose, explicit or implicit.
Often
when the semantic coherence is implicit one finds that a specific
reality model
(which includes different frames of reference,
perspectives , worlds and actuality experiences) is presupposed
(cf Plett 1975:104-107; Van Dijk 1980:28, 40, 49-50 & 54).
In
this regard the analysis of the referential unity could help to
identify the specific
reality
model
dominating the text
coherence .
Therefore , it is clear that both syntactics and
pragmatics help to determine the text - semantic coherence. This
confirms, once again, that text coherence is determined by all
three semiotic modes.
with further reference to my distinction
between the analysis on pericope and textual levels, I am now
going to discuss the text-semantic coherence on both these
levels.
2.2.2.1 Text - semantic coherence on pericope level:
The criteria for the analysis of the text-semantic coherence are
threefold: the semotactic structure, coreference and referential
unity.
Semotactic structure and coreference
are signalled by the
distribution and repetition of semantic units ; anaphorical and
kataphorical
semantic
references;
causative
and
logic
relationship between semantic tmits; as well as by topic - comment
units (cf Plett 1975:60 - 70; Van Dijk 1980:29 & 38) . Although Den
Heyer (1979:98 - 99) doesn't different iat e between syntactics and
semotactics , he distinguishes a number of codes /
signals which
could help us to determine the semotactic structure: topographic ,
chronologic , strategic, social , symbolic and mythological codes.
The referential unity is determined in the light of the results
of the componential identification of semantic domains and
generic categories.
This enables one to discern pericope themes
and subthemes within a particular pericope. The coreference ( i e
interrelationship through linkages) between the different themes
and subthemes (i e generically categorized) is important in
determining the coherence
of
a
pericope .
Compare Eco's
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(1979:26 - 37)
regard.

distinction

between

topics and

isotopy

in

this

Obviously the referential unity or compatibility of these themes
and subthemes also determines the coherence of a pericope.
This
has to do with the question whether a per ic ope (or text for that
matter) forms a meaningful and integrative whole.
In contrast to
the semantic coreference (where the interest is only in the
semantic linkages as such) the emphasis in referential unity is
on the compatibility of the semantic units . From the reference
and coreference of themes and subthemes the question of hierarchy
and sequence of theme s and act s are appropr ia te, for instance the
important and less important themes (cf Eco 1979 :2 7) ; as well as
the poetic narrative
sequence
(cf
Petersen 1984a:1-17 &
1984b:12 -1 6)
must
be accounted for.
This
hierarchy
is
established by "blowin g up" or " narcotisizing" certain themes or
motives
(cf Eco 1979:23). In this regard the
notion
of
" foregrounding" is also relevant.
Foregrounding is, amongst
others , brought about
by
extrapatterning ,
metaphors
and
style -r hetorical devices (cf II A 2.3.1.2).
It should be emphasized again that the compatibility of the
themes and subthemes (which includes designative / "ideal world"
and denotative /
"r eal world " referential symbols) is dependent
on the life- and -world perspect i ve of the communicator. This
obviously has both intratextual and historical implications.
It
is important to bear this in mind when modern scholars judge the
semantic coherence (especially on intratextual level) of an
ancient pericope or text. This implies that scholars should
avoid categoric judgements in the intratextual analysis of the
text-semantic coherence because the life-and-world perspective of
a modern scholar could differ from that of an ancient author and
the semantic coherence he wished to constitute.
For the analysis of the text -s emantic coherence Teun A van Dijk
provides us with a usefu l method . Van Dijk (1980:41) argues that
just as sentences are more than the sum of the words , texts are
more than the sum of their parts.
It is on the level of "macro
structures" that Van Dijk (1980:45 - 49) distinguishes i mportant
rules for the analysis of macro structures , namely omission,
selection, generalizing and construction.
The first two rules
(i e omission and selection) are " deletion
rules " in which one reduces the information to a theme by the
omission of irrelevant information and the selection of crucial
information in a text.
Sometimes the theme could be manifestated
in one or more sentences within a text. The last two rules (i e
generalizing and construction) are the " substitut ion rules"
through . which one reconstructs the theme of
a
text
by
general iz ing and construction (cf Eco 1979: 27 - 31) . It is clear
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that these rules are especially applicable in establishing the ·
text thrust for texts as a whole but also on pericope level. The
interrelating of themes and subthemes as constituents of the text
thrust will serve as a basis to determine the text perspective.
master symbols and socio-cultural world of the text
(cf II A
2.2.2.2).
In the light of the above - mentioned it is evident that no
intratextual analysis of texts is independent of the historical
and metatextual text - pragmatics in which the receiver has to
reconstruct the semantic macro - structures with the conscious or
unconscious application of the four criteria. Therefore. it is
important not only to distin~lish between different semantic
levels within the macro structures. but also to reckon with the
possibilities of multiple meaning and interpretation of texts (cf
Plett 1975:104-107; Van Dijk 1980:42-43 & 49). These issues will
have to be accounted for in the methods applied within the
historical and metatextual dimensions.
For the moment . however.
let us turn our attention to the text-semantic coherence on the
text level within the intratextual dimension.
2.2.2.2 Text - semantic coherence on text level
In my communication theory of texts I have argued that a text is
a communi ca tion act which ul t imatel y expres ses the communicator .' s
perspective and master symbols.
This coincides with the belief
that a text is the result of an idea or theme that someone would
like to convey
(cf Louw 1976:122; Den Heyer 1979:94). We could
schematize it in the following way:

THEME

> REALIZATION OF THEME

--- > WRITTEN TEXT

THROUGH LANGUAGE AND
ITS RULES
Wha t the au thor
had in mind
DEEP STRUCTURE

t-

<
>

< what we have of
exegesis

y
>-----------------?

By "surface" and "deep structure"

is

of the author's
thoughts
SURFACE STRUCTURE
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woord, sin of groter taaleenheid deur "n spreker of n skrywer
geformuleer en gebruik word. Die dieptestruktuur het te doen met
die bedoe 1 ing wa t die opperv laktestruktuur ten g ronds lag 1 e"
(Vorster, W S 1974:39 footnote 75; cf Den Heyer 1979:94). Note
how exegesis has to proceed from the surface structure to expose
the deep structure which in turn explains the surface structure
more adequately.
The theme of a text is not only the semantic basis of texts which
explains and determines the subthemes and the hierarchy thereof
(cf Van Dijk 1980:42-43) , but it also influences the syntactic
and pragmatic modes of a text. Take for example the sentence
"Women like domineering men" (this example is found in Deist
1980:17-18). Syntactically and consequently pragmatically as
well, one could take "domineering" either as verb with "like" or
as an adjective of "men". It is therefore clear that the
co- textual theme will be decisive in determining the meaning of
this sentence. This superstructural and integrating dimension of
a "theme" initially led me to introduce the notion of "text
thrust" as a more comprehensive expression of the traditional
notion of "theme" (cf I A 2.4.1) .
In the text-semantic analysis of the coherence of the text as a
whole, the same criteria and methods used for the pericope
analysis are applicable,
namely
Van
Dijk"s deletion and
substitution
rules
for determining
semotactic
structure,
coreference and referential unity. The application is only on a
bigger textual scale.
At this stage in the analysis it becomes possible to reconstruct
the "intratextual world" of the text which includes an analysis
of its socio- cultural world , its lite-and-world perspective, its
ideal interlocutors and their story.
I have already stated that
although the "world " of a text has a very explicit historical
reference it is nevertheless reflected intratextually. The focus
in the intratextual analysis should therefore be on this "ideal"
or "proposed " world reflected in the text (cf Lategan 1985:133)
and not on the "real world"
reference (which is a historical
issue) . The importance of exposing this textual world is vital
in the communication process because "To organize a text,
its
author has to rely upon a series of codes that assign given
con tent s to the expressions he uses.
To make
hi s
text
communicative, the author has to assume that the ensemble of
codes he relies upon is the same as that shared by his possible
reader" (Eco 1979:7). Umberto Eco"s " ensemble of codes " does not
only include the linguistic and literary codes (which were the
focus of our analysis up till now) but also the socio- cultural
codes or "world"
as well as the life - and-world perspective
reflected
through
the ideal interlocutors in
the
text.
Therefore, it is not surprising that Eco (1979:3 - 43) remodels
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Petofi"s
"Text - Struktur We lt-S truktur -Theor ie"
TeSWeST-model)
as
a
basis
for his theory
of
c ommunc ia ti on.

(i
e
textual

It is precisely in the analysis of the textual world that the
mastel symbols and ultimately the life-and-world or cosmologic
perspective reflected in the text, are exposed . Developments in
the sociology of knowledge have unleashed new initiatives in this
regard (cf Elliott 1981; De Villiers, P G R 1984). Norman R
Petersen (1984b :18-30; 1984c:1-24; 1984d : 1-29) has recently made
interesting contributions with his implementation of the new
sociological criticism
for
biblical
literature.
Petersen
accounted for the "symbolic universe" (cf my distinction of
"cosm ologic perspective " ) which forms the parameters within which
communication takes place defining the identity and roles of the
interlocutors
(cf also Elliott 1981 : 1 - 20 and his sociolog ical
theory for exegesis) .
Petersen leans heavily on Peter Berger and Thomas Luckman and
their theory of the sociology of knowledge.
They argue that
signs (language and symbols) objectify typifications in the form
of recipe knowledge
which
provides
individuals with the
competence to perform routine acts in everyday life (Petersen
1984a:21 - 22).
This recipe knowledge
is shared between the
interlocutors within shared spheres of relevance (predominantly
institutionalized conduct).
In addition to reclpe knowledge
there is also subjective or self - identificative knowledge which
is a synthesis of typifications of one"s behaviour, experience
and relations and which
constitutes a " symbolic universe"
(Petersen 1984a:23-33; 1984b:l8-l9). A symbolic un ivers e is a
comprehensive system ( " world " ) which exp lain s , legitimates and
defines the institutions and individual identities (cf Herzog II
1983:112). Symbolic language provides the possibility to present
" heavenly realities" in terms of everyday experience (e g God as
" Father"). Symbolic universe represents reality directly and
people usually take it for granted,-unreflectively - it is prior
to any reflection on them (i e an "ultimate commitment"). This
is not only reflected in all literature (including letters) but
it also determines the receptor"s approach and evaluation of
texts (cf Eco 1979 : 22 ) . It is , however , important to distingui sh
between the symbolic universe and theological reflection on it
(the latter is rather consciously deduced implications of the
symbolic universe / ultimate commitment).
To reconstruct the symbolic universe one has to analyse the
conceptual , legitimating machineries (such as mythology , theology
and philosophy) as well as the implied interlocutors roles as
they are reflected in the static text. The communicator-author
took this symbolic universe over from "significant others" who
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are in charge of socialization. This has historical implications
as we will see shortly.
In analysing this symbolic universe, it
is important to distinguish between primary
socialization,
secondary
sozialization
and
resocialization.
Primary
socialization is the world into which a child lS socialized
involuntarily (e g family and social structures). Secondary
socialization has to do with entry into subworlds (e g entry into
a profession, hobby, etc). Resocialization has to do 'with the
voluntary entry or change (i e conversion in religious terms)
into a totally different world or symbolic universe.
These
distinctions will prove themselves to be extremely relevant in
the analysis of ancient canonized texts.
Petersen (1984b:22-29;
1984c:11-24) showed convincingly how the analysis of social and
symbolic actors, their roles and relationships, different social
institutions as
well as the notions of socialization and
resocialization (cf Petersen 1984d:1-29) can help us to determine
the symbolic universe of authors.
"Addresser, addressees, and
other persons referred to in letters are related to one another
within a '
system
of typifications, relevances,
roles,
positions, statuses' ... " (Petersen 1984a:31). These "actors" can
be
related
as
equal:equal;
superior:inferior;
and
inferior:superior or as a combination of these possibilities in
different spheres of life (e g a father is a superior to his son
within the family but an inferior to his son within the field of,
for example,
computors).
It is this kind of sociological
interrelationships and semantic references which serve as a
criterium for the reconstruction of the textual world and
perspective on intratextual level. Therefore, in this analysis
the role of the interlocutors and their sociological matrices
will have to be identified.
R F Collins (1983:242-251) has illustrated that this interest in
the world / perspective / symbolic universe of texts is also
found
amongst the pioneers in structuralism, for
example
Levi-Strauss
(cf his "myth"), Greimas (cf his
"universal
square"), and Daniel Patte (cf his "semantic universe").
W G
Doty (1972:525) also noted this contribution of structuralists
with regard to the interpretation of the New Testament:
"I
imagine that the structuralist approach would have demonstrated
much sooner what is now fully in view with respect to supposed
theological frameworks or "cores" of primitive Christianity
(kerygmata, creeds, chonological [sic) outlines, and the like)".
Eco (1979:22) is convinced, as I am too, that the success of the
communication event depends on the interaction between the
"worlds"
of the text and the receptor/so "Since the reader is
supposed to single out ... the elementary ideological structures
of the text, this operation is overdetermined by his ideological
subcodes" (cf Lyons 1977:38). Therefore the intratextual analysis
of the text semantics inevitably brings the historical dimension
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into play.
This implies that communication is only possible
within the tension and interaction between sign and referent,
text and reality.
In the light of Lyons'
(1977:34 - 35) view that
a convention of truthfulness is a necessary condition for the
operation of language (i e communication) , the importance of the
overlapping of intratextual and extratextual conventions is
confirmed. The point I would like to make is that my methodology
on intratextual text
semantics
acknowledges
the
dynamic
referential structure of communication.
This dynamic character
of text semantics demands from us to give account of the
extratextual reference of texts as well as the metatextual
performance thereof. This will be dealt with in the historical
and metatextual dimensions respectively .
Let us conclude with a
of text semantics
2.2.3
Text - semantic
coherence

few

remarks on the delimitation criteria

delimitation:

theme

shifts

and

thematic

plett views
text-semantic
delimitat ion
as
the
semant ic
demarcation of a text in terms of "thematic changes "
or
"Themawechsel"
(cf Plett 1975:103-104) which could be signalled
by textual signals
(e g headings, conjunctions, etc) .
The
pursuit of text-semantic delimitation is especially relevant to
demarcate pericopes as textual units .
The criteria for the text-semantic delimitation of pericopes
inc 1 ude semantic text breaks (i e theme and topic changes) as
well as the relative text-semantic coherence within a pericope.
Obviously it is impossible to postulate absolute text-semantic
delimitations because the different pericopes of a text are
semantically interrelated . Furthermore , the reader wi ll find
that the semantic delimitation doesn't necessarily coincide with
syntactic and pragmatic boundaries.
In the analysis of 1 Peter
we will therefore try to establish the prominent thematic changes
although this issue is not always clear-cut.

*
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2 . 3 THE INTRATEXTUAL ANALYSIS OF THE PRAGMATIC MODE
I
have argued in chapter I
(cf section B 3.3.2) that the
intratextual text pragmatics deals with the text - functional
strategy
(which includes " text functions ", rhetorics and style)
of the static text .
In this regard I found the contributions of
linguistics and literary science to be extremely useful.
Linguistics and 1 ite r ary science have been separated for a
long
time.
But "Textwissenschaft " and "communication science " have
emphasized the dependency of both disciplines on each other (cf
Grosse 1976 : 9) . It i s important to note , however , that the
linguistic and 1 iterary analysis of the medium have intratextua l
and inter - and extratextual (i e historical) implications.
It is
especially within the parameters of the intratextual analysis
that the gap between linguistics and literary science has been
bridged by the notion of " text function" . I will try to avoid
the general concept of tex t
function as a synonym for text
pragmatics and reserve it for the more technical sense,
namely
the strategic signals which
determine
the
text type or
" Verstehensmodus " .
For the theory and methodology of "text functions"
I
am
especially indebted to Ernst Ulrich Grosse (1976) and his " Text
und Kommunikation . Eine linguistische
Einfuehrung
in
die
Funktionen der Texte" . Although Grosse deals in particular with
t ext functions of non - l i terary texts it is also applicable and of
relevance for literary texts (Grosse 1976:9 - 10). We will see that
the theory of text functions has important implications for
literary classificat i ons .
In addit i on to the theory of text functions and text types I have
a l so included style - rhetor i cal considerations because it is par t
and parcel of the text - pragmatic mode of the intratextual
dimension.
I therefore join the ranks of those scholars who
empha s ize the " Persuasionszweck " (Plett 1975:140) of style and
rhetorics. This style- rhetorical theory is based on Heinrich F
Plett"s theory which was greatly influenced by Roman Jakobson . My
analysis of 1 Peter wil l ,
however ,
not focus on the style rhetorical analysis .
It
wi ll
rather be an excursion to
illustrate the full scope of the text-pragmatic analysis.
with these introductory remarks in mind , l et us continue to have
a look at the methodological basis I chose , to do justice to the
heuristic criteria for the
text - pragmatic mode wit hin the
intratextual dimension .
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2 . 3.1
Text - pragmatic
fun ct ions

extension:

cola-

and

style-rhetorical

"Pragmatische Textextension wird gemessen am
Massstab
der
kommun ikativen Funktionseinheit" (Plett 1975:84) . This functional
unity of a text are determined by the dominant text strategy or
elocution (Plett 1975:84). This extension of the text strategy
has obviously to do with the 1 inking of cola which have the same
pragmatic funct ion .
I wi 11 now proceed by firs t di scus sing text
functions (in Grosse's sense of communicator-receptor signals
qualifying the text type) and secondly style- rhetorical functions
(i e stilistic and persuasion techniques) on colon level.
2.3 . 1 .1 Text- functional analysis of cola
Grosse
(1976 :1 15) defines " text function " with reference to
Coseriu " ... als Instruktion des Empfaengers ueber den fuer den
jeweiligen Text vom Sender gewuenschten Verstehensmodus". It is
important for the receptor to notice the different "instructions"
which determine the function of a text.
On this basis texts
could be divided into text classes depending on the dominant
function or functions in the text (cf Grosse 1975:74). Each text
class consists of a number of " ... konventionellen Grundformen ,
den Texttypen
" (Grosse 1976:115)
each with its own rules of
composition.
under the text - pragmatic extension within the
intratextual
dimension I am only interested in distinguishing the different
text functions on colon level.
Although Grosse reserves text
functions for the text level,
he argues that the different text
functions are reflected on sentence level. The interrelationship
of the different text functions is part of the text-pragmatic
coherence on peri cope and text level (cf II A 2.3.2). The
text-pragmatic coherence is in turn the basis for distinguishing
between t ext types. Therefore, I will first proceed to discuss
Grosse's theory for text functions in order to apply it on colon
level and text level.
Grosse developed certain criteria and instruments to determine
text functions.
His basic formula in determining a text function
is:
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TEXTFUNKTION(TF)

=

+/- HANDLUNGSREGELN(H) +/ - PRAESIGNAL(PS)
+/ - APPELLFAKTOR(A) + METAPROPOSITIONALE BASIS
(MB) + PROPOSITIONSTYP(P) (Grosse 1976:116)

* The "Propositionstyp " (P) is the matrix of the sentence. In
the light of
his
communication triangle there are three
proposition types : I, YOU and "X" (i e "others" ) . Thus the three
diff erent
sub jects governing the matrix,
is the
di vidi ng
principle for the proposition types (cf Grosse 1976:12, 17).
* The " Metapropositionale Basis" (MB) has to do with the type of
instruction / proposi tion the communicator wants to give to the
r eceptor (cf Grosse 1 976:15 -16). The following metapropositional
bases can be distinguished : "ASSERTION, APTUS, POSSIBILE, NECESSE
EST, VOLO and AESTIMO" (cf the explanation of the different MB's
in the following paragraphs).
I t is in this
regard important to
take note of
Grosse's
(1976:76 & 86 - 87) distinctions of
"syntactic modes": declarative
(which includes the following
MB's: ASS, APT, POSS , AEST,
NEC & VOL); interrogative (with the
MB : VOL) and imperative (with the MB: VOL).
* The " Appellfaktor " (A) has to do with the persuasive character
of the sentence .
This is accomplished with the aid of or the
absence of evaluative words and rhetorical figures (e g questions
and parallelisms)
(cf Grosse
1976:17 -1 9). The function of
s tyl e - rhetori ca 1 figures, however, is more than persuasion (cf
its aesthetic function) and furthermore requires an elaborate
theoretical basis. Therefore I deal with it under a separate
heading (cf II A 2.3.1.2).

* "Praesignalen " (PS) such as introductions and headings help to
determine the function of a text (cf Grosse 1976:21) . Usually the
" Propositionstyp , Appellfaktor,
Praesignalen and Metapropositionale Basis" coincide in order to constitute a certain text
function.
* It is also possible that the text function can be determined by
the pragmatic "Handlungsregeln"
(=
social conventions)
from
without the t~xt.
In most cases these social conventions can be
deduced from within the text, but in exceptional instances the
social conventions are presupposed and are therefore determined
extratextually (cf Grosse 1976:22-25).
This definition of text function reflects a hierarchy.
The
social conventions (H) could change the text function as a whole,
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just as the presignals (PS) govern the appellative factor
(A) ,
metapropositional basis
(MB) and proposition type
(P) of a
sentence.
In the same way the appellative factor governs the
metapropositional basis
(MB) and the proposition type
(P) .
Likewise the metapropositional basis (MB) governs the proposition
type (P)
This rule must be taken into account when the text
function (TF) is determined .
It is interesting to note that text functions are reflected in
virtually every colon as an integral part of the whole text.
However , there are only a limited nl~ber of metapropositional
bases through which the communicator could inform the receptor
concerning the basic nature of his communication (cf Grosse
1976:44 - 50) :

ASSERTION:

(ASS)

=

APTUS :
POSSIBILE:

(APT)
(POSS)

=
=

NECESSE EST : (NEC)
(VOL)
VOLO:
(AEST)
AESTIMO:

=
=
=

to assert / stand up for the truth of
something
realizability of doing something
presuming the degree of probabi l i ty of
something
necessity / inevitability of something
desirability of something
estimation of something

These six metapropositional bases can furthermore be qualified in
terms of purposelessness (which could express retrospectivity,
concurrency and to a lesser extent prospectivity) ; prospectivity;
Pl1rposefulness ;'
. as well as factua li ty or non- factua li ty (Gros se
1976:44 - 58) .
Grosse discerns between a n l~ber of text functions.
Hi s primary
non - normative
distinction is between normative and
texts .
Consequently the normative and non - normative texts are divided
and each has its own classificat i ons .
Non - normative text functions are distinguished in terms of the
communication triangle
that
is
texts with unipersonal
(referring to one person
only) , plur i personal , and poetic
functions . The unipersonal function refers only to one person
whether it be first , second or third person .
The pluripersona l
functions (when more than one person is involved) can have more
than one goal : contact , group action and identification (cf
Grosse 1976:31 - 44) . Grosse
(1976:41 - 43) also distinguishes a
poetic function in which he follows Jakobson's and Mukarovsky's
def inition of poetics: aesthetic function
(poetics) dominates
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when the relationship between the language symbols and their
linguistic contents is emphasized and the extralinguistic reality
is in the background (i e when the text has its own world).
Poetic and pluripersonal identificative text functions may have
an appellative function (e g groupsongs) but are not necessari ly
reckoned as normative texts. Group-identificative texts are also
relevant for the church, political parties and nations which have
unifying symbols (including texts).
These symbols function as
identification of insiders and provocation or confrontation of
outsiders (cf Grosse 1976:35 - 38).
The normative text functions are divided into legislative (i e
laws and rules expressed by the third person + APT & NEC: e g can
& must or only by a PS) and performative (e g
"I declare ... ")
functions.
In this regard we find that semantics and pragmatics
often coincide.
Semantically it is expressed as a causative
(CAUS) sentence: I CAUS: X = Y.
These causative functions can be
divided into the following text functions: proclamatory (PROCLAM)
(which
include
verbs
of
discerning,
proclamation,
institutionalization, etc); certificatory
(CERTIF)
(including
verbs of certifying , attestation , etc); procuratory
(PROCUR)
(including ve rbs of authorization); obligatory (OBLIG) (i e ver bs
of selfdiscipline / obligation); conventional (CONVEN) (i e verbs
of agreement); declaration
(DECLAR)
(including
verbs
of
declaration) (cf Grosse 1976:58 - 66).
It is important to note , however , that a communicator could have
a secret intention (consciously or unconsciously) which is not
reflected in the text function as such (e g an informative news
article could persuade the receptor to a certain point of view).
In text pragmatics the text function could be compared to
elocution , whereas the "wirkung" of the text can be compared to
Searles perlocution (e g through arguing one can convince;
through warning one can frighten;
etc) .
Therefore ,
one could
distinguish "indirect" functions in written texts which have
"Fernziele"
(i e further
/
secondary
goals)
(cf Grosse
1976:68-72).
The keen observer will have noticed that most of Roman Jakobson's
(1960:353-359) now almost famous
distinctions of six text
functions in terms of the communication model (cf my discussion
thereof
in the
following
paragraph
2.3 . 1.2) are somehow
incorporated within Grosse's more elaborate distinctions.
The
only text function that is omitted altogether is Jakobson's
metalinguistic function while one could also feel that the
referential function is only indirectly accounted for in Grosse's
model.
with the . aid of Grosse's model I will analyse the different text
functions of the different cola in 1 Peter. This will be included
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in appendix A and referred to in
text p ragmatics of 1 Peter.
2 .3.1.2 The analysis
level

of

my analysis of the intratextual

the style-rhetorical functions on colon

Style and rhetorics were traditionally part of literary science.
However , since the developments in semiotics,
"Textwissensc haft"
and communi ca tion science it has been acknowledged t ha t 1 i terary
science is part of textual science in general
(cf
Plett
1975:120).
I am now going to give account of the aesthetic
function of the style-rhetorical aspects within the intratextual
dimension . In this regard different insights from semiotics are
important and should be taken into account .
. 1 The semiotic dimensions of "literaritaet"
In the light of the fact that Plett (1975:121-23) uses Morris"
and especially Jakobson"s model to construct his text - aesthetic
model, we will first turn our attention to Jakobson"s theory.
Jakobson distinguishes six functions
of
"Einstellung"
in
communication which corresponds with the constitutive factors of
communication: emotive function (related to the communicator);
conative function (related to the receptor); referential function
(relat e d to reality); phatic function (related to interpersonal
contact); metalinguistic function (related to language itself as
object of communication); and poetic function (re la ted to the
emphasis on the message for its own sake).
It
is especia lly
Jakobson"s distinction of the poetic function which could help us
in establishing a theory on the style and rhetorical aspect of
texts.
Jakobson uses the notion of "equiva lence"
in defining the
text-immanent or sign - syntactic aesthetics of texts.
Although
Plett (1975:121-123) argues that this is a one-sided approach in
which the pragmatic and semantic aspects are neglected, he
follows suit for a practical reason, namely that the linguistic
approach has already been thoroughly researched whereas the
pragmatic and semantic approaches are very complex, hypothetic
and would require a great amount of research.
It is therefore
important to remember that this syntactic text aesthetics should
also be accounted for in the other semiotic modes. In the
text-pragmatic mode I am particularly interested to determine ' the
functional and strategic va lue of the style - rhetorics. Th~refore
the results of my style-rhetorical analysis could well be
accounted for under Grosse"s "Appelfaktor" in the text - functional
analysis (cf 2.3.1.1 above).
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In the text - immanent analysis of the style and rhetorics ,
linguistics provides us with the following insights and criteria
influenced
by
Jakobson's
which
are
to a large extent
~ontributions.

The sign - aesthetic linguistics distinguishes between aesthetic
foregrounding
and
non - aesthetic
backgrounding
(cf
Plett
1975 : 125- 8). Non - aesthetic backgrounding is represented by the
everyday or standard language. The problem is to define and
discern everyday
language
from
1 iterary
language .
The
distinction is often not clear-cut (cf plett 1975:126-27).
Aesthetic foregrounding is just as difficult to determine . The
following criteria , however, could help us to some extent (cf
Plett 1975:127-33):

* Ungrammaticality as an aesthetic deviation. This is not always
true because every grammatical error is not necessarily literary
aesthetic .
* Equivalence as an aesthetic deviation (e g synonyms , analogies
parallelisms, etc) . Jakobson (1960 : 358) states in this regard:
"The poetic f unction pro jects t he principle 0 f equi va lence from
the axis of selection into the axis of combination"
(cf Plett
1975:129) . It is, however, not always easy to determine whether
each and every equivalence is aesthetic or not for it could be
merely accidental or unintentional.
* Occurrence as an aesthetic dev i ation (i e statistical.. CX;:Cllrrences
of rare linguistic phenomena). This is also very subjective and
often inconclusive.
* Recurrence as an aesthetic deviation (i e statistical frequency
of linguistic phenomena / redundancy). The distinction between
aesthetic frequency and non - aesthet i c rareness isn't clear-cut.
It should be obvious that the above- discussed criteria reflect
contrasting
pairs :
ungramma ti cality
/
occurrence
versus
equivalence / recurrence . When these features are concentr ated
in a text , they are literary aesthetic and cause a " Verfremdung "
from everyday language .
. 2 Plett's design of a text-aesthetic model
In the design of a text-aesthetic model the question is whethe r
we are to distinguish between style and rhetorics.
Van Dijk
distinguishes style and rhetorics in the following way : in
rhetorics the emphasis ~s on the persuasive optimal effectivity
of sentences as well as texts as a whole , whereas style
emphasizes the adequacy of the gramma tical characterist ics of
sentences /
sayings
(Van
Dijk
1980 :11 2-11 4). Van Dijk ' s
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distinction is sound but in the light of a text - pragmatic
interest in strategical functions , irrelevant .
Therefore one
could
say that style and rhetorics represent
qualitative
communication where the grammatical and syntactic requirements of
correct language are exceeded.
This implies that style and
rhetorics are virtually the same in terms of the text - pragmatic
criterium of qualitative communication (cf Plett 1975:139 - 142) .
In this dissertation style and rhetorics will be treated from
this point of interest.
Plett's
(1975:147-150) linguis t ic sign - syntactic model provides
us with the means to establish the aesthetic character of a text
with the aid of his distinction between linguistic deviation and
linguistic unity:

*

The
linguistic
deviat i on
in
texts
can
either
be
"regelverletzende" (such as addition ,
subtraction, permutation
and substitution) or "regelverstaerkende
Deviation "
(e
g
equivalence of signs). These deviations are part of a linguistic
segment /
unity
(e g phonological, morphologic ,
syntactic ,
semantic and graphemical). The aesthetic character is therefore
determined in the
light
of the relationship between the
linguistic deviations within the co - text of the linguistic unit /
segment.
Plett
(1975 : 136 - 138) ,
furthermore,
operates
predominantly with the deviational criteria of ungrammaticality
and equivalence whereas the criteria of occurrence : and recurrence
are eliminated although he acknowledges that statistics could be
of some help.
In my analysis of the style- rhetorics in 1 Peter I
will mainly make use of Plett's (1975:225 - 282) dist i nctions with
regard to syntactic and semantic deviations and equivalences .

* A

few examples of deviation - st i listics will have to suffice . P
Maartens (1980:6 - 22) lists a few style- rhetorical devices wh i ch
illustrate the deviations with regard to syntactic and semantic
units. Most of these distinctions are also found in plett.
Maartens' syntactic theory ope r ates within
t he
linguist i c
paradigm of phrase- structure and transformational grammar wh i ch
presupposes the
following formula as the working base: S
(sentence) = NP (noun phrase) + VP (verb phrase).
In the light
of this formula , the following transformations will stilistically
highlight a
text: topicalization (i e highlighting a constituent
by placing it in t he sentence - initia l
position) ; noun- phrase
shift (i e to the sentence- final position) ; adjective - shif t (i e
to the sentence - final position); deletion (i e omission of any
basic
constituent) .
Maartens
( 1 980 : 18 - 22) also
emphasizes
extrapatterning such as parallelisms , coupling and chiasmi as
foregrounding (highlighting) devices on syntactic level.
On
semantic level Maartens (1980:8 - 18) discusses metaphors as means
of foreground i ng.
He argues t hat t he metaphorized word
(i e the
J

,
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vehicle) represents the focus in a discourse whereas the referent
(i e the tenor) represents the frame.
In this interrelationship
of the tenor and vehicle some semantic features are suppressed
and others emphasized .
In the intratextual analysis of 1 Peter I will illustrate a few
of the deviational features which constitute its style- rhetorical
pragmatics.
Let us conclude with a few remarks
on
the
possibilities of aesthetic linguist ics .
. 3 Possibilities of aesthetic linguistics
In the past linguistic literary models
(e g Jakobson's) were
predominantly syntactically orientated which eliminated aspects
such as the text production , reference and historical dimension .
This was due to the fact that these scholars wanted to construct
an "objective" literary theory (cf Plett 1975 : 124 - 125). Pragmatic
criticism of the deviation-stil i stics centers on its a - histori cal , "k ontextlose " and relational semantic (i e neglecting the
referential semantics) nature (cf Plett 1977:9-22). "Damit ist
schliesslich gefordert , dass jede Analyse von Literaritaet auf
dem Boden der historisch - hermeneutischen Wissenschaften zu stehen
habe " (Plett 1975: 1 33) . There has indeed been a development in
linguistics to face the above-mentioned criticism (cf for example
the reception theory of Jauss, Iser as well as Weinrich and his
plea for a "kommunikative Literaturwissenschaft " ). Another issue
is whether linguistics is able to give an answer to the criticism
f r om literary science that li ngu i stics can't solve the problem of
fictionality . However , there have also been developments in this
direction where fictional i ty has been linguistically analysed In
terms of a socio- communicative angle (Plett 1975:133-136).
Therefore , Plett argues that an aesthetic linguistics is possible
when it is based on well - founded presuppositions. This implies
that one will have to a cknowledge that the poetic /
aesthet ic
character of linguistic deviations is basically determined by its
aesthetic function in terms of its structure and reception. Th i s
requires a historical and metatextual approach in addition to the
intratextual approach . "Langue " must be complemented by "parole "
(cf Plett1975 : 136 - 38) .
Nevertheless ,
the
possibilities of
aesthetic text syntactics should be acknowledged.
My incorporation of the style -r heto ri cs (i e sign-aesthetics)
under the text-pragmatic mode meets the above - discussed criticism
against the limitations of a mere syntactic sign-aesthetics to
some e xtent .
Furthermore, the historical
and
metatextual
dimensions of the text pragmatics
(cf II I A and IV A) will
account
for
the polifunctionality and reception
of
the
style - rhetorical characteristics of texts.
For the moment,
however,
the application o f the heuristical criterium
of
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coherence for
attention .

the

intratextual text

Text-pragmatic
2 . 3.2
rhetorical uni!Y

coherence:

pragmatics

text - functional

requires
and

our

style-

Text-pragmatic coherence is dete rmin ed by intratextual
and
extratextual conventions . Intratextual coherence is determi n ed
by
the unity between text functions and
style-rhetorical
characteristics.
The extratextual conventions include
the
communication conventions in a society
as
well
as
the
presuppositions of the communicator and receptor. This will be
dealt with undei the historical text pragmatics. The fact that
the extratextual communicator created his text as a coherent
meaningful whole (at least from his point of view)
leads us to
accept his text as our working basis : "Fuer die pragmatische
Konstitution des Textbegriffs genuegt es zunaechst aber , dass der
Autor aus seiner kommunikativen Perspektive diese Zeilen zum Text
erklaert hat " (Plett 1975:87).
Let us now proceed to determine the methods and criteria which
will enable us to estab li sh the text-functional and stylerhetorical coherence on pericope and text levels.
2.3.2 .1 Text - functional coherence of pericopes
whole (i e macro texts)

and

texts

as

a

Text-pragmatic coherence is primarily determined by the unity and
especially the
dominant text function in a text.
Grosse
(1976:72 - 74) discerns the following criteria as relevant in
determining the "dominant function".

* The presignal (PS): a heading such as "Recipe Book " determines
the text function of the whole book;

* Text introductions and descriptions;
* The main thesis of a text;
* Main sentences: they determine
* The appellative element ;

subsentences ;

* The dominant semantic sentence type;
* The text-closing signa ls.
In texts without a presignal or introduction we are obviously
left to operate with Grosse's notion of metapropositional basis
and proposition type to establish the text coherence.
On
pragmatic grounds the recurrence of the metapropositional basis
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(ME) and propositions type (P) has everything to do with the
intention of the communicator, his view and expectation of the
receptor as well as the text cohesion: "Die haeufige Wiederkehr
einer ME und eines Propositionstyps ist eines der wichtigen
Mittel innerhalb dieser (auch durch die Senderkalkulation der
Empfaengererwartung bestimmten) Strategie der Herstell ung von
Textkohaerenz"
(Grosse
1976:101).
The
recurrence
of
metapropositional bases and proposition types is an important
cri terium for text coherence because the phenomenon of "noise" in
the communication channel necesSitates repetition (redundancy)
of the metapropositional basis and propositions type to ensure
that the message gets across.
"Registerwechse l" ( i e change or
interruption)
also
necessitates
the
recurrence
of
the
metapropositional basis and proposition type to reorienate the
receptor (cf Grosse 1976:101-105).
In the light of the text-functional distinctions based on the
recurrence of the metapropositional basis and proposition type,
the following classification of text functions can be listed (cf
Grosse 1976:13 & 120):

1.Normative functions;
2.Contact functions;
3.Group-identificative functions;
4.Poetic functions;
5.Reflexive / metafunctions;
6.Invitation / persuasive functions;
7.Mixed functions (i e mostly a combination
of invitatian & informative functions) and
8.Informative functions .
The experienced - reader will immediately observe that these
classifications are not watertight.
Nevertheless, they could
help one to discern certain features dominating a text.
The
reader will find that these disctinctions are extremely helpful
in the analysis of 1 Peter. It is important to note at this stage
that the identification of text types and genres depends to a
large extent on the dominant text functions.
However, this
generic classification and identification of text types can only
be done in the historical dimension based on the results of a
lit erary comparative study (against Loader 1978 : 10). Obviously,
the intratextual analysis of the text - typical features provides
the identikit (based on the dominant cola and text functions) for
this intertextual comparison and classification of text types.

.....•.
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2.3.2.2 Style-rhetorical coherence on pericope and text level
On pericope and text level the style-rhetorical text coherence
has to do with the structure of textual units . Combrink (1983 :9 )
confirms this by relating structural and discourse analysis with
the "hoe van die teks " which is style - rhetorically determined and
thus part and parcel of the text - pragmatic mode.

* One of the most basic prerequisites for human communication is
the fact that language has to have some structure.
Without
structure we wouldn't be able to understand each other:
"Anyone
using language - except in the case of an unsuccessful expression
of
language
is naturally applying
structuring.
This
structuring may be
striking
or
unnoticed , deliberate or
spontaneous , firm or loose,
successful of less successful, yet
structuring remains an irrefutable fact whether at word or
sentence or more comprehensive level"
(Du Toit, A B 1974:55; cf
Den Heyer 1979:93).
Structure and meaning are inseparably bound together . Who ",ould
recognize "NEALR" as "LEARN"? This insight is also true for
sentences, text functions , chapters and writings as a whole.
It
is possible that a pericope or bigger unit could have one of the
following structures: diamond, hourglass, triangle (upright or
upside down) (cf Louw 1976:123 where he quotes J E Jordan "Using
Rhetoric " 1965: 125) :

x

x

/ \
/
\

\
\
/

\ /

/

\

x /

/

\

/
\

\

/ \

/

/

/

\

/

\

\

/

\

/

\ /

\

x

x

The symbol "x" shows the pivotal point of the text.
The
limitations of these structural models should , however, be
recognized. The structures of pericopes are often more complex
and often a combination of more than one of the above - discussed
possibilities. In this regard Loubser's (1981:38) relativization
of Maartens' distinction of the focal sentence of a cluster is
justified. Nevertheless,
the analysis of the structure will
prove itself essential in determining the text thrust which aims
to interrelate the different themes and subthemes of a text.
Different structures of
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which we find the
circle
composition,
the chiasmus and
parallelism . It could be of considerable help to symbolize the
different thoughts in a pericope with letters of the alphabet.
This has the advantage that one could immediately see the
recurrent themes to determine the structure : a-b - b - a
(chiasmus)
or a - b-c- d - d - c-b- a (circle compos i tion) or a - b- a - b (parallelism) .
One should be cautious , however , not to absolutize one pattern or
structure. One often encounters different patterns depending on
different criteria (e g syntactic , semantic or pragmatic).
Therefore
Riekert's
(1981 & 1983 : 31)
plea to
incorporate
syntactic , semantic and stilistic criteria in determining text
structures is appropriate . It is only after the structure has
been analysed in all three modes that one will be able to draw
some conclusions with regard to the structure which is essential
in establishing the text thrust.
In this regard the noteworthy
binary hierarchial model of J
A Loubser
(1981)
should be
mentioned as a method to discern the hierarchial relationship of
themes in establishing the
text thrust .
Although Loubser
(1981 : 47 - 51) rightly e~poses the overexposure of the syntactic
mode in the South - African discourse analysis and pleads for a
more comprehensive approach , he fails to do justice to his own
requirements . He doesn't acccmroda-te
the text - pragmatic mode
properly and also fails to discern the crucial notion of
" perspective" or "ultimate commitment " in his hierarchial model.
This confirms once again the interrelatedness of the textual
modes . With regard to the hierarchial relationships constituting
the text thrust the analysis of the syntactic , semantic and
pragmatic structures is essential.
Certainly one of the most exciting developments in recen t
research on style - rhetorical analysis is found in reception
theory's distinction between " real " and "i dea l" (also called the
"implied" and "model " ) interlocutors .
The ideal interlocutor s
could either refer to the intra - or extratex t ual implicit (i e
implicitly deduced) and explicit (i e explicitly identified)
interlocutors
(cf Segers 1980 : 19- 24 ; Van Luxembur g et
al
1981 : 88 - 97) . It is
especially
the analysis of the ideal
interlocutors which enab l es us to reconstruct and expose the
coherent style- rhetorical strategies used in the intratextual
dimension of textual communicat i on .
It is the interrelationship
between the intratextual ideal interlocutors which gives us a
"heur istic device to uncover the meaning of the text"
(Lategan
1985 : 100 ; cf Segers 1980:22 ; Vorster , J N 1984).
"Author and
reader stand in a 'chiastic' relation s hip to one another - the
implied reader is a construct of the real author and the implied
author is a construct of the real reader . The first is necessary
to prepare the expected response to the text , the latter is a
textguided image in order to get a grip on this intended
response " (Lategan 1985:105) . This interrelationship between the
ideal interlocutors can only be deduced i n the light of and as a
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result of the thrust, perspective and strategy as exposed by the
syntactic, semantic and pragmatic analysis of the text as a whole
and will
therefore be discussed in the synthesis of
the
intratextual analysis of 1 Peter as a whole.
In this actantial
analysis of the implied interlocutors I will have to limit myself
to the criteria applicable to analyse persuasive functions in
argumentative texts such as 1 Peter. A narrative,
:::or example,
requires its own set of criteria for actantial analysis and is in
fact more complex. The following should function as criteria in
the actantial analysis of persuasive texts: the identification of
literary signals / conventions which set the parameters for the
actantial roles;
the ideal receptors
as
the
symbol
of
ident ification and anticipation between the real interlocutors (i
e
an actantial role); the ideal author as the symbol of
identification for the real receptors (i e an actantial
role);
mutual socio-cultural subcodes as vehicle of identification (i e
authoritative traditions units,
worlds, master symbols
and
perspectives); movement in the textual
persuasion
(i e through
gaps,
contrasts,
surprises,
redescription,
split reference,
extratextual reference and in extreme cases changes in subcodes
which obviously risk a break in communication); openness and
closedness of texts
(i e for a multi- or one-d~mensional
interpretation); poetic and referential sequence of events as a
device to establish a temporal and imaginative point of view (cf
Eco 1979; Lategan 1985 : 99-107; Vorster, J N 1984).
Ultimately style-rhetorical coherence also determines the text
type.
When one compares various forms of literature
(i e
an
historical-comparative study), one finds numerous peculiarities
as well as resemblances between literary forms which enable us to
group and
distinguish
literature
style - rhetorically .
The
historical-comparative study is part of the historical analysis
and will be
discussed
there .
On intratextual
level the
syntactic,
text-functional
as
well
as
style-rhetorical
characteristics are decisive in establishing the characteristics
peculiar to the text and its text type (Grosse 1976:9 - 10 & 115).
These syntactic characteristics should be adequately exposed with
the aid of the above - discussed methods for the text - pragmatic
analysis of the intratextual dimension.
2.3.3 Text - pragmatic delimitation: function and style- rhetorical
change
The text-pragmatic delimitation is determined by a twofold
communication break signalled by the beginning and ending of a
text (cf plett 1975:84-86). These signals could differ depending
on the conventions applicable for a specific text (cf for example
the beginning and ending of a
letter to that of a sermon).
In
some cases text-pragmatic delimitation is solely determined by
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the communicator/s and receptor/so With regard to written texts,
however, the text-functional and style-rhetorical coherence of a
text is a decisive criterium for this demarcation on micro and
macro level.
Therefore a change
in
text
function
and
style-rhetorics serves as a signal for a text-pragmatic break.

*
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2 . 4 SYNTHESIS: THE INTRATEXTUAL THRUST, PERSPECTIVE AND STRATEGY
To close the analysis of the individual pericopes
(in section B)
as well as the pericope blocks
(in section C) one still has to
make a
synthesis of the syntactic,
semantic and pragmatic
analyses of the text.
This synthesis will be divided into a
conclusion on the intratextual thrust, perspective and strategy
of the pericopes and the text as a whole.
2.4.1
Intratextual
theme & subthemes

thrust:

structure ,

discourse

development,

The intratextual thrust is dependent on the structure, discourse
development as well as the theme and subthemes within the text.
Therefore, the first step in determining the thrust will be to
determine the structural interplay between the cluster and block
units on micro and macro level.
In this interplay one is usually
able to discern one or more pivotal points (cf Jordan's models)
revealing the parameters and structure of the text thrust.
Together with the discourse development in terms of the main
semantic line of thought one is able to formulate the thrust of a
pericope or text as a whole.
Although there is a basic
correspondence to
my use of "thrust" and the traditional
reference
to
"theme ",
I
:Lnterpret "thrust"
in
a
more
comprehensive way . The "thru st " of a text is more than
just a
catchword or an abstraction typifying a discourse or text which
is often how
" theme " is understood (cf Abrams 1981 :1 11) on the
one hand, and less than a summary which often doesn't reflect the
gist of a
discourse,
on the other hand .
I use "thrust"
to
describe the interrelationship of the different subthemes in a
comprehensive formulation which aims to reflect the syntactic
gist of a text as .the communicator - author expressed himself with
the aid of all three semiotic modes .
"Deze bedoeling van de
schrijver kan niet weergegeven worden door de som van de
afzonderlijke woorden en/of zinnen , maar uitsluitend door het
geordend geheel van het ve rhaal of van de rede waarin woorden en
zinnen op een bepaalde manier functioneren.
Het geheel
is meer
dan de som van de afzonderlijke delen . Die volgorde van woorden
en zinnen is niet toevallig of omkeerbaar , met elkaar vormen ze
een netwerk van relaties .
De structuur is beslissend voor de
semantiek " (Den Heyer 1979 : 94) . Although the text perspective is
intertwined with the th r ust, it is to be distinguished as the
culmination of the semantic mode in contrast to the thrust as the
culmination of the syntactic mode . This implies as we have seen
earlier , that the syntactic thrust sets the static parameters for
the semantic perspective and the pragmatic strategy within the
int ratextual dimension.
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2 . 4.2 Intratextual perspective: ultimate
symbols

commitment

and

master

I have already defined the perspective of a text as the ultimate
commitment of an author .
This ultimate commitment is the
author's life - and-world view and is inevitably reflected in the
text he wrote .
It is obvious, however , that this perspective can
only be finally established and reconstructed in the light of the
analysis of the text thrust on macro level.
Nevertheless, we
will have to start with the pointers to this perspective on
pericope level.
On pericope level I am therefore interested in
the actantial roles,
" world" , hierarchy of themes and subthemes
as well as master symbols (i e universals or ground metaphors)
which express the author's cosmologic perspective.
In the
syntheses of the different pericopes in section B , I will utilize
the text thrust to identify the different hierarchy of themes and
master symbols which will eventually form the basis for the
reconstruction of the author's perspective in section C. With the
aid of
Van Dijk's deletion and substitution rules; Eco's
remodeling of Petofi's "'Text - Struktur - Welt - Struktur-Theorie" (i e
and
Petersen's criteria
for
sociological
TeSWeST- model);
criticism I will expose the the cosmologic perspective and its
accompanying master symbols.
2.4 . 3 Intratextual strategy: function
The third and last conclusion to be drawn has to do with the
overall strategy of the author with his text.
The dominant cola
functions and style-rhetorics reflected in the text thrust, will
be used as building blocks in the determining of the text
strategy on intratextual level.
It is furthermore, especially
the distinction between real and ideal (also called the " implied "
and "model") interlocutors which enables us to reconstruct the
communicatiave strategy on intratextual level with the aid of the
criteria identified
above (cf II A 2 . 3.2).
Obviously the
identification of the literary text type will be decisive in
determining the text strategy. This is of the utmost importance
as different te xt types require different interpretation rules
and sets the parameters for the relevancy of questions to be
asked to the text . This will be dealt with in section C as well
as in chapter III section A. What is important on intratextual
level, however , is to conclude on the pragmatic constituents of
the reconstructed text thrust in order to typify the text and
ultimately to categorize it after a text comparative study (i e
within the historical dimension).
Constituents relevant in
typifying
a
text
are
text
functions,
style-rhetorical
characteristics , and ideal actantial roles.
In this regard it is
also
important
to
distinguish
between
"open"
(i
e
pluriprobability of textual interpretation) and "c losed"
(i e
monoprobability of textual interpretation) texts which depends on
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the communicator - author's ' strategy (cf Eco 1979:3 - 43; Iser 1974) .
The
above-discussed
notions
of
intratextual
"thrust",
"perspective" and " strategy " synthesize my intratextual analysis
and will form the basis and point of reference for the historical
and metatextual analyses.

*
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I will now proceed with the intratextual analysis of I Peter on
colon and pericope level in all three s emio tic modes and
according to the heuristic criteria of extension, coherence and
delimitation as outlined in section A.
As ment ioned previously I will try to avoid unnecessary duplication as
well as lengthy descriptions and explanations by
referring to th e schematization and summary of the intratextual
analysis in appendix A. Therefore, the reader is advised to
unfold the analysis of the relevant pericopes in order to get a
clear and visual picture of my intratextual analysis and its
.results. The reader is also advised to keep the first page of
append ix A unfolded for a quick reference to the abbreviations
used in the appendix.
It should be emphasized that my analys is does not claim (by no
means at all) to be an exhaustive and complete analysis of the
different pericopes in I Peter. Although my integrative and
comprehensive text - theoretical approach often requires a more
elaborate and comprehensive analysis I am inevitably forced to
limit my analysis of the text to the more important facets.
My
comprehensive text-theoretical basis was necessary for me to
illustrate the interrelatedness of the different modes and
dimension s of textual communication. Furthermore, my text theory
forced me to analyse at least the syntactic dimension of I Peter
as a whole because a text can
only be understood as a
communication act in its totality. Only in th e historical and
meta textual dimensions was I able to demarcate my analysis more
specifically.
Therefore, my intratextual analysis of I Peter
inevitably had to select and focus on the more important and
outstanding features of the syntactic, semantic and pragmatic
modes of the static text.
If this incomplete and tentative
analysis only succeeds in ililustrating th e multidimensionality
of textual communication, the interrelatedness of the textual
modes and the possibilities of a plurimethodological approach, it
has been worth the effort. Therefore, let us now proceed to
·probe into and uncover the static intratextual or text - immanent
world of the text.

*

-
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l·PERICOPE !

(l:l-~)

1.1 TEXT- SYNTACTIC ANALYSIS
1.1.1 Text - syntactic extension: cola and pericope division
.1 Obviously the text syntactic extension of pericopes is at this
initial stage of the analysis only a hypothesis and will have to
be tested during the analysis itself. Nevertheless, we are
fortunate to have the demarcations of other scholars as a working
basis . It is generally accepted that the first pericope extends
from 1:1 - 2 . The minimum extension of these two verses is shown in
terms of my cola division (cf appendix A). This rather short
pericope can be divided into 2 cola . Colon 1 is elliptic in the
sense that the the verb " to write " is presupposed as is customary
in introductory formulas of letters.
It is nevertheless an
independent
colon
because
an
ellips is based
on
the
presupposition that the reader can reconstruct the self - evident
omission (cf Blass & Debrunner 1961: 253 - 256). It is possible (at
least grammatical) that colon 2 could comprise verse 2 as a
whole . This poss i bility depends on whether it is "Greek" and in
line with the author"s usage thereof for a sentence to start off
with such expanded prepositional clauses.
Semantic, pragmatic
and intratextual considerations will have to help us decide
whether the prepositional clauses are linked to #~klektois
parepid§mois# (1:1) or to #ch~ris ... plithunthe{~# (1 :2 )
This
illustrates
the limitations of syntactic criteria for
an
intratextual analysis (cf II A 2.1.1.2).
1.1.2 Text-syntactic coherence : grammatical reference, structural
markers and cola structures
In the syntactic grouping of the cola, considerations such as
grammatical reference (e g anaphoric and kataphoric), structural
markers
(i e the recurrence of syntactic units) and cola
structures (i e the distribution of syntactic units) will serve
as criteria .
. 1 The linkage between the two cola is grammatically evident in
the light of the anaphoric #hum i n. in colon 2 which refers to
#eklektois parepidemois# in colon 1 .
. 2 Definite structural markers highlight this pericope.
These
structural markers are recognized by their strategic importance
and recurrence in this pericope itself as well as in the rest of
the text (cf Eco 1979:26). The follow i ng structural markers can
be identified:
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colon 1:

#P~tros ap6stolos#
#'Iesous Chrlst6s# (cf 1: 1-5: 14)
leklekt6s & parepidemos# (cf 2:1 - 12)
#~is, kata & ~n#
,prognosis# (cf 1:20)
Ihagiasm6s1 (cf 1:15 , 16, 22)
Ihueakoe# (cf 1:14, 22; 3 : 6)
#halma# (cf 1 : 19)
colon 2:
#ch~ris kal ~irene# (cf 1:3-13; 2:19; 3:7; 4:10; 5:5,10 , 12 (14 )

Our next point of interest is to determine the
interrelationship between these structural markers .

syntactic

. 3 The coherence and structure of this pericope is
very
interesting. A structural analysis of the cola results in the
following. The subject or communicator- author, #P~tros# ,
is
defined by th e lexemes #apostolos# and #Iesous Christ6s# . He
addresses himself to the leklektois parepidemois# (dative) which
is in turn expanded.
Although Iparepidemois# in 1:1 is in
particular e xpanded by #diasporis ... Bithun!as#; and leklektois#
by #kata ... Christou# , it is to be noted that #eklektois# and
#parepidemois# are syntactically in apposition to each other and
are therefore grammatica ll y a un i t . Hiebert (1980a:65) confirms
this priorlty of the grammatical evidence over against the
interpretation.of #~klektois# as a separate noun in addit i on to
#parepidemois# which is often
preferred for doctrinal and
translational purposes. Although there is semantically a tension
between the two words, we will soon see that the context of 1
Peter confirms the intentional combination of the two concepts .
It is, interestingly enough , possible that #katE, ... Christou#
could be an expansion of #P~tros apostolos# (cf Selwyn 1947:119).
This is in view , however , of the whole text highly improbable
because the
motives occurring In the imbedment #kata ...
Christou# are consequently applied to the addressees throughou!=
the text.
It is furthermore noteworthy that the expans ion #ka ta
... Christou# has a threefold demarcation which is in each case
introduced by a preposition (i e Ikata, ~n & erst).
Each
expansion has
its own actant
(viz #the6s , pneGma, 'Iesous
Christ-osl) . Similar triadic expansions are found more often in
this document (cf pericopes II and III) . An immediate-constituent
analysis also shows the interesting possibility (which I have
already referred to in 1.1.1 above) that colon 2 could comprise
verse
2
as a whole .
This would imply that
the
verb
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#pl~thunthe{~#
governs the prepositional clauses #kat~
ChristoG •. It should be mentioned at this stage that=CC#7k'-=a=-:t~a----=---=-":'
ChristoG# will be found to fit more neatly as an expansion of
#eklektols#. This is confirmed in 1:2 by the semantic reference
to the origin and goal of this election as expressed by the
lexemes #prognosis, hagiasmos &
hupakoe#
(cf the semantic
analysis in II B 1.2; Brox 1979:57; Arichea & Nida 1980:9).

1.1.3 Text-syntactic delimitation: text breaks and coherence
.1 with regard to 1 Peter as a textual whole we are dealing with
an ethical text delimitation.
The beginning and ending of the
static text are explicitly signalled for the receptor - readers by
the communicator-author and his utilization of "Grenzsignale " (cf
the first and last pericope of the text).
In order to demarcate clusters within a pericope as well as
pericopes as a whole I had to improvize on Plett's (1975:59 - 60)
distinctions for text - syntactic delimitation.
Within a macro
text these delimitation signals are exposed within the analysis
of the syntactic coherence which enable us to discern coherent
units.
Only the conclusion of the cluster demarcation will
therefore be mentioned under the text - syntactic delimitation
because the syntactic coherence is at this stage already being
dealt with.
With the above - discussed syntactic observations in mind , we are
able to conclude that 1:1 - 2 is syntactically a unit and the only
cluster of pericope I. The break with the following discourse
will be confirmed as we proceed with our analysis of this and the
following pericope.

*
1.2 TEXT- SEMANTIC ANALYSIS
1 . 2 . 1 Text-semantic
categories

extension:

semantic

domains

and

generic

.1 The semantic extension of a pericope has to do with the
referential scope of the semantic domains within a text .
To
determine the referential scope one has to compare and categorize
the semantic components of the different semantic units
In
table 1.2 of appendix A the semantic domains of the lexical units
are described and wi ll not be repeated here . Note ,
furthermore ,
that the domains are symbolized and abbrevi ated with alphabeti c
letters and other symbols in order to mak e t he reference and
descript.ions of the domains easier. The reader will find the
ful l list of abbreviations and symbols in appendix A.
References
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to the col a in which they occur will be
following generic categories are found
componential identification:

given
as a

a swell.
result of

The
the

* Reference is made to actants which includes hlunan (HI:
communicator - author; H2 : receptor - readers ; and H3: Jesus Christ)
and supernatural beings (Sl: God ; and S2: Holy Spirit);
* The actants are
relationships
categories:

related in terms
which are expressed

of various interpersonal
with
different
generic

POSITIVE VERTICAL RELATIONSHIPS:
Hl:H3 (al):
- objects : E=f.comm (Iapostolos 'Iesoll Christou# - 1)
Sl:H2 (a!):
- objects: H2:E=d.j . + (#eklektos# - 1)
- events : intellectual (Iprognosis# - 1); ip . assoc. (#cha'ris';
eirene# - 2); change (#pleth0no# - 2)
H2:S1 (ai):
- objects : supe rnatural (#theos# - 1); kinship (#pat r~s # - 1)
S2:H2 (a!.) :
- objects: supernatural ('pneuma# - 1)
- events : religious (#hagiasm6s# - 1)
H2:H3 (al):
.
,
- events: control (Ihupakoe - 1); religious ('rantlsmos# - 1)
HORIZONTAL RELATIONSHIPS:
H2:H5 (b ):
- objects: H2: A=stat us. - (#parepidemos I - 1);
H2 : H2 (b%):
- objects: H2 - group (+ & - ) (#eklektols parepidemois# - 1);
geo. (IPontos .. . Bi thunia # - 1)
- abstracts: space (#diaspora# - 1)
INSTRUMENTAL:
HI:
- object: #~postolos )~SOll Christou# - 1
To determine the inter and hierarchial relati onsh ip of the
dominant semantic domains and generic categories, we first have
to deal with the text - semantic coherence .
1.2.2 Text - semantic coherence:
semotactic structure, coreference
and reIer"ential unity (i ~ themes and subthemes)
.1 The dualistic and triadic semotactic structure as well as the
coreference to the actants, Peter (HI) and the elect strangers
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(H2) , mark the semantic structure and coherence of this pericope
(cf appendix A 1.1). The communicator-author (i e #P~tros#)
is
qualified in terms of his function and authority in relation to
H3 (I) wher e as the receptors - addressees are described in terms of
a semantic tension between a status of election
(vertical:
a!+)
and rejection (horizontal: b - I.
These two semantic opposites
are then explicated: first th~ horizontal status in ter~s of
space and geography; and then the vertical status in terms of
three carefully demarcated relationships (i e H2 in relation to
Sl, S2 and H3).
Thus the vertical-horizontal tension in the
description of the addressees is chiastically arranged in colon
1: a!, b , b and a!.
This confirms my previous remark that the
triad of-phrases is semantically linked with #eklektois#. This is
already an indication that the possibility of colon 2 comprising
verse 2 as a whole, is semantically less probable.
In colon 2
the twofold blessing also expresses a vertical
(cf
#charis &
§irene#) and horizontal (cf #eirene#) relationship .
. 2 The coherence of this pericope is also constituted by the
coreference to the interlocutors and their interrelationship.
In
the first colon the communicator-author (with 2 expansions)
addresses himself to his receptor-readers (which is in turn
expanded) .
In colon 2 he greets his addressees with a blessing .
. 3 In reconstructing the pericope theme one must bear in mind
that the communicator - author united
the references to the
interlocutors (HI and 2) in terms of their mutual relationship
with Jesus Christ
(H3),
on the one hand, as well as with the
reality of supernatural beings (Sl and 2) , on the other hand.
This is the semantic coherence the author wanted to establish (i
e his selection) and faces the reader whether he likes it or
not.
Therefore one could deduce that the thematic reference
found in peri cope I operates within the thematic boundar i es of
"setting religious parameters for communication ".
1.2.3 Text - semantic
coherence-

delimitation:

theme

shifts

and

thematic

. 1 We have seen in section A that the semantic delimitation
within a pericope is determined by the change in or break between
subthemes, on the one hand , and the relative semantic coherence
of the pericope, on the other hand.
Semantically the pericope
theme of establishing communication in terms of the vertical and
horizontal relationships of the interlocutors, dominates both
cola . Therefore this short pericope as a whole forms one
coherent cluster.
The delimitation in terms of the next pericope
can obviously only be confirmed after the analysis thereof
(cf
2 .2. 3) and especially in the light of the discourse development
of the macro text.
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*
1.3 TEXT-PRAGMATIC ANALYSIS
1.3.1
Text-pragmatic
functions

extension:

cola-

and

style-rhetorical

.1 The text-pragmatic extension is determined by the unity
sequence of the cola function which is a reflection of
dominant text strategy.

and
the

The functions of the two cola under discussion are clearly
expressed by the P=I/X- YOU and the MB=VOLO. This reflects a
pluripersonal text function in which the communicator-author
utilizes request signals Ii e VOLO)
to express his desire to
establish a relationship with his receptor-readers.
Therefore
these two cola
functions
express a purposefulness and a
prospectivity in the introductory peri cope which creates an
expectation and goodwill Icf colon 2) from the receptor-readers.
It is of the utmost importance to note that this pericope is the
introductory pericope and therefore plays a decisive role in 1
Peter by setting the tone for the text function of the macro
text.
In terms of Grosse's terminology this pericope serves as a
pre signal IPS) for the rest of 1 Peter .
. 2 The style-rhetorical techniques of syntactic deviation through
addition Icf Plett 1975:226) are found in the word couples Ie g
#Petros ap6stolos, 'Iesou Christou & eklektols parepidemois#); as
well as in dualistic and triadic imbedments to the noun and verb
phrases Icf 1.1.2 and 1.2.1) which dominate this pericope. These
syntactic deviations function as a demarcation and definition of
the relationship between the actants.
The elliptic nature of
colon 1 is a syntactic deviation through subtraction of the
verb.
This is due to a historical convention as we will see
later Icf III B 3.2.1).
The paradoxical semantic deviation, #eklektols parepidemo~s# in
1:1, is an oxymoron which is a style rhetorical mechanism to
highlight and emphasize' the information content. This is true in
the light of the fact that the probabil i ty of a proposition is
inversely
related
to its information content
Icf
Lyons
1977:41 - 50). This oxymoron is furthermore linked to a triadic
imbedment.
This triadic structure of the preposi tiona 1 clauses
in colon l,is mark~d by their ,style - rhetorical rDythm and rhyme
Icf
#patros,
pneumatos & ha~matos#
in
colon
1).
These
style - rhetorical characteristics together with the loaded appeal
to dominant subcodes Icf Grosse 1976:35 - 38) or master symbols las
expressed in the triadic demarcation of H2 and the blessing in
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colon 2) serve to stereotype the phrases and imply consequently
an inter and extratextual dimension as we will se~ in chapter
III. The phonological equiva lence of the fourfold repetition of
words ending with I - {as# emphasizes the circumference as well as
the unity of the geographic places referred to.
1.3.2
Text-pragmatic
rhetorical unity

coherence:

text - functional

and

style-

The
text-pragmatic coherence is determined by intraand
extratextual conventions on the one hand , and free or multipleinterpretation,
on the other hand.
It is clear from the
intra textual structure of 1 Peter that both cola in this pericope
are part of the introduction to this writing.
As a matter of
fact , we will see later on that this linkage is enforced by the
literary conventions determining the text (cf III B 3.2.1) .
. 1 Intratextualally
the coherence is constituted by the dominant
propos ition type and metap ropositional basis in this pericope ,
namely the declared desire of the communicator ( i e
LVOL)
to
communicate with the addressees .
Th erefore ,
this introductory
pericope with its text function reflects a pluripersonal , groupidentificative and appellative text type .

* According to Grosse's theory the text function reflected in an
introductory pericope is decisive for the classification of the
text as a whole . We must keep this in mind when we proceed with
our syntactic analysis of the text-pragmatic mode .
. 2 Style - rhetorically this pericope has a threefold emphasis: the
announcement of the communicator- author (#Petros ap6stolos#); the
receptor - readers; (#eklektois parepidemois#) ; and the greeting
(co lon 2) .
The possibility of taking verse 2 as one colon
diminishes even further in the light of the pragmatic convent i on
of #ch~ris ... pl~thunthe{i# as an epistolary greeting.
This
will be confirmed in the historical analysis of the text strategy
(cf I II B 3 .1. 2 & 3 .2. 1 ) .

1.3.3 Text-pragmatic delimitation :
change

function and style-rhetorical

.1 In the light of the discussion above it is obvious that cola 1
and 2 are pragmatically
1 inked by a common text function and
style -r hetorical characteristics. There is no function change or
interruption.
This
pericope
is
an
important
pragmat i c
demarcation in the light of the fact that it is the presignal of
.t he macro text.

*
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1.4 SYNTHESIS: PERI COPE THRUST, PERSPECTIVE AND STRATEGY
1.4 . 1 Pericope thrust: structure,
and subthemes

discourse

development,

theme

The results of the syntactic analysis can now be summarized .
. 1 The thrust
parameters:

of

this pericope is determined by its structural

,
"
#Petros
apostolos#

/
\

/\
\
/

#eklektols\/parepidemois#

/

/\

\

\
/

\I

#charis kai eirene#
Pericope I has more than one point of gravity (cf Goldstein
1973:139; Hiebert 1980a:64) which constitute the parameters of
the discourse development and the pericope thrust. However ,
because this document is addressed (cf the function) to a
specific
receptor-group
we
can
deduce
that
#eklektols
parepidemois# as the designation for the addressees is the point
of interest and therefore the pivotal point .
. 2 The discourse develops logically from colon 1 to 2 and could
be summarized in the following way:

FROM: THE APOSTLE PETER
TO: THE ELECT STRANGERS
GREETINGS: GRACE AND PEACE
.3 The thrust of this pericope is: "The constitution of an
interrelationship between
the
communicator -a uthor
and the
receptor -readers based on their mutual cosmologic perspective and
master s~mbols ".
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The subthemes (in terms of generic categories) which
selected to construct this thrust are:

the

author

Actants: Hl, H2 , H3 with Sl and S2
Interrelationships: a , b
Events: assoc ., transf., c, d , f, g
Space: Geo
The thrust and subthemes are
the perspective of 1 Peter.

obviously

decisive in determining

1.4.2 Pericope perspective : ultimate commitment & master symbols
.1 The perspective of the author reflected in this pericope is
clearly a religious commitment to Jesus Christ , God the Father
and the Spirit. The author presupposes that this perspective is
shared by his readers.
This lS the very basis on which the
communicator has the candidness to address his readers.
The
master
symbols
underlying this perspective are
that
of
"election ",

"obedience" and "rejection".

We are also able to define the relationship between "election"and
"rejection" in the light of the intratextual parameters of this
introductory pericope:
"Die addressaten sind aufgrund ihrer
Erwaehlung Fremdlinge" (Millauer 1976:33). Goldstein (1973:140)
speaks of the theological and Christologico-soteriological "
Voraussetzung der Ekklesiologie" (cf also Elliott 1982:419). This
deduction is warranted by the fact that the purpose of the
addressees' election as expressed by the triadic imbedment,
presupposes that they have a distinct (i e "strange") commitment
which implies a distinct form of conduct and consequently
explains
the
metaphor
#parepidemos# .
This
hierarch~al
relationship between the two metaphoric master symbols #eklektos#
and #parepidemos# will be confirmed with different but related
metaphors in the remainder of the macro text and will ultimately
be crucial for the reconstruction of the cosmologic perspect i ve
of 1 Peter (cf II C 4.2).
1.4.3 Pericope strategy : function
.1 The function of this pericope is to serve as an introduction
which will establish a basis for communication between the author
and his addressees . Interesting to note is that many of the
themes l[Ientioned in this pericope recu r in the rest of the
writing (cf H J B Combrink 1975:34 - 35; Brox 1979:55 & 59).
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Therefore it is not unsuitable to ascribe to the first pericope
the function of "creating the possibiltity and parameters of
communication."
It is indeed the overture to the musical drama
of 1 Peter .

*

*
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~.PERICOPE I I

(l :}-!l)

2.1 TEXT- SYNTACTIC ANALYSIS
2.1.1 Text - syntactic exten'sion: cola and peri cope division
.1 This pericope consists of 11 cola.
It is important to note
two grammatical particularities which have an influence on the
cola division. The first has to do with the observation that the
author often begins a new thought with the relative pronoun (cf
1:6-8, 12; 2:4, 10 , 22 - 25; 3 : 19; 4:4; 5:9). Therefore verse 12
consists of 3 cola. Secondly , the author often uses participles
as imperatives.
Goppelt
(1978:114 , 172 & 214) refers to it as
the " imperativische Partizip". This peculiarity of the author was
also noticed by Daube (1947:467 - 488) and confirmed by Blass &
Debrunner (1973:245 - 246 , par 468). This results in three cola in
verse 13 where the participles #anazQsamenoi# and #nefontes#
function as independent imperatives together with #~lp{sate# . The
imperative character of verse 13 is determined by the conjunction
#dio#. These two peculiarities therefore explain why I differ
from A B Du Toit (1974 : 65) and H J B Combrink (1975:35) who
distinguishes seven and nine cola respectively. As mentioned in
section A, these differences in cola demarcation are not that
crucial because ambiguity as to whether cola should be separated .
or not usually suggests that they will be linked either as 1
colon or directly within a cola cluster.
2.1.2 Text-syntactic coherence: grammatical reference , structural
markers and cola structure
.1 Grammatically we have a tightknit chain - argumentation.
This
is due to the vast number of relative pronouns functioning as
anaphora or "Pro-formen" (cf Plett 1975:60- 64) in this pericope.
The function of anaphora (i e predominantly relative pronouns in
this pericope) is to link up with or recapitulate previous cola:
#&n ho# (colon 2) refers backwards to colon 1;
#hon#
(colon 3)
and #eis hon# (colon 4) are substitutions for #'res~Christou# at
the end of colon 2; in the same way #peri hes soterias# (colon 5)
1 inks up wi th # tes soterlas # at the end of colon 4;
#hol s# of
colon 6 refers back to #profetai# of colon 5 and #ha#
(colon 7)
and #els ha# (colon 8) link up with #atlta# of colon 6 . This way
of argumentation is a perfect example of Danes distinction
between "Thema" (topic) and " Rhema"
(comment) as criteria for
text - syntactic coherence (cf Plett 1975:67 - 70). The development
of the pericope can be explained by introducing a topic in one
colon with the comment on the topic in the next colon.
This
obviously creates a chain linkage. Cola 9 - 11 are linked with
cola 1- 8 , through the conjunction #dio# .
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.2 In pericope II we find a high density of structurally
important words.
Needless to say, there are a nl~ber of lexemes
which distinguish themselves by recurring more than once in this
pericope.
There are,
however,
also other words which are
structurally important because of their syntactic, semantic and
pragmatic prominence.
The semantic and pragmatic highlighted
words will be discussed in the analysis of the text semantics and
pragmatics of each pericope . Therefore,
I
am henceforth only
going to list a few of the recurring lexemes that catches the eye
in each pericope.
This implies that my list of structural
markers will not be complete.
Nevertheless , my discussion of the
syntactic, semantic and pragmatic modes will eventually give
account of most of the structural markers in each pericope.
In pericope II the following structural markers catch the eye:
#the6s# (twice in colon 1); #~~soGs Christ6s# (twice in colon 1;
once each in cola 2,
5 & 11); #soter{a#
(in cola 1, 4 & 5);
#charis#
(in
cola
5
&
11);
#pneuma#
(in cola 5 & 7);
#~pok~lupsis# (in cola 2 & 11; cf
also IApoka16 p to# in colon 1);
#bgalli&omai# (in cola 2 & 4);
#p{stis# (in cola 1, 2, 4; cf
Ipiste6o# in colon 4); #kairos# (cf cola 1 & 5);
#o~ran6s# (cf
cola 1 & 7); #d6xa# (in cola 2 & 10; cf #doxizo# in colon 4); and
#~lp{s-elp{zo#~f
cola
1
and 11). This distribution of
structural markers throughout the pericope constitutes to some
extent its coherence.
We will find in due course that the
distribution and combination of these structural markers reflect
the structure of the pericope as a whole .
. 3 The structure of colon 1
(determined by the frequency and
distribution of structural markers) is characterized by dualistic
and triadic expansions to the matrix of the colon,
namely
#eulogetos ho the6s ana,?ennesas hem~s#. _ ~xa,m121e~ of dual~stic
expansl0ns are #thebs kal pater & kurlou hemon Iesou Chrlstou#. A
triadic expansion is found in the # else
(3x)
imbedments to
#2tnagennesas#
(cf Du Toit , A B 1 974 :61-6 3 ; cf 2.2.2
for
alternat ive variations on these imbedments).
In the second
leist , the lexeme #kleronom{a# in turn has a triadic as well as a
dualistic description.
In colon 2 we have a chain linkage of
expansions to the matrix len ho ~gall{asthe#.
Note the triadic
expansion of Iheurethe# in colon 2 . Cola 3 and 4 are similar in
contrasting loQk id6ntes# and #me horontes# with #agapate# and
#piste6ontes# respectively.
It is also structurally of interest
whether the word forms
I ~ qall{asthe , agapate & pisteuontes# are
to be taken as imperative or indicative verbs in cola 2 - 4.
Grammatically both interpretations are possible.
This issue,
however, can only be settled after the semantic and pragmatic
analysis are accounted for (cf 2.2 and 2.3). Colon 5 is expanded
by 3 long imbedded participle sentences.
In colon 6 we have the
contrast #o~ch heautois humfn d~#.
Cola 7 and 8 are both
retopicalizing #allt~# which was introduced at the end of colon 6.
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The similarity in the structures of cola 2 - 4 and 5-8 is
noteworthy: compare cola 2 and 5 which are both relatively long
cola expanding a certain topic;
compare also the relative
pronouns in cola 3-4 and 7-8 which link up with the last topic (i
e
#,Iesou Christou# and #aut&'#)
of
their
previous
cola
respectively.
Cola 9-11 are also structurally a unit governed by
the conjunction #dio# and the combination of the imperative
participles and the aorist imperative.
2.1.3 Text-syntactic delimitation: text breaks and coherence
.1 with the above-discussed syntactic observations in mind, we
are able to distinguish the following cola groups: I, 2-4, 5-8
and 9-11. This is the result of the analysis of their coherence
and relationship towards each other .
. 2 This pericope is a tightknit whole due to the relative
pronouns
(i e anaphora). Thus the clearest text break is the
#dio# in colon 9 which is (incidentally?) the only colon (except
for colon 1 which signals the introduction of this pericope) not
starting with a relative pronoun. At this stage it is uncerta in
whether this break is signalling a new pericope because of the
fact that certain structural markers in cola 9-11 are closely
linked to both pericopes II and III.

*
2.2 TEXT-SEMANTIC ANALYSIS
2.2.1 Text-semantic
categorIeS

extension:

semantic

domains

and

generic

.1 The semantic domains of pericope 2 (cf appendix A 2.2 ) operate
within the following generic categories.

* The generic category of "actants" includes the communicatorauthor (HI), receptors (H2), Jesus Christ (H3) and the prophets
(H4) as well as supernatural beings, namely God
(Sl), the Spirit
(S2) and the angels (S3).
* We have already seen that the "relationship between the
actants" is helpful in categorizing the different lexemes in this
pericope.
The reader will notice that certain lexemes could be
categorized
under
different
categories.
Therefore
this
schematization only illustrates that the different semantic
domains directly or indirectly express the basic relationships
between the actants.
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POSITIVE VERTICAL RELATIONSHIPS:
Sl:Hl&2 (a!):
- objects: supernatural (#the~s# - 1); kinship (#pat~r# - 1)
- events: association (transfe r: #eleos & ch&ris# - 1, 5 &
11; #kl~ronom{a# - 1); communication (,apokalllpt6# 1 & 6; #apok&luPsis# - 2 & 11 ) ; change (#~nagenn'6'
- 1; # soter{a# - 1, 4 & 5) ; judgement (#dok{mion &
heur{sko# - 2); control (#t~r~6 & frour46# - 1)
- abstracts : quality (#am{antos# - 1) ; existence (.Afthartos ,
amarantos & zao - 1)
Hl&2:Sl (ai):
- eve nts: positive , emotive & intellectual association
" 1 pls
/ - e' 1 PlZO'
/ ( Ie
- 1 & 11); and communication
(#euloqet6s# - 1; #agalli&omai# - 2 & 4)
Hl&2:H3 (al)
- objects: H3:E =control (#kur i6s # - 1)
- events: ip.association (#pisteos - pisteuo# -1, 2 & 4;
#agapa6# - 3) ; sensory (#hora6# - 3 & 4)
H4:H3 (al):
1 .
_
- events : lntellectual #ekzeteo & exereunao# - 5
INSTRUMENTAL:
H3:H2
- abstracts : relation (#dia# - 1; ,en# - 2 & 11);
H4:H2
- events: transfer (#diakon~i5# - 6) ; communication
(#promart~reo# -5)
S2:H4
,
/- events: f.movevent (#apostel lo# - 7)
TIME ORDER
- Tx: (#en kairo eschato# - 1 ; len apokalupsei ~esou Christou#
- 2 & 11 ; #telos#
4)
- Tn: #bl{gon arti# - 2 ; #arti# - 4; #polon kair6n & meta
tatlta#
5; and #nunl - 7).
•

:J

"

_

~

It lS important to note that the listing of these generic
categories on ly reveals the i ntrat extual extension of the text
semant ic s .
I n order to make any sense out of it a t all, it is
necessary to determine the text - semantic coherence fi rs t.
2 . 2.2
Text - semantic
coherence :
semotactical
structure,
coreferenceand referential unity (i e themes and subthemes)
.1 Semotactically co l on 1 could be ma rk ed by a threefo ld
description of the benefits of God's grace (3x #eis#)
(cf Du
Toit, A B 1974:61-63). This s tructure is grammatically and
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semotactically by no means the only possibility . It is possible
to relate certain imbedments to other semantic domains such as:
#di ~nastaseos ... nekron# to #anagennesas#; leis kleronom{an# to
#elp{da#; and #di~ p{steos# to the following rather than to the
foregoing phrase . A chiastic pattern is found in the second
#ers#-imbedment in colon 1: #teteremenen# (x), len ouranois# (y) ,
#~n dun&mei theonl (y) and #frouroumenori~. (x).
Cola 1 and 2 are
parallelistic in the sense that both start off with reference to
a vertical communication (a! and ai respectively); followed by
the present paradoxical situation of the addressees (cf Hiebert
1980b:92) who experience God's grace (Tn+) in contrast to their
sufferings (Tn-); and concluded by reference to the salvation of
the end time (c.Tx). Cola 3 and 4 both include similar semantic
domains
(although in reversed
order) by contrasting their
situation (Tn - ) with their vertical communication (ai) and also
(only in colon 4) concluding with reference to their ultimate
salvation (c). Cola 5 - 8 change this semantic structural order by
beginning with reference to this salvation (c) followed by a
contrast of the previous situation (Ta : i e of the prophets) to
that of the addressees (Tn) showing the instrumental role (I) of
H4 and S2 in this change (cf cola 5-8). The pericope concludes
(cola 9 -1 1) with an appeal to their vertical relation (ai) a nd
God's grace at the end (Tx) on the one hand, and also to
self - control (f) , on the other hand .
the
. 2 Semotactically the following considerations confirm
analysis of the semantic cola grouping . The coreferences to the
lexeme #agalliaomai# (whether the word forms are to be taken
indicative or imperativ e is immaterial) and #,Iesous Christos#
constitute the coherence between cola 2- 4 . A B
Du
Toit
(1974 :70-71), however , argues convincingly that #~galliasthe# is
in both cola an imperative Eecause the ve rb of "rejoicing " ~s
normally an imperative in or after a doxology (cf colon 1). Cola
5- 8 are linked by their coreferences to the lexemes #soterla ,
profetes, pne{@a & apokalupto# and their semantic synonyms. Cola
9 - 11 are semantically linked to pericope II by the coreferences
of #~lpizo , chEiris, §.pokahlPsis , ' Iesous Ch ri stos#, but a r e also
distinguished by the new semantic reference to the self-control
of th e addressees .
. 3 The author established a referential unity in this pericope
through his redundant selection and omission of themes and
subthemes. The semantic extensio n and coherence of this pe ric ope
(cf 2.2.1 and 2 . 2.2) has revealed th e dominant themes and
subthemes: a
(i e the positive bidirectional communication
between Sl and HI & 2), Tn ( i e the pa r adoxical present situation
of the addressees) and cTx (i e the salvation of the ~nd time).
The i nterrelatedness of the themes a , T and c T is threaded by the
redundant recurrent reference to Jesus Christ ( H3 ) and his
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intermediate role as a change agent (I). With regard to " a" Jesus
Christ is the basis of the positive communication between God as
his father and the #hemeis#
(wh ich includes the author and
addressees) through his resurrection as descr i bed in colon 1.
Jesus Christ is al~o the very foundation of the addressees
emotive and interpersonal association with him
(cf Hiebert
1980b : 92 - 97). This is also the case with the regard to " T" for
example : Ta (cf # romarturomenon ta els Christon athemata ... #
in colon 5): Tn
(cf #h~ nun anegg l~ .. . # in colon 7) and Tx (cf
len §.pokalupsei 'Iesoll Christou# in cola 2 & 11). Therefore H3 is
the point of orientation in the totality of the time - orderly ( i e
past , present and future)
and relational (i e vertical and,
indirectly in this pericope , also horizontal) existence of the
interlocutors (cf Goppelt 1978:95; Hiebert 1980b:103). It is
important to note that the reference to this total existence is,
furthermore, semantically qualified in terms of a positive change
which is
expressed by numerous metaphors (e g salvation,
heritage, grace, peace , rebirth, glory, et cetera) which runs like
a golden thread throughout this pericope (cf Goldstein 1973:195).
In the formulation of the thrust (cf 2.4.1) we will have to take
the semantic interrelationship between these themes and subthemes
(as analysed above)
into account.
We have seen that the
communicator-author especially selected
and highlighted the
master
symbols "Jesus Christ" and "salvation" to
express
himself . . This will be reflected in my formulation of the text
thrust. The text-pragmatic function of the different cola within
the pericope structure will shed some more light on this semantic
interrelationship.
2.2.3 Text- semantic delimitation: text breaks and coherence
.1 The shifts in subtheme T ( = present situation of addressees)
from the positive (colon 1) to the negative (cola 2-4) to a
contrast with the past (cola 5-8) and a concluding appeal to
their present situation
(cola
9-11 ) as described in the
semantical analysis above, confirm
the previously established
semotactic clusters: 1, 2-4, 5-8 and 9-1 1 . This is also confirmed
by the shifts in subtheme "a"
where the dominant vertical
interrelationship changes from " a! " (colon 1); to "ai"
(in cola
2-4) ; back to "a!"
(cola 5-8); to conclude with "ai" (in cola
9 -11) .

*
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2.3 TEXT- PRAGMATIC ANALYSIS
2.3 .1 Text-pragmatic
functions

extension:

cola

and

style-rhetorical

.1 Whether the word form #agalliasthe# (cf cola 2 & 4) is taken
as indicative or imperative is important in determining the cola
functions.
In the 1 ight of A
B
Du
Toi t 's
semotactic
considerations ; the appellative nature of 1 Peter as a whole (cf
the other pericopes and especially the author's self-disclosed
intention in 5:12); and the change from the first person plural
to the second person plural . in this pericope , the imperative
interpretation of '£galliasthe# makes sense. This is also true
with regard to the verb forms '£gapate# and 'pisteuontes# which
make good sense as imperatives within the co -t ext of their
sufferings (cf Goldstein 1973:196 -1 97) . Therefore, I distinguish
three metapropositional bases in this pericope : AEST (Ix), VOL
(6x) and ASSERT (4x). The request signals (VOLO) are all of the
proposition type: P = YOU while both the evaluative signal (AEST)
and the assertion-signal (ASSERT) are of the proposition type: P
= X. This reflects a pluripersonal text function dominated by
evaluative signals expressing a retrospective factuality as we ll
as
request
signals
expressing
a
purposefulness
and
prospectivity.
If #aqalliasthe, agapate &
pisteuontes#
are
consequently
interpreted as indicatives the whole pericope would (except for
colon 1) consist of the MB = ASSERT and P = YOU/x. This would
make the entire pericope
(except for verse 13) commentaria l
assertions of the author concerning the readers and their
salvation (cf Hiebert 1980b : 93).
In the end this improbable
(although possible) option wouldn't alter the thrust of the text
as a whole. At the most it would retard the explicit appellative
nature of this text up till ·verse 13. Brox (1979:6 4-66) who
accepts the verbs as indicatives remarks , interestingly enough,
that they have an appellative intention.
This will also be
confirmed by the historical text pragmatics of this pericope
which reveals the appellative nature of the Christological
tradition material and the identification function of hymns (cf
III B 2.2.3.2 & 2.2.3.3). This is an excellent example of what
Grosse meant with the overcoding of a text function with
extra t extual social conventions /
" Handlungsregeln " (cf II A
2.3.1.1). This ultimately confirms the interrelatedness of the
intratextual and historical text dimensions . Thus regardless of
whether these verbs are taken as indicatives or imperatives or
even as references to a futuristic present (cf Goppelt 1978:99) ,
an implicit appeal prevails in this pericope . Therefore, I stick
to my evaluation that cola 2- 4 are to be interpreted as request
signals.
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. 2 Style-rhetorically the abundant use of relative pronouns as a
syntactic equivalence device 1S noteworthy.
These relative
pronouns emphasize the inseparable relationship between the
dominant cola functions, namely assertion and appellative (i e
the indicative-imperative relationship in theological terms).
The phonological equivalence in cola 1 (cf the threefold #a - #
beginnings and i-toni
endings
of
#aftharton,
amlanton &
amaranton#) and 2 (cf the threefold #-n# endings of #~painon ,'
d6xan & timen#) as well as the syntactic deviations in the whole
pericope
(cf the word couples as well as the dualistic and
triadic imbedments as discussed in 2.1.2) have amongst others the
functions to emphasize , confirm, elaborate, define, poeticize and
formalize.
The semantic equivalence ex pres~ed in the chiasmus in
colon 1 has merely an emphatic function whereas the semantic
deviations in cola 2, 3 and 4 (cf the paradoxical combinations of
a+ and Tn- as explained 1n 2.2.2)
have
the function of
contrasting the positive vertical relationship between
the
readers and Jesus Christ (and ultimately God Himself) with their
negative and embarrassing situation.
In cola 5-8 the semantic
contrast (i e a deviation) between the past search for grace and
the present revelation thereof,
has the function of emphasizing
the privilege of the receptor-readers. A B du Toit
(1974:66-67)
exposes two sets of circular arrangements in this pericope .
The
circular arrangement of the triad faith, hope and love:
#~lp{s,
~,
I.
~
~
/.
"/.
' #
P1St1S,
P1St1S,
agape,
P1St1S,
P1St1S,
e~l P1S
is
style rhetorically noteworthy. A B du Toit (1974:66) argues that
it is no coincidence at all, but reveals something of the
author's intention to
emphasize
#~gape#
as part of this
pericope's point of revolution which he identifies in verse 8. The
second circular arrangement is the conspicuous pattern of the
trinatarian names viz.
God, Jesus Christ,
Jesus Christ,
God,
(Jesus Christ), Spirit, Christ, Christ, Spirit, (Jesus Christ).
The twofold enclosure of Christ (in terms of God and the Spirit
respectively)
is surely style-rhetorically significant
and
probably intends to express some interrelationship.
Du Toit
(1974:67) once again shows that this pattern balances on both
sides of the pericopes point of revolution.
As mentioned earlier the style-rhetorical extension and coherence
will not be dealt with in detail.
As was noticed in the analysis
above, the style-rhetorical aspect inevitably gets,
to a large
extent ,
its due attention within the syntactic and semantic
analysis
of
the
static text.
Therefore,
an
in-depth
style-rhetorical analysis could probably reveal
some
more
interesting phenomena. My aim was only to illustrate how I would
like to give account of style-rhetorics in a mode-oriented
textual analysis.
Because style-rhetorics on syntactic level
basi cally has emphatic, rhetorical and aesthetic functions it
merely reinforces the different textual modes and doesn't change
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the thrust, perspective and strategy thereof.
2.3.2
Text-pragmatic
rhetorical unity

coherence:

text - functiona l

and

st yle-

.1
The pluripersonal, group-identificative and
appellative
function of this pericope 13 predominantly constituted by the
appeal
(=
VOL) to the readers in cola 2-4 and 9-11. The
estimation (AEST) of God"s grace serves as the foundation (cf the
#~n hoi in colon 2) for the group-identificative and
appellative
/ persuasive function of this pericope. Likewise the assertions
(ASS) in cola 5-8 are a confirmation of this estimation of God"s
grace and serve as a basis (cf the #dia# in colon 9) for the
appea l to an emotive vertical reaction and personal preparedness
of the addressees .
This interrelationship between the cola
functions together with the style-rhetorical characteristics
(which will be discussed now) is responsible for the text pragmatic coherence. The last cl uster, however, functions as a
signal that more 1S to come .
. 2 The structure of this pericope as a style-rhetorical device
for text-pragmatic coherence can have more than one pattern.
We
could
discern
a
chiastic
pattern:
y:#soterla#
(1),
z:#~galli&sthel (2), z:'&galliisthe# (3-4) and y:#soteria#
(5-8)
with Idiol (9-ll) as a hinge cluster.
Another possibility (if
the hinge verse is made part and parcel of pericope II) would be
a parallelistic pattern: y:salvation (1),
z:appeal
(2 -4),
y:salvation (5 - 8) and z:appeal
(9-11). Obviously these different
structures are determined by different distinctions, namely the
chiastic structure by highlighting dominant syntactic structural
markers; and the parallelistic structure by combining semantic
and pragmatic considerations. Clearly the inclusion or e xclusion
of verse 13 is important in determining the structure of this
pericope. Combrink (1975:36) chooses to take verse 13 (my cola
9-11) as pa rt of pericope III. He argues that the author often
gathers up certain themes from the preceding pericope in the
first colon of a new pericope. He admits, however, that verse 13
could be an integral part of pericope II as well. It would be
more appropriate, in my opinion, to describe verse 13 (cola 9-11)
as a hinge cluster. This is syntactically (cf 2.1.2 and 2 .1. 3),
semantically (cf 2.2.2) and pragmatically (cf 2.3.2) confirmed.
In my opinion, the structure of this pericope could be divided
into 5 clusters which are related in the following pattern:
x-y-y-x-y".
A chiastic pattern can be discerned between the
positive evaluation of the revelation of God"s grace in Jesus
Christ (= x in cola 1 & 5-8) and the appeal to an emotive
association with God through Jesus Christ (= y in cola 2 & 3-4 ).
The pericope then ends with a reinforcement of the appeal to an
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emotive association with God"s grace but adding an appeal to
self-control (= y" in cola 9-1 1) which signals a change in the
discourse. Thus the author selected and structured this pericope
in a coherent chiastic pattern to emphasize the tension and close
interrelationship between x & y (as symbols for a pragmatic
combination of semantic themes and subthemes). This structure is
appropriate and does
not
only
accommodate the different
structural patterns discussed initially but also take all three
semiotic modes into account.
Hiebert"s
(1980b) description of
his three divisions for this pericope, namely the description of
this salvation
(1 : 3-5 ); experiences related to this salvation
(1:6 - 9); and the magnification of this salvation (1:10-1 2),
remarkably confirms my analysis of the text thrust.
2 . 3.3 Text-pragmatic delimitation:
change

function and style-rhetorical

.1 The change in functions of the metapropositional basis from
AEST to VOL to ASS to VOL confirms the syntactic and semantic
demarcation of the following clusters: 1, 2 - 4, 5-9 and 9-11. We
are now in the position to synthesize the results of my
intratextual analysis of the text syntactics , semantics and
pragmatics.

*
2.4 SYNTHESIS: PERICOPE THRUST, PERSPECTIVE AND STRATEGY
2.4.Pericope thrust: structure , discourse development , theme
subthemes

and

.1 It is difficult to discern a pivotal point in the discourse of
this pericope. Some literary critics believe that the emphasis
of a chiastic pattern is inevitably in the centre.
I believe
that a chiastic structure creates a tension in the y - z - z - y
interrelationship in which both elements (y and z) are essential
for the understanding of the message . It almost creates the very
same split reference as is the case with metaphors.
Therefore,
it seems rather as if the thrust of this peri cope is see-sawing
between the two master symbols introduced in the introduction:
#~klekt6s# and #parepid§mos# . On the one hand God"s grace through
Jesus Christ (i e election) is emphasized whereupon, on the other
hand , an appeal to rejoice within their tribulations (i e
rejection) is made to the readers. This·split reference of a
chiastic pattern is in a certain sense confirmed by A B du Toit"s
(1974) conclusion with regard to this pericope. On the one hand,
he identifies the point of revolution in verse 8 (i e the centre
of the chiasmus), but, on the other hand, opts for the diamond
structure which identifies the theme at the beginning and end of
this pericope. This does not only indirectly acknowledge the
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tension between the two constitutive elements of the chiastic
pattern in this pericope, but it inevitably becomes explicit in
Du Toit"s (1974:72) formulation of the peri cope theme: " You have
received a glorious expectation of things to come: Praise God and
rejoice in spite of affliction ."

1: x
2:y
3-4:y_! - 5- 8:x
9-10:
11 :

x
or

y /

/ \

_\ y

\

/
\ /
x

y=l-

y

/
\

. 2 The discourse develops in the following way: Colon 1 consists
of an expression of thanks / praise to God for his mercies
mediated through Jesus Christ which entail a living hope and an
everlasting inheritance and salvation which wil l be revealed at
the end of time . Therefore the addressees are encouraged to
rejoice even if they encounter hardships for a while (colon 2),
because their existence is made meaningful through Christ who is
the foundation of their joy and the security of their future
salvation (cola 3 - 4) . It is this future salvation which was the
subject of int erest for the prophets of old and also for the
angels (cf cola 5 & 8) . This future salvation is inseparably
linked to Jesus Christ, his suffering and exaltation (colon 5).
These things (i e grace / salvation) which were previously veiled
and prophesized by the prophets (cola 5 & 8) , are now , however ,
revealed through the Spirit and openly proclaimed (cf cola 6- 7 in
contrast to 5 & 8) . Cola 9- 11 conclude by making an appeal to the
readers to trust in this sal vation . It simultaneously introduces
pericope III with an appeal to self - control .
" An
. 3 This results in the formulation of the thrust as:
exhortation to the addressees to rejoice and retain self - control,
even in har dsh i p , because they have rec eive d a living hope in
God"s grace and salvation through the mediation of Jesus Christ."

The following subthemes
formulated th r ust:

lIB
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Actants : HI , H2 , H3 and H4 with Sl , S2 and S3
Interrelationships: a , b (only H4:H2) and I (H3, H4 and S2)
Events : assoc ., comm. , transf. , c, f ($), j
T : Ta, Tn+, Tn - and Tx+
2.4 . 2 Pericope perspective: ultimate commitments

&

master symbols

.1 A number of master symbols which give expression of the
communicator-author's
perspective
are emphasized
in
this
pericope: "a living hope in salvation";
"resurrection of Jesus
Christ ";
"i ntimate relationship with Jesus Christ"; "joy amidst
tribulations"; " suffering as purification "; "the privilege of the
revelation of Jesus Christ" ; " the decisiveness of the end time";
and the "imperative to self-control ".
The decisive role which
Jesus Christ plays in each and everyone of these master symbols
already anticipates the text perspective. This is also confirmed
by the intermediatory function of H3 (i e Jesus Christ) in the
constitution of the vertical and horizontal interrelationships
and commitments expressed by the semantic domains and categories
of the different subthemes and metaphors of this pericope . It is
in the light of this selection , omission,
interrelational and
hierarchial structuring of the different subthemes , metaphors and
master symbols that the text perspective will become cleare r as
we proceed.
The chiastic tension between the assertive (indicative) and
appellative
(imperative) references (semantics) and functions
(pragmatics)
are ,
interestingly
enough ,
chronologically
structured - that is first indicative and then imperative (cf II
B 2.2.2 & 2.3.2). Looking back this pattern is also found in the
syntactic combination of the metaphors #~klektos & #parep{demos# .
If this pattern repeats itself we will have to determine its
relevance for the cosmologic perspective of 1 Peter.
2.4.3 Pericope strategy: function

.1 The function of this wel l- defined pericope is to persuade the
addressee s (through appe llat ion and moti va tion / assertion) to a
positive vertical association with God ( i e the supernatural)
through Jesus Christ . Verse 13 functions as a hinge which
introduces a new subtheme, name l y "s elf -control" , which is based
on this positive vertical interrelationship. So hold on. tight ,
more is to come.

*

*
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~_PERICOPE

III

(l:13-25)

3.1 TEXT- SYNTACTIC ANALYSIS
3.1.1 Text-syntactic extension: cola and pericope division
.1 Together with the 3 cola of the hinge verse
(13)
and the
"imperativische Partizip" , namely Isuschematizomenoi#
(cf Brox
1979 : 76), which constitutes colon 4,we have eight cola in this
pericope . Although it is possible that the causal conjunctions
like Ihoti# and ,di6ti, could be very loose so as to introduce an
independent colon , I have judged the ,di6ti# in colon 5 to be
hypotactic (cf Combrink 1975:54). The rule of thumb is if a
relative independent conjunction to a colon is only an expansion
of a subtheme within the relevant colon, it is to be taken as
hypotactic as is the case in colon 5. On the other hand, if a
relative independent conjunction refers back to the previous
colon or discourse as a whole, it is paratactic and therefore
constitutes a new colon (cf Du Toit, ~ C 1977:7-8). The #dioti#
in colon 7 is, however, also hypotactic.
This is semantically
confirmed by the fact that it is an expansion of a subtheme in
colon 7 (i e contrasting the lexeme #fthart6s# with #~fthartos#
and #meniS#).
3 .1.2 Text - syntactic coherence : grammatical reference , structural
markers and cola structure
.1 The following grammatical considerations are to be noted in
considering the cola groupings as expressions of the text
coherence. The proform Idiol in colon 1 forms a hinge with the
previous pericope
Icf Brox 1979:73). Cola 2-4 are asyndetic
because conjunctional proforms are absent i n these cola.
The
comparative 'hiSs' in colon 4 is kataphoric
(i e proleptic)
subordinated to #me suschematizomenoil .
The conjunction lalla'
in colon 5 is an adversative conjunction contrasting colon 5 with
colon 4 . 'Kai# in colon 6 is a paratactic conjunction with colon
5. Colon 7 is also asyndetic while the #d~# in colon 8 is an
adversative conjunction.
In the analysis of the text-syntactic coherence it is also
important to note the personal pronoun of the second person
plural which functions as a proform throughout this pericope.
The second person plural is also reflected in the verb forms
throughout pericope III. Furthermore, one finds that the verb
phrases of 7 of the 8 cola are imperatives.
Colon 8 is the
exception .
Thus grammatically speaking we find a coherent
discourse in this perlcope .
. 2 The
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recurrence (at least twice in the same pericope) of lexemes and
syntactic phenomena
(e g verb forms , negations,etc) as well as
their structural-strategical function
(e g colon matrix, focal
point, hinge function ,
etc).
In the light of the fact that the
semantic and pragmatic structural markers will be discussed in
the following sections (i e 3.2 and 3.3), I am once again only
highlighting the lexemes that recur in this pericope.
The
following lexemes catch
the eye as structurally important:
#hupakoe# (in cola 4 & 7);
#haqios# (four times in colon 5; cf
#hagnfzo#
in colon 7);
#anastrofe#
(in colon 5
&
6;
cf
#anastrefomai# in colon 6); #Christ6s#
(cf
cola 3 & 6); #thebs#
(twice in colon 6 and once in colon 7); #chronos & p{stis# (twice
each in colon 6); #fthartos# (in cola 6 & 7; cf also #afthartos#
in colon 7); #doxa# (cf cola 6 & 7);
#m~no#
(twice in colon 7);
#rema# (cf cola 7 & 8). At this stage one also recognizes lexemes
which occur only once in pericope III, but were important in the
previous pericopes:
#pater#
(colon
6);
#elp{s#
(colon 6);
#anagennao# (colon 7); #e0aggel{zomai# (colon 8); #nekros# (colon
6); and #za6# (colon 7). In the following paragraph, however , we
will see that the structure of cola 6 and 7 are so distinct that
certain other
lexemes which occur only once,
also become
structurally important .
. 3 Concerning the structure of the cola ln this pericope the
similarity between cola 4 and 5 is to be noted.
Both cola are
introduced by a clause of comparison (#has t~kna# and lalla kata
ton
kalesanta#)
which are expanded by
imperatives
(#me
suschematiz6menoi#
and #genethete# respectively) .
We
will
shortly see that this syntactic agreement between cola 4 and 5 is
semantically confirmed.
The similarities between the structure
of cola 6 and 7 are even more extraordinary.
Not only do we find
corresponding structural markers, but both have the hourglass
structure (colon 6 with #ChristoG# and colon 7 with #16gou
zSntos# as focal points); both start with a presupposition
functioning as conditional clauses
(#kal ei patera epikale{sthe#
and #tas psuchas humon h~gnikotes#); both have an imperative as
main
verb
(#§nastr~fete#
and #agapesate#) which is
first
motivated ne~atively and then positively (#hoti o~ .. . alla# and
#ouk ... alIa) with the positive motivation as the focal point of
the hourglass structure (cf above) which is in turn expanded.
Colon 8, which is rather a short colon in contrast to the others,
is adversatively linked to the latter part of colon 7.
3.1.3 Text - syntact ic
coherence

de limi ta tion: text /

per icope

breaks

and

.1 Syntactically we are able to demarcate the following clusters:
1-3 , 4- 5 , 6 - 8
(with 7-8 as a binary cluster within cola 6-8).
Cola 1 - 3 have already been clustered in the previous pericope on
the basis of their imperative matrices whereas cola 4-5 and 6-8
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are separate clusters because of their extraordinary
similarities respective l y .

structural

. 2 The asyndetic cola 4 and 7 respectively signal the clearest
text breaks within the coherent syntactic structure of peri cope
III.
This confirms the cluster delimitation in the previous
paragraph. The con junctions #dic # in 1; 13 and #olm # in 2 ; 1
signal the breaks between the foregoing and following pericopes
respectively .

*
3 . 2 TEXT- SEMANTIC ANALYS IS
3 .2 . 1 Text - seman tic
categories

extension;

semantic

domains

.1 The semantic domains represented in this
extended to the following generic categories;

and

pericope

* Once again the actants include both supernatural
beings. This time it is limited to H2 & 3 and Sl.

and

generic
can

be

hmnan

* It is interesting to note that the different generic categories
in this pericope are once again expressed in terms of the various
interrelationships between the actants .

POSITIVE VERTICAL RELATIONSHIPS ;
H2 ; Sl (·ai) ;
- objects; kinship ('pat~r# - 6) ; supernatural (Itheos# - 6);
- events; communication (#epikal~omail - 6); f.ip.association
(#hupako~# - 4); emo.association (#f6bos & elp{s'
6); change (#genethete# - 5) ; ip.assoc (Ipistis'
-

6)

- abstracts ; religious (Ihagiosl - 5)
Sl;H2 (a ! ) ;
- objects ; kinship ('teknon# - 4);
- events ; communicat ion (Ika leiS# - 5 ; ,f aner60 I - 6);
judgement (#kr{n6# - 6)
Sl;H3 (a ! ) :
- events ; intellectual (#proginoskol) ; f . physiol (#ege{ro# 6); transfer (ldid6mi#
6)
- abstracts ; qu~lity (,d6xa# - 6) ; existence ('nekros# - 6;
#za6# - 7)
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POSITIVE HORIZONTAL RELATIONSHIPS :
H2 ($):
,
- events: conduct (#~nastr~fomai# - 6; #anastrofe' - 5 & 6);
change (#hagn{zo# - 7)
H2:H2 (b%):
- events: ip.emo.assoc (#filadelf{a
- objects : A=ip .r (#allelon#
7)
NEGATIVE HORIZONTAL RELATIONSHIPS:
H2 ($):
- events: emotional (#~pithum{al - 4); f.association
(#suschematiz6mai
4)
/

- events: transfer (Ipatroparadotos# - 6)
- abstract: status (#paroikia#
6)
INSTRUMENTAL:
H3 :H2
- objects: animal (':mn6sl - 6); human body (#haima. - 6)
- events: transf .transact (#lutr66. - 6); change (#anaqenn'5#
- 7); communication (#16gos & rema. - 7 & 8)
- abstracts: quality (#t{mios , amomos , aspTIos# 6 & 7);
existence (,fthart6s , zao & m~n6# - 6 & 7)
TIME ORDER:
- matal.as;
/
,
/
- Ta: #, proterosl
- 4; #'ek tes
proginosk6;
pro
kataboles k6smou#
6)
- Tn: .tbn tes paroikias humSn chr6non & ~p ~sch~tou
ton chronon# - 6)
- Tx: leis ton arona# -7)
At first glance all these different categories create the
impression of an incomprehensible whole. Therefore, let us now
proceed to analyse the text-semantic coherence.
It is only in
the coherent semotactic interrelationship and referential unity
of the generic categories that we will be able to discern the
semantic emphasis and structure of this pericope.
One shou l d
mention that this incomprehensible intratextual appea ranc e of
this pericope is obviously comprehensible for insiders who share
the metaphoric conventions in the text.
This underlines the
necessity of a historical analysis for all secondary receptions
of ancient texts.
3 . 2 .2 Tex.!-semantic coherence:
semotactic structure, coreference
and referential unity (~~ theme s and subthemes)
.1 The semantic reference to self-control (f .$ ) in cola 1 - 3 sets
the stage for the semantic structure of t his pericope .
The
semotactic structure of cola 4 and 5 is evident.
Both are
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introduced
by
associating the addressees in
a
vertical
relationship in terms of kinship (a!) in colon 4 and selective
communication (a!) in colon 5 after which both are followed by an
appeal to self - control (f$+ and f$ - ) in colon 4 and religious
conduct (Lg.$+) in colon 5 respectively.
In conclusion the main
thrust of the two cola are in turn motivated by contrasting the
addressees former ignorance
(d- )
In colon 4 and quoting
scriptural proof (i e an event of authoritative communication) in
colon 5 . The similarities in semantic structure are also evident
in cola 6 and 7. They are also introduced by the interpersonal
association of the addressees , namely a vertical
(ai: God as
their Father in colon 6) and horizontal (b%: brothers of each
other in colon 7) relationship. This is then followed in both
cola by an appeal to a sincere (j: intellectually judged - cf
#kr !nonta & ~nup6kriton#) vertical (= f . $.i in colon 6) and
horizontal (- f.b% in colon 7) conduct which are both motivated
first negatively (-) and then positively (+) . These two cola
differ, however , in the ensuing description and explication of
the change agent (I: lalla timlo halmati .. . Christou# and # dia
16gou zontos theou# respectively) responsible for this new
conduct. Both cola qualify and highlight the absoluteness of the
change agents by describing the mediators' positive relationship
to God (a!: viz that God is committed to the change agents); as
well as their time - historical implications (Ta & Tx:
i
e the
precosmologic determination and everlasting existence and quality
of the change agents) .
. 2 Semotactically the clustering of cola 4- 5 as well as 6 - 7 is
confirmed by their coreference . On the one hand, we are able to
link cola 4 - 7 in the light of their extraordinary parallelistic
coreference to interpersonal relationships (vertical in cola 4 , 5
& 6 and horizontal in 4 and 7) and an appeal to a new (in
contrast with the old) way of living that the addressees should
aohere to. On the other hand , the emphatic difference between
cola 4-5 where this new conduct is referred to very briefly (as
if setting the tone) in contrast to cola 6 - 7 where it is
elaborately expanded i n terms of the mediation of this new life
style , is enough reason to discern cola 4 - 5 and 6 - 7 as smaller
clusters within cola group 4- 7 .
. 3 The author established a referential unity between the
following subthemes which are expressed by a number of metaphors
(cf the historical analysis) : a mediated (I) change (i e
expressed by cultic and socio - economic metaphors) and conduct
control
(f) which are constantly related in terms of the
addressees' vertical (a) and horizontal (b) relationships within
a specific time order (T). We wi ll see in the the rest of I Peter
that the . communicator - author often interrelates the horizontal
relationship between the addressees (b%) with their vertical
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relationship towards God (ai) (cf 2:17; 3:8-12; 4:7-11; 5:1 - 11).
Obviously this actantial interrelationship will prove to have
important implications for the text thrust, perspective and
strategy of 1 Peter.
An analysis of the
referential
unity
of this pericope,
furthermore,
reveals a split reference between 'logos' and
#~esous Christos#. This
is semantically more than evident. The
referential unity between the lexemes #~nagenn~6,
z~6,
~esoGs
Christ6s, ~n~stasis & euaggel{zo# established in pericope II is
reflected in pericope III where #~esous Christous# is described
as 'ton 4ge{ranta autbn ek nekron# in colon 6 and the #lbgos# in
terms of Izao, e&aggel{z6 & anagennao# in cola 7- 8. Add to this
that
the lexemes #'resous Christ6s# and #lbgos#
ftmction
style-rhetorically, structurally (cf II B 3.3.1) and semantically
(i e as "change agents") exactly in the same way in cola 6 and 7
respectively, the metaphoric split reference is clearly intended
by the communicator-redactor.
In the light of the metaphoric
theory discussed in section A of this chapter (cf II A 2.3.1.2),
the question to be answered is wh·ether
Ilbgosl
is
the
foregrounded vehicle for the tenor tle-SOllS Christ6s#.
In this
regard the change in lexemes (i e #logos# which is replaced by
#rema') could help us to uncover the split reference. Verse 25b
clearly identifies the tenor of the vehicle Irema# as "the gospel
message " . One is tempted to apply this directly to #logos#, but
then it does not explain the change in lexemes.
Intratextually a
better solution would be to exploit the semantic and pragmatic
identification of #logos' with #'Iesous Christos# as the " change
agent". In the 1 ight of the fact that the addressees were not in
direct contact with the historic Jesus
(cf 1:8) but were
converted through the proclamation of Christ (cf 1:12), the
communicator-author interrelated the reference to the change
agent (i e "Christ" or the "Word") with the aid of the lexeme
#rema#:

#~lutr6thete#(1:1§)

#humeis anagennesas(1 : 3) dial
#bnagegennemenoi#(1:23)

= #ChristoG#}

=

II

#l6gou#

}#rema#

} --

"gospel

= message

of Jesus"

It is much more convincing in the light of 1:10- 12 and 1:25 that
the split reference between #l6gos# and l 'Iesous Christos# is
interrelated with the selected co-textual semantic domain #rema#
which refers to "God"s word / good news concerning Jesus Christ"
(i e the gospel message).
Although this explanation is in line
with the current interpretations of the metaphor #logos#
(cf
Kelly 1969:81; Arichea & Nida 1980:46-48), it exceeds them in two
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respects. Firstly , it gives a plausible intratextual explanation
for the change in lexemes from #logos# to #rema# (cf 1:23-25),
namely that #rema# f unctions as a vehicle for the tenor #16gos#.
Secondly,
it identifies the tenor of the metaphoric vehicle
#16gos# more appropriately as #Christos# (cf 1:3 and 1:18 - 23) and
not in the first place as the "gospel message " . This is in line
with the important metaphoric vehicles #gala & l{thos# in
pericope IV which also have #Christ6s# as the tenor. To put the
cherry on the cake the metaphor #16gos# recurs in pericope IV
explicitly in 2:8 but also covertly in 2:2 (cf III B 4.2.2 &
4.3.1). This time the identification with the person Jesus Christ
as the tenor of #16gosj is unmistakably clear (cf especially
2 :8 ).

3.2.3 Text-semantic
coherence

delimitation:

text

/

peri cope

breaks and

.1 Semantically the clusters can be delimitated on the basis that
cola 6-7 differ from 4-5 by the elaborate addition of subtheme
"I" (change agent) .
It is also cle a r that the conduct In cola
4- 5 is described in more general terms whereas cola 6-7 are more
specific. Cola 1 - 3 constitute the hinge between peri cope II and
III .

*
3.3 TEXT- PRAGMATIC ANALYSIS
3.3.1
Text-pragmatic
functions

extension:

cola-

and

style- rhetorical

.1 The imperative request signals (P = YOU plus MB = I.VOLO)
dominate this pericope ent irely.
It is only colon 8 that is an
exception - it is an assertion (P = X-YOU and MB = ASSERT).
Therefore, pericope III reflects predominantly a pluripersonal
and appellative text function expressing purposefulness and
prospectivity .
. 2 Although this pericope is style - rhetorically dominated by the
syntactic equivalence of repetitive imperative cola matrices, the
syntactic deviation of elaborate style-rhetorical imbedments both
to the noun and verb phrases (cf especially cola 6 and 7) is an
aesthetic foregrounding which
creates
a
co-text for the
appellative nature of this pericope. The aesthetic foregrounding
of the text syntactics is especially elevated by the semantic
deviation - that is by contrasting their former and present
life-styles a s well as their impe rishable salvation in contrast
to the perishable. Likewise the syntactic deviation of chain
linkages (i e through imbedments) which clip - moves to a focal
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point which again is expanded by chain linkages
(cf cola 6 and
7) ,
is style - rhetorically important.
This creates an aesthetic
hourglass structure for cola 6 and 7 . We have seen in the
analysis of the text-semantic coherence (cf II B 3.2.2) that this
style-rhetorical feature
(i
e
the
hourglass
structure)
pragmatically confirmed the identical function of #Christ6s# and
116gos# within the hourglass structure of cola 6
and
7
respectively.
It is especially in the light of this pragmatic
equation of #Christos# and Ilogos# that the communicator - author
is forced to explain this split reference in terms of #rema# as I
suggested above .
It is clear that the above-described aesthetic foregrounding
functions as an enforcement and motivation of the appeal to the
addressees.
The emotive and cultic emphasis in this aesthetic
foregrounding will become clear in the historical analysis .
It
is to be noticed that this interplay between the appellative and
assertive communication with the addressees is syntactically,
semantically and
now also pragmatically (cf the cola and
style - rhetorical functions) confirmed . In theological terms this
is referred to as the variational interplay between "teaching "
and " paraenesis" in this pericope (cf Brox 1979:79). Furthermore,
a text-syntactic equivalence is found in the rhyme and rhythm of
the phrases in cola 6 (cf 1:18 - 20) and 7 (cf 1:23-24) (cf III B
&
2 . 3.3 .1). In conclusion I would like to remark that
2 .3 .1 .1
most of these features highlight all three pericopes analysed up
till now and reflect as such a pattern for the style- rhetor ic al
strategy of the communicator - author.
3.3 .2
Text-pragmatic
rhetorical unity

coherence :

text - functional

and

style-

.1 It has been argued that this pericope is marked by 7
appellative metapropositional bases (i e in cola 1-7). It is only
colon 8 that is an assertion (MB = I . ASS) . This assertion has the
function of motivating the appeal to the addressees by assuring
them of their privileged situation (i e of having received the
good
news).
Therefore,
this
pericope
continues
the
pluripersonal , group- identificative and appellative / persuasive
text function .
Appellative factors (A) used to enforce this
persuasion ranges from emotive, associative, poetic and cult ic
appeals which are style- rhetorically
(i
e
aesthetically)
imbedded .
. 2 The extraordinary similarities in the individual structures of
cola 4- 7 have been dealt with. Now we have to take a look at the
structure of the peri cope as a whole .
Because cola 1-3 have been
identified as a hinge cluster we are left with cola 4-8. One
could semantically disce rn a chiastic pattern by forcing the
kinship motives in terms of a horizontal and vertica l
emphasis :
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children (colon 4: b%); y: the holy One who called
(colon 5:
a ! ) ; y : your Father (colon 6: ail and x: brothers (cola 7-8:
b%) . This pattern, however, is problematic because #t~kna# in
colon 4 also reflects a vertical relationship.
Therefore, I
would prefer to base my structure on the int ernal semantic and
pragmatic structures of the individual cola. This results in a
combination of cola 4-5 (cluster x: religious conduct in general)
as the introduction which sets the tone for the expan sion in cola
6 -8. Cola 6-8 can in turn be divided in cluster y: religious
conduct in terms of their vertical relationship (colon 6); and
cluster z : religious conduct in terms of their horizontal
relationship (cola 7-8).
X:

3.3.3 Text - pragmatic delimitation:
change

function and style- rhetorical

The dominating appellative character of this pericope implies no
function change (except for colon 8 which is syntactically
inseparably linked to colon 7). This makes it difficult to
distinguish clusters from a pragmatic point of view .
It is only
the relative structural similarities and dissimilarities between
cola 4-5 and 6- 8 which give us some indication for the text pragmatic delimitation of this pericope.

*
3.4 SYNTHESIS: PERI COPE THRUST, PERSPECTIVE AND STRATEGY
3 . 4.1 Per icope thrust: structure ,
and subthemes

discourse

development,

theme

.1 Although it 1S once again not so simplistic to discern a
pivotal point in terms of Jordan"s models, the structural
boundaries have been syntactical ly, semantically and pragmatically determined . The hinge cluster is important in the sense that
it gives the paraenetical accord (viz self-control) for this
pericope as a logical implication of their salvation as it was
described in the previous pericope. However, it is only in cola
4-5 that the tone for this pericope is set, namely "r eligious
conduct - control ".
Cola 6-8 are only an elaboration of this
theme .
Therefore,
I would like to propose the following
structure with cola 4-5 as the pivotal point:
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/

1 - 3 !!

\

4- 5 x

/ \
/
6

/

\
\

7- 8

.2 A conclusion on the development of the discourse in this
pericope can now be reached in the light of th e analysis of the
three textual modes. The pericope starts with cola 1 - 3 as a
hinge cluster (cf the syntactic conjunction) which serves as an
attention pro.mpter as well as an introduction to this pericope
(cf the pragmat ic anal ysis) .
Thi s introduct ion admon i shes the
addressees to be alert and to live in the hope /
expectat ion of
their future salvation which coincides with the revelation of
Jesus Christ. This appeal to self-control is then explicated in
religious - ethical terms which entails that they should liv e a
holy life
as obedient children who reject their previous
life - style in order to follow the footsteps of the One who called
them (i e their holy Father) (cf cola 4-5). This holy life is
then explained in cola 6 - 8 in which the reference to the
addressees as "c hildren " is elaborated in terms of God as their
Father and also in terms of one another as brothers / siblings of
each other.
In the light of this relationship with their Fathe r
they should fear / revere God in their daily conduct as residing
aliens who were set free by Jesus Christ who is in turn the
foundation of their relationship to God (colon 6). Furthermore ,
if their lives are changed accordingly they should love one
another because they are born again through the living and
eternal word of God
(colon 7)
- that is Jesus Christ who has
already been proclaimed to them (colon 8).
Thus graphically the discourse d evelops in the following way:
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In contrast to my pericope division some scholars take 1:22-25
either as a separate pericope (cf Schelkle 1976:51)
or together
with 2:1-3 (cf Goppelt 1978:8 & 127) under the theme "brotherly
love ". This division is primarily based on a content analysis
(cf Brox 1979:90) without taking the coherence of the different
text modes into account .
In my opinion ,
I
have convincingly
illustrated that 1:22-25 is syntactically,
semantically and
pragmatically part and parcel of pericope III. This does not mean
that I disregard the close linkage with 2 :1- 3. There is, however,
a better solution than to force an unwarranted text break between
1: 21 and 22 . We will discuss this issue in section C 2 .2 of this
chapter .
. 3 The thrust can now be formulated:
"An
exhortation to the
addressees to be holy in their conduct towards God as well as
towards their fellow believers while they are sojourning in this
world, because their previous
life -styl es have been changed by
Jesus Christ and the proclamation of 'God's word' which put them
into a filial relationship with the holy God."

Subthemes:

Actants: H2 and H3 together with 51
Interrelationships: a ( ! & i) , b ( & %) and I (H3)
Events : assoc ., corom"
transfer, c~ d , e , f ($), j, 1
T: Ta, Tn and Tx
3,4.2 Pericope perspective: ' master symbo ls
The master symbols found in pericope III are primarily expressed
by the following metaphors : an imperative to a
"holy conduct" in
which God is v iewed as a
"Father"
and
the believers as
s iblings";
a "li berated " and
"r eborn "
life-style
(cf the
II
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contrast
"Einst
und
Jetzt"
as well as
"Hoffnung
und
Sinnlosigkeit" - Brox 1979:81); and the "precosmic" and "eternal"
role of "Jesus Christ" or the "Word" as the change agent.
The fact that these master symbols are interpreted in terms of
"kosmisch-weltgeschichtliche Dimensionen"
IBrox 1979:79; Goppelt
1978:124-126) emphasizes the role of master symbols in expressing
the cosmo logic perspective of a text. The decisive role of Jesus
Christ in this respect already suggests the Christological
perspective of 1 Peter. The interrelationship between pericope II
and III as expressed by #di~# also provides us with an indication
of the hierarchial and chronological structure of the cosmologic
perspective, namely the imperative as a consequence of the
indicative Icf Goppelt 1978: 110-113) . This hierarchial pattern is
also found in pericope II Icf II B 2.4.2).
Likewise the actantial roles are clearly defined in terms of a
family structure which was constituted through the rebirth of the
addressees effected by Christ
and
the
Word
Icf Elliott
1982:418-420). In this regard the identification of God as the
"Father" is significant for the hierarchial reconstruction of the
cosmologic perspective, because the role of the "father"
is
decisive for the existence, conduct and future of his "children"
Icf Manke 1975:100) within the totality of their cosmologic
world.
3.4.3 Pericope strategy: function

.1 This pericope fits neatly into the appellative strategy
directed at the addressees in order to persuade them to adhere to
a holy conduct.
The
communicator-author
used
emotional,
text-historical and style-rhetorical motivations and assertions
of their vertical and horizontal commitments to persuade them.
This pericope is therefore syntactically,
semantically
and
pragmatically a coherent pragmatic unit.

*

*
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i.PERICOPE IV

(~:!-lQ)

4.1 TEXT- SYNTACTIC ANALYSIS
4.1.1 Text - syntactic extension: cola and pericope division
.1 Considering the imperative participles in cola 1 and 3 as well
as the five nominal cola (i e & ,7 and 10 - 12) in which the verb
#e~nai# as a copula is omitted, pericope
IV consists of 12 cola .
A few remarks regarding some cola divisions seem warranted .
Although imperative participles are syntactically linked to the
previous discourse , it seems that the semantic and pragmatic
modes override the syntactic mode which could
justify the
demarcation of a new colon.
Therefore ,
I have chosen to
demarcate cola 1 and 3 as separate cola. Obviously , when one
limits cola demarcation to syntactic considerations, 2 : 1- 4 should
be taken as one colon.
However,
I bel ieve that al though
syntactic considerations should dominate cola demarcation in
general, one
should
not
ignore
semantic
and pragmatic
considerations - especially when the latter clearly overrides the
syntactic mode .
#Dioti# (in verse 6) as a causal conjunction
could be taken either hypotactically as part of colon 4 or
paratactically introducing a new colon (cf Blass & Debrunner
1961:238) . I have judged that it introduces a new colon in the
light of the fact that #dioti# refers back to colon 3 and 4 as a
whole and is therefore not imbedded within colon 4 . This
text - semantic argl~ent (cf 4.2 . 2) is in accord with the criteria
for colon demarcation as proposed by Louw (1979:27 & 39 -4 0) .
Within colon 5 we distinguish two further cola which are ,
however , subcola because they are quotations determined by the
matrix of colon 5_
4 . 1 . 2 Text - syntactic coherence: grammatical reference, structural
markers and cola structure
.1 The proform loun# (i e a consecutive conjunction) in colon 1
indicates either a return to the previous to pic after the
parenthetic colon 8 in peri cope III, or it could summarize what
has previously been said in order to form a transition to a new
topic or pericope (cf Blass & Debrunne r 1961:234-35). This issue
can only be settled after we have cons idered the semantic and
pragmatic modes of the text.
In cola 2- 3, 8 and 11-12 the
conjunctional profo r ms are absent and are therefore asyndetic .
The comparative Ihos# in colon 2 is kataphorically subordinated
to #epipothesate# . Colon 4 is linked by the proform #kal# (i e a
copulative conjunction) .
The proform #di6til as a I?aratactic
causal conjunction introduces colon 5. The proforms lounl (colon
6) and #d~#
(cola 7 and 10) are consecu ti ve and adversative
conjunctions respectively.
The relative pronoun #hol# is a
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,

proform in cola 8 and 11 which refers back to #apistousin# in
colon 7 and to #humels# ~n colon 10 respectively.
The #hoi# in
colon 12 is the masculine plural article which also recapitulates
#humeis# in colon 10. The relative construction lers hal in colon
9 refers back to cola 7 and 8. This confirms that colon 9 should
be taken as a separate colon - that is apart from the fact that
it has an independent noun and verb phrase in any case .
Once again the prof arm of the second person plural (as expressed
in #humeis# and the verb forms) is of great importance in
determining the syntactic coherence of this pericope.

,

.2 The following structural markers can be identified:
#pas#
(3
times in colon 1; Il{thos# (in cola 3 , 4 , 5 and twice ~n--colon
, ;»
"
1'7);
#eklektos#
(in cola 3, 6 , 10; cf #kaleo#
in colon 10);
#~ntimos# (in cola 3 , 5; cf
#time# in colon 6); #theos# (cf cola
3, 4 & 11); #piste06# (in cola---5- & 6; cf #apiste6# in colon 7);
#hier~teuma & hAgios# (cf cola 4 & 10); #labs# (in colon
10 and
twice in colon 11); #oikodomeo# (cf cola ~7); Inun#
(in cola
11 & 12);
#eleeo#
(twice in colon 12). A few other structural
markers catch the eye when one takes the foregoing pericopes into
account: #logos#
(in colon 8; cf #logikos# in colon 2) #,Iesous
Christos# (in colon 4); #kl~rios# (cf colon 2) ; and #zao# (cf cola
3 & 4) •

. 3 Pericope IV is highly structured just like pericopes I - III .
Compare once again the high frequency of twofold (cola 3, 4 , 5, 7
and 10 - 12) , threefold (colon 4?), fourfold (cola 5,7 and 10) and
fivefold (cola 1, 4? and 10?) expansions or imbedments.
In colon
1 we encounter a chain linkage of 5 words linked by #kat# (4x)
and the excessive use of #pas# (3x) . Colon 2 is introduced by a
comparative clause followed by the imperative #.epipothesate#
which is in turn followed by a final clause
(#hina
#)
and
also the protasis in the last part of the colon. The structure
of cola 4 and 10 are similar to colon 2:
starting off with a
comparative
clause (i e #ka1 auto,- hos
lithoi zontes# and #humeis
\
I'
: ) ,
,
de genos
eklekton. . .
# respect~vely)
followed by a verb
(#oikodomeisthe# ~n 4 and omitted in 10) which is in turn
followed by a final clause (#anenegkai# and #hapas#).
Cola 4 and
10 are also similar to one another in the light of the excessive
binary combinations of words (e g farkas neumatikbs & hier~teuma
h~gion# in colon 4 and #genos eklekt n ,
bas~leion
hierateuma &
~thnos hagion# in colon 10) .
4.1 . 3 Text-syntactic
coherence

delimitation: text / pericope

breaks

and

.1 Syntactically the following clusters seem verified on the
basis of the strong grammatical linkages between the cola:
3- 5,
6-9 and 10-12. At this stage nothing is to be concluded on cola 1
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and 2 as well as on the linkage of the clusters.
Therefore let
us proceed to the semantic analysis in order to gain more insight
into the composition of this pericope.

*
4.2 TEXT-SEMANTIC
ANALYSIS
-4.2.1 Text-semantic
categories

extension:

semantic

domains

and

generic

.1 The following generic categories dominate this pericope:

* The actants referred to are: H2, H3, H5 and Sl
* Once again the relationship between the actants is decisive for
the distinction of semantic domains and categories:

POSITIVE VERTICAL RELATIONSHIPS:
H2:'H3' (al & b):
- objects: milk (#q~la# - 2); #k~rios# - 2)
- events: associatron-(emotive: #~pipoth~o# - 2; #piste~o#
- 6); physiol (#auxano#
2); sensory (#geDomai# 2); movement
(#pros~rchomai# - 3); building
activity (#oikodome6#
4); emotive
(#kataischQnomai# - 5)
- abstracts: quality (#time# - 6)
H2 : S 1 (a i) :
- events: movement (#;naf~r6# - 4); cultic (g: #thus{a# - 4)
- abstracts: quality (#pneumatik6s, - 4)
S 1 : ' H3' (a!):
- events: control (f:#t{themi# - 5); intellectual (d:
#eklektos# - 3, 5)
- abstract s: quali ty (#ent imos # - 3, 5)
objects : stone (#l{thos, l{thos akrogoniaios, kefale gon{a#
- 3, 5 and 7)
Sl:H2 (a!):
- events: inte llectual (j: # e{lprosde"ktos # - 4); communicat ion
(#kaleo# - 10); association (#eleeo# - 11) ;transfer
(#peripo{esis# - 10)
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NEGATIVE VERTICAL RELATIONSHIPS:
H5:'H3' (al) :
- events: intellectual (j : #apodokim~zo# - 3 & 7) ; association
"
1-# : 7); movement (#pr6skomma# - 7,
(# aOlsteo
#proskoot6# - 8); emotive (#skandalon# - 7);
control (f: #apeithe6# - 8)
Sl:H5 (a !- )
- events: control (f: #t{themi, - 9)
INSTRUMENTAL:
, H3 '
:.
> \,
.\
- abstracts : relational (len auto# - 2; 'pros h one - 3; #dla
'Iesou Christou# - 4; #§p' a0to# - 5; existence(#zao# - 3)
- objects : #g~la# (2) , #l{thos, kefale gon{a, petra. (3 , 5 &
7), #16gos# (8)
- events: change (#soteria# - 2); building activity
(#orkodom~o# - 4)
HORIZONTAL RELATIONSHIPS :
H2 : H2 (b$ & %):
- events: control (f$: #apot{themi, - 1, ,bas{leios# - 10);
communication (#dolos, katalali&' - 1); emotive
(#fth6nos# - 1)
- abstracts: positive - negative (#kak{a, hup6krisis# - 1)
religious character (#pneumatik6s , hagios# - 4);
quantity (#pas# - 1 )
,
,'
''.
"
- objects: H2 (#brefe#
- 2; #llthos
, olkos,
hlerateuma'
- 4;
#g~nos , hier&teuma , ~thnos , la6s# - 10 & 11)
H2:H5 (b ):
- abstracts: relation (contrast: #d~# - 7 & 10)
- events: communication (#exaggello, - 10)
TIME ORDER/REALM :
- Tn (#artigennetos. - 2; #nun# - 11 & 12)
- Ta vs Tn ('sk6tos & f6s# ~O and #pot~ & nun# - 11)
4.2.2 Text-semantic coherence:
semotactic structure, coreference
and referential unity (i ~ themes and subthemes)
.1 The structure of colon 1 is semotactically characterized by a
fivefold expansion to the imperative of "conduct control" (f.$)
on horizontal level
(b). The rest of
this
pericope
is
style- rh etorically highlighted with a number of metaphors (cf I B
4.3 .1) . It is,
therefore,
not a coincidence that
the key in
unlocking the semantic coherence of this peri cope is found in its
metaphoric references.
Although the semantic coherence of this
pericopeis,
to a
certain extent, blurred because of this high
density of metaphors , a close scrutiny nevertheless revealed the
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following.
Colon 2 introduces a metaphor of newborn babes (i e
referring to the addressees) which are encouraged to long for
their nourishment.
The communicator-author in turn
subtly
identifies this nourishment
(#g&'la#) with #klfrios# (cf Goppelt
1978 : 136). This is done through a syntactic linkage between
#k~rios# . on the one hand . and the metaphor
#~geusasthe# and the
ambiguous proform #~n auto#. on the other hand . At this stage .
however. it is important to note that #~n adto# could refer to
either #o&la# or #kQrios# as the tenor of the vehicle #a&xethete#
and like~ the vehicle #kQrios# cou ld either refer to the tenor
Sl or H3.
Once aga1n the author very cunningly identified
#k~rios# with H3
(cf the style-rhetorical analysis of #logikos#
and #chrest~s# as well as the co-textual analysis in II B 4.3).
Therefore . colon 2 describes the relationship between H2 (i e the
addressees) and H3 (i e Jesus Christ). Now this sets the tone for
what is to follow.
In cola 3 - 9 the relationship H2:H3 is defined in terms of a new
metaphor - a " stone-building " concept.
In colon 3 the link with
#k~rios# (alias 'H3' which split refers to #gala#) is established
by #pr~s h~n#.
The #l{thon z6nta# in colon 3 is dualistically
expanded by contrasting the negative and a positive appreciation
thereof. Colon 4 continues to reinforce the relationship H2:H3
by transferring the "stone "
metaphor corporatively to the
addressees as well. This relationship results in a positive
relationship (ai & ! ) towards God (Sl) through (and now the
author flashes his secret trump card for all to see) Jesus Christ
whereby the author interrelates H3 with the #l{thos z5n# .
In
colon 5 a quotation is used to confirm the intermediate role of
H3 1n the H2:S1 interrelationship .
Cola 6- 9 contrast the
relationship of
insiders
(H2)
and outsiders
(H5)
to this
" elect- living - cornerstone " which is replaced once in colon 8 by a
previously used metaphor for Jesus Christ . namely #logos#
(cf
pericope III). Cola 10 - 12 are actually part of this contrast (cf
the #de# in colon 10) between insiders and outsiders. but are
distinguished from the prev i ous cola by introducing a fourfold
string
of
new
metaphors
for
the
addressees .
These
socio - political and religious metaphors clearly express the
corporative relationship established between H2 and Sl through
the mediator H3. The string of metaphors in colon 10 are followed
by a final clause in which physiological (#sk6tos & f5s#)
and
time - orderly (#pot~ . nun#) contrasts are made . It is within this
co- text that the final
clause introduces the proclamat i on
(#~Xa2g~116#) of the acts of the " One " who took the in i tiative
(#kal 0#)
in
establishing
thei r
new
sociological
and
eschatological status
(cf Goppelt 1978:154). These acts were
extensively and metaphorically explained in pericope IV .
Lastly the syntactic
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semotactically confirmed : each colon starts ""ith a metaphor ic
introduction which is followed by an exhortation, a goal and a
motivation . This in itself confirms the coherence of pericope IV
but at the same time provides the demarcation of the clusters (cf
4.2 . 3) .
. 2 The fact that this pericope operates on such a highly strung
metaphoric and symbolic level, makes the semantic references
complicated and often difficult to follow.
I t is needless to say
that this pericope will become almost incomprehensible for the
normal average reader of this text .
This implies that the
historical dimension is extremely important for the communication
of pericope IV (cf III B 2.4.2.2). The primary reception of this
text, which was probably read in the meetings of the early
church, was probably unproblematic (even stimulating) because of
this very fact that they shared the historical conventions of the
communicator-author (cf Minear 1982:243). For our understanding
of this ancient text we are, however,
forced to make an in-depth
intratextual analysis of the text semantics.
Semantically the syntactic coherence between cola 3-5 and 6-9 is
confirmed by the coreference in cola 3-9 to the #lithos zan'
introduced in colon 3. Cola 10-12 are also semantically a unit
with the coreference of the semantic related lexemes #genos,
~thnos & l~os# found in colon 10 and the Old Testament quotation
~n
cola 11-12. The chiastic coreference established by the
references to insiders and outsiders within cola 6-10,
is also
constitutive for the semantic
coherence of this pericope:
x:#humin# (colon 6) ; y:IApistoQsin# (colon 7); y : #prosk6ptousin#
(in colon 8); x:#humeis# (colon 10).
At this stage we are i n a position to discuss cola 1 and 2 and
how they fit into this pericope or rather into pericope III and
IV. It is clear that these two cola have a hinge function just
like 1:13 hinges pericope II and III. Pericope III ends with a
cluster group in which the loving relationship between the
reborned siblings is motivated . In pericope IV cola 1 and 2
corefer to the semantic themes of brotherly love
(expressed in
colon 1 by calling on the addressees to put away everything that
could jeopardize brotherly love - cf the componential analysis) ,
rebirth, and also an allusion to the metaphor #16gos#
(cf
#artigenneta brefe# and #logikon# in colon 2). On the other hand
cola 1 2 link semantically with cola 3-12 in two ways: colon 2
introduces the topic for cola 3-9 (i e the tenor #k~rios' for the
vehicle #lithos zan' which dominates cola 3- 9) ; as well as the
tOp'ic for cola 10-12
(i e the tenor Ibrefos# for the vehic les
'g~nos, l~os & ~thnos# in 10-12). The text coherence between cola
3 9 is confirmed in the programmatical colon 3 which contrasts
election and rejection of Christ in anticipation of the election
(cf cola 4 & 5) and rejection (cf cola 6-9) of mankind.
Likewise
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cola 3-4 anticipate the semantic development in cola 5-12: the
election-rejection contrast in colon 3 reoccurs in cola 5 - 9; and
the corporate description of the addressees in colon 4 reoccurs
in cola 10-12 (cf Brox 1979:95-96; Elliott 1982:419-423; Kelly
1969:89).
We have already seen that the semotactic analysis of the text
coherence identified #)esous Christ6s# as the tenor for the
metaphoric vehicles #gala#,
#lithos zon#
(cf Goppelt 1978:141)
and possibly also #fos# (cf Kelly 1969:100). Therefore, the great
number of coreferences to the tenor "Jesus Christ " in this
pericope is decisive for its semantic coherence.
Furthermore,
the readers would surely have noted the parallels and close
relationship between pericopes III and IV (cf Kelly 1969:82).
This is especially evident in the light of the importance of the
Christological metaphors
in
these
two
pericopes.
This
interrelationship will be discussed in detail within the analysis
of the text of 1 Peter as a whole (cf II C 2.2) .
. 3 The referential unity has indirectly already been dealt with
in my analysis
of
the semotactic structure and semantic
coreference .
This pericope resembles a trio (i e three-part
composition) which is in unison due to its highly strung and
complex metaphoric pitch which constantly and predominantly
refers to the relationship between H2 (as a group), H3, H5 and
Sl. Once again it is important to note the decisive and mediatory
role of H3 (i e either positive for H2 or negative for H5) in the
constitution of the the relationships H2/H5:S1; H2:H2; and H2:H5
within the cosmologic time order (Ta & Tn). What strikes the eye
in addition to the decisive role of H3 is the emphasis on the
corporative status of H2. The communicator took great trouble to
define this status with a vast numbe r of
religious
and
socio-political metaphors . At this stage it has already become
clear that a specific referential unity throughout (at least thus
far) creates a coherent melody in 1 Peter.
It should also not go unnoticed at this stage that the semantic
correlation between cola 10-12 (i e 2:9 - 10) and pericope I (i e
1 :1- 2)
is extraordinary conspicuous .
I n addit i on Goldstein
(1973 :1 20) shows that the references to God's mercy (cf 1 : 3 and
2:10) also frame this whole section . These observations wil l be
followed up in II C 2.2
4.2 . 3 Text - semantic
coherence-

delimitation:

text

/

pericope

breaks and

.1 Although I have identified a chiasmus between cola 6-10, the
theme shift from n{thos zon# (in cola 3-9) to #humeis de# (in
10-12) justifies the cluster grouping: 3-9 and 10-12. Cola 1-2
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have also been identified as a cluster in the light of the
discourse in pericope III. However , the strongest argument for
the cluster demarcation
(viz 1- 2 , 3- 9 and 10,- 12) is the change in
,
metaphors: from #brefos# (colon 2) to #llthos#
(colon 3) to
#l~os# (colon 10) ; different exhortations :
from #§pipothesate#
(colon 1) to #oikodomeisthe# (colon 3) to an omitted verb (colon
10) ; and different goals: from thina en auto auxethete# (colon 2)
to #&nen~gkai pneumatikAs thus{as# (colon 4) to #h6p6s t~s Aret~s
~xaggeilete# (colon 10) .
Although the semantic interrela~ionship between the clustergroups has been explained in th i s analysis , we are not yet in a
position to finalize it . We still have to conside r the pragmat ic
analysis as well as the coreferences in 1 Peter as a whole .

*
4 . 3 TEXT- PRAGMATIC ANALYSIS
4.3.1 Text - pragmatic
functions

extension :

cola

and

style- rhetorical

.1 Together with the imperative participles there a re 4 col a with
the P = YOU and MB = I . VOL (c f cola 1- 4) . It is possible that the
nominal colon 1 0 could follow the imperative cue of the pa r allel
structured cola 2 and 4 and be interpreted as an imperative to
the addressees , namely " to be " what you are. Once again the only
other metapropos i tional basis gove r ning this pe r icope is P = X
wi th MB = I.ASSERT (cf cola 5- 9 , possibly 10 and also 1 1- 12) .
Thus this pericope reflects a pluripersonal text function which
i s dominated by request signals expressing purposefulness and
prospectivity on the one hand , as well as evaluative s i gnals
expressing both a posit i ve factual i ty of t h e relat i ons H2 :H 3 a nd
H3 : S1 and a negative factuality of the relation H3 : H5 and S l :H5 .
. 2 Style - rhetorically this pericope reinforces the author's
affinity to interrelate the appellative with the assertive in his
communication wi t h the addressee s .
In contrast to peri c o pe II I
where the emphasis of the cola matrices was on the appeal to a
relationship with God (co l a 4 - 6) , one another (colon 7) , and the
retrospective assertion of a relationship with Jesus Chr i s t (cola
6 - 7), we now found in per i cope IV t hat it is just the other way
r ound: the appea l i s to an actua li zed relationsh i p wi t h Jesu s
Christ (cola 1- 9), wi th one another (cola 1- 12) , an d the
retrospective assertion of God's involvement (cola 4- 12). A new
feature , however ,
is
the
introduction
of
a purposefu l
prospectivity (goal) of this relationship with Jesus Ch ri st and
one another (viz #auxethete , anen egkai & § x agge{lete# in c ola 2,
4 and 10 respec t ively) .
Th i s style -rhetorical
equ i valence
between cola 2 , 4 and 10 (wh i ch is based on the syntact i c and
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semantic features) together with the style -r hetorical deviation
through syntactic
imbedments of word pairs (i e twofold,
threefold and fourfold e xpansions - cf especially cola I, 3 , 5 , 7
and 10) and also semantic contrasts (cf especially cola 5 - 8 and
10 - 11) are important not only for reinforcing, poeticizing and
formalizing of the pericope function , but , are also vital in
determining the structure of this pericope. The redundant use of
metaphors is also a very significant aesthetic foregrounding in
this pericope.
The imperative colon 1 (with its repetitive
machinegun- like expansions) reminds one of 1 : 13 which served as
an attention prompter and a hinge cluster between pericopes.
Although these remarks do not reflect the style- rhetorical depth
of pericope I V, they must suffice. A last style-rhetorical
remark with regard to colon 2 is, however , to be followed up (cf
4.2.2). The communicator- author
used
a
cunningly
clever
style - rhetorical device to identify the tenor of the metaphoric
vehicle #g~la# . To attain this goal he made ·use of "word play "
twice in this colon , namely #logik~n# and #christ~sl which could
be linked to #loqos# and 'Christ6s# respectivel y . The word play
#chrestos -C hrist6s# is a literary metaplasm (i e a phonological
deviation through substitution - cf Plett 1975:155) whereas
116gos- 1ogikon# is paronymic (i e morphologic equivalence through
resemblance - cf Plett 1975:216) . Therefore the metaphor of milk
as nourishment for spiritually newborn babes split refers to the
"word" in 1:23-25 (via #logikBn# in 2:2) and even more explicit
to Christ Himself
(via #chrestos#) (cf Brox 1979:92-93; Goppelt
1978:136 - 137). These
pragmatic
considerations
confirm the
syntactic linkage and the semantic split reference of the
Christological metaphors in this pericope.
4.3.2
Text-pragmatic
rhetorical unity

coherence:

text-functional

and

. 1 The text - pragmatic coherence is text-functionally constituted
by a pluripersonal , group -identificative and appellative pericope
function (cf the MB = I.VOL and I . ASSERT).
Once again the
interrelationship between the two is tightly knit. The request
to the addressees to cherish the relationship with Jesus Christ
and one another is motivated by a loaded religious , cultic
socio-political, emotive and
identificative (by demarcating
themselves from outsiders) appeal .
. 2 As a result of the syntactic and semantic analysis the
structure of this pericope is to a large extent determined.
Three clusters have been discerned: X (cola 1-2), Y (cola 3-9)
and Z (cola 10-12). The parallelistic features in the three
clusters (viz corporative metaphors , imperatives and goals) have
already been discussed.
Pragmatically (although it is rather a
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diachronic matter)
it is to be noticed that each cluster ends
with some sort of quotation from the Old Testament.
Structurally
this pericope is a coherent whole reflecting parallel structures
in all three c l usters. If colon 10 is taken as a MB = I.ASSERT
the conformity in cola functions together with the changes in the
proposition type confirm the chiastic pattern of cola 6 - 10: y (P
= YOU); z (P = X); z (P = X) and y (P = YOU) . At this stage it is
difficult to discern a clear structure for this pericope as a
whole.
It seems, however, if colon 1 hinges pericope III and IV
as an attention prompter and that colon 2 sets the tone for this
pericope by giving the key for all the inst r uments that will play
in this trio. Clusters Y and Z are only an elaborate semantic
explication of H3 and H2 respectively as introduced in colon 2.
Colon 3 is the pivotal point in cluster Y (cola 3 - 9) because it
is a concentration of the topics expanded in cola 4- 9. Although
the topic of cluster Z (cola 10-12) is anticipated in cola 2 , 3
and 4 , it forms a pragmatic climax to this movement with an
ascending staccato - like description of the addressees which
concludes with a moving contra- sogetto.
Therefore, I would opt
for a diamond structure for this pericope in the ligh t of the
syntactic , semantic and pragmat ic considerations which identified
two decisively important pivotal points in pericope IV , name l y
cola 2- 3 and 9- 11.
4.3 . 3 Text - pragmatic delimitation :
change

funct i on and style- rhetorical

.1 If colon 10 is accepted as reflecting an imperative character
the change in cola functions confirms the style- rhetorical
parallelistic structure which distinguishes clusters X (co l a
1-2), Y (cola 3- 9) and Z (cola 10 - 12) . This is confirmed by the
syntactic and semantic text delimitations.
Within cluster Y
(cola 3-9)
the cola - functional change confirms the syntactic
linkages of cola 3- 4 , 5 and 6 - 9.

*
4.4 SYNTHESIS ': PERI COPE THRUST, PERSPECTIVE AND STRATEGY
4 . 4.1 Pericope thrust : structure ,
and subthemes

discourse

development,

theme

.. 1 I have already argued that the semotactic structure of t h i s
pericope
is repetit i ve within the clusters themselves :
X
(1 - 2- 3- 4); Y (1 - 2- 3 - 4) and Z (1 - 2 - 3 - 4) where 1 represents a
metaphoric c l ause;
2 an exhortation;
3 the goal; and 4 the
motivational
assertion.
Thus
merely
taking
semantic
considerations into account (which place clusters X, Y and Z on
an even par) doesn't help us in discerning a hierarch i a l
structure for the pericope as a whole.
It is only when we take
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the pragmatic considerat ions into account that one gets a clue as
to how the clusters fit into each other and where the emphasis
lies.
In terms of Jordan"s models the diamond structure gives
the best expression of the pragmatically emphasized pivotal
points (cf 4.3.3).
Pragmatically this pericope develops from an
attention prompter (colon 1) and a brief introduction
(colon 2)
setting the tone for an elaborate semantic expansion in cola 3-9
in which the positive-negative contrasts between " election" and
"rej ection " playa decisive role.
This is concluded with a
pragmatically highlighted cola 10 - 12. Therefore. some kind of
chiastic tension is found in this pericope:

I

1.

I

x:id enti ty & conduct of H2

\

x=(2-3)

I \
I
\
y:(4 - 6) 1__ __ \ y: (7-9)
\
I
\
I
\ I

+y:election (H2) plus motivation

[

-y:r ejection (H5)plus motivation

___ x:identity & conduct of H2

x: (10 -12)
.2 In the light of the comprehensive analysis of this pericope we
can reconstruct the
discourse
in the following way:
The
exh·ortation in colon 1 serves as an attention prompter with a
repetitive (machinegun- like). staccato style (cf the pragmatic
analysis) in which the addressees are admonished to put away
everything that could
jeopardize their brotherly relationship
(colon 1). Introducing the first dominant metaphor of newborn
babes the addressees are admonished to grow up in the Lord (colon
2). As newborn babes their maturing is directly related to the
nutrition found in Jesus Christ
(colon 2).
Colon 3
(which
introduces cola 3-9) is an asyndetic consecutive motivation in
which the metapho ric reference to Jesus Christ as nutr ition
(colon 2) changes to a metaphoric reference to a cornerstone of a
building.
Therefore the addressees should be built up into a
spiritual house with Jesus Christ as their living cornerstone
(cola 3 - 4). Both cola 5 and 6-9 are parenthetic to the discourse
by motivating Jesus" election as cornerstone from the Old
Testament (colon 5) and concluding with the existential relevance
of Jesus Christ as a stumbling block for unbelievers in contrast
tb a precious cornerstone for the addressees as believers
(cola
6 - 9) . The discourse is finally and logically concluded by a
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change
in
the previously dominant metaphor
(i
e
from
"cornerstone")
to
metaphors
describing
the
corporative
sociological status of the addressees which is ultimately the
goal of the newly born babes (colon 2) who should grow up in (i e
build on) Jesus Christ (cf cola 3-9). This new self-consciousness
and socio-religious identification of the addressees are. the basis
of their boldness to proclaim God's salvation act to the world.
This pericope can be summarized in the following _w ay:

1-2: Put away everything that could jeopardize your relationship
with each other and grow up in the Lord just as newborn
babes depend on their milk;

3-9: For the Lord is God's elect cornerstone ~nd the foundation
of your very existence as living stones in God's spiritual
building. This cornerstone, however, is at the same time a
stumbling block for the unbelievers;
10-12:Therefore, as a chosen race and a holy nation, you are also
elected by God and should thus proclaim His mercies to the
world
Graphically the discourse develops in the following way:

1-2

/

3-9\=1-

\

10-12
.3 Thrust: "An exhortation to the addressees to grow up in and
build upon the Lord (i e Jesus Christ as their nutrition and
God's electe-d cornerstone) by accepting their elect-corporate
status and function (in contrast to the unbelievers) in order to
love on~ another,
being built up together, to serve God and
witness to the world in their present situation."
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Summary of subthemes :

Actants: 82, 83 and 85 together with S1
Objects: 01 and 02 (02 = 8)
Interrelationships: a+ (!, i & I), a - (I & ! ) , b ( & %) & 1(83)
Events: assoc. , comm., physiol., sensory , movement, build.,
emot i ve, c, f 1, d, g , j
T: Ta and Tn
Abstracts: quality, existence , +/- conduct, religious character,
quantity , relation
4.4.2 Pericope perspective: master symbols
This

highly strung metaphoric pericope obviously contains a
of master symbols which are often different expressions of
the same concept. Jesus Christ and his decisive role in the
82 : S1 relationship is described . with a number of metaphoric
master symbols such as "milk , word,
living stone, cornerstone,
headstone"
and possibly "light" (?). The following metaphoric
master symbols are also important in this pericope:
"God's
election" (of 82 and 83); "God's calling"; the believers as
" siblings " and "God's corporate people" (expr essed by a number of
metaphors); the imperative to "brothe rly conduct"; the "mediatory
role of Jesus Christ";
"rejection of the unbelievers"; and
"proclamation of God 's grace in Jesus Christ by the addressees".
nl~ber

All these master symbol~
reflect essentially a particular
cosmologic perspective expressed predominantly by defining the
interrelationship between the different actants within a specific
time order.
It is especially the hierarchy of these master
symbols that interest us. The mediatory role of Jesus Christ has
already been mentioned in the previous paragraph. God's role is
clearly described as a sanctioning (cf the lexemes #~klekt6s &
~ntimos#) of the mediatory and dividing role of Christ in order
to constitute a socio-religious and God - pleasing (i e elect and
holy)
community in
contrast
to
rejected and disobedient
outsiders. Brox (1979:95-96) exposes in his analysis of 2 : 4- 10
that the paradoxical i-lllplication of the "stone" metaphor for
Christ described in verses. 4-5, serves as a model in the
application of the met-aphor to the addressees: election vs
rejection in verses 6-8 (cf 4b-5a); and the add ressees as God's
elect in verses 9-10
(cf 5b - d). Goppelt's (1978:152) conclusion
with regard to the addressees' historical orientation , suggests
the orientation of 1 Peter's cosmologic /
Christo1ogical (i e
clearly modelled on Jesus Christ's orientation) perspective: "Ihr
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geschichtliches Handeln ist
zuerst
und
zuletzt
vertikal
orientiert."
Therefore, the
contours
of
the
cosmologic
perspective as expressed by numerous interrelated maste r symbols,
are starting to form a comprehensive and coherent picture. We are
almost ready to draw our conclusions in this regard (cf II C 2).
4.4.3 Pericope strategy: function
.1 This pericope continues with the appellative strategy in order
to
persuade
the
addressees
through
an
emotive
and
style-rhetorical motivation and assertion of their vertical and
horizontal status and commitments to adhere to a holy conduct
which includes an intimate relationship with Jesus Christ,
brotherly conduct,
serving God, group
identif ication,
and
witnessing to their new existence.
This is syntactically,
semantically and pragmatically expressed in various ways.

*

*
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~ . PERICOP E

V

( ~ :l!-l~ )

5.1 TEXT- SYNTACTIC ANALYSIS
5 . 1.1 Text - syntactic extension: cola and pericope division
.1 This short pericope consists of only one colon . The , rather
long verb phrase includes the infinitive (final)
#~p~chesthai# ,
the relative Ihaltines# , and
the participle #gchontes# as
imbedments to the matrix #parakalo# (cf Combr ink 1975 : 55) .
5.1 . 2 Text - syntactic coherence : grammatical reference, structural
markers and cola structure
.1 Colon 1 begins with the vocat i ve lagapetol# which is followed
by the verb phrase introduced by #paraka16# . #Parakalo# dominates
the entire colon and is therefore grammatically expanded by a
comparative clause (viz #hos paro{kous kal parepidemous#); an
infinitive final clause with its own short participle imbedment
(viz #Ap~chesthai ... psuches# ; as well as a part i c i ple clause
with its own rather long imbedment (v i z #ten anastrofen
&piskopes#) . The proform #human# i n 2 : 12 obviously refers back
to #agapeto{# in 2 : 11. Therefore , i n the l i ght of the criterium
of grammatical reference this pericope reflects a syntactic
coherence .
only noteworthy lexeme that recurs in this pericope i s
. 2 The
,
'kalos#. However , this should not mislead us because there are a
munber of structural markers to be identified in the light of the
previous discourse: #~gapet6s , parakaleo , paroikos , parepidemos ,
apechomai , ~pithum{a , anastrofe , €thnos , €fchomai , ka16s (2x) ,
kakopoi6s , doxazo & the6s# .
. 3 Structu r al l y the co l on matrix catches t he eye because it i s
the first
pericope introduced by the vocative .
It could
therefore also have semantic and pragmatic implications (cf I I B
5. 2 & 5.3) . The participle imbedmen t to #~arakalo# (i e 2 : 12) is
expanded by a final clause #hlna . . . dox sosin . .. episkopes#
which is in turn expanded by a double clause len ho
kakopoion# and #~k ton .. . epopte~ontes# . The structure of this
colon has therefore proved to be tightly kn i t
and rather comp l ex
due to the nume r ou s hypotac t ic imbe dmen t s .
5 . 1.3 Text - syntactic
coherence

delimitation: text / pericope

breaks

and

.1 In
the
light
of
the
a bove - dis c ussed t e xt - syntact i c
considerat i ons which exposed the close syntactic linkages , we are
able to discern an i ndependent pericope which is demarcated from
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the previous pericope by the structurally highlighted vocative
#agapetol' in 2:12 , but also from the following pericope which is
introduced by the pericope demarcator 'hupotassomai# in 2:13 (cf
also 2:18 & 3:1) .

*
S . 2 TEXT- SEMANTIC ANALYSIS
S.2.1 Text - semantic
categories

extension :

semantic

domains

and

generic

. 1 The following semantic domains dominate this pericope :

* Actants: H2 , HS and Sl
* Most of the other semantic domains are used
interrelationship between the actants.

to

express

the

POSITIVE HORIZONTAL RELATIONSHIPS:
Hl : H2 & H2 : H2 (b%) :
- objects : H2 - grou~:socio -r eligious(+) (# ~ gapit6s#)
- events: comm . control (#parakal~o#)
NEGATIVE HORIZONTAL RELATIONSHIPS :
H2 : HS (b - ):
- objects : group- H2 : socio - political( - ) ('parepidemos# ) ;
social ( - ) ('paroikos' , 'kakopoi6S#;,
group- HS + socio religious( ) (,gthnos#)
- events: comm . ( - ) ('katalale;o#) ; sensory (If",popteuo#)
H2 : $ (b$ - ) :
- objects : human being = H (#psuch~#)
- events: assoc.control(-) (f: 'Apechomai# , #strate~oma i #
emotive (#epithuml a#); conduct (l:#clnastrofe#);
control(+) (f: '€cho#)
- abstracts: r e li gious character (#sarkik~s# , #ka16s#)
POSITIVE VERTICAL RELATIONSHIP:
HS : Sl (ai):
- objects: Sl
- events: comm.emotive.assoc. (#dox~z6#); assoc . movement
(M'pi skope# )
TIME ORDER:
- Tx ('en hem~ra#)
Let us see if there is some coherence to ' be reconstructed f r om
this variety of semantic domains and categories.

1 82
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5.2.2 Text - semantic coherence: semotactic structure, coreference
and referential unity (i ~ themes and subthemes)
.1 The semotactic structure of colon 1 provides the basis for the
paraenetic
character of this pericope.
This pericope
is
therefore a~d exhortation to the addressees with regard to their
self-control (f.$) as a group and also with regard to their
horizontal conduct (b ) towards outsiders (cf Goldstein 1973:38).
Verse lIb is contrasted with 2:12 (cf Goppelt 1978:157) . This is
skilfully brought about by the common lexeme #e'cho# which is
semantically contrasted by the compounded 1 ex erne #apechomai#
(f.$ -) in verse lIb and #echo# (f .$ +)
in verse 12a. This creates
a semotactic coherence ( i e through semantic contrast)
in
pericope V.
In the imbedment to the pa rticipl e clause in verse
12, we encounter an antit hetic chiasmus:
#katalalollsin (x:
b_.comm. - ) ... kakapoi6n (y: 1- )
kalon e'rgon (y: 1+)
~popteuontes (x:
b_ . sens)#. Therefore what the Gentiles say (x)
and what they see (x) are contrasted in terms of "evildoers" (y - )
and " gooddoers" (y+) . This antithetic chiasmus is imbedded in a
parallelism consisting of verse 12 as a whole:
#ten anastrofen
.. . kalen# (x : 1+); #en ho ... kakopoion# (y: b .comm. - ); #ek ton
...
~POptel\Ontes#
(x: 1+); #doxasosin .. . -episkopes#
(y:
ai.comm .+). Note the description of "good condcut " In the "x"
phrases and the change in the "y"
phrases from a negative
evaluat ion of the addressees to the glorification of God .
. 2 The coreference to the horizontal conduct , on the one hand ,
and the relationship between H2 (i e the addressees) and H5 (i e
the outsiders) , on the other hand, constitute the semantic
coherence of this pericope .
The semantic contrasts between H2
and H5, as well as between good and bad conduct highten the
semantic coherence of this pericope .
. 3 It is clear that the communicator-author wanted to establish a
referential unity between the horizontal status of the addressees
and
their
holy conduct (cf Goppelt
1978:158;
Goldstein
1973 : 35-36), on the one hand , and the transformation of the
outsiders' blasphemous accusations against the addressees into
the glorification of God, on the other hand. This transformation
is brought about on account of the addressees' good conduct which
is, paradoxically, also the reason for the accusations against
them because of the "Anderssein der Chri sten " (Goppelt 1978:160;
Brox
1979:115).
Therefore , one could conclude
that
the
"addressees' good conduct" is the semantic reference which
constitutes the referential unity between the opposing actantial
structures in this pericope.
Horst Goldstein (1973:38 - 40) has shown how the coreference of
a
whole
#anastrofe, ka16s & agathopoieo# in 1 Peter as
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constitutes a referential unity in which God, Jesus Christ, the
add ressees'
conduct, and the witnessing to outsiders
are
interrelated.
This would have important impli cat ions for the
interpretation of colon 4. This would imply that
theologic a l
and Christological dimensions are presupposed with reg~rd to the
addre ssees' conduct and relationship with outsiders (cf pericopes
I-IV). Therefore, although no
reference
is
made to the
Chr istological perspective in pericope V, the coreference in the
text as a whole confirms this presupposition.
This kind of
excur sion in reconstructing the referential unity of themes and
subthemes within 1 Peter as a whole is outside the scope of this
dissertation. Similar excursions are nevertheless possibl e and
often very rewarding.
It was important for me to mention the
above-discussed example because it illustrates that the thrust,
perspective and strategy of the communicator-author are overtly
and covertly reflected on micro and macro level.
5 . 2 .3 Text-semantic
coherence

delimitation:

text

/

pericope

breaks and

.1 In the light of the semantic analysis of this pericope the
semotactic coherence was highlighted.
The redundant references
to the conduct of the addressees therefore demarcate pericope V
fro m the previous pericope and, at the same time,
set the
seman tic parameters for what is to follow (i e pericopes VI-XIV).
This will become clear in due course.

*
5.3 TEXT-PRAGMATIC ANALYSIS
5.3.1 Text-pragmatic
functions

extension:

cola

and

style-rhetorical

.1 Text-pragmatically the dominance of colon 1 in this pericope
is also confirmed.
It introduces the cola function P = YOU and
MB = I.VOL which dominates this pericope as a whole. Therefore,
the communicator's exhortation to the addressees expresses a
pluripersonal, purposeful and prospective text function .
hendiadys Iparo{kous kal parepidimous. in colon 1
. 2 The
functions style-rhetoridally as a s eman tic equivalent description
(cf Plett 1975:278) of the addressees in order to emphasize their
negative horizontal status. This is in semantic contrast with
#§gapetol#. This contrast reminds one of the oxymoron#klektols
parepidemois# in 1:1
(cf Brox 1979:111 - 112). Therefore, the
communicator-author surely wanted to r e inforce his parad ox ical
desc ription of the addressees' existence. In addressing them as
#§.gap eto{# the author style-rhetorically aimed to persuade his
receptors to identify with their negative _horizontal status. The
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paronymic #kalen- kalon# in verse 12 also functions as an emphasis
to describe the religious quality of the addressees' conduct .
The function of the phonological equivalence (i e alliteration)
between the word forms #kalen, katalalousin , kakopoian, Kalan &
ergon# in verse 12 is probably merely aesthetic .
The semantic
deviation by contrasting the lexemes #anastrofe , Kalas & kal~s
ergon# with #kakopoios# (cf 2:12), on the one hand ; as well as
the contrast between the lexemes #katalal~6# and #dox~z6#
(cf
2:12), on the other hand , emphasizes the tension in the existence
of the addressees as #agapeto{# but also as #p~roikoi kal
parepidemoi# (cf 2 : 11).
This description of the text - pragmatic extension of peri cope V
obviously provides us with a basis to reconstruct the text pragmatic coherence.
5.3.2
Text-pragmatic
rhetorical unity

coherence :

text - functional

and

style-

.1 The text-pragmatic coherence of this short pericope is
obviously found in its group- identificative and appellative
function.
The sociological status of the addressees (as a symbol
for group identification) forms the foundation, motivation and
explanation for the appeal to their horizontal conduct towards
outsiders .
. 2 It is especially the semantic deviation which functions as a
style - rhetorical device in constituting pragmatic coherence and
structure in this pericope . The structure of this peri cope is
straightforward.
Verse lla introduces the exhortation which is
elaborated - firstly, with an admonition to abstain from fleshly
desires (in 2:11b) and , secondly, with an exhortation to adhere
to good conduct (in 2:12). Therefore , the structure is triangular
with the pivotal point at the beginning .
5 . 3 . 3 Text - pragmatic delimitation :
change

function and style- rhetorica l

.1 The dominance of the colon mat r ix in 2 : 1 1a as well as the
style - rhetorical imbedments confirm the pragmatic demarcation of
this pericope . The beginning of this pericope i s demarcated by
the attention prompter #§gapeto{# , and the pericope ending by the
semantic and pragmatic break between peri cope V and VI .

*
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5.4 SYNTHESIS: PERI COPE THRUST , PERSPECTIVE AND STRATEGY
5 . 4 . 1 Pericope thrust : structure ,
and subthemes

discourse

development,

theme

.1 The structure of this pericope can be compared with a triangle
- that is with the pivotal point in 2:11a ~hich is then expanded
in 2:11b- 12. This is based on the pragmatic analysis of the
pericope coherence which, as we have seen , is syntactically and
semantically confirmed.

1

/\
/

/

\

/-

/

\

+\

\

.2 The discourse therefore develops from the attention prompter
(i e the vocative #~gapeto{#) and the introductory exhortation to
the addressees to live up to their status as strangers and
resident aliens (2 : 11a) which is then followed by a positive a nd
negative embodiment thereof in 2 : 11b and 2:12 respectively (cf
Schelkle 1976 : 70) .
This status of the addressees has two
implications according to this pericope .
On the one hand i t
implies that they should absta i n from certain b odi l y pass i ons ( cf
2:11b) and , on the other hand , that they shou l d maintain a good
conduct as a witness to the critical unbelievers so that they may
come to the glorification of God in the end (c f
2:12) . The
generic semantic and pragmatic characte r o f this per icope i s
evident and will be confirmed by the analysis of 1 Pete r as a
whole (cf II C 4.1) .
The development of
following way:

the

discou r se

can

be

schema t ized

in

the

2 : lla
2 : llb

2 : 12
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.3 Thrust : "A n exhortation to the addressees to accept their
status as strangers and aliens in this world and to live
accordingly as a witness to outsiders in order that God may be
glorified in the end."
Subthemes:

Actants: H2, H5 and Sl
Interrelationships: ai (H5:S1); b+ (%) and b- ($ &
Events: comm.control, comm . (-); sensory; emotive; association; f
and 1
Abstracts: religious character
Time - o rder: Tx
5.4.2 Pericope perspective : master symbols
The master symbols dominating this pericope are " the sociological
negative status
of the addressees";
"the imperative to a
religious conduct"; "the struggle with man's own desires"; "the
witnessing power o f good conduct;" and "the importance of the end
time".
All these master symbols are an integral part of the
communicator-author's life-and-world view.
Most of these master symbols have already been activated in the
previous pericopes.
The reader will find that this is also the
case with the remainder of the pericopes
(viz VI-XVII) in 1
Peter. This is the main argument why pericopes I-V constitute the
semantic basis for the whole text (cf II C 2.2).
It should be
kept in mind, however, that the integration of these master
symbols in terms of a cosmologic perspective was syntacticmeticulously,
semantic-extensively
and
pragmatic - masterfully
argued in 1:1 - 5:12 by the communicator - author.
This cosmologic Christological perspective will recur from time to time to
reinforce the coherence and the ultimate meaning of the different
master symbols which comprise different metaphors, themes and
subthemes .
5.4.3 Pericope strategy: function
Pericope V is a request to the addressees to accept their
sociological negative status and to live up to the impl icat ions
thereof for their life-style.
Thus this perlcope follows the
pattern of the previous pericopes in wanting to persuade the
addressees to identify with their commitments,
but also to
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estrange them from an unholy conduct by exhorting them to face
the conflict with their bodily passions, on the one hand, and the
outsiders , on the other hand.
An important motivation is
introduced for the first time in 1 Peter, namely that the witness
of their holy conduct would bring the unbelievers to glorify God.
We are bound to see that this short pericope sets the tone for
the greatest part of what is left of 1 Peter
at least till
4:19 . This is against Combrink (1975 : 40) and Kelly (1969:102),
for example, who limit the extension of 2:11 - 12 to 3:12. The fact
that the relationship between insiders and outsiders, as well as
the motives
of suffering and witnessing are important in
3:13-4:19, confirms that 2:11 - 12 is programmatic for the whole
paraenetic second half of 1 Peter. Therefore, this pericope is
strategically very important in the structure of this letter.

*

*
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~ .PERICOPE

VI

(~ :1l-17)

In the outline of chapter II ,
I have limited my in-depth
intra textual analysis to the first five pericopes for very good
reasons. The first reason is surely more than evident,
namely
that an in-depth analysis of 1 Peter as a whole would make this
already long d i ssertation unmanageable .
Secondly , pericopes I - V
have been identified as the theological basis of 1 Peter . This
will be confirmed in the synt hesis of each of the remainder of
the pericopes that we are about to discus s.
I was in doubt , however, whether to include this synthesis of
pericopes VI - XVII or not .
In the end I decided that it had to be
included for a very good reason, namely my own prerequisit i on
that the thrust , perspective and strategy of a text can only be
adequately reconstructed in the
light of the intratextua l
analysis of the whole text .
The communicator - author indeed
wanted to communicate with his readers through his text as a
unit.
We have to honour this .
However ,
to exclude lengthy
discussions , I limited myself to a synthesis of my intratextual
analysis of pericopes VI - XVII and refrained from engaging in a
dia l ogue with other schola r s .
The dis c ourse , semantic and text
functiona l analysis of the s e pericopes are , however , to be found
in appendix A.
6 . 4 SYNTHESIS : PERI COPE THRUST, PERSPECTIVE AND STRATEGY
6.4 . 1 Pericope thrust: structure ,
and subthemes

discourse

development ,

.l Syntactic conjunctions are of little help in

theme

determin ing t he
st r ucture of this pericope (cf the asyndetic relation between
co l a 3- 6). Nevertheless , the #hoti# in colon 2 and the identical
syntactic structure of cola 3- 6 , demarcate two clQsters : 1- 2 and
3- 6 .
Semantic considerations reveal an interesting structure in
cola 3- 6. One could either discern a parallelism or a chiasmus .
The parallelism has a y - y - z - z pattern : the lexemes # p~s#
(co l on
3)
and
#~delfc5tes#
(colon
4)
refer
to a
horizont al
inte r relationship ; and #the6s# (colon 5) and #basile~s# (colon 6)
to a vertical r elationship .
The chiast i c pattern y - z - z-y is
based on the contrast between the conduct of the addressees to
all people as outs i ders (cf #p&ntas timesate# in colon 3 = y) ;
and the conduct of the addressees amongst one another as inside r s
(cf #ten adelfoteta agapate# in colon 4 = z).
On the o t her hand ,
the i nsider rela t ionship between the addre s sees and the i r God ( cf
#ton theon fobeisthe# in co l on 5 = z)
is contrasted with the ir
outsider relationship to the a uthorities (cf #ton basi l ~a timate#
in colon 6 = y).
Note that the imperative form of the lexeme
#tim&.o# is used for
the "y " cola of the chiasmus a nd stands in
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contrast to the imperatives #§gapate & fobelsthe# (cf cola 4 and
5) of the " z " cola.
In this way a distinction is made between
the addressees as God's elect (cola 4- 5) and the world and its
authorities (cola 3 and 6) .
This very int erest ing structure gives. in my opinion . the clue to
the structure of the pericope as a whole.
Pericope VI starts off
with an exhortation to the addressees to submit
to
the
authorities (cf colon 1) which is motivated by defining their
collective relationship towards God and the outsiders. Thus once
again we find the "y - z" motives in cola 1 - 2. The pragmatic
analysis confirms this "y-z" alternation - compare the changing
of cola functions from MB = I.VOL (colon 1) to I.ASS
(colon 2).
Pragmatically the emphasis falls on the exhortation to submit to
authorities
which
is
contrasted
with
their
insider
relationships.
It seems therefore. appropriate to distinguish a
chiastic pattern for this pericope with the pivotal point at the
beginning and end:

y:1

1\
1 \

z

12- 5 \
\
1
\ 1
\!

z

y:6

.2 The discourse of this pericope is introduced
by
the
exhortation to submit to human institutions for the sake of the
Lord (colon 1) . The reason for this request is seated in God's
will that his elect should silence the slander of the heathen by
their good conduct (i e obeying human authorities) as people who
are truly free (cf colon 2). Therefore " against the background of
their conduct of loving one another and fearing God (cola 4 and
5). their conduct should also include the honouring of the
emperor as well as all people (cola 3 and 6). These four very
short imperatives conclude this peri cope with a machinegun-l ike
fire of exhortations.
Graphically the discourse
follow ing way:

development
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3
4
5
6

.4 The thrust: " An exhortat ion to the addressees to submit to
h\.unan authorities as part of the distinguished conduct of the
God - fearing brotherhood."
Subthemes:

Actants: H2, HS.l and Sl
Interrelationships : a/ (H2:HS .l ); ai & !; b , %
Events: f.ip./assoc; act.q.+; f.j ; f.comm.;-d. -; c; ip.assoc.+ ;
emo.assoc.+
Abstracts : qx ; q; +/ -; status
6 . 4.2 Pericope perspective: master symbols
The master symbol of
"submission to authorities" d'ominates this
pericope.
This master symbol is in interrelation and thus
defined by the following master symbols: "authorities as sent by
God to punish evil and reward good people ";
"God"s will ";
"a
distinguished quality of Christian conduct";
"honouring all
people - especially the authorities"; "l ove for the brotherhood";
and "reverence for God".
We have already seen that the master symbols of " good conduct" ;
" brotherly love "; and the "will of the holy God /
Father" were
interrelated in pericopes III and IV which , in addition , had an
extreme emphasis on the mediatory role of Jesus Christ in this
regard.
Therefore, the only new master symbol in this pericope
is the "submission to authorities and all people". However , this
is only a qualification of the addressees"
" holy conduct"
(cf
pericopes III and IV).
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6.4.3 Pericope strategy: function
This peri cope has the function of appealing to the addressees to
maintain a certain code of conduct towards the authorit ies.
Together with this appellative function
it
also
has
a
group - identificative function (i e by contrasting insiders and
outsiders and by emphasizing their commitment to God and one
another) .

*

*
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7.4 SYNTHESIS: PERI COPE THRUST , PERSPECTIVE AND STRATEGY
7.4.1 Pericope thrust : sfructure,
and subthemes

discourse

development,

theme

.1 The syntactic, semantic and pragmatic
analyses
reveal
the
following clusters: 1-4, 5, 6-12 and 13-14. The style-rhetorical
development in this pericope by means of progressive association
makes it fairly easy to
determine
the
structure.
The
introductory colon 1 announces the subthemes of "submission" and
"suffering" which qualify the exhortation to the Christian
slaves.
This pivotal
point
is expanded by an aesthetic
foregrounding Icf the chiastic patterns and parallelisms) of the
subthemes of "submission, suffering, grace, good and bad conduct"
in cola 2- 4. Colon 5 recapitulates the conclusion of the
evaluative excursion in cola 2- 4 with the initial exhortation Icf
#efs toGto gAr Akl~th~te#) , but then introduces the theme of
"Christ's suffering" as motivation for his whole argument. Cola
6-14 then clip-l inks Ii e with progressive associat i on) to the
theme of Christ's suffering which is not only an example for the
addressees, but is ultimately the essence of their commitment and
submission to him Icf
cola
12-14).
In
this
way
the
communicator-author completes the circle by returning to the
motive of
submission
via
the
Christo logical
excursion .
Therefore, colon 5 is
clearly
the
rotation point.
The
structurally highlighted exhortation to the slaves to submit to
their masters in colon 1 is counterbalanced and relativized by
the climactic end in cola 13-14 i n which the addressees are
described as in submission to their Shepherd, Jesus Christ .
Therefore the structure of
palindrome:

this

x: 1

/ \
/

\

\

/

\ /

z : H3 as an example

/

y: suffering of H3

/

x :13-14

II B

that

y : suffering of H2

\

/

\

reflects

x: submission of H2 to H5

y:2 -4 / _z: 5_ \y:6 -1 2

\

pericope

x: submission of H2 to H3
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The thrust of this pericope is determined by these structural
parameters and their interrelational tension. Once again I would
like to emphasize that it is difficult to single out any element
in any chiastic ring composition. Maybe my distinction between
text thrust, perspective and strategy will serve us better to
determine the relationship between the different constituents in
a chiastic structure.
I would like to suggest that the thrust is
determined by the syntactic and semantic constituents which are
arranged in a chiastic pattern for the very purpose of creating a
tension between different (often paradoxical) semantic domains.
Therefore , it is senseless to argue which is the most important.
It seems much more meaningful to expose the perspective which
underlies this tension.
In this pericope it is clearly the
rotation point "z"
which
establishes
the
Christological
perspective underlying the text thrust.
Pragmatically
the
communicator chose the
chiastic
pattern
(consciously
or
unconsciously) because it serves as a means of emphasizing this
semantic tension of the thrust, but also to unlock it.
This
explanation is also beautifully illustrated in pericope X.
. 2 This pericope is an exhortat ion to the servants amongst the
addressees that t hey should be submissive to their maste rs
whether they are good or bad (colon 1). This is motivated by
three cola contrasting suffering as a result of good and bad
conduct. The conclusion is clear , namely that there is no credit
in suffering for bad conduct , but it is indeed grace from God
himself when one suffers for doing good. The discourse up till
colon 4 is then s\@marized in colon 5 by the assertion that the
addressees are called (cf #els touto gar eklethete#) to this
distinguished code
of conduct.
Colon 5 introduces a new
motivation (in addition to cola 2- 4) for this unique code of
conduct, namely the example of Jesus Christ. In cola 6 -12 this
example of Christ's unjust suffering in spite of his good
conduct , is narrated .
I n · this
short narrative Christ's
crucifixion is
highlighted as the ultimate symbol of his
suffering (cf colon 11 as a hinge between the foregoing and
following discourse).
Colon 11 hinges with cola 12-14 by
relating Christ's unjust suffering
to the very existence,
liberation and conduct of the addressees who are now under the
patronage of the great Shepherd (i e Jesus Christ) whom they
follow.
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The development of the discourse can be schematized as:

1

2-~-]

/
5

\

6-12
12-14-'

.4 The
thrust:
"An
exhortation to the slaves amongst the
addressees to submit to their masters (good or bad) even if it
means suffering unjustly like Christ.
the supreme example for
their conduct."

Subthemes:

Actants : H2. H3. H5 and Sl
Interrelationships: a/; al; ai; a! ; b_ and I
Events: f.ip .a ssoc ; emo.; transf.ip . assoc; sens.; emo / physiol.
impact; comm; g.l.; movem.; d.j.; c
Abstracts: qx; q; +/-;
7.4.2 Pericope perspective : master symbols
"Submission to good and bad masters" is the important master
symbol which determines the thrust of this pericope.
This is
linked to the very important master symbol of "Christ"s suffering
and the cross" as an example for the addressees .
It is most
interesting that this master symbol is exp lici tly called a
"master symbol" . namely #hupogrammos# (i e an example) in colon
5 . Together with this the contrast between "good and bad
conduct"; "God"s approval" and "Jesus Christ. the Shepherd of his
flock"
constitute
the
cosmologic
perspective
of
the
communicator-author.
Surely the
structural and hierarchial
importance of colon 5 confirms the dominance of Jesus Christ as
the most decisive master symbol in 1 Peter . The fact that it
integrates and structures all the other master symbols . already
suggests the Christological parameters
of
the
cosmologic
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perspective in 1 Peter.
7.4.3 Pericope strategy: function
The appellative strategy of the cOlluTllmicator-author lS continued
in pericope VII. The structurally dominant colon 1 exhorts the
slaves amongst the addressees to obey their masters. The rest of
the pericope is an assertion and an evaluative confirmation of
this exhortation.
Therefore , cola 1-14 as a unit functions as an
emoti onal and evaluative motivation for the addressees to adhere
to this conduct. The style- rhetorical highlighting of "Christ"s
suffering" as the ultimate example for the addressees is,
nevertheless, the heart of this motivation.

*

*
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8.4 SYNTHESIS: PERI COPE THRUST, PERSPECTIVE AND STRATEGY
8.4.1 Pericope thrust: structure,
and subthemes

discourse

development,

theme

.1 The cluster grouping in this periciope is rather obvious
because of the syntactic proforms (e g conjunctions and relative
pronouns); the change in semantic reference (i e addressing the
wives first and then the husbands);
as well as the pragmatic
cola-functional change in MB (viz I.VOL to I.ASS and back to
I.VOL). This divides the cola in two clusters , namely cola 1-4
(subdivided in 1 and 2-4) and 5. The analysis of the different
text modes reveals many style-rhetorical features which highlight
and demarcate the different structures of the individual cola.
In the final analysis cola 1 and 5 are structurally foregrounded
as the pivotal points of this pericope (cf the analysis in
appendix A 8.1).

1·

1

I \
I

\

I 2-4 \
I

\
5

I \
1_\

or

I
\

I

i \

\

\

\
I

I
\ I
5

.2 This pericope addresses .the wives and husbands amongst the
addressees.
First the wives are exhorted to submit to their
husbands in the same way as the servants should submit to their
masters (cf the #hbmoios# in colon 1). This is motivated in colon
1 by the aim to win the disobedient
husbands to become
God - fearers through the holy conduct of their wives.
In colon 2
this conduct is explicated in terms of an exhortation that the
wives' adornment should not be outward . On the contrary, what is
pleasing to God is the gentle and quiet spi r it within a person .
In colon 3 the exhortations {n cola 1 and 2 are motivated by the
example of the holy women of the past and their adornment and
submission to their husbands. · In this regard Sarah is their
prime example.
Colon 4 concludes that the wives amongst the
addressees are daughters of the holy women of the past when their
conduct is similar to those women of the past.
Likewise colon 5
introduce·s an exho r tation to the husbands to 1 i ve considerate ly
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with t heir wives .
This means that ti1c~' _"'~"ld honour their wives
as the weaker
sex since they are co -h eirs t w : ~d"s grace , but
also so that their prayers shouldn"t be hindered .
The disco u rse develops as follows :

1- 2
3-4
5
. 3 The thrust: "An exhortation to wives and husbands amongst the
addressees to treat their spouses like God-fearing people should
as a witness to convert the non - believer spouses amongst them ,
but also as a preservation of their relationship with God."
Subthemes:

Actants: H2, H5 and Sl
Interrelationships: ai; b_, $ & %
Events: f.ip . assoc ; comm; transf. receive/ip.assoc ; sens; emo;
act.decorate/clothe ; emo.assoc; c; d; 1; f.move
Abstracts: q; qx; +/-; g; e; Ta
8.4.2 Pericope perspective : master symbols
This pericope reflects master symbols which refer to a
"positive
conduct between spouses"; "God "s will"; "the example of
holy
figures ";
"respecting the status
quo";
and " witnessing to
outsiders ".
These master symbols are once again an expression of
the
"holy conduct " as an important master symbol in
the
life-and-world perspective reflected in 1 Peter.
8.4.3 Pericope strategy : function
This pericope continues the appellative and persuasive strategy
with regard to the addressees and their conduct in society.

*

*
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IX

~.PERICOPE

(l:~-!l)

9 . 4 SYNTHESIS: PERI COPE THRUST , PERSPECTIVE AND STRATEGY
9.4.1 Pericope thrust: structure,

discourse

development,

theme

and subthemes
.1 Pericope IX is syntactically marked by a change from the
second person plural imperative to the third person plural
imperative. This change helps us to group cola 1-3 and 4-11. The
frequent
use
of
parallelisms
in
this
pericope as
a
style-rhetorical foregrounding enables one to distinguish smaller
cluster units : 2-3 (antithetic); 4, 5 - 8 and 9-11
(synthetic and
antithetic parallelisms in all three units respectively).
What
is important for this synthesis ,
however,
is
that
the
intratextual analysis of the text syntactis, semantics and
pragmatics shows that cola 4-11 are basically motivational
expansions of cola 1 - 3. This is diachronically confirmed by the
fact that
it
is
a quote from the Old Testament which
serves as an authorization for the appeal in 1-3. It should be
mentioned, however that cola. 9-11 are semantically a conclusion
within cola group 4-11 and pragmatically important for the
pericope as a whole. Therefore, it should be highlighted as
well.

1- 3

/ \
/

\
\
/\

/
/\
/

/

\

\ /

/

\

4 - - ( 9=-1-1-)-

\

11

.2 In pericope IX the author once again exhor ts the addressees as
one group and not a subdivision amongst the addressees (e g
slaves, wives or husbands). This is in contrast to pericopes
VI-VIII. In addition to this contrast, the words #tb d~ t'los# in
colon 1 suggest that this pericope is some kind of a closing to
the discourse up till now . In colon 1 the addressees are
exhorted to . reflect a positive association in their interpersonal
horizontal relationships.
Cola
2
and 3 follow with the
exhortation that this includes that they shouldn't return evil
for evil - on the contrary they should rather bless others .
Colon 4 introduces the motivation of this exhortation in 1-3 by
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claiming that those who really want to experience bliss should
refrain from speaking evil.
Cola 5-11 once again serve as an
exhortation to the addressees to turn away from evil, to do good,
and to seek peace because ultimately the righteous will receive
God"s approval
whereas
the
evildoers
will
receive his
disapproval.
The discourse can be schematized ln the following way:

1

2-3J9-11

.3 The thrust can be formulated as: Finally, an exhortation to
the addressees as a whole that their interpersonal conduct should
be marked by love,
peace and righteousness so that they may
receive God"s blessings and not his rejection.
Subthemes:

Actants: H2, H5 and Sl
Interrelationships: b% & ; a!
Events: ip.assoc (emo.; d; +); transf.; comm. (-/+; assoc.);
sens.; f; movem. (orientated; assoc); act
Abstracts: T; qx; q; +/-; e
9.4.2 Pericope perspective: master symbols
This pericope appeals to the addressees to adhere to a horizontal
interpersonal relationship defined by master symbols such as:
"love, kindness, humility, blessing one another (not retaliation
or speaking evil), peace and righteousness". To this is added
the master symbol that "God will bless the righteous and reject
the evildoers".
Once again these master symbols reflect the
hierarchial more integrating master
symbol,
namely
"holy
conduct" .
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It is significant to notice the parallels between the master
symbols found i~ this pericope and pericope IV: a "unique
horizontal conduct"
Icf 3:8 - 9 with 2 : 1- 3); and "God"s evaluation
thereof in terms of acceptance and r eject ion"
Icf 3:10 - 12 with
2:4 - 10). The only remarkable di ff erence between the two per i copes
is that the Christological orientated conduct of the addressees
has a theolog ical and ecclesiological dimension in pericope IV.
I n contrast pericope IX emphasizes a sociological dimension
together with a theological dimension. Although there is no
explicit reference to Jesus Christ as in pericope IV,
a
diachronic analysis of 3:8 - 9 reveals specific Christological
ethics as the basis for the e xhortation to the addressees.
I
think the reader will agree that we have seen too much of this
communicator-strategist to explain this as a mere coincidence.
Even if one is prepared to argue that it is a coincidence , he
will have
to acknowledge the coherenc e of the cosmologic
perspective reflected in 1 Peter .
9.4.3 Pericope strategy: function
This pericope functions as a conclusion or summary of the appeal
to the addressees with regard to their interpersonal conduct in
society .
It is strategically highly appellative and persuasive.

*
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lO.PERICOPE !

(1:13-12)

10.4 SYNTHESIS: PERICOPE THRUST, PERSPECTIVE AND STRATEGY
10.4.1 Pericope thrust: structure, discourse
and subthemes

development,

theme

.1 The syntactic chiasmus (viz apodosis - protasis - protasis apodosis); semantic parallelism (viz #kakoo - ~gath6s - pascho dikaios0ne); and pragmatic unity
(cf the cola functions In
appendix A 10.1), demarcate the cola group 1-2 as the first
coherent cluster. Cola 3-7 are pragmatically a unit because of
their cola function: P = YOU and MB = I.VOL.
Semantically cola
3-4 (which are dominated by the domain of "horizontal emotion"
between H2:insiders and H5:outsiders) and cola 6-7 (which are in
turn dominated by the domain of "horizontal communication"
between H2 and H5)
are
to
be linked.
Colon 5 differs
semantically in that it focusses on the addressees' relationship
to Christ (H3). Colon 8 syntactically (cf the paratactic #gar#);
semantically (recapitulating the subthemes of "suffering for
righteousness" sake"); and pragmatically (cf the cola-functional
change to I.VOL again) constitutes the final cluster. From this
analysis the chiastic pattern in peri cope X is obvious.

x: 1- 2

1

1\\ \

y:3-4 1 z:5 \y:6-7

\

-I

\"

\ 1

/

x: suffering and good conduct
y: H2:H5 (b_.emotional)
z:

H 2 : H3

(a

I .a ct . g )

y: H2:H5 (b . communication)
x: suffering and good conduct

x:8

.2 This pericope starts with a question in colon 1 asking the
addressees if anyone would harm them as people who are zealous to
do good. This is immediately and inevitably (in the light of the
text-pragmatic
presupposition
of
the
communicator-author)
qualified by colon 2 that even if it indeed happens that they
suffer for righteousness' sake they should reckon it as a
blessing.
This subtheme is now commented on in cola 3-7 (i e a
"thema & rhema" discourse).
The addressees are now called on not
to fear those who do them harm (cola 3-4). They should rather
revere Christ
(colon 5) as their Lord. Therefore they must be
prepared to give account of their hope to the outsiders (colon
6). In colon 7 they are exhorted to do this with a good
conscience as a damning witness to the outsiders. The discourse
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is concluded by recapitulating that it is
suffer for doing good than evil .
The discourse development can be
way:

ultimately

schematized

in

the

better

to

following

1- 2

8 _ _ __

. 3 Thrust: " An exhortation to the addressees . based on
assertion that those who suffer for righteousness' sake
blessed. to maintain a good conscience by not fearing
outsiders but rathe r to honou r
Christ and to wit ness to
outsiders through their good conduct. "

the
are
the
the

Subthemes:

Actants: H2 . H3. HS and 81
Interrelationships: ~! & i. b$ &
Events : act . ( -; +); emo . (desire ; impact ; j); transf .; comm .; d;
f;

1

Abstracts : e ; qx; q; +/-; g ; T
10.4.2 Peri cope perspective: master symbols
The chiastic structure highlights the master symbols I n this
pericope: " suffering for righteousness' sake" ;
"decisiveness of
the relationship with Jesus Christ "; " prepa r ednes s to witness";
" good conduct in Christ" and a
"good conscience ".
All of these
master symbols were already introduced in the foregoing discourse
and is therefore merely a reinforcement of the cosmologic
perspecti ve of the commun ic ator -autho r.
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10.4.3 Pericope strategy : funct ion
The function of this pericope is to persuade the addressees to a
positive horizontal rel~tionship with the outsiders, on the one
hand , and to assure the addressees of God"s blessing should it
happen that they suffer in this interaction, on the other hand.
Once
again
the strategic devices of
identification
and
estrangement are clearly operational in this pericope as in all
the other pericopes thus far.

*

*
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11.PERICOPE XI (1:18-22)
11.4 SYNTHESIS: PERICOPE THRUST, PERSPECTIVE AND STRATEGY
11.4.1 Pericope thrust: structure, discourse
and subthemes

development,

theme

.1 The linkag e with the previous pericope is obvious in the 1 ight
of the introductory #h6ti# in colon 1 of pericope XI. This will
be taken up again within the analysis of 1 Peter as a whole (cf
II C 1). Syntactically this pericope is marked by its tightknit
linkages through relative particles which serve as proforms. The
cola-functional analysis reveals furthermore that cola 1-5 are
similar, namely P = X and MB = I.ASS.
Therefore we are
predominantly dependent on the semantic analysis in identifying
the clusters and the structure of this pericope.
Semotactically the structure of cola 1 and 2 is very similaralmost parallel. Both start with Christ, the actant (x :H3), who
is confronted by sin and death (y : cf #hamart!a & fulak~' in cola
1 and 2 respectively).
This
is
followed
by
his
act
(x' :#~ pothn~sko# in colon 1 & #kerUsso# in colo
2) which affects
the addressees
(z+) and the unfaithful of Noah's time
(z-)
in
cola 1 and 2 respectively.
Cola 3 and 4 are also almost
parallel.
Both start with the subject (i e u : #kib5t6s &
baptismal) as the vehicle of redemption (v: #diasoz5 & sozo#)
which was made possible #di' hUdatos & di' Anast~seos ~§soG
Christol\# (w) respectively . Colon 5 recapitulates the motives of
cola 1-2: the actant, Christ (x), and his act (x':#§stin en dexia
theoG#) which affects the addressees (z+) and the spiritual world
( z- ) .
The similarity in semantic structure between the cola is the
basis of the coreference of the different cola which ultimately
determine the clusters and the structure of the pericope. Cola 1
and 2 are semotactically linked by their coreference to Christ,
his acts and their affect in this world and the "other world."
Cola 3 and 4 corefer to the topic of redemption and the mediation
thereof. This cluster is chain-linked to the subtheme of the
deluge in Noah's time in
colon
2. Colon 5 is likewise
chain-linked to colon 4 which introduces the actant Christ again
(cf cola 1- 2 in contrast to cola 3-4) at the very end of the
colon. The coreference to his act and its affect for this and
the other world is cl ea rly a re6apitulation of the topics in cola
1-2. Ther efore the theme of this pericope is clearly stated in
colon 1, explicated in cola 2 - 4 and summarized in colon 5
creating a diamond struture which includes more than one chiastic
patte rn for this pericope:
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role in salvation(l):"+"
- - -x:Christ's
y:outsiders (2) in emprisonment: "-"

x:l(2)

/ \
,I

y: (2) /

\

/

\\

\
z:3 - 4 \

\

\ /

/

-/
/

y: ( 5 )

1=

z : insiders:ark/water as mediator(3)
z:insiders:baptism/Christ as media tor (4) :" +"
xy:Christ's role in the cosmologic
salvation (5).: " +" and "-" realm

x: 5

.2 Pericope XI links itself as a motivation to the previous
pericope and its theme of suffering for righteousness sake
(cf
the #h6ti# in colon 1). Indeed, Christ their Lord, himself is
their supreme examp le because he suffered
(even died) as the
righteous for the unrighteous . This act in fact reconciled the
addressees with God. In colon 2 the effect of this act of the
living Christ is extended to the
"otherly /
spiritual world'
affecting even the unfaithful people of Noah's time who have long
sinced passed away.
This subtheme is then commented on in cola
3- 4 and serves therefore pragmatically as a vehicle for the
author to introduce the theme of redemption and the mediation
thereof.
In Noah's time 8 people were saved in the ark through
the water of the deluge
(cf colon 3), but now in contrast to
Noah's time the baptism (as a promise / prayer to God) saves the
addressees through the mediation of the resurrected Christ (cf
colon 4). In this way
(i e via a detour) the author links the
suffering of the actant Christ to the subthemes of redemption ,
and victory over all realities as a conclusion and recapitulation
in colon 5. Through this the author wanted to motivate and give
his readers the right perspective on their suffering.
The discourse can be graphically
way:
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1

2=1_

3~4_ 1-1

5

I

.3 Thrust : "An assertion to the addressees that their suffering
is to be seen in the perspective of Christ"s suffering as the
righteous for the unrighteous, but also an ass u rance that Christ,
through whom they are reconciled with God, is the Victor over the
total reality which includes the spiritual world."
Subthemes:
Actants: H2, H3, H4, Sl, S3 and S4
Interrelationships: al; ai; a!; I
Events: transf.; g.l.-; impact; f.movem.; c.physiol.; movem.;
comm.; f.ip.assoc; emo.; act. (capacity; g); c.; d.sens.;
f.

Abstracts: qx; q ; +/-; .·e; Tn;
11.4.2 Pericope perspective: master symbols
The dominant master symbols in this pericope are the "mediati ng
role of Jesus Christ in salvation"; "Christ"s victory over all
realities";
"baptism"; as well as the "suffering, death and
resurrection of Christ". The master symbols in this pericope are
clearly Christological . What is to be noted once again with
regard to these master symbols are the references to a series of
events which the communicator-author interpreted as
having
cosmologic implications for the total reality.
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11.4.3 Pericope strategy: funct ion
This peri cope functions as an assertion and assurance for the
addressees that their suffering is not only following in the
footsteps of Jesus Christ , but that Christ ultimately triumphed .
This assertion is then a consolation and motivation for the
addressees in their tribulations.
In conclusion, it is important that the close interrelationship
between this peri cope , the previous and the following one is to
be considered carefully.

*

*
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XII

~.PERICOPE

(i :! -~)

12.4 SYNTHESIS: PERICOPE THRUST , PERSPECTIVE AND STRATEGY
12.4.1 Pericope thrust : structure , discourse
and subthemes

development ,

theme

.1 The syntactic (cf the #g~r#) and semantic (cf the cor eference
and contrast between "Ta" and "Tn " as well as between the "-" and
"+" conduct) coherence between cola 1 and 2 demarcates the fi r st
cluster. The change ln the actantial subject (i e from the
addressees to the outsiders), the semantic contrast between
#blasfem~o# and
#apodldomi logon# and the pragmatic coherence (P
= X and MB = ASS) between cola 3- 4 , demarcate the second
cluster .
In colon 5 the change in the actantial sub j ect , the
semantic coreferences to the judgement of the living and the
dead,
suffering as well as a God - approved conduct, link i t
to
both the first (i e cola 1 - 2) and second cluster (i e co l a 3 - 4) .
The relative particles in cola 3- 4 reveal that they are an
expansion of cola 1 - 2. Therefore , the dominance of cola 1 - 2
together with the emphatic causal proform and the recapitulation
of subthemes (i e from this and the previous pericopes) i n co l on
5, lead us to descr i be the structure of this pericope in terms of
a diamond . Once again we find that the expansion in cola 2-4 is
antithetic to the outer constituents: the conduct of the insiders
(l+) is contrasted with that of the outsiders (l - ) (cf cola 1 - 2
with colon 3) ; whereas the judgement of the outsiders
(j - ) is
contrasted with the vindication of the insiders (j+)
(cf col on 5
with 6) :

1+: 1

/ \
/

/

1+: conduct of the ins i ders
1-: conduct of the outsiders

\

\
\ j- : 4
\ - -/
\
/
\
/
\ /

1-: 3/

j -: judgement of outs i ders
j + : judgement of i ns id e r s

j+:5

.2 The pericope returns (cf the #Ol1n# conjunct i on as p r ofo r m) to
the example of Ch r ist's suffering in co l on 1 of pericope XI that is after a detour in which the communicator descr ibed the
effects and imp li cations of Christ's death and resurrection for
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the total reality of this and the spiritual world .
The
addressees are now called on to be armed and prepared to suffer
likewise because it 1S the inevitable consequence of their
God-approved conduct which is in contrast with their former and
unacceptable heathen-like conduct
(cf cola 1 and 2).
It is
exactly this change in conduct which brings the heathens to
judge, reject and abuse them (cf colon 3). However. the heathens
are to give account of their behaviour before God who will judge
the living and the dead (cf colon 4). Colon 5 concludes this
pericope
recapitulating
the themes of the
foregoing
by
encouraging the addressees that even the suffering of death in
their physical existence
(which
is
often interpreted as
judgement) doesn't mean that the gospel was proclaimed in vain.
No , it was procla imed to them in order that they could live in
their spiritual existence in the same way as God does.
Discourse development:

5 _ __

. 3 Thrust: "An exhortation that the addressees should be prepared
to suffer in the same way as Christ did because it is the
inevitable result of their changed life conduct. They are
assured, however, that God will judge the outsiders who inflict
this suffering but v indicate the insiders even if they have
suffered death."
Subthemes:
Actants: H2, H3 . H5 and Sl
Interrelationships: ai, ai & a!; b$ & b
Events: impact; corrnn.; act. ,(war;) f.; g-:-1. - ; emo.; f.j.; e.;
movem.; transf.; physiol.;
Abstracts: +/-; Tn; q(degree;); category; capacity;
12.4.2 Pericope perspective: master symbols
The mas ter symbols dominating this peri cope are: "the suffering
of Christ"; "the suffering of believers because of the change in
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conduct";
"the contrast between their former and
present
life-styles"; " and "God's judgement".
Once again the conduct of
the addressees is Christologically orientated and cosmologically
interpreted as meaningful.
12.4.3 Pericope strategy: function
The function of this pericope 1S appellative with regard to the
addressees' suffering and unique conduct, but assertive with
regard to their interpersonal-relationships with outsiders and
ultimately with God himself.

*
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13.PERICOPE XIII

(i:2-11

13.4 SYNTHESIS: PERICOPE THRUST, PERSPECTIVE AND STRATEGY
13.4.1 Pericope thrust: structure , discourse
and subthemes

development,

theme

.1 The paratactic proform #d~# in . colon 1 links this peri cope
,
"
with the prevlous pericope.
In colon 2 the consecutlve
#Q.llil#
lS
a proform which continues the discourse but also returns to a
more imperative and exhortatory style . Cola 4-10 are all
(with
the exception of colon 9) stringed asyndetically. Therefore, the
syntactic considerations give little help In demarcating the
clusters in order to determine the structure of this pericope.
Syntactically we are only able to distinguish cola 1-3, 7 - 8 and
8-9 as clusters. Pragmatically we also lack clear text breaks
(cf the n umber of elliptic co la and the presupposed impera ti ve
nature of the pericope as a whole).
The only exceptions are
found in cola 1 and 9- 10 which have a change in cola function.
Therefore, we are dependent on the semantic analysis for further
demarcations.
In cola 4 and 5 a chiastic description of the
intergroup relations of the addressees is found: #heautoa# (x),
#~g~pe# (y), #fi16xenos# (y) and #§llelon# (x). Likewise in colon
6 a r ing-composi tiona 1 interplay between
#§'kastos #
(x: H2)
ch~risma (y), diakon~o (2), olkonomos (2),
ch~ris
(y)
& theos
(x:Sl)# is found.
Cola 7 and 8 are also semantically parallel.
Both describe an interpersonal event in the protasis whereas the
events are related to God in the apodosis.
In conclusion we are
able to distinguish cola 1, 2-3, 4-8 (with 4-5 and 6-8 as a
subdivision) and 9-10 as clusters. Although cola 4- 8 as a whole
corefers to the interrel~tionship amon~st the addressees as a
group, cola 4-5 differ from 6- 8 in that 4- 5 refer to their
relationship in the generic terms of love and hospitality whereas
6-8 specifically refer to individual gifts and examples of how
they should serve one another with them.
Structurally a chiastic I
pericope.

ring
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x:the end (l)~~~~~_______________
y:prayers to God (2 - 3)~~~______
z:intergroup relations (4 -5 )
z:intergroup relations (6 - 8) = 1
y:praise to God (9) _______________
x:eternity (9) ________________________

x&y

/ \
z/
\

/

\

\z
- /

\
\ /

/

x&y
.2 Pericope XIII is introduced by the remark that the end of all
things is near.
This necessitates that the addressees should be
self-controlled and alert in order to pray (cola 1- 2).
On the
other hand they should keep up their love, hospitality (cola 4- 5)
and service for one another with their spiritual gifts
(cola
6-8).
The author argues that this
will
result
in
the
glorification of God and therefore he concludes with a quote from
a traditional phrase of praise affirmed with the semitism #amen#
(cola 9 -1 0).
Discourse development :

1

- \

2- 3_ _ __
4- 5

6- 8:::1 _

9-1 0_

1-

. 4 .Thrust:
"An exhortation to the addressees to keep up their
relationship towards God ( i e with praye r,
service and praise)
and one another
(i e with love, hospitality and service)
especiallj in the light of the nearing end ."
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Subthemes:
Actants: H2, H3 and Sl
Interrelationships: ai & a!; I; b$ & b%
Events: e.; f.; comm.; ip.emo.assoc.+; act. (cover; serve); g.l.-;
transf. ;
Abstracts: T; position; qx.; q.; +/ -; capacity;
13.4.2 Pericope perspective: master symbols
The dominant master symbols are: "the nearing end";
"love and
service between insiders"; "praise , prayer and service to God
through Jesus Christ"; and "the insiders as gifted by God".
Almost all of these master symbols have already occurred within 1
Peter and are therefore only a reinforcement thereof.
It is
interesting to note that all these master symbols were previously
Christologically orientated (cf especially pericopes II, III and
IV). The only master symbol which could be described as "new" is
the insiders as gifted.
Once again this is to be to the
glorification of God through Jesus Christ (cf colon 8).
13.4.3 Pericope strategy: function
This pericope appeals to the addressees to keep up their
relationship with God
and
one another.
Apart from this
appellati v e function it concludes by giving an emotive estimation
of God's glory which serves as a motivation for the appeal.
The cohesion and demarcation cf this pericope are rather obvious
in the light of its difference in thematic thrust in comparison
to the foregoing and following pericopes .

*

*
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14.4 SYNTHESIS: PERICOPE THRUST , PERSPECTIVE AND STRATEGY
14.4.1 Pericope thrust: structure, discourse
and subthemes

development,

theme

.1 The sparsely used vocative (#~gap~to{#) clearly introduces a
new pericope.
Other syntactic considerations only reveal a clear
coherence between cola 1-2 (cf the #~ll~#), 4 - 6 (cf the proform
#d~#) and 7-9 (cf the proforms Ide & kat#; the difference in the
subject actant as well as the conditional structure of cola 8 and
9). Other syntactic conjunctions in this pericope
(cf #g'r &
h6ti#) are dubious and need other considerations before their
linkages can be established . Semantically the lexemes in colon 1
reflect a chiastic structure:
#xen{zo#
(x) ,
#p0rosis#
(y),
Ipeirasmbs# (y) and #x~nosl (x)
which introduces th~ semantic
domains of
"expectation";
"ordeal/suffering " and "testing".
Although colon 2 is semotactically directly adversative to colon
1, the coreference to the request to suffer for and like Christ
and the
request for an appropriate emotional reaction to
suffering which is contrasted with the shameful suffering of the
impious (cf colon 4), is the underlying tone throughout cola 2-6.
This makes it more probable that cola 2 - 6 as a whole is a cluster
adversative (cf the #a ll~# in colon 2) to colon 1. Compare the
following coherence between cola 2-6. Colon 2 has a parallelistic
interplay between Christ's suffering (x),
joy
(as an emotiona l
reaction to suffering) (y) , Christ's glory (x') and joy (y). The
coreference to suffering, Christ, bliss and glory in colon 3 is
more than enough reason to link it with colon 2. In cola 5 and 6
the semantic references to Christ (and indirectly suffering) and
the emotional reaction of the insiders are chiastically arranged
in terms of the following phrases which recapitulate cola 2-3:
#hos Christianbs# (x), Ime aischlmestho#
(y),
#doxazetiS# (y) &
len tiS 6n6mati tOlltiS#
(x).
Colon 4 is a counterpoint to the
melody in cola 2 - 3 and 5- 6 by showing how Christians should not
suffer.
Finally, the contrast between God's
judgement of the
T ighteous (+)
(i e the addressees) and the impious (-) is found
in both cola 8 and 9 whereas colon 7 is an introd uct i on to this
subtheme.
Colon 10 recapitulates the subthemes of suffering; the
expecta tion thereof; the
qualitative re la tionship between God and
the addressees;
suffering as God's will;
and the Christian
conduct in suffering.
This re sults eventually in discerning the
following clusters: cola 1, 2-6,
7 - 9 and 10. These clusters are
pragmatically confirmed by the change in the dominant appellative
cola function of this pericope (i e P = YOU and MB = I.VOL) which
changes in . cola 7 - 9 to an assertive function ( i e P = YOU and MB
= I.ASS).
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Structurally the pivotal point is found in cola 1 and 10 where
the dominant subthemes in this pericope are introduced and
recapitulated:

x: accept your suffering

x: 1

/ \
/

/

y:2 - 3 / -

\

y: how to suffer (joy)

\
z:5

\

z: how not to suffer (impious)

\ y:5 - 6
/
I

y: how to suffer (praise)

\w :7-9 /

\ \ I/ /

w: judgement
x: accept your suffering

x: 10

.2 After the addressees are for the second time addressed as
#.§.gapeto:L# they are exhorted not to be surprised at their
suffering (cf colon 1) . Therefore the theme of suffering is taken
up again after it was omitted in pericope XIII. Colon 1 is
followed .by an explanation in cola 2- 6 of how they should
understa·nd their suffering .
In contrast to the view that
suffering is something strange, they are exhorted to rejoice in
it (cf colon 2)
and experience it as a blessing (cf colon 3)
because it is to follow in the footsteps of Christ and to suffer
for him. Therefore, the addressees are exhorted not to suffer as
unjust
(cf colon 4) but as Christians (cf cola 5- 6).
This is
motivated by referring to God"s judgement of all people which
includes both the
just and the unjust (cf cola 7-9). Colon 10
recapitulates the foregoing by
exhorting those who suffer
according to God"s will to entrust their lives to him , and also
assuring them that God, their faithful Creator , will be faithful
to them . .
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Discourse development:

1 _ _ _ __

2-3

4-6=1_

7-9

1-

1o _ _ _ __
.3 Thrust: "An exhortation to the addressees
in,
and live up to (i e by doing good) the
strangers / outcasts who suffer for Christ's
also means that God will be faithful to
judgement of the just and the unjust."

to accept, rejoice
fact that they are
sake which, however,
them in his
final

Subthemes:
Actants: HI, H2, H3, H5 and Sl
Interrelationships: ai, ai & a!
;b$ & b
Events: emo.; assoc.; j.; physical; E; impact; comm.(+;
symbol); transf.; physiol.; act.; movem.; g.l.; sens. ;
f. j. ;

Abstracts: q.; +/-; status; T; order; g.;
14.4.2 Pericope perspective: master symbols
This pericope refers frequently to the master symbols of:
"expectation of suffering"; "suffering as God's will"; "suffering
for and like Christ";
"joy ln suffering";
"right conduct in
suffering"; "the final judgement of the just and the unjust"; and
"the faithfulness of God as the Creator".
This pericope once
again confirms the cosmologic dimensions of the master symbols in
1
Peter (cf t he references to the final judgement and God as
Creator).
The fact that the ,total existence
(which includes
suffering) of the addressees is made meaningful
(cf
joy and
praise in suffering as well as in the end of all things which
includes
judgement) confirms the
integrative power of the
Christology of 1 Peter.
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14.4.3 Pericope strategy: function
This pericope continues the appellative and assertive strategy of
1 Peter. The cOlTUTIunicator - author appeals to the addressees to
accep t their suffering as part of their status as Christians by
alie niating them from their unch·ristian commitments.
On the
othe r hand, he motivates them by identifying them with Christ a nd
ass uring the m that God will be faithful to them in his final
judgement.
The uncanny simi larities in the thrust and mast er
symbols of this pericope and pericope V confirms my view that
pericope V forms a heading for pericopes V-XIV (i e 2:11-4:19).
The fact that this pericope is also introduced with #Agap~to{#
cou ld suggest that the vocative serves as an enclosure of the
discourse from 2:11 to 4:19.

*

*
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lS.PERICOPE XV

(2 :1-2 )

15 . 4 SYNTHESIS: PERICOPE THRUST , PERSPECTIVE AND STRATEGY
15 . 4.1 Pericope thrust : structure , discourse
and subthemes

development,

theme

. 1 The introduction of this pericope by the spa r sely but
strategically used #paraka15# (i e three times in the whole
letter) serves as a signal for a text break to introduce a new
pericope . This was also the case with #agapeto{# which only
occurs twice (cf pericopes V and XIV). It is also noteworthy that
the communicator - author reveals , for the first time since the
introduction , something of himself with a threefold and elaborate
expansion of the noun phrase in colon 1. The change in the
actants as subjects of the different cola (i e the elders, the
young ones and all the addressees) demarcates this pericope into
three clusters: 1 - 3 , 4 and 5 . The linkage between cola 1 and 2 is
semantically confirmed by their coreference to "an exhortation to
the elders" . Colon 1 is in a certain sense setting the scene by
outlining the relationship between the communicator and the
elders and also signalling (cf #paraka16#) that exhortation is to
follow.
In colon 2 we find an elabo r ate
and
specified
exhortation to the elders (cf the threefold antitheses). Colon 3
is linked to cola 1 - 2 by the coreference to the " shepherd" theme ,
namely Jesus Chri st as the Chief Shepherd who will reward the
elders as the shepherds of His flock . Colon 3 is pragmatically
an assertion which serves as a motivation for the appeal to the
elders - shepherds.
Colon 4 is clearly distinguished .from 1- 3 by
the change in the subject - actant (i e the young ones) and the
exhortation to them to submit to the elder s.
Colon 5 turns to
the addressees as a whole and exhorts them to hl@ble themselves
and serve one another.
This is motivated with a quote from
Scriptures (i e an antithetic parallelism) . Although each of the
three clusters (viz 1 - 3, 4 and 5) has an emphasis of their own ,
colon 5 seems to summarize and to put the exhortations to the
elders and the younger in perspect i ve. Therefore the structure
can be schemat i zed in the following way:
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..-----_ _ _ 1 / \

/

\
\

/

\

/2 -3 \

\

/

\

/
\

\

\

/

/

/

\I
\

/

4

/

\

/
\

/

\

/

\I
5

.2 Once again the author addresses himself to different groups
amongst the addressees
(cf pericopes VI -VIII ) . Referring to his
own status as a fellow elder , witness to Christ's suffering and a
partaker in his glory , the communicator-author exhorts the elders
(colon 1) to shepherd God's flock willingly and by being an
example.
The latter implies that they should not do it for
shameful gain or by domineering the flock (colon 2). This conduct
of the elders will be rewarded when the chief Shepherd (i e Jesus
Christ) is manifestated (co lon 3). The author now turns to the
younger amongst the addressees and exhorts them likewise
this
time to submit thems elves to the elders (colon 4). What is said
to the elders and the younger is, however, qualified in colon 5
with an exhor tation to the addressees as a whole to clothe
themselves with humility towards
one another.
The author
motivates this exhortation by a quotation (i e emphasizing the
importance of it) that God opposes the proud but gives grace to
the hmnble .
Discourse development:

5_ __ _
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. 3 Thrust:
"An e x hortation to the elders and the younge r to act
according to what is expected of them , but above all , each and
everyone is exhorted to act with humility . "
Subthemes:
Actants: Hl , H2 , H3 and Sl
Interrelationships: al & a! ; b%
Events : E; comm.(f; assoc. ; symbol;); f.(g. ; assoc .; j); impact;
ip . assoc .; act. ; e .; transf .;
Abstracts: Tx; q . (order ; g ; ) ; qx ; +/-;
15.4 . 2 Pericope perspective : master symbols
The master symbols in pericope xv are : " the interpersona l
association and car i ng between the addressees as God"s flock" ;
" humility and service as characteristics of their conduct " ;
"Jesus Christ as t heir chi ef Shepherd "; " the crown of glory as
reward for the addressees "; and "God"s judgement " . "There is no
master symbol that introduces something t otally ne w i n this
pericope .
The caring within the brotherhood has alrea d y been
dealt with although not i n terms of the different roles of the
elders and the
younger
ones .
Once again the cosmologic
dimensions of these master symbols are expressed and reveal to us
the symbolic unive r se of the communicator "s
life - and - world
perspec ti ve .
1 5 . 4 . 3 Pericope strat egy : fun ction
The appel l ative and assertive "strategy of the communicato r- au t hor
is continued in this pericope .
This time it is an appeal to a
distingu i shed conduct of the addr essees amongst each other.
This
is done by ost r acizing possible unholy conduct within " the
community . On the other hand , the addre s sees are motiva t ed and
assured that they wil l receive th e crown o f glory ln t h e fi n al
revelation of Jesus Christ.

*
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16.PERICOPE XVI

(~:~-ll)

16.4 SYNTHESIS: PERICOPE THRUST, PERSPECTIVE AND STRATEGY
16.4.1 Pericope thrust: structure, discourse
and sub themes

development,

theme

.1 The high frequency of asyndetically linked cola (cf cola 2 - 5
and 8-12)
is of little help in deteimining the clusters.
Syntactically the only clear indications are the change In the
subject-actant from second person plural (cf cola 1- 4 & 6) to
third person singular in cola 5, 7- 11 as well as the relative (cf
#ho# In colon 6) and adversative or consecutive (i e
#de# in
colon 7) proforms.
Interestingly enough, the verb phrases of the
cola matrices change together with the change in subject - actant
from the imperative (ci cola 1- 4 & 6) to the indicative (cf cola
5 & 7 - 11). These divisions are pragmatically confirmed by the
alternation in cola functions - that is between the appellative
(cf cola 1- 4 & 6) and assertive (cf cola 5 & 7 - 12) functions.
The semantic considerations will help us to group the clusters
into smaller units.
The semotactic structure of cola 1 and 2 is
a parallel reconstruction
of
the
following motives: the
imperat i ve request to the addres s ees
(H2) , God (S 1) and his
caring power (y). Cola 3-4 are not only semantically parallel ana
simplistic in structure, but they also serve as an introduction
to cola 5-6. Therefore the warning to be sober and watchful (cola
3-4) is to be seen in the light of the coreference to the i r
adversary (Satan = S5) who seeks to destroy and inflict suffering
(z) on the addressees.
In contrast to cola 3- 6 (cf the #d~#),
cola 7 - 9 corefer to God (Sl) and his bestowing of grace and
strength (y) on the suffering (z) addressees (H2) .
It is to be
noted that the semantic contrast between #doxa# and · #pa:schi5#
occurs once again in colon 7 (cf 1:11 - 12;
2 :4 - 8;
3:18 22 ;
4:13 - 14 ; 5:1). Cola 8 - 10 have a rather machinegun - like repetition
of God's care. Colon 12 is an exclamational confirmation that
all power indeed belongs to God. The r efore , colon 12 concludes
cola 7- 10 and recapitulates cola 1- 2. The following clusters are
therefore constituted: 1-2,3 - 6, 7 - 10 and 11 - 12.

From this analysis it is clear that pericope XVI structurally
forms a chiastic patter n - or mo r e specifically a palindrome:
x - y-z - y - x . Once again it is the tension between the motives that
is important fo r an understanding of the message the author
wanted to convey:
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x: Accept God's care

x:1-2

1

1[\

\

y:3 - 4/_z:5_\ y:5-6

\

\

\ 1

1

1=

1

y: Be alert!
z : Satan = your adversary
y: Resist!
x : God cares

x: 7 - 12
.2 The author takes the subtheme of humility in pericope xv as a
lead to shift the theme from the relationship of the addressees
towards each other to their relationship towards God. They are
exhorted to humble themselves before the power of the caring God
(cf colon 1). This is parallelistically reaffirmed in colon 2 by
urging them to cast all their anxieties on God. Cola 3- 4 prompt
attention by their brevity and imperative character exhorting the
addressees to be sober and watchful because their adversary ,
Satan, tries to destroy them by inflicting suffering on them (cf
colon 5).
Therefore, they should resist him (cf colon 6). The
author now returns to the thematic thrust of cola 1-2 by
repetitively reassuring the suffering addressees that the God of
grace will take care of his
elect (cf colon 7). This builds up
with an allegro-like acceleration
(cf cola 8-10) to the emotive
and climactic end (cf cola 11-12) which confirms that God is in
power for evermore.
Discourse development:

1-2

7-12 _ __
.3 Thrust: "An exhortation to the suffering addressees to humble
themselves in Christ before the almighty God who has the eternal
power and glory to take care of them in their resistance against
Satan, their adversary."
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Subthemes:
Actants: H2, H3, Sl and S5
In t errelationships: ai, a! & aH2:S1; b$
Events: f.(g.q.+; $; d); c; emo.(fear; assoc,;); transf.; assoc.
(-; oppose;); comm . (symbol; non-verbal); movem.; d.;
(oriented;); impact ; act.;
Abstracts: q.; qx.; +/-; capacity; T.(degree;)
16.4.2 Pe ricope perspective: master symbols
The master symbols encountered in pericop XVI are:
"trust in the
me rciful,
powerful
and eternal God"; "suffering
of
the
addr e ssees";
"Satan as the adversary who inflicts suffering";
"glory in Christ"; and "alertness and resistance in their
situation".
The newly . introduced master symbol,
"Satan", is
noteworthy. This constitutes a symbolic universe in which Jesus
Christ and God is contrasted with an adversary.
It is important
that the victory is described as "in Christ" (cf colon 7).
16.4.3 Pericope strategy: function
The appellative and assertive text functions dominate this
pericope as well.
The appeal is once again directed at the
addressees in their relationship to the supernatural and their
suffering whereas the assurance is once again that the ~erciful
and powerful God will take care of them in Christ.

*

*
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17.PERICOPE XVII (2:12-l!)
17 . 4 SYNTHESIS: PERICOPE THRUST , PERSPECTIVE AND STRATEGY
17.4.1 Pericope thrust: structure , discourse
and subthemes

development ,

theme

.1 Colon 1 has a complex word order.
It starts with a
prepositional clause which has its own . 1imbedments as an expansion
of
the
verb phrase matri x
#egrapsa# .
Therefore
the
preposi tiona 1 clause
together
with
a
, p,;renthesis
( #hos
loglzomai#) and an adverbial phrase (#di' ollgon#) precede the
verb.
The verb phrase is then expanded by two participles
functioning as adverbial clauses which describe the act of
writing. The dualistic noun phrase in colon 2 only follows after
the verb phrase . Colon 3 starts with the verb phrase of the
colon which is in turn expanded with two imbedments. The noun
phrase introduces colon 4 which is then followed by imbedments to
the presupposed verb. Syntactically these fou r asyndetic cola in
this pericope are linked by
the
proform
#humefs# .
The
ring - compositional and parallelistic semantic coreference is the
key to the structure of these 4 cola .
All 4 refer to the
" communication" of the religious siblings to each other. Cola 1
and 2 have a ring composition of subthemes: sibling-relationship
(x : + qualification) & addressees (y)
&
communication (z : +
twofo Id purpose) : communication (z) & addressees (y)
&
twofo Id
sibling -r elationship (x : + qualification). Cola 2, 3 and 4 are
parallel in this regard: communication (z) & addressees (y) &
siblings (x: +qualification) . This could either result i n the
linkage of cola 1-2 and 2-4 or cola 1 , 2-3 and 4 as clusters.
Pragmatically the change from an assertive cola function (cf cola .
1-2) to an appellative function (cf c ola 3-4) would confirm the
first option .
Finally , it
is
interesting
to note that
semantically a chiastic correspondence is evident between cola
1-4 which establishes a diamond structure for this pericope as a
whole. This confirms the ambiguity in the pairing of clusters(i
e either parallelist ic viz 1-2 & 2- 4 or chiastic viz 1, 2-3 & 4):
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x:l

/ \

\
\y:3
\--/
\
/
\ /

y:2/

/

or

x:4

x:Purpose for communication Hl:H2
viz. exhortation & assurance of
a & b relationships (assertion)
y:Greetings from siblings (assertion)
y:Greet one another (request)
x:Peace (a & b relationships) be with
you in Christ (i e the basis for exhortation and assurance) (request)

.2 The author closes his discourse by commenting on the writing
and intent of the letter as a whole, namely that it was written
or taken by Silvanus for him with the purpose of exhorting and
comforting the addressees (cf colon 1).
Finally, greetings are
conveyed from other believers
(i e chosen exiles and Mark, his
son) who are likewise elect exiles in the world. These greetings
in colon 2 lead the author to exhort the addressees for the last
time to greet one another with the kiss of love
(cf colon 3).
Ultimately the author concludes his letter by wishing them peace
in Christ as a pragmatically intensified semantic - contraction and
summary of the thrust, cosmologic perspective and strategy of
this writing.
.
Discourse development:

1 _ __

2-3_14 _ _ __

.3 Thrust: The closing of the letter: commenting on the purpose
for writing
(i e as an exhortation and assurance for the
addressees) and exchanging greetings which are finally concluded
with a request to greet each other with the kiss of Christian
love and a personal blessing of peace in Christ for all the
addressees.
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Subthemes:
Actants: HI, H2 & H3
Interrelationships: a, b%
Events: ip.assoc.+ (emo) ; comm (f.; symbol; physical);
transf.ip.assoc.; d
Abstracts: q; qx; r; e
17.4.2 Pericope perspective: master symbols
The following master symbols can be discerned in this pericope:
'telection,
"sibling and loving relationship between believers";
grace and peace in the a & b interrelationships "; and "Christ as
the mediator of these interrelationships " .
17.4.3 Pericope strategy: function
Strategically this peri cope is the closing pericope and therefore
the conclusion of the whole writing .
Therefore,
it is not
strange to find an " amen or plagal cadenza" (i e a
certain type
of closing)
in which the communicator - author closes by first
asserting the underlying and subdominant purpose of his writing
(i e to exhort and assure) to end off finally with the dominant
keynote as the climax .
Thus the communicator-author ultimately
and strategically concentrates and profilates the perspectival
thrust in the final words of his writing : "May peace be with you
all who are in Christ".

*
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- CHAPTER II: SECTION C INTRATEXTUAL ANALYS I S OF THE THRUST , PERSPECTIVE AND STRATEGY
OF 1 PETER AS A TEXT UNI T

Section C is to a
certain
extent the conclusion of my
intratextual analysis of the sev enteen indiv i dual pericopes of I
Peter. It is now time to bring all th e different syntactic,
semantic and
pragmatic
insights
together
to
gain some
understanding of the text thrust , perspective and strategy of 1
Peter as a text uni t.
I shall proceed , methodologically in
exactly the same way as with the individual , pericopes with the
only difference that the appli c ation is much wider and more
comprehensive . The reader will remember that I have constantly
explained the wider textual applications of the analytical
methods in my discussion of
the
exegetical - methodological
considerations in section A. Therefore , nothing more needs to be
said and we can continue with this last and very fascinating
phase in the analysis of the intratextual dimension of 1 Pe t er .

*
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1.TEXT-SYNTACTIC ANALYSIS
1.1 Text - syntactic extension: pericope divisions
The extension of the text of 1 Peter confronts us as a "fait
accompli " extending from 1:1 - 5:14. Whether this was the extension
of the original text or whether it was expanded or limited during
its transmission over the centuries, is irrelevant from an
intratextual point of view. The seventeen tentatively demarcated
pericopes are the
larger
units or building blocks (each
consisting of its own cola units as the smaller building blocks)
which constitute the text extension of 1 Peter in its totality.
The demarcation of pericopes as the larger building blocks, was
based on Louw's (1973:103) interpretation of a pericope as "
the largest perceptible whole, but also the smallest sensible
unit of a discourse to be taken separately while still having
some autonomy of its own ... ". It has become clear in section B
t hat pericope demarcations are not always clear - cut because of
strong linkages between some pe ricopes
(cf the #h6ti# linkage
between pericopes X and XI). Nevertheless, the fact that the
seventeen pericopes distinguished themselves from others by a
relatively clear and independent message and structure , warranted
the different demarcations.
However,
before we create an
unnecessary storm in a tea cup concerning the demarcation of
pericope units, let us continue to determine the coherence
between the pericopes. The reader will find that closely linked
pericopes will in any case directly link to each other in the
establishing of pericope blocks.
1.2 Text-syntactic coherence: grammatical reference,
markers and pericope structure

structural

Although it was not the focus of our analysis up til l now, the
tentatively demarcated pericopes have already (and inevitably)
revealed an interrelationship between them .
. 1 The grammatical reference to the addressees in various ways
but especially with the proform #humeis# is syntactically the
strongest coherence factor throughout the text of 1 Petei. The
proforms #di6# in 1:13 and lounl in 2:1 reveal some interrelationship between pericopes II and III as well as III and IV
respectively. Pericopes V-VII are asyndetically linked which
obviously gives us no clue as to how they interrelate. Only in
pericopes VIII and IX do we find proforms (i e Ihomo{os# in 3 : 1
and #t6 d~ t~los# in 3:8) which again link backwards to the
previous pericopes .
Al though
the
pro form
Ikai# in 3: 13
establishes a linkage with the foregoing discourse, it is
questionable (especially in the light of our tentative pericope
demarcation) whether it establishes a strong linkage with the
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immediately preceding discourse or whether it is only continuing
the disourse by and 1 arge.
In contrast to this , the #hot i# ,
101m' and (to a lesser extent) Ide# conjunctions in pericopes XI
(cf 3:18) , XII (cf 4:1) and XIII (cf 4:7) establish a strong
linkage with pericopes X , XI and XII respectively.
Pericope XIV
is asyndetically linked in contrast to pericopes XV and XVI which
are both linked to their foregoing pericopes with the proform
#oun#. The final pericope is once again asyndetically linked .
. 2 In dealing with the criterium of structural markers in
establishing text coherence, a word of caution is appropriate.
The mere recurrence or absence of structural markers is not
decisive but rather supportive in determining text coherence.
This is due to the fact that structurally similar words could
have totally different semantic values whereas structurally
different words could be semantically similar. Bearing this in
mind, the frequency and distribution of structural markers
nevertheless reveals some very interesting patterns.
In
peri copes
I-IV
the high
frequency
and
strategical
implementation of certain structural markers which rarely occur
in the rest of 1 Peter, are .surely no coincidence.
Compare the
occurrence of the following lexemes in 1:1-2:10: #pisteUi5"# (3x
and only here); #p{stis' . (4x and otherwise only in 5:9); #pistos#
(lx and otherwise only in 4:19 and 5:12 but there as an adjective
and not as a substantive); ,s5t§r{a# (4x and only here); #~lp{s &
~lp{z6# (3 out of the 5 occurrences in 1 Peter are
found here);
#<1nagennaCi#(2x and only here); #chrCnos & kairos# (4 out of the 8
occurrencei in 1 Peter);
'~klekt6s# (all 4
instances here);
#hagi~zi5",hagiasmcs,
ha:gios & hagn{zi5"#
(8 out of the
10
occurrences in 1 Peter); #e le4i5 & &'leos # (all three occurrences);
and #hupako§# (3x and only here).
The same phenomenon is also found in other parts of 1 Peter.
In
pericopes VI - XIV (i e 2:13 - 4:18) the following structural markers
are noteworthy: #hupota:ssi5# (5 out of the six occurrences are
found here); #thelema' (4x and only here); #sune{d§sis#
(3x and
only here); #agathos, agathopoi~i5, agathopoiia & agathopoios#
(13x and only here); #dikaios & dikaiosl~n§# (5x and only here);
# sarkikos &
sarx : # (6 out of the 8 occurrences); #kakc5s,
kakopoi4i5 & kakopoibs*(8x and only here) and #p~scho' (11 out of
the twelve occurrences are found here with the highest frequency
in the latter half viz . 3:14-4:19). Considering the structural
markers in the different pericopes , one often finds that those in
the introductory colon of each peri cope can help us to determine
the text and pericope coherence (cf for example the recurrence of
Ihupota:ss6# in the introductory colon of pericopes VI-VIII and
#pasch6 & hamartIa# in X and XI).
In

the

last

three

pericope s

(i
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markers catch the eye: #tapeinbs# and its derivatives (3 out of
the 4 occurrences) ; Ikrat€6 , kratai6s & kr'tistos# (2 out of the
3 occurrences); #parakal~o# (2 out of the three occurrences); as
well as ICharis# (4x) and #d6xa# (3x) which have a rather high
frequency here and correlate with the high frequency in 1:1 - 2:12.
It would be possible to multiply this kind of int eresting
statistics indefinitely. However, in the light of my warning
above , I will rather pay more attention to the semantic and
pragmatic considerations which reveal text coherence much clearer
and more comprehensively. Ultimately, the bottom line is (as we
have already noticed in the cluster grouping of cola in section
B) that the syntactic considerations coincide with the semantic
and pragmatic considerations for text coherence. On text level,
however , the semantic and pragmatic considerations are more
manageable .
. 3 The structure of the pericopes, which is the third syntactic
criterium in determining text coherence, also gives one some
indication of possible pericope clusters or blocks.
The similarities in the structures of the different pericopes
reflect some interrelationship between them.
Take for example
pericopes III and IV. Syntactically both are introduced by a
hinge verse followed by three clearly demarcated cluster groups.
These formal resemblances between the two pericopes needn't
necessarily establish a close link between them. It is, however ,
the uncanny semantic similarities which will force us to take
these syntactic resemblances seriously (as we will see shortly).
Furthermore, the high frequency (i e 10 of the 17 pericopes at
first glance) and the distribution (note their clustering) of
chiastic pericope structures (predominantly antithetic but also
synthetic) catch the eye immediately (cf pericopes II, IV,
VI - VII, X-XIV, XVI-XVII). Before we can deduce any conclusions
from these formal resemblances we will first have to take the
semantic and pragmatic analyses into account. But first a few
remarks with regard to the text - syntactic delimitation of the
pericopes .
1.3 Text - syntactic delimitation: text breaks & block demarcation
.1 It is usually rare but structurally highlighted words that
tend
to
signal text breaks.
Compare
for
example
the
strategically placed vocative #agapeto{#
(cf 2:11 and 4:12) and
the first person singular ve rb #parakal~o# (cf 2: 11 and 5:1) .
. 2 In the light of th e syntactic extension, coherence and
delimitation we are able to define tentative pericope blocks for
1 Peter.
Pericopes I-IV could well be defined as the first
pericope block (cf Goppelt 1978 :42 ) in the light of its syntactic
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coherence (cf the proforms #di6# and fount which are strong
conjunctions as well as the coherence in structural markers) and
#~gap!to{ & paraka16# signalling a text break in pericope V. The
extension of the second block is more difficult to determine and
preliminary remarks will have to suffice. The coherence in
structural markers amongst pericopes V- XIV has been argued .
Whether pericope XIV is to be taken as introducing a new block
(cf the signal #agapeto{, in 4:12) or whether it is part of the
previous block with pericope XV introducing a new pericope block
(cf #paraka16# in 5:1) is impossible to decide at this stage.
Syntactically some indication of a possible cluster break within
the discourse of 2:11 - 4 : 19 is found in the dominance of the
structural markers #hupot~ss6# in pericopes VI - VIII (with IX as a
conclusion introduced with #tb d~ t~los#) and #p~sch6# in
pericopes X- XIV. The final block is introduced either with the
#~gapeto{# in pericope XIV or with the #parakalo# in pericope XV.
A few structural markers have confirmed some relationship between
pericopes XV - XVII. Note that these pericope blocks are partially
confirmed by the clustering of similar pericope structures (viz
VI - VII, X-XIV and XVI - XVII) . A last remark with regard to the
introductory and closing pericopes is appropriate. Although both
these pericopes are inextricably linked with their following or
foregoing discourses respectively, it is possible to argue that
they each constitute a block on -their own .
These tentatively demarcated pericope blocks will have to be
correlated with the semantic and
pragmatic
considerations
whereafter a final block demarcation (consisting of one or more
pericope clusters) can be undertaken . It has already become
clear that the syntactic considerations are so analytically
specific and consequently inchoherent on macro-textual level that
we are to a lar ge extent dependent on the semantic and pragmatic
considerations for our pericope cluster and block demarcation s of
1 Peter. So let us proceed .

*

*
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2.TEXT-SEMANTIC ANALYSIS
2 .1 Text-semantic
categories

extension:

semantic

domains

and

generic

.1 I have already analysed the semantic domains and generic
categories with regard to individual pericopes. What is left to
be done is to compare the results and to give an outline of the
dominant domains and categories .
. 2 The following generic categories and semantic domains have
recurred monotonously throughout 1 Peter. This outline is used to
explain the abbreviations in appendix A as well as the symbols
that occur in my analysis of 1 Peter. It is obvious that this
outline is only the result of my analysis, but for practical and
reader-orientated reasons had to be given beforehand.

BASIC SEMANTIC CATEGORIES:
* 0 = objects; E = events and A = abstracts
* 01 = inanimate objects; 02 = animate (with H
S = supernatural beings)

=

hl~an

beings &

ACTANTS:
* Human beings: Hl = communicator-author; H2 = receptoraddressees; H3 = Jesus Christ; H4 = OT-insiders and H5 =
outsiders
* Supernatural beings : 51 = God; 52 = Spirit; S3 = angels;
S4 = imprisoned spirits and S5 = Satan
INTERPERSONAL RELATIONSHIPS (IP-R):
a: * vertical:
= SoH-directional ; i = H:S - di rectional;
I = Hl or 2:H3; / = H2:H5
b : * horizontal: % = addressees:addressees;
= addressees-others; $ = intrapersonal
I: * instrumenta17intermediate
EVENTS:
comm.:
communication;
assoc . :
.association
transf.:
transfer
emo. :
emotive
c: * change
d: * intellectual
e: * existence
f: * control/authority

II C

physiol.:
sens . :
movem. :
bui Id. :
g:
J:

1:
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physiological
sensory
movement
building

cultic / religious
judgement / evaluation
life-style / conduct
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ABSTRACTS:
T: time
* a = past ,
+. * positive /
. * negative /
e: * existence
g: * religious
q: * quality
qx:* quantity /
r: * relation

n = present and x = end
good
bad
character
degree

The analysis of the text-semantic extension of 1 Peter has
revealed some interesting and far - reaching results.
Certainly
the most important and most decisive semantic feature is the
dominance of the actantial reference in 1 Peter. It is especially
the definition of the interpersonal relationships between the
actants (i e the communicator, addressees , their ancestors, Jesus
Christ, outsiders and supernatural beings) in the light of their
"Sitz im Leben", their holy writings and the cosmologic time
development that neatly covers
the semantic reference and
intratextual "world" of 1 Peter like a blanket. This forms the
basis of the semantic extention and structure of the text . This
is confirmed in the analysis by the fact that each and everyone
of the semantic domains functioned within one or more of these
interrelationships.
One only has to compare the monotonous
recurrence of the different
objects , events and abstracts
expressing
and
defining the
intrapersonal,
interpersonal
(vertical,
horizontal and
intermediatory) and extrapersonal
relationships of the actants.
2.2 Text - semantic coherence:
semotactic structure, coreference
andref"erential unity (i: ~ themes and subthemes)

,

.1 The oxymoron #eklektois parepidemois# in 1:1 dominates the
semotactic structure of peri cope I combining a positive vertical
and negative horizontal relationsh ip in the description of the
author's addressees. This semotactic structure sets the tone for
what is to follow .
In peri cope II we find a semantic antithetic
chiasmus
(x+:y -: y -:x+ )
ln
which
the
positive
vertical
relationship (82:S1) is contrasted with their negative "Sitz im
Leben". Pericopes III and IV on the other hand reveal an uncanny
similarity in semotactic structure constituting a chiastic or
ringcompositional structure between them (cf ne x t page).
These resemblances clearly establ i sh
a
chiastic
pattern:
x:y:z:z : y:x.
One would tend to conclude that this implies that
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these two pericopes should be one .
This, however, needn"t
develop into a dispute because pericopes III and IV should (in
the light of the above-mentioned similarities) in any case be
directly linked.
What is of greater importance is to note the
author"s emphasis with this chiastic pattern on the addressees'
corporate status presupposing a holy conduct or life - style (x) in
which they should pursue a positive vertical conduct towards God
their Father (y) and a positive horizontal conduct towards one
another as
brothers
(z)
based
on
their intermediatory
relationship with Jesus Christ (y and z).
Therefore , one could
conclude that togehter with pericope II the emphasis in block A
is on their positive vertical and horizontal relationships
mediated through Christ as a contrast to their present n"e gative
experiences (which is rather a subtheme in this block). We have
already seen that the vocative #agapeto{# (cf 2:11 in pericope 5)
syntactically signalled a text break .
This is semantica ll y
confirmed in the light of the fact that the addressees are for
the first time addressed In this way
(cf Goldstein 1973:35)
although their sociological status and conduct as insiders has
already been outlined.

x:

y:

Peri cope I I I :
* hinge - verse
cola 4 - 5 (1:14 -16 )
* a! : calling
*ai: g.conduct
*b%: kinship
*Ta: previous conduct

.
colon 6 (1 : 17-21)
*ai: H2 fear 51
assoc .
*al·I.H3: mediator
:
:
:

z:

x:

y:

#!2rOe~n6sme'nou#

#t6n geIranta#
#timi6#

cola 7-8 (1 : 22 - 25)
z:
*b%: brotherly love
*al·I.H3: media
, tor
: #log:ou zontos#
: #Anag:eg:ennemenoi#

-
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Pericope IV:
*hinge-verse
cola 9 - ll (2:9 -1 0)
* a! : election
*ai: g .conduct
*b%: corporative
*Ta: previous 5IL
cola 3- 8 (2 : 4- 8)
*ai: H2 serve 51
assoc .
*al ·I.H 3 : mediator
: #eklekton#
: #zontes#
: #entimon#
cola 1-2 (2: 1-3)
*b% : -. brotherly love
*a l ·I.H3: media tor
: #logikon g:ala#
: #,1!rtig:enneta#
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The hendiadys #paro{kous kai parepidemous# in pericope V focusses
on the negative horizontal relationship between insiders and
outsiders. The antithetic chiasmi in pericopes VI and VII are
coherent in their semotactic contrasting of the horizontal
relationship of the
addressees
towards
different
social
institutions on the one hand , and their v ertical relatio~ships
towards God and Jesus Christ, on the other hand. This semantic
contrast is also found in pericopes VIII and IX which are ,
however, structurally different .
In pericopes X- XII and XIV we once again come across antithetic
semotactic chiasmi where the negative horizontal relationship in
general is contrasted with their positive relationship with God
and Jesus Christ. The fascinating semotactic similaritities
between pericopes XI and XII help us to be more precise in our
pericope grouping. Compare the parallel structure: Christ's role
and example in suffering (cf 3 :1 8 with 4:1-3); contrast in
conduct and judgement of insiders and outsiders (cf 3:19 - 21 with
4:4 - 5); closing with Christ and the insiders' victory (cf 3:25
with 4:6). Therefore, pericopes XI and XII are directly linked to
each other.
Although peri cope XIII also has a (synthetic)
chiastic structure (contrasting
the horizontal relationship
between insiders with their vertical relationship) it seems
semotactically out of place because of its emphasis on th~
insider relationship in contrast with the emphasis on the
outsider relationship in the previous and following pericopes .
Pericope XV returns to the horizontal relationship between
insiders in the light of their vertical relationship whereas
pericope XVI contrasts their positive vertical relationship with
their negative horizontal and vertical relationships. The final
perlcope closes by once again contrasting the relationship
between the interlocutors in terms of their positive vertical and
horizontal relationships, on the one hand, and their negative
horizontal relationship , on the other hand .
. 2 The coherence between pericopes I-II and III-IV is clear
because of their coreference to the addressees positive vertical
relationship and the striking emphasis on the mediatory role
played by Jesus Christ in constituting this personal relationship
(1:3, 10-12; 17-25;2:2 and 2 :4- 8). Nowhere else in the letter
(except perhaps pericopes VII and XI but there within a different
co- text - viz as an example for their suffering and vindication)
is this mediatory role of Christ so explicitly and elaborately
dealt with.
The coreference to an appeal to the addressees to
associate them positively in a vertical relationship with God, on
the one hand (cf peri cope II and III), and in a horizontal
corporative relationship with their religious family, on the
other hand (cf peri cope I,
III and IV) also reflects the
coherence between pericopes I-IV establishing therefore block A.
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The emphasis on the vertical and horizontal corporative status of
the addressees in 1:1 and 2:9-10 functions as an enclosure which
confirms the boundaries for block A.
The references in pericope V to the horizontal negative status of
the addressees (i e #paro{kous kal parepid~mous# in 2:11);
the
appeal to their horizontal conduct as a witness to outsiders;
reference to the negative attitude of the outsiders towards them;
and God's
judgement are coreferred to in pericopes VI-XIV.
Therefore,
pericope V sets the thematic tone for pericopes
VI - XIV. We have already noticed some indications for a meaningful
division within the
cluster
of pericopes VI-XIV
(cf the
discussion of the selection and ommission of structural markers
and similar pericope structures in II C 1.2 & 1.3). This is
semantically confirmed by the emphasis on the parameters of the
relationship between the addressees and outsiders within the
social institutions
(i e
towards authorities,
slavery and
marriage) in pericopes VI - VII respectively with pericope IX as a
conclusion and summary of
their horizontal conduct.
This
constitutes block B.
In pericopes X-XIV (i e block C)
the
semantic emphasis is clearly on the suffering that the addressees
endure in their relationship with the outsiders because of their
unique conduct.
Although reference to suffering is found in
pericope VII it is dominated by the exhortations to
the
addressees' to adhere to a specific ethical conduct within
society.
Therefore "suffering" is a subtheme which only becomes
dominant in pericopes X-XIV . In the same way reference to the
addressees in their relationship towards each other and God is
found in peri cope XII as a subtheme in cluster X- XIV which
becomes dominant in block D (i e pericopes XV-XVII) .
• 3 Like the syntactic extension , the referential unity in the
demarcated blocks (A-D) is a "fait accompli" established by the
communicator - author and confronts us whether we like it or not.
We can only try to generalize and reconstruct it with Van Dijk's
substitution rules.
This will form the basis in determining the
textual world of the text
which
reflects
the
author's
perspective , master symbols and socio-cultural background (cf II
C 4.2). This reconstruction is based on the analysis of the
individual pericopes:
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BLOCK A:
*1 Communicator - author in relationship with Jesus Christ;
*2 Addressees in paradoxical tension : negative horizontal
relationship in contrast with positive vertical relationship;
*3 Positive vertical relationship with God through Jesus Christ ;
*4 Salvation as event-of - change estab lishing positive
relationship with God through Jesus Christ as change agent;
*5 Joy in negative horizontal relationship through Jesus Christ;
*6 Holy conduct as a result of new status in Jesus Christ:
.1 serve and honour God;
.2 brotherly love and service;
*7 This total reality (past , present and future; this and
other world) related in terms of the salvation in Jesus
Christ;
*8 Positive horizontal relationship as corporate body of
insiders related to Jesus Christ;
*9 God's judgement of insiders and outsiders in terms of their
relationship with Jesus Christ and their resulting conduct;
*10 The insiders' witness to the outsiders is with reference to
what God did in Jesus Christ;
BLOCK B:
*2;3;4;5 ;
* 6 Holy conduct
•1 & • 2

.3 honour social institutions
*8;9;10;
* 11 Negative hor i zontal relationship between insiders and
outsiders (cf *2);
* 12 Change of the outsiders to positive vertical relationship
through cond~ct as witness of insiders (cf *10);
BLOCK C:

*

2;

3;

4;

5; 6;

7; 8; 9; 10; 11;

BLOCK D:
* 1; 2; 3; 6 ; 7 (in terms of God's power) ; 8 ; 9; 11
It is noteworthy that block A already contains all the different
themes and subthemes which constitute the referential unity in 1
Peter. ' This referential unity reflects the auhtor's cosmologic
perspective and will be dealt with under section C 4.2 of this
chapter .
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2 . 3 Text - semantic delimitation: thematic coherence , theme
and blOCk demarcation

sh i fts

.1 The selection and omission of themes (cf Van Dijk's deletion
rules) help us to determine the theme shift~ in order to confirm
the block coherence and demarcation, In block A the semantic
foregrounding is focussed on the positive vertical (i e towards
God) and horizontal (i e towards insiders) relationships of the
addressees mediated through Jesus Christ , This is described with
the aid
of redundant metaphors elaborating at length the
mediation of these r elationships
and
the
characteristics
thereof.
In blocks Band C the author omits to a large e x tent
(although not altogether) this emphasis on the believers as an
elect corporate body by focussing ( i e through selection) on the
believers horizontal conduct towards outsiders (especially block
B) and their rejection by the outsiders (especially block C) . In
block D the author once again omits this insider - outsider
relationship to a large extent and returns to the motives of
block A by focussing on the insider's corporate and vertical
relationships .

*

I~C

*
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3.TEXT-PRAGMATIC ANALYSIS
3.1 Text-pragmatic extension : pericope function
.1 The text-pragmatic extension is limited to three different
cola functions: VOLO,
ASSERTION and AESTIMO. The VOLO functions
are request and appellative signals whereas the ASSERTION and
AESTIMO functions are assertive and eva l uative signals.
My
analysis has shown that there is practically a balance between
the VOLO signals (53%) and the combination of ASSERTION & AESTIMO
signals (47%) in 1 Peter .
. 2 As
I didn't venture into the style-rhetorical features of 1
Peter as a whole it is impossible to make a comprehensive
conclusion on the style-rhetorical extension.
I would only like
to make three remarks. Th ey concern the style-rhetorical devices
of the author to imbed metaphors and quotations, to combine the
appellative and
assertive text functions, as well as his
redundant use of contrasts.
It is noteworthy that block A contains an abnormal number of
socio-religious metaphors and quotations in relationship to the
rest of 1 Peter. This is style-rhetorically inevitable if we take
into account that block A is the thematic-theological basis of
the rest of 1 Peter (cf II C 2.2 above).
The aesthetic
foregrounding of the text in this block serves to stimulate and
persuade the readers emotionally with the aid of religious and
socio-cultural tradition material and symbols.
It is important
to note that the author's stringing of these maste r
symbols,
metaphors and tradition material in block A, makes the discourse
incomprehensible for an outsider and presupposes therefore that
the addressees are insiders who are familiar with these master
symbols and conventions. This confirms once again the necessity
to give account of the dynamic reference of the text to the
reader's inter- and extratextual world in the communication
process.
It
is in this dynamic,
inter- and extratextual
interaction between the world of the text and that of its real
and implied readers that the modern reader gets some insight into
the style-rhetorical goal of the communicator-author - that is to
take his readers with him by letting them identify with certain
emotive symbols and conventions but at the same time also
alienating them from these symbols and conventions. Therefore
the dynamic inter- and extratextual reference and interplay are
part and parcel of the style-rhetorical goal of the author and
vital for the successful communication of his message.
The syntactic deviation of the author through more or less
elaborate imbedments to cola matrices are often used to combine
appellative and
assertive
elements
in
his
discourse
aesthetically undergirding the dominant text functions even
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within cola. This hightens and emphasizes the persuasive text
function by keeping the
assertive-appellative
tension
up
throughout the discourse in 1 Peter.
The semantic deviation through contrasting is certainly one of
the most important style-rhetorical devices in 1 Peter (cf
Goppelt 1978:46).
It operates on so many levels and can be seen
from so many angles that it
is,
in
my
opinion ,
the
style-rhetorical device dominating the whole text.
This is
reflected in all three text modes .
In the previous paragraph I
have
mentioned that the syntactic deviation of
combining
redundant appellative and assertive motives within cola matrices
are found throughout 1 Peter. This syntactic deviation often
reflects some semantic or pragmatic contrast. The cornerstone of
this phenomenon in 1 Peter is without any doubt introduced by the
oxymoron #eklektois parepidemois# in 1:1. This semantic contrast
dominates the whole text and is, interestingly enough , the very
reason for the author writing to his addressees
(cf 5:12). These
contrasts are too numerous to mention. Therefore, I will mention
only a few conrasts which occur more often: vertical-horizontal
relationships;
positive-negative
relationships;
old -n ew
lifestyles; insiders-outsiders; blaspheming -praising ; sufferingglorification/grace/joy;
good-bad;
judging
righteousnessunrighteousness; God-Satan; retrospective-prospective functions;
indicative-imperative tensions ;
et cetera.
This
contrasting
device of the author is also reflected on pericope level where we
encountered numerous chiastic (i e antithetic and synthetic
contrasts) structures.
It is clear that the author's whole
message is outlined within these contrasting of motives .
It is
especially the analysis of these contrasts which will help us to
determine the world, master symbols and perspective of the
autho r.
3.2
Text - pragmatic
rhetorical unity

coherence :

text -f unctiona l

and

style-

.1 The redundant recurrence and oscillation of the three cola
functions reflects a text-pragmatic coherence throughout 1 Peter.
The different functions alternate fairly even throughout the
text. This now brings us to the position that we are able to
draw some conclusions on the text function of 1 Peter in the
light of Grosse's (1976:72-7 4) criteria. The alternation between
the request-appellative signals and assertive- evaluative signals
betrays a pluripersonal, persuasive and group-identificative text
function.
Thus the request-appellative signals
express
a
prospectivity and purposefulness (i e an imperative thrust) based
on the assertive- evaluative signals which in turn reflect a
concurrent and retrospective factuality
(i e an indicative
perspective). These conclusion s are evident when we consider the
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different elements of Grosse's formula for text functions. The
appellative factor
(A) confirms the appellative and assertive
cola functions which were identified with the analysis of the
proposition type (P) and the metapropositional basis (MB) of the
cola by integrating emotive and evaluative symbols with the
imperative and indicative matrices . This assertive - appellative
tension is underlined by the emphasis on extratextual conventions
(H) (e g religious commitments to God, Jesus Christ,
cultic
practices and the Old Testament) on the one hand , as well as the
relativizing thereof , on the other hand .
The presignals
(PS)
(which includes the introduction and closing of a text) very
explicitly confirms the appellative - assertive text function of 1
Pete r (cf the themes int roduced in 1:1 - 2 and especially the
communicator- author's self - disclosing goa l in 5:12) . The author ,
therefore , in his very own words confirms that he wrote to the
addressees to encourage them (i e request - appellative function)
and to give testimony of the true grace of God (i e assert i ve evaluative function).
No wonder the text-functional coherence of
1 Peter is so tightly knit .
. 2 Style- rhetorically the coherence of 1 Peter is reflected in
the resemblances between the indivi dual pericope structures as
well as the overall structure of the text .
With regard to the
individua l pericope stmctures we have already noticed the h i gh
frequency and clustering of chiastic structures
for example
II-IV , VI - VII , XI - XIV and XVI - XVII . It is extremely important to
note the role of contrasts in these pericopes especially but also
in the remaining pericopes . What is , however , of struct ural
importance is that the above - mentioned clustering of chiastic
structures confirm the syntactic and semantic boundaries for the
block demarcation .
The pragmatic pericope functions of the
different b l ocks are so interwoven that they do no t help us a
great deal in discerning a block dominated either by reques t o r
assertive functions. This fo r ces us to depend on the syntactic
and
especially the semantic considerations for the
b l ock
demarcation. The only rather clear pragmati c indica t ion wh i ch
could help us to determine the interblock relationship , in my
opinion, is the style - rhetorical redundancy in block A (cf the
striking structural coherence as wel l as the redundant metaphor i c
features i n comparison with the res t of I Peter) which serves as
the thematic and semantic basis for 1 Peter . Needless to say / one
should not forget that the clearest t ext pragmat i c signals a r e
the introduction and the tex t cl osing of 1 Pe t e r.
Semantically the block structure of I Peter is clearly defined in
a (almost p r edictable and i n evitable) ch i astic patte r n: block A:
an e x hortation to accep t and l ive up to t heir p ositive vert i ca l
and horizontal relationships mediated through Ch r ist amidst thei r
present negative experiences (x) ; b l o c k B : an exhor tation to
accep t a ce r tain horizon t a l
li fe sty l e as a witness towa r ds
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outsiders even if it means suffering like Christ, their great
Shepherd (y); block C: an exhortation to accept suffering as a
negative horizontal reaction from outsiders to their corporate
unique lifestyle, for Christ, the Conqueror's sake (y'); block D:
an exhortation to accept their positive horizontal and vertical
relationships amidst their present negative experiences (x).
It is clear that the recurring chiastic patterns in 1 Peter (on
colon, pericope and now on block level) have a definite function,
namely to create a tension and contrast between the addressees'
(as a corporative body) positive and negative ve.r tical and
horizontal relationships.
This is symbolized by #eklektois
parepidemois# in 1:1 as a syntactic word pair which is not only
the semantic paradox reflecting the chiastic contrasts in 1 Peter
as a whole but also the structural strategic master symbol
designating the addressees.
3.3 Text - pragmatic
change

delimitation:

function

and style-rhetorical

.1
Some
text-pragmatic
indications
confirm
the
block
demarcations,
for instance the
introductory
functions
of
pericopes I
(cf the identification of the author and the
addressees), V (cf the #~gapeto{ ~araka16# in drawing some
attention to the communicator) and XV (cf the #paraka16# and
autobiographical notes which once again draw attention to the
author) as well as the closing and concluding functions of
pericopes IX and XVII. It is also important to discern a number
of climactic pericope closings which only conclude the specific
pericope as such (e g IV , VII, XI, XIII and XVI). This is in
contrast ",' ith pericopes IX and XVII which demarcate the discourse
development as a whole. The only alternative possibility in the
block demarcation of 1 Peter to take seriously is the possible
break between pericopes XIII (cf the closing signals in 4:7 &
lIb) and XIV (cf #~gapeto{# in 4 : 12 which could possibly signal a
text break).

*

II C

*
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4.SYNTHESIS: TOWARDS DETERMINING
AND STRATEGY OF 1 PETER
4.1 Text thrust:
subthemes

structure,

THE STATIC THRUST, PERSPECTIVE

discourse

development,

theme and

. 1 The reader will find a sl@mary of the different pericope
thrusts together with the structure and discourse development of
1 Peter as a whole in appendix B.
The relationship between the
blocks in 1 Peter has already been identified in terms of a
chiastic pattern In the pragmatic analysis (cf II C 3.2).
Therefore, the thrust and structure of the different blocks in 1
Peter could be schematized in the following way:

x:A

/
y:B /

/ \

\

_ \ y:C

\

/

\

\ /

/

x:D

* INTRODUCTION (I)
A:accept God"s Fatherhood and your brotherhood in
Christ (amidst your suffering) (I-IV);
* accept your status as strangers and aliens (V);
B:accept your unique lifestyle towards outsiders
(even if it means suffering like Christ) (VI-IX);
C:accept your suffering under the outsiders for
Christ"s sake (but keep up your unique lifestyle
as a brotherhood) (X-XIV);
D:accept your brotherhood and God"s Fatherhood
(amidst your suffering) (XV-XVI);
* CLOSING (XVII)
It is interesting to note how the bracketed subthemes in blocks
A, Band C are taken up as part of the main themes in blocks B, C
and D respectively. Through this technique the author reinforces
the coherence of his already chiastic coherent discourse.
It
should be noted that an indicative-imperative or verticalhorizontal distinction as a dividing principle of 1 Peter does
not succeed. Not only are the indicative and imperative notions
so interwoven throughout the discourse, the vertical-horizontal
(and its related positive-negative pair) contrast likewise occurs
constantly throughout the different blocks.
It is rather a
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matter of emphasis that the positive vertical and horizontal
relationships are predominantly in blocks A and 0 whereas the
positive horizontal conduct towards outsiders and the negative
horizontal reaction from them dominate blocks Band C. And
throughout the different blocks the assertive-appellative or
indicative -imperative tension is reflected in all sorts of
combinations
of their positive and negative vertical
and
horizontal relationships. It is especially the contra-sogetto (i
e oxymoron in linguistic terms)
#~klektors parepid~mois# which
serves as an introductory note signalling the contrapuntal melody
(i
e
including
assertive-appellative ,
positive-negative ,
vertical - horizontal
and
insider -o utsider
contrasts)
which
determines the thrust of 1 Peter. This is concluded
and
reaffirmed by the amen cadenza in 5:12 -1 4 where the subdominant
assertive-appellative contrast (which runs throughout 1 Peter
from start to finish) is recapitulated and followed by the final
note - that is the keynote.
This keynote, namely " peace in
Christ Jesus", is indeed the key holding the contrapuntal thrust
together reflecting the perspective of the text which is the next
point of interest in this synthesis (cf II C 4.2) .
. 2 The schematization of the discourse development can be seen in
detail in appendix B .
. 3 We have seen that scholars differ in their formulation of the
theme of 1 Peter. This is because they fail to take the different
modes and dimensions into account. Scholars didn't distinguish
between the text -s emantic (themes) and pragmatic (funct i on) modes
which led some to formulate the theme in terms of 1 Peter's
exhortative function whereas others described it in terms of some
theme or catchword. Scholars also differ in their formulation of
the theme because they do not try to establish the relationship
between the dominant subthemes . This explains why Brox (1979:16)
proposes that the " Sitz im Leben" of the addressees suggested the
theme of "hope" for the author whereas Goppelt
(1978:40 -4 2)
asserts that the author had something to say on the theme of
Christians in society .
It is obvious that this difference
between Goppelt and Brox is determined by their angle of
approach.
Goppelt's theme is authorial and
horizontically
orientated (cf Goppelt
1976:493)
wheras
Brox's theme is
addressees and vertically orientated. Therefore, they are to my
mind the two sides of the same coin. In other words , they are
two related themes in 1 Peter and rather than making it an issue
of either or it would be better to determine the relationship
between them.
This is confirmed by the oxymoron #eklektois
parepid~mois#
in 1:1. Therefore , the notion of intratextual
thrust offers us a way out by focussing on the interrelationship
of the themes and subthemes of 1 Peter. Let us therefore try to
formulate the thrust.
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The thrust of 1 Peter as a whole: "An encouragement to the
addressees as "elect strangers " to keep their positive vertica l
(through faith, hope and love) and horizontal relationships
(through brotherly love and service and also through a holy and
witnessing conduct towards outsiders) t'p amidst their suffering
under outsiders because they are assured and comforted by the
testimony that they have experienced God"s true grace (i e his
mercy, election and eternal caring power) through the peace
mediated by and found in Jesus Christ (who changed them, gave
them new life through a rebirth, set them an example and who will
sustain them till the end)."

*
4_2 l'ext perspective: actantial
world and ultimate commitments

roles,

master symbols, textual

As a result of the intratextual analysis (especially the summary
of the referential unity of 1 Peter as a whole as discussed in II
C 2.2) we are now able to reconstruct the world of the text which
includes its socio-cultural world, its implied interlocutors and
its life-and-world perspective.
On intratextual level
the
interest is obviously focussed on the "ideal wo rld" of the text
and not on the "r eal world" referred to. Now wha t
is this
proposed "world" which the text of 1 Peter wanted to communicate
to his addressees?
I have already suggested that the textual world
can
be
reconstructed by means of the interpersonal roles (cf Petersen
1984a:31) and master symbols reflected in the text.
In my
analysis the actantial roles (cf II C 2.1) and master symbols (cf
the synthesis of the individual pericopes as well as II C 2.2)
have already become clear. A summary of these results is given
in appendix C and will be referred to in my discussion of the
master symbols, textual world and perspective of 1 Peter .
. 1 It is interesting to note the similarities between my analysis
of the actantial roles and the criteria proposed by Petersen. My
vertical relationships (i e "a!, ai, a/ & ai") coincide with his
stiperior-inferior and inferior-superior relationships whereas my
horizontal relationships (i e "b% & b ") coincide with his
equal-equal relationship. In addition 1- distinguished between
the quality (i e positive or negative ) of these relationships.
In appendix C the actants and actantial roles are identified as a
reflection of the master symbols in 1 Peter. This is deduced from
our intra t extual analysis where we detected that the description
of these- interrelationships between the actants and their roles
gives the master keys or systems of typifications (i e master
symbols) in terms of which the communicator-author understands
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his world and the interaction therein .
. 2 The above-mentioned relationships
and actantial roles reflect
a condensed text world which contrasts two sociological matrices,
namely the addressees as part of a caring and witnessing
religious community, on the one hand, as well as part of a
hostile world in which they find themselves, on the other hand.
Let us see if we can
have a closer look at these two
socio-cultural matrices reflected in 1 Peter.

The matrix of the alternative "religious" community is clearly a
"resocialized group".
Petersen uses the term "resocialization"
to designate the process in which someone or a group switches or
enters into a totally different world or symbolic universe (i e
conversion in religious terms). This implies that the addressees
were formerly outsiders (1:18) who followed their own desires
(1:14) and lived like the heathen in indecency,
lust,
drunkenness,
orgies, drinking parties and the disgusting worship of
idols (4:2-3). This was their "primary world" (i e the world they
were born into) in which they were socialized In terms of a
symbolic universe (life-and-world perspective) by their significant others (i e parents and socio-cultural leaders - cf 1:18 and
4:4). This symbolic perspective provided them with a recipe
knowledge (master symbols) in terms of which they conducted their
lives and upheld their institutions
(e g family and social
structures - i e primary socialization) and subworlds
(e g their
professions and hobbies - i e secondary socialization).
In our
analysis of the extratextual world of 1 Peter the issue will be
whether the addressees .were predominantly Jews or Gentiles (cf
III B 1.2.2).
In contrast with this socio-cultural world, they have been reborn
(i e resocialized) into a "new world " or symbolic universe. This
resocialization was effected by Jesus Christ who gave the
addressees a new birth in which they received a positive
relationship with God and ultimate meaning for their lives
(cf
the sl~mary in appendix C where all the relationships are defined
in terms of Jesus Christ and God; cf Goldstein 1973:254-256).
This alternative world portrays religious symbols and metaphors
(e g Father, children, brothers, blood, living word, milk, living
stone, cross, the ark, etc),
cultic practices
(e g baptism,
prayer, praise, etc), socio-cultural institutions (especially the
household - cf Elliott 1981:165 - 266) and tradition material (e g
quotations and tradition phrases).
It is in the interaction
between the "alternative" (i e resocialized) and socio-cultural
(i e primary and secondary) worlds that a tension and a conflict
between master symbols and perspectives exists. This tension and
distinction between the two
worlds
are
expressed by the
redescription (i e reinterpretation) of socio-cultural structures
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and symbols (e g groups such as race , nation , strangers and
aliens , etc) as well as conventions and conduct
(e g towards
authorities , masters , .spouses , enemies , etc).
It is especially
with regard to the conflict between these two incongruent worlds
that the communicator - author addresses his receptor-addressees in
tneir suffering and search for mean i ng .
This tension and
conflict are symbolized by the strategical l y dominant paradox i cal
master symbols #eklektols parepidemois# designat i ng the status of
the addressees. A common denominator of these socio- cultural and
religious metaphors used to describe the addressees is thei r
corporative dimension (cf Goldstein 1973:253) . The communicatorauthor emphasized the uniqueness
of
this
group (cf the
descriptors #eklekt6s & hagios#) , on the one hand, as well as
their "imitatio Christi " character (cf Go l dstein 1973 : 253-257).
These essential dimensions of the addressees as a group seem to
serve two purposes in 1 Peter , firstly to highlight their
corporative identity and distinctness in order , secondly , to be
able to endure suffering from outsiders while they are witnessing
to them through their distinct conduct .
. 3 It i s precisely this incompatibility in the worlds of the
implied addressees (viz a paradoxical incompatibility between
having a relat i onship with a transcendent , almighty God and
experiencing suffering and hostility within the world) that
becomes the focus of the author"s message presupposing an
existential cris i s amongst his readers . It is with regard to
this i ncongruent worlds that the communicator - author communicates
certain master symbols
reflecting
a
certain
paradoxical
perspective to give meaning within their " Si tz im Leben " . With
regard to parables and proverbs Ri coeu r ( 1 975: 114 : 128) speaks of
the function of a paradox a s "re - or i entation by disorientation "
or challenging a
person
with a " logical scandal " .
Th i s
re - orientation is a paradoxical redescription of human experience
and reality in terms of its wholeness or the Wholly other . With
regard to 1 Peter it is therefore striking to note how every
relationship and its master symbols i s expressed in terms of
Jesus Chr is t and God (cf append i x C) (i e a Chr istolog ica 1 and
theological perspective) . It is important , however , to note that
the theological perspective is dependent on the Christological
mediation of a positive vertical relationship between God and the
addressees
(cf especially
pericopes
I - IV
which form the
foundation of the text of 1 Peter) . The priority of 1 Pe t e r "s
Christological perspective is not only presupposed in the rest of
1 Peter bu t
also
confirmed by redu ndant and strategica l
references to Jesus Christ ,
his
mas t e r
symbols and his
perspective . Note for example Christ as the living word and
cornerstone which constitutes the brotherhood of believers ; his
conduct as an example for the i nsiders; his suffering as an
example and conso l ation for their suffering; his victory as an
assu r ance
of
victory for the insiders .
Therefore ,
the
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Christological perspective is
inextricably
bound
to
the
addressees' resocialization;
rebirth; existence ; commitment ;
vision / hope; relationship with God; emotional experiences;
cultic practices; fellowship of the brotherhood; suffering as
refugees in this world and not fleeing from it Icf Goppelt
1978:41); and ~itnessing to outsiders through a "Beziehungsethik"
Icf Goppelt 1976 : 495-503, 1978:41). Ultimately the Christological
perspective serves as the basis of communication between the
communicator - author and the receptor-addressees through which he
assures and encourages Ii e to give meaning to their lives) them
Icf Manke 1975:208-259) . This means that the addressees are not
only radically , centrally , totally, vertically, horizontally and
eternally related to Christ, but that he is the ultimate meaning
/
peace Icf 5:14) in their lives. It is especially the cross
paradox of this Christological perspective which the author used
to re - orientate the addressees' total reality.
The effect of
Christ's death and ressurrection therefore
determines
all
dimensions
of
reality:
theological,
ecclesiological,
sociological, temporal and cosmological Icf Manke 1975:211-216).
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It should therefore be clear that 1 Peter is dominated by a
Christological
perspective
on
reality.
The
communicator-authors's
and
receptor-addressees'
ultimate
commitment to Jesus Christ gave ult imate meaning for their
sojourn in this reality.
It is the master
:symbols
and
perspective of the person Jesus Christ who gave meaning in their
"Sitz im Leben"
of suffering and even made it possible for them
to W1~ness to the inflictors of their suffering.
Christ's
perspective as portrayed in 1 Peter is to be found in his trust
in God as the "Father" and "Judge" of this world which enabled
him to find ultimate meaning even when he suffered the cross (cf
2:21-25). It is this perspective that God is the Father who has
eternal power and rules this total reality that underlies his
master symbols of forgiveness, love, righteousness and peace.
The reality of God enabled him to forgive and experience ultimate
meaning even in his suffering.
This is the paradox of the
cross. Christ's unjust suffering implies paradoxically that his
suffering for the unrighteousness of othe rs points to a faith in
the righteousness of the Father,
and his acceptance of this
suffering without retaliation reveals the forgiveness of the
Father.
Thus it seems that our analysis of 1 Peter has led us to identify
the basic structure of the Christological perspective of 1 Peter
in the paradox "election-rej ection ". We have seen in the previous
paragraph that this is clearly expressed in the Christ event s.
Hubert Manke (1975:208)
confirms this by identif ying " 'Leiden'
und 'Herrlichkeit' als sachliche Brennpunkte der Christologie" of
1
Peter. This makes one think!
Is it , for example,
a mere
coincidence that the most dominant master symbols used to
describe the identity of the addressees in 1 Peter are expressed
with the oxymoron #eklektois parepidemois#?
Not at all!
This
paradoxical thrust of 1 Peter indeed reflects the paradox of its
Christological-cosmologic
perspective
(which
confirms
my
hypothesis that the cosmologic perspective of a text is the
dynamic force which constitutes the text thrust and strategy).
The communicator-author believed that this paradoxical master
symbol is to determine the conduct of the Christian household.
Following Christ's example they will find ultimate joy in
suffering innocently with Christ (cf Elliott 1981:233; Millauer
1976: 187) . Therefore believing in Christ means to find meaning in
his cross - i e accepting that his death on the cross sets the
believer free to experience God's reality.
Therefore joy in
unjust suffering reveals the power of God. This is expressed in 1
Peter's description and qualification of the Christ events in
terms of God's acts of election and exaltation, on the one hand.
On the other hand, the Christ event
fntrodIlCes'the insiders to
the reality of God. This confirms the - mediatory role of Christ in
order to establish the greatest paradox of all,
namely to
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reconcile man with God. This implies that God himself is the
actant who constituted the Christ events (e g 1:3-5;
1:20-21;
2 : 4-8; 3:18) as well as the new existence and future of the
believers (e g 1:15-17; 1:23-25; 2 :1 0 ; 3:12; 3:17; 4:14; 4 :1 7-19;
5:10-11) through Christ
(cf Manke 1975:227-230; cf Goldstein
1973:254-256). Therefore , the suffering of the addressees is,
apart from its Christological foundation , also interpreted in
terms of God testing them which enables them to fulfill his will
(cf 1:6-7;
3:17; 4:1-6 & 19 ; Schroeger 1981:169-174). Ultimately
the addressees" suffering is regarded as grace because it
expresses their union with Christ . This is the basis for the
appeal to rejoice in their suffering while their hope is fixed on
the nearing end.
Christ"s suffering is portrayed as
an
example
for
the
addressees-believers, but then always within the co-text of the
ressurection, election and glorification of Christ
(cf Manke
1975:208-210) . In this regard it is also important to note the
"Singularitaet und Exemplaritaet des Leidens Christi"
(Manke
1976:216; Hiebert 1982:39; cf 1:10-12; 1:1 8- 21; 2:4-8 2:21-25;
3:18 - 22). This is confirmed by my observation that the vertical
relationship seems to precede the horizontal - compare the
description of the addressees as elect strangers (cf II B 1 .4.2),
the election of Christ as prototype of the believers" election
(cf II B 4 .4 . 2)
and the Christological orientation of the
addressees" total reality (cf the foregoing paragraphs) . Goppelt
(1978:110 -1 13) speaks of the "Das der Wiedergeburt entsprechende
Grundverhalten" of the addressees which is expressed in the
precedence of the indicative to the imperative (cf 1:3-12 which
precedes the paraenetical sections of the letter); allusions to
the ind icative of the baptism as expression of their relationship
with Christ (cf Goppelt 1978:132); et cetera
(cf II B 2.4.3 &
3 . 4 .3). Therefore the election of the addressees and their
experience of God as the Father of their household are uniquely
founded on the Christ events which ultimately constitute their
identity, status and group coherence in their relationship to
outsiders (cf Elliott 1981:128 -1 29). However , this uniqueness of
the Christ events also serves as an appeal to the addressees to
accept
and
imitate
Christ"s master
symbols
(cf
Manke
1975:218-219). Consequently the glorification of Christ is also
the heritage
of the believers (1 :3- 5;
3:2 1; cf Schroeger
1981:168). This exaltation of Christ is experienced not only in
the reality of the addressees as the elect community of living
stones built on the cornerstone but also in the reality of his
victory which they experience in spite of their suffering .

. 4 It should be clear at this stage that the text perspective is
founded on the extratextual reference to the person Jesus Christ,
who he was and what he stood for.
This implies that the
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perspective as one of
the
decisive
constituents in the
communication of 1 Peter , is extratextually authenticated both by
the communicator's reference to and representat i on of Jesus
Christ , as
well as by the receptor's presuppositions and
understanding of Jesus Christ . This has a further implication ,
this time on intratextual level , namely that the reference to
Jesus Christ is the " cornerstone" of the successful communication
of 1 Peter implying that one can distinguish between more and
less important elements in a text per se and in textual
communication as a whole.
This will help to sort out the
fundamental is tic cacophony where each
word or sentence is
interpreted of equal canonical value. On the other hand, the
relevance of the Jesus events for the understanding of 1 Peter
will throw some light on the issue of text and reality . This
issue will be taken up again in chapter III Icf III C 2 & 3).
Now let us return to the final part of my intratextual analysis
in which I would like to draw conclusions on the strategy the
author used
to convey the perspective and master symbo l s
underlying his whole message.

*
4.3 Text strategy: text function ,
interlocutors and text ~
.1 The dominant text function has
pluripersonal.,
persuasive
and
function .

style- rhetorics ,

implied

already been established as a
group- identificative
text

. 2 In the light of the fact that I already dealt wi th the
style-rhetorical features of 1 Peter as a whole Icf II C 3 .1 &
3 . 2) , I am now going to focus on the relationship between the
implied communicator - author and the receptor - addressees as the
culmination point of the style - rhetorical devices implemented in
1 Peter. This will inevitably force me to refer to the other
style-rhetorical features in genera l.

* The ideal or implied communicator is

explicitly mentioned as
" Peter " the apostle of Jesus Christ 11: 1). Irrespective of the
possible extratextual reference of
" Peter " , it can intratextually be deduced that this " Peter" ha s some authori t y I c f the
semantic domains of #ap6stolos# as an authorized communicator)
which he received from a
certain
"Jesus
Christ ".
This
identification is a text - guided image of the implied author which
is of immediate concern for the real readers .
Whether this
" Jesus Ch r ist " i s or is not import ant f or the real readers,
determines
their response Ie g accep t an c e or
rejection) .
References to the implied author throughout the rest of 1 Peter
are scarce and sparse but nevertheless strategic. In pericope II
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we find the implied author identifying himself with the implied
addressees through the first person plural pronoun #h§m6n# (cf
1: 3) . This is strategically important for the rea 1 readers to
experience the identification with the implied author. This
technique is also used in pericope VII (2:24) where
the
identificative function is within a highly emotional context.
It
is, however, important to realize that the implied author is
presupposed
throughout
the
text
especially
in
the
request-appellative
sentences,
which
is
a
text-guided
reinforcement of the implied author's authority signalling the
urgency and importance of his message for the real readers. This
is made explicit in four instances by the occurrence
of
#paraka16# (cf 2:11 and 5:1) and #log{zomai & ~grapsa# (cf 5:12)
where the implied author is identified by the first person
singular.
The
foregrounding
of
the
implied
author is
strategically
vital
for the movement i~
the
discourse.
Especially in 2:11 which serves as an introduction for the
exhortation of the addressees in their horizontal relationship
towards outsiders. This emphasis is appropriate in the light of
the problems and resistance the implied addressees experience in
this regard . This signal also reveals the urgency of this letter
for the implied author. This device occurs once more in 5:1
where it is directed to a subgroup amongs t the addressees. This
is confirmed to a certain extent by a representation of the
implied author as a fellow elder, but depending
on
the
interpretation of .m&rtus# (i e as one who witnessed Christ
suffering or as one who experienced suffering like Christ) could
also reaffirm his authority in the first case or could reveal his
empathy with the addressees in the second case.
The empathy and
intimate relationship of the author with his addressees is also
implied by the occurrence of the vocative ,&gapfto{# in 2:11 and
4:12. This tension between the implied author's authority and
identification with regard to the addressees reveals the delicacy
with which the real author wrote his text.
It is precisely in
the delicate balance between authority and identification that
maximum persuasion is created. In this the real author succeeded
by his textual represeritation of the so-called implied author.
In the last pericope the implied author reveals his intention of
writing.
Interestingly enough,
his self-revealed intention
reflects the tension we already experienced, namely he wants to
encourage and assure them (which presupposes both authority and
identification).

* The very first description of the implied readers is a paradox,
namely #eklektols parepidemois#. This paradox confronts the real
readers . in order to prepare them for what will follow in the
text.
The description of the implied readers symbolizes a
paradoxical "Sitz im Leben" with which the real readers have to
identify before
a successful communication of 1 Peter is
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possible. This could theoretically refer to three different real
readers: addressees who experience that they are chosen and are
confronted with the paradox "strangers"; or addressees who
experience their strangeness and are confronted with their
" election "; or addressees who experience both election and
rejection.
The description of
the impli ed addressees are
directly linked with an explicit geographical setting and an
interrelationship with God, the Spirit and Jesus Christ. The
implied readers who are identified with the implied autho r
through their mutual relationship with Jesus Christ are therefore
described in terms of a paradoxical status which determines the
rest of the discourse in 1 Peter . This means that the implied
readers are found virtually everywhere in 1 Peter where the
second person plural features either in pronouns or imbedded
within verbs. In the author's addressing of the implied readers
(mainly through requests and assertions) he prepares the real
readers response to the text.

* We have seen that the ideal receptors are related to Jesus
Christ within a paradoxical
and religious-cuI tic frame of
reference. This reveals the communicator - author's goal to create
a religious exper ience through his text. This goal is attained
by the author's style-rhetorical
devices through which he
exp licitly identifies their (i e the author and addressees)
mutual perspective , commitments, subcodes and values in life.
The identification of the "worlds" of the interlocutors is one of
the most important style-rhetorical devices for persuasive texts
as we will see in the following paragraphs. If the author fails
to let his r eader s identify with him, his whole communication
effo rt is useless. He reinforces this persuasive character of
his text by emphasizing the superior-inferior
relationship
between the implied explicit author (cf his apostleship) and the
implied
readers.
On
the
other hand he
balances
the
superior - inferior relationship between them with an emphasis on
their equality establishing a close bond and an att itude of
empathy between them. This hierarchial identification with the
implied readers presupposes that they should respond positively
(i e being persuaded) to his message.
* It is especially through the redundant use of contrasts that
the communicator - author of 1 Peter strategically creates movement
in his textual persuasion by giving new meaning to the addressees
paradoxical existence . Contrasts are extremely useful for the
art of persuasion.
Ricoeur (1975:112-113) confirms this by
highlighting the fact that the function of a paradox and contrast
is to shock the readers to a re-orientation or re-appraisal of
their reality. This is an art well used by the real author of 1
Peter. The redundant occurrences
of
chiastic
(especially
antithetic) pericope structures confront the implied readers
constantl y with a tension between their vertical and hor izontal,
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positive and negative, insider and outsider relationships which
are imbedded within constantly alternating appellative
and
ass e rtive
modes.
Manke
(1975:245)
expresses
this
interrelationship in terms of the Christo logy and paraenesis of 1
Peter: "Christologie und Paraenese bleiben also wechselseitig
aufeinander bezogen .... Die Paraenese des Briefes,
zumal die
Leidensparaenese (vgl. 3.2.3 ) , ist ohne die von dem Verfasser
vorgenommene Verschraenkung von Singularitaet und Exemplaritaet
der Leidensgeschichte Christi gar nicht denkbar, denn nur dieses
Verstaendnis der Passion Christi ermoeglicht ein
richtiges
Begreifen der eigenen Situatuion und ein ihr entsprechendes
christliches Verhalten." This does not only create a tension but
also a dialectic feature which challenges (even surprises
cf
the imperative to rejoice amidst their suffering)
the ideal
readers (and consequently also the real readers) in order to
pers u ade them to accept the author's perspective. Eco remarks
"
there are texts aiming at giving the Model Reader the
solutions he does not
expect,
challenging every overcoded
intertextual frame as well as the reader's predictive indolence"
(1979:33; cf Ricoeur 1975:112 - 114). This observation with regard
to 1 Peter is decisive in identifying and confirming the
persuasive character of the text.
In this whole endeavour of
contrasting values and commitments on the one hand and creating a
religious experience on the other hand, the aim is that the real
readers will be challenged to identify with the implied readers
Christ commitment.
This "Christ commitment" is the key unlocking
the locked paradox of the implied and therefore also the real
readers existence. This Christological perspective does not only
explain the ideal readers' paradox but gives ultimate meaning to
it as well: their positive vertical and horizontal relationships
are mediated by Christ; Christ and his perspective and master
symbols are the measure for the positive or negative evaluation
of man's existence; Christ is the dividing principle between
insiders and outsiders; Christ is both the foundation of the
assertive and appellative address to the implied readers; Christ
symbolizes the paradoxical existence of man and gives ultimate
meaning to it confirming God's victory in the end.
Thus the
author wanted to persuade the real readers to conform to the
unique vertical and horizontal expectations of the implied
readers' conduct even if it implies suffering.
This is only
possible if they share the unique Christological perspective of
the implied readers.
In fact this Christological perspective and
commi tment will inevitably lead to this unique conduct and the
suffering resulting from it.
Thus the paradoxical tension is not
solved in 1 Peter but given ultimate meaning
that is through
peace in Christ Jesus (cf 5:14)

* It has been argued that the ideal readers of 1 Peter are
supposed to have a relationship with Jesus Christ. This implies
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that an extratextual reality (indicative) is presupposed and
serves as a pragmatic foundation for the successful communication
and exhortation of 1 Peter (cf II B 2.4.2 & 3.4.2; Goppelt
1978: 110-113) . This interrelationship with Jesus Christ also
presupposes an intertextual frame of reference. In this I follow
up Eco's suggestion that readers are often invited to insert
presupposed intertextual
(i e occuring in other texts) macro
positions or master symbols (i e "fabula" in his model) into the
world of the text (1979:32). "I call these interpretative moves
'inferential walks': they are not mere whimsical initiatives on
the part of the reader, but are elicited by discursive structures
and foreseen by the whole textual strategy as indispensable
components of the construct ion of the ' fabul a'" (Eco 1979: 32) .
The Christo logical master symbols in 1 Peter are inter- and
extratextual "fab ula " constituting the Christological world or
perspective of 1 Peter. Without these presuppositions 1 Peter
fails to communicate which reveals a definite perspectival
closedness in its textual communication.
It is in terms of the
Christological perspective that the idea l communicator challenges
the real readers (i e primary and secondary) to identify with the
thrust of the real author's message. Therefore, the author does
not only presuppose an intertextual frame of reference with
regard to the person Jesus Christ, but also an · ext ratextual
commitment to him as indispensable components for the communication of the perspective of 1 Peter. This confirms once again that
the historical and metatextual d imensions are part and parcel of
textua 1 communica tion and should therefore be accounted for.
This is also confirmed by an analysis of the implied author's
temporal and imaginative point of view which is closely linked to
the interplay between the referential and poetic sequence of
events. The referential (i e "chronological") sequence of events
deduced from the intratextual dimension of 1 Peter is as follows:

1 .Christ chosen by God (1: 20) ;
2.Creation (4:19);
3.Prophets' investigation with regard to God's salvation in
Christ (1:10 - 12);
4.God's mercy in life, death and resurrection of Christ;
5.Christ's cosmologic proclamation and victo r y;
6.Former life of addressees (i e primary world);
7.Messengers proclaiming God's good news in Christ;
8 .Addressees' rebirth;
9.Addressees' present situation:
* Living in faith hope and love in Christ;
* Experiencing suffering;
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10 .Author 's temporal point of view at time of writing;
11 .Author expecting the recept ion and reading of the let t er ;
12 .Author expecting the perseverance of the addressees;
13 . Author expect ing the cosmologic finale / judgement and
revelation of Jesus Christ;
In the poetic sequence of 1 Peter this refer ential sequence
fluctuates extensively. The discourse is, however, dominated by
the reference to the Christ events (cf especially event 4).
Therefore, the author relates the Christ event to each and every
event of the referential sequence
even to the pre- and
postcosmologic events (cf events 1 and 12; Manke 1975:221 - 227).
This Christological interpretation of the addressees and their
" Sitz im Leben " in cosmologic terms confirms that the author's
ultimate commitment or cosmologic perspective
or
symbolic
universe is Christologically orientated. The bottom line is that
the fluctuating poetic sequence and the author's temporal (at the
time of writing) and imaginative (i e future and cosmologic
even ts) point of view are style-rhetorically implement ed to
persuade the real readers to his point of view - that is his
Christological - cosmologic perspective.
What is important from
the author's temporal point of view is that the Christ events are
predominantly (although not exclusively) referred to as specific
events in the past.
This reference to a past inter - and
extratextual reality inevitably
presupposes an extratextual
dimension to the Chistological perspective of 1 Peter and will
therefore have to be dealt with in chapte r III Event 8 (i e the
rebirth of the addressees) is extremely important for the
communicator- author's strategy (cf Goldstein 1973:197 - 198). The
addressees' rebirth and baptism serves as the indicative for the
appellat i ve strategy in 1 Peter.

* To conclude my discussion of the implied interl ocutors I would
like to return to an issue raised earlier.
It is the different
possibilities of the real readers' " Sitz im Leben"
that is
whether 1 Peter presupposes addressees who experience that they
are chosen and are confronted with the paradox "strangers"; or
addressees who experience their strangeness and are confronted
with their "election"; or addressees who experience both creating
a tension in their existence .
Eventually, at least from an
intratextual dimension , it is irrelevant because the contrasting
constituents of this paradoxical tension (viz election and
rejection) remain in an unresolved (even hightened) tension
explained and upheld from a Christo logical perspective. The crux
is that the author presupposes a paradoxical "Sitz im Leben" for
the implied readers giving , therefore, the impression that it was
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the stimulus for his writing to the real readers .
Therefore ,
this paradoxical situation is also presupposed for the real
readers (irrespective of the factual situation) and serves as an
intratextual typification of the extra textual receptors. This is
then another prerequ i site for the successful communication of 1
Peter , namely that the real readers would be able to split refer
the paradoxical "Sitz im Leben"
of the implied readers to their
real existence. This conclusion has significant implications for
the controversy of dating 1 Peter against a specific background.
It would therefore be possible to argue (against the traditional
view of a persecution background as stimulus for the writing of 1
Peter as an encouragement) that the addressees are lukewarm
Christians taking pride in the fact that they are favoured or
elected by God, but (at the same time) partaking indiscriminately
within their primary world.
Against this background the author
confronts them with the fact that Christians are strangers and
aliens in the world, who by virtue of their status as Christians
will inevitably experience suffering. This interpretation of 1
Peter is then founded on the following arguments. Blocks Band C
are taken as the pivotal point of the chiastic structure of 1
Peter with 2:11 -12 as the theme , namely "I appeal to you as
strangers and aliens" . The hypothetical and vague description of
the persecution as found in 1:6 -7 (i e stating a possibility: "if
you may have to suffer" - the aoristus participium needn"t be
interpreted as a past event) ; 2:18 - 20 (in which the addressees
are exhorted to submit to their masters even "if" it implies
suffering - especially the blessing attached to it could serve as
a encouragement to accept their rejection) ; 3:13-14, 17 (in which
it is emphasized that their Christian conduct needn"t lead to
suffering, but "if" it does they are blessed); and especially
4:12 -13, 19 and 5:9
(in which the addressees are encouraged to
accept suffering as part of being a Christian and the will of
God). This picture of lukewarm addressees encouraged to accept
their strangeness is reinforced by encouraging them to abolish
their former way of life (cf 1:14-15; 2:1; 2:9 - 10;
2:11 -12;
2:16 - 3:22; especially 4:1 - 6 and 15) and also by referring to
God"s
judgement with regard to the addressees (1 : 17 ; 2:12;
3:10 -1 2 ; especially 4:17-19; and 5:5). Thus the author could have
put this encouragement within the frame of their election which
would bring the lukewarm addressees to identify with the text in
order to persuade them ultimately to accept their strangeness and
uniqueness in the world.
This fascinating (and to my mind plausible) interpretation of 1
Peter is in contradiction with the traditional view which
emphasizes blocks A and D as a consolation and assurance to
suffering Christians. Both these hypotheses are rejected by
Elliott (1981:128 - 132) who argues that the strangerhood of the
addressees was a sociological reality and not a vocation.
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Elliott is representative of the third possibility that a tension
between the addressees' election and strangeness could be the
pro blem of their existence and the ultimate reason for writing I
Peter (cf his reconstruction of the sociological world in III B
I .2.2 & 2.4 .2.2) . whatever, the door is open for a new appraisal
of the extratextual world of the real readers.
The latter view
(i e Elliott's) is in my mind to be preferred because of the fact
that it explains the text more comprehensively and therefore more
adequately. This is in line with Elliott's social profile of the
Christian community in Asia minor which he describes as a sect.
This tension between election and rejection is characteristic of
sects which have to emphasize both their identity and strangeness
in their struggle not to give in to pressure from outsiders.
Although this view explains I Peter more adequately , it is to be
noted that the other interpretations are not impossible.
To conclude this excursion,
I would like to reemphasize that a
decision on this issue is from an intratextual point of view
unnecessary
(probably even impossible) because the author keeps
the tension between election and rejection intact and even
motivates it from a Christological perspective establishing an
openness in the extra textual applicability of I
Peter. In this
regard the structuralists have a point in their controversy with
historical-criticism that a text is autosemantical rejecting,
therefore,
an illegitimate socio - cultural transfer into a text.
On the other hand, we have already established in more than one
instance that
an
interand
extratextual
dimension is
presupposed. The fact that a Christ commitment is presupposed ,
assumes an extratextual event prior to the communication event in
I
Peter. Therefore,
the aim of I
Peter is not to convert
outsiders but to encourage insiders. This is done by reinforcing
and interpreting their Christ
commitment
in
terms of a
Christological perspective which
in
turn
presupposes
an
intertextual frame of reference against which the real readers
can evaluate this perspective.
This inter and extratextual
reference was also exposed with regard to the Christ event per
se; the socio-cultural and -religious symbols dominating I Peter;
and also the implied readers "Sitz im Leben" which (although it
is undefinable to a certain extent) nevertheless has extratextual parameters
(e g an insider - outsider relationship; an
insider-community and rituals;
a religious commitment,
etc) .
This extratextual reality presupposed in the communication of I
Peter is also reflected in the text type and its convent ions .
. 3 The
text
type of
I
Peter has been identified as a
pluripersonal,
dialogic-dialectic,
argumenta ti ve-persuasi ve,
religious-perspectival and group-ide ntificative text. This text
type constituted by the selfdisclosing
and
communicationconstitutive introduction;
presignals and the text closing;
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second person plural
designation
of
the addressees; the
appellative-assertive text function
(cf 4.3.1);
the dialogic dialectic movement and implied interaction between
implied
interlocutors; as well
as
the
interpersonal,
inter- and
extratextual presuppositions . In the final analysis, however, we
will have to wait for the historical analysis to compare and
distinguish
I Peter from other tExt types and forms before we
will be able to designate or name it.
It is in this diachronic
comparison that my identification of the characteristics of the
text type and form of 1 Peter will have to be confirmed as
literary signals or conventions determining the communication and
reception of similar texts.
The analysis of the strategy as part of the text-pragmatic mode
of 1 Peter as a whole,
brought us to the conclusion that
"Pragmatische Textualitaet ist nur in der diachronen Dimension
vorstellbar" (Plett 1975 : 92) . Ultimately,
the actantial thrust
and
"Si tz
im
Leben"
of the idea I
interlocutors,
the
Christological
perspective and the dialogic text type
as
style-rhetorical devices in the text pragmatics of 1 Peter
presuppose that " ... the 'real'
[my addition] reader has to
compare
(if he has not yet done so) the world such as is
presented by the text with his own 'real' world, that is, the
world of his (presumed) concrete experience, at least such as i~
is framed by his
own
encyclopedia"
(Eco 1979:37; Steyn
1984:53-54) . This dynamic comparison and eventually dialectic
interplay between the intratextual ideal interlocutors and their
world, on the one hand, and the extratextual real interlocutors
and their worlds, on the other hand,
is relevant for the
succesful communication of I Peter
(i e for the primary and
secondary reception thereof).
This is the Rubicon! If one
accepts with Plett and Eco
(as I do) that the extratextual
dimension is part and parcel of textual communication, one
crosses the boundaries of a static intratextual approach to a new
dynamic and dialectic world of textual communication.
It is
precisely in this dialectic interrelationship between the static
text and the dynamic inter- and extratextual reference that the
possibilities for a secondary reception will be" analysed in
chapter IV. But first things first.
Let us now proceed with my
analysis of the historical dimension of the dynamic reference of
1 Peter.
It is at this point that the virtual memory or
encyclopedia of the real readers has to be reconstructed.
In
this analysis I will limit myself to the absolute decisive and
kernel - crucial elements relevant for the inter- and extratextual
analysis of the syntactic, semantic and pragmatic modes of 1
Peter as they are expressed in the text thrust (symbolized by the
oxymoron
#ekl ektols
parepidemois #) ,
perspecti ve
(i
e
Christological) and strategy (viz the text type) of 1 Peter.
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In my communication model I have already argued that written
documents were obviously created
to communicate
(convey a
message)
between
some historical
communicator-author
and
receptor-reader!s (cf I B 3.4) . The necessity of this historical
dimension of textual communication was already outlined in my
text theory and repeatedly confirmed in my analysis of the
intratextual dimension of 1 Peter. The intratextual analysis, for
example , already indicated a dynamic interplay and tension
between fluctuat i ng (even opposing) references to the realities ,
worlds and frames of references of the ideal interlocutors
(cf
II.C 4.2 and 4.3) . Therefore, one could say that the historical
dimension focusses on
the
dynamic
"t ension " between the
intratextual references, on the one hand, and the inter- and
extratextual world and texts referred to, on the other hand.
Logically this dynamic reference is reflected in all three
semiotic modes of the historical dimension and will, therefore,
have to be accounted for.
I have described this dimension as the
"int erlude" because this dynamic process is stimulated by the
intra text ua 1 pre 1 ude .
In a primary recept ion thi s dynamic
reference makes sense because of the virtual memory base of the
receptors.
Secondary receivers have to acquire this data base
especially when they are dealing with ancient texts.
This is
exactly what we are about to do with regard to 1 Peter.
In section A I will sketch the semantic parameters of the
historical
dimension.
This is based on
my
theoretical
considerations as discussed in chapter I B 3.4. Once again I
found it most helpful to apply the different methods and aids in
terms of their ability to comply with the heuristic criteria of
text extension , coherence and delimitation .
It is important to
remember that there is probably more than one way to establish
the historical extension , coherence and delimitation of texts.
I
chose to use the highly refined historico-critical methods of
German scholarship .
The application of my historical methods and aids will be
illustrated in section B by an analysis of the text thrust,
perspective and strategy of 1 Peter. I will limit myself to the
absolutely crucial-kernel elements of these notions as they were
identified in my analysis of the intratextual dimension.
I will
therefore
limit this analysis to the oxymoron
#eklektois
parepidemois# in 1:1 as the dominant master symbol symbolizing
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the text thrust ; to a selection of Christological tradition
material as a reflection of th e text perspective; and to the text
type of 1 Peter as the culmination of the text strategy. Just
like the intratextual analysis, the historical analysis will be
confined to the first five pericopes of 1 Peter with only cursory
references to the rest of the text.
In section C I will
synthesize the results of the historical analysis of the text
thrust, perspective and strategy of 1 Peter.

*

-
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- CHAPTER III: SECTION A DYNAMIC PARAMETERS FOR THE INTER- AND EXTRA TEXTUAL DIMENSION
OF TEXTUAL COMMUNICATI ON:
A METHODOLOGY

1.INTRODUCTION: TEXTUAL MODES AND ANALYTICAL CRITERIA

It is obvious (although not for some fundamentalists)
that the
New Testament is a collection of anc i ent canonized documents and
as such " ... bedarf historischer Methode ... " (Hahn 1972:10) .
In
my model the historical dimension of texts gives account of the
historical dynamics of textual communication. This dynamics of
the historical
dimension focusses on both the inter - and
extratextual references of texts as we have seen in my definition
of the"historical dimension " (cf I B 3 . 1, 3.2 & 3.4). There is a
difference , however, between the dynamics of the historical
dimension which is primarily a semantic issue and the dynamics of
the meta textual dimension which is primarily a pragmatic issue.
This will become clear in due course.
I n the light of the previous paragraph, it is therefore important
to note that the semantic parameters dominate the syntactic,
semantic and pragmatic modes ( i e the semiotic modes) of the
historical dimension. This implies that the notion of semantic
"refer ence " is the issue on which we are focussing in this
chapter.
Text - syntactically the text as medium could have a
" unitary " or "fragmental " text - historical reference. A "unitary
text history" could imply the copy i ng of a text unit (i e a text
as a whole) while a "fragmental text history " could refer to the
tradition history of textual fragments (i e phrases and bigger
units).
The historical dimension of text syntactics implies,
therefore, the dynamic process of diachronic intertextual copying
of textual fragments or texts as a whole. Text-semantically the
text reflects a dynamic inter- (i e between static texts) and
extratextual reference (i e different worlds, realities and
frames of reference) which implies the dynamics of inter - and
extratextual reinterpretation . These distinctions coincide with
B C Lategan (1982:51) who argues that " De tekst van het Nieuwe
Testament
is
in
dubbele zin
historisch
bepaald":
" de
wordingsgeschiedenis van
het
Nieuwe
Testament"
and
the
" verhouding tussen tekst en historische werkelijkheid. "
His
"wordingsgeschiedenis" is more explicitly specified
by
my
s yntactic distinctions
(i e with its unitary and fragmental
history) whereas his relation "text - reality" is reflected in my
semantic distinctions which include reference to the historical
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events in particular and ~he socio-cult ural world in general . In
addition to these distinctions the historical dimension of the
text pragmatics has to be added . This includes the references to
interlocutional strategy, signals and conventions which determine
the communication between the communicator-author through his
medium with his primary receptor-readers.
It is clear in the light of the above-mentioned that my
definition of the historical dimension reflects the dynamics of
the inter - and extratextual reference (cf Luz 1982 :51 6). We have
already seen that this necessitates a historical analysis of the
communication act in which the phenomenon of multiple meaning and
interpretation will have to be accounted for.
As was the case with the intratextual analysis , I will choose my
methodology in order to comply with the requirements of the three
textual modes and in terms of Plett's heuristic criteria of text
extension , coherence and delimitation. We are very fortunate to
be able to use the historico-critical methods in this regard
which do not only have a long history of development behind them
(cf Collins, R F 1983 :41-74; Kuemmel 1970 & 1973;
Bruce
1977:21-59 & Neill 1964) but are also methodologically refined
for the historical analysis of texts (cf Berger 1977a; Collins, R
F 1983; Fohrer 1976; Richter 1971; Roloff 1977; Zimmerman 1978).
The roots of historical criticism go back to the Reformation
after which it got momentum and developed ' to such an e xtent that
it dominated biblical scholarship up till the first half of the
twentieth
century ,
Although I am indebted to
historical
criticism for its methodological criteria , the keen reader will
observe that in my application of the historical critical methods
they are only tools used in ordei to answer questions with regard
to the historical dimension of texts, and are only one part in
the analysis of textual communication. Therefore the reader will
find that my application of these methods differs from the
traditional chronologic application and implementation thereof.
I have applied the different historico-critical methods (v iz
textual , literary, form , tradi tion and redaction c.ri ticism) in
order to comply with the requirements of the heuristic criteria
for the syntactic , semantic and pragmatic modes of the historical
dimension.
This explains why in some cases I had to separate
different aspects of form criticism and also tradition history,
I am well aware of the possibilities and limitations of the
different
historico-critical
methods.
Although
literary
criticism , for example, attempts to deal with literary sources
and text unity, it fails to do justice to the lat t er issue
because text lmity is predominantly an intratextual issue,
Form
criticism is a well-developed method for establish in g micro
genres, but falls short when text functions and text types have
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to be identified . The reader should note that although form
criticism was originally limited to micro forms and genres,
some
scholars
(e g zimmermann 1978:135- 182) interpret form criticism
in a broader sense which includes macro genres . I will refer to
form criticism in its broader sense in this dissertation (i e
including both micro and macro genres).
In the same way the
often enlightening results of form and tradition history with
regard to the "Sitz im Leben" and historical development of
material, are relativized by its circular argumentation in
establishing the relationship between traditions and their "Sitz
im Leben" (cf Marshall 1976:32 - 33).
It was especially Erhardt
Guettgemanns who led the attack against form criticism and
emphasized the priority of the intratextual analysis over against
the form-critical analysis (cf Doty 1972). with regard to
redaction criticism Petersen (1978:19)
sums it up neatly:
"Positively, redaction criticism raises the very real problem of
having to determine the author's investment in each word,
sentence, and unit taken over from his sources.
Negatively,
however, its methodological and theoretical orientation requires
us to focus on something other than the text itself." The common
factor in each of the critical remarks against the historical
methods was their impotence to deal with the intratextual,
autonomous text.
We will take up this issue again in our
evaluation of the intratextual and historical analyses of texts
i -n chapter IV (cf IV A 2.1 - 2.4). A last remark , however, should
be
made
with
regard
to
the
implementation
of
the
his.torico - critical methods, namely that
the
methods
were
initially devised for the analysis of the Gospels . Therefore one
should remember that their capabilities with regard to 1 Peter as
a letter are limited in comparison with a synoptic analysis.
In addition to
these
critical remarks, my evaluation of
historical criticism differs in three crucial and fundamental
respects from the traditional paradigm. This will be dealt with
in my closing statements in chapter IV (cf IV A 2.1 - 2.4) where
I discuss the genetic, referential and positivistic "fallacies"
of the historical paradigm.
Nevertheless , in spite of the
serious deficiencies within the historical paradigm, I still
believe that my communication model could benefit from its
expertise as long as it is kept within bounds.
It is only the
overexposure or absolutizing of the historical paradigm which is
responsible for the different fallacies of the historical methods
and also for the estrangement between the cathedra and the
pulpi t.
Thus my attempt to i nterrelate and relativize the
historical paradigm to a more modest, but nevertheless important
role expresses my concern for an integrating approach in order to
make the communication of ancient canonized texts plausible in
terms of its primary and secondary reception. Ultimately I hope
to illustrate how my metatextual dimension will enable us to
o vercome historical criticism's est r angement between text and
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receptors (cf Nations 1983:61-63). This endeavour of bridging the
gap is in the final instance paradigmatic of the New Testament
texts themselves:
" Vergangenheit wird urn der Gegenwart willen
berichtet und in jedem Falle auf diese bezogen. Das hat wichtige
theologische Gruende: im Neuen Testament ist es das Bekenntnis
zum Auferstandenen und Erhoehten
und
das
Wissen urn die
Wirksamkeit des Geistes" (Hahn 1972:15). For the moment, however,
let us enter into the New Testament text and its referential
world
and experience the necessary estrangement from
our
twentieth century world.

*
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ANALYSIS OF THE TEXT

DIMENSION: THE INTERLUDE

FOR

THE

INTER- AND EXTRATEXTUAL

2.1 THE HISTORICAL ANALYSIS OF THE TEXT-SYNTACTIC MODE
2.1.1 Te xt-syntactic extension: minimum and maximum
historic-c.l extension (textual and literarycriticism)

traditio-

2.1.1.1 Maximum extension: textual criticism
The historical dimension of the text-syntactic mode has been
defined as the intertextual reference of the text.
I argued that
this intertextual reference could imply either the copying of the
text as a whole or parts of a text/so Obviously there is only a
quantitive difference between a unitary and fragmental text
history. This excursion is relevant because with ancient texts
one is often confronted with the fact that only copies of the
original text are available . This is also the case with the New
Testament writings. We do not have the autographa - only a vast
nmnber of copies.
This has the implication that the maximum extension of historical
text syntactics could include a writing as a whole. This led me
to include textual criticism (i e the subdiscipline which
attempts
to reconstruct the autographa by evaluating
the
text-variant readings of the different copies with the aid of
different criteria) as part of the historical analysis and not
part of the intratextual analysis as many scholars tend to do (cf
Loader 1978). Obviously one needs a "text" to work with before
anything else can be done and can therefore have a place within
the intratextual analysis or at least as "Voraussetzung fuer die
exegetische Arbeit"
(Zimmermann 1978:17). On the other hand,
however, textual criticism does not only presuppose a historical
development of copying and recopying of texts, but also that the
autographa can only be reconstructed through a text-comparative
study. This is clearly outside the boundaries of a static text
and obviously within the realm of the historical dimension .
Steyn
( 1984: 52 )
conf irms this' in no uncertain terms:
"To
determine which text is to be the authoritative one, is a
theological matter, of no concern to synchrony ." Take for
example the text-variant reading #humeis-hemeis# in 1 Peter. The
change from the second person plural pronoun to the first person
plural can only be explained with extratextual arguments: the
reception-aesthetic process in which the copyist changed the
second person plural to the first person plural pronoun because
of his identification with the text or his recalling of trad ition
material.
In addition to these extratextual considerations, an
intertextual comparison (i e diachronically) between manuscripts
with different degrees of authenticity is also part and parcel of
the methodology of textual criticism. Even the internal criteria
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are based on the historical reception of the copyist (e g the
criterium that
"the shortest reading is normally the better
reading" is based on the assumption that a pious copyist /
receptor won't omit something from the "Holy Bible"). Although i t
is not impossible to start with textual criti'cism in order to
establish the textual basis for one's intratextual analysis of a
text,
I
suggest that the intratextual analysis accepts the
already highly refined text of Nestle- Aland (26th edition) which
is the product of extremely professional and technical work over
decades .
It is highly improbable that the average exegete will
be able to make any noteworthy contribution as far as textual
criticism is concerned . Therefore , to indulge in a technical
highly developed textual criticism
especially
before
the
historical analysis is done,
is a wasting of valuable time.
Especially those who argue that textual criticism should be done
first, are compelled to recheck their results thoroughly because
they were forced to anticipate many historical considerations
right from the start.
In fact , to be consequent, it will only be
possible to have a meaningful evaluation of text - variant readings
after the inter - and extratextual reference of texts and their
pragmatic implications have been established. Therefore, I will
only apply textual criticism to 1 Peter at the end of my analysis
of the intratextual and historical text pragmatics
(cf III B
3.3.3) .
Furthermore ,
it will be limited only to the most
important variants to those parts of 1 Peter on which I am going
to focus in the historical analysis ,
namely pericopes I - V.
Textual criticism of the rest of 1 Peter wouldn't be relevant for
this study and,
therefore ,
for those parts the
text
of
Nestle - Aland (26th edition)
has gratefully been accepted as the
textual basis .
A few remarks with regard to the dilemma of text - variant readings
and the criteria in establishing the better reading will have to
suffice .
In the copying of the New Testament
(which had to be
handcopied for centuries)
there often
occurred
unintended
mistakes (e g spelling mistakes,
the omitting of words or
sent~nces , etc) as well as intended changes
(e g the omitting of
ununderstandable verses and the adding of explanations , etc).
In
order to determine the "original " or most reliable text scholars
developed a
technical
highly
refined
method.
Scholars
distinguish between external and internal criteria.

* The external criteria include the following considerations in
the evaluation of the best reading (cf Collins ,
R F 1983:91 - 104;
Zimmermann 1978:49 - 53) : the majority as well as the weight (i e
age and reliability) of manuscripts ; the family tree of the
witnesaes (i e determining the primary and most reliable sources
by reconstructing the interdependency of witnesses); determining
whether a variant is a harmonizat i on between New Testament
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writings themselves (e g the Gospels) or between New Testament
writings and the Old Testament or the Septuagint; and taking the
interdependence or unity of variant readings into account.

* The internal

criteria determine that the best reading is
usually the shortest, the most difficult, the reading explaining
the development of variants and the reading which fits the
context best (cf Collins, R F 1983:91-104; Zimmermann 1978:54-8).
It is important to note that there are exceptions to almost all
the criteria referred to above
and
furthermore
that
a
text-critical decision should always be based on the joint
witness of the different criteria and not on one criterium only.
Although there are almost a quarter of a million variant readings
with regard to the New Testament text, the nature, extent and
significance of these variants are in the vast majority of cases
very limited. Thus I firmly believe that textual criticism has a
very limited scope within exegesis nowadays. It is often within
a fundamentalistic attempt to
meticulously
establish
the
"inspired" text of the New Testament that the significance of
jots and tittles is blown out of all proportion as if "textual
meaning" is primarily encaptured on morphologic level. Let us
therefore turn our attention to the minimum extension of the
text-syntactic mode.
2.1.1.2 Minimum extension: literary criticism
Up till now we have discussed the maximum historical text-syntactic extension of a text as the history of the copying and
recopying of texts as a whole.
But parts within the New
Testament also have a history - and that brings us to the minimum
extension of the diachronic text syntactics.
All literature has its own history-of - origin in which the author
wrote
his ideas incorporating smaller and bigger
thought
complexes from his own experience and background (i e his
tradition). Eco (1979:19) phrases it in the following way:
"
every text refers back to previous texts."
It is therefore
possible to pursue the goal of determining the tradition units (i
e "intertextual frames" in Eco's terminology) and their origin
which an author used.
In ancient literature we are
not
privileged to have the twentieth- century aids of "footnotes" or a
"bibliography" to help us determine the sources. used in a
writing. with regard to ancient texts "literary criticism" is
used to
uncover tradition units within a text.
Although
"literary criticism" in its broader sense includes most of the
Introduction issues (e g the analysis of the literary character
and purpose of texts as well as the interdependency of texts
emanating in the authorship issue), New Testament scholars were
primarily interested in establishing the textual sources behind
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the New Testament with the aid of literary criticism (cf Collins ,
R P ' 1983 :11 6-7; Zimmermann 1978:91; Roloff 1977:4).
Where the New Testament quotes from the Old Testament, it is
relatively easy to determine a source (cf 1 Pt 1:16). But there
is also other tradition material in the New Testament (cf Luke"s
prologue and the variety of synoptic tradition material) that is
not so ea s y to detect and therefore we have to distinguish it
with methodological aids. The following criteria can help us in
this analysis (cf Zimmermann 1978:94-5; Roloff 1977:8-9):

* Introduction phrases like "i t is written . .. " and "he said ... "
are evidence of a quotation from a source (cf 1 Pt 1:16 and 2:6);
* Redundancy within the same text (i e unnecessary repetition of
ideas or phrases) could suggest that more than one source was
used (cf the so -c alled "doublets" in, for example, Matthew"s
Gospel).
* Word -f or- word resemblances between different writings obviously
mean that both authors had a common source or background (e g
experience, oral
and / or written sources).
Compare the
resemblances between the Synoptic Gospels. The analysis of these
resemblances could reveal the natu r e ' of the interdependency if
criteria
such
as
stilistic
improvements,
abbreviations,
expansions , linkages , explanations and alterations are taken into
account;
* A high frequency

(e g
of extraordinary stylistic features
semantic and pragmatic devices), words
(e g hapax
legomena) and themes often suggests that sources were used;

syntacti~,

* Stereotyped phrases which could be

detected either as hapax
legomena or as verbatim recurrences within the same text.
Such
phrases will have to be confirmed by intertextual comparisons;

* Aporias (e g hard connections, disjunctions, inconsistencies,
and tensions) in the text which concern the line of thought (cf 1
Peter 4:7-11 within the frame of 4:1-6 and
4:12-18)
or
irreconcilable historical situations or facts (cf 1 Peter 1:6-7
with 4:12), could also suggest different strata of tradition or
sources;
* A highly structured unit within a text is very often a telltale
for the identification of tradition material (cf the credal
tradition in 1 Pt 1:2 ).
This last criterium for the minimum extens ion of historical text
syntactics (viz a highly structur ed unit) already suggests that
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the heuristic
accounted for.

criterium of text coherence should
So let us continue to discuss it.

2.1.2 Text-syntactic coherence :
literary and form criticism

coherence

of

also

be

tradition units -

It is within the historical parameter of text - syntactic coherence
that literary. criticism and form criticism meet because the
results of literary criticism serve as " ... Voraussetzung fuer
die Formgeschichte " (Roloff 1977:6). Again it was the German
scholars who pioneered this field (cf M Dibelius and his "Die
Formgeschichte des Evangeliums " in 1919 ; K L Schmidt and his "Die
Rahmen der Geschichte Jesu " in 1919 and R Bultmann and h i s
"Geschichte der Synoptischen Tradition " in 192 1 ) .
" Aufgabe der Formgeschichte ist es, die hinter den literarischen
Quellen liegende Ueberlieferung ausfindig zu machen und sowohl
deren Form als auch deren' Sitz im Leben' anzugeben " (Zimmermann
1978:19 ; cf Roloff 1977 : 14; Collins , R F 1983:156 - 170). In
determining the tradition units within the New Testament , we
often find that they have stereotyped " forms" which constitute
the coherence of the units. To understand this principle one
only has to think of the different forms we encounter i n a
newspaper. Anyone familiar with a newspaper will be able to
distinguish the political repo r t , sport report , advertisements
and the main article because of the different forms they aquire
in the newspaper .
On the same basis are we able to distinguish different coherent
stereotyped forms (e g parables , disputations , hymns , etc) and
formulas
(creeds , doxolog i es , etc) in the New Testament (cf
Collins , R F 1983 : 162 ; Zimmermann 1978 :1 40). These fo r ms and
formulas originated in a specific sociological context . Just as
an advertisement is part of the financial world , a hymn for
example is part of a worship service (e g Phlp 2 : 6- 11 and 1 Tm
3:16) . In the same way a creed (e g Rm 1 : 3- 4 and 1 Pt 2 : 22 - 24)
was part of the sociological context of the early Christian
worship . In reconstructing the forms and their " Si tze im Leben"
of ancient literature one is obv i ous l y caught in a vicious
circle : the form is the basis i n reconstructing the " Sitz i m
Leben " and the "Sitz im Leben" in turn expla i ns the form
(Vorster , W S 1982 :1 00) . This relat i v i zes t he results of a fo r m
crit i cal analysis t o mo r e and less probable poss i b ili t i e s.
In a wider sense " form criticism " has to do with the "genre " or
" gattung " of a writing and not only wi t h forms and formu l as wh i c h
a r e part of " form c ri ticism " in i ts restricted sense (cf Vo r ste r,
W S 1982 : 94) . Structurally the analysi s of f ormulas , forms and
genres is methodologically the same . The ma i n difference is th a t
for mulas and forms are on mic r o l evel and g enres /
gattungen
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usually (although not necessarily) on macro level (cf Co l lins , R
F 1983:162 - 163 ; Du Toit , A B 1980 : 1 - 3) . The distinc ti on of
"Gattungskritik"
as
a
sepa r ate analys i s
(e
g
Richter
1971 : 125 - 137) is merely a matter of preference and not of
principle .
A historical - comparative study of literature has to
complement the form - crit i cal analysis in order to determine the
criteria for
the
identif i cation
of
genres
(cf Richter
1971:125 - 37) . The text type and genre of 1 Peter will explicitly
be dealt with in the historical analysis in section B 3 of this
chapter .
After the sources (i e tradition mate r ial) have been identi fied
with the aid of literary criticism , R F Co l lins
(1983 : 171)
stipulates that the form - crit i cal analysis of the text unit
should proceed by : 1) analyzing it, 2) categorizing the literary
type , 3) relating it to the "Sitz im Leben" 4) studying the
tradi tion history and
5)
determining the purpose of the
formulation and transmission of the text . It is clear that steps
1 and 2 presuppose an intertextual competence through which the
reader will be able to recognize the genre rules as literary
conventions overcoding the text (cf Eco 1979:19). This is part of
the historical analysis of the text syntactics . Steps 3-5
reflect the semantic and pragmatic implications of the literary
conventions and will be dealt with in the text semantic and
pragmatic modes of the historical analysis . It follows naturally
that I am not able to follow the historico- critical method in
detail. This illustrates once again the advantage of my approach
in which the
different
textual modes are accounted for.
Historical criticism's ignorance of textual modes was indeed one
of the reasons for the absolutizing of its capabilities.
The following criteria could be used in a form-critical analysis
establishing the text - syntactic coherence of the historical
dimension
(cf Richter
1971 : 79 - 103
&
137 - 148;
Zimmermann
1978: 203 - 205) :

* Formal characteristics s uch as sentence type ,
cola functions ;

word

Ornamental forms like rhythm , alliteration , rhyme,
et cetera;

*

* Structural and semantic forms
oppositions , et cetera;

1 ike

parallelisms ,

orde r

and

assonance ,
chiasmi ,

* Intertextual comparison of the above - mentioned structural
characteristics on formul a, form and genre leve l s in order to
distinguish different types .
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The semantic references to the "Sitz im Leben " Ie g political,
religious or economic spheres) of the tradition units and forms
will be dealt with under the text-semantic analysis.
The
function of the forms, however, will be dealt with under the
text - pragmatic analysis of the historical dimension.
2.1.3 Text-syntactic delimitation: alternation of tradition units
and forms
The text - syntactic delimitation follows as a
result of the
analysis of the text - syntactic
extension and coherence of
tradition units and forms.
The author's discourse before or
after a tradition unit usually demarcates a tradition unit.
Sometimes it is more difficult to identify tradition material
especially when different traditions are interwoven and part of a
highly structured text Ie g 1 Pt 1:1-2:10). Therefore a warning
is appropriate at this stage, namely that one will have to accept
the tentativeness in the identification and demarcation of
tradition units , forms and formulas.
This concludes my discussion of the text-syntactic
historical dimension.
Let us now discuss the
mode.

mode of the
text - semantic

*
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2 . 2 THE HISTORICAL ANALYSIS OF THE TEXT-SEMANTIC MODE
2.2.1 The text-semantic extension:
inter semantic-references
tradition history

and

extratextual

We have seen that the text - syntactic analysis of the historical
dimension focussed on the intertextual frames of reference. The
synta ct ic , intertextual frames of reference , however , create the
basis for a reconstruction of the semantic , extratextual frame/s
of reference (cf I B 3 . 4). First and foremost the application of
the heuristic criterium of semantic extension has to be argued.
This is done through the reconstruction of the possible frames of
reference of the above - discussed tradition units (including forms
and formulas) which an author used.
These tradition units or
frames often had a long development prior to the author's
implementation thereof
in other words it is possible to find
source/s behind a source.
The author of 1 Peter could for
example quote from the Septuagint which is in turn a translation
of the Old Testament (i e a source based on another source) .
Another example would be Paul's implementation of Jesus' words
during the Last Supper i n 1 Corinthians 11:23 - 25. Paul
(who
wasn't present at the Last Supper) got his version from other
apostles who in turn probably heard it from Jesus himself at the
Last Supper. In the transmission of the New Testament tradition
material we will have to reckon with the fact that much of the
material had an oral transmission prior to the written phase .
The discipline within historical criticism which attempts to
reconstruct this history of traditions is appropriately known as
"tradition history "
(i
e
" Traditionsgeschichte") . Amongst
historical critics there is an uncertainty about how to relate
tradition history with form criticism . In my opinion, it is once
again a matter of preference whether tradition history shou l d be
part of form criticism (e g Coll i ns , R F 1983 : 166 - 69 ; Roloff
1977:14 - 26; Zimme r mann 1978 : 179 - 81) or a separate analys i s . I
have separated it in the light of the heuristic criteria for the
different textual modes. Tradition history comprises more than
historical text syntactics . It does not only bridge · the gap
between historical text
syntactics
and
semantics , it is
especially part of the text - semantic mode which focusses on the
inter - and extratextual reference. It includes therefore the
history of forms , formulas, words , motives and concepts which
enable a literary-compa r at i ve study and a r econstruction of the
extratextual frame/s of reference.
It is especially usefu l in
determining the text - semantic extension
that is the possible
inter - and extratextual worlds for
a
text.
This
will
consequently form the basis in determining the text - semantic
coherence .
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To visualize the composition and tradition history of
look at the sketch below:
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Therefore , tradition history does not only fit the requirements
but consequently also prov,ides the tools in establishing the
text-semantic extension of a particular text.
In the analysis of
the tradition history we will have to distinguish between the
inter- and extratextual reference of tradition units (e g forms
and formulas) and words (especially metaphors and motives) .
. 1 The following criteria are applicable in determining the
tradition history of forms and formulas (cf Richter 1971:159-63;
Zimmermann 1978 :17 9 - 81) :
differences
and
resemblances between
of
the
* Listing
intertextual versions of the same tradition unit.
This 1S
obviously based on the results of literary and form criticism;
* Listing the different functions
tradition unit in different texts;
* Determining
links) to the

or

purposes

of

the

same

the sementation (i e introductory and closing
tradition unit in order to determine the "Sitz im
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Leben " of the author ;

* Relati ng
the . differences in the different versions and
functions of the same tradition to possible sociological contexts
Ie g Judaism , Hellenism or early Christianity ) which would be
able to explain the chronological development of the tradition
best.
Zimmerman (1978:180) speaks of " der wandel des 'Sitzes im
Leben'"
and " der mehrfache 'Sitz im Leben" '. Ultimately the
history of the tradition unit will be determined by the answers
to questions concerning the origin , the addressees , the dating
and the function thereof .
* With regard to the genre and text type of a text it is
important that one should , methodologically , first determine the
different "Sitz e im Leben" of the genre and text type and only
then proceed to reconstruct the history thereof Icf Zimmermann
1978:180) .
. 2 Obviously words also have a h istorical text - semantic extension
and are therefore likewise relevant in a traditio- historical
analysis.
It is especially "metaphors " that require
our
attention. The theory of metaphors has recently become a point
of great interest within theology Icf II A 2.2.2.1). Two aspects
of metaphors were of special interest, namely the way i n which
metaphors operate /
refer and also the relationship between
metaphors and reality. Although I will have to limit myself to a
few observations, it is fascinating how metaphoric theory exposes
the characteristics of language and reality in general in a
fascinating way . It is therefore not surprising to find many of
the insights of not only language theory but also philosophy of
science , beautifully
illustrated
in
the
functioning
of
metaphors.
What lS of importance to us with regard to the
text - semantic extension of the historical dimension is that
metaphors or rather metaphoric statements Ii e an improvement on
the word - orientated metaphoric theories) " redefine reality"
Icf
Ricoeur 1975:75 ). The resemblance between this description of
metaphors and the definition of communication in general
lie to
create meaning in our interaction with the world / reality) is
striking. What requires our attention now, however, is rather
the semantic tension which a metaphor harbours , namely that a
metaphor is a calculated error in which a semantic impe rtinence
is created to reveal some resemblance between traditionally
unrelated semantic categories Icf Ricoeur 1975:78-79). With
regard to dead metaphors Ie g the foot of a chair) this semantic
tension has been lost and a literal mean ing is acquired Icf
Chryssides 1985:152 - 153). True metaphors , however, are metaphors
of invention and semantic innovation which dynamically constitute
new information in
order
to
persuade poetically.
These
observations confirm that metaphors are part and parcel of the
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dynamics of the semantic mode. The historical dimension of the
text semantics requires, furthermore , that we will have to break
out of the structuralist paradigm to face the issue of metaphor
and reality (Ricoeur 1975:81). In this regard Paul Ricoeur once
again made some significant contributions.
Ricoeur's (1975 : 86) basic premise is that metaphors and symbols
in general are "reality remade " (cf Collins , R F 1983:259- 260;
Chryssides 1985:145 - 147). This implies that a metaphor is a split
reference between reality and symbols. In other words, and this
is most exciting, metaphors are only a manifestation of my notion
of "cosmologic perspective" or Petersen's "symbolic universe" as
a description of the unbreakable tension between "mimesis" and
"mythos " .
Ricoeur
(1975:88) concludes that "We can
speak
cautiously of metaphorical truth to designate the claim of
attaining reality which is attached to the power of redescription
of poetic language . " This is obviously the significance for the
analysis of the text - semantic extension of metaphors, namely to
expose the metaphoric truth which different metaphors convey.
The parallel between the above - discussed theory on metaphors and
religious language and its function " . .. as a 'model' with regard
to the whole of human experience " (Ricoeur 1975 : 107) is not only
exciting , but also a pointer towards the solution of the impasse
between
the
intratextual
(text - immanent)
and
historical
(historical) approaches to biblical texts (cf my implementation
of the metatextual dimension as an answer to the same problem) .
It consequently also shows a way out with regard to the
text - reality issue and provides a theoretically sound basis for
the analysis of the religious experience of man's encounter with
the infinite or Wholly Other (cf Ricoeur 1975:108 - 109; Collins , R
F 1983:259- 260).
Thus the phenomenon of metaphors is clearly within the parameters
of text-semantic extension through its combination of semantic
innovation within the referential mode (cf Ricoeur 1975 : 75). We
will see in the next paragraph, however, that metaphors also have
an important role to play in establishing the text - semantic
coherence of the
cosmologic
perspective
and its dynamic
interaction with opposing perspectives or symbolic worlds.
2.2.2 Text - semantic coherence : extratextual world, cosmologic
perspective and the relationship text - reality
socio- cultural
analysis
The text - semantic coherence of the historical dimension has to do
with the coherent extratextua l world and cosmologi c perspective
reflected in the text. The relationship between text and reality
is, therefore, the issue at stake here. Logically this implies
that historical science becomes relevant.
This issue will be
important in our analysis of the New Testament where it concerns
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not only the reference to an ancient world but also the
historical events and the person of Jesus Christ who is central
in the New Testament message.
The text - semantic coherence is based on the results of the
traditio-historical analysis which attempts to reconstruct the
text - semantic extension in terms of possible extratextual frames
of reference. When a certain frame of reference or a combination
of frames dominates a text , the text - semantic coherence can be
determined.
The different frames that could constitute the
"world " of a text could range from sociological , political ,
economica l to religious frames of reference or, for that matter ,
any combination of these frames of reference .
. 1 The historical text - semantic reference of the New Testament
reflects an extratextual world and reality of two thousand years
ago.
There are many customs and practises that have to be
explained and investigated for the very reason that we don't
share their extratextual world . The man in the street of the
twentieth century knows very 1 i ttle of Jewi sh sacr if icia 1 and
purity practices and just as little of the Hellenistic popula r
beliefs and mystery cults. On the other hand, we won't find
anything in the New Testament concerning computors , motorcars,
aeroplanes, astronauts or heart transplantations.
Knowledge of
the extratextual, socio - cultural world of the New Testament is a
prerequisite
for the successfu l communication of the
New
Testament. We often misinterpret the New Testament as a result of
a lack
of
socio-cultural
knowledge
which
includes the
geographical, political , economical , relig i ous and sociological
"worlds" of the interlocutors .
For the successful communication
of a text the communicator and receptor/s have to know what is
referred to by different symbo l s .
" De parallellen met die
'Umwelt' hebben onze blik gescherpt voor het eigene van het
Nieuwe Testament. Maar ook is duidelijk geworden dat het Nieuwe
Testament thuis hoort in een bepaalde tijd en reageert op een
bepaalde manier van denken . Het gevolg daarvan is geworden dat
anderzijds ook weer die bijbel vreemd lS geworden " (Kli j n
1982:93) .
The results of geography , archaeology and antiquarian science as
applied within the theological disciplines of " Zeitgeschichte "
and "Religionsgeschichte " are, therefor e , invaluable in gaining
information conce r ning the New Testament era. We have also seen
that Norman R Petersen (1984b : 18 - 30 ; 1984c : 1-24; 1984d : 1 - 29) has
recently made interesting contributions with regard to the
implications of the new sociological criticism or sociology of
knowledge for bibl i cal literature . The fo l lowing criteria should
be kept in mind in determin i ng the text-semantic coherence of the
extratextual world of a tex t :
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* The socio- cultural, religious and geographical analysis is
simply done with the aid of intertextual references and handbooks
relating to the socio-cultural background. It is , therefore,
important to distinguish between primary (i e sources that date
back to the era under discussion as well as archaelogical
contributions) and secondary sources (i e 15ter written handbooks
on a particular socio-cultural background) .
* As a second criterium we should be very careful not to force
inter - and extratextual socio-cultural information into a text.
It means simply that socio - cultural information is only relevant
insofar as it is reconcilable with the intratextual sociocultural world reflected in the text under discussion (cf
Theobald 1978:161 -16 4) . This point of departure is very important
because we cannot always determine the socio-cultural setting
precisely. This opens the door for multiple i nterpretations of
the setting of a text. The fact, therefore , that symbols / texts
are subjected to mUltiple meaning and interpretation because of
the possible ambiguity of text and extratextual references ,
should prevent us from an overpreciseness in the reconstruction
of the extratextual world.
" Niet altijd heeft men oog gehad voor
het complexe karakter van deze bewegingen.
Te vlug werden
directe relaties vastegesteld. Dat ziet men nu weI in zodat die
pretenties van deze methode wat bescheidener zijn geworden "
(Klijn 1982 : 92) .
Nevertheless , communication is impossible without a knowledge of
the relevant extratextual world reflected in a text and is
therefore a confirmation that communication as such has a dynamic
historical dimension which is essential for primary and secondary
interlocutors .
. 2 In the reconstruction of the cosmologic perspective of a text
the key systems and symbols governing the text have to be
determined . The following criteria could help us in this regard:

* The results of the intratextual analysi s of the social and
symbolic actors , their roles and relationships , different social
institutions (cf Petersen 1984b:22 - 29;
1984c :1l - 24) as well as
the notions primary world , secondary world , socialization and
resocialization (cf Petersen 1984d:1 -2 9) are extremely helpful in
identifying the cosmologic perspect i ve . A further sociological
distinction , namely that between "st ructure " and "antistructure"
within institutions, is also enlightening for the understanding
of the church and society and the resocial i zation of converts Ii
e accepting the Christological perspective).
The relevance of
these notions will prove to be extremely enlightening with regard
to 1 Peter.
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* Within the historical text semantics our attention is asked for
the extratextual reference of the text perspective .
It is
through the interrelationship and confrontation between textual
and
extra textual
cosmol og ic
perspecti ves
tha t
the
communicator - author wanted to motivate and
manipulate
his
receptor - readers (cf P8tersen 1984c:10) . Therefore, our modus
operandi would be to
reconstruct the different cosmologic
perspectives current within the New Testament era in general and
those relevant for a specific writing in particular .
For this
endeavour we are once again dependent on primary and secondary
sources (cf above).
Often the geographical, political,
economical
and
social
background
is enlightening for the reconstruction of
the
cosmologic perspective. Especially when certain socio- cultural
master symbols constitute the foundation thereof.
"Het gaat nu
om brede stromingen en ideeen waartegen het Christendom wordt
bestudeerd " (Klijn 1982:90). A critical note is appropriate in
this
regard.
The
evaluation
of
the
results of
the
history - of - religions research emphasizes that Christianity was
not overpowered by its "Umwelt", but was in confrontation and in
dialogue
with it.
This adequately explains the
numerous
non - Christian traditions in the New Testament writings
(Klijn
1982:90 - 91). Whereas the history - of - religions research for a long
time emphasized the parallels between Christianity and its world,
the sociology of knowledge has opened new avenues to establish
the differences as well (cf Berger 1977b: 130). Therefore, in the
analysis of the different cosmologic perspectives of the New
Testament era this should be kept in mind .

* Another criterium In the reconstruct i on of the cosmologic
perspective of the New Testament is to distinguish between the
cosmo logic perspectives of
the
individual
New
Testament
writings. This text comparative analysis is part and parcel of
the historical text semantics.
This issue is obviously crucial
in the evaluation of the unity , authority and canonicity of the
New Testament as a whole .
Within the limited scope of this
dissertation , I will not be able to undertake such a comparative
study.
Nevertheless , a few remarks have to be made.
In this
development of the cosmologic per spectives in the New Testament
proclamat ion it is important to notice the inf 1 uence s of the
surrounding cultures like Judaism and Hellenism. In this regard
the history-of-religions movement in theology accompl i shed a
great
deal although its often premature conclusions
were
responsible for a negative response in the scholarly debate "
indem sie gegenueber einem verbuergerlichten Verstaendnis des
Urchr i stentums die Fremdheit der neutestamentlichen Verkuendigung
erschreckend zum Bewusstsein brachte ; ... " (Bul tmann as quoted in
Klijn 1982:93). Nevertheless, in our analysis of the text it is
III A
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important to acknowledge the different perspectives or different
expressions of the same perspective. Because of the fact that
the New Testament originated in a relatively short time, it is
rather difficult to reconstruct a chronological development
within the "different" cosmologic perspectives of the respective
writings.
As a matter of fact , it seems that much of the
probable
and
possible
developments
was
simultaneous.
Nevertheless we could
roughly
distinguish
the
following
historical
development
of
the
proclamation
of
the
" New- Testamentical" perspective :

1.The " Jesus events " and his proclamation;
2.Early christi~n (oral) proclamation of Jesus Christ;
3 . The Pauline proclamation ;
4.The Synoptic proclamation (the enscripturing of the
"Jesus events" and proclamation);
5 . The Petrine proclamation;
6.The Johannine proclamation and
7.The general proclamation.
In· the final instance the historical text semantics are also
particularly interested in the extratextual referent of this
cosmologic perspective .
. 3 Petersen also contributed in this regard by reconstructing the
chronological act -s equence from letters
(i e the referential
sequence). His approach could provide us with a method in
reconstructing the extratextual sequence of events. This forces
us to return to the issue of text and reality which is of the
utmost importance with regard to the person Jesus Christ as
referred to in the New Testament. The emphasis of the historical
paradigm on this issue , is a corrective to the intratextual
paradigm and its text-immanent approach. Hahn (1974 : 37) argues
that this issue of text and reality is ultimately related to the
relevance of the New Testament proclamation: "Auf Grund der
Identitaet dieses Geschehens und dieser Wirklichkeit mit dem, was
das Neue Testament bezeugt , erweisen die Texte weiterhin ihre
Relevanz , auch wenn s i e , oder richtiger: gerade weil sie einst
einer
auf
die
konkrete
Gegenwartssituation
bezogenen
aktual i sierenden Verkuendigung und Interpretation bedue rf en. "

* The theoretical considerations on metaphors discussed in the
previous section (cf III A 2.2.1), threw some interesting light
on this issue concerning text and reality. The conclusion from
metaphoric theory that language / symbols in a specific sense are
always "reality remade", will prevent us from the "poet ic
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fallacy"
which disregards the relationship between text and
reality. Therefore, the Gospels as autonomous narratives each
with their own worlds , are also reflections of reality.
The
challenge with regard to the Gospels will be to determine the
extratextual relevance of Jesus of Nazareth in the plot of the
narrative. With regard to the New Testament letters the question
of the historical Jesus confronts us in a different and indirect
way as we will see in section Band C of this chapter . This
excursion is nevertheless essential for my dissertation in the
light of the fact that we will see that the Christology of 1
Peter constitutes its cosmologic perspective
and
requires
therefore some remarks on the issue of the historical Jesus.

* In the quest for the historical Jesus certain criteria have
been i dentified in the past: the criterium of dissimilar i ty
between Jesus' " teaching " and that of his "Umwelt" (cf Conzelmann
&
Lindemann 1977:348- 349; Du Toit, A B 1980 :27 0- 271) ; the
criterium of modification of Jesus' teachings; the linguisticstilistic criterium in reconstructing the "ipsissima vox" and
ipsissima verba " of Jesus (cf Du Toit, A B 1980:271); the
criterium of coherence in
Jesus'
teaching;
extrabiblical
confirmation; the authenticity of traditioned material in which a
form-critical and traditio-historical analyses are used , although
it is not the main aim of form criticism (cf Vorster , W S
1982:104; Roloff 1977:25). With the aid of these criteria ,
scholars explored different avenues in their quest for the
historical Jesus - for example the reconstruction of a titulary
Christology by Cullmann, Hahn and Fuller (cf Marshall 1976:22-40)
and an indirect non - titular Christo logy by Schmiedel and Jeremias
(cf Marshall 1976:43 - 62). In the light of my communication theory
on texts I could add the following criterium, namely the degree
of reality-boundness as reflected within the text parameters (i e
thrust,
perspective and strategy) of the text itself.
Much
criticism has been directed against th e traditional criteria for
the "Leben Jesu Forschung" and the debate is still going on .
In
the light of the fact (as will become evident later) that an
analytical reconstruction of the historical Jesus will not be
undertaken , I will not dwell any longer on the issue of adequate
criteria.
In conclusion, however , a few remarks should be made on the
necessity as well as the possibilities and limitations of the
quest for the historical Jesus.
It is appropr i ate to let
Ferdinand Hahn (1974 : 35) , one of the authorities ln the modern
" Leben Jesus Forschung ", have the word:
"Di e Frage nach dem
'historischen Jesus', oder richtiger formuliert: die 'h isto rische
Jesusfrage', ist nicht primaer die nach der Rekonstruierbarkeit
seiner Verkuendigung und seines Wirkens , sondern die Frage nach
der theologischen Relevanz
des
mit
den Mitteln moderner
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historischer
Kritik
eruierten Bildes
der
voroesterlichen
Geschichte Jesu. " In confirmation of this limitation of the quest
for the historical Jesus ,
is the fact that the traditioning of
the li fe and work of Jesus of Nazareth underwent certain
transformations because
of
Easter ,
Pentecost ,
the
oral
traditioning and the enscripturing of these events .
To this Hahn
(1974:35) remarks:
" Dieser Rezeptionsprozess aber zieht sich
durch
das ganze Neue Testament in einer
ch arakterist isch
verschiedenen Weise hindurch und gibt uns Aufschluss ueber die
Bindung
an
die
Einmaligkeit
der
Geschichte
Jesu
bei
gleichzeitiger Ausrichtung der Verkuendigung auf das Bekenntnis
der Gemeinde zur Gegenwaertigkeit des Auferstandenen und des von
ihm gewirkten Heils" (cf Du Toit, A B 198 0 :26 0 - 267). In spite of
these limitations with regard to the quest for the historical
Jesus, the relevance and absolute necessity of determining the
theological relevance of Jesus of Nazareth will remain with us in
our endeavour to reconstruct the " Specificum Christianum"
(Hahn
1974 : 35). The impasse in the much debated question with regard to
the unity and diversity of the New Testament witnesses are
inextricably bound with the interpretation of Jesus Christ as the
heart or coherence factor of the New Testament. It is in this
light that I will have to draw some conclusions with regard to
the relevance and interpretation of the historical Jesus as it is
reflected within the Christology of 1 Pet er (cf chapter III C 2).
I think the discussion above has made it sufficiently clear which
issues come into play when we are dealing with historical
text - semantic coherence.
In my analysis of 1 Peter I will pay a
great deal of attention to this heuristic parameter of the
historical dimension.
A few last remarks have to be made with
regard to the criterium of text-semantic delimitation .
2.2 . 3 Text-semantic
perspectives

delimitation:

change

in

"worlds "

and

The text - semantic delimitation of the historical dimension is
identified
when
different
"irreconcilable" .
worlds
and
perspectives are reflected in
a
text.
When worlds and
perspectives cannot be harmonized and are mutually exclusive it
reflects a
text - semantic
break
or
confrontation.
These
differences demarcate the historical semantic boundaries and
provide a barometer to determine the thrust and strategy of a
text.
The confrontation between worl ds and perspectives 1S
usually found in more serious or society-critical texts
(e 9
satires and religious literature). With regard to 1 Peter we
will have to demarcate the world and perspective of thp. text
against the backgrolmd of the possible oppos ing worlds and
perspectives reflected in the text.
We will see that this
demarcation is fairly easy within a semantic coherent text as the
opposing worlds and perspectives are usually expressedly rejected
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and condemned
Icf 1 Peter 4 : 1- 6) . It should be obvious that the
application of this heuristic criterium could shed valuable light
on the possible first " Sitz im Leben " of a text.

*
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2.3 THE HISTORICAL ANALYSIS OF THE TEXT- PRAGMATIC MODE
The analysis of the historical dimension of text pragmatics
focusses on the dynamics of text creations , conventions and
receptions as t:teyci.re expressed in the structure, function,
style
and rhetorics of texts. These expressions of the text - pragmatic
mode are based on the communicative situation as well as on
literary conventions. This implies that the New Testament is
part of ancient literature and is therefore subjected to the
evaluation (e g good or bad grammar) and categorizing (i e in
terms of text types / genres) of texts.
Because the pragmatic conventions and presuppositions of texts
refer
to
the extratextual reality, text
pragmatics
are
inseparably interrelated
with
text
semantics
(cf
Plett
1975:86 - 91). In the text - semantic analysis of the historical
dimension of the extratextual or real world , the "Sitz im Leben "
of the interlocutors has already been established. Therefore,
the text - pragmatic analysis of this extratextual reference to
reality
(which includes the " Sitz im Leben", conventions and
perspectives) focusses on the pragmatic
manifestation
and
reception of texts. Within the boundaries of my model I will
first deal with the text - pragmatic extension.
The reader should note that within
the >
communication theory the identification of the
historical issue (i e as the result of a
study).
This does not exclude
analysis
intra text ual
dimens ion of the text type.
historical analysis of the text type uses
identikit in order to identify the relevant
2 • 3 .2. 1 ) •

outline
of
my
text type is a
text - comparative
of
the
static
Therefore,
the
the intratextual
text type (II A

2.3.1 The text - praqmatic extension : inter - and
text-functional and style- rhetorical references
comparison

extra textual
l i terary

The historical analysis (i e a text comparative study) of the
text-pragmatic extension exposes the literary conventions which
determine the functional and style - rhetorical strategy of a
text.
These
literary conventions overcode texts
it i s
meta textual signals determining the communication of a text.
Certain conclusions with regard to macro text >types / genres have
already been made within the intratextual analysis of the
text-pragmatic mode as well as with regard to micro text types /
forms within the historical analysis of the text syntactics (cf
the form critical analysis of pericopes I-V). I am now interested
in the historical pragmatics of the macro text.
This requires a
methodological outline for the analysis of conventional text
types / genres.
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Recently, scholars engaged in the research on text types , have
find themselves in a blind alley with regard to the categorizing
of text types. This will become clear in my discussion of the
text type of 1 Peter (cf III B 3). Methodologically , however , the
following observations will reflect the complexity of the issue
and
will
at the same time serve as criteria
for
the
identification of text types (i e genres):
. 1 Text types do not depend primarily on contents, but on their
respective functions and structures (cf Van Dijk 1980:128; Doty
1972b:420, 430; Vorster, W S 1983:11-12). This immediately
signals that both the syntactic (cf the structure) and the
pragmatic (cf the function) modes of texts are constitutive in
determining text types. This does not mean that contents has no
implications for text types, only that it is not decisive .
Therefore Van Dijk
. 2 Text types operate on macro level .
(1980:128) prefers to refer to text types as "superstructures".
This would confirm the distinction within form criticism which
distinguishes between forms (i e on micro level) and genres I
gattungen (i e on macro level).
A B du Toit (1980:1 - 3) has
argued convincingly , however , that these distinctions are not
always clear- cut in the light of the fact that macro genres could
function as micro genres in a given situation. This is related
to the next criterium .
. 3 Text types determine and qualify text units and structure.
This implies that a secondary system (i e text types) is imposed
on a primary system (i e language) (cf Van Dijk 1980:129 & 132).
Therefore , in our classification of text types, we will have to
take the phenomenon of a hierarchial over coding into , account.
This makes it possible that different texts can reflect a
combination of different text types. The issue, however, will be
to determine the dominant text type .
. 4 Text types are based on conventions (cf Doty 1972b :42 8-4 33).
Some text types , for example , are used by all people (e g
narratives) whereas others are limited to a specific group (e g a
poem ,
sermon or scientific article).
Therefore Van
Dijk
(1980 :1 30 & 153) argues that the nature of text types is either
conventional or institutional (Van Dijk 1980:130 & 153). This
implies that genres have some ontological function in the sense
,that they are important conventional signals which make the
economical distribution of meaning between communicator and
receptors possible (cf Doty 1972b : 430). Therefore , it could prove
itself worthwhile to establish the interaction between the
extratext'ual setting and the text type, " ... but we can only do
this with the understanding that our reconstruction will be at
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best a good guess, and that the sociological setting provided by
the literary work as a whole [i e the text itself - JaRo] is now
for us the dominating sociological setting .
. .. Precisely the
tentativeness of such reconstruction has , however, often been
lost to view, and historistic over- determination of aesthetic
objects continues to this day " (Doty 1972b : 424). We should
acknowledge the fact that text types are reflections of different
temporal stages which imp l y that a mutation of genres is
possible. This obviously relativizes the ontological function of
a genre as does the fact that the author could use and mold a
certain text type to suit his own intentions.
This also implies
that both the intratextual and historical dimensions are relevant
for the analysis of text types (cf Doty 1972b : 440 - 441)
Therefore, to classify text types one needs to take
the
above - discussed guidelines /
criteria
into
account .
The
classification of text types is, however , by no means an easy
exercise : " Confusion about the appropriate generic classification
of a literary work may arise from the complexity or difficulty of
the text itself or from subsequent readers' lack of comprehensive
(circl®spective) precision . In so far as contemporary analysis
of certain primitive Christian literary genres is concerned , I
suspect that both reasons for confusion exi st " (Doty 1972b:414) .
In the
light
of the fact that I am interested in the
classification of the text type of 1 Peter , I will deal with the
contraversial issue of the identification of different text types
in the historical analysis of the strategy of 1 Peter (cf II I B
3) . Suffice me to remark that in the light of the lessons we have
learned so far with regard to the plurimodal phenomenon of texts ,
we can anticipate that all three semiotic modes should be taken
i nto account - that is the syntacti c (cf criterium 1) , semant i c
(cf crite ri um 4) and pragmatic modes (cf criteria 1, 2 , 3 & 4).
Therefore, the overexposure of one semiotic mode is probably
responsible for the
controversy
whether
structural (i e
syntactic), conventional
(i e semantic) or functional (i e
pragmatic) criteria determine text types (cf Doty 1972b:413 - 422 &
439 - 440; Van Dijk 1980:135) . In the light of this fact I would
like to distinguish between pragmatic function and strategy.
Whereas pragmatic function is used for text functions on
micro
level
(e g cola and style- rhetorical functions) , pragmatic
strategy is used to refer to the macro level of text types.
With these observat i ons and criteria in mind , I
judge the
definition of text types as "the ways in which infor mation are
organized" (cf Vorster, W S 1983:6) as an appropriate minimum
definition which has the flexib i lity to account for all three
semiotic .modes. We will see l ater (cf III B 3) that Vor ste r 's
implementation of this defin i tion fa i ls to do justice to the
comprehensive strategy of the different modes.
Van Dijk's
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(1980 :131 ) more elaborate definition of superstructures (i e text
types) confirms the above-described minimum definition, but adds
some important qualifications which acknowledge the possibility
of different combinations and the conventional character of text
types: " ... : eine Superstruktur ist eine Art abstraktes Schema,
das die globale Ordnung eines Textes festleg~ und das aus eine r
Reihe von Kategorien besteht, deren Kombinationsmoeglichkeiten
auf konventionellen Regeln beruhen."
Van Dijk's definition, interestingly enough, confirms my decision
to deal with text types in the text-pragmatic e xtension of the
historical dimension. Not only does he emphasize the predominant
pragmatic function of text types (cf its function to structure or
organize mater ial ), but he also highlights that text types are
part of the historical extension of texts (cf its conventional
nature). This does not mean, however, that the text type and its
conventions
pragmatically
override
the
commmunicator.
Ultimately the communicator is the redactor who molds his text to
his taste. Let us see what this implies.
2.3.2 The text - pragmatic coherence: the communicator-redactor and
style-rhetorical conventions - redaction criticism
The man i pulation and redescription of the extratextual reference
is a matter of text-pragmatic coherence (i e a global strategic
attack on the r eceptor through the text). The analysis of this
pragmatic manipulation of the inter- and extratextual references
presupposes both the analysis of the histo rical semantic (as
discussed under III A 2.2) and pragmatic conventions (cf III A
2.3.1) as identified with the aid of the intratextual and
historical syntactics (cf III A 2.1.2). For this analysis of the
historical text-pragmatic coherence we are fortunate to have the
tools of redaction criticism as one of the historico-critical
methods.
Redaction criticism of the New Testament only got
momentum forty years ago after the article of G Bornkamm "Die
Sturmstillung im Mattausevangelium" in "Wort und Dienst" NF 1 in
1948. Therefore "redaction criticism" as a well-defined method is
a relative late addition to the historical paradigm although the
contribution of the redactor was acknowledged previously. Let us
have a look what it entails.
After the sources and traditions have been traced, it still
remains to analyse the final author's synthetic implementation of
this tradition material in his writing
(cf Roloff 1977:6 & 31).
The author indeed had his own goal with his writing and he used
the -tradition mate rial to suit this purpose. John's replaceme nt
of "Jesus ' cleansing of the Temple" is a beautiful example of
redaction. In contrast to the Synoptic Gospels (which have this
incident at the end of Jesus' life) John deliberately placed it
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at the beginning of Jesus' ministry probably with the purpose of
using it as a "stage- setting " of the belief in (cf Jn 2 :1 - 12) and
rejection of Jesus (cf Jn 2 : 13- 22) which is part of the main
trend in John's Gospel .
In the New Testament we are not so fortunate as to have the
"handwriting"
of
the author in italics and are therefore
dependent on certain criteria to trace the work
of
the
communicator - author -r edactor . The following criteria are useful
in determining the redactional work of the author (cf Collins , R
Zimmermann
F 1983:205; Richter 1971 : 167- 169 ; Roloff 1977:36 - 39;
1978: 227-241):

* The results of literary , form critical and traditio-historical
analysis of the historical text syntactics serve as the basis to
uncover the author's redactional work. These results will form
the basis in reconstructing both the historical text - semantic and
text-pragmatic redaction;
*
The changes , omissions , additions and rearrangement
of
tradition material reveal the intention or motives of the author ;

* The "frames " within which the the tradition units are placed
also reveal the theology or message of the writing as a whole;
* The composition of the text as a whole (i e the text type and
form; the interrelationship between tradition and tradition,
tradition and redaction ; as well as the chronological and
hierarchial arrangement thereof) reveals to a large extent the
author's intention. W R Farmer's criteria of similarity (i e
recurrence), distribution and interlacing (i e of more than one
redactional motives) (cf Osborne 1979:318) correspond to this.
Osborne (1979:320) argues in this regard: "The arrangement of the
material 'by the redactor' [my addition) is probably the most
imporant single clue to his theological core ."
* The composition of the New Testament as a whole in turn reveals
something of the intent, motives and evaluation of the church
concerning the individual writings,
It is important to mention at this stage that redaction criticism
u ltimately remains within the clutches of the "genetisch-causaal
literatuurbeschouwing " (Vorster , W S 1982:107) and obviously
fails to approach a text in its totality which is the most basic
element in reconstructing the message and intent of a text and
consequently that of the "real author" . Therefore , the redactiocritical analysis of the text will have to be interr elated to the
intratextual analysis of the textual whole which should serve as
the basis.
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2.3.3 Text-pragmatic
pragmatic conventions

delimitation :

change

in

strategy

and

In the text - pragmatic delimitation the point of interest will be
to profilate 1 Peter against the text pragmatics of texts in
general.
This will highlight the pragmatic strategy
and
presuppositions e xp r essed in the text without which the reception
is bound to fail.
Therefore. the application of the heuristi c
criterium of text - pragmatic delimitation will contrast
the
strategy of 1 Peter with the strategy of other texts .
The
parameters and implications of this contrast will be vital for
the successful metatextual communication of 1 ·Peter.
With these
heuristic
dimension.
remarks on
within the

remarks I have concluded the application of the
criteria to the semiotic modes of the historical
What is left to be done ~s to conclude with a few
the text thrust . perspective and strategy of texts
historical dimension.

*
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2 . 4 SYNTHESIS: THE
AND STRATEGY

INTER-

AND

EXTRATEXTUAL THRUST , PERSPECTIVE

This historical excurs~on has illustrated the genuine human and
historical origin of ancient canonized texts as a corrective
against
an
uncritica l
fundamentalism
within
biblical
scholarship.
Klaus Berger (1977b:127) remarks aptly:
"Die
fruehchristliche Botschaft existiert nicht als abstrahierbares
Kerygma . hinter' den Texten,
sondern nur in verschiedenen
historischen Gestalten . " This above - discussed investigation with
regard to the history and " genesis" of a writing gives us
important historical parameters for the reconstruction of the
text thrust , perspective and strategy.
2.4.1 Text thrust: composition and interrelationship of tradition
material
The historical thrust of a text is determined by the composition
and
interrelationship of the tradition material within
a
particular text (cf I B 3 . 4 . 2). In the historical analysis of the
text syntactics it is often possible to identify a part i cular
tradition circle/s reflected in the intertextual reference of a
text.
The analysis
of
the
composition , application and
reinterpretation of this intertextual tradition material within a
particular text, exposes the
historical text thrust.
The
intertextual thrust , therefore , represents the static parameters
of the historical dimension which determines the possibilities
and limitations for
the
dominating semantic mode in the
historical dimension. The dominance of the semantic mode of the
historical syntacti c s i s eviden t in the li ght of the fact that
the historical
thrust
reflects
a
dynami c
funct i on and
interrelationship of
the
syntactic
intertextual tradition
material within the text. The dominance of the semantic mode i s
even more obvious with regard to the historical perspective.
2.4 . 2 Text perspective: ultimate semantic referent
I have a l ready argued extensively that the cosmologic perspective
is essentially an extratextual semantic issue ,
although i t is
obviously also reflected within
the
static
text of the
intratextual dimension . Thus the intratextual and historical
text thrust is an
expression of the communicator - authors'
cosmologic
perspective.
Based
on the
resu It s
of
the
text-semantic analysis of the historical dimension our goal in
this synthesis i s to draw some c onc l usions wi th regard to the
extratextua l referent of this perspective .
Obvious ly
the
ultimate semantic referent could either be conceptual or material
or a combination of both.
I have al r eady argued that highlighted
master symbols and metaphors in a text usually expose this
cosmologic perspective. This inevitably draws the issue of the
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relationship between
text
perspective
and
reality
(and
consequently the reality models of the interlocutors) into the
centre of the debate on the historical dimension (cf I B 3.4.2;
III A 2.2.1 & 2.2.2). This confirms why the issue of the
historical Jesus is so important within New Testament text.s and
their Christological perspective/so The cosmologic perspective
finally also determines the strategy an author chooses to
communicate his message.
2.4.3 Text strategy: literary conventions
The historical analysis of the text-pragmatic strategy of a text
exposes the literary conventions which dominate the text type and
genre.
These literary signals obviously have to suit the
communicator-author's perspective
and ,
therefore,
give us
important pointers as to the intended primary reception of a
particular text. Obviously this implies with regard to ancient
canonized texts like 1 Peter, that secondary readers have to
acquire this literary competence in evaluating the strategy of
the text. This is only possible within the dynamic parameters of
the historical dimension and its text-comparative analysis.

*
This concludes my theoretical considerations on the historical
analysis of texts.
In the dialogue between Christians the
interpretation of the historical dimension is often the issue of
dispute in the understanding of the New Testament. More than
often this issue rouses mutual suspicions. On the one hand, some
are accused of rejecting the Bible as the Word of God, whilst the
other side is accused of a naive understanding of the Bible as if
it fell from heaven on a sunny day.
In my opinion the historical
dimension in the communication of the New Testament (and of the
Bible as a whole) must be accounted for and analysed if
Christians want to solve the crisis in their midst.
I have argued convincingly, in my opinion (obviously!), that the
historical dimension is part and parcel of the communication
process which amongst other things sets important parameters for
the primary and possible secondary receptions of a text. We will
see, hpwever, that the intratextual and historical analyses of
texts
(especially the text pragmatic mode) provide us with
valuable parameters for the metatextual communication of texts (i
e secondary and subsequent text receptions).
We will turn to
this issue in chapter IV. First,
let us apply this theory to the
historical analysis of 1 Peter and see if it works.

*
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AND STRATEGY OF 1 PETER

We are now about to proceed with the implementation of my
historical tools in order to analyse the interrelated semiotic
modes from a historical dimension and in terms of the heuristic
criteria of extension, coherence and delimitation as outlined in
section A .
The reader is once again advised to keep the schematizations of
the relevant pericopes in appendix A open in order to follow my
argumentation .
The thematic demarcation of the historical analysis has been
argued in the concluding remarks of the intratextual analysis (cf
II C). It should be obvious , furthermore , that the limitations of
the
scope
of
this
dissertation
also
imposed
certain
restrictions. The reader should therefore not expect a complete
analysis of the historical thrust , perspective and strategy of 1
Peter. My main aim is to illustrate how a historical analysis of
the semiotic modes with the aid of a heuristically defined
methodology is able to uncover the dynamic thrust, perspective
and strategy of a text. As mentioned in the introductory remarks
to chapter III, the historical analysis will therefore be limited
to the oxymoron #eklektols parepidemois# in 1:1 as the dominant
master symbol symbolizing the text thrust; to a selection of the
Christo logical tradition material as a reflection of the text
perspective; and to the text type as the culmination of the text
strategy.
This analysis
will
also be restricted to the
theological basis of 1 Peter (i e pericopes I-V) with only
cursory remarks to the rest of the text.
Let us now take our seats in order to experience the dynamic
historical interlude of the wonderful "Petrine" symphony.

-
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I.THE INTER- AND EXTRATEXTUAL ANALYSIS OF THE THRUST
SYMBOLIZED BY THE-OXYMORON #EKLEKTOIS PAREPIDEMOISi IN 1:1

AS

1.1 TEXT-SYNTACTIC ANALYSIS
1.1.1 Text- syntactic extension:
minimum and maximum
historical extension - textual and literary criticism

tradi tio-

.1
Obviously the minimum text - syntactic extension in
the
historical dimension could comprise a traditio- historical word or
even only a recognizable morpheme. We have already established
the importance of the combination #eklektois parepidemois# in 1:1
of 1 Peter. There were a number of reasons why this contrapuntal
tandem of words was highlighted within the intratextual dimension
(cf
II
B l a n d II C).
Although the phrase #eklektois
parepidemois# is a hapax legomenon in 1 Peter it is syntactically
a combination of two structural markers which are strategically
important in the rest of the writing
compare the lexeme
#eklektos# as part of the theological foundation of the writing
in 2:4, 6 and 9;
and the lexeme #parepldemos# in 2:11 as part of
pericope V which dominates the greater part of the writing (i e
2:11-4:19 according to my analysis or 2:11-4:11 according to
Goppelt 1978:79): I
argued that this contra-sogetto represents
the text thrust of 1 Peter gathering so many contrasting themes
(viz vertical-horizontal,
positive-negative and insider - outsider
relationships) as well as the text function
(e g assertiveappellative) of 1 Peter. This exposes the fact that the lexemes
#E,klektos & parepldemos# constitute the two dominant master
symbols
which represent the thrust of the
Christological
perspective on the identity and existence of the addressees in 1
Peter.

All
these considerations suggest that the description of the
addressees as "elect strangers"
reflects a traditio- historical
distillation.
This is
confirmed
by
a
literary critical
analysis.
#tklektois parepidemoisl is
clearly
an
aporia
reflecting a
semantic tension which probably presupposes an
extratextual reality making the combination of the two words
possible.
This phrase occurs in a style - rhetorically highly
structured discourse which is often
a
telltale
in
the
identification
of tradi t ion material
(cf the triadic
and
dual i stic expansions as well as the rhythm and rhyme of 1: 1- 2 as
discussed in II B 1.3.1) . Another important argument for the
identification of this phrase as tradition material is found 1n
the fact that it is used as a
status description of the
receptor - readers (cf 1:1 and 2:11) which implies that the real
readers must identify themselves with these master symbo·ls
suggesting that they are already known or at least acceptable
within the
addressees'
frame of reference.
This will be
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confirmed by the traditio-historical analysis in 2:4-10 where the
master symbol #eklekt6s# is exposed as an intertextual reference
to Old Testament-Jewish tradition material.
Therefore,
#~klektols parepidemois# has text-syntactically
been
identified as a possible tradition unit within a bigger tradition
stream within 1 Peter .
. 2 I have already argued that I will leave my discussion of the
most important text-variant readings of 1 Peter till after the
analysis of the historical pragmatics of the text
(cf III B
3.3.31. This is due to my conviction that text-variant readings
are the result of different copyists' reception of 1 Peter which
is a pragmatic issue (cf III A 2.1.11.
1.1.2 Text-syntactic coherence:
literary and form criticism

coherence

of

tradition units -

The coherence of the word pair #eklektols parepidemois# is a
"fait accompli" by virtue of the fact that the two words stand
text - syntactically
in
apposition
to
each
other.
The
form-critical criteria applicable to this phrase,
namely its
formal characteristic (i e a word pairl; its ornamental form (i e
the rhyme of #-ois#l; and the semantic contrast define its text
coherent profile.
This profile enables us to identify this
phr as e a s an oxymoron" .
II

This style-rhetorical form is imbedded within the macro form of
the letter and the micro forms of the prescript and the triadic
formula in verses 1-2 as we will see shortly.
1.1.3 !ext-syntactic delimitation: alternation of tradition units
and forms
As a result of the style-rhetorical coherence this tradition unit
is clearly demarcated - especially in the light of #~klektois#
(a! 1 and #parepidemois# (b 1 as the binary constituents of a
chiasmus in the first pe~icope.
With the identification and
pre 1 iminary demarcation of the tradition unit completed, I
will
now proceed to analyse the semantic reference of the tradition
unit.

*
1.2 TEXT-SEMANTIC ANALYSIS
1.2.1 Text - semantic extension: inter - and
reference
In _ the

historical

text- semantic
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#eklektois parepidemois# in 1:1 we have to determine the probable
inter
and extratextual frames of reference with the aid of a
traditio-historical analysis.
One of the problems facing the
analysis of the text-semantic extension of a tradition unit is
the fact that semantic unity could be symbolized with different
lexemes. The reference of I parep{demosl , for e xample , coinc i des
to a large extent with that of #p§.roikos # ,
#x~nos# and also
#diaspora# and their derivatives . Likewise #ekl e ktos# as a
r e ference to God's people is related to group- identificat i ve
symbols such as #ekkles:La , e'thnos, lao's & hagioi#
(cf Elliott
1982:422) . The reader will find that the criteria for the
analysis of the tradition history
(cf III A 2 . 2.1) will be
applied in the following excursion without explicitly mentioning
the relevant criterium under discussion each time .
. 1 In tracing this oxymoron within canonical Christian literature
it is significant that this combination is unknown in the Pauline
writings.
Acts 13:17 is actually the closest parallel within the
New Testament. This parallel is obviously not verbatim as it is
constituted by the derivatives of #eklegomai# and Iparoik{a#
referring to the "election" and "rejection"
(i e
living as
aliens) of Israel during th e ir stay in Egypt . Acts 7:6 refers to
Israel's stay in Egypt and 7:29 to Moses' stay i n Midian (both
using the lexeme Iparoikos#). Hebrews 11:9 uses the lexeme
#p aroike6#
with r e gard to the patriarchs.
The
hendiadys
#paroikous kai parepidemous# in 1 Peter 2:11 has a close parallel
in Hebrews 11:13: #xenoi kal parepidemoi#.
In contrast to 1
Peter one finds that Hebrews links a Hellenistic aspect with the
eschatological election and rejection, namely the inheritance of
the heavenly city.
#Paroikos# also occurs in Ephesians 2:19 but
there designating non - Christians in contrast to 1 Peter whereas
#eklektos# on its own very seldom refers to Christians in Paul's
letters . Therefore, in spite of these parallels 1 Peter rem a ins
unique in that it applies these concepts d i rectly to Christ i ans
in contrast to the other New Testament references which keep it
within its Old Testament context or at the most indirectly
linking it
with
the
Christian
community.
First Peter
" . . . bereitet auf
diese Weise vor , dass das griech.
Wort
Iparoikos#
in
der
Kirche
des
2.
Jh.s
gelaeufige
Selbstk e nnzeichnung wird" (Goppelt 1978:82) .
It was mentioned in a previous paragraph that the lexemes
#diasporal and #paroike6# a r e
semantically r elated to the
oxymoron leklektois parepidemois# in 1 Peter 1:1 . It is therefore
probably no coincidence
that
we find analogies with the
references in 1 Peter in the presc r ipts of James
(cf len te
diaspora#) and 1 Clement , the Epistle of Polycarp to the church
in Philippi and the Martyrdom of Polycarp (cf #te ekkles{a tou
theou ' te paroikousel).
Even though the parallels are not
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verbatim they presuppose a common conceptual world expressed by a
tradition complex. The point at stake is obviously to determine
the interdependence between these writings.
The relationship
with 1 Clement and James is not clear.
The dependency of
Polycarp on 1 Peter is rather certain and reflects a situation in
which the church was designated by the status of "strangers and
aliens" in the world.
Didache
9:4
confirms this:
"Das
Selbstverstaendnis als Diaspora ist hier 'in Did 9:4' [my
addition]
liturgische Tradition geworden. Es bleibt in der
Christenheit bis ins 4.Jh. lebendig.
Dann verschwindet das
Selbstverstaendnis wie der Terminus. Er tritt erst im 19.Jh.
wieder auf, zunaechst fuer konfessionelle Minderheiten, in der
neuen Weltsituation nach dem 2. Weltkrieg aber, urn die Situation
der Christenheit in der Weltgesellschaft zu kennzeichnen, noch
mehr urn auszusagen, dass die Christenheit immer Diaspora bleibt,
auch im christlichen Abendland, weil sie es ihrem Wesen nach ist"
(Goppelt 1978:79).
Research has established that #diaspor~# is a terminus technicus
in the LXX (e 9 Dt 28:25, 30:4; Jr 13:14, 15:7, 34(41) :17; Neh
1:9; Is 49:6) for describing the Jews outside Palestine (cf
Goppelt 1978:78). From these references we gather that the Jews
understood the diaspora " ... als Gericht, das durch die Sammlung
in der Heilszeit behoben werden so 11 " (Goppelt 1978:78). They
gathered as a religious-exclusive community in synagogues which
kept their bond with the temple in Jerusalem intact.
1 Peter
alludes to this frame of reference but differs in some respects:
"Aber die Zerstreuung ist hier nicht durch Gericht entstanden,
sondern durch eine sie aus der Voelkerwelt aussondernde und
entfremdende Erwaehlung. Die Diasporasituation ist Ausdruck des
eschatlogischen Schon und Noch-nicht, Ausdruck der Erwaehlung und
des Fremdseins"
(Goppelt 1978:79). In addition to Goppelt's
remarks I would like to emphasize that the crucial difference (as
we will see under III B 1.2.2) is that the orientation point of
the diaspora shifted from Jerusalem to Christ.
The
combination #paro{kous kal parepidemous # in 2: 11
has
parallels in the LXX: Genesis 23:4 (i e Abraham as #p~roikos kal
parepidemos# in a ~romised land) and Psalm 38(39) :13 (i e Israel
as #paroikos ego e~ml para soi kal parepldemos kathos p~ntes hoi
pat'res mou# who are dependent on God). Leviticus 25:23 and Psalm
118(119) :19 are similar to Psalm 38(39) :13 although #parepldemos#
is substituted by #proselutos'
(in Leviticus 25) and #p&roikos#
(in Psalm 118). Goppelt (1978:79-80) distinguishes
between
#paroikos# and #parepidemos# on biblical and extrabiblical usage
in the
following way:
"#parepidemos# ist der 'Fremde' (=
#xe;nos#), der sich ohne Buergerrecht, aber auch ohne Gastrecht
voruebergehend unter einem anderen Yolk aufhaelt; #paroikos# ist
der Fremde, der minderberechtigt auf Dauer neben der Buergern des
Landes lebt, der sogenannte 'Beisasse'." This election-rejection
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frame of reference is also found in the writings of the Essenic
sect with some remarkable parallels to 1 Peter.
"Eine Aussage
·ueber ihre
Entstehung in CD 3,21-4,6 verbindet nicht nur
Erwaehlung (1 Petr 1,1; 2,9) und Aufenthalt in der Fremde (1 Petr
1,1.17; 2,11), sondern fuegt auch weitere den ersten Hauptteil
des 1 Petr konstituierende Elemente ein: den Exodus (1 Petr
1,13), das Exil (dafuer in 1,1 Diaspora), die Drangsal (1,6), das
wahre Israel (vgl. l,9f), die totale Umkehr (dafuer in 1,3.23 die
Wiedergeburt)" (Goppelt 1978:82; cf also Schelkle 1976:19 and the
following references: CD 6:4f, 1 QM 1:3, 1 QS 8:6, 11:16 and 1
QpHab 10:13 in this regard).
It is, however, important to note
that although one finds striking parallel frames of reference
between 1 Peter and CD, 1 Peter is terminologically nearer to the
LXX and consequently to Hellenistic Judaism .
. 2 The designation of Christians as #Jklektoi# is attested in the
New Testament (cf Mk 13:20, 22, 27 and parallels; Rm 8:33; 16:13;
Col 3:12; 2 Tm 2:10; Tt 1:1; and Eph 1:4). Once again the Jewish
matrix of this metaphor is likewise found in the Old Testament
( c f Dt 4: 2 7; 7: 6; 1 4 : 2 ; Am 3: 1 f; Is 43: 2 0; 45: 5) a s we 11 as" ...
in den Schriften des Spaetjudentums ... " (Goldstein 1973: 140). As
I have mentioned earlier in this section, this designation of
Christians is related to a number of other group-identificative
metaphors. Our interest with regard to 1 Peter is obviously the
theological and Christologico-soteriological redescription and
reinterpretation of this ecclesiological metaphor.
In the light
of the fact that this will be analysed in detail in III B 2 we
will suffice to conclude that the traditio-historical extension
of the metaphor #~klekt6s# is defined within the parameters of
its Old Testament-Jewish matrix.
This
excursion showed amongst other things the
traditiohistorical development that ran parallel to or followed the
"Petrine" tradition. To trace the traditio - historical background
or reality referred to by these metaphors we will have to take
our cue from the intertextual references in 1 Peter to its Old
Testament and Jewish matrix (cf Brox 1979:57-58). In conclusion,
therefore, the split reference of the above-discussed electionrejection metaphors is to the world and reality of Hellenistic
Judaism - that is the era in which Judaism was in interaction and
confrontation with the Graeco-Roman world. In this context the
metaphors of "election
and
rejection"
were a cosmologic
interpretation of their "Si tz im Leben". It is crucial, however,
to take note of the early church's Christological perspective
which redescribed these election-rejection master symbols and
their sociological implications (cf Brox 1979:56). This logically
leads us to the historical text-semantic coherence underlying
this metaphoric oxymoron.
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1.2.2 Text-semantic coherence: extratextual world,
cosmologic
perspective and the relationship text-reality
socio-cultural
analysis

.1 It has become clear in the light of the traditio-historical
analysis that the
paradoxical
semantic
reference to the
addressees of 1 Peter as #eklektois parepidemois# in 1:1 had a
traditio - historical extension before and after its own "Sitz im
Leben". It is especially in establishing 1 Peter as a converging
and diverging point of certain traditions that we will try to
pinpoint its " Sitz 1m Leben". Obviously the parameters in
pinpointing the real world of 1 Peter are determined first and
foremost by the results of my intratextual analysis of the
socio - cultural world,
perspective
and
ideal interlocutors
reflected in the text (cf II C 4.2 & 4.3) as well as by the
results of my historical analysis of the traditio-historical
extension of 1 Peter (cf III B 1.2.1).

* The traditio-historical analysis
has established an Old
Testament matrix symbolized by the patriarchs sojourn, the exodus
and the diaspora (i e referring to the exile) as the intertextual
frames of reference in 1 Peter. Furthermore, the parallels with
the ~ssenic selfconception places 1 Peter within the postexilic
Old Testament and Judaistic matrices.
The
Christological
orientation of 1 Peter narrows it further down to early Christian
literature which has a terminus a quo between 30 - 50 A.D. The
unique combination of
Christo logical
tradition
favors
a
Palestinian matrix for 1 Peter (cf Goppelt 1978:56).

* In my

reconstruction of the socio-cultural matrices (cf II B
4.2) and referential sequence of events (cf II C 4.3) in 1 Peter,
it has become clear that the addressees were a resocialized group
in Asia Minor. Irrespective whether this group was primarily Jews
in the diaspora (cf Dijkman 1984) or Gentiles (which seems more
probable - cf Brox 1979:56) the question to be answered is when
this resocialization (i e
Christianization) of the region
referred to in 1:1 could be presupposed in terms of a terminus a
quo . Scholars differ in this regard (cf my discussion in I A 2).
Most scholars date the Christianization of Asia Minor to the
first missionary journey of Paul, but differ as to whether it
included the northern regions. Others feel that the spontaneous
development of Christianity since Pentecost needn't presuppose
the work of an apostle prior to the establishment of Christian
communities in these regions.
Therefore, we will have to look
further for
other indications ln pinpointi ng the time of
writing.

* In trying to date the persecut i on in 1 Peter we are also at a
loss when comparing the different opin i ons of scholars.
Brox
(1979:32) pretty much stUns it up when he concludes that it was a
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"
zeit lose Realitaet oder Moeglichkeit" in the second half of
the first and early part of the second century.
This is
confirmed by my intratextual analysis
(cf II C 4.3). If my
reconstruction of a probable alternative "Sitz im Leben" in which
the addressees are viewed as self-assured but lukewarm Christians
who are admonished to 1 ive up to their s ta tus a s s trangers and
aliens in this world is plausible, it opens an even wider range
to date 1 Peter (cf II C 4.3). One would then also have to
consider a date prior to any Christian persecution - probably as
early as 50 A.D. Another possibility which could also be reckoned
with is that the addressees are in an identity crisis with regard
to the Zealot movement (which was in confrontation with the
Romans) and are therefore admonished to submit to the authorities
by doing good even if it means that they should suffer. This
last
possibility, although less probable, also opens
the
possibility of dating 1 Peter as early as 50-60 A.D.
In determining a terminus ante quem references from 2 Peter (110
A D) as well as the letter of Polycarp to the Philippians (112 A
D) are conclusive.

* In this search to reconstruct the extratextual reality of 1
Peter the question
of
authorship
has traditionally been
decisive. Once again scholars differ in identifying the real
author.
Depending on one's presuppositions one's conclusions are
predetermined. If #Petros# is taken as a direct reference to
Peter, the apostle, it implies that 1 Peter must have been
written prior to his death and consequently presupposes the
Neronian persecution as
the
stimulus for writing to the
Christians in Asia Minor. On the other hand , if pseudepigraphy or
deuterography is accepted as customary in the early church it
opens the boundaries for the dating of 1 Peter and consequently
for the "Sitz im Leben" referred to (cf Brox 1979:55-56).
* It has become clear that one should be extremely careful not to
force an extratextual "Sitz im Leben" into a text. This confirms
the criticism which exposed the "referential fallacy" of the
historical paradigm (cf III A 1 & 2.2.2; cf IV A 2.1 and 2.2). In
fact the "Sitz im Leben" is often ambiguous and seduces scholars
to an illegitimate socio - cultural transfer .
Aithough
this
inevitably leads to the questioning of much of the detailed
extratextual reconstructions,
certain minimum parameters still
structure the communication act.
In this regard Elliott's
sociological
exegesis
of
1
Peter
made
some
valuable
contributions. Elliott (1981) reconstructed a social profile of
Asia Minor from the first to the third centuries which is
therefore applicable to 1 Peter irrespective of whether it is
dated in the first or second century. Some outstanding features
of Asia Minor were i t s "
enormous diversity of the land,
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peoples and cultures"
(Elliott 1981:61); and its predominant
rural communities with their closed social structures and demands
for conformity (Elliott 1981:65). These features would obviously
account for the conflicting interests of the many different and
often competing groups within the general population.
"In
general, furthermore, such
distinctions inevitably involved
political, legal,
economic
and
social
restrictions
and
disadvantages
for those so identified as 'strangers'
and
'foreigners'"
(Elliott 1981:67). It is within this sociological
frame of reference that the addressees were predominantly aliens
permanently residing in (#paroik{a, paroikoi#) or strangers
temporarily visiting or passing through (#parepidemoi#) Asia
Minor (Elliott 1981:48). However, when communities are divided on
religious grounds an element of fanaticism is added to the
insider-outsider relationships. Therefore it is not strange at
all that the Christian community as described in 1 Peter reflects
most features of sectarian communities resulting in and profiting
from conflict and polarization (cf Elliott 1981:73-78): "The
vision of universal salvation which it embraced and attempted to
actualize in
its communal life had been found attractive
particularly by those estranged from the sources of political
power, economic security and social mobility" (Elliott 1981: 79).
It seems, however, that the opposition from the outsiders created
tension
and
discord
which
undermined
the
community's
distinctiveness, group cohesion as well as the maintenance of its
faith and hope in ~alvation (against Brox 1979:87).
This reconstructed extratextual sociological world is probably
the background against which 1 Peter should be understood.
Al though it is not to be compared to the minutel y precise
description of 1 Peter's "Sitz im Leben" as found in traditional
studies on 1 Peter, the
advantage
of
reconstructing
a
comprehensive social profile which does justice to both the
intra- and extratextual evidence is obvious.
In this respect
Elliott has made a valuable contribution towards a solution for
the impasse in historico - critical research .
In
contrast,
however , to Elliott's (1981:84-87) location of 1 Peter between 73
and 92 A.D., I personally judge the possibility of dating 1 Peter
before 73 A.D. a viable probability especially in the light of
Elliott's social profile which dominated Asia Minor in the first
three centuries.
In my opinion, therefore, the contribution of a historical
analysis is
rather found in the possible interaction and
estrangement between intra- and extratextual worlds as a means of
receptor
persuasion
(cf Elliott 1981:10-11 &
49).
This
relativizes the necessity for the reconstruction of an exactly
defined "Sitz im Leben", but still honours the basic extratextual
parameters which constitute a meaningful context for the textual
communication of a particular text. This confirms the importance
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of the cosmologic perspective as an orientation point
in
the
communication process. Especially with persnasive communication
one finds that the communicator utilizes the dynamics of intraand extratextual reference (even if it has more than one probable
"Sitz im Leben") as his modus operandi in order to persuade his
receptors. with regard to ancient texts we are in the dilemma
that we don't share their extratextual world and therefore it
must be reconstructed to understand the primary estrangement
which is obviously paradigmatic for a secondary reception. With
regard to the oxymoron #eklektois parepidemois# , Brox (1979:57)
remarks: "Die Begriffe der Erwaehlung, des Fremdlings und der
Zerstreuung kommen dabei aus biblisch-juedischer Ueberlieferung,
die hier
(wie in einer Reihe von anderen fruehchristlichen
Schriften) einerseits in Affinitaet, andererseits 1n Konkurrenz
zum juedischen Selbstverstaendnis auf die christliche Situation
in der 'Welt' appliziert wird." This "Konkurrenz" is especially
important with regard to the reinterpretation of "God " s elect" in
terms of
the Christian community
(cf Kelly 1969:40). The
estrangement between intra- and extratextual worlds is blatantly
explicit in 1
Peter
with regard to "the insider-outsider
relationship .
. 2 This brings us to the identification of the alternative
cosmologic perspectives referred to in 1 Peter. The cosmologic
perspective
of
1 Peter has already
been
described
as
"Christological" with all that it implies
(cf II C 4.2).
Petersen's distinctions between primary world ,
secondary world
and resocialization is important for onr discerning of the
alternative or conflicting cosmologic perspectives in 1 Peter. On
the one hand, the communicator clearly identified the primary
world of the addressees (i e the world they were born into) as
comparable to the heathen world
(cf 4:4) and that of their
ancestors (1:18) (which is probably the same because the macro
text gives us no indication that they are to be distinguished).
The analysis of the actantial roles in 1 Peter confirms that
their opponents are primarily heathens and their cosmologic
perspective is described
as
"desire
orientated"
(cf the
derivatives of #epithum{a# in 1:14; 2 :11 and 4:2). The addressees
experienced a resocialization in which they became "Christ
orientated". Therefore, the confl i ct in 1 Peter is explic itl y
between a Christological and Hellenistic perspective.
This
explains the thrust of 1 Peter .in which the addressees are
designated as strangers and aliens with a unique horizontal
conduct towards outsiders, namely the heathens who inflict
suffering on them (cf blocks B and C) . On the other hand, the
Christological perspective redefines the Old Testament-Jewish
traditions (especially in block A).
It is, therefore , possible
that 1:18 and 2:4-10 reflect a controversy between believers, on
the one hand, and non-believers identified as Jews, on the other
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hand . This mixed composition of the outsiders is in line with
the observation that the addressees themselves are also a mixture
of resocialized (i e converted) Jews and Gentiles - although the
latter are probably in the majority (cf Elliott 1981:67).
As a result of the analysis of the alternative cosmologic
perspectives we could at least deduce that the addressees were
resocialized from both a heathen and Jewish life-and-world view
irrespective of whether they were predominantly a Jewish
(who
became Hellenized) or Gentile (who as Christians came to know the
Old Testament
some probably also as previous proselytes)
community.
Therefore for both these possible reconstructed
addressees the Christological reinterpretation of
the
Old
Testament-Jewish master symbols were relevant.
In this regard
Helmut Millauer (1976:58-60) made a contribution by giving a
profile of the Old Testament-Jewish tradition complex presupposed
in 1 Peter as the concept of a one-sided vertical election of the
addressees as God's eschatological heirs from whom obedience,
witness and
righteousness is demanded even if it implies
suffering. Obviously the bottom line will be to outline the
implications
of
the
Christological
redescription
and
relativization of this tradition complex. This will be the point
of interest in the next section (cf III B 2) .
. 3 Obviously the
extratextual reference of this Christological
perspective is of crucial importance in the reconstruction of the
extratextual conceptual world of
the
oxymoron
#eklekto'i:s
parepidemois#.
In the light of the fact that this issue is
related to the text-reality issue in the analysis of the
Christological perspective of 1 Peter (cf III B 2), we will not
pay any attention to it at this stage. This is also the case
with the identification of the stage of theological development
reflected in the proclamation of 1 Peter whicn will only be dealt
with in section C 2 of this chapter. It seems, nevertheless,
obvious that the extratextual reality of the oxymoron #eklektols
parepidemois# at least presupposes a resocialized community.
This implies that the real readers had an experience
of
resocialization or conversion which makes the message of 1 Peter
relevant for them.
Without
this extratextual reality the
communi.cation of 1 Peter is unthinkable .
In the light of these
considerations it is of limited interest whether the receivers
were newly baptized Christians (cf Brooks 1974:290-305) or an
already established community (cf Danker 1967:93-102).

To conclude then I would like to remark that, in my opinion, my
sociological analysis of the historical text semantics has proved
to be capable of opening new possibilities in evaluating and
reconstructing the extratextual reality of a text.
I believe it
is
one · way
to
overcome the "referential
fallacy"
of
historico-critical research.
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Text - semantically 1 Peter can be demarcated as a semantic unit
determined by a Christological perspective which is in contrast
to other
semantic coherent units , namely the "worlds" of
Hellenism and Judaism. This confrontation between
"worlds"
demarcates the semantic unity of 1 Peter in terms of its specific
Christological perspective.
In section C 2 of this chapter a
profile will be given of the contrasting cosmologic perspectives
of the different worlds reflected in 1 Peter.

*
1.3 TEXT-PRAGMATIC ANALYSIS
1.3.1
Text-pragmatic
extension:
interand
text-functional and style rhetorical references
form hi story

extratextual
literary and

I have already remarked that #eklektols parepidemois# in 1:1 is
an oxymoron.
The profile established in the syntactic and
semantic analyses enabled us to identify this phrase as an
"oxymoron": "If the paradoxical utterance combines two terms that
in ordinary usage are contraries, it is called an oxymoron;
"
(Abrams 1981:127). It should be noted that this is rather a
style-rhetorical form than a "form"
within the traditional
boundaries of "Formgeschichte". Nevertheless, according to Abrams
(1981:127)
it
is frequently used in devotional prose and
religious poetry as we will see shortly (cf III B 1.3.1).
Now, if we accept that the oxymoron is a style- rhetorical
convention, the ultimate question is what does it want to
signal? Plett (1975:254) describes the function of oxymora as
"
die
Widerpsruechlichkeit
im
menschlichen
Dasein
aufzudecken." With regard to religious poetry Abrams (1981:127)
views oxymora"
as a way of expressing the
Christian
mysteries, which transcend human sense and logic . " That this is
indeed the case in 1 Peter has already been illustrated in the
intratextual
analysis
where we have concluded
that
the
paradoxical thrust of 1 Peter
(viz an incompatability between
having a relationship with a transcendent, almighty God in
paradoxical contrast to experiencing suffering and hostility
within the world) is symbolized by the combination of two master
symbols - #eklekt6s# and #parep{demos# (cf II B 4.2).
Therefore, the
resul ts.
The
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programmatically introduces the paradox
of
the
Christian
exi stence which determines the thrust of 1 Peter. One c 01.1 ld
deduce from this that the communicator-author deliberately or
inevitably used an oxymoron as the ultrakernel condensation of
the text thrust symbolizing the issue he wanted to deal with that is to give meaning to the paradox of Christian existence.
Therefore, the blessing in colon 2 is not only a traditional
style-rhetorical device to create goodwill from the readers it
also reinforces the text thrust by blessing the addressees with a
life of grace and peace (i e a meaningful life).
1.3.2 Text-pragmatic coherence: the communicator-redactor
style-rhetorical conventions - redaction criticism

and

It is important to note that a paradoxical existence is not only
the fate of Christians, but of mankind as a whole. This is
implied in the fact that the oxymoron is a style-rhetorical
convention in general
literature.
We
have
established,
furthermore, that the paradoxical combination (el e ction-rejection).
is traditio-historically also found in the Old Testament and
Jewish matrix of 1 Peter. What is ultimately important,
however,
is the explanation of man's paradoxical existence - that is to
give meaning to this existence. Therefore, the bottom line is
ultimately what
difference
is
there
between
1 Peter's
interpretation of the paradox "election-rejection" in contrast to
its
traditio-historical
matrices.
This
manipulation
and
redescription of the paradoxical, inter- and extratextual reality
is a
matter of text-pragmatic coherence , namely a global
strategical attack of the communicator-redactor on the receptor.
In this analysis of the global strategical attack of the
communicator-author's
implementation of the election -rej ection
paradox we are dependent on redaction-critical criteria.
The election-rejection tradition is redactionally linked to the
introduction of the text in which the interlocutors are defined
with imbedded traditional phrases such as an identification,
triadic and salutation formulas which define the interlocutors
and especially the addressees in terms of a Christo logical and
theological perspective. This redactional perspective represents
the
crossroad
between
the
different
election-rejection
traditions. The Old Testament and Qumran traditions have been
reinterpreted from a Christological perspective . This is the way
in which the communicator - redactor wanted to give meaning to the
paradoxical tension with regard to the addressees' ex i stence in
their reality.
1.3.3 Text-pragmatic
pragmatic conventions

delimitation:

The

perspective

Christo logical
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determinative not only for the semantic inter- and extratextual
reference (cf IILB 1.2) but also for the text-pragmatic strategy
of the communicator-author (cf III B 1. 3). The author applied the
election-rejection
tradition
to
suit
his
Christological
perspective.
It now remains to be seen if this historical
strategy demarcates 1 Peter as a whole.
So let us turn our
attention now to the symphonic heart-throb of 1 Peter - its
Christo logical perspective.

*

III B
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2_THE INTER- AND EXTRATEXTUAL
PERSPECTiVE-IN--l-PETER
2.1 PERICOPE I

ANALYSIS

OF

THE

CHRISTOLOGICAL

(1:1-1 )

2.1 . 1 TEXT-SYNTACTIC ANALYSIS
2.1.1.1 Text-syntactic extension:
extension - literary criticism

minimum

traditio-historical

The frequent recurrence of #'Iesous Christ6s# (9x) and #Christos#
alone (12x) is in itself enough reason to confirm the importance
of references to Jesus Christ within the intratextual dimension
of 1 Peter. Obviously this implies that it is equally important
from a historical dimension which I hope to illustrate in due
course .
. 1 In the first pericope we find some additional clues pointing
to the fact that the twice occuring Christological reference to
rIisoas Christ6s. (in 1:1 & 1:2) is part of bigger tradition
units. The syntactic highly - structured discourse in 1:1-2 gives
us a rather clear signal.
The redundant description of the
communicator-author with two imbedments (i e #apostolos# and
.'Iesou Christou#) which is not essential for the sentence or
colon matrix (i e reflecting a syntactic deviation) gives itself
away (cf II B 1.1.2 & 1.3.1) .
. 2 Likewise the Christo logical reference in 1 : 2 is part of a
triadic expansion
of
#eklektols
parepidemois#
which
is
highlighted by three prepositional clauses and the omission of
the articles of the nouns. In addition to this, style-rhetorical
features such as rhythm and rhyme (cf II B 1.1.2 & 1.3.1) leave
little doubt that we are dealing with ' a tradition unit . Colon 1
is elliptic which is an aporia or syntactic deviation which often
signals some historical convention.
Although some of the words
and phrases in 1:1-2 are #hapax legomena# in 1 Peter, it is
problematic to use this criterium when we have so little left of
an author's literary work as is the case with "Peter".
Now that we have identified tradition material in pericope I our
next step is to determine whether there is some coherence with
regard to these traditions.
In this endeavour we are crossing
the boundaries of literary criticism to enter into the world of
form criticism.
2.1.1.2 Text-syntactic coherence: coherence
literary and form criticism
. 1 Based on
established

of tradition units -

the literary criticism of this pericope we have
the probability of tradition units and extratextual
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conventions. With regard to the first Christological reference,
tTesou Christou# in 1:1, we find that it is coherent with
#Ap6stolos# and #P~trosl . Therefore, this tradition unit rather
reflects a short "formulary" character according to zimmermann's
( 1978: 140 ) recommendat ion"
unter' Forme l' die kurze, fest
gepraegte Wendung z u verstehen ."
.2 Secondly, the second expansion of #eklektois parepidemois# that is #kata '" Christou# - has a triadic and rhyme rhythmical
text - coherent profile which constitutes a triadic formula. It is
important to re - emphasize the significant change in actants in
the different units of the triad (viz #theos#,
#pneuma# and
#~esous Christos#).
We have therefore identified
two
separate
Christological
tradition units. We will return to them separately in the next
section. It shou Id be noted, however, that the overa 11 coherence
of pericope I is
constituted
by
its introductory form:
from- whom :to-whom :greetings. This is confirmed by the fact that
it is indeed the very first pericope of the text of 1 Peter.
Therefore, we have identified an introductory form which will be
confirmed in the traditio-historical comparison and be dealt with
in greater detail in the analysis of the text type of 1 Peter (cf
IIIB3).

2.1.1.3 Text - syntactic
units and forms

delimitation: alternation

of

tradition

Obviously the delimitation of the tradition material can only be
done preliminarily in the text-syntactic analysis and will
therefore only be finalized after the semantic and pragmatic
analysis of
the historical dimension has been taken into
account.
Nevertheless, we
have
identified
two units of
Christo logical tradition material which have been incorporated
within a conventional introduction unit.
In the light of this
demarcation we will now proceed to analyse the text-semantic
extension, coherence and delimitation thereof.

*
2.1.2 TEXT- SEMANTIC ANALYSIS
2.1.2.1 Text- semantic extension: inter - and extratextual semantic
reference-=-tradition history
----.1 The phrases I ,a postolos 'Iesou Christou# and 'apostolos Christou
'Iesou# occur frequently in the New Testament and only (except for
1 Th 2:7 where the phrase is different viz #hos Christou
ap6stoloi#) in the introductory formulas or "prescript" of the
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letters
(cf 1 & 2 Cor 1:1; Eph 1:1; Col 1:1; 1, 2 Tm & Tt 1:1; 1
& 2 Pt 1:1). It has therefore clearly been used as a traditional
f ormul a in the earl y church. The oca.u:rence of the phrase in the
introduction to the letters confirm that this formula has been an
"identification formula" for the apostles.
The Pauline usage of this formula probably preceeds that of the
Petrine usage if the traditional dating of the New Testament
writings is accepted. As it is absent in the Gospels and Acts it
seems that this formula originated within the interaction of the
apostles and the Christian communities. To define the "Sitz im
Leben" of origin more precisely
(e g the Palestinian
or
Hellenistic church) would be speculation.
Nevertheless, it is
especially in the contact between an apostle and the believing
communities that such
an
identification
would have been
functional.
In literary corr e spondenc e addressed to believing
communities such an identification would likewise be f unctional.
It is clear, at least, that the introduction of this textual
correspondence follows an already known custom.
There a re enough differences in the letter introduction as well
as the usage of this formula to distinguish 1 Peter from the
Pauline letter introductions (cf Goppelt 1978:76). Compare for
example the absence of the Pauline terminology such as #Agap~t6s,
kl~t6s,
h~gios,
Plstos &
ekklesla#
and
the presence of
#parepidemos, ~klekt6s & diaspor6.# which represent a non-Pauline
tradition (cf Ja 1:1; 1 Clem; PolPhil; MartPol) .
. 2 Some constituents within the triadic formula have parallels in
the rest of the New Testament - for example the liturgical #theos
pater # ; #kat~ prognosin theoll# (cf Ac 2:23 as the only other
oca.u:rence an~, interestingly enough, in the speech of Peter); len
hagiasmo pneumatos# (cf 2 Th 2: 13 as the only other verbatim
parallel); as well as #ers fantismbn ha{matos# (cf Heb 12:24 as
the only other parallel). As a tradition unit 1 Peter 1:2a is
one of the triadic formulas (cf Mt 28:19 and 2 Th 2:13) of the
early church (cf Goppelt 1978:83; Brox 1979:58).
There are, furthermore,
some very obvious similarities between
this triadic formula and the Essenic soteriological tradition (1
QS 3: 6-8). In the Qumran community this schema not
only
represented a soteriology but was also a "Aufnahmeritual".
Therefore the question is whether this formula refers to the
Christian baptism. This seems to be confirmed by Hebrews 10:22
as well as the old - Syriac baptismal ritual (cf Did 7:1). Goppelt
(1978:84 ) concludes, however, that this formula does not refer to
the "acts" of a baptismal ritual.
It is rather an Essenic
inspired Palestinian-Syriac baptismal catechesis which was taken
over by the congregation in Rome (cf the letter to the Hebrews).
Therefore the unity of this formula isn't constituted by a
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baptismal act, but by the kerugma of God's acts, Goppelt regards
the Christological formula as referring to the incorporation into
the death of Jesus Christ.
In addition to the
baptismal
catechesis as background for this tradition unit,
we are also
able to trace the combination of "obedience" and "sprinkling of
blood" to the Old Testament covenant sealing tradition as
described in Exodus 24:3 - 8 Icf Brox 1979:57; Goppelt 1978:86-87).
2.1.2.2 Text-semantic coherence: extratextual world, reality
"Si tz im-r::e5en" - soc io - cul tura 1 analysis

and

.1 The extratextual reality referred to by the identification
formula
#P~tros
~p6stolos 'I~soG
Christon. is subjected to
multiple interpretation.
ThlS lilustrates once again
that
historical criticism operates within semantic parameters Ii e a
question of ref e rence).
It seems to me a senseless endeavour to
try to prove or to disprove the "real apostle Peter" as the
author of 1 Peter. In fact there is more than one plausible
option Ie g the "real" Peter, Silvanus or an elder in the early
church).
It all depends on the plausibility of different
presuppositions in the argumentation. What is, to my mind, more
important is the function of this reference to "Peter" linked
with a reference to "Jesus Christ" .
. 2 The triadic formula is clearly part of the Christological
tradition material.
Obviously this formula
presupposes
a
Christian community which formulated it for some purpose whether
it be catechetical, liturgical or ritual. The precise "Sitz im
Leben" is difficult to reconstruct although it seems if Goppelt
is correct in assuming that it is not the acts of a baptismal
ritual but rather baptismal tradition which could be used in
catechesis or even, to my mind, probably in a baptismal liturgy.
Nevertheless, the overwhelming evidence leads us to conclude that
the extratextual world referred to is that of a Palestinian
baptismal tradition complex .
. 3 It should be obvious that the Christo logical perspective in
the above-discussed formula forces us to determine what the
reference "Jesus Christ" really implies.
I will leave the
conclusions in this regard to the synthesis in III C 2.
I first
want to get a comprehensive outline of the parameters of the
Christological perspective in pericopes I-V. A few parameters can
be deduced from the first pericope, namely that Jesus Christ does
not only authenticate the
communicator-author but is also
superior to the receptor - addressees.
This presupposes some sort
of extratextual superiority over the interlocutors as well as an
extratextual commitment to Jesus Christ. These observations , to
my mind " pinpoint the issues at stake which will determine my
analysis of the extratextual reality referred to, namely the
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extratextual basis and presuppositions dominating the authority
of Jesus Christ as well as the addressees' commitment to Him.
It is important to note that the Christological perspective
reflected in the triadic formula is probably an alternative to
the Essenic tradition. The significance of these alternative
cosmologic p e rspectives is of the utmost relevance because it is
expressed in terms of
initiation and commitment tradition
material which usually reflects the crucial-kernel beliefs of
different communities and institutions. The issue of alternative
cosmologic perspectives is, however , an issue for text-semantic
delimitation.
2.1.2.3 Text - semantic
perspectives

delimitation:

change

in

"worlds"

and

We have a lready seen that the communicator-author used his
introductory pericope to establish a Christological perspective
right from the start.
Intratextually we have already determined
that this perspective binds the whole of 1 Peter together and
demarcates inevitably a
historical semantic text-coherence.
Therefore , a Christological commitment constitutes the coherent
"world" of 1 Peter. This demarcated historical semantic unit is,
however, to be distinguished from other semantic units with their
own cosmologic perspectives and worlds.
This conflict and
interaction of "worlds" will be dealt with in section C of this
chapter after the Christological perspective has been outlined
comprehensively.

*
2.1.3 TEXT-PRAGMATIC ANALYSIS
2.1.3.1 Text-pragmatic
extension:
interand extra textual
text-functiOnal and style-rhetorical references
1 iterary and
form hi story
.1 The function of an identification formula is obviously selfidentification and authorization. The description of the author
as an apostle of Jesus Christ creates a certain expectation for
the readers and determines their relationship towards this
letter .
• 2 The triadic formula reflects something of the origin of (as it
became known at a later stage in the history of Christianity) a
trinitarian theology. This triadic formula in 1 Peter could be
classified as a
"Glaubensformel" which is a formulation and
condensation
of " das vergangene Heilsereignis"
(Zimmermann
1978:176). Interestingly enough Zimmermann (1978:177) states: "Da
die
Glaubensformel
den
Inhalt
des
Glaubens
praegnant
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zusammenfasst , ist ihr 'Sitz im Leben' aber auch dort zu suchen,
wo der Glaube ausgesprochen und bestaetigt wird, Das geschieht
bei der Taufe: Der Taeufling bekennt sich zu dem Glauben, dessen
Inhalt ihm waehrend seines Katechumenates dargelegt und erklaert
worden ist." Therefore, the triadic formula in 1 Peter signals a
credal commitment which probably contains emotive connot ations
reflecting a reflexive-persuasive function of the tradition
material in the text.
This requires our attention for the
c oherence that the communicator-redactor wanted to create in
using tradition material in his discourse.
2.1.3 . 2 Text-pragmatic coherence: the communicator-redactor
style-rhetorical conventions - redaction criticism

and

.1 The incorporation of the identification formula in this letter
is more than just convention. It is clearly an authorization of
the letter. Whether the actual author is Peter himself or a
pseudonymous author is an open matte r and part of the multiple
meaning and interpretation of the text./
It takes, however,
nothing from the fact that the symbol #Petros# refers to the
apostle claiming his authority ' (cf Brox 1979:55-56). "Der Name
solI dem Brief - unabhaengig davon, wieweit der Apostel an seiner
Abfassung beteiligt war - bei den Christen in Kleinasien Gehoer
verschaffen" (Goppelt 1978:76). "Peter" was a very important
symbol in the early church right from the start. He was known as
the first disciple of Jesus (Mk 3:16 par); the bearer of the
Easter-kerygma (1 Cor 15:5) and the Gospel tradition; and
ultimately the representative of the early church (Gl 1:18 &
2:9). This background clearly reveals the redactional intention
with
the identification formula irrespective of the
real
communicator-author .
. 2 The Christological tradition within the triadic formula is
expl icitly linked to the origin (cf #eklektos & prognosis#) and
ultimate commitment
(cf
#hagiasm6s
&
hupakoe#)
of the
interlocutors.
Therefore this Christological interpretation of
the
interlocutor's
existence reflects
the
communicator's
"perspective" on reality . This leads us to conclude that the
redactor wanted to establish the basis of this dialogue on the
communicator-author's (cf #apostolos 'Iesoll Christou#) and the
receptor-reader's ('eIs hupakoen kai fantism6n haimatos ~eson
Christoll#) common Christological commitment and perspective on
reality.
The redactor did this by using tradition material
reminding them of their baptism.
The comm unicator-redactor,
therefore, did not only make an appeal to the addressees based on
their formal commitments, but he also made an emotional appeal
based on their public experience of this commitment during their
baptism.
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If this formula reminded the readers of the Old Testament
covenant sealing
as Brox (1979:57) believes, it would be
highlighted by the Christological reinterpretation thereof (cf
Goppelt 1978:87) . The effect , however, would be the same - that
is to emphasize the Christological perspective on the receptor's
existence: "Also solI im Bild von der Besprengung mit dem Blut
Ch~isti (vgl. Hebr 12,24) von einem neuen Bund die Rede sein, bei
dem Jesu Tod die Rolle des Opfers spielt und der als biblische
Chiffre den addressaten ihr jetzt gewonnenes Verhaeltnis zu Gott
als neue Verbindlichkeit auslegt, die durch die Intervention Jesu
Christi begruendet wurde" (Brox 1979:57). Ultimately the redactor
used this Christological perspective to serve as the basis for
the dialogue with his receptor-readers.
In conclusion then it has become clear that the Christological
tradition material in this pericope functions as an inter- and
extratextual orientation with regard to the receptor-readers'
cosmologic perspective . In this sense the historical dimension
of 1 Peter is vitally important for the primary as well as the
secondary communication of the text . First Peter will obviously
fail to communicate with receptor-'-readers who are without a
historical Christological frame of reference or data basis.
It is important to note, however, that simultaneously with this
identification of the receptors with the text perspective an
estrangement is also bound to take place.
In my methodological
considerations on historical text semantics (cf my discussion of ·
metaphors and perspectives in III A 2.2.1) we have seen that this
is essential in any communication event.
This will become
evident when we consider the communicator-author's strategy in
pericope ~I (cf III B 2.2.3). We will return to this issue in
chapter IV where it will be the focal point of our attention.
For the moment, however, we will turn our attention for a brief
moment to the historical text-pragmatic delimitation which is
related to this phenomenon of estrangement in the communication
event, namely the demarcation of the communicator's strategy in
thi s regard.
2.1.3 . 3 Text-pragmatic
pragmatic conventions

delimitation:

change

in

strategy

and

The application of tradition material obviously reflects the
Christological perspective of the author. His strategy in this
pericope is to establish a basis for communication with his
addressees
by
emphasizing
their
common
Christological
commitment. He does this with the aid of inter- and extratextual
emotive and reflexive-persuasive tradition material. Whether the
communicator-author will proceed with his historical strategy to
create a ·perspectival identification from his readers, or whether
he will change his strategy to create an estrangement or even a
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break with his readers remains to be seen in the following
pericopes. In the light of my communication- theory, we could
anticipate,
however,
that if
the
communicator-author
has
something to convey to his receptor-readers he will have to
combine the processes of "identification" and "estrangement". In
this regard we will find that the author of 1 Peter was a master
of strategies. Let us see for ourselves.

*

III B
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2.2 PERICOPE I I

(l:l-ll)

2.2.1 TEXT-SYNTACTIC ANALYSIS
2.2.1.1 Text-syntactic extension:
extension - literary criticism

minimum

traditio-historical

I have identified six phrases in which the reference to Jesus
Christ were explicit.
I will limit my Christological analysis to
these phrases within their co-text.
This does not mean that
there is no other Christological material in this pericope, but
this selection will help me to keep my analysis within bounds .
. 1 The Christological phrase #toll kur{ou hemon 'Iesoll ChristOll# in
1:3 is a hapax legomenon in 1 Peter and could possibly suggest
tradition material.
One should be cautious, however, in th e
application of this criterium when one analyses a relatively
small and undefined corpus such as the Petrine corpus.
Togethe r
with the redundancy in the descripti on of the actant (Iesous# the
evidence for identifying tradition material is much stronger and
will be confirmed by the intertextual references (cf III B
2.2.2). The compact and highly structured nature of verses 3-5
also confirms this fact
compare the high frequence
of
adjectival descriptors, the threefold prepos itional clauses, and
the redundant repetitions.
Lastly,
the unit of tradition
material is also betrayed by the change from first person plural
in verse 3 to second person plural in verses 4ff (cf Shimada
1966 : 14 6- 14 7 ) .
. 2 The prase #di' anast&seos ~esou Christon ~k nekron# in 1:3 has
two variants in 1 Peter: verbatim but without #Ak nekron# in 3:21
(although #~k nekron# functions in the co-text of 3:18-4:6); and
also 1:21
in a semantically related reference #thebn tbn
ege{ranta auton ~k nekron#. The fact that this combination of
motives occurs three times in 1 Peter obviously suggests a
tradition complex .
. 3 The phrase #~n ~pokal~psei ~esoQ Christoli# in 1:7 occurs
verbatim in 1:13 within the co-text of a positive vertical (!)
relationship.
In 4:13 we encounter a variant #~n te ~pokalupsei
tes d6xes adtou# also with reference to Jesus Christ. Therefore,
the combination of Jesus Christ, his re·Jelation and a positive
vertical relationship reflects a Christological tradition .
. 4 #h~m orlk idont es ~gapate# in 1:8 is a hapax legomenon ~n 1
Peter which could (but with less certainty as compared to the
three above-discussed phrases) imply a traditional phrase. It
should be mentioned, however,
that there are manuscripts which
have a text-variant reading with regard to this Christological
phrase, namely the substitution of #id6ntes# with #eld6tes#. We
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will
return to this in the text-pragmatic
strategy of 1 Peter (cf III B 3.3.3) .

delimitation

of

the

. 5 Likewise il'pneuma Christou promarturomenon#in 1:11 is a hapax
legomenon in 1 Peter which makes it impossible for us to deduce
any literary critical conclusions as to whether it is
a
traditional phrase or not.
It is interesting to note that a
text-critical note is also found in this phrase (i e the omission
of 'Christouil' by certain manuscripts). This could have important
implications for the evaluation of the traditional character of
this phrase .
. 6 The combination of il'pathemail' and il'Christosil' in the phrase #tk
eis Christon pathematail' in 1:11 recurs (although not verbatim) in
4:13
(cf il'tois tou Christou pathemasinil') and 5:1 (cf ,ton tou
Christou pathematon#) which most probably reflects tradition
material.
The highly structured discourse of pericope II suggests that the
above-discussed phrases could be part of bigger tradition units
(cf
.1 above).
This is confirmed by the style-rhetorical
analysis of the intratextual dimension of this pericope
(cf II B
2.3.1). Especially the
redundant
occu=ences
of
relative
particles, word couples, dualistic and triadic imbedments as well
as rhyme-rhythmic features.
As my analysis focusses on the
Christological tradition material I will only occasionally refer
to the bigger tradition units within which it occurs.
Let us
therefore continue to analyse the text-syntactic coherence of the
different Christological tradition units.
2.2.1.2 Text-syntactic coherence: coherence
literary and form criticism

of tradition units -

The syntactic coherence of the six phrases referred to above is
based on the fact that an immediate-constituent analysis exposed
that they are phrase units.
Therefore, they are probably part of
the formulary tradition material. The fact that Jesus Christ lS
the common denominator in all six phrases leads us to define the
phrases more precisely as "Christological formulae."
This is
less certain, however, with regard to phrases 4 and 5.
2.2.1.3 Text-syntactic
units and forms

delimitation: alternation

of

tradition

It seems as if phrases 1 & 2; 3 & 4; and 5 & 6 are part of
different and bigger tradition units.
In any case this is how
they are imbedded in the discourse of 1 Peter. Phrases 1 & 2 are
part of colon 1 which as a whole complies with almost all the
criteria for identifying a tradition unit. The thrust of colon 1
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is "praise". In contrast to this, phrases 3 & 4 are part of th e
cluster comprising cola 2-4 in which the thrust i s a semantic
contrast between the positive vertical relationship and negative
and embarrassing situation of the addressees. Phrases 5 & 6, on
the other hand, are part of cola 5-8 which constitutes a context
of a dated forward-looking to salvation.
Th erefore at least
three tradition complexes have been identified. Let us continue
to determine their inter- and extratextual reference.

*
2.2.2 TEXT-SEMANTIC ANALYSIS
2.2.2.1 Text-semantic extension: inter- and extratextual semantic
reference-=-tradition history
----I will proceed by discussing each of the six phrases in the exact
order which I followed above .
. 1 In 2 Corinthians 1:3 and Ephesians 1:3 the verbatim parall e l
to 1 Peter 1:3 is found: #eGlog~tbs ho thebs kal patir toG kur{ou
heman 'I~sou Christou# which clearly confirms the tradition a l
character thereof (cf Goppelt 1978:90). This implies that this
phrase is common to both the Pauline and Petrine traditions.
This helps us to define the syntactic " extension of this formula
more precisely. The dating of 2 Corinthians is widely accepted
as within the parameters of 53-57 A.D. and is therefore a
terminus ad quem for this tradition.
It is possible
to
distinguish the creed #kJrios ~~s o Gs Christ6s# within this phrase
and trace its tradition history back to the Aramaic #maranatha#
(cf 1 Cor 16:22) which is coincidentally one of the oldest
Christian creeds
(cf Kelly 1969:47). In the light of the fact
tha t i t occurs in 1 Peter in a bigge r tradi tion compl ex (cf
above), I have treated it as such.
The next paragraph will
confirm my modus operandi
This Christological phrase has been classified as an eu lo gy form
(cf Goppelt 1978:90; Zimmermann 1978:177-178). The form is
primarily constit uted by a benediction with a motivation which is
usually followed by participle, relative and causal sentences.
The form of the eu log y is found in the Old Testament "berak1lh"
(cf Goldstein 1973:155-158; Shimada 19 66:1 41) or prayer styl e (cf
Gn 14:20; 1 Ki 1:48 & 8:15 and especially the Psalms 40:13
(=
41:14),71(72):18,88(89):53, etc) as well as in the Essenic
prayers (1 QM 14:4, 8;
1 QH 5:20,10:14 & ll:27). The verbal
adjective #edlog~t6s# is unknown in extrabiblical Greek which
confirms the Old Testament
background thereof
(cf Goppe1t
1978:91; Kelly 1969:47). In the early church the "Sitz im Leben "
of the eulogy is most probably the liturgical prayer . In 1 Peter
this formula is app lied within the customary eulogy of a
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Christian letter. Therefore Brox
(1979:59) concludes: "Der Text
1,3-12 ist e ine Eulogie (Lobrede)." This is confirm ed by Goppelt
(1978:90 - 91) who rejects Windisch's theory that 1:3-12 is a hymn
with five strophes although he acknowledges the rhythmical and
highly structured composition of the pericope into four parts.
The reference to "rebirth"
in 1:3 most probably reflects an
extens ion of the semantic parameters
of
the
first
two
Christological phrases within the realm of Christian baptism (cf
Kelly 1969:46). Therefore it could well be that this combination
of the eulogy form with Christological and baptismal master
symbols r epresent s a cultic-liturgical tradition unit
(cf Tt
3:5-7; Rm 8:14-24; Col "3 :1-4; 1 Jn 2:29-3:2). In his endeavour to
recon struct the tradi tion history of the bapt isma 1 concept of
"rebirth", Shimada (1966: 159-198) exposes the semantic extension
thereof within the circles of the Old Testament, Judaism, New
Testament and the Mystery cults. He concludes, however, that it
is difficult to assume
any direct history-of - tradition or
literary relationship between 1 Peter and these circles.
In contradiction to the above-discussed view of a baptismal frame
of reference for lanagenn&61, Hiebert
(1980b:88) mentions that
certain scholars deny this and rather accepts the resurrection as
the appropriate conceptual frame
of reference.
It seems,
however, that the latter view is outdated and that it disregards
the possibility of multiple meaning and interpretation.
Selwyn
( 1947:123) shows that although we cannot be conclusive on what
the author had in mind when he wrote these words, the reference
to the new life of early Christians would in any case activate
the memories of their baptismal experiences .
. 2 The Christological phrase #di' &nast~se6s ~€soG ChristoG.
appears only in 1 Peter (cf also 3:21). Although the #Ak nekrBn#
isn't directly linked in 3:21 it is "r e levant in the context of
3:18 -4: 6. Elsewhere in the New Testament certain phrases come
close to the phrase used in 1 Peter (cf especially Ac 2:31 where
the context of death (hades) also flmctions in Peter's speech; cf
also Ac 4:33, 17:18, 32, 26:23 ; Rm 1:4, 6:5; Phlp 3:10). One
should therefore rather speak of a loosely formulated tradition
unit.
In 1 Peter itself it seems to have become more formalized
as a credal formula. Although there is no one-to-one linkage
between the Petrine usage and the rest of the New Testament
writings, there is some continuation between Paul's reference to
the causal effect (creating a new life) of the resurrection and 1
Peter's formulation of #di' ... # .
. 3 The combination of #§pokalupsis# with I'I€sous Christc5s# occurs
also
(although
not verbatim) in 1
Corinthians
1:7;
2
Thessalon~ans 1:7;
1 Peter 1:13 (verbatim in this case) & 4:13
with reference to the parousia.
In Galatians 1:12 this phrase
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refers to the revelation of Christ to Paul on the road to
Damascus. The verb .Apokaldpt6# alone also refers to the parousia
in Luke 17:30; Romans 8:18 and 1 Peter 1:5. This phrase is
therefore probably also a credal formula ("Glaubensformel") of
the early church in the light of the fact that it is attested by
both the Pauline and Petrine tradition.
It is difficult,
however, to reconstruct a t radi tion history wi th such scanty
evidence.
It is clear, nevertheless, that this formula in 1
Peter links with the Pauline usage .
. 4 There

is

no verbatim parallel of the phrase 'hon ouk id6ntes
We find our closest
parallel in Polycarp's letter to the Philippians (cf 1:3) which
is almost certainly dependent on 1 Peter. There are in the New
Testament, however, a few allusions where either the absence of
or the love for Christ is implied (e g Ja 1:12 also in the
context of trials; 2 Cor 4:17f; 1 Cor 2:9; 16:22; Rm 8:24 & 28;
10:14; Eph 6:24;
Heb 11:27; In 8:42; 14:15, 21,24; 21:15-17).
None of these references are able, however, to confirm that we
are dealing with the tradition history of a Christological form
or formula in 1:8. This phrase rather reflects some kind of a
statement tradition which probably had its "Sitz im Leben" in the
worship services of the early church (cf Goppelt 1978:103) .
~gapSte' to be found in the New Testament.

. 5 The phrase 'pneuma Christou' is found verbatim only in Romans
8:9. Different combinations of .pneuma. and ,'Iesolls Christos' in
apposition is also found in Acts 16:7 (although text-variant
readings are found in this case) and Philippians 1:19. We could
hardly describe it as a traditional formula with such little
attestation in the New Testament. Once again the Pauline usage
probably outdates that of 1 Peter. Whether ther,e is
any
dependence on Paul or not cannot be deduced from this phrase.
Inf luences from Jewi sh apocalypti c expectations (cf Dan 9: 2,
22-27; 12:6-13) as well as from the Qumran tradition (which
interpreted the prophecy of the Teacher of Righteousness as the
revelation of the end
cf 1 Q pHab 7:1-8) could probably be
detected in the Petrine linkage of Christ's Spirit and the
witnesses of the endtimes
(cf Goppelt 1978:108; Kelly 1969:60).
In the Johannine tradition we find that #pnelUna'
(i e the
Ipar&kletosl) and Illetheia' as metaphors for Jesus Christ become
more
central
(cf In 14-16). Scholars
differ
in
their
interpretation of this phrase with regard to the issue whether
the "Spirit of Christ" ln verse 11 is to be identified with the
"Holy Spirit" in verse 12 .
. 6 Except for the linkages of ~p'thema# and 'Christ6s. in 1 Peter
(viz 1:11,
4:13 and 5:1) this combination is found only in 2
Corinthians 1:5 (with Ip&thema, preceding #Christos# in contrast
to the usage in 1 Peter). Once again I would hestitate to
describe this phrase as a formula of the
early
church.
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Nevertheless it would seem that ln the Petrine usage it has
become a credal formula. The scanty attestation of this phrase
in Paul's letters makes any conclusion on dependency very
difficult. The similarities between 2 Corinthians 1: 5-7 (cf also
Phlp 3:10) and 1 Peter 1:11,4:13 and 5:9 are, however,
remarkable - compare Christ's suffe;:ing as foundation for the
corporate suffering of believers. This is especially true of the
letter to the Hebrews in which Christ's death is held up as a
model and inspiration for its readers (cf Kelly 1969:61). In
Hebrews 2:9 the combination of suffering (#pathema#) and glory is
found as in 1 Peter 1:11 and 4:13-14. The verb 'p'sch6. is also
linked with glorification in Romans 8:17; 2 Timothy 3:12 and 2
Corinthians 4:10. Therefore, we can at least conclude that the
suffering and death of Christ as a master symbol for Christians
is well attested in the New Testament although it is impossible
to reconstruct a form and tradition history for the particular
phrase in 1 Peter .
The contextualizing of this phrase within eschatological and
apocalyptical tradition in 1:10-12 reflects an
interaction
between the Christo logical perspective and an
extratextual
tradition complex.
The analysis and reconstruction of this
interrelationship is a matter of text-semantic coherence.
This
is to be distinguished from the analysis of the text-semantic
extension which attempts to identify the semantic parameters of
the tradition material. Obviously the difference between the
criteria of extension and coherence is only a shift in analytical
focus whereas both analyse basically the same material.
This
will explain the overlapping between the previous and the
following sections.
2.2.2.2 Text-semantic coherence : extratextual world, cosmologic
perspective-and the relationship text-reality
socio cultural
analysis
.1 The reconstruction of the
tradition
history
of
the
Christological phrases in pericope II implied an extratextual
world comprising the following: early C~ristian
liturgical
material
(e g eulogy, creeds, sermon material,
baptismal
material) with a predominantly Old Testament-Jewish matrix which
includes possible allusions to Hellenistic concepts.
This
reconstruction of the Christological tradition material reflects
two facets of the extratextual world.
Firstly, it obviously
reflects the historical dimension of written correspondence,
namely its inter- and extratextual conventions and world. In the
light of the fact that we are going to deal with this in section
B 3 of this chapter, I would just like to emphasize that all of
the Christological tradition material in pericope II functions as
part of an epistolary eulogy which inevitably sets the parameters
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of the co-text.
This will prove itself to be important when we
consider the text-pragmatical strategy reflected in this peri cope
(cf III B 2.2.3). Secondly, this reconstruction at least sets the
parameters for the real interlocutors as a community familiar
with Old Testament-Jewish traditions which lives in a Hellenistic
environment.
The--- ' intertextual references in 1 Peter therefore
clearly correlate with Elliott's reconstruction of the social
profile of Asia Minor in the first three centuries (cf III B
1.2.2). This does not necessarily lead to a conclusive and
precise reconstruction of the interlocutors' "Sitz im Leben" in
terms of an exact date and location , but provides us with certain
minimum parameters for a meaningful communication of 1 Peter.
What is of the utmost importance for the successful (i e primary
and secondary) communication of an ancient text is, however, to
identify or determine the inter - and extratextual reference of
the text perspective .
. 2 It is interesting that my historical analysis exposed that the
intertextual reference in 1 Peter presupposes an extratextual
community
which upholds a certain perspective and
master
symbols. We have seen that the liturgical tradition units in
this
pericope
are
time
and again interpreted
from
a
Christological perspective.
In the light of the fact that
liturgical material is usually the treasure of a resocialized
community
it obviously reflects the expressions of
their
crucial - kernel beliefs.
This is
clearly expressed by the
resocialized community's emotive evaluation (i e praising God) of
their ultimate meaning in life or "neue Lebenswirklichkeit"
(Manke 1975:55-56) which is ultimately based on the "Christ
events" and symbolized
by
their baptism (cf 1:3-5). The
addressees negative "Sitz im Leben" is also Christologically
reinterpreted and relativized in terms of their relationship (i e
faith and love) towards Jesus Chr i st
(cf 1:6-9). Their "Sitz im
Leben" is further relativized in terms of the coming revelation
of Jesus Christ and their salvation (cf 1:6-9). The third cluster
(i e cola 5-8 or 1:10-12) is actually a further explanat ion of
the Christological reinterpretation of the Old Testament eulogy
by showing that God's grace is inextricably intertwined with the
"Chri st events" of suffering and glorification which relativizes
Jewish eschatological and
apocalyptical expectations.
This
implies that the addressees' inter (i e their Old Testament
background) and extratextual reality (i e their "Sitz im Leben"
at the time of writing as well as their future) are evaluated
from
an
explicit
Christological
perspective
(cf
Manke
1975:55-60). This inevitably raises two issues.
Firstly, the question with regard to the relationship of the
cosmo logic perspective of 1 Peter with that of other New
Testament writings forces itself on us .
We will deal with this
in section C 2 of this chapter . Secondly, the relevance of the
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extratextual reality of this Christological perspective will have
to be determined. We have seen that the intertextual reference
of the Christo logical tradition material is inseparably bound to
the ultimate extratextual referent, Jesus of Nazareth. The
importance and relevance of this extratextual reference will only
be discussed in the synthesis of the historical perspective Icf
IIIC 2). It is especially the reference to the "Christ events" of
"r esurrection , revelation, suffering and glorification" that will
have to be discussed.
The effect of this Christo logical orientation of the receptorreaders' inter- and extratextual worlds will be discussed in the
text-pragmatic analysis.
In order to reconstruct the pragmatic
implications of the historical dimension of the Christological
material , we once again have to demarcate the text-semantic world
of 1 Peter.
2.2 .2. 3 Text-semantic
perspectives

delimitation:

change

in

"worlds"

and

It is clear that the communicator-author himself demarcated the
possible inter- and extratextual worlds of the addressees in
terms of a Christological perspective which he contrasted against
a Palestinian matrix and a Hellenistic "Sitz im Leben". We will
return to this issue in section C.

*
2.2.3 TEXT-PRAGMATIC ANALYSIS
2.2.3.1 Text-praqrnatic· extension:
interand extratextual
text-functiOnal and style-rhetorical references
literary and
form history
Although the text-pragmatic extension within
pericopes
is
determined in the light of the function of the tradition material
as micro genres, we will have to keep in mind that the macro
genre and text type
overcodes
1
Peter with metatextual
conventions
Icf
III
B 3.3.1).
Tradition
mate rial
is,
nevertheless , an identification symbol which has qualitative and
emotive values attached to it, which is important in setting the
parameters for the text-pragmatic extension .
The function of the first two Christo logical phrases in this
pericope Icf verse 1) have been identified as formulae which have
polemic , liturgical and baptismal functions. The Christological
phrases in verses 7 and 8 are probably a formula and a statement
respectively which had an apologetic - consolatory function with
regard to the "absence" of Christ Icf Brox 1979:66). The last two
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Christological phrases in verse 11 both refer to Christological
events
which
qualify
eschatological
and
apocalyptical
expectations (cf Brox 1979:68-72).
It has become clear that the Christo logical tradition material
extends text - pragmatically as master symbols which function
within existential , religious and cosmologic parameters of hlunan
experience. This confirms the fact that the Christology in 1
Peter reflects the cosmologic perspective of the communicatorauthor and his ideal readers. Therefore, each of these master
symbols have an emotive, reflexive-persuasive and authoritative
function.
The million-dollar question which confronts us at this
stage, however, is to determine what the communicator-redactor
had in mind by incorporating these different Christological
traditions with their different functions? This is an issue to
which we will find an answer within the parameters of the
text-pragmatic coherence .
2.2.3.2 Text-pragmatic coherence: the communicator - redactor
style - rhetorical conventions - redaction criticism

and

In the introductory pericope we have seen that the communicatorredactor created a basis for the receptor-readers to identify
with him. He did this by incorporating tradition material which
reflected a Christo logical perspective within the conventional
structure of ancient epistles (cf III B 3). In this peri cope the
communicator-redactor utilizes
the
conventional
eulogy to
incorporate
Christological tradition material.
This
time ,
however, we encounter an implicit and explicit appeal to his
addressees as the intratextual analysis of the text pragmatics
illustrated (cf II B 2.3). Interestingly enough , we have seen in
our analysis of the historical text-pragmatic extension in the
previous section (III B 2.2.3.1) that this appellative nature of
pericope II was also reflected in the existential, religious and
cosmologic parameters of the Christological tradition material.
The communicator-redactor's
unique
incorporation
of these
traditions within his intratextual discourse will expose the
text-pragmatic coherence and ultimately
his
strategy
and
intention with this pericope.
Obviously, the frame within which the redactor organizes his
tradition material is important to determine his strategy (cf III
A 2.3 .2 ). Therefore, the fact that this pericope is framed by the
eulogy form creates a thanksgiving pa-rameter for the discourse
and the tradition material incorporated.
In this regard a
preliminary remark with regard to the function of poetic material
is necessary . Grosse argues that group songs (e g hymns) have a
funct i on as identification symbols and are therefore essentially
appellative (cf III B 3.3). Cons~quently this will also apply to
liturgical prayers
and
thanksgivings
which
confirm
the
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appellative nature of 1:3-13.
This thanksgiving is defined in terms of the interlocutor"s
positive vertical relationship with God which is described in the
introductory phrase of
the
eulogy
as a Christologically
interpreted "salvation". Therefore, the first Christological
phrase in this pericope establishes the primary parameter of
thanksgiving which sets the tone for the whole pericope .
This
emotive function of the Christo logical phrase is, however,
intensified by an estrangement created by the Christological
reinterpretation of the Old Testament - Jewish eulogy tradition
which viewed the election of Israel as the foundation of thei r
relationship with God. In contrast with the Jewish perspective,
the addressees" vertical relationship is made meaningful by a
Christological reinterpretation of their reality. The endeavou r
to demarcate the exact words added to Christologize the Jewish
"bera kEih" (cf Shimada 1966: 155-157) is, in my opinion, not only
presumptuous but also does not cont ri bute anything more to our
understanding of this pericope. Of greater importance is the
fact that the communicator-redactor went even further than this
indirect appeal to the addressees to identify with this spirit of
thanksgiving.
He vividly recalled the emotive event of the
addressees baptism which signified their ultimate commitment and
new status (cf Shimada 1966:196). Brox (1979:60) emphasizes that
this reference to baptism is not nearly sufficient evidence to
conclude that 1 Peter is a baptismal homily as scholars believed
in the past . It does contribute , however, to the festive and
text - aesthetic atmosphere (cf the rhyme, rhythm, metaphors and
contrasts) the author wanted to create with his hymnic eulogy .
Shimada
(1966:173 - 174)
argues
that
the
Christological
reint erpretation of the baptisma l concept of "rebirth" could
probably reflect a polemic intention of the redactor against the
Mystery cults and their conception thereof.
This emot ional appeal to the addressees to give thanks, is
deepened by the second Christological phrase which refers to the
resurrection of Jesus Christ from the dead. This Christological
phrase is a creed that the new life, ex ist ence and hope of the
community committed to
Jesus
Christ are effected by the
resurrection of Christ. Here reference is made to the ultimate
master symbol or root metaphor of Chr is tianity because the
resurrection was · not only an authentication of Jesus Christ, it
was also the main stimulus for their meaningful existence in this
reality. Together with the text - aesthetic devices of rhyme and
rhythm, the communicator - redactor has proved himself as a master
in textual strategies (cf Brox 1979:60). He pulled out all the
stops in his conducting of this textual symphony. He made an
indirect but irresistibly persuasive appeal to his addressees by
activating and relativizing their Jewish matrix in terms of
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liturgical

different
emotive,
cultic,
Christological master symbols .

and

existential

This context is therefore
decisive for the text-pragmatic
coherence of the other Christological phrases.
Within this
jubilant and festive frame of reference the communicator- redactor
relativizes the paradoxic",l extratextual predicament of the
addressees (cf the #en h6# linkage between verses 3 - 5 and 6 - 8) .
Brox (1979:68)
sums it up magnificently : "Die Gewissheit des
Heils wird ihnen in den grossen Lettern tradierter Bilder und
Vorstellungen vor Augen gestellt.
Das Heil , die Realitaet , auf
die der Glaube sich einlaesst und verlaesst, wird ueberbietend,
auch begeisternd dimensioniert , waehrend das faktisch empfundene
Bedrueckende dagegen ganz klein proportioniert ist . . .. " It is in
this light that the Christological phrases in verses 7 and 8
function apologetically , consolingly and also paraenetically.
This
is
seen In the author's
interpretation
that
the
eschatological reve l ation of Christ signals the addressees'
salvation which not only relativizes his absence and their
existential predicament , but a Iso encourages and deepens their
commitment to him (cf Thomas 1968:188). Therefore , the addressees
are admonished to rejoice in spite of their suffering .
This
privilege of the addressees is . underlined in verses 10 -1 2.
The communicator-redactor used the Christo logical phrases in
verse 11
to
reveal
the
cosmo logic
and time-historical
implications of the " Christ events" .
This
Christological
reinterpretation of the eschatological-apocalyptic traditions
reinfor ces ,
intens if ies
and
conc 1 udes
the
jubi lant
and
thanksgiving atmosphere which the communicator - redactor wanted to
create with his eul ogy. The supreme advantages of the addressees
are highlighted by the fact that even the prophets and the angels
did not share their privi l ege of experiencing the revelation of
Christ. It is surely no coincidence that the suffering of Christ
is highlighted in verses 10-1 2 . It is most probably to exp l a in
the addressees' own suffe r ing as the inevitable result of thei r
commitment
to h i m (cf Manke 1975 : 57 - 58) . Therefore,
th i s
Christological interpretation of eschatological and apocalyptical
expectations also serves the communicator -r edactor in alienating
his
addressees
from
their
contemporar i es'
apocalypt i cal
speculation and despair with regard to the endtimes . In contrast
to this , he reassures his addressees of the already decisive
revelation in Ch r ist Jesus (cf Brox 1979 : 70 ; Goppelt 19 78:106) .
It has become clear that the communicator- redactor wanted to
reinforce the receptor- readers' Christological commitment by
interpreting their total reality - it is their past (viz their
Palestinian - Hellenistic matrix) , present (i e their suffering i n
their He llenis tic - Jewish env ironment), a s well as thei r nat ura l
and supranatural (cosmologic) future - from a "Spir i t-inspired "
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(cf Manke 1975:60) Christological perspective. We have seen that
the communicator-redactor pulled out all the stops in his
strategic orchestration of the "Petrine" symphony.
The next
question is, therefore, whether there has been a change ln
strategy in the discourse development in 1 Peter.
2.2.3.3 Text-pragmatic
pragmatic conventions

delimitation:

change

in

strategy

and

In comparison with the analysis of the historical text pragmatics
of the first pericope we have found that it is indeed the case
that the author changed or rather broadened his strategy.
The
strategic emphasis of the communicator in peri cope I was to
create an identification between the interlocutors' cosmologic
perspective with the aid of Christological tradition material.
In pericope II we found that the communicator pursued an
estrangement (i e appellative-persuasive) strategy in addition to
his identificative strategy. This became evident in the way he
implemented the Christological tradition units (cf III B 2.2.3).
This alternation between identification with and estrangement
from
interand extratextual tradition material
as
the
communicator-redactor's
strategy,
confirms the
oscillation
between the evaluative and appellative text functions of the
intratextual text pragmatics.

*
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2 .3 PERICOPE III

(l:ll-£2)

2.3.1 TEXT- SYNTACTIC ANALYSIS
2.3.1.1 Text-syntactic extension:
extension - literary criticism

minlmum

traditio- historical

Once again I had to limit my analysis of the Christological
tradition material in order to keep my historical analysis within
bounds .
I chose to focus on the tradition material in 1 :17-21
where the reference to #Christos# is made explicit in the pivotal
point of this cluster (cf verse 19b). Thus the reference to
#Christbs# in 1:19 overtly signals that Christological tradition
material is probably to be found in this pericope. This is
already
confirmed in the intratextual analysis where
the
style - rhetorical
foregrounding suggested the occurrence
of
tradition material in cola 6 and 7 (cf II B 3.3.1). The
Christological tradition material in cola 7 (i e 1 :22-25) is ,
however, totally metaphoric with no explicit >reference to the
lexemes #'Iesous# or #Christos#. Furthermore, in the light of the
fact that the tradition material in 1:22-25 does not add any new
insights to the basic structure of the "Petrine" Christological
perspective
(except for its specific application to Christian
conduct - cf II B 2.3.2.2),
I gratefully limited myself to a few
cursory remarks with regard to this cluster .
. 1 We noticed aporia in the repetitive imperative cola matrices
of this pericope, for example the syntactic deviations through
elaborate style-rhetorical imbedments both to the noun and verb
phrases - especially in cola 6 and 7 (cf II B 3.3.1). This is
confirmed
by
Kazuhito
Shimada
(1966:201):"
a
context - analytical aporia may be seen in the fact that vs. 17 is
not in a sequence of thought in the series of exhortations ."
Shimada (1966:200 - 201) also identifies a number of hapax legomena
in verse 17-19 ( e g #epikaleo , §.pros6polempt6s , argllrion ,
lutroo , m~taios , t{mios , amn6s , ~m6mos, llspilos, pro~n6sk6 , pro
kataboles k6smou#) which confirm the suspicion
hat we are
dealing with tradition material. To this may be added a number
of words and phrase s that recur in 1 Peter, but differing with
regard to syntaxis , reference and context, for example #fthartbs ,
chrus{on, e'schatos & chr6nos# . Furthermore, some words and their
combinations are unparalleled in
the whole New Testament:
#epikal~6# with #patera'; #'pros5pol~~pt6s# , et cetera.
These observations together with a stringing of participial
clauses ; antithetic parallelisms (cf Shimada 1966:234 & 264); and
rhyme -rhythmical features are overwhelming evidence that we are
dealing with tradition material which includes the greater part
of 1:17 - 21.
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2.3.1.2 Text-syntactic coherence: coherence
literary and form criticism

of tradition units -

.1 Verse 17 is clearly less tightly structured than verses 18-21.
In addition to this the phrase #eId6tes h6ti ...
# seems to
introduce a distinguished piece of tradition which finds its
climax in #Christos#. It is also to be noted that verses 20-21 do
not follow logically from verses
18 -19
but
are
rather
associatively linked with participial clauses.
This suggests
that there is probably a break between verses 19 and 20 .
. 2 Our attention is therefore required for verses 18-21. In the
intratextual analysis we noticed the intratextual deviation of
imbedments
to #eIdotes hoti
... # which clipmoves
through
chain-linkaging to a focal point which is in turn expanded. The
syntactic chaining, the approximate uniformity in length as well
as the relative semantic autonomy of the imbedded phrases expose
the probability of tradition material in verses 18-21. Whether
this tradition material had a prehistory as a unit will be
analysed in the traditio - historical analysis. At this stage it
seems at least certain that verses 18-21 comprise a number of
phrase formulas which have been chain-linked to a unit.
2.3.1.3 Text-syntactic
units and forms

delimitation : alternation

of

tradition

It seems that the Christological tradition material in 1:17-20
can be divided into two distinguished and coherent units: 17 and
18-21 (cf Shimada's threefold division viz 17a, 18-19 and 20).
The fact that 1:17-21 is syntactically a unit (i e one colon)
suggests that it should, at least for the time being (i e until
an intertextual comparative study has proved otherwise) , be
treated as a unit.

*
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2.3.2 TEXT-SEMANTIC ANALYSIS
2.3.2.1 Text-semantic extension : inter- and extratextual semantic
reference-=-tradition history
----.1 Goppelt (1978:121) remarks that "# e5.d6tes# .,. erinnert in den
paulinischen Briefe n als stehende Wenchmg die Gemeinde an eine
i hr gelaeufige Glaubenserkenntnis .... " (cf Kelly 1969:72). Now
let us see what the extension of the dynamic references in the
tradition material holds in stock for us.

* In the New Testament the verb #lutr6omai# is found apart from 1
Peter 1:18 only in Luke 24:21 (with regard to Israel) and Titus
2:14 (with regard to Christians as in 1 Peter). The combination
of #lutr6omai# with #ha{mati ChristoG# in 1 Peter is nowhere else
explicitly paralleled in the New Testament (cf Shimada 1966:239).
Shimada (1966:240 -249 ) argues that the " ransom" metaphor is a
pre-Pauline tradition in the light of his history-of-concept
ana lysi s wi th regard to the t radi tion mater ia 1 in Ti tus 2: 14 and
Romans 3 :24-25. He concludes that this metaphor is probably to be
traced back to a Palestinian tradition of the sayings of Jesus
found in Mark 10:45 (Shimada 1966:256-259; cf Goppelt 1978:122).
The reference of the "ransom" metaphor in the New Test ament is
ambivalent (cf Goppelt 1978:121-122; Brox 1979:81). It oscillates
between the Greek "Gr undbedeutung " of #lutrbomai# as "r ansomed "
or "what was paid to set one free" (i e referring to slaves or
prisoners of war) and the Old Testament concept of "deliverance"
as found in Isaiah 52:3 and especially in the context of the
expiatory sacrifice in Isaiah 53:10 - 12 . This ambivalency is
reflected in 1 Peter 1:18 which probably reflects Mark 10:45 as
well as Mark 14:24 which in turn allude to the unique Isaiah 53
tradition (cf Goppelt 1978:122; Shimada 1966:249-259). Manke
(1975:82-84)
prefers
the "Pascha-Exodus-Th emat ik"
as
the
traditio-historical background for the combination
of
the
metaphors of "d eliverance " and "blood" in 1 Peter 1:18-19.

* Goppelt (1978:123; cf
Manke
1975:84)
argues that the
Christological "lamb" metaphor does not refer to Isaiah 53 as
does the "ransom"
metaphor, but to the paschal lamb (cf the
requirements of the lamb in 1 :19) . This is one of a number of
Exodus motives and metaphors in this pericope (cf 1: 13 with Ex
12:1; 1:14 with Ex 16:3; 1:18 with Ex 13:3; 1:19 with Ex 12:5;
and also 2:9 with Ex 19:5f) . "Diese Beruehrungen mit der
Situation des Exodus ergeben sich nicht aus einer bewussten
typologischen Auswerttmg der at.
Aussagen.
Die Hinweise
ergeben sich ungewollt aus dem Sachzusammehang, der sich immer
wieder als traditionsgeschichtlicher
Hintergrund des ganzen
ersten Hauptteils erweist, naemlich dem Selbstverstaendnis der
Exodusgemeinde in Qumran (Goppelt 1978:113). Manke (1975:87)
maintains that the death of Christ as expressed by the metaphoric
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blood of the lamb is related to the Paschal - Exodus and Babylonian
Exile deliverance traditions .
Brox (1979:82) argues that the combination of the " ransom" and
"lamb" metaphors within the
context
of
conversion (i e
resocialization) ooes not refer to the Old Testament sacrifice .
but to the proselyte sacrifice:
"wie die Heiden durch das
Proselytenopfer
zurn
Bundesvolk der Juden kamen.
so
die
Heidenchristen durch das Opfer Christi in den neuen Bund." In
this regard Brox follows the remarkable hypothesis of Van Unnik
([1942]
1980:69-82) in which he (with incredible ingenuity)
identified the addressees of 1 Peter as a group of Jewish
proselytes (i e "godfearers") who became Christians and were
persecuted by the synagogue.
On
the
other hand. Kelly
(1969:64-81) emphasizes that this pericope recalls the baptismal
challenge of the addressees and is therefore a reflection of
baptismal
material
liturgical or homiletic (cf
Goppelt
1978:110-133). However. another interpretation is given
by
Shimada (1966 : 238 -2 59). He suggests that in the light of Mark
14:24 and 1 Corinthians 11:23-25 the Christo logical metaphors of
"blood" and "ransom" had the eucharist as "Sitz im Leben" in the
early church .
According to the tradition this is based on the
prophetic sayings of Jesus
(cf Mk 10:45) as well as his words
during the Last Supper (cf Mk 14:24 and 1 Cor -11:23-35).
Therefore. Shimada (1966:258-259) concludes that the eucharist
was the "Sitz im Leben " par excellence for commemorating and
interpreting the suffering and death of Jesus Christ.

* Verse 20 reflects Jewish apocalyptic

tradition in which the
" ... Heilsgueter. die seit Urbeginn im Himmel verborgen sind. am
ende hervortreten" (Goppelt 1978:125). The similarities between
verse 20 and 1:10-12 are noteworthy. but predictable in the light
of the mutual semantic extension to apocalypticism.
In a
history - of - concept analysis. Shimada (1966:280) concludes that
parallels to 1:20 are found in IV Ezra 7:28; 13:26 and 1 Enoch
38:2; 48:2. 3 & 6 which confirm the Christological remoulding of
the Jewish apocalyptic messianic expectations in verse 20.
Shimada (1966:292 & 301) argues that John 17:5 . 24 and also
Hebrews 9:26 are the closest parallels to 1 Peter 1:20. Brox
(1979:83; cf Manke 1975:89-90) defines this rhythmical structured
verse more precisely as an express ion of the apocalyptical
"Revelationsschema" (cf Rm 16 :25f; 1 Cor 2:7. 10;Eph 3:5. 9f;
Col 1:26; 2 Tm 1:9f) whereas Kelly (1969:75)
is prepared to
accept it as a Christological hymn.
,
'>
/
* The phrase Iton
egelranta auton
>\

~

-

.

ek nekron' in verse 21 has ltS
parallels (although not verbatim) in Romans 4:24. 8:11 . 10:9; 2
Corinthians 4:14; Galatians 1:1; Ephesians 1:20; Colossians 2:12
and 1 Thessalonians 1:10. Therefore. it is strongly attested in
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Pauline
the
material.

and

deutero - Pauline

Christological

tradition

Having established the text-semantic extension of colon 6, the
next question is obviously to determine the coherence between
these references.
2.3.2.2 Text-semantic coherence: extratextual world, cosmologic
perspective-and the relationshiE text-reality
socio cultural
analysis
.1 The analysis of the tradition history reinforced the already
established picture of an extratextual world with a predominantly
Old Testame nt-Jewish matrix,
including possible allusions to
Hellenistic concepts (cf III B 1 . 2.2 & 2.2.2.2) .
. 2 The inter- and extratextual reference to the person Jesus
Christ is obviously once again central.
The Christological
traditions discussed with regard to pericope III re-emphasized
the Christological perspective reconstructed up till now. Jesus
Christ is the "change agent" who bought the freedom of the
addressees to enter into a "father-child" relationship with God.
The "word" metaphor in verses 22-25 basically expresses the same
thrust, namely Jesus Christ as the eternal "change agent" who
effected the addressees' resocialization. The only difference is
that the "word" metaphor is applied to their conduct in terms of
their sibling "brother-brother" relationship, in contrast to the
"ransom" and "lamb" metaphors which were applied to express their
conduct in terms of their "father-child" relationship.
Old
Testament-Jewish traditions were Christologized to express this.
What is new in this pericope
is
that
the
addressees'
Christ - commitment is used as a basis to exhort them with regard
to their life style. This pericope underlines once again the
addressees as a resocialized group"
durch Anspielungen auf
den Kontrast zwischen Einst und Jetzt (V 18) ..... (Brox 1979:79) .
. 3 It is important to note that the reference to Christ in this
pericope
is
predominantly
metaphoric.
Therefore,
In
reconstructing the historical Jesus this phenomenon should be
taken into account. This is another case in point to iII ustrate
the necessity of the historical analysis of an ancient text.
This will guard against a naive secondary reception of the text,
for example the biblicistic
and magical interpretation of
Christ's blood. On the other hand Brox (1979:84) argues:
"Das
Christusgeschehen als Tat Gottes strukturiert und qualifiziert
die gesamte Weltzeit und macht aus der Jetztzeit Letztzeit." This
implies tha t the extratextua 1 "Chr ist events" are cosmol og ically
crucial and demand a quest to determine the relationship between
text and reality.
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2.3.2.3 Text-semantic
perspectives

delimitation:

change

in

"worlds"

and

The Christological reinterpretation of the Old Testament- Jewish
tradi tions is the unifying factor of the different tradition
complexes found in 1:17-21.

*
2 . 3.3 TEXT- PRAGMATIC ANALYSIS
2.3 . 3 . 1 Text - praqrnatic
extension:
inter and extratextual
text-functIOnal and style-rhe torical references
1 iterary and
form history
.1 Goppelt
(1978: 121) describes verses 18-21 as "formelhaften
christologischen Aussagen " (cf Manke 1975 : 66 - 70).
Some scholars
are prepared to argue that a Christological hymn is found within
these verses.
Shimada (1966 : 235 - 238) took great trouble in
reconstructing the original hymn from verses 18-19 in the light
of the possible redactional work of the communicator-author:

(eidbtes
hoti)
,
...'
I ou fthartols , argurlo e chruslo ,
ek tes matalas heman anastrofes patroparadotou,
tim:lo halmati has amnou amomou
kal asp{lou Christou elutrothomen.
~_

alla

In
addition to this Shimada (1966 :26 9)
reconstructed
Christological formula in verse 20 in the following way :

the

(Christou)
proegnosmEfnou men pro kataboles kosmou ,
faneroth~nto s d~ ep' esch&tou ton chr6n6n
One must emphasize (and Shimada would be the f ir st to accept it)
the hypothetic character of such a reconstruction. Nevertheless ,
there is sufficient i ndication that this tradition material is
style-rhetorical l y h i ghly poetisized regardless whether it i s a
creation - of the early church or the author h ims e lf.
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Therefore, one could at least conclude that 1:18-21 contains a
number of Christo logical formula and metaphors which had their
" Sitz im Leben" in the liturgical and sacramental
(cf the
possible references to baptism and the eucharist) tradition
material of the early church.
The text - pragmatic extension of
Christological formula has already been identified. It extends
to the functions of credal master symbols, group identification,
cosmologic perspectives , as well
as cultic and liturgical
practices. In addition to this the primary function of metaphors
as part of the Christological formula is to "redescribe reality"
which includes both
the
processes
of identification and
estrangement .
It is with these possible pragmatic functions of formulae and
metaphors in mind that we
will
now proceed to analyse the
pragmatic coherence that the communicator-redactor wanted to
establish with the implementation of these conventions.
2.3.3.2 Text - pragmatic coherence: the communicator - redactor
style-rhetorical conventions - redaction criticism

and

The communicator - redactor used a number of style-rhetorical
features to persuade the addressees emotionally to identify with
his cosmologic perspective.
This identification
which
he
intended, served as a basis for his exhortation with regard to
the addressees' life style. From a historical dimension we are
interested in the tradition material which the redactor used in
this peri cope to explain the foundation of the new existence of
the believers. The analysis of pericope III has once aga~n
confirmed that the communicator-redactor orientated and motivated
his paraenetical thrust Christologically (cf Manke 1975:99). He
did this with the aid of intra-, inter - and extratextual
references to and interpretations of Jesus Christ (cf III B
2.3.2.1). Therefore , his strategy with this pericope is clearly
to admonish his addressees (cf the cola functions) to adhere to a
new life style by activating their memory with regard to their
resocialization (probably recalling their conversion and baptism)
as well as their cosmologically and metaphorically interpreted
traditions (i e liturgical and sacramental) with regard to the
"Christ events". In the light of the redactor's incorporation of
liturgical and sacramental
(cf 1:17-25) as well as catechetical
and paraenetical (cf 1:14-16) tradition material which represent
the receptor -readers' cultic heritage , his strategy to make an
emotional appeal on them is evident. Considering the redactor's
outline of the addressees' predicament (whether it is their
"real" or "ideal" "Sitz im Leben" is immaterial) in 1:1, 6 - 9 and
17, the redactional verse 21 is strategically importar.t in that
it split refers Christ's glorification after suffering as a
promising example for the addressees in order to motivate them to
accept their strange life style and social rejection for the time
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being (cf #paroik{a# in 1:17). From a redactional point of view
verses 22 - 25 are also strategically important with regard to
their "real" or "ideal" extratextual "Sitz im Leben" as an appeal
to establish a caring community within a hostile world.
Apart from this appellative strategy to help his addressees
identify with his
message,
the redactor once again used
traditions and metaphors to estrange them from their primary
worlds
(i
e their Old Testament-Jewish
and
Hellenistic
matrices).
This
dual
strategy
of
"identification
and
estrangement" will prove to be vital for the text-pragmatic
delimitation of 1 Peter. Ultimately it will provide us with the
text-pragmatic key for the primary and secondary reception of
this text.
Tempting as it is to elaborate on this intriguing
issue, we will have to leave the discussion thereof for the
historical analysis of the text type of 1 Peter (cf III B 3)
whereas the implications thereof will be dealt with in chapter
IV. Therefore, let us hold our breath for the time being.
The text-pragmatic coherence is clearly established in the light
of the above-discussed
style-rhetorical and text-historical
redaction of the communicator-author. We have seen that this
coherence is determined by the communicator's attempt to persuade
his
readers to identify with his cosmologic
perspective.
Obviously
this
text-pragmatic
coherence
has
pragmatic
implications for the pericope as a whole. In this regard Manke
(1975:65) follows Kamlah " ... der den Text 1,13 - 2,10 , im ganzen
als
eine
homiletisch
reich
ausgestalte
'Grundparaenese'
betrachtet, die den mit 2,11
beginnende
Einzelermahnungen
vorgeschaltet wurde."
It is
clear that this paraenetica l
tradition material suits the persuasive and appellative strategy
of the communicator-redactor extremely well because paraenesis is
essentially appellative. This "Grundparaenese" also explains the
allusions to Christian baptism which signals the resocialization
from the converts' primary world. In conclusion, therefore, the
communicator- redactor's strategy to persuade his readers through
identification and estrangement is accomplished with the well
chosen paraenetical form.
2.3.3.3 Text - pragmatic
pragmatic conventions

delimitation:

change

in

strategy

and

Once again the pericope follows suit in that the author's
strategy is to orientate (i e to create identification) and
challenge (i e to create estrangement) his addressees in terms of
their Christological perspective. A new dimension, however, is
added to his strategy
that is that their Christo logical
commitment has horizontal implications with regard to their life
style.
In contrast peri cope II focussed on their vertical
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relationship and their attitude towards their "Sitz im Leben"
general.

*

in

*
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2.4 PERICOPE IV

(l:l-lQ)

2.4.1 TEXT-SYNTACTIC ANALYSIS
2.4.1.1 Text-syntactic extension:
extension - literary criticism

minimum

traditio-historical

It is noteworthy that 1 Peter 2:1 -1 0 only once refers explicitly
to Jesus Christ with the phrase #di~ ~~soG ChristoG# in 2:5. This
does not mean at all that the Christological tradition material
in this pericope is limited to verse 5. On the contrary! We have
seen in the intratextual analysis that this pericope is extremely
rich in Christological
~ metaphors
which extend almost into each
and every colon . These metaphoric words and phrases obviously
reflect a series of historical conventions which are meaningful
to insiders.
This underlines an observation previously made that
the communication of 1 Peter 1:1-2:10 (which is extremely rich in
metaphors) is almost incomprehensible without a historical frame
of reference or virtual memory
(cf II B 3.2.1 & 4.2.2). In the
light of this comprehensive extension of Christologial tradition
material in this pericope,
I will limit myself to the explicit
Christological reference in 2:5 and its metaphoric vehicle
#l{thos zan# in 2:4 - 8 .
. 1 The phrase Idia >I~soG Christou# is found verbatim in 1 Peter
4:11; and expanded with #anastaseos# after #dia# in 1:3 and 3:21.
This threefold occurrence in 1 Peter already suggests that it
could very well be a traditional phraseology (cf III A 2.1.1.2).
This probability is obviously increased in the light of the fact
that 1:3 (cf II B 2.3.1) and 2:5 (cf II B 4.3.1) have already
been identified as part of a style- rhetorical highly structured
co-text which is an important criterium for the identification of
tradition material.
This is also the case with 4:11 .
. 2 Likewise the metaphor #l{thos# in 2:4-8 clearly reflects
tradition material.
This is explicitly confirmed in verse 6
which is introduced by a quotation formula Idioti peri~chei en
grafe
# (cf III A 2.1.1.2; Goldstein 1973:46). In this
quotation in 1:6 the lexemes U{thos, eklekt6s & ~ntimos# occur
in the accusative form.
It is surely no coincidence that these
three lexemes also occur in 2:4 and likewise in accusative form
(cf Brox 1979:95-96). The l exeme #l{thos# occurs also in the
highly structured and poetic verses 7 and 8. This time the
metaphor is linked to the verb #~podokim~z6# just like 2:4. Makes
one think, doesn't it?
Together with the fact
that the lexemes Il{thos ,
~ntimos &
~podokimaz6#
(to name the most important) do not occur in the
rest of 1 Peter, the above-discussed observations give us enough
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syntactic evidence (based on the criteria of literary criticism cf III A 2.1.1.2) to encourage us to proceed with our analysis of
the inter - and extratextual reference of these phrases.
But
first let us determine whether there is a bigger text-syntactic
coherence to be identified with regard to the tradition units.
2.4 . 1.2 Text-syntactic coherence: coherence
literary and f orm criticism

of tradition units -

.1 The rhyme-rhythmical and even syllabic structure of the 5
phrases which extend from #oikos .. . Christou# in colon 4 (cf
appendix A 4 . 1) clearly defines the aesthetic foregroundig which
constitutes the syntactic coherence of the imbedments to the
introductory phrase, #kal ... oikodomeisthejf. Therefore, we will
have to be on the look out for intertextual confirmation for this
probable tradition unit (cf Goppelt 1978:139).
I

.2 We have already seen that the metaphor #llthos# occurs I n
three separate cola, namely 3 (i e verse 4), 5 (i e verse 5) and
7 (i e verses 7b and 8a). The plural #l{thoi z6ntes# in colon 4
(i e verse 5)
is applied to the addressees and does not come
directly
into
consideration
for
the
analysis
of
the
Christological tradition material. The text coherence of the
quotations in cola 5 and 7 are given facts and needn"t be argued
about.
Their rhyme and rhythmical features confirm this (cf
I
Goppelt 1978:139). The coherence of the imbedments to #llthon
zonta# in colon 3 needs a remark or two.
In this case we
likewise encounter rhyme and rhythmical features within the two
imbedments (cf appendix A 4.1). It is clear that they are
adversative syntactic phrases (cf the #m~n . .. d~# construction)
which form a unit.
In the light of the fact that the above - discussed observations
comply with the literary and form critical criteria (cf III A
2.1 . 2) for identifying the syntactic coherence of possible
tradition units, we are able to conclude the analysis of the
historical text syntactics.
2 . 4.1.3 Text - syntactic
uni ts and forms

delimitation: alternation

of

tradition

In the light of the analysis of t he t ext - syntactic extension and
coherence of the possible tradition material, we are ab l e to
discern four tentatively defined tradition units which are
clearly separated from each other by l oosely formulated and
addressees - orientated imperative
and introductional phrases:
verses 4; 5 ; 6; and 7b- 8a .

*
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2.4.2

TEXT-SE~~NTIC

ANALYSIS

2.4.2.1 Text-semantic extension: inter- and extratextual semantic
reference-=-tradition history
----.1 The phrase #di~ ChristoG 'Iesou# is traditio-historically
obviously limited to the Christian world and its literature.
This phrase is totally absent in the Synoptic Gospels and poorly
attested in Acts and John (once in each).
It is best attested in
the Pauline tradition and second to Paul in the
Petrine
tradition.
There could be no doubt whatsoever that this is a
Christological formula.
An analysis of this formula reveals that
it is very versatile for the expression of the mediatory role of
Jesus Christ in constituting and defining the relationship
between man and God. This phrase expresses Christ as mediator of
salvation
(e g Rm 5:1),
of thanksgiving
(e g Rm 1:8), of
judgement(e g Rm 2:16), of an abundant life (e g Phlp 1:11), for
exhortation (e g 1 Th 4:2), in pleasing God (e g 1 Pt 2:4). This
versatility of the #di~ ~eson Christou# formula is comparable to
that of the '~n Christo# formula,
but obviously inferior to the
genitive construction of the lexemes #,Iesous & Christos# which
serve as qualifications in innumerable ways.
The closest New Testament parallel to 1 Peter 1:5 is found in
Hebrews 13:21. However, this parallel does not provide us with
any evidence as to an intertextual extension of the tradition
material in 1 Peter.
It provides us at the most with a
history-of-concept parallel in which the Old Testament motives of
sacrifices and the
approval
of
God are Christologically
orientated.
Although the appeal to sacrifice one's life to God
in Romans 12:1 closely resembles the concept i n 1 Peter (cf
Goppelt 1978:146), it lacks
the Christological formula as
motivation .
. 2 The "stone" metaphor is obviously an Old Te stament metaphor in
the light of a comparison with Psalm 118:22 and Isaiah 8:14 &
28:16. This is explicitly confirmed in verses 6-8 where these
passages are quoted .
It is clear from these verses that the
#l{thos z6n# is a metaphoric reference to Jesus Christ. This is
confirmed by #h~m# as reference to him,
but also by the election
and r ejection ()fthis "cornerstone" as a metaprors for his calling
and suffering which are dealt with more explicitly elsewhere in
this letter
(cf 1:10-12; 1:18 - 19;
2:22-25;
3:18-19 & 4:1).
Tradition-historically the ref erences to the rejection of Jesus
are probably echoed in the proclamation of J esus himself (cf Mk
8:31; 9:12). The parallel in 1 QS 8:7 is the closest to 1 Peter
and once again confirms the Ql~ran tradition as a possible frame
of reference for 1 Peter (cf Goppelt 1978:143 ) . Norman Hillyer
(1971:58-81) made
an
extremely
int e resting,
but
highly
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disputable,
tradition-historical
reconstruction
of
the
"rock-stone" and "sacrifice" images in 2:4-8, by linking them to
the apostle Peter's confession of Jesus Christ at CaesareaPhilippi where he was called the "rock" within the context of the
Day of Atonement .
. 3 The othe r Christological tradition material 1n per1cope IV
does not add any new dimensions to the inter- and extratextual
extension thereof. Without any discussion, I will shortly list
the possible
text-semantic
extensions
of
the
remaining
Christological tradition material:

* Verses 1-3 clearly reflect the early church's paraenetical
tradition material.
This
is
confirmed
by the baptismal
paraenetic formula #§.poth~menoi#
(cf Goppelt 1978:133; Kelly
1969:83), the "Lasterkatolog" in verse 1 as well as
the
eucharistic paraenesis in verse 3.
*

The metaphor of mother's milk as vehicle for the tenor,
"spiritual nutrition", was common in the Christian (cf 1 Cor 3:1;
Heb 5:13), the Jewish (cf the Odes of Solomon 8:15-18; 19:1-5),
the Essenic (cf lQH 9:35f;
7:20-22) and Hellenistic
(cf the
Isis-myth and the Kybele mystery cult) worlds
(cf Goppelt
1978:134-135; Kelly 1969:85-86). This metaphor is interrelated
with another metaphor in 2:2, namely #hos artig~nneta br~fe#
which semantically extends
to
the
extratextual world of
resocialization (i e conversion) and Christian baptism.

* The phrase ler ~gedsasthe h6ti chrest~s ho k~rios# coincides
almost verbally with Psalm 33(34):9 which confirms that we are
dealing with a tradition unit. Goppelt (1978:138) maintains that
it already reflects Christo logical tradition material which could
possibly (cf Kelly 1969:89), although not necessarily, refer to
the eucharist.
It is possible and probable that this phrase
functioned as an introductory
formula for a eucharistical
paraenesis.
This
Old Testament phrase was (via the LXX)
Christologized. It is especially relevant in the celebration of
the eucharist and indirectly also for the baptism according to
Kelly
(1969:87). This tradition 1S pre-Petrine (cf Goppelt
1978:137).
* Preisker (cf Goppelt 1978:139) argues that verses 4-10 consist
of two strophes
(i e verses 4-5 and 9-10) of a hymn from a
baptismal service. The highly stylized structure of these verses
led him to this conclusion. Verses 6-8 are then a later addition
from a
"testimony source". Goppelt (1978:139; cf Snodgrass
1977:97-106) rejects this hypothesis and sides with Elliott that
this is rather part of a Jewish-Christian tradition which is
introduced by the thematic sentences 1n 4-5 and expanded by
"midraschartigen" comments in verses 6-10 which are applied to
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the addressees and their situation.

* Goppelt (1978:139-40) argues that apart from the Old Testament
basis of the Christological tradition material in 2:4-10, we find
a similar combination of the same motives (e g true sanctuary,
priestly service, the true sacrifice, the true Israel as well as
an enlightening and a witness to wonderful deeds) in the Qumran
literature (cf 1 QS 8:4-11;
9:3-6). There are nevertheless
important
differences
with
regard
to
the
origin
and
interpretation of these motives which lead Goppelt (1978:140) to
conclude that verses 4-10 are based on Old Testament-Christian
tradition material and not on the Qumran tradition.
Paul also
uses a few of these motives in Romans 9:23-25 (e g Is 8:14;
28:16; and Hs 1). The tradition material in 1 Peter consists,
however, of motives that are strange to Paul (e g Ex 19:6; Ps
118 :22 and Ibas{leion hierateuma#). This confirms then that this
tradition is most probably part of the heritage
of
the
Palestinian church (cf Goppelt 1978:140).
2.4.2.2 Text-semantic coherence: extratextual world, cosmologic
perspective-and the relationshiE text-reality
socio-cultural
ana lysi s
.1 The extratextual world
referred
to
1n the different
Christological tradition units in this pericope, confirms by and
large the picture which we have reconstructed so far
(cf III B
1.2.2; 2.1.2.2 & 2.2.2.2).
There is nevertheless an important new dimension to be found with
regard to the extratextual world of 1 Peter, namely the profile
of the insider-outsider relationship.
In verse 7 the word
#~pistoQsin# refers to the outsiders in contrast to #piste~ousin#
which refers to the insiders.
It is decisive to note that the
dividing principle for the distinction between the insiders and
outsiders is found in their respective relationships towards the
#l{thos ~klekt6s#, alias Jesus Christ. Brox (1979:102) remarks:
" ... das Schicksal des einzelnen entscheidet sich an Christus."
Therefore, the description of the outsiders as #ApistoGsin. (cf
verse 7) and #h~i prosk6ptousin t6 16g5 ApeithoGntes#
(cf verse
8) are both Christologically interpreted as "unbelief in"
and
"stumbling over" Jesus Christ, God's elect cornerstone.
In
contrast to this the insiders are Christologically defined as
"living stones" (i e built on the cornerstone, Jesus Christ) who
are part of God's 'orkos pneumatik6s#.
This profile of the outsiders clearly serves as a background to
highlight the unique profile of the insiders (cf 2 :9-10) (cf III
B 2.4.3.2). The excellent sociological study of J H Elliott
(1981), "A home for the homeless", exploits the metaphor #oikos#
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in order to reconstruct the extratextual world of 1 Peter.
Elliott (1981:221) argues that the semantic reference of this
metaphor coherently recalls the sociological, literary
and
religious worlds of the first century.
In the secular world of
the first century the protection and solace of a "household" (i e
,oIkos') was a universal desire.
"This was especially true in an
age of anxiety, turmoil and dislocation such as that of the
hellenistic Roman era"
(Elliott 1981:221). Within this context
the communicator-author utilized the #oikos# concept to describe
and outline the structure of the Christian household as a home
for the Christian community within a hostile world.
Elliott
(1981:228-229) argues: "It is the image of the addressees as the
household or family of God, more than any other collective symbol
of 1 Peter, which coordinates the various traditional metaphors
used in the document to describe the character of the new life,
solidarity and salvation of the faithful. The oikos of God is
the new family into which they have been born through conversion;
it is the household where they are united with Jesus Christ and
the divine Spirit as the covenant people of God; it is the
brotherhood which binds them through the bond of fraternal love
and mutual service; and it is the peculiar realm of the children
of God and the Father's grace." Although some scholars reject
the sociological interpretation of #oikos pneumatik6s# and prefer
to interpret it as a reference to the eschatological temple (cf
Goppelt 1978:144-145), it
does
not
invalidate
Elliott's
observation that the "household" image has created a logical
consistency within 1 Peter. My analysis confirmed this through
the identification of the function of the actantial roles in 1
Peter in order to create a coherent, hierarchial and meaningful
interrelationship between actants, metaphors, themes, subthemes
and
tradition
material.
However,
Elliott
(1981:282-283)
overexposes the household metaphor in 1 Peter when he describes
it as the ideology of 1 Peter (cf III C 2). This is primarily due
to
the fact that Elliott underexposes the
Christological
perpective and therefore fails to define the interrelationship
between 'oikos# (ecclesiology) and IChrist6s# (Christology) .
. 2 There fore,
although the
househol d image integrate s the
sociological reality expressed in this peri cope , I would like to
emphasize (as a corrective to Elliott's view) the even more
fundamental role of the Christo logical perspective in peri cope
IV. This was reflected in the redescription of the addressees'
sociological reality with the
aid
of
metaphors and Old
Testament-Jewish and Hellenistic tradition material which were
Christologically reinterpreted.
The author did this with a
diverse array of tradition material which comprised metaphors,
images and quotations.
What 1.S of the utmost importance,
however, . is the Christological orientation of all these images
and metaphors.
This is also the case with regard to the new
component
added to this pericope, namely the
addressees'
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corporative (i e ecclesiological) relationship with the outsiders
in terms of the household image (cf Goldstein 1973 : 116 ; Manke
1975:196-197). Therefore , this pericope underlines the decisive
role of Jesus Christ as mediator and orientation for the total
existence of the believers.
It
is not surprising that the
sociological analysis of Elliott (1981) would also underexpose
the theological tradition material of 1 Peter 2 : 1 - 10 . In this
regard Horst Goldstein (1973 :120-137) is more balanced , although
his study was
also
sociolog i cally
and
ecclesiologically
orientated .
In my discussion of the intratextual text-semantic coherence I
mentioned that the high frequency of metaphors in this pericope
complicates the metatextual understanding thereof.
From
a
historical dimension this obviously need not be the case .
Obv ious ly readers who share
the Christo logica 1 j argon and
conventions of the communicator would not have any trouble ~n
identifying the Christological and ecclesiological tenors of the
methaphor ic vehicles used. Kelly (1969:86 & 100) argues that
especially those metaphors which seems ambiguous for us, for
example #k6rios#
(cf 2:3) and #fos# (cf 2:9) , were accepted as
conventional references to Jesus Christ in the early church .
Therefore , the historical and metatextual dimension of the
Christo logical pe rspective of 1 Peter is decisive in establishing
the text - semantic coherence in this pericope with its variety of
metaphors for Jesus Christ (H2) and the insiders (H3) .
. 3 The extratextual rea l ity ref er red to by the Christological
metaphors are only to be understood in terms of prev i ous
references such as the rejected stone as a split reference to the
suffering and crucifixion of Christ as well as the elected sto ne
as a split reference to the glory of Christ (cf 1:10-12 , 18-21).
Some scholars want to limit the e xtratextual profile of the
outsiders as a reference to Jews because of the Old Testament
matrix refl ected in verses 7-8. There is no reason , however, why
it could not refer to the Gentiles (cf Brox 1979 :1 01) or even to
both groups (cf Goldstein 1973:63).
2.4.2.3 Text - semantic
perspectives

delimitation :

change

in

"wor l ds "

and

Both the text-semantic world and cosmologic perspective reflected
in pericope IV are perfectly in line with
the
previous
pericopes. Therefore , 1 Peter thus far reflects a text - semantic
coherence.
It is nevertheless clear that 1 Peter reflects a
confrontation with alternative perspectives.
This
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pericopes in that it expands its world by also profiling the
sociological outsider-insider relationship.
This led to the
elaborate description of
the
sociological
status of the
addressees.
In theological terms , therefore , this pericope
emphasizes both soteriology and ecclesiology (cf
Goldstein
1973:63). Note, however , that it is not the ecclesiological
references that are semantically new in this pericope (cf
pericopes I an III), but its description in terms of the
outsiders.

*
2.4.3 TEXT-PRAGMATIC ANALYSIS
2.4.3.1 Text - pragmatic
extension:
inter and extratextual
text-functional and style - rhetorical references
literary and
form history
.1 The
formula #di~ I~soG Christou# extends its function
primarily as "a vehicle for Christological redescription" - that
is in the same way as the other Christological formula (cf III B
2.3.3). The only difference is that this formula is more
versatile than most others.
In contrast to the Christological
metaphors which function as a split reference (i e an extensional
function)
this formula functions as a filter reference (i e a
demarcational function).
Both these devices are used to estrange
and identify.
These pragmatic flllctions of the Christological formula and
metaphors are aesthetically foregrounded
by
their
rhymerhythmical, metaphoric and canonical imbedments
which
are
established either by the communicator-redactor (cf verse 4 and
5) or in already frozen tradition material (cf the Old Testament
quotations in verses 6- 8). All these historical features have
functional implications in
terms
of
identification
(viz
poetisizing ,
emotionalizing, canonizing /
authorizing)
and
estrangement
(vi z
re la ti vi zing
and
ostraci zing) .
The
communicator-redactor used these historical features to make a
total onslaught
on his receptor-readers .
Let us see for
ourselves.
2.4.3.2 Text-pragmatic coherence: the communicator - redactor
style-rhetorical conventions - redaction criticism

and

The text - pragmatic function of the Christo logical formula #dia
Iesou Christou# is primarily to redescribe the community's
vertical and horizontal relationships . Therefore it s function is
par excellence to
" Christologize".
This is also how the
communicator-redactor appl i ed it in 2:4 - it is to Christologize
and " consequently relativize his readers' predominantly
Old
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Testament-Jewish matrix and Jewish -Hellenistic "Sitz im Leben".
This is the keynote of this pericope .
All the metaphors and
their inter- and extratextual references are Christologized in
order to
establish
a
coherent
text-pragmatic
strategy.
Therefore, we are about to see how he established a pragmatic
identificati0n and estrangement with regard to his addressees'
perspective on their communal, cultic and social existence.
The communicator-redactor utilized
the Old Testament -Jewish
metaphoric vehicle #llthos# as split reference for Jesus Christ.
This provided the redactor with a tradition complex of electionrejection
motives
which
were
Christologically
(i
e
messianic-eschatologically)
redescribed as a model for
the
addressees' existential self - understanding (cf Brox 1979 : 95 &
100-108; Elliott 1982:419 -4 23). The "stone" metaphor is therefore
used as a Christological motivation to link the horizontal and
sociological status of the insiders or believers which are
paradoxically elected and rejected people just like Jesus Christ,
their cornerstone .
This metaphor expl ains their
ambiguous
situation , on the one hand, and exhorts them to appropriate
conduct which is founded on Jesus Christ , their cornerstone , on
the other hand.
It is important to note at this stage that the
first cluster of pericope IV is linked to the closing cluster
unit in pericope III in which a positive exhortation to brotherly
love was made
(cf 1:22-25) in contrast to
the
negative
exhorta tion in 2 : 1. It would seem that it is only in the light of
their self - awareness and commitment to Jesus Christ as symbolized
by the "stone" metaphor that their brotherly love and vocation
towards God and the world becomes a reality (cf also 1:22-25;
2:17;
4:7 -1 1 and 5:11) . In the light of the discourse that
follows this pericope in 2:11-5:14 - wh ich is predominantly an
exhortation to live as God's holy and elect people regardless or
even because of the fact that they are strangers and sojourners
in this world - the sociological self - awareness and coherence of
the group of believers become vitally important for coping with
this social conflict.
In order to establish this the addressees
as a socio-religious group of people (cf 2:9-10) are foun d ed on
(cf 2 : 1- 3) and modelled (cf 2 :4- 8) to the likeness of their
mediator Jesus Christ.
I
have already mentioned that the profile of the outsiders in
th i s peri cope clearly serves as a background to highlight the
unique inside r profile (cf 2 : 9-10; III B 2.4.3.2). I t is to the
credit of J H Elliott that the pragmatic significance of this
contrast in 2:4-10 was exploited in terms of the household image
(i e #oikos#). It is fascinating that Elliott's exposition of the
pragmatic function of the household image in 1 Peter correlates
with
my
exposition
of
the pragmatic function
of
the
Chr istologica 1 "s tone" metaphor ( cf the previous pa r agraph). The
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#oIkos# image was also used to provide a model for the addressees
self-concept as a unique and loving brotherhood (i e a safe and
warm home as the primary social unit) with a unique conduct code
which exists in a tension with other households. It is clear
that the versatility
of
the household image lent itself
magnificently to define the household roles and rules as well as
establishing a basis for "sectarian" group identity and coherence
which would be necessary in a hostile world (cf
Elliott
1981:220-234). The household image could thus also serve as an
alternative for the "homeless" syndrome experienced in the
political and religious spheres of the Hellenistic Roman world of
the first century (cf Elliott 1981:221). In this regard the
exhortation to the addressees to proclaim their uniqueness (cf
2:9-10) is to be understood. Therefore, Elliott has convincingly
illustrated that the household image in 1 Peter was pragmatically
implemented by the redactor not only to reflect their "Sitz im
Leben" as a minority sectarian group of socio-religious outcasts
who experienced hostility, but also to remould their identity and
reality into the model of God"s household in order to prevent
their disintegration .
Elliott (1981:232-233) emphasizes that
this #oIkos# of the Christian community and fraternity" ... were
not simply religious visions or ideas; they had to be transformed
into social realities" (cf Goldstein 1973:119).
Thus in order to persuade his addressees to this cosmologic
perspective, the communicator-redactor-conductor pulled out all
the stops and made use of all the strategic instruments available
to him
to create an unresistable symphonic experience of
identification and estrangement in order to reorientate and
persuade his
addressees
to
accept
this
Christo logicalsociological-cosmologic perspective. Elliott (1982:420) remarks:
"\~ithin the context of 1 Peter, 2 :4-10 forms a powerful climax to
the first section of the letter (1:3 - 2:10) and provides a bas is
for the exhortation to follow (2 : llff.)."
2.4.3.3 Text-pragmatic
pragmatic conventions

delimitation:

change

in

strategy

and

The communicator-redactor
clearly
implemented
the various
tradition units and material in line with his strategy up till
now. He pursues this goal by utilizing the strategies of
identification
and estrangement in order to persuade
his
addressees to accept his Christological perspective. As in the
previous pericopes he il lustrates that this perspect i ve has
theological and sociological implications. Therefore, there is
no sign of a change in strategy , but rather an intensification to
the extent of a total onslaught .
The success of the communicator- author"s strategy to reorientate
his addressees Christologically , is clear ly seen in the tex t-
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variant reading where #chrest~s# is replaced by #Christos# In
2:3. In the light of the fact that the author clearly had the
intention to play with words alluding to #Christos# through the
almost identical word #chrestos# , the variant #Christos# is
text - critically to be rejected.
This is also historicaly
confirmed in the light of the early Christian formula
(i e a
homology): #k1.hios 'Iesous Christos# which would e xp lain the
text - variant reading. This example has clearly illustrated my
point that textual criticism is much more meaningful after the
intratextual and historical dimensions have been
analysed .
Altering a text is indeed a redactional issue which has its
rightful place in the historical text pragmatics.

*

*
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Pericope V has no explicit reference to either the lexemes
#'Ie sOlls # or
#Chr istc5s#. Furthermore , it does not . have any
Christological metaphors.
Therefore , I wi ll not undertake a
histori cal analysis of the Christo log i cal tradition material of
this peri cope as it probably has none.
At the most we wil l
probably be able to discern some Christologized paraeneti c a l
material such as the paraenetical addr ess of fellow-believers as
#agapeto{# (cf Goppelt 1978:157) and the reintepretat i on of the
Hellenistic ethical concepts #kalos & agath6s#
(cf Goppelt
1978:159). As we have already dealt with samples of such
tradition material , it will not be worth our while to proceed
with an extensive historica l analysis.
In the introduction to chapter III , I have limited myself to the
historical analysis of the Christo logical tradition material in
the first five pericopes which constitute the theological basis
of 1 Peter. Although there are still some interesting and
important units of Christological tradition material left (cf
2:22 - 25;
3:18 - 22),
I am convinced that we have encountered
samples of the whole
spectrum of Christo logical tradition
material found in 1 Peter as a who l e. These examples wi l l
provide us with a basis
in
order
to
reconstruct
the
Christological perspective of 1 Peter. This will be done in II I C
2.

Before we draw conclusions with regard to the inter - and
extratextual thrust and perspective of 1 Peter, we still have to
analyse the historical dimension of the text pragmatics in order
to determine the text type or genre. Therefore , let us proceed.

*

*
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3.THE INTER- AND EXTRATEXTUAL ANALYSIS
EXPRESSED -BY --THE ---TEXT TYPE
OF 1 PETER
- - - -- - -----

OF

THE

STRATEGY

AS

In this section I would like to argue that although text types
are ultimately a pragmatic issue in which the strategy of the
communicator - author
is
expressed (cf III A
2.3.1) ,
the
classification of different text types should take all three
semiotic modes of both the intratextual and historical dimensions
of a text into account (cf III A 2.3.1). We have seen in II A 2.3
and III A 2.3 that the basic criteria for the identification of
.text types are their structure and fun ction (i e an intratextual
pragmatic issue); as well as style-rhetorical conventions (i e a
historico - semantic and -pragmatic issue).
At this stage the
intratextual analyses of the structure, style, rhetorics and
function of the text have already been exploited and will serve
as foundation for the historical analysis of the text type.
Literary and form critical research in the past resulted in the ·
distinction of a number of traditional literary text types for
the
New
Testament
(cf
Roberts
1977:36-44;
Zimmerman
1978:141-177). However , the debate on the classification of
genres (i e text types) has been revitalized but also relativized
(cf III A 2.3.1). What strikes one in the current debate on text
types is the impasse in identifying a coherent set of criteria
for the classification and interrelation of text types.
W S
Vorster's
(1983:6)
suggestion
that
the
basic text types
identified by Brooks & Warren and Nida should be taken as our
point of departure , does not solve all our problems .
Their
criterium for the classification of text types - that is "the
ways in which information can be organized" (Vorster 1983:6; cf
Van Dijk 1980:131) - leads them to identify only five text types:
narratives, expositions, argl®entative texts, descriptions and
lists. These dist incti ons , on the one hand, do not give account
of the similarities between text types , for instance the fact
that narration and argl®entation could both have th e same
function (e g to persuade, console, etc) and structure (e g
actantial, act and discourse structure) .
The
distinctions
between expositions, argumentat ions and descriptions as different
text types are also not clear .
On the other hand, these five
text types described above do
not account for the variety of
formal, structural (e g epistolary, poetic and other forms) and
functional
(e
g
normative,
non-normative,
appellative,
identification, etc) devices which are uniquely organized to
constitute a specific text type. Furthermore , they do not · help
us to deal with a mixture of text types which is to some extent
relevant in our classification of 1 Peter . In the light of the
fact that the debate is at this stage rather in a state of
confusion, I am forced to cross this minefield blindfo lded.
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In the light of the previous paragraph there are at least two
issues , in my opinion, that should be accounted for , namely the
similarities and differences between text types.
I believe that
we are more likely to get somewhere if we are able to determine
whether there is something like an elementary or basic text type
which would account for the similarities between different text
types. Furthermore , we will have to take all three semiotic
modes into account in our search for a classification of text
types . Ultimately , text types are to be classified in terms of
the basic and overall strategy of a text . Let us now proceed by
analysing the text type of 1 Peter in the light of the syntactic,
semantic and pragmatic modes of the historical dimension.
3.1 TEXT-SYNTACTIC ANALYSIS
3 .1.1 Text - syntactic extension:
maximum
extension - 1 iterary and textual criticism

traditio - historical

The text of 1 Peter has been handed down through the centuries as
a literary unit extending from 1:1 to 5:14 . There is no evidence
that the text of 1 Peter existed in a shorter or longer form .
The only text variants found with regard to 1 Peter are on word
and phrase level.
I will discuss some important text - critical
notes of the first five pericopes under the text-pragmatic
delimitation (cf III B 3.3 . 3) where we will be in a better
position to ident i fy the historical text - pragmatic reception and
alteration of the text by different copyists.
The text-syntactic extension of the macro text is therefore a
given fact.
In this regard pericopes I and XVII are decisive in
the light of the fact that they set the parameters for the
syntactic extension. Even more important, however, i s the fact
that they are important signals in constituting the coherent text
type of 1 Peter .
3 . 1.2 Text- syntactic coherence:
. literary and form criticism

coherence

of

tradition un i ts -

The text-syntactic coherence estab li shes the structural basis for
the text type reflected in 1 Peter . We have seen in the synthesis
of the intratextual analysis that the static thrust of 1 Peter is
syntactically structured in a chiastic pattern which is enclosed
by an introductory and closing pericope (cf II C 4 . 1) . The
coherence of the syntactic str ucture is furthermore established
by the oscillation between indicative and imperative cola as well
as the recurrence of the pro form #humets# which runs like a
golden thread throughou t the text.
In addition to this the
constant recurrence of tradition complexes throughout the text
establishes the dynamic text - syntactic structure 9f 1 Peter.
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This formal static and dynamic text -s yntactic structure is
obviously constitutive in classifying the text type of 1 Peter
because it reflects the way in which material is organized in the
text.
However, the mill ion- dollar question still remains to be
answered, namely on what basis do we c lassify text types .
I have
already mentioned that I believe that we are more likely to get
somewhere if we are able to determine whether there is somethi ng
like an elementa ry or basic text type which would account for the
similarities between different text types. This will be our
first concern . Only then will we try to establish the text type
of 1 Peter.

* According to Van Dijk (1980 :135-139 ) the most basic structure
is the binary distinction between topic / presupposition and
comment /
consequence.
This is based on the insight that
communication process is essentially an interplay between the
"known " and the "unknown ". This is also related to the fact that
all communication is only possible because of similarities and
distinctions (cf the process of identification of morphemes ,
lexemes , words and concepts). Even the basic communication
process in computors is constituted in terms of binary signals
symbolized by " 0 " and "1". Different combinations of "zero'" and
" one" signals are used to communicate the alphabetic symbols
which are in turn also primarily combined on a binary basis. The
keen observer will at once notice that Van Dijk's basic identikit
for an elementary text type fits 1 Peter like a glove (cf III B
3 .3.1). The binary combination of "presupposition - consequence "
is found on syntactic (cf the chiastic and indicative-imperative
structures), semantic (cf the positive- negative and vertical horizontal contrasts)
and
pragmatic
(cf
the
assertiveappellative text function) levels.
We are now interested,
however, in the pragmatics of the text type .
This basic
identikit does not help us, however , to distinguish between text
types. Nevertheless , it does help us to explain the similarities
between narratives and argumentative texts . We will see in the
next paragraph that this excursion on the elementary structure of
text types, is indispensable for the analysis of the mixed text
type of 1 Peter and , furthermore,
to identify the differences
between text types more clearly .
* Van Dijk (1980:140 - 159) ultimately distingushes two ma i n
classifications of text types : narratives and argl@entative
texts. The othe r so called text types are all different versions
of argumentative texts
(cf Van Dijk 1980 : 150 & 154). This
classification indeed helps us to classify the text type of 1
Peter . Whether these distinctions will suffice to classify all
texts are irrelevant for this study. We shall see , however , that
it is inadequate to distinguish more precisely between texts.
First l~t us see how Van Dijk (1980:143 & 147) describes the
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elementary binary structure of narratives and argumentative texts
respectively:

NARRATIVE STRUKTUREN
NARRATIV = GESCHICHTE + MORAL
* Geschichte = Plot + Evaluation
* Plot = Episode(n)
* Episode = Rahmen + Ereignis(se)
* Ereignis = Komplikation + Aufloeslmg

ARGUMENTATIVE STRUKTUREN
ARGUMENTATION - RECHTFERTIGUNG + SCHLUSSFOLGERUNG
* Rechtfertigung = Rahmen + Sachverhalt
* Sachverhalt = Ausgangspunkte + Tatsachen
* Ausgangspunkte = Berechtigung + Unterstuetzung

In the light of these basic parameters we find that the literary
structure of the text of 1 Peter is predominantly arglUnentative
with a few insertions of narrative material
(e 9 1:10 - 12;
1:18-21; 2:4-8;
2:21-24 ; 3:18-22; 5:12-13). Therefore 1 Peter
confronts us as a combination of argumentative and narrative
1 it erary structures.
In this regard my suggestion to aco:mncrlat-e.
the criterium of hierarchial overcoding in order to determine the
dominant text type, will be able to help us.
I
would
like to argue,
therefore,
that th e argumentative
structure overcodes the text of 1 Peter. I have already shown
that the basic intratextual syntactic, semantic and pragmatic
structure of 1 Peter fits the elementary "presupposition
consequence" structure of narrative and argumentative texts.
In
addition to this we find that by far the greater part of 1 Peter
complies especially with the argumentative formula of "Annahme
(praemiss)-Schlussfolgerung" (Van Dijk 1980:144). In contrast to
this the narrative formula of "Geschichte - moral" is only found in
isolated blocks.
It is not surprising, therefore, that Van
Dijk's (1980: 145) criteria for argnmentative structure (i e
syntactic
deduction,
pragmatic
conclusions
and
sefi1antic
implications) correlate conspicuously with the results of my'
analyses of the
three
semiotic
modes.
Furthermore, the
argumenta"tive overcoding is especially blatantly and overtly
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stated in the three dominant pericopes in 1 Peter which serve as
presignals
that is pericopes I
(cf the constitution of a
communicator- receptor relationship) , V (cf the combination of the
vocative with an imperative discourse) and the closing pericope
XVII (cf the author"s explicit motivation for his text which
explains
its argumentative structure) .
These
structurally
dominan t pe ricope s theref ore set the argumentat i ve parameters for
the whole text.
This confirms Grosse"s (1976:20 - 22) observation
that presignals are hierarchially dominant . I n addition to this
the second person plural pronoun , the vocative .Aqap€to{# , as
well as the indicative - imperative structure also confirm the
argumentative structure of this text.
In the analysis of the
inter- and extratextual semantic and pragmatic coherence of the
thrust and perspective of 1 Peter, we also found that the
recurring tradition complexes also served the argtU11entative
structure of 1 Peter .
I
think the possibilities
of applying the above - described
elementary struct ur e and dist i nct ion between text type shave
become sufficiently clear.
Nevertheless, the limitations of
these distinctions are exposed in the ligh t of the fact that they
fail to give account of the formal structu r e of 1 Peter . Our
analysis of 1 Peter has revealed the high l y structu r ed and
formalized introductory and closing pe:r:icopes together with the
division of the body of the text :

I.

* From whom
* To whom
* Greetings

II . #Etllogetos ho theos ... #
-

V. #Agapeto{ parakaliS . .. #
XV .

# . • • l2araka l iS .. . #

XVI I.

* Reason fo r writing
* Exchange of greet i ng s
, * Blessing

This structure signals the epistolary charact er of the text type
which means that 1
Peter
is
a
prototype
of
ancient
correspondence.
Th i s wil l be deal t with more elaborately in the
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analysis of the intertextual parallels as part and parcel of the
historical reference of 1 Peter. In the end, however, we will
have to decide which of the two basic literary constituents of 1
Peter ( i e the argumentative and epistolary structures)
~s
decisive for the classification of its text type.
Meanwhile we
have made some progression through the syntactic identification
of the argumentative and epistolary parameters as conventions
which determine the text type of 1 Peter. These conventions will
provide us with valuable inter- and extratextual decor to
understand and in terpret the text type wi th its semantic and
pragmatic signals.
3.1.3 Text - syntactic delimitation: alternation of tradition units
and forms
The structuredness,
distribution
and
recurrence
of
the
text-syntactic units and tradition complexes are coherently
intertwined to such an extent that there is no doubt whatsoever
that the delimitation of the text reflects a specific and unitary
macro text type which extends from 1:1 to 5:14. The explicit
pragmatic signals which demarcate the text of 1 Peter (i e the
introduction and the closing) reveal the fact that we are dealing
with an ethical text delimitation (cf Plett 1975:60).
With this syntactic identikit of the text type of 1 Peter we are
now in a position to compare it with other ancient text types.
This requires an analysis of the inter- and extra textual semantic
extension of 1 Peter.

*
3.2 TEXT-SEMANTIC ANALYSIS
3.2.1 Text-semantic extension: inter- - and
reference - tradition history

extratextual

semantic

In the historico-critical comparison of texts, ancient epistolary
has been identified as a literary-semantic convention. Within
the traditional parameters of literary and form criticism the
"letter" has been identi fied as a genre or "gat tung"
(cf
Zimmermann 1978:146). It was especially the formulary character
of letters that was the focus of attention. We are now going to
compare the formulary constituents of 1 Peter with that of New
Testament and extracanonical letters . I will illustrate that the
semantic conventions of ancient epistolary provide us with
valuable
inter- and extratextual decor to understand
and
interpret the text type with its semantic and pragmatic signals.
I will divide my discussion of this intertextual comparison into
the analysis of the different elements (cf Du Toit , A B 1984:6;
White 1972:1) distinguished in the private letters of the
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Hellenistic-Roman world:

1. PRESCRIPT:

* Superscriptio
* Adscriptio

* Salutatio
2.FORMULA VALETUDINIS
3.CORPUS

* Body opening
* Body middl e
* Body closing

4.CLOSING:

* Exchange of greetings

* Farewell greeting

.1 The prescript of 1 Peter consists of the
traditional
superscriptio, adscriptio
and ~alutatio
(cf Du Toit, A B
1984:6 - 8). However, like the Patiline letters 1 Peter differs from
the profane letters in its elaborate ecclesiological, theological
and Christological expansions of these three elements.
A B du
Toit argues that influences from the Hebraic-Aramaic epistolary
style or even the Jewish and Christan liturgical salutation
formulae are to be found within the salutation of the New
Testament letters
compare for example #efrene# (cf 1 Pt 1:2)
and #plethunthe{E~# (only in the Petrine letters and in Jude) .
Opinions differ whether #charis# is to be understood as a
replacement for the Greek salutation Icha{rein# (cf Du Toit, A B
1984:9) or whether it originated primarily from the apostolic
usage of the Jewish-Christian
blessing formula (cf Berger
1974:191-199). The
elliptic nature of the prescript is a
convention in ancient epistolary (cf II B 1.3.1) .
. 2 The place of the "formula valetudinis" in the Greek letter is
between t he prescript and the body opening (cf Du Toi t, A B
1984:7). The "formula valetudinis" in the Greek letter usually
had to do with the welfare of the addressees or a thanksgiving
and even a prayer to the gods concerning the addressees
(cf Du
Toit, A B 1984:7). In the New Testament letters, however, it
consists either of a thanksgiving to God concerning the spiritual
wellbeing of the addressees or even of a eulogy towards God. In 1
Peter we find a eu logy in 1: 3 which resemb le s the Jewish
liturgical tradition of the "berakah" (cf III B 2.2.2.1).
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.3 In the analysis of the body of the letter the SBL-dissertation
of John Lee White (1972) is of great help in determining the
transitional formulae which divide the corpus into a body
opening, middle and closing. White analysed ancient non-literary
papyri in order to compare the body of the Pauline letters with
his findings .
With regard to 1 Peter we find that the "formula
valetudinis " probably also functions as the transitional formula
for the body openlng.
None of the body opening formulae which
white (1972:1-25) identified really fits 1 Peter. This probably
has to do with the fact that 1 Peter differs from the more
personal and private let ters.
It is only the transitional device
of "joy expressions"
(cf White 1972:22) in 1 Peter 1:3-8 which
could possibly serve as a body opening device.
However, these
references In 1 Peter refer to the joy of communicator and
addressees alike in contrast to White's examples which are
expressions of the author's joy. With regard to the body middle
we find that 1 Peter, like some of Paul's letters (cf White
1972:97), is divided into a more principal argumentative part (cf
1:3-2:10) and a more practical paraenetical part (cf 2:11-5:11).
Within the body middle we recognize transitional devices such as
the vocative #agapeto{# (cf 2:11 & 4:12) and the imperative
#parakalo# (cf 2:11 & 5:1). With regard to the body closing of 1
Peter we find the #e'grapsa# formula (cf 5:12) in which the author
reflects on his writing .
. 4 The closing of 1 Peter includes the traditional exchange of
greetings, the command to greet each other with the brotherly
kiss, as well as the farewell greeting in the form of a blessing
(cf 5:13-14). These features resemble that of the Pauline
letters, although the greetings are not so extensive in 1 Peter.
The New Testament letters differ from the conventional Greek
,,/ 'errosthe#
1f arewell: #erroso
.
The fact that we were dependent on the structure of private
letters of
the
Hellenistic-Roman
world
to
compare the
intertextual conventions of the text type of 1 Peter, limited our
results with regard to
the
formal
structure of ancient
epistolary.
One could probably still deduce the fact that
letters are "surrogat es for spoken conversation" (White 1972:39).
These conversations were based on mutualities and the i mparting
of new information.
In order to classify the semantic structure
of the text type of 1 Peter more accurately, we have to compare
the semantic structure of the other New Testament letters which
were also addressed to a congregation/s and therefore public in
nature in contrast to private letters.
We have a lready established that the 1 iterary-semantic structure
of 1 Peter correlates
with
the
inter - and extratextual
conventions for argumentative text types (cf III B 3.1.2). This
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argumentative structure is also found in the other New Testamant
1 et ter s .
Therefore,
i': seems jus tif ied to concl ude t ha t
the
first
generation of Christians especially used the epistolary
form as a vehicle for argumentative correspondence.
A B du Toit
(1984:2 - 5) confirms that the Pauline letters, which constitute
the greater part of the New Testament letters, were occasional,
personal, conversational,
brotherly and official arg lrnentative
discourse.
Although 1 Peter likewise reflects these literary
conventions of the first century, i t differs
from the Pauline
letters with regard to its extratextual world.
This will
be
dealt with in the next section.
Obviously communicator and addressees alike would recognize the
function and implications of these conventional literary signals
portrayed in 1 Peter.
Before we return to this
issue in the
pragmatic analysis (cf III B 3.3.1),
we have to reconstruct the
extratextual world presupposed by the text type of 1 Peter. This
will hel p us to ded uce the pragmatic impl icat ions of the text
type more clearly - especially in the light of 1 Peter"s unique
extratextual world.
3.2.2 Text - semantic coherence: extratextual
world,
cosmologic
perspective and the relationship text-reality
soci~ cultural
.9. nal ysi.§.
In his discussion of the narratology and sociology of letters
Norman R Petersen (1984a:30-33) provides us with 5 theses which
are important in our reconstruction of the extratextual world and
understanding of the epistolary genre.
I am going to apply these
theses directly to 1 Peter while listing them.
some
form
of
previous
.1 Thesis 1: Letters presuppose
extratextual relationship (even if it is a
"zero- relationship")
between the communicator - author and the addressees.

* This thesis introduces the main difference (which was referred
to in the previous paragraph)
between the Pauline letters and 1
Peter - that is the lack of evidence with regard to a previous
relationship between Peter, the apostle,
and his addressees in
Asia Minor. This is quite different to all Paulos letters (except
Romans) which all presuppose previous extratextual r elationships
with his addressees.
As I suggested in the previous paragraph
these differences
could have important implication s for the text
type and ultimately for the metatextual communication of 1 Peter.
The important differences I am reffering to, are related to Adolf
Deissmann"s distinction between letters and epistles, on the one
hand, and the controversy in the scholarly debate with regard to
the authenticity of the authorship. of 1 Peter,
on the other
hand.
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* The distinction between letters and epistles entails that in
addition to private / "real" letters, one also finds documents
which only use the form of the letter to publicize a treatise or
a sermon et cetera (cf Roberts 1977:40) . These texts are then
called epistles.
This distinction is relevant for the New
Testament when one compares the difference between Paul's letters
and Hebrews for example . Although Berger (1974 : 190 - 231)
claims
that all the apostolic letters are discourses clothed in letter
form , A B du Toit (1984 : 5) justifiedly rejects this view . The
Pauline letters are in the first place real letters. with regard
to 1 Peter, however , it would seem that the text reflects some
characteristics of the so-called epistles , for instance the
sermon- like
structure;
generalities; absence
of
explicit
references to the addressees and their situation; the public and
official character of the text; et cetera.
It is possible that
the communicator-author had a message at hand which he wanted to
address to Asia Minor and therefore used the circular letter form
(cf Goppelt 1978:45) which was also found amongst Old TestamentJewish literature (cf Jer 29:4 - 23 & syrBar 78:1 - 86:2 which are,
interestingly
enough, also addressed to the dispersed
in
Babylon) . This does indeed explain a number of differences
between 1 Peter and Paul's letters
especially its greater
emphasis on formal and principle argumentation and its lack of
personal remarks. This is probably due to the extended audience
of 1 Peter as a circular letter and the fact of its formal
"epistolary" character. Therefore , the church's description of 1
Peter as a "general epistle " or better, a "circular letter", is
justified (cf Goppelt 1978:45). This is indeed relevant for the
literary prof ile of 1 Peter. " Ein solches 'Rundschreiben' bleibt
ein Schreiben, also ein Brief. Aber der literarischen Form nach
bleibt der Uebergang zur Rede fliessend" (Brox 1979:24).
* I have also remarked that the lack of evidence confirming any
relationship between the author and the addressees prior to the
writing of the letter, led some scholars to suggest that 1 Peter
is part of the "altkirchlicher Pseudepigraphie" (Brox 1975 : 78).
Norbert Brox (1975 & 1978) 1S surely the most authoritative
advocate of this view. In addition to the problem of explaining
the origin of this letter in the light of the above - mentioned
"zero - relationship" between Peter and Asia Minor, the traditional
objections against Petrine authorship are strenuously advocated
(cf I A 2.1; Brox 1978: 11 0- 112). Therefore, this hypothesis
stands and falls with the presupposition that Peter, the apostle ,
could not have been the author of this letter
(Brox 1979:23) .
Brox (1978:120) concludes: "Der Verfasserangabe bezeugt damit ein
recht 'alltaegliches' fruehchristliches Phaenomen: die Bemuehung
urn Rueckbindlmg an die Auto:.:-itaeten des Anfangs . " This .would
confirm the classification of 1 Peter as a " general epistle" (cf
Brox
1-975:94) with the additional specification that
the
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apostolic authorship is fictitiously used to authorize the text.
Brox (1975:81;
cf 1978:118-119) maintains,
however,
that the
message of 1 Peter was existentially orientated towards the "Sitz
im Leben"
of the addressees: "Ein bestimmtes Petrusbild wird
entworfen urn paraenetisch und situationsbezogen anwendbar
zu
sein."
It remalns to be seen what the pragmatic implications are for
these reconstructed explanations of the presupposed relationship
between the communicator-author and addressees.
This will
be
dealt with in the pragmatic analysis of the possible functions of
these literary conventions (cf III B 3.3.2) .
. 2 Thesis 2: Letters constitute a
new event in the relationship
between the addresser and addressees.
"The letter becomes a past
shared-experience to which the correspondents can refer in the
same way as they refer to past face-to-face encounters ... :
(Petersen 1984a:30) .
. 3 Thesis 3: Letters imply at
least one future event in the
relationship addresser-addressee/s after the reception of the
letter - that is the response of the addressee/so

* In letters we therefore have reference to past and future
events with the temporal
point of view from which they are
contemplated, located at the time of writing (regardless where it
occurs within the sequence of actions referred to in the letter
itself
(Petersen
1984a:3;
1984b:14).
Therefore,
Petersen
(1984a:1-17; 1984b:4-5) (following an initiative of Umberto Eco)
believes that all letters have stories.
In the reconstruction of
the story of a letter the distinction between the referential (i
e
chronologic)
and poetic sequence (i e as it appears
in the
letter)
of events is
important.
"The abstract referential
sequence is therefore constant by which we can measure the poetic
variations from i t in the text"
(Petersen 1984a:9;
cf also
1984b:13-18) which gives us access to the
author"s
formal
plot
and composition of the letter and ultimately to the pragmatic
intention of the author.
This is related to the possibility in
the reconstruction of the story of a
letter which enables one to
dis tinguish between the tempora 1 point of view (i eat the time
of writing) and the imaginative point of view (i e expectation of
the future events).
This imaginative point of view together with
the plot of the story exposes the author"s
"evaluative and
ideological
perspect ive" which is crucial for the communication
of a text (cf Petersen 1984b:14).
2 and 3 of
Petersen"s
* With regard to 1 Peter theses
sociological theory of letters help us to outline an important
aspect of the dynamic strategy of the text.
In our intratextual
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analysis of 1 Peter we have seen that it is possible to deduce
the cosmologic and Christological perspective of 1 Peter from the
interrelationship between the referential /
extratextual and
poetic sequence of events (cf II C 4.3) . In the light of the fact
that this perspective dominated
the author's temporal and
imaginative point of view, we can infer that his strategy was to
persuade his receptor -r eaders to his point of view . This is of
the utmost significance for the communication of 1 Peter (cf III
C 3) •

. 4 Thesis 4: "Addresser; addressees, and other perons referred to
in letters are related to one another within a 'system of
typifications , relevances , roles, positions , statuses'" (Petersen
1984a:31).

* In a certain sense this insight is superfluous in the light of
the fact that authors will inevitably reflect the sociological
structures of their societies.
The analysis of this dimension ,
however , wa s unti 1 recent ly unexp loi ted with regard to the New
Testament letters in general and 1 Peter in particular . . We have,
for example , seen the valuable contributions of Elliott's (1981)
sociological exegesis in order to reconstruct the extratextual
world and cosmologic perspective of 1 Peter. I need not elaborate
or illustrate this point again in the light of the fact that I
have already done so on more than one
occasion (cf the
extratextual semantic analyses in III B 1 & 2 ).
.5 Thesis 5: The addresser's perception of the addressee/s is
reflected in the style, rhetoric and tone of the letter . On the
other hand, it is important to take account of the purely
conventional rhetorics in ancient letter writing (cf Petersen
1984a:32-33).

* In the light of the fact that letters and epistles are
surrogates for the personal presence of the communicator - author
with his addressee/s
(1984a:17) , the
style- rhetorical
and
text - functional features of the text are our only bas i s to
reconstruct the extratextual perception of the author with regard
to his receptors. Therefore the fundamental
structure of the
letter reflects what happens in the face-to - face meeting of
friends: greetings followed by dialogue / conversation which is
terminated with a farewell .
* Petersen's last thesis with regard to the sociology of letters
emphasizes the importance of the pragmatic analysis of a text.
The communicator- author's choice of the text type to communicate
exposes his strategy .
Therefore ,
our occupation with the
analysis of the text type of 1 Peter is nothing less than the
unraveling
of
the
master
plan
/
strategy
of
the
communicator- author . This strategy reveals something of how the
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"real" communicator-author integrated his perception of his
addressees with his own cosmologic perspective.
We have now
reached the point in our analysis of the text type of 1 Peter
where we are able to outline and slUnmarize its pragmatic
strat;egy.
Before we turn our attention to the dynamic pragmatics of 1
Peter, we have to conclude with a short remark with regard to the
semantic delimitation of its genre.
3.2.3 Text-semantic
perspectives

delimitation:

change

in

"wor lds"

and

The analysis of the inter- and extratextual reference of the
argumentative and epistolary structure of 1 Peter, has clearly
exposed the coherently demarcated text type of 1 Peter as a
semantic convention.
This implies that 1 Peter represents a
specific and coherent text type. This semantic convention (i e
the text type) is the final key to understand something of the
communication process which the communicator-author of 1 Peter
intended to generate amongst his addressees.
We will now proceed to analyse the pragmatic structure of the
text type of 1 Peter which will, hopefully, help us to define it
more adequete ly.

*
3.3 TEXT- PRAGMATIC ANALYSIS
inter and
3.3.1
Text-pragmatic
extension:
text-funCtiOnal and ~~-rhetorical references-form history

extratextual
1 iterary and

I will now give an outl ine of the text pragmatic extension of the
syntactic and semantic structures of the text type of 1 Peter. We
will take up the discussion by refreshing our memories with
regard to the intratextual profile of the text pragmatics.
Thereafter, I will follow up my suggestion to interrelate the
text-typical syntactic and semantic
structures of 1 Peter '
hierarchially.
I would like to argue that it
would
be
appropriate to take the fundamental binary syntactic structure of
text types as our point of departure.
From this basis, I
believe, we will be able to give a hierarchial classification of
the syntactic (i e cola - functional and binary) and semantic (i e
argumentative, epistolary and pseudepigraphical) structures.
In
addition to this procedure, the strategic conventions of the
syntactic and semantic modes of 1 Peter will provide us with some
evidence ' in order to establish this hierarchy.
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. 1 The results of the
intratextual
analysis of 1 Peter provided
us with the following text-pragmatic profile (cf II C 4.3):

* The dominant text function has been outlined as pluriperonal,
persuasive and "group-identificative".
This identikit of the
strategy of
1 Peter was confirmed in all three semiotic modes.
Amongst others it was pragmatically constituted by the dominant
cola functions as well as the textual image of the implied author
and addressees.
We have
seen that
1 Peter addressed his
addressees with the second person plural proforms (i e syntactic)
which were
imbedded within
assertive and appellative cola
functions
(i e pra gmatic) .
This a sserti ve and a ppellati ve
pragmatic
structure was underlined by
the authority of the
implied author and his request to the addressees to identify with
his Christological perspective.
Semantically the "persuasivepluripersonal" features of the text were highlighted with master
symbols,
metaphors,
paradoxes, contrasts and above
all
the
Christological perspective of 1 Peter.
This brief recapitulation of the results of the intratextual text
pragmatics, interestingly enough,
confirms in more than one way
the historical
identification of the binary structure as the
elementary basis of all text types.
Let us have a look at it .
. 2 Van Dijk's
(1980 :135-139)
suggestion
that the binary
combination "topic /
presupposition
comment / consequence"
constitutes the elementary structure of all text types, has in my
opinion proved itself to be a
sound basis (cf III B 3.1. 2). With
regard to 1 Peter one will find examples to illustrate this in
all
three
semiotic
modes.
This
binary
combination of
"presupposi tion
consequence" is found on syntactic
(cf the
chiastic and indicative-imperative structures), semantic (cf the
positive-negative
and
vertical-horizontal
contrasts)
and
pragmatic (cf t he a sserti ve-appellati ve text function)
1 evel s.
We are now interested, however, in the pragmatics of the text
type.
In my
intratextual analysis of the cola functions of 1 Peter, I
made use of Grosse's model.
This led me to classify 1 Peter as a
persuasive-pluripersonal and /
or group-identificative text.
This needs additional comments.
First and foremost we have to
take Grosse's (1976:28-44)
basic distinction of text functions
into account - that is the distinction between normative and
non-normative texts
(cf
II A 2.3.1.1).
This enables us to
classify 1 Peter as a non-normative text - that is when normative
is defined as " ... explizit bindende Regeln des Verhaltens und
des Geltens ... " (Grosse 1976:29). According to Grosse's (1976:58)
des cr iption of the f unctions of the metapropos i tiona 1 bases
"I.VOL: YOU
&
I.ASSERT: X", we are furthermore in a position to
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make some additional distinctions.
It is important to mention,
however , that Grosse's distinctions are not watertight divisions
and it is therefore possible to get mixed text functions.
This
is the case with 1 Peter . On the one hand , it is clear that 1
Peter
is
to
be
classified
as
part
of
the
"meinungsbetont-persuasiven
Texte "
(cf Grosse 1976:58;
Van
Luxemburg et al 1982:108) . This is obviously confirmed by the
appellative text functions , metaphors, master
symbols
and
cosmologic perspective
of 1 Peter.
In contrast to Grosse
(1976:57 -5 8) who distinguishes persuasive texts as
unipersonal,
we find that 1 Peter is undoubtedly pluripersonal (cf the I , YOU
and X propositional bases of the cola functions).
In addition to this perspectival -persuasive- pluripersonal text
type, 1 Peter also reflects the features of the pluripersonal group - identificative texts
(cf Grosse 1976:35-38). This
is
constituted by the esoteric metaphors and tradition material
found in 1 Peter.
Thes e t radi ti ons are onl y signif icant and
meaningful for insiders who are able to decode and identify with
i t (cf Grosse
1976:37-38).
The results of our inter- and
extratextual analysis of the style- rhetorical features in the
first five pericopes of 1 Peter confirm this group-identificative
function of the esoteric metaphors and insider jargon used by the
communicator-redactor (cf the pragmatic analyses of the different
pericops in III B 1 & 2). On the other hand, we also found that a
process of estrangement was also part and parcel of the author's
strategy in his implementation of tradition material.
Therefore,
in the light of the binary basis of text types it is possible to
relate the group-identificative and perspectival -per suasive text
flmctions in terms of the elementary structure of "identification
/
topic and estrangement / comment". We are also able to
distinguish a poetic function within 1 Peter
(cf the highly
structured and poetic features in 1 : 1 -2 :1 0) . This poetic function
also serves the dominant argumentative and persuasive text
functions of 1 Peter.
In the light of the binary features identified by my analysis of
the intratextual and historical text pragmatics , we are in a
position to classify the way in which the material is organized
in 1
Peter as "group-identificative- perspectival-persuasivepluripersonal" text which is marked by a 1 imited " poetic"
appeal.
Let us now move a few steps further in our outline of
this text type .
. 3 We have seen that narr atives and argumentat i ve texts were
hierarchially subordinated to the elementary binary structure of
texts.
In addition to this we were able to establish that 1
Peter is an argl®entative text in which some narrative material
was incorporated (cf III B 3.1.2). The argumentative structure of
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1 Peter, namely "presupposition - conclusion" correlates with the
"identificative - persuasive " ftmction in terms of Grosse's model.
Therefore, we can simply describe 1 Peter as an argumentativepluripersonal text .
. 4 The formal epistolary features of 1 Peter (cf Goppelt 1978:44)
are obviously important pragmatic signals for its classification
as a
text type.
It is nevertheless important to realize that
these
features
are
subordinated
to
its
argumentativepluripersonal features.
This is obvious in the light of the fact
tha t
1 et ters and e pi stIes a re not t he on ly
v ehic Ie
for
a rgumen ta tion (cf novel s, poems, etc).
Therefore, the episto lary
dimension of 1 Peter is a
qualificcition
of
its
basic
argumentative - pluripersonal structure.
This is confirmed by the
argumentative (cf the
identificative and persuasive features)
functions
of the letter opening, body and closing of 1 Peter.
White (1972:93 - 99) indirectly confirms my observations when he
identifies the functions of the different parts of the Pauline
letter body.
In fact, the argumentative letter as such is an
enscriptured form of phatic communication in which identification
and information transfer are essential .
. 5 The last feature to take into account with regard to 1 Peter
is the possible pseudepigraphical character thereof and its
relevance for the classification of the text type .
In the light
of "the previous paragraph, the decision is already made.
Like
the epistolary character, the pseudepigraphical features that
is if one agrees with Brox - are only the formal frame within
which the argumenta ti ve-p luripe rsonal-persuas ion takes pI ace.
This is clear when we take the pragmatic ftmction of ancient
pseudepigraphy into account.
Brox (1975:92-93) argues that it is
to authorize the message as apostolic.
In the pragmatics of
pseudepigraphy the emphasis was not on the individual teachings
of a
certain apostle, but on the truthfulness of the message:
"Der Name signalisiert in solchen Faellen Apostolizitaet,
nicht
Individualitaet, denn von sehr frueher Zeit an registrierte man
unter den Aposte ln nicht verschiedene Profile ,
sondern ihre
totale Uebereinstimmung" (Brox 1978:119). In the end it does not
really make a difference whether the authorship of 1 Peter is
attributed to Peter, the apostle , or to an unknown author who
claims that his message is in line with the apostolic teaching.
Thus I would opt to describe the text type of 1 Peter in a
hierarchy of strategies: the elementary binary strategy (1); the
text-functional
strategy
(2);
and the formal/conventional
strategy (3):
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TEXT TYPE: STRATEGIES
*******************************

1) IDENTIFICATION &
ESTRANGEMENT
*******************************

2) ARGUMENTATIVE-PLURIPERSONAL
(Perspectival-persuasive &
Group-identificative)
*******************************

3) EPISTOLARY
(Poetic)
(Pseudepigraphical)
This hierarchial
structure
of
1
Peter
accommodates the
t ext- typica 1 feat ures of all three modes.
In the des cr iption of
its text type these features are all relevant for the strategy of
the text.
Basically .
however.
everything boils down to the
communication process of i dentification and estrangement which
the communicator - redactor wanted to estab l ish
through
the
argmnentative structure of his text.
In my opinion this has
given us greater clarity with regard to the pragmatic extension
of the text type of 1 Peter . The different pragmatic conventions
of 1 Peter are over coded by its binary argumentat i ve structure.
Therefo r e the strategy of this text type is to persuade his
addressees argumentatively th r ough the
binary
process
of
identificat i on
and
estrangement.
These
distinctions
are
obviously decisive for the
metatextual
commun i cation
and
reception of 1 Pete r (cf I V B 3).
3.3.2 Text - pragmatic coherence : the communicator-redac tor
style - rhetorical devices - redaction-critici sm

and

In
our identification of the binary . tex t - func ti onal
and
conventional strategy of 1 Peter we have also established the
basis of its pragmatic coherence.
All that i s left to do . is to
determine "why" the communicator- redactor st r ategically organized
his materi al
in
or der
to
establish
his argumentativepluripersonal text type . This i s obvi ously a reconst r uction and
synthes i s
of the extratextual pragmati cs of the communi cator redactor's authorial activities . In the li ght of the fa c t
that
this dynamic pragmatic coherence will also be discussed i n the
synthes i s of the inter - and extratextual strategy .
I
will only
set the
bo~ndaries for this synthesis and
leave the discussion
f or I II C - "3 . -
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The hierarchy of the text-pragmatic characteristics of 1 Peter
also establishes its coherence.
The epistolary form,
for
example, reinforces its argumentative strategy.
It is noteworthy
that almost all
of Grosse's
criteria
(cf II A 2.3.2.1)
for
text-pragmatic coherence confirms the argumentative-pluripersonal
text type of 1 Peter.
If one
accepts
the binary strategy of identification and
estrangement as the basic strategy of 1 Peter,
one obviously has
to infer that
the communicator-author had some extratextual
orientation-point which served as a basis to initiate these
processes.
We have seen that this orientation-point is found
in
the Christological perspective of the author.
This explains the
Christological orientation of the
identification process as well
as the Christological
orientation of the estrangement process.
This implies that the communicator-redactor expected that his
Christ-committed receptors would feel bound to adhere to the
master symbols and perspective which he portrayed in his letter.
In this sense 1 Peter can become a normative text
for
the
receptors (i e
for
primary and secondary readers) who have
identified
with
the
Christological
perspective
of
the
communicator.
Ultimately the communicator had to persuade his
receptors which underlines the fact
that 1 Peter is primarily a
persuasive-argumentative text.
Although Grosse's definition of
normative texts as "legislative" does not fit 1 Peter 'at all, one
can argue that from an insider point of view 1 Peter became part
of the "normative" canonized texts of Christianity (cf Combrink
1984:29). However, it is
important to realize what kind of
"normativity" the redactor envisaged.
This can be deduced from
his
strategy underlying his incorporation of the narrative
tradition material in his discourse.
It seems reasonable to
deduce that i t served as an authentication of his
Christological
perspective.
This
implies that the redactor used inter- and
extratextual narrative material as a common denominator / point
of reference to establish the basis of
trust or authority ln
order to communicate his perspective to the addressees.
We have reached the point where the basics of the communication
of this ancient canonized text have been exposed.
We can infer
that the cosmologic perspective of the author is constitutive for
both the thrqst and strategy of the text.
This will be
illustrated in the synthesis of the dynamic thrust, perspective
and strategy of '1 Peter (cf III C).
3.3.3
Text-pragmatic
£ragmatic conventions

delimitation:

change

ln

stra tegy

and

The text-pragmatic delimitation of 1 Peter has been confirmed by
the
unity and coherence of its binary and text-functional
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strategy.
The ethical demarcation signals of the
formal
epistolary conventions
(cf Goppelt 1978:44-45)
serve as the
pragmatic boundaries of the text by initiating and closing the
communication act.
I have
already argued that the historical text - pragmatic delimitation of a text also has to do with text variants
(cf I I I A
2.1.1.1) . This is based on the insight that alterations to texts
are due to the reception of a text by different copyists which
is
ul tima te ly
a matter of in tertextual
and
metatextual
pragmat ics.
I have ref er red to the fact that we have no evidence
whatsoever that 1 Peter existed in a
shorter or longer form.
Therefore only a few illustrations of minor text-variant readings
will be dealt with:

.1 The variant #dokimon# (e g p72) for Idok{mionl in 1 : 7 could
pragmatically either be explained as originating from a reading
or hearing mistake;
or in the light of the spontaneous or
deliberate preference for one of these semantic equivalent
words .
. 2 The substitution of #{d6ntes# with le{d6tes# in 1:8 is likewise either due to reading and hearing mistakes or a deliberate
change in order to avoid the pleonasm with #me horontes# .
. 3 The omis sion of
#Christol! # in 1: 11 by codex "B" could be
explained by the fact that this tradition of the "spirit of
Christ in the prophets " is unique in the New Testament and that a
copyist took the liberty to omit IChristou# .
. 4 .T he very interesting text insertion in several Latin witnesses
(vg.mss Bede)
is an excellent
example
how
a
pragmatic
consideration such as intertextual resemblances , led a copyist to
insert a whole verse between 1:19 and 20 .
. 5 I have already discussed the substitution of
Ichrest&s' with
#Christ6s# in 2:3 (cf I I I B 2.4.3 .3 ) in cert ain manuscripts (e g
p72,
K & L).
This is clearly explai ned by the pragmatic
substitution of words to match the creed IkSrios Christ6s# . The
resemblances
between
the words and the
effect
of
the
communicator- author's word play on the receptor-copyist led to
this variant reading .
. 6 A last example is the various interchanges of
the lexemes
#hemeis# and #hluneis# with each other.
These changes are
especially found in the Christological tradition material in 1
Peter (cf 1:3; 2:21-25; 3 : 18 - 22) . These variants could once again
be explained by the historical pragmatics of the cultic and
liturgical setting of these traditions in which the first person
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plural is used .
In the communicator- redactor's
implementation
and application of these traditions he sometimes stuck to the
first person plural and sometimes changed it to the second person
plural to address his receptors .
Obviously different copyists
would spcntaneously or deliberately change it either to suit the
first Ii e that of the cult i c context) or the second Ii e that of
the addressees) " Sitz im Leben".
These examples have adequately illust r ated my poi nt of v i ew with
regard to textual criticism.
Not only does it confirm my
methodological decision to implement textual c riticism within the
intertextual dimension of the text pragmatics,
but it also
confirms the relativized importance thereof as none of these
variants altered the communication of 1 Peter significantly.
What is of greater importance is our conclusions with regard to
the dynamic thrust , perspective and strategy of
1 Peter as th=yare
ref lected in the in ter - a nd extra textua 1 dimens i on.

*

*
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Having done a historical analysis of 1 Peter 1:1 - 2:12, we are now
in a position to draw some conclusions with regard to the inter and extratextual
dimension of
the thrust,
perspective and
strategy of 1 Peter. This synthesis will enable us to identify a
few
parameters
for
the
dynamic
reference
In
textual
communication.
It should be clear that we have reached a crucial
point in our endeavour to expose the dynamics underlying the
communication process of 1 Peter. If we are able to outline this
dynamic interrelationship, we shall take a giant leap towards the
under st anding of how the emis sion and recept ion of an anc ient
text was inter - and extratextually determined.
This will enable
us to draw some conclusions with regard to the metatextual
communication of ancient
texts.
In the end this will serve as
the basis to outline the parameters for a
secondary reception of
ancient texts.

*
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1.TEXT
- - THRUST:
MATERIAL

COMPOSITION

AND

INTERRELATIONSHIP OF TRADITION

Although , I have limited my inter - and extratextual analysis of
the thrust to the oxymoron -*klektols parepidemois:il; , it should be
clear that the composition
and interrelationship of other
tradition material are also constitutive for the static thrust of
1 Peter. Nevertheless, I believe that we are able to d~aw a
fairly representative picture of the composition, structure and
interrelationship of the historical dimension of 1 Peter's static
thrust :
.1 With regard to our analysis of the oxymoron #eklektoi§
parepidemois# in 1:1 we have identified Old Testament-Jewish and
Hellenistic Jewish tradition material imbedded within the static
structure of 1 Peter. These traditions were interrelated in such
a way that a semantic paradox (viz election versus rejection) was
created.
This was symbolized by the oxymoron
#eklektois
parepidemois# in 1:1 which was strategically incorporated in the
"pres igna 1" of the whole text .
. 2 If one scans the rest of 1 Peter one finds that this
composition of tradition material prevails throughout the text.
From start to finish the election-rejection thrust is traditiohistorically emphasized against the background music of the Old
Testament - Jewish and Hellenistic worlds (cf
1:1-2';
1:3-5;
1:10-12 ; 1:13; 1:14-16; 1:17-21; 1:22-25; 2:1-3; 2:4 - 8; 2:9-10
and 2: 11- 12 ) .
'
.3 A third corpus of tradition material , however, runs like a
golden thread throughout 1 Peter
that is the Christological
traditions.
In our
analys is
of
the oxymoron #ek l ektois
parepidemois#
in
1:1
we
recognized
the
Christological
reintepretation of the Old Testament-Jewish matrix of these
metaphors (cf III B 1.2.2). This syntactic interrelating of the
Old Testament-Jewish and Hellenistic-Jewish traditions, on the
one hand, with Christological traditions, on the other hand, was
found throughout 1 Peter. This was especially illustrated in my
analysis of the Christologial tradition material of 1:1-2:12
which included early Christian creeds, formulae as well as
liturgical, catecheti cal and sacramental tradition material (cf
III B 2). Time and again the Christological tradition was
interrelated within Old Testament - Jewish and Hellenistic -Jewis h
tradition complexes or metaphor s.
A last important observation with regard to the Christological
tradition material should be stressed. In our analysis of the
text type of 1 Peter, we have identified a few narrative
structures imbedded within 1 Peter (i e 1:10-12; 1:18-21; 2 : 4- 8;
2:21 - 25 ; 3 :1 8 - 22). Therefore, we can conclude that the syntactic
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otherwise
imbedment
of narrative structures highlights the
argmnentative structure of 1
Peter.
It
is extraordinari ly
con spicuous, however, t ha t each and everyone of these narratives
refers to Christological events .
. 4 Thus the profile of the
static composition of tradition
complexes which constitutes
the thrust of 1 Peter can be
illustrated in the following way:

OLD TESTAMENT

JEWISH

HELLENISTIC

CHRISTIAN

**************************************************

THRUST:

-

ELECTION

REJECTION

**************************************************

PERSPECTIVE
In our analysis of the historical
thrust it became evident,
however , that the
static structure and composition of tradition
material were, not only linearly composed but also perspectivally
and argmnentatively.
In th~s
regard the oxymoron #eklektols
parepidemois# repre 's ented the paradoxical
thrust of
1 Peter as
applied to the addressees. We have seen that an oxymoron is an
existential master symbol which gives meaning to the paradoxical
existence of man.
This explains why the tradition material with
its numerous socio-cultural, religious and existential metaphors
were used to contrast and highlight the paradoxical r e ality of
the addressees.
In this paradoxical and chiastic structure a
converging dynamic force was
identified
that
is
the
Christological-cosmologic perspective of 1 Peter.

*
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2.TEXT PERSPECTIVE: ULTIMATE SEMANTIC REFERENT
The analysis of the inter- and extratextual thrust has revealed
that the
tradition material. In 1 Peter is perspectivally
orientated.
This insight is extremely important for
our
understanding of the the dynamics of textual communication.
In
our historical analysis of 1 Peter's cosmologic perspective in
section B of this chapter, we have experienced the dynamics of
the inter- and extratextual reference of textual communication.
The
following dynamic parameters have been identified
as
constitutive for the communication of 1 Peter:
1) The cosmologic-Christological
perspective
of
1
Peter
determines the dynamics of the static text thrust decisively;
2) The cosmologic-Christological perspective of 1 Peter reflects
a battle between perspectives which explains the dynamics of
pretextual and metatextual communication;
3) The cosmologic-Christological perspective of 1
redescription of the extratextual reality;
4) The cosmologic-Christological perspective of
historical "ultimate referent";

1

Peter
Peter

lS

a

has

a

5) The cosmologic-Christological perspective of 1 Peter reflects
a
resocialized community,
its master symbols and canonical
traditions.
It is obvious that these dynamic parameters are crucial for the
metatextual communicat ion of anci ent canoni zed texts.
In the
light of the fact that these parameters will therefore have to be
dealt with in chapter IV in more detail, a basic outline and
synthesis of these parameters will suffice .
. 1 The cosmologic-Christological
perspective
of
1
Peter
determines the dynamics of the static text thrust decisively.
This was illustrated in the analysis of the oxymoron in 1: 1 as
well as in the analysis of the Christological tradition material
in 1:1-2:12 (cf III B 1 & 2).

* The analysis of the oxymoron in 1:1 led us to identify its
Christological split reference. This split reference to Christ
has proved to be the basis for the paradoxical status of the
addressees.
Therefore, Christ's election and rejection (cf
1:10-12; 2:4-8; 2:21-25;
3:18-22) were identified as the master
symbol s which the communi ca tor- au thor empha si zed in order to give
meaning to the existence and reality of the Christ-committed
addressees.
These
Christological
parameters
were already
explicitly highlighted in the introductory pericope where the
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oxymoron was interrelated to the Christological qualification of
both the author and the addressees (cf
III B 1.3.2).
This
Christo logical definition of the addressees
as
#eklektols
parepidemois#
is also confirmed throughout the text in the
explici t references to their presupposed resocialization.
In the
intratextual analysis this was elaborately illustrated Icf II C
4.2). From a historical dimension the fact that the addressees
were
resocialized
was
also deduced
from
the
esoteric
Christological metaphors and tradition complexes extensively used
by the communicator-author to communicate with his readers (cf
III B 1.2.1; 2.4.1.1; 3.2.1; 4.2.2).

* In our analysis of the Christological tradition material in
1:1-2:12, we found that the Christological perspective of 1 Peter
dominated each and every tradition, semantic domain and actantial
relationship referred to
in
1
Peter.
The Christological
perspective of the semantic domains and actantial structures have
been deal t with in the synthesis of
the intratextual text (cf II
C 4.2;
appendix C). With regard to the tradition complexes we
find,
for example,
that the Old Testament-Jewish eulogy lS
qualified by
#di~ ~esoG
ChristoG#
(cf
1:3); the Jewish
apocalyptic expectations are Christologically interpreted
(cf
1:10-12); the Old Testament-Jewish
(especially the Essenic - cf
Goppelt 1976:494-495) interpretation of the eschatological exodus
c ommu ni t y i s Ch r i s t 0 1 og i zed (c f 2: 4 -1 0 ) .
. 2 We can infer from this perspectival orientation of
1 Peter
that a battle between different traditio-historical worlds
took
place.
In the text of 1 Peter, however, we only find the remains
of the struggle between these worlds and their respective
cosmologic perspectives
that
lS
Old
Testament-Jewish,
Hellenistic-Jewish, Hellenistic and Christian perspectives (cf
Goppelt
1978:55).
We have
already identified the ultimate
referent of the Christological perspective as the person Jesus
Christ and the cosmologic perspective and master symbols which He
represented.
In order to get a clearer picture of the cosmologic
perspectives that the communicator-author of 1 Peter contested,
let us identify their. ultimate referents briefly.

* The Old Testament-Jewish matrix in the New Testament era had
the
Law as their ul timate referent.
"For Judaism to speak of
'God' means to speak of his Law, through which God's will and
commandment are made manifest" (Lohse 1976:178). It is precisely
the possession of the law that constituted Israel as God's elect
people.
The Essenic community at Qumran likewise trusted in the
Law and their belief that they were the eschatological exodus
community:
"In Qumran besteht diese Wurzel lm radikalisierten
Gesetz,
dessen kontrollierbare Realisierung durch Gnadenkraefte
ermoeglicht wird.
1m 1. Petrusbrief entspringt dagegen alles aus
dem Evangel ium von der Er loesung, die verborgen d urch Kreuz und
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Auferstehung geschehen ist und schaubar erst in naher
Zuktmft
hervartritt" (Gappelt 1976:495). In 1 Peter we only find remalns
of this confrontation with the elect status of Israel
and the
Essenic community in the cornrnunicator-a uthor' s redescr iption of
these "election" traditions in terms of the election of Christ
and his followers.
In contrast to the Jewish trust in their
elect status and the Law as the ultimate meaning for their lives,
the Christ
followers
found their ultimate meaning in the
crucified and exalted Christ and his ultimate referent - that is
"God the Father".
"Where the relationship of man to God is
determined entirely by
the
Law , where people seek after
righteousness under the Law and know no other way to salvation
outside the Law, there can be no place for
a suffering Messiah
who takes upon himself the guilt of others" (Lohse 1976:192).

* The religious matrix of Hel "lenism during the New Testament era ,
was rather varied including the belief in the gods,
popular
belief, popular philosophy, mystery religions and Gnosticism (cf
Lohse 1976:222 - 277). In 1 Peter the encounter with Hellenism is
reflected in the description of the life- style and ethics of the
Gentiles. Their licentious conduct reflected an ultimate referent
of self - centredness,
preoccupation with bodily pleasures and
prosperity (cf 1:14; 2:11 - 12; 4:1-6). In contrast to this the
addressees were admonished to follow Christ as their ultimate
referent.
In our analysis of the "rebirth" metaphor in 1:3 (cf
III B 2.2.2.1) we have noticed possible Hellenistic undertones of
the mystery cults' initiation concept
(cf Goppelt 1978 : 91 - 94) .
However, the difference with the Christological perspective is
evident: "While for the myste the initiation into the mysteries
joins him to the fate of a nature - deity and imparts to him a
divine vital power, through baptism the Christian is related to
the historically unique event of the death and resurrection of
Christ" (Lohse 1976:242). The same holds true for the possible
gnostic interpretation of the
#logos# metaphor in 1:22- 25. "The
Greeks, too, posed the question regarding salvation. The variety
of intellectual and religious
ideas and movements exhibited by
Hellenistic-Roman world indicates how intensely the people of the
ancient world searched for the ultimate meaning of their
lives.
The way they hoped to find
it was
through wisdom.
The
philosophers, for example , sought to fathom wisdom by rational
thought, in order to mold life in accordance with its norms.
But
in the " mystery fellowships
and in gnostically- minded groups,
wisdom was understood as a mystical-ecstatic experience which
seized man by means of divine revelation and transformed him into
a new being which is lifted above corruption and decay into the
heights of celestial beings .
Knowledge and insight which teach
one to comprehend God and the world, man and his destiny would
open the door to deliverance and salvation" (Lohse 1976:278 - 279).
For the author of 1 Peter, however , the #logos# split refers to
Jesus Christ in order to redescribe the ultimate reality of the
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Christ-committed interlocutors (cf II B 3.2.2).

* In the cosmologic battle between these different worlds the
cosmologic perspective of 1 Peter was quite distinct.
We have
seen the remains of this "battle between the different cosmologic
perspectives" in our analysis of 1 Peter's dynamic reference to
its inter- and extratextual world. It is ultimately against the
background of this cosmologic battle that the relevance of , Jesus
Christ was highlighted in 1 Peter but also in the New Testament
as a whole.
"For Jews demand signs and Greeks seek wisdom, but
we preach Christ crucified, a stumbling block to Jews and folly
to Gentiles, but to those who are called, both Jews and Greeks,
Christ the power of God and the wisdom of God . For the
foolishness of God is wiser than men , and the weakness of God is
stronger than men"
(1 Cor 1:22-25; cf Lohse 1976:279). The
paradoxical identity of the addressees of 1 Peter is therefore
Christo logically based on the death and resurrection of Jesus
Christ . The "cross paradox" is therefore the cornerstone of the
paradoxical master symbol, #eklektois parepidemois#, which had to
give ultimate meaning to the reality of the addressees.
Obviously this battle between cosmologic perspectives certainly
reveals one of the most important dynamic parameters underlying
pretextual and metatextual communication.
This implies that the
processes of identification and estrangement are
extremely
relevant for both the text creation and reception of texts. This
is in my opinion one of the most exciting insights for our
understanding of ancient canonized texts.
The
metatextual
implications of this insight will be spelled out in chapter IV
(cf IV A 2.2 & 2 . 4) . Therefore , let us continue with the
discussion of the third dynamic parameter of the cosmologic
perspective of 1 Peter .
. 3 The Christological perspective refers to an extratextual
reality which has decisive significance for 1 Peter. This was in
more than one way clearly illustrated in our historical analysis
of 1 Peter.

* We have seen with regard to the addressees that it is
impossible to determine their "Sitz im Leben"-with certainty .
A
few social profiles will suit the intratext ual world of 1 Peter
to a greater or lesser extent
(cf II C 4.3). Therefore, the
communication of 1 Peter would have been relatively successful in
more than one "Sitz im Leben ". What is vital , however, is the
inter- and extratextual reality of the addressees commitment to
and knowledge of Jesus Christ (cf III B 1.2.2; 2.1.2.2). We have
seen that the Christological - cosmologic perspective and its
esoteric master symbols and metaphors in 1 Peter presuppose
insiders , as the receptor-readers.
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* The extratextual reality of the author is l ik ewise impo rtant in
1 Peter, but then In a
different sense from the traditional
authorship issue (cf III B 2 . 1.3 .2 ) . The extratextual reality at
stake for the successful communication of the text perspective is
the " authority" of the "author".
Obviously
the relevance of this extratextual reality
(as
redefined above) is crucial for the communication of 1 Peter.
Without the extratextual reality of the addressees' commitment to
Christ,
the "authority"
behind this
letter and the reality
experience of the interlocutors,
communication would have been
impossible.
The implications of this parameter for a secondary
reception are obvious .
. 4 The extratextual reality of Jesus Christ has
likewise proved
to be crucial
in the inter- and extratextual reference of 1
Peter.
Jesus Christ
has
been identified as the ultimate
referent .

* Like the authorship issue the relevance of the extratextual
reality and relevance of the Christological perspective is bound
to the question of " authenticity ".
The reader should therefore
note that I interpret this extratext ual reality referred to by
Jesus Christ in 1 Peter not as the reference to historical events
in the first place , but as an authentication of the communicator author's Christological perspective.
This suggests that
some
extratextual criterium was operative in the worlds of the
inter l ocutors .
This explains the relevancy of the historical
dimension in order to outline the canonized traditio-historical
frame of reference of the communicator- author and receptorreaders .
This has important implications for
the metatextua l
communicat ion of ancient canonized texts.
Not only does it
determine the presuppositions whithout which communication would
have been impossible,
but it also reveals the relief that a
particular New Testament writing has within this tradition (cf .5
of this section).
* The relevance of the extratextual " Christ events" in 1 Peter is
related to the pragmatic funct ion of the narrative mater ial in 1
Peter. This will be dealt with in the next section (i e III C 3).
* It is also important to note that the different extratextual
events as well as the master symbols in 1 Peter are interrelated
to the ultimate referent Jesus Christ. This confirms my theory
that the
"cosmologic perspect ive" is the cornerston of a ll
communication . with regard to 1 Peter, we found that the
references to the extratextual reality (even the Jesus events) as
well as the theological , ecclesiological and sociological maste r
symbols were Christ orientated . The reality of the commitment to
the
Christo logical
perspective
therefore
relativizes
or
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redesc r ibes the total reality .
Without any doubt the extratextual reality of the " ultimate
r e ferent " in 1 Peter is d e cisive for the communicatlon th e reof.
This implies that the inte rtextual and extratextual dimension of
t e xts provides
important
parameters
for
the
successful
communication of ancient texts.
The reade r should note that my
interpretation of the historical
issues relevant for this
communication is totally different than that of the traditional
historical paradigm (cf IV A 2.2) .
. 5 The cosmologic - Christological perspective of 1 Peter reflects
a
resocialized community ,
its master symbols and canonical
traditions;

Traditio- historically 1 Peter reflects a unique combination of
tradition material whithin the New Testament as part of the
corpus of Christianity's canonized traditions.
It has a distinct
Palestinian o ve rtone (cf the Old Testament, QlUTIran and Synoptic
influences in 1 Peter
cf Goppelt 1978:51) with a Lucan
(especially the parallels with the "suffering Christ" in Luke and
Acts - cf Manke 1975:250- 251), Marcan (cf Mark's plot which finds
its climax in the cross as the revelation of the son of God),
Pauline (e g common tradition material ,
soteriology , passion
theology , etc) , genE!ral (cf parallels with JameS and Hebrews)
and even Johannine (cf the Christological interpretation of
#aletheia & logos# in 1: 22-25 as well as the emphasis on
brotherly love) undertones.
In a certain sense 1 Peter is
representative reflection of the proclamation during the first
Christian century . Goppelt
(1978:106)
remarks with regard to 1
Peter's eschatological interpretation of the salvation in Christ:
"Mit d i eser Auffassung steht de r 1 Petr i n der entscheidenden
soteriologischen Grlmdlinie des NT ,
die von Jesus ueber Paulus
bis Johannes vertreten
wird . "
This
phenomenon is mu l ti
interpretable.
It could either suggest that the proclamation of
1 Peter precedes the other New Testament writings,
or developed
simul taneously, or reflects a
late compositum mixtlUTI .
Each of
these interpretations could
e xplain the traditio- historical
composition of 1 Peter. This could a l so explain either Peter (as
the rock on which the church is bui l t) , Si.lvanus (who had contact
with Paul and Peter), and even a pseudonymous author (who wanted
to consolidate as much a u thority as possible~n his letter).
Not
only do these issues seem unresolvable ,
but also unnecessary
unless we want to fall for the genetic fallacy once again.
What
is important in this historical excursion on the origin of 1
Peter is the fact that 1 Peter represent s a wi de spectrlUTI of
early Christian tradition which , together with the fact that it
was a circular letter, is important in outlining the relationship
with the other New Testament writings.
On the one hand,
this
representative and public character of 1 Peter transcends the
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specific ,
personal
and addressees'
orientated character
of
certain writings (viz a number of letters) in the New Testament.
On the other hand , we will see in the analysis of the strategy of
1 Peter ,
that due to its Christological perspective it is
dependent on the Synoptic tradition and its narration of the
"Christ events".
This reveals a
relief of the tradition material in the New
Testament.
This will
have
important consequences for
the
metatextual communication of the different canonized texts in the
New Testament .
The unique role that 1 Peter plays in this
interrelationship is probably the reason why Luther had such high
esteem for 1 Peter. The essence of the Christological perspective
(i e the paradox of election - rejection in which ultimate meaning
is found) is uniquely portrayed in 1 Peter .
Helmut Millauer
(1976:186-187)
traced
the tradition history to
the
Old
Testament-Jewish matrix (especially Wisdom and intertestamental
literature)
which interpreted the suffering of the elect as
"Pruefung"
(testing).
Another Old Testament-Jewish' tradition
(especially found in Qumran) interpreted suffering as
"Gericht "
(judgement)
that is as a purification of the elect and
therefore regarded as
"ein heilvolles Handeln Gottes" (Millauer
1976:186 ;
cf Goppelt 1976:504). This tradition complex is,
however, overcoded by the" Nachfolgetradition " (i e the imitation
of Christ - cf
2:21 - 25) as well as the beatification of the
persecuted
(cf the joy in suffering in 1:6 & 4 : 13)
of the
Synoptic Gospels (cf Millauer 1976:186 against Nauck, 1955:68-80,
who identifies the Maccabean tradition as the background) .
"Aufgrund dieser verschiedenen Tradi tionen kommt der 1. Petrus
brief zu einer eigenen Leidensdeutung: das Leiden des Erwaehlten
in der Gemeinschaft mit Christus ist als Berufung in die
Nachfolge Gnade (2,19f.) . Diese Tiefe des Leidensverstaendnis ist
ohne Analogie" (Millauer 1976:187; cf Manke 1975:219).
In conclusion therefore, the Christological redescription of the
inter- and extratextual
reality represented in 1 Peter reflects
the ultimate commitment of
the communicator-redactor.
His
cosmologic perspective is the cornerstone which orientated h i s
intra-, inter and extratextual constructed text thrust.
On the
other hand, his cosmologic perspective also determines his text
strategy.
This brings us to the synthesis of the dynamic
parameters of the text strategy of 1 Peter.

*

*
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3.TEXT STRATEGY: LITERARY CONVENTIONS
Our analysis of the inter - and extratextual dimension of the
strategy has exposed the literary conventions underlying the text
type of 1 Peter. These conventions gave us some insight in the
strategy
which
communicator-redactor
uti lized
for
the
communication of his text.
The important question to be answered
is "why" he chose the argumentative-pluripersonal strategy.
I
have suggested that it was determined by the Christological
perspective of the author.
Let me explain:
.1 We
have ' seen that the argumentative-pluripersonal strategy of
1 Peter is based on the elementary binary structure which was
described as "identification" and
"estrangement". The process of
identification ln 1 Peter is directed at the addressees as an
insider group .
In order to accomplish this the communicator used
Christological
group-identificative
symbols, metaphors
and
tradition complexes
(cf Elliott 1981:228-229). The process of
estrangement was brought about by contrasting the Christological
perspective and master symbols with those of other religious and
ideological traditions.
This implies that
the argumentative
strategy of 1 Peter which comprises group-identificative and
perspectival-persuasive text functions,
was determined by the
Chr is to logi ca 1 perspective of th e author.
The au thor wan ted to
encourage . and persuade
his
addressees
that their Christ
commitment provides the cosmologic perspective which
gives
ultimate meaning for their total existence.
The letter form and
its conventions were used as a vehicle for this communication
act.
Van Luxemburg et al (1982: 107) refers to persuasive texts
which aim at directing the readers lives as
"directiven texten"
in contrast to "evaluerende teksten" which aim to
influence the
attitude of the reader.
Therefore, 1 Peter is a "directive" text
type which attempts a
strategical and existential
(total)
onslaught on the receptor's commitments (cf III B 2.1.3;
2.2.3;
2.3.3
&
2.4.3).
It is especially the use of redundant and
emotional, mutual socio-cultural and religious-cuI tic metaphors
which presuppose insiders as readers.
Obviously tl::le author
expects to persuade them through a
religious and emotional
experience of the text.
It is important to note the movement in
the textual persuasion by a redescription and reinterpretation (i
e
split
reference) of metaphors and
subcodes
(cf
the
Christological and theological remoulding of Old Testament,
socio-cultural and -political concepts) . The author's redefining
of the socio-political (e g race, nation,
kingship and people)
and religious (e g priests, election and sacrifices)
status of
the implied readers from an alternative perspective, alienates
and challenges the master symbols or subcodes of the real readers
risking a
break in communication.
In this regard the text of 1
Peter
lS. creating an alternative interpretation of the real
readers
primary
world.
This overcoding of
the
primary
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socio-cultural conventions and values is primarily achieved
through contrasting (as we will
see in the next paragraph) with
the aim to reinforce the implied
(and ultimately the real)
reader's resocialized
world.
"In
traditional theological
terminology, this means that the language of the New Testament,
viewed from the
onlook
of
its symbolic function ,
either
reinforces our faith vision of reality or cha.llenges our vision
of
things .
Considered under the dimension of its symbolic
function,
the text of the New Testament
that
is a
giv,,;n
linguistic sign has a
power to confirm or challenge one s
radical' Weltanschauung '" (Collins, R F 1983: 259) .
. 2 This perspectival determined strategy,
however,
is
In turn
decisive for the text thrust.
Therefore, i t is not
surprising
that the text thrust as symbolized in the "election-rejection"
paradox of the oxymoron in 1:1, reflects the identification and
estrangement processes of the argumentative strategy.
On the one
hand, these strategic processes are identified in the contrast
between election and rejection . The "election" master symbol of
the
text thrust
represents
the
indicative,
identity and
presuppositions
(i e
identification)
of
the
addressees'
existence.
In contrast to this ,
the "rejection" master symbol
represents the imperative and implications (i e estrangement) of
the addressees' existence.
On the other hand,
however,
the
"election and rejection" master symbols are each interpreted in
terms
of
identification (i e
their paradoxical
status as
#~klektol#
and
#parepidemoi#)
and
estrangement
(i e
the
Christological interpretation and relativization or redescription
thereof).
J H Elliott
(1981:101-164)
emphasizes that the argl~entative
strategy of 1 Peter is expressed by the socio-religious metaphor
of the
" household".
In this regard the contrast
#o{kos# #p~roikos# is significant and of great
importance in 1
Peter.
"The household served as the paradigm for delineating respective
roles, relationships and responsibilities within the religious
communi ty.
The 0 {kos suggested f amil iar as we 11 as fami lial
imagery for depicting
both
the religious and the
social
dimensions of life in the kingdom of God. With its wide field of
associated terms and images such as fatherhood, childhood , birth ,
adoption,
brotherhood, fraternal love and domestic service,
the
household sllpplied powerful social , psychological and theological
symbols for depicting the radical and comprehensive nature of the
Christian conversion and cohesion, the commonality of Christian
values and goals,
and the distinctive character of
communal
Christian identity"
(Elliott 1981:222-223).
This out l ine of
Elliott makes i t sufficiently clear that the #o{kos# metaphor
integrates many themes and subthemes in 1 Peter by contrasting
the primary and resocialized worlds of the addressees.
The
household suggested a home for the homeless.
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In my opinion Elliott overinterprets this metaphor when he
describes it as the strategy, the heart of the evangelical
message
(Elliott 1981:227 & 233) and the ideology
(Elliott
1981:267-295) - that is in the sense of my cosmologic perspective
- of 1 Peter. This is clear in the light of the fact that even
the household metaphor is Christologically founded in 1 Peter
compare God's fatherhood (1 :1 7-21), the addressees' brotherhood
(1:22-25) and the insiders as 'oikos tou theou# (2:4-10). Within
my reconstruction the household is indeed important, but then as
one of
the dominant master symbols of the Christological
perspective - similar to the oxymoron #~klektols parepidemois# .
The latter is in my opinion, however, highlighted by the
communicator- author
himself
(cf the structurally
important
pericopes I and V) as the dominant master symbol designating the
addressees' identity.
The household master symbol which is
indeed envisaged as the alternative "home" for the addressees
within their social, legal, political and religious alienation in
society , is indeed a dynamic equivalent illustration of the
addressees' status as #eklektols parepidemois#.
Ultimately,
however , both these
master
symbols
are
Christologically
orientated which means that the basic strategy of 1 Peter is the
Christological redescription of reality.
Therefore, Elliott
neglects the Christological "ideological strategy" of 1 Peter. at
the cost of his reconstruction of the #oikos tou theoa. as the
primary strategy which encourages the addressees (and ultimately
the outsiders) to identify with this alternative home for the
homeless (i e as #paroikoi#). It is nevertheless to the credit of
Elliott that he highlighted the sociological, psychological and
theological relevance of the #olkos# master symbol in the
Christological-orientated strategy of 1 Peter .
. 3 The Christological
perspective
also
explains why the
communicator - redactor included narrative tradition material (i e
part of the cultic liturgic tradition) within his argmnentative
strategy .
The fact that this narrative material refers to
Christological events makes the explanation self-evident that
is to provide the Christological basis for his argumentation.
Goppelt
(1976:505) confirms the strategic importance of the
narrative material :
"Dreimal,
und
zwar
jeweils
an den
Hoehepunkten der Ausfuehrtmgen ueber die Existenz der Christen in
der Gesellschaft, bringt der Brief bekenntnisartige Aussagen
ueber Christi Weg und Werk in hymnischer Form." This probably
served as a confirmation and authorization of his Christological
perspective. We have seen that the primary ftmction of the
Christological traditions in 1:1-2:10 was to emphasize the
mediatory role of Jesus Christ in the resocialization of the
addressees (cf 1:3; 1:17-25; 2:1 - 8) .
In addition to this it
served as a basis for the exhortation to the addressees
especially with
regard to their conduct and suffering as
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followers
of Christ's example (cf Goppelt
1976:506-507). This
strategical
function of the imbedded narrative material has
important
impl icat ions for the meta text ua 1 communicat ion of 1
Peter.
David Hill (1982:61) holds the view that the the incorporation of
t£adition material in a discourse is not a goal in itself , but is
functional.
We have seen that this is indeed the case with
regard to the Christological narrative material in 1 Peter. The
narrative material served as an authorization and orientation of
the cosmologic perspective which constituted the basis for the
communication
between
the
comrTlunicator-author
and
the
receptor-readers.
Therefore the use of this narrative material
as authorization of 1 Peter implies that the historical quest for
Jesus
is
not to be pursued from a writing such as 1 Peter, but
from its inter- and extratextual sources , on the one hand, and
the Christological commitment of the interlocutors, on the other
hand.
In the tradi tio-historical
context of the New Testament
this implies that it is to be pursued from the analysis of the
Gospels and the "apostolic tradition" and not primarily from the
letters.
This has the further implication that the Gospels are
the matrix of the remaining New Testament literature.
This will
help us to reconstruct the relief of the tradition history of the
New Testament.
However, i t is important to note that the Jesus
narrative in 1 Peter is the ultimate reality which determines the
interlocutors total existence .
. 4 The literary form which served as an ideal vehicle for the
strategy of the communicator-author was the "circular letter".
It was a means of long distance , authoritative-perspectival ,
argumenta ti ve and group-i dent if icat ive communicat ion in a one to
many mode (cf III B 3.2.2 & 3.3.1). In this regard the poetic
flmction played a supportive role in escalating and intensifying
the strategical processes of
identification and estrangement.
The communicator-author's
style- rhetorical
implementation of
redundant
group-identificative - emotive - cultic-liturgical
metaphors and traditions as well as shock-effective-paradoxical emotive-religous-sociological - political contrasts
revealed
a
total onslaught of a master strategist (cf III B 1.3.2; 2.1.3.2;
2.2.3.2; 2.4.3 . 2). This is especially true of 1 Peter 1:2-2:12.
Although the reader will find that the style- rhetorical intensity
is toned down in certain pericopes of 2:13 -5:1 4, the expertise of
the master conductoi of 1 Peter is indeed reflected in his text
symphony as a whole .
. 5 Finally ,
i t seems that we are able
to reconstruct a
metatextual pragmatic procedure with regard to text creations.
It has become clear in our analysis of 1 Peter that the
cosmologic-Christological perspective of the communi ca tor - au thor
This
ultimately determines his text
strategy and thrust.
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perspectival and hierarchial procedure has important implications
f or the me ta text ua 1 communication of a text.
Not on ly doe s i t
explain the
creation of a text, it also sets the parameters for
the
actual
communication and reception of a
text by
the
receptor-readers.
This means that communication is essentially a
"strategical battle between perspectives."
In this battle the
basic binary process of identification and estrangement is
decisive.
With these conclusions with regard to the possibilities and
limitations of
the analysis of the
inter- and extratextual
dimension of texts,
we are now in a position to conclude this
dissertation by outlining the parameters
for
the metatextual
communication of ancient canonized texts.
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We have now reached the final
and most crucial part of this
dissertation.
The challenge that now faces us is to set the
pragmatic parameters for a viable metatextual communication and
reception of an ancient canonized text.
It should be obvious
that the minute and meticulous analysis of a text in the way I
have done it,
could not possibly be the standard procedure for
normal textual communication .
The communication of
texts is
supposed to be experienced by reading and rereading them .
This
was probably also what the writers of the New Testament texts
intended for their readers.
We have seen, however , that in the
twentieth century we are confronted with a cacophony with regard
to the different experiences of the New Testament as ancient
canonized texts .
Apart from
the
defects
ln theory and
methodology identified as the dissonant instruments responsible
for this cacophony Icf I A 3) , it is partly also due to the fact
that we as secondary readers are so far removed from the initial
communication events of these ancient texts.
In addition to
this , the fact that these texts were canonized,
complicates our
secondary reception of them even more .
In order to gain some clear notes from this whole cacophony , I
had to proceed in the way I did.
In the first place I
had to
expose the dissonant instruments responsible for this cacophony .
This threw me into the auditorium of the hermeneutic and
philosophy- of - science debates.
Therefore, I had to deal with
epistemologico- paradigmatic considerations which are essential
for any scientific research . Furthermore,
I
had to face the
theoretical debate on textual
communication
especially the
controversy between the intratextual and histor ical approaches in order to reconstruct my own c ommunication model.
This
communication model then had to be illustrated in terms of a
workable methodology which was minutely and meticulously applied
to 1 Peter.
We have now reached the stage where it is possible to draw some
conclusions with regard to the prima ry metatextual communication
and reception of 1 Peter . These conclusions are based on the
pragmatic parameters established from the intra-,
inter - and
extratextual analyses of the different text - semiotic modes of 1
Peter . Important insights proposed in the theoretical outline of
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my communication theory (cf I B) have been confirmed and moulded
by my exegetical experiment on 1 Peter. New insights were also
gained.
In the light of these insights I am proposing a number
of parameters which will be able to orchestrate some kind of
symphonic reception of ancient canonized texts .
It follows that chapter IV is the
culmination
of
this
dissertation and will accordingly
incorporate
my
closing
statements.
Therefore I will present this chapter statement - wise
w it h appropr ia te references . New insights, conc 1 usions and the
evaluation of text-immanent and historical approaches will be
dealt with more extensively. Needless to say, I will
inevitably
have to repeat and refer to many insights and conclusions already
dealt with .
However, in contrast to the previous discussions
thereof, I shall now emphasize and explain the text - pragmatic
parameters for the metatextual
finale
especially for the
secondary reception - of textual communication.
I will proceed in section A by setting the pragmatic parameters
for the methodological reconstruction
of
the
metatextual
communication of ancient canonized
texts.
The
pragmatic
parameters will be explained statement-wise in terms of the text
thrust, perspective and strategy and their dialectic metatextual
interplay. These parameters are established by the intratextual
prelude and the inter- and extratextual interlude of textual
communication.
Section A will be concluded with an outline for a
simplified but integrated meta.t e·xtual reading procedure for
1 aymen, on the one hand, and anal yt ical procedure for student s,
on the other hand .
The reconstruction of the metatextual communication of 1 Peter
will finally be illustrated in section B. This will be based on
the resulsts of the intratextual and historical analyses of 1
Peter and will serve as the conclusion of this dissertation.

*
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- CHAPTER IV: SECTION A DIALECTIC PARAMETERS FOR THE METATEXTUAL DIMENS ION OF
TEXTUAL COMMUNICATION : A METHODOLOGY

1 .INTRODUCTION : TEXTUAL MODES AND ANALYTI CAL CRI TERIA
STATEMENT
1:
The
basic presupposit i on
of
any
textual
communication is obviously the successful
communication of the
text and its message .
1.1 The assumption that successful communication is the primary
goal of all communication acts is the only reasonable explanation
for the existence of languages and sign systems in general .
This assumption is
the point where the roads part between
deconstructionalists
(cf Van Luxemburg et al 1982:72 - 74 ;
Abrams
1981:38-4 1 ) and hermeneuticists (cf Lategan 1984:13 - 14). Although
one can sympathize with a radical sceptici s m in the light of the
cacophony in bib li cal
research ,
one wil l
have to give
"
account for the phenomenon that some form of communication does
take place between individuals or
g r oups
and
that ,
by
understanding or misunderstanding,
the world still goes round "
(Lategan 1984:13; Combrink 1984 : 35;
Lyons 1977:35). This is the
" achilles heel " of the "indeterminate fallacy" (i e relativizing
the possibilities of communication into an indeterminacy) .
The
communicator-author of 1 Peter expressed his confidence in the
communicability of his letter to encourage his readers in 5 : 12 .
Looking back on our analysis of 1 Peter this confidence has bee n
conf irmed in the 1 ight of the
fa ct that the author's own
interpretation of his message in 5 : 12 was masterfully expressed
and structured in his letter as a whole .
1.2
The
basic confidence in the
possibilities
communication process implies that commun i cation is
parcel of the reality and experience of man kind .

of
the
part and

This
presupposit i on
has
an
important
impl i cat i on
for
hermeneutical and exeget i cal
text
theor i es ,
namely that text
theories are to be tested in the light of of their applicability
and reality relevancy .
This is also t he ultimate challenge
facing my communica·tion theo r y
(cf statements 20-22).
This
challenge will be taken up in section A 2 . 4 of this chapter.

-
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STATEMENT l : The anal ysi s of textua 1 communicat ion require s a
third dimension (i e the metatextual dimension) in order to give
account of its ultimate goal
that
is
the
successful
communication and reception of its message.
2.1
Intratextual
giving account of
communication.

and
the

historical approaches are incapable of
communication process underlying textual

In the light of modern communication theories we have seen that
we were able to identify at least three dimensions in textual
communication, namely the
static,
dynamic
and
dialectic
dimensions (cf I B 2 & 3). Although the first two dimensions have
been exploited in biblical scholarship,
I
believe that our
analysis of 1 Peter has shown that the incorporation of the
dialectic dimension in textual communication has enabled us to
unlock the deadlock of the "hobby fallacy" of scholars who only
focus on one dimension (whether it be the static, dynamic or
dialectic approach)
of textual
communication.
Many of the
traditional
issues so fanatically defended by scholars, are
relativized by this " third dimension".
2.2 The negligence of the
"third"
dimension is not
only
responsible for the impasse between exegetes, but also preachers'
inability to enable ancient canonized textstocommunicate with
modern man.
Like the exegetes ,
ministers
became stuck in either the
fundamentalism of a text-immanent approach or in the sterility of
a historical approach (cf Schneiders 1982 :68). The fundamentalism
of the text-immanent approaches is one of the results of the fact
that ministers spent a great dea l of their education in learning
to read the Hebrew and Greek texts of the Bible without learning
much (if any) of the basics of textual communication.
This led
them to use their dangerous knowl edge of the Greek 1 anguage, and
their dictionaries,
to interpret the Bible in a fundamentalistic
way.
On the other hand,
the sterility of the historical
approaches led ministers to take great pains in reconstructing
the background of a text without being able to bridge the gap
between ancient texts and modern society.
STATEMENT
3:
The dialectic of textual
communication
is
represented
in a metatextual dimension which entails
the
pragmatic interaction between the text and its interlocutors .
This is based on the definition of pragmatics as the expression
of the relationship between signs / texts and their interpreters
(cf
I B 3.2.1.3). This ties up with my description of the
metatextual dimension as the third phase in the analysis of the
communication process in which the communication event as such
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that is the dialectic between text and receptors - is analysed.
STATEMENT 4: The metatextual dimension is capable of giving
account of the multidimensional and plurimodal phenomena of
textual communication.
4.1 Metatextual communication requires a multidimensional and
plurimodal approach to textual communication which will do
justice to the dialectic interplay between the intratextual and
historical dimensions of the text syntactics, semantics and
pragmatics, on the one hand, and the primary and subsequent text
receptors, on the other hand.
The advantage of my model lies in the fact that the traditional
gap between intratextual and historical analysis of a text has
been exposed as a hoax. Both the intratextual and historical
dimensions of a text have a static-syntactic, dynamic-semantic
and dialectic-pragmatic mode.
It is true, however, that a
certain mode dominates a
certain dimension:
the syntactic
dominates the intratextual; the semantic the historical; and the
pragmatic the metatextual. The interrelatedness of the different
modes has been exposed: in the inadequacy of merely giving
account of the synctactic mode in cola demarcation
(cf II B
1.1.1,
2.1.1,
3.1.1,
4.1.1
&
5.1.1);
the
syntactic
interrelatedness of the semantics in the oxymoron #eklektols
parepid§mois# and the chiastic structure of the letter as a whole
(cf II C 4.1 & 4.2); the syntactic and semantic bases of the
pragmatic text functions and style-rhetorics (cf II B 2.3.1 &
4.3.1). This interrelatedness was also seen with regard to the
different dimensions. This will be argued in statements 9,
13
and 17. The point is that my distinctions take these complex
interrelationships into account by analysing the different modes
in terms of the heuristic criteria (viz extension, coherence and
delimitation), but at the same time serve as a simplification
thereof in terms of my distinctions of "text" thrust, perspective
and strategy.
4.2 Therefore the notions of "metatextual thrust, perspective and
strategy" represent the static, dynamic and dialectic parameters
of the intratextual, historical and metatextual dimensions of
textual communication as well as the syntactic, semantic and
pragmatic modes of texts (cf the diagram of my multidimensional
model in I B 3.2.2 & 3.6.1).
The pragmatic mode dominates within the metatextual dimension (cf
statement 3). Therefore, this
chapter is highlighting the
pragmatic parameters of these notions as such together with the
outline
of
the
dialectic-pragmatic
interdependence
and
interrelationship between them. In addition to this the notions
of "metatextual" thrust, perspective and strategy give account of
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the actual
communication and reception of texts which were
neglected in biblical
scholarship up till now.
This will
constitut e the basis for the reconstruction of the primary and
secondary metatextual communication of 1 Peter . The advantages of
my model will be illustrated in my reconstruction of a reading
procedure based on my distinctions (cf IV A 2.4).
STATEMENT 5: The limitations of a text-orientated reconstruction
of the metatextual dimension of textual communication should be
acknowledged.
5.1
The criteria for
the reconstruction of the metatextual
communi ca tion were pr imar il y deduced from the ana lysis of the
intratextual and historical dimensions of 1 Peter.

This surely reveals the limitations of this dissertation.
In
addition to the fact that one is inclined to feel
that one
swallow does not make a summer, the reader will also realize that
this reconstruction fails to take the actual communication event
as such into account.
This is obviously due to the fact that the
primary metatextual communication took place two thousand years
ago.
In
terms of Segers' (1980 :1 8) distinction between the
"werkingsonderzoek"
and "receptie-onderzoek" within reception
aesthetics,
my
metatextual
dimension
deals
with
the
reconstruction of the reception in the light of the pragmatics of
the text (i e
a "werkingsonderzoek"). Therefore my dissertation
ventures a
few cautious steps in the reconstruction of a
reception of ancient texts based on the text pragmatics of 1
Peter.

5.2 In the light of the fact that my theory and methodology for
the metatextual
cOITununication of ancient canonized texts lack an
empirical verification
(i e
"receptie - onderzoek " in Segers'
terminology), I had to compensate for this deficiency.
The reader must be reminded,
therefore, that my communication
model as
such was based on the results of modern research
(especially from modern reception theories) on the communication
process and
could therefore serve as a
crosscheck for the
pragmatic parameters deduced from my intratextual and historical
analyses of 1 Peter.

*
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2.DIALECTIC- PRAGMATIC PARAMETERS FOR THE METATEXTUAL ANALYSIS OF
ANCIENT
------- CANONI ZED -TEXTS
---STATEMENT 6 : In the endeavour to set the pragmatic parameters for
the metatextual communication of texts , one should keep in mind
that an absolutely objective communication is just as impossible
as an absolutely subjective communication is untenable.
6.1 An absolutely objective communication is ruled out
in the
light of the fact that communication is the creation of meaning
by communicators and receptors (cf I B & C) .
This brings the personal and subject i ve emission and reception of
texts
into play.
This
has important
implications
for the
metatextual communication of texts if we do not want to fall into
the clutches of positivism and its tyrannical rule (cf Schneiders
1982 : 52) and its dangers of zealous certainty (cf Herzog II
1985:115) . It implies that one should reckon with the phenomenon
of multiple meaning and interpretation of texts .
The reader will
recollect that this was i llustrated in our analysis of 1 Peter on
syntactic (cf the alternative immediate - constituent analyses and
cola divisions in II B 1.1.1,
2 . 1.1 ,
3 .1 .1 ,
4.1.1 & 5.1.1) ,
semantic (cf the multiple interpretations of
lexemes in II B
1.2.2 & 2.2.2) and pragmatic (cf the multiple interpretations of
cola functions in II B 2 . 3 . 1 & 4.3.1) levels .
This was even more
evident in the multiple interpretations of the intertextual (cf
the different traditio- historical reconstructions in III B 1.2.1,
2 .1 .2 . 1,
2.2.2.1 ,
etc)
and
extratextua l
(cf
the different
suggestions of authorship and "Si tz im Leben " in III B 1.2.2 ,
2.1.2.2, 2 . 2.2.2, etc) dimensions of 1 Peter . In an interesting
article Lategan (1982:48 - 50) emphasizes that multiple meaning and
interpretation is a ~eality that we must reckon with in the light
of the fact that this phenomenon is part and parcel of the o r igin
and deve l opment of bibl ical tex t s
thems elves.
Schneiders
(1982 : 61)
formulates
this
hermeneutical
challenge
very
appropriately: " Perhaps one of the major methodological problems
that will
have to be faced as a renewed hermeneutical theor y is
developed
is that of
the criteria
of
validi t y
in
the
interpreta t ion of
texts which are frankly admi tted to be
plurisignative by nature and therefore intrinsically susceptible
of
multiple
i nterpretat i ons , and even of
seve r a l
valid
interpretat i ons " .
6.2 On the othe r
hand , thi s s t atement has the
impor t ant
implication that intercommunication is utterly meaningless and
consequently non - viable without a basis of confidence that a
reasonable degree of successful communication is possible.
Therefore - all i ntercommun i ca t ion presuppose s syntactic , semantic
and pragmat i c convent ions which a r e honoured by communicators and
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receptor s alike.
Although it lS the case that the success of a
particular
communication act is not always important
and
sometimes even irrelevant , the communication of canonized texts
is a totally different matter . The claim that God communicates
through
certain texts , makes contradictory
interpretations
untenable.
However ,
this does not mean that valid multiple
interpretations are ruled out.
Ultimately, this issue of the successful and valid metatextual
communication of ancient canonized texts is what it is all
about.
Therefore in the
debate
on
the determinacy and
indeterminacy of a communicat ion act, my communicat ion theory has
certain important parallels to Iser's "middle position " in which
he claims that texts allow multiple meaning but restrict the
possibilities (cf Lategan 1984:12).
This implies that one will
have to be on guard for both the "objective and subjective
fallacies".
In my quest to establish basic parameters for
different valid meta textual communications and receptions of
texts , I believe I have been able to set more specific parameters
for this "middle position".
Let us have a look at it and see
whether there is some basis for a little bit more confidence in
the human experience of and encounter with texts .
STATEMENT 7 :
Biblical scholars have an important duty to
crosscheck
the
community
of
believers'
experience
and
interpretation of the Bible as canonized texts .
7.1 A sound communication theory should serve as the foundation
for educating the community of believers towards a responsible
reception of ancient canonized texts (cf statement 21).
This is necessary in order to counter - act the cacophony of
interpretations amongst believers and also to provide modern
readers with a competency to read the New Testament adequately.
This implies , in my opinion, that it is more important to know
something of textual communication than of New Testament Greek.
If secondary readers have acquired a sound communication theory
good translations could be understood and experienced in a
responsible way.
On the other hand, a knowledge of Greek does
not prevent a
secondary reader from the different reading
fallacies currentl y exper ienced amongst s chol ars and be lievers .
7.2 This scholarly c r osscheck on the secondary reception of the
Bible has the additional back - up of the interpretive tradition of
our forefathers and brothers and sisters in faith (cf I B 1. 2. 4;
Combrink 1984 : 35).

*
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2.1 THE PRAGMATIC PARAMETERS FOR THE STATIC THRUST
The following
statements outline the pragmatic parameters of the
metatextual thrust.
These parameters are deduced from my intraand intertextual analysis of 1 Peter (cf chapters II & III), on
the one hand,
as well
as
from the outline of my communication
theory (cf I B), on the other hand.
STATEMENT ~: The text thrust represents the static constituent of
the metatextual communication of ancient canonized texts.
The text as
the medium of textual
communication
is
an
enscriptured, frozen and static constituent in the communication
process.
This is a "sine qua non" of textual communication.
STATEMENT 9: The static thrust is constituted
interdependence
between
the
intratextual
dimensions of the frozen text.

by the dynamic
historical
and

9.1
This
implies that the reconstruction of the metatextual
dimension of the thrust entails
the analysis of the
static
manifestation of the three intratextual modes
(i e
syntactic,
semantic and pragmatic) as well as the static manifestation of
the inter- and extratextual
syntactics on micro
(e g , words,
sentences and tradition uni ts) and macro (e g pericopes,
blocks
and the text as a whole) levels.
Our analysis of 1 Peter has
shown that it
lS
indeed possible to discern and analyse the
con tr ibutions of
the d if ferent
modes and dimensions which
establish the text thrust.
9.2 The metatextual communication of ancient texts is impossible
without the dynamic tension between the static intratextual and
dynamic historical dimensions of the text thrust.
This has the pragmatic implication that readers should avoid the
"text-immanent or poetic fallacy"
which underexposes the "frame"
of inter- and extratextual references of the historical dimension
as constitutive of the communication of an ancient text (cf I A
3.1).
This
fallacy was exposed in all three modes of the
intratextual thrust lcf
I A 3.4.2).
The advocates of a mere
text-immanent approach should not be fooled syntactically by the
fact that they read the New Testament in their mother tongue.
Even if they are able to read i t in the original Koine it still
presupposes that they have had to acquire and
apply
an
intertextual
(e g via dictionaries and grammars)
database or
virtual memory to decode the words and and sentences of the New
Testament writings.
Semantically the inter- and extratextual
conventions and references of New Testament words are more than
often incomprehen sibl e for
twent ieth cent ury man.
Thi s became
evident in the high frequency and stringing of insider jargon in
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1 Pe te r
1 : 1- 2 : 1 0
(cf
II
B 3.2.1,
4.2. 2;
III
B 2.4.1. 1).
Christians should therefore not forget that they very often
understand the New Testament only because they have already
acquired a
subconscious historical data base or frame
of
reference (i e a virtual
memory).
Pragmatically the strategic
signals of a text are only recognized if one is familiar with the
historical pragmatic conventions of a certain community (cf III B
3).

We have
already seen
(cf I B 3.4.2) that semiotic, linguistic,
1 it erary and communicat ion theories ant icipated that our anal ys is
of 1 Peter would revea 1 t hi s dynamic i nterre la tionship between
the text and
its world.
Even from a psycholinguistic point of
view it is confirmed that the act of reading always presupposes a
short-, intermediate- and long-term memory from the reader which
inevitably brings a
historical
aspect into play
(cf Steyn
1984:53-55), namely the application of an inter- and extratextual
frame of reference / grid to a static text .
Therefore,
the traditional distinction even separation in
certain circles of
the intratextual and historical dimensions
is very problematic and should therefore be qualified.
This does
not mean that the description of
a text as i t exists at a
particular point in time is impossible and worthless.
On the
contrary, it is decisive.
It does mean,
however,
that
this
description is impossible without historical keys and apparatus.
In addition to this,
it is a fallacy to believe that the
metatextual reception (i e for primary and secondary readers)
of
a text merely depends on the intratextual analysis of a text (cf
I A 3.2 & 3.4). Not only does it limit textual communication to
its static dimension, but i t also disregards the dynamic nature
of communication which
is
constituted by the inter- and
extra text ua 1 references of texts
(cf La tegan 1985). Thi soften
results
in the inability to accommodate multiple meaning and
interpretation of texts.
The fact
is that a
static text
represents a
frozen textual development which can only be
interpreted
In terms
of
a
historically apllied frame of
reference.
On the other hand, this interdependence between the intratextual
and historical
dimensions presupposes that the
intrat-extual
dimension should not be underexposed.
This fallacy will be dealt
with more
elaborately In the pragmatic parameters of the
metatextual
perspective where
this
underexposure
can
be
illustrated more effectively (cf IV A 2.2).
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STATEMENT 1 0:
The static thrust and its intratextual and
historical dimensions are organized in a relief of chronological
and hierarchial structures and interrelationships.
10.1 The static unity of the text in terms of words, sentences,
tradition units,
cola functions, pericopes and blocks is not
organized 1n a flat pancake structure (cf II A 2.2.2).

Ignorance of the structuredness, interrelationship and different
modes of the static thrust is reflected,
for example, in the
dispute on the theme of 1 Peter (cf I A 2.4). Therefore different
scholars will absolutize different themes (e g hope, baptism , the
Christian in society,
etc)
or functions
(e g exhortation ,
encouragement , etc) at the cost of the interrelatedness between
them.
10.2 The notion of text "thrust " has proved to do more justice to
the relief of 1 Peter as a static, interrelated and structured
text.

The analysis of the thrust of 1 Peter exposed the horizontal
(chronological) and vertical
(hierarchial) relationships between
the syntactic elements.
It was especially the application of Van
Dijk's criteria of omission ,
selection ,
generalizing
and
reconstruction to 1 Peter which exposed the chronological and
hierarchia 1 structure of the di fferen t pericopes and blocks (cf
the
diagrams
of the different structures
and
discourse
developments of the respective pericopes in II B) . The
"pancake
fallacy " was also exposed in the analysis of the different
semiotic modes.
The syntactic-organized chiastic structures
(cf
II C 4.1;
III C 1), the semantic contrasts and split references
(cf II C 4.2), as well as the pragmatic alternation of assertive
and appellative cola functions (cf I I C 4 . 3) in 1 Peter confirmed
the
static - structural
(chronologica l
and
hierarchial)
manifestation of texts.
10.3 The text thrust sets the parameters for the reconstruction
of the dynamic historical worlds of textual communication.

The analysis of
the
static-syntactics of the inter - and
extratextual dimension
reveals traditio - historical complexes
which represent alternative worlds.
In the analysis of 1 Peter
we have identified numerous traditions ( i e words , phrases and
units) wh i ch were statically similar manifestated in other
texts .
This
reflected the static manifestation
of
the
alternative worlds behind the text.
We have seen that in spite
of the static nature of the thrust that this intertextual
relationship
opens
the
door for
multiple
meaning
and
interpretation of texts.
This
was
confirmed within the
syntactic, semantic and pragmatic modes of the static text (cf
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statement 6). This phenomenon emphasizes the dynamic constituent
in textual communication.
On the other hand,
the static text
does limi t
the dynamic ref erence of text ua 1 communicat ion.
This
brings us to our final statement whith regard to the parameters
of the static thrust for the meta textual communication of ancient
texts.
STATEMENT 11: The static text thrust is the gateway for the
analysis of the perspective and strategy as basic constituents in
the metatextual communication act.
11.1 This parameter honours the autonomy of the
reception.

text for textual

Therefore the static text is the gateway for the metatextual
communication thereof.
This implies that textual communication
demands an attentive reception which in turn presupposes a
preparedness of the receptors to be manipulated by the text to
some extent.
11.2 We have already seen that the thrust as the static
constituent of the metatextual communication
harbours
the
semantic and pragmatic relief
(i e
in terms of hierarchial
structuredness) of the communication event (cf statement 10).
11.3 The static thrust is the basis from
perspective and strategy can be reconstructed.

which

the

text

This reveals the pragmatic interrelationship between the three
notions.
Therefore the analysis of the static thrust of 1 Peter
in all three modes exposed some important pragmatic parameters
for the dialectic interdependency and interrelationship between
the metatextual thrust, perspective and strategy.
Let us now
turn our attention to the pragmatic parameters gained from our
analysis of the dynamic perspective of 1 Peter.
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2.2 THE PRAGMATIC PARAMETERS FOR
THE DYNAMIC PERSPECTIVE
--The following
statements outline the pragmatic parameters of the
metatextual perspective:
STATEMENT 12:
The text
perspective represents the dynamic
constituent
for the pretextual conception and the metatextual
communication of ancient canonized texts.
The analysis of
this dynamic reference in textual communication
was elaborately given account of in my text theory (cf I B 3.3 3.5) and our anal ysis of 1 Peter (cf the semantic ana lyses of the
different pericopes as well as 1 Peter as a text unit - cf II B &
C; III B & C) '. \ ~e have seen how the dominant metaphors, themes,
master
symbols,
worlds and realities underlying the
text
dynamically
reflected
the communicator-author's
cosmologic
perspective or life-and-world view.
The cosmologic perspective
is the dynamic force behind all texts and, for that matters, all
cul tural
creations of man.
Indeed mankind cannot
function
without
"myths" (i e in the
sense of master symbols as an
expression of cosmologic perspectives):
"Myths provide ways of
comprehending experience; they give order to our lives" (Lakoff &
Johnson 1980:186 as quoted by Du Preez 1983:7). This implies that
the intra-, inter, extra- and metatextual dimensions of textual
communica tion are dec is i vel y determined by the dynamic phenomenon
of cosmologic perspectives.
STATEMENT 13: The dynamic text perspective is constituted by both
the intratextual and historical dimensions of the static text.
13.1 This
implies that the reconstruction of
the metatextual
dimension of
the
perspective
entails
both
the dynamic
manifestation of the intratextual semantic mode as well as the
dynamic manifestation of the inter- and extratextual
semantic
references on micro and macro level.
It is precisely the dynamic function of the text perspective that
determines the interdependence and interrelationship of the
intratextua1 and
historical
dimensions.
The
intratextua1
dimension indeed represents the static macro text, but the
structuredness thereof is determined
by
the
extratextual
perspective of the communicator-author
(cf
III C 2.1).
The
historical dimension
represents
the
dynamic
interand
extratextua1 reference of
a
text,
but this reference is
orientated and defined in terms of the intratextual perspective.
Therefore,
the extratextual perspective has constraints for the
static manifestation of
the
text whereas the intratextua1
perspective has constraints for the variety of extratextua1
perspectives reflected in the text.
This dynamic function of
perspectives within the intratextual and historical dimens 'i ons of
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texts already suggests its
importance
communication of texts (cf IV A 2.4).

for

the

metatextual

13.2 The metatextual communication of ancient texts is impossible
without the dynamic tension between the static intratextual and
dynamic historical dimensions of the text perspective.
Once again the "text-immanent or poetic fallacy" is also found
with regard to the analysis of the perspective of a text. This
implies that the relevance of the historical dimension for the
metatextual perspective of a text is underexposed (cf I A 3.1).
Even the accommodation of the socio-cultural world and its
cosmo logic perspectives on intratextual level does not do justice
to the historical dynamics of textual communication.
It is an
insufficient compromise to acknowledge the dynamic historical
aspect of textual communication.
Therefore, one finds that the
underexposure of the historical dimension is often in the
clutches of a positivism and an objective concept of truth which
believes that the canonized
texts
of
the New Testament
communicate directly from the intratextual level (cf I A 3.2).
The dynamic and existential dimension of communication is flatly
ignored. Therefore, let it once more be said loudly that no
understanding is possible outside the historical dimension of the
dynamic redescription and interpretation of semiotic and textual
signs, on the one hand, and the dialectic interplay between text
and receptors, on the other hand (cf III C 2). We have seen in
our synthesis on the historical dimension of 1 Peter that
communication is ultimately the "battle between perspectives" and
a "redescription of reality" (cf III C 2). This implies that the
pretextual emission (i e the enscripturation of a text) as well
as the metatextual reception of a text is decisively determined
by a static-dynamic interaction (i e a dialectic) between intra-,
inter- and extratextual perspectives.
I have already referred to
Ricoeur's observation:
"We belong to history before telling
stories and writing history"
(Lategan 19B5:121-122; cf Lategan
19B2:66). Eco (1979:19) confirms this with regard to intertextual
reference as an essential part of textual communication:
"
every text refers back to previous texts". In addition to this
"reference behind the
text"
(i
e historical reference),
Schneiders (19B2:62-65) distinguishes "reference before the text"
(i e existential reference) which confirms my emphasis that the
dynamic and dialectic processes are inherent to all pretextual
and metatextual communication acts.
Now this crusade for the acknowledgement of the historical
dimension should not be mistaken as an uncritical stance towards
the historical paradigm.
That this is not the case should not
only be evident in the light of my illustration of the cacophony
echoing from the historico-critical analysis (cf I A 2 & 3), but
also from my treatment of the results of the historical analysis
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of 1 Peter itself (cf III A & B). Therefore my evaluation of the
historica 1 approach di ffers in three cruc ia 1 and ftmdamenta l
respects from the traditional paradigm , mainly because of its
underexposure of the intratextual dimension.
Firstly, my methodo logy for the analysis of the historical
dimension takes the criticism against the "referential fallacy "
(cf Petersen 1978:39) of historical criticism into account (cf I
B 3.3.2). This fallacy has to do with the fact that historical
cri tics didn't realize that their quest for the reconstruction of
the extratextual r eality or world of a text is only possible
within the parameters of the semantic mode: "De fout die men
echter begaat is dat de relatie kerygma / geschiedenis niet een
'redaktionsgeschichlich' probleem [or 'historisch-kritisch' for
that matter
JaRo] is maar een semantisch"
(Vorster , W S
1982:108). It was especially the negligence of this semantic
phenomenon that led to the overexposure and malpractices of the
historical paradigm.
This is evident in simplistic treatment of
the text as referring directly to reality and events .
This
implies that the historical paradigm underexposed the autonomy of
the text in creating its own world.
Therefore, my historical
analysis was dominated by the parameters of the semantic mode (cf
III AI)
and consequently had to accommodate the phenomenon of
multiple meaning and interpretation
(cf Nations. 1983:61; III A
2.2.2) as well as a new appraisal of the issue of text and
reality (cf III A 2.2.2; III C 2 & 3). Our analysis of 1 Peter,
for example, exposed that the extratextua l world can only be
described in broad terms which is, nevertheless, necessary to
establish the possible relevancy of a text.
The possible
extratextual "Sitze im Leben" of 1 Peter (e g persecution,
discrimination, backsliding or a combination of these) opened the
way for a lternative extratextual worlds. Therefore, it seems to
me that in spite of J H Elliott's magnificent sociological
analysis of 1 Peter (which was valid in many respects),
he did
not go far enough to avoid the referential fallacy.
The
temptation to pin-point the extratextual reality overprecisely
seduced Elliott to exclude valid alternative worlds with regard
to the date and authorship of 1 Peter. In my opinion, biblical
scholars need not be so anxious to establish
the
exact
extratextual parameters of a text with regard to the traditional
Introduction issues. The possibility of valid multiple textual
worlds
(i e obviously excluding phantasies which distort the
text) does not change the communication of . the cosmologic
perspective underlying
a text.
It
is rather the dynamic
interaction between the text and the "alt ernative worlds" which
could help
us to understand the communication of ancient
canonized texts.
The second important difference between my historical analysis
and that of the historical paradigm is that my model emphasizes
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that the inter- and extratextual world can only be reconstructed
after the
parameters of the intratextual world have been
established (cf Petersen 1978:21; Theobald 1978). This precedence
of the static text over against its extratextual reference is
important to counteract the " genetic fallacy" of scholars who
believe that a text should first and foremost be explained in
terms of its genesis.
This led to overprecise and speculative
reconsructions of the origin and composition of texts.
Not only
has my intratextua l analysis exposed the unwarranted hypotheses
with regard to the disunity of the letter, it has also shown that
the reconstruction of the genesis of 1 Peter is speculative and
irrelevant for the communication thereof (cf I A 2.5; II C 1.2,
4.1 &
4.2).
The authorship issue was another good example
illustrating the genetic fallacy
(cf I
A 2.1; III B 1.2.2,
2.1.2.2 & III C 2.5). Therefore, I identified the
intratextual
dimension as the prelude to my analysis of the communication
process.
Nevertheless,
"As long as we have texts we will have
the challenge of reconstructing history from them, and historical
method is the only rational means by which we can do so.
The
problem is to be a historian whithout being a
historicist "
(Petersen 1978:28). In this regard Petersen's (1978 : 25) warning
is appropriate:
"If we learn our lessons well, we will not once
again suffer from cultural lag by absolutizing the metaphor of
mirrors [i e absolutizing literary criticism as the only means of
textua 1 ana lysi s - JaRo] as we did the metaphor of wi ndows
[i
e
absolutizing historical criticism
JaRo]." Once again the rule
of thumb for exegesis is confirmed which says that different
exegetical methods and tools are designed to analyse different
aspects of textual communication.
Therefore, their possibilities
and
limitations should
be
acknowledged
(cf Vorster,
W S
1984a:104-123) .
My last remark in the previous paragraph is related to the third
difference in my application of the historical paradigm - that is
my
rejection of the
"positivistic fallacy"
found
amongst
histo rico -critical scholars who believe that their methods
"
can get closer to objective thruth than any other method"
(Collins,
J
J 1981:123; cf Nations 1983:61).
Obviously these
scholars disregard their own prejudices and the limitations of
their methods.
This fallacy was clearly exposed in the cacophony
echoing from historical critical scholarship (cf I A 2 & 3). This
cacophony was the outcome of a positivistic specia lization and
fragment alization of the New Testament
(cf Hahn 1974:21-25),
amongst other things.
This dilemma was severely exper ienced in
the crucial field of New Testament theology in which the
differences and incompatibilities of the New Testament message
were blown out of all proportion disregarding the recognizable
unity thereof.
Historical positivism,
therefore,
did not only
absolutize its own
results
but was also responsible for
destroying the communicability (i e creating meaning) of the New
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Testament. Therefore the historical analysis of ancient canonized
texts should also, like the intratextual analysis, accommodate
the phenomenon of multiple meaning and interpretation of texts.
This excursion to
illustrate
the
interdependence of the
intratextual and historical dimensions was in a certain sense a
polemic against the overexposure
and underexposure of the
respective dimensions.
The challenge is, however , to define
their interrelationship. This leads us to the next statement.
STATEMENT 14: Cosmologic perspectives integrate, interrelate and
orientate the thrust and strategy of the intratextual, historical
and metatextual dimensions of textual communication.
The reader will find that the dynamic-orientational function of
the cosmologic perspective will be outlined in terms of the
possibilites and limitations of the static (cf 14.1
14.3),
dynamic
(cf 14.4
14.8) and dial ectic (cf statemen t 15)
dimensions of textual communication .
14.1 The cosmologic - perspectival orientation of the
master
symbols and metaphors of texts, gives us some insight in the
pretextual and metatextual dynamics of textual communication.
Normative and
less
important
master
symbols
should be
distinguished from each other in a text (cf Du Preez 1983:3).
This implies that a hierarchial structure must be reconstructed
with the aid of the identified master symbols in order to
establish the dominant life-and-world
perspective
of
the
communicator (Du Preez 1983:41). Therefore, the distinction
between perspectives and master symbols is useful.
Perspective
represents the "ultimate referent" or "god" or "unquestionable
presupposition" or " life-and- death issue" of the communicator
which expresses itself in a set of more and less important master
symbols (i e paradigms as means of comprehending experience and
ordering people"s lives and conduct).
In the analysis of a
hierarchy of master symbols "anti master symbols" can also be
identified
that
is
symbols
~n
conflict
with
the
communicator-author"s master symbols (cf Du Preez:1983:149-150).
In our analysis of 1 Peter we have seen that dominant master
symbols are usually metaphorically expressed (cf II C 4.2).
Therefore, an analysis of metaphors would normally reveal the
dominant master symbols,
although
not
all metaphors are
necessarily master symbols. Likewise, we have seen that the
semantic structure of the macro text (i e on pericope and textual
levels) also reveals the dominant master symbols as an expression
of the communicator- author"s cosmologic perspective (cf II C
4.1). Thus the cosmologic perspective is the "orientation point"
of the pretextual emission and metatextual reception of master
symbols, ·metaphors and ultimately macro signs (i e texts).
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14.2 The cosmologic-perspectival orientation of the intra- and
intertextual thrust of textual communication, provides us with a
relief map for the metatextual communication of the static text.

The cosmologic perspective of the communicator-author determines
his structuring of the intratextual and historical text thrust.
His perspective -determines his choice and structuring of the
master symbols, metaphors, motives and themes introduced in the
text.
Therefore, the thrust (together with its
dominant
syntactic
mode)
is
indeed the
vehicle
expressing
the
communicator-author's message. We have seen how the paradoxical
structure of the Christo logical perspective in 1 Peter expressed
itself in the oxymoron #~klektols parepidemois# (cf III B 1.1.1 &
1.3.1), the chiastic structures of the pericopes (cf II B) and
the text as a whole (cf II C 4.2).
The cosmologic perspective of a text is also reflected in the
static mosaic of the text and its tradition units.
A mosaic
creates a clear picture which is the result of the hierarchial
contrasts of different colours. The methodological
implication
of this mosaic-metaphor is that the static reflection of the
traditio-historical background of a text has something to say in
the communication thereof.
The reader will notice that my
concern is for the static reflection of the traditio-historical
background of the text which is something totally different from
the genetic and referential fallacies which forced the inter- and
extratextual worlds onto the text.
My concern is only to
interrelate the different units of tradition material in terms of
the structuredness and imbedment thereof as a mosaic reflection
of the text perspective. We have seen that this is the case in 1
Peter where the Christological tradition material was decisive
for the cosmologic perspective (i e picture) of the text.
This
has significant consequences for the strategy of the metatextual
.communica tion of 1 Peter (cf IV A 2.3).
It means t ha t
the
Christological perspective was
authorized
by
intraand
extratextual references. Reference was made to a narrative of
Jesus Christ as well as Christological logia.
Whether these
tradition units were preserved orally or scripturally is not
crucial.
What is crucial,
however,
is the fact that the
communicator of 1 Peter utilized them as an authorization of his
message.
In this regard Dresser
(1973:164-165) argues with
regard to communication in general that if the relationship
between assertions
(cf the assertive-appellative message of 1
Peter) and the evidence provided to authorize them (i e the
Christological tradition material in 1 Peter) is not clear or
previously confirmed, the message will be rejected. This implies
that the acceptance of the message of 1 Peter is subjected to
inter- and extratextual considerations.
This leads to the
following comment.
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14.3 Th e cosmologic - perspectival orientation of the intra- and
intertextual dimensions of a text, minimizes a fundamenta l i st ic
primary and secondary reception of a text.
We have seen that the intra- and intertextual anal ys is of 1 Peter
exposed the perspectival relief of pericopes as well as of the
textual whole. In the same way that the static syntact ics
relativizes an uncontrolled understanding of a text, the text
perspective relativizes the importance and interpretation of
words, metaphors, sentences and pericopes in terms of the
cosmologic perspective of the text. Th e refore by acknowledging
the integrating and
decisive
function
of the cosmologic
perspective of
a text, the dangers of the text-immanent,
positivistic and fundamentalistic fallacies are diminished. This
is basically the recognition of the fact that a text is in itself
a redescription of reality. This implies that some estrangement
between the text and its historical world took place. This is
especially relevant for "ideological"
texts .
In
reading
canonized texts this insight could
effectively
counteract
fundamentalism.
This primary estrangement is relevant
for
primary and secondary readers . However , for secondary readers of
ancient texts a second estrangement is also necessary, namely the
recognition of the historical remoteness of the texts.
14.4 The cosmologic - perspectival orientation of the dynamic
references to the extratextual world and reality of texts , is the
key to the relevancy of the extratextual reality in metatextual
communication.
The reference to the extratextual world of a text has proved to
be
deci si ve for the communicat ion and recept ion
thereof.
However , the reader will remember that it was the extratextual
Christ commitment and experience of the real interlocutors (i e
their Christological perspective) that was decisive for the
emission and reception of the text rather than the traditional
Introduction issues of authorship , date and addressees (cf III C
2.3). This relativizes the traditional scholarly disputes as
irrelevant for the metatextual communication of ancient canonized
texts . Apart from the prerequisite of the extratextual reality
of the interlocutors' Christological commitment, the question of
extratextual authority of the Christological tradition in 1 Peter
has proved to be decisive.
suggests
14.5 The cosmologic-perspectival orientation of texts,
that the interrelatedness and hierarchy of the corpus of New
Testament writings are also perspectivally determined.
With regard to the New Testament as a corpus of canonized texts
one could determine the hierarchy and interrelatedness between
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the different writings as such in terms of the overriding and
mutual cosmologic perspective and its dominant master symbols.
This implies that one will have to establish the cosmologic
perspective which led the church to collate 27 different writings
into a corpus in the first four centuries after Christ. This
perspective is
constitutive for the authority of the New
Testament.
Edwards
(1977:126) argues that the authority of
Scriptures depends on the reconstruction of this perspective or
to put it into his words
to reconstruct"
the most
comprehensive way of speaking of God's presence among his
people. " Although an outline of the cosmologic perspective of
the New Testament as a whole, exceeds the parameters of this
dissertation, I believe that I am on target to define it as a
"Christological perspective"
or as a "paschal imagination" in
Schneiders'
(1982 :65) terminology:
"These first
Christians
exercised their paschal imagination in giving witness, the
witness we have as the NT text."
It is another matter, however,
whether the different writings portray the same master symbols
deduced from this perspective. It is still another question
whether thes e dif ferent ma ster symbol s exc lude each other.
Obviously these issues would have serious implications for
Christianity's interpretation of the New Testament as ancient
canonized texts.
We have seen
that
1 Peter authorizes its Christological
perspective inter - and extratextually.
In the light of the
composi tion 0 f the New Te stament , thi s presupposes at 1 east that
1 Peter is orientated towards the Christological narratives which
are preserved in the Gospels. It is in the light of these
narratives (oral or scriptural) that the communicator - redactor author redescribed and reinterpreted the "Sitz im Leben"
of his
probable readers. Therefore, the Christological reality referred
to was the "ultimate reality" in the communication between the
interlocutors. Ultimately his readers would have rejected his
letter if his interpretation of the Christological narratives was
unacceptable or "non- apostolic" in religious terms. The question
is in what sense is the Christological perspective reality
bound.
14.6 The cosmologic - perspectival orientation of the text-reality
relationship in texts, provides the parameters within which the
reality relevancy of the
historical Jesus for metatextual
communication should be understood.
This issue is especially relevant for the New Testament and its
reference to reality.
In the light of our analysis of 1 Peter we
can deduce that this is important in two respects : existentially
and Christo logically. The first refers to the meaningfulness of
the New Testament message for the reality man lives in.
In the
second sense it has to do with the relevance of the historical
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Jesus for the New Testament message. The cosmologic perspective
of the text will give some indication in what sense the text's
reference to reality should be understood.

* This issue of text and reality once again confirms the fact
that the inter- and extratextual reference of a text is part and
parcel
of
textual communication.
The reference
to
the
existential reality of a
text presupposes an extratextual
commitment from the interlocutors in terms of a cosmologic
perspective.
Berger (1977b:133) confirms this in his statement
that " ... das Sinnziel des Werdens ... nur stets perspektivisch
erfassbar
ist".
The Christological reference in 1
Peter
presupposes an intertextual and extratextual reference to a
Christ narrative and events. It has also become clear that the
whole issue of the authenticity and authority of 1 Peter as a
canonized
text, depended on the relationship between
the
intratextual, on the one hand, and the inter- and extratextual,
on the other hand, reference to and interpretation of the
Christological tradition and reality.
This once again exposes the text - immanent fallacy in which the
autonomy of a text is overexposed. The autonomy of a text, in my
opinion, refers to the precedence of the static text in the
analysis of textual
communication.
In this sense it is
justified.
Raymond F Collins (1983:257) remarks aptly:
"In
prompting this value of the structuralist approach , one must be
wary lest biblical language be looked upon as mere metaphor, as
if the words of the text, a sign, had no significant designatum.
A concern for the level of expression (signifier) should not
obliterate the level of content (the signified). Thus 'Jesus' is
more than a somewhat
abstract
value
represented by the
five - letter seme; 'Jesus' represents a concrete designatum"
(cf
Chryssides 1985; Edwards 1977:125-134). Therefore , the autonomy
of the text does not imply that the historical dimension is
irrelevant.
On the contrary, with regard to New Testament texts
it seems to be crucial for their authenticity and acceptance.
Current metaphoric theories have confirmed the reality boundness
of language as a redescription of reality (cf II A 2.2.2.1 & III
A 2.2.1).
Nations (1983:70) concludes with regard to the
resurrection: " ... that to use the term 'metaphor' (or 'myth')
with reference to Christ's resurrection does not necessarily
connote unreality. To be sure, it may be a halting form of
speech,
possibly the only way open to human language to speak
about
that phenomenon as God's mysterious revelatory
and
redemptive activity."

* The fact that the

primary narrative of this Christological
reality is imbedded within the argumentation in 1 Peter (as is
the case in the other New Testament letters) leads me to side
with Ferdinand Hahn that the New Testament as a whole reflects an
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interdependence.
I have dealt with this issue to some extent in
a previous article (Rousseau 1984). I n the light of the fact that
this interrelationship between the different documents in the New
Testament exceeds the parameters of this dissertation a
few
r e marks will
have to suffice .
I will base my remarks on the
following sketch:

QUEST FOR JESUS EVENTS""

NT

I

I

CRITERIUM

I

DIRECTIVE

HISTORY
* In- & external
criticism

-- - ------ - ----- - PRIMARY EVENTS
*Crucifixion
*Res ur re ct ion
* Procl amat i on
*Discipleship
------ - ----------

~

PRIMARY WITNESS
*Narratives
*Homo l ogies
*Proclamation
*"Apostolic "

A.

"

PRIMARY TRADITION
* " Post - apostolic"
*Deepened theologi cal reflection

The fact that 1 Peter reflects a dependency on a primary source
for the narrative of Jesus Christ , warrants a distinction between
primary witness and tradition .
It is in regard to this that the
distinctions made by Ferdinand Hahn
( 1975:262 - 280) and Peter
Stuhlmacher
(1979:44 - 47)
he l p us a step
furt her .
They
distinguish " primary tradition " ( "Grundueberlieferung " ) , "primary
witness"
( "Grundzeugnis " )
and
" primary
events"
( " Grundgeschehene"). Obviously the Christological perspective has
some connection with a
real i ty attached to the person Jesus of
Nazareth as portrayed in the Gospels .
This
is confirmed in 1
Peter by the importance of the narrative and
logia tradition
material in the text.
This implies that 1 Peter is authorized by
the Christ narrative as portrayed in the Gospels which in turn i s
authorized by the reality of Jesus himself .
Therefore ,
Jesus
Christ is the ultimate source and authority who authenticate the
Christological perspective .
The fact that the addressees have
not
seen Him but nevertheless love Him and believe in Him ,
necessitates an authoritative traditio- histor ical line.
In this
regard the " apostolic witness " was crucial - it was interpreted
as the authori ta ti ve tradi t i on wh i ch is,
generally speaking ,
decisive for
succesful
communication
(cf
Rall
1980 : 3) .
Ultimately , however , different Christologica l master symbols were
deduced in terms of the primary events and witnesses. This, for
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example, led to the exposure and rejection of false Christologies
in the New Testament era (cf the Gospel of St Mark; 1 & 2 John,
etc) .
Although it is impossible to retrieve the Jesus events in the
sense of "wie es eigentlich gewesen ist", we have the obligation
to reconstruct (i e via the "primary witness") which "primary
events" form the basis and foundation of the New Testament. It
would seem that the relevancy of the Jesus events has primarily
to do with the confirmation of the perspective of the cross
paradox and the resurrection glorification (cf
Schneiders'
"paschal imagination").
In the light of the strangeness of this
paradox one could deduce that the extratextual reality of Jesus
Christ authenticated and initiated the Christ movement in the
first century after the cosmologically decisive Christ events.
Hahn (1975:279) maintains " ... dass das Grundgeschehen der allen
Glauben und alle Verkuendigung
begruendende
-Inhalt'
der
Theologie ist, jedoch nur in der durch das Zeugnis rezipierten
Gestalt, also unter
Einschluss
der
Auferstehung und des
weitergehenden Wirkens des Erhoehten bis zur Vollendung. Wegen
dieses im Ostergeschehen begruendeten Rezeptionsprozesses ist
sodann das Grundzeugnis
das
entscheidende
und
bleibende
'Kriterium'
fuer
wahren
christlichen
Glauben.
Die
Grund ueberl ieferung
dagegen,
sowei t
es
sich
um
eine
weiterfuehrende Explikation des Zeugnisses handelt, ist gerade
auch wegen der Vershiedenheit
der einzelnen Entwuerfe als
richtungweisendes 'Modell' fuer
jed~
theologische Reflexion
anzusehen, sofern dort
die
entscheidenden
Sachfragen
im
wesentlichen schon im Angriff genommen sind.'
14.7 The cosmologic-perspectival orientation of the historical
dimension of texts, minimizes a fundamentalistic primary and
secondary metatextual reception of texts.
We have seen that the cosmologic perspective of 1 Peter was
highlighted in the interaction between the communicator-author
and his extratextual world.
This dynamic interaction revealed
the author's Christological reinterpretation or redescription of
metaphors and master symbols.
The analysis of this dynamic
function of perspectives provides us with parameters which could
help secondary receptors to find entrance into the strangeness or
uniqueness of ancient texts and also safeguard them from a
fundamentalistic reception thereof. Although other scholars have
emphasized the necessity for secondary readers to be alienated
from ancient texts
(cf Vorster, W S 1984a:118; Hahn 1972:9) in
order to prevent fundamentalism (cf De Jonge 1982:80; Vorster, W
S 1984a:118; Ricoeur 1975:134), they have not exploited the role
which the cosmologic perspective of a text could play in this
regard . .In my communication theory the cosmologic perspective is
responsible for the estrangement
of primary and secondary
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receivers
in
terms of the redescription
of
alternative
perspectives.
with regard to secondary readers a
double
estrangement has to take place.
Take
for
example
the
fundamentalistic abuse with regard to the interpretation of
ancient metaphors. In the analysis of ancient canonized texts
the "as-if" and addressees - specific character of metaphors (cf
Jordaan 1971:31) is disregarded and leads to the absolutizing
thereof which often
results
in
denominational strife on
side-issues (e g using 1 Peter for dogma on baptism, the priestly
office of believers, the
proclamation
to
the dead, the
politicizing of race and
election
ideologies,
l.illcritical
submission to the status quo, etc). The secondary receivers need
a double estrangement, namely a historical estrangement which
exposes the ancient and distant world of these metaphors and also
a perspectival estrangement which exposes the communicatorauthor's redescription of these metaphors in interaction with his
alternative worlds. This could help to open up the diversity and
colourful background of ancient texts and could create dynamic
possibilities and analogies for the reinterpretation of these
texts (cf Vorster, W S 1984a:llO; Hahn 1972:9).
14.8 The cosmologic-perspectival orientation of the historical
dimension of texts, minimizes a radical
historico-critical
relativism in the primary and secondary reception of ancient
canonized texts.
"By reading the New Testament historically the interpreter
realizes how human the New Testament and its message are.
It is
man's thoughts on Jesus and God.
It also prevents man from
reaching or touching God and Jesus and making them idols"
(Vorster, W S 1984a:119). Therefore the
historico-critical
analysis
(socio-culturally and text-historically), has
the
important function to put the theological-authoritative and the
literary-timeless approaches towards the New Testament into
perspective. This is structurally the same function as that of
the text perspective - that is to relativize the text in the
light of the cosmologic perspective. There is, however, one
important difference - that is historical criticism's emphasis on
the historico-critical perspective in contrast to the text's own
cosmologic perspective.
This difference explains why the ruthless promotion of the
historico-critical paradigm had such devastating consequences.
It relativized the New Testament as "God's Word" and consequently
estranged many believers from it (cf De Jonge 1982:82; Lategan
1982:59; Marshall 1977:130; Nations 1983:61). This was due to the
philosophical presuppositions underlying the historico- critical
method:
anti-supranaturalism (De Jonge 1982:82); rationalism;
analogy
(Marshall
1977:127);
causal
correlation;
and
"methodological doubt".
These
presuppositions were overtly
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expressed in Troeltsch's cr i teria for historical critic i sm:
criticism, analogy and correlation (cf Kremer 1973:87). These
assl.Unptions , however, were exposed as positivistic (cf Hahn
1972: 12 - 13). In addition to this the faulty assumption that "
only that which can be proved to have actually happened has any
meaning" (Nations 1983:63) has been exposed as an ignor ance of
the power and meaning of myths.
The dis i ntegrative effect of
historical criticism (except for redact i on criticism to some
extent) was amongst other things due to the neglect of the
totality of texts (cf Vorster, W S 1984a:112) . It is in the light
of the power of myths and the totality of texts that the notion
of cosmologic perspective as the integrating and dynamic force
behind texts relativizes the historico - critical paradigm and its
historical methods and quests . This was especially illustrated
in the contrast between the (l i mited) rather irre l evant issues of
authorship and the literary unity for the communication of a text
in the light of the dominance of the cosmologic perspective (cf I
A 3.1).
In spite of the devastating effects that historical criticism has
had on the believing community, it is indespensable. Even those
who in reaction against the results of historical critic i sm base
the aut hority of the New Testament on a one - to - one relationship
between text and reality will have to make use of historical
criticism in order
to
prove
their assumptions (Marshall
1977:131). Furthermore a knowledge of the primary world and
reception of texts provides one with a sensitivity to one's own
world which opens the possibil i ties and analogies for a secondary
reception.
Therefore one should also emphasize that "However
different cultures and the i r r espective presuppositions may be ,
there is, however , more that binds our wor l d and that of the text
together than that which separates us" (Du To i t, H C 1984 : 64 ) .
This remark is especially relevant for scholars in ultracritica l
circles who are at wits end with regard to the communicability of
ancient canonized texts.
It is especially with regard to
cosmologic perspectives which give ultimate meaning to reality,
that one finds that the history of mankind is bound together .
Therefore the cosmologic perspective of 1 Peter relat i vizes and
transcends the historical dimension of textual communication.
This opens the door for the metatextual communication o f texts even of ancient canonized texts .
STATEMENT 15: The cosmologic- perspectival orientation of the
intratextual and historical d i mensions of the text strategy,
imp lies tha t meta text ua 1 communi ca tion is ultimately " a battle
between cosmologic perspectives".
15.1 The cosmologic perspect i ve and its master symbols also
determine the strategy (together with i ts dominant pragmatic
mode) which an author utilizes in order to convey his message
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successfully.
As a
general rule the primary goal of communication is to
"conv ince " or "inform" others.
Buerger (1973:160) remarks with
regard to ideo logica 1 texts:
" Die Sprachverwendungs- strategien
ideologischer Texte , dies wird man behaupten duerfen , zielen auf
eine unkritische identifikatorische Rezeptionsweise ab , deren
Grundlage die emotionale Reaktion ist."
This is extremely
important in order to understand how strategies serve the authors
of the New Testament as a
library of "id eological " texts.
Therefore we can deduce that the ideological pe rs pective and
master symbols of
the Christian community had the power to
control and manipulate the behaviour of the individuals if they
were strategically applied in their doc,~ents. We have seen how
the communicator- redactor of 1 Peter led a total onslaught on his
receptor-readers and their
commitments.
The argumentative persuasive text
type is therefore a manifestation of the
communicator-author's strategy to communicate his cosmologic
perspective as a perspectival orientation for his readers.
The
strategical processes of identificat i on and estrangement as well
as the
assertive and appellat i ve text functions were all
manifestations of the author's perspectival intentions.
text is
15.2 Likewise
the metatextual communication of a
decisively determined by the metatextual perspectives of the
interlocutors - it is a battle between perspectives.
The communicator - author's perspective is encaptured within the
static text and its thrust whereas the receptors' perspective is
presupposed in terms of
the ideal receptors.
In the actual
primary reception of the text the compatibility of the text and
real receptors' perspectives will be decisive. The analysis of 1
Peter confirmed this.
The assert ive and appellative synt actics ,
semantics and pragmatics of 1 Peter would indeed have no effect
on its readers un l ess the Christological perspective of the
communicator - author is shared by its receptor-readers.
Needless
to say , this will have important implications for the secondary
reception of ancient canonized texts.
However, we need to ponder a l i ttle l onger on the f unction of the
cosmologic perspective for the metatextual communication of a
text.
In our analysis of 1 Peter we have seen that the processes
of identification and
estrangement
are
important in the
communication of the text.
This ties up with the textual "gaps"
identified within reception theories
(cf Iser 1974:130-131).
These gaps demand that the reader should fill these gaps in order
to become involved in the communication event . With regard to 1
Peter we noticed that the processes of identification and
estrangement created a " gap " in the communication of 1 Peter.
Interestingly enough , the communicator -author of 1 Peter also
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provided the means to bridge this gap, namely the
perspective.

Christological

A last remark should be made with regard to the fact
that
perspective is a decisive constituent In the communication
process.
This dynamic perspectival orientation of
textual
communication unde rlines the fact tha t
interpretation
and
communication
is neither subjective nor objective, but
a
dialectic relational interplay.
Ultimately, communication is a
"battle between
perspectives".
With
regard
to
textual
communication it is a battle between the cosmologic perspective
of the text and that of the receptor- readers.
This has important
implications
for
the strategies which are
operative
In
metatextual communication.

*
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2.3 THE PRAGMATIC PARAMETERS OF THE
- METATEXTUAL STRATEGY
The following statements outline the pragmatic parameters of the
metatextual strategy:
STATEMENT
16: The text strategy represents the
dialectic
commun i cation
of
ancient
provocative constituerrt for the
canonized text s .
16 . 1 I have already argued in statement 3 that the metatextual
dimension is determined by pragmatic parameters .
This implies that the dialectic dimension holds the key to
determine the pragmatic interrelationship and function of the
static and dynamic dimensions of metatextual communication. This
confirms the fact that the intratextual and historical dimensions
are sterile without this
provocation.
This accusation of
sterility was especially directed at the historico- critical
methods applied in the historical analysis of texts (cf Edwards
1977:116 - 117; Nations 1983:62). This is understandable ,in the
light of the fact that the historico- critical methods were
devised to reconstruct the or i gin and world of a text and not
their meaning and function (cf Hahn 1972:11 - 12; Vorster , W S
1984a:119).
16.2 We have seen i n statement 15 that the perspect i val orientation of the communicator-author explains the strategical
structure of the text thrust as a vehicle in order to accomplish
his goal.
16.3 The processes of "identification" and "estrangement "
proved to be the elementary basis of all text strategies.

has

We have also seen in the discussion of the text type of 1 Peter
that some kind of a basic text type is to be identified in terms
of a binary structure of "presupposition- consequence " (cf II I B
3.1.2). This binary structure pragmatically creates a tension of
identification and estrangement which is a prerequisite for
communication as such (cf III B 3.3.1 & 3.3.2). Identification is
the process in which the reader identifies with the text.
Jordaan
(1971:35) argues
that
identification
in
textual
communication is predominantly dependent on the selection of
communication symbol s that would entice the readers toward
identification. This implies that the ac t of persuasion is a
delicate dialectic between identification and estrangement.
Estrangement called "alienation" or "defamiliarization" (which
goes back to
Russian
formalism)
is comparable to Iser's
(1974:125-145) "negation" which is one way (amongst others) of
creating "gaps" in textual communication in order to entice the
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reader to become involved in the communication act
(cf Lategan
1984:11 - 12) .
The
interplay
between
identification
and
estrangement creates a dialectic
process between text and
receptors
(cf Iser 1974 : 145) . This dialectic is an ongoing
process during the reading and rereading of a text.
We
have
found that the reconstruction
of
the
implied
interlocutors has provided us with valuable insights with regard
to the identification and estrangement processes wi thin 1 Peter
(cf II C 4.3) . The reader will remember how we reconstructed the
ideal author"s identification with
(as fellow- brother- elder witness) and
estrangement
from
(as apostle- authorized - by Jesus - Christ to exhort and assure) his receptors .
In order to
maintain a
delicate
balance
between
identification
and
estrangement the communicator - author used socio - cultural and
religio u s metaphors and symbols that were most probably known to
his readers
(cf I I B 3.3 ,
4.3 & 5.3.2). By the emotional and
existential connotation
(cf
Watkins
1972:173 - 175; Jo r daan
1971: 36) of these symbols the communicator - author enticed his
receptor-readers to identify with him (cf III C 3.4).
We have
seen how the author of 1 Peter pulled out all the stops in order
to persuade his receptor - readers by maste r fully fluctuating the
referential and poetic sequence of events (cf II C 4.3)
especially in pericopes I - IV (e g I l l B 2.2.3 . 2 & 2.4.3.2).
However, his Christological reinterpretation thereof created an
estrangement or
gap which required a reorientation and a
challenge from the receptors to i dentify with his perspective.
This challenge culminated in the appeal to the addressees to
identify with the authorial interpretation of their status or
identity as "elect strangers " .
The aim of this oxymoron , as a
paradoxical expression,
is to defami l iar i ze the receptors in
order to create a new experience /
meaning for the receptive
reader.
Ultimately, the crucial factor is whether the communicator- author
is able to persuade his readers to accept this paradoxical master
symbol. With regard to 1 Peter the author authorized his appeal
on
the
presupposition
that the
addressees
shared
his
Christological orientation and his redescription of reality from
that perspective. Obviously this has the important implication
f or the s ucces sful secondary reception of 1 Peter , name ly that
the
secondary
receptors
should
share
a
Christological
commitment. This insight is based on our analys i s of the
intratextual and histor i cal dimens i ons of the tex t strategy (cf
II C ~.2 ; III C 2).
STATEMENT 17: The dialectic text strategy is constituted by the
dynamic interdependence between the intratextual and historical
dimens i ons of the static text .
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17.1 This implies that the reconstruction of the metatextual
strategy should incorporate the results of the intratextual and
historical analysis of the pragmatic conventions on micro
(e g
style-rhetorical and text-functional devices) and macro
(e g
structure and text type I
genre)
levels.
I believe our attempt
to uncover the pragmatics of 1 Peter has proved that the analysis
of the text strategy in terms of the different dimensions and
modes is very rewarding.
17.2 The metatextual communication of ancient texts is impossible
without the dynamic tension between the static intratextual and
dynamic historical dimensions of the text strategy.
Although the strategy of a text is en captured within the frozen
intratextual text, the recognition of the historical pragmatic
conventions remains
a
prerequisite
for
the
metatextual
communication between text and receptors.
My intratextual and
historical analyses of the conventional pragmatic signals in 1
Peter exposed the dynamic prerequisites for the metatextual
communication of a text (cf II C 4 .3 & III C 3) . In the light of
the fact that this dynamic relationship between the static text
and its historical world has alread been dealt with extensively
in our discussion of the text thrust and perspective, a few
remarks with regard to the pragmatic strategy will suffice.
We have seen that the text type signals important pragmatic
parameters which the receptors should recognize in the light of
historical conventions (cf III C 3). The fact that 1 Peter was an
argumentative-persuasive and group-identificative circular letter
relativized the importance
of
the "real author" for the
communi ca tion
of
the
letter.
The
recogni t ion
of
and
identification with the pragmatic signals
and
appellative
metaphors and tradition material were far more important.
This
revealed the fact that 1 Peter was written for insiders which
implies that the pragmatic communication was dependent on their
extratextual Christological
commitment.
This
created the
foundation for the argumentative strategy reflected in the text.
These pragmatic considerations once again exposed the fallacy of
limiting textual communication to the text - immanent dimension.
On the other hand reception theories should be cautious of an
" affective fallacy" by overexposing the subjective experience of
the receptor in the communication event (cf Van Aarde 1985: 46).
The argumentative - persuasive strategy of 1 Peter confirms the
fact that the receptors are to be estranged from their point of
view in order to be persuaded to the communicator-author's point
of view. This in turn emphasizes the contribution of the static
text in the communication event.
These remarks with regard to the static and dynamic dimensions of
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the communication strategy have provided us with the key for the
dialectic parameters for the metatextual communication of a
text.
STATEMENT 18: The

metatextual strategy and its intratextual and
are organized in a relief of chronological
and hierarchial structures and interrelationships.
historical~imensions

18.1 The analysis of the
strategical conventions.

text

type has exposed a hierarchy in

The more fundamental conventions establish the basic text types.
These text types are imbedded within secondary conventions which
are nevertheless important in the light of the fact that they
define the strategy of the text more elaborately.
18.2 Apart from the
features,
strategical
distinguished.

hierarchial imbedment
conventions are
also

of
to

text - typical
be linearly

This was clearly illustrated with regard to the epistolary
signals
(in pericopes I, V & XVII) and the strategically
implemented narrative material in 1 Peter. I have suggested that
the narrative material served as a strategical device of the
communicator-redactor to authenticate his message (cf
III B
3.3.2; III C 3.3).

STATEMENT 19: The dialectic strategy sets the parameters for
metatextual communication of the text.

the

19.1
It is of the utmost importance to realize that the text
strategy of ancient texts was constructed in order to address the
"authorial readers".

We have seen that the analysis of the so- called implied readers
led to the identification of the possible real readers.
In the
light of this authorial strategy all secondary readers do not
belong to the text's historical, interpretive context. This is
the hermeneutical challenge facing us. I believe that we have
found some indications for a responsible secondary reception in
the light of the dialectic interrelationship between the text
thrust, perspective and strategy.
STATEMENT 20: The relief mapping of the thrust , the persuasive
force of the strategy and the orientational function of the
cosmologic perspective determine the success of the primary and
secondary receptions of ancient canonized texts.
20.1
Thi.s statement confirms the constitutive
metatextual thrust, perspective and
stratE;gy
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/

communication.
Without a clearly communicated thrust and an effective strategy
metatextual communication is complicated.
Therefore the text
should establish clear mental images (cf Iser 1974) or master
symbols in order to communicate effectively.
The author of 1
Peter constructed his master symbol.s with the aid of different
metaphors which culminated in the oxymoron "elect strangers" as a
designation of the identity of the addressees.
Ultimately,
however,
the acceptability of
the
cosmologic
perspective
communicated through a text is decisive for both the primary and
secondary reception thereof. Communica tion will mos t
certa inly
fail when the perspectives of the interlocutors are mutually
exclusive (cf Rall 1980:2). On the other hand, when a perspective
is accepted it opens the way to utilize high language intensity
in order to persuade and activate the receptors (cf Rall 1980:6).
This is indeed the case in 1 Peter where the communicator- author
had the confidence to pullout all the stops to exhort and assure
his addressees ln order to get maximum results.
I believe that my distinction between the thrust and perspective
of a text has provided us with a key to unlock the dead-lock in
determining the message of a text. Traditionally, scholars tried
to formulate the "theme / single thought / idea"
of a text in
order to determine what the author wanted to convey to his
readers
(e g Rall 1980:1). This procedure has proved to be
inadequate.
Not only did it ignore the interrelationship and
relief of different themes which explains why scholars differed
to such an extent with regard to the theme of a writing (cf the
case study on 1 Peter in chapter I section A), but it also failed
to realize that the decisive orientational element in the
communication event is the cosmologic perspectiv~ which creates a
strategical process of identification and estrangement in order
to persuade the receptor readers.
20.2 Obviously the secondary reception of texts
related in some way to their primary reception.

have

to

be

With regard to ancient canonized texts this is often a very
sensitive and delicate issue. There is, in my opinion, no other
way than to base the secondary reception on the probable
reconstructed primary communication and reception of texts.
Ricoeur (1975:134) also suggests that it is in an " ... analogical
way (A is to B what C is to D) that the original import, i.e.,
the historical interpretation, is controlling with respect to
reinterpretation (Funk: 150-51) [sic]". This means that biblical
scholars must have a knowledge of the ancient New Testament era,
its symbols, text types and its traditions.
This will help
modern readers to understand
why first century Christians
preserved the traditions concerning Jesus and how they gave
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meaning to their wo r ld from a Christological perspective and i ts
master symbols using specific lingu i stic- l i terary aids
(cf
Ricoeur 1975 : 110). In this regard an intratextual , historical and
metatextual analysis should form the basis .
The historical
analysis of the inter - and extratextual reference
(in its
syntactic , semantic and pragmatic modes) is also relevant for
texts in generRl because the selection and application of dated
symbols give us some insight into the communicator /
author's
life- and - world perspective (cf Du Preez 1983:16 , 28 - 30) - in fact
the historical symbols are
often
used
to authorize the
communicator's perspective.
20.3 The cruc ia 1 issue of whether a secondary reception is
successful
depends on the question whether the
secondary
receivers are strategically convinced of the existential meaning
and authenticity
(cf
Rall
1980:2)
of the communicator's
perspective expressed through the thrust and strategy of his
medium.
This presupposes a second "naivety " of the receptor - reader scholar - believer before the communication of ancient texts will
have succeeded.
It does not mean that this is a prerequisite for
communication to have taken p l ace. There is also something like
uncommitted readers
that is readers to whom the message does
not appeal (cf Van Luxemburg et al 1982:107; Rall 1980:2). This
once again emphasizes the insight that communication is a
relational phenomenon. In the end communication is a dialect.ic
and relational battle between
cosmologic
and
existential
perspectives.
In the d i alogue between committed Christians th i s would imp l y an
openness and preparedness to reorientate oneself time and time
again on the primary documents of Christianity . The perspectival
expectations of secondary readers should be allowed to be
questioned by the text, on the one hand , and the multiple
receptions of fellow believers, on the other hand. This implies
that the rereading of a text is important in order to grasp the
perspective of a text better. This has the pract ical implication
for the reading procedure of texts , namely that provision should
be made for attentive reading (cf statement 22) .
20 . 4 The perspective orientates the static thrust, the dynamic
reference and the dialectic strategy of texts but also the New
Testament as a whole. This requ ir es the c a pability to read the
New Testament as a relief map . Let us try to make some kind of a
synopsis
with
regard
to
the
hierarchial
structure,
characteristics and functions of the New Testament and its
writings :
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This sketch illustrates that the cosmologic perspective is the
keynote of the communication process in its totality which
includes all three dimensions and all three textual modes as they
are expressed in the static thrust, dynamic perspective and
dialectic strategy of metatextual communication. Therefore, the
perspectival-orientated communication theory does give account bf
the complexity of the communication process in its totality.
The traditio-historical composition of the New Testament as a
corpus is likewise perspectivally orientated by the Christ
events. With regard to the New Testament we have also seen that
it is traditio-historically orientated
by
the
cosmologic
perspective of Jesus Christ. This enables us to distinguish
between primary witnesses and primary tradition in the New
Testament.
In 1 Peter we found that the primary witnesses are
used as authorization for its own tradition. This implies that
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the p e rspectival-orientated tradition of the New Testament sheds
some light on the canonization process as
well
as
the
interrelationship between traditions and writings within the New
Testament. This will help us to discern the relief of the New
Testament canon.
Furthermore, the historical and ethical references refl e cted in a
text are also p e rspectivally orientated. In 1 Peter we discerned
the perspectival orientation of historical themes, metaphors ,
traditions , events and actants as well as the ethical appeal.
This enables us to see the relief of a text which is important to
counter fundamentalism . My perspectival - orientated communication
theory presupposes that argumentative communication is a battle
between perspectives which also explains the reality of multiple
meanings and interpretations .
Finally , the reader will note that the certain characteristics
(*) and functions ($) of the
different notions and traditions
have been highlighted. This communication theory has provided us
with the basic parameters for metatextual communication , namely
the or ientationa 1 function 0 f t he dynamic perspective, the
persuasive function
of
the
dialectic
strategy
and the
relief-mapping function of the static thrust.
At last we are in a position to conclude section A by facing the
chall e nge to outline an elementary framework for meta textual
communica tion.

*
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2.4 AN ELEMENTARY FRAMEWORK FOR
THE
-- ANALYSIS OF
COMMUNICATION OF AN ANCIENT CANONIZED TEXT

THE

METATEXTUAL

STATEMENT 21: Text and communication theories are only valid in
terms
of
their
applicability,
reality
relevancy
and
problem-solving ability.
I
believe that the
possibilites
and
advantages of this
perspectival-orientated communication theory and its parameters
(cf statements 1- 20) has proved to be a reality-orientated (i e
cognitively and contextually), problem-solving (empirically and
conceptually) and progressive - effective model (cf I C 2.2.5).
Let us see whether we can put this
practice for students and laymen.

communication

theory

into

STATEMENT 22: A sound communication theory should give account of
the multidimensional and plurimodal
character
of
textual
communication in a simplified way.
22.1 The following reading procedure is proposed for laymen.
Corre sponding to this procedure
a simplif ied but adequate
analytical procedure for students is suggested (cf next page).
22.2 This reading procedure can be simplified with the aid of
identification grids
to
provide
the
reader
with basic
distinctions which he / she has to apply to the specific text.
The analytical procedure could also differ with regard to the
required degree of difficulty.
My experience that pre graduate
students are able to do excellent linguistic, historico- critical
and theological analyses of a pericope, gives me confidence that
this model can be mastered by laymen. The point is that the
identification of the relief of the static thrust,
the dynamic
orientation of the cosmologic perspective and the dialectic
persuasive strategy (through iden tif ication and e strangemen t)
would do justice to the intratextual, historical and metatextual
dimensions of textual communication. I would even be prepared to
say that the mere knowledge that texts are not structured like a
pancake, that texts are perspectivally orientated and that
communication is a battle between perspectives , is in itself a
framework that children will be able to understand with the
necessary illustrations.
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AIMS

STATIC THRUST
* Relief

READING

PROCEDURE

ANALYTICAL PROCEDURE

l)Interrelate and struc l)Discourse analysis
ture pericopes & blocks
(captioning units)
2) Identify tradition ma- 2)Source analysis
teria 1 (commentaries &
identification grid)

3)Identify actants , their 3)Actantical analysis
roles & master symbols
(reading text & identiDYNAMIC
fication grid)
PERSPECTIVE
4)Interrelate actants,
4)Sociological ana* Orientation
master symbols & tradilysis
tion material ( identify
ultimate referent and
master symbols

DIALECTIC
STRATEGY
* Persuasion

5 )Genre / text type
5)Text -f unctional and
(identification grid)
genre analysis
6)Reception (reconstruct
interplay: perspective, 6)Reception analysis
strategy, thrust) as a
battl e of perspectives
*identification
*estrangement

Therefore, the notions of thrust,
perspective and strategy
together with their respective functions of providing relief,
orientation and persuasion, paves the way for an adequate
secondary reception of ancient canonized texts. The secondary
reception as an existential actualization of the text, however,
is in the last resort determined by the preparedness of the
receptor to experience the reality of the cosmologic perspective
portrayed in the text.
Let us conclude this dissertation ~y outlining the metatextual
thrust perspective and strategy of 1 Peter.
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- CHAPTER IV: SECTION B THE METATEXTUAL COMMUNICATION OF 1 PETER

l.THE METATEXTUAL THRUST OF 1 PETER
STATEMENT 23: The chronological-syntactic order and emphasi s in 1
Peter havebeen identified in the introductory (I) and closing
( XVII ) pericopes.
In addition to this pericope V has been
identified as structurally important.

I

XVII

V

These pericopes should serve as a guide to reveal the thrust of
the text to the reader.
In modern translations of the Bible the
short introduction to each
book
could
be utilized more
effectively to highlight these dominant pericopes. The point is
that the identification of pericopes I, V
and
XVII
as
structurally important in 1 Peter is in itself a giant leap
towards understanding its thrust.
The golden rule that the
demarcators of a macro text (i e the beginning and end) are
usually of structural importance in most texts, is easy enough to
be applied by the average reader.
STATEMENT 24: In addition to this the hierarchial structure of
the semantic thrust of 1 Peter has been identified as chiastic.
The chiastic semantic
structure
of 1 Peter confirms the
paradoxical semantic contrast of the "election-rejection" master
symbols
especially in the highlighted oxymoron #eklektois
parepidemois#. This paradoxical chiastic thrust of 1 Peter has
proved to be the redescription of the cosmologic perspective of
the communicator-author in terms of the receptor-addressees, who
are in the last instance the party concerned. This structure was
also pragmatically confirmed.
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x:A

/ \
/
y:B /

\

\

_ \ y:C

\

\ /

/

/

x:D

* INTRODUCTION (I)
A:accept God's Fatherhood and your brotherhood in
Christ (amidst your suffering) (I-IV);
* accept your status as strangers and refugees (V);
B:accept your unique lifestyle towards outsiders
(even i f it means suffering like Christ) (VI-IX);
C:accept your suffering under the outsiders for
Christ's sake (but keep up your unique lifestyle
as a brotherhood) (X-XIV);
D:accept your brotherhood and God's Fatherhood
(amidst your suffering) (XV-XVI);
* CLOSING (XVII i .
STATEMENT 25: The static structure of the text pramatics in I
Peter was expressed in pragmatic signals as well as
the
alternation of assertive and appellative cola functions.
The alternation of the assertive and appellative functions
occurred throughout the text.
It is significant, however, that
although the number of occurrences of these functions are fairly
evenly distributed in I Peter, the precedence of the assertive
function was noticed in different ways (cf II C 4.2 & 4.3; III C
2
&
3) •
Thus the indicat ive basis of
the impera ti ve is
structurally manifested in I Peter. This is another pointer to
the relief of the static thrust of the text.
Interestingly
enough,
this assertive-appellative contrast was inextricably
intertwined with the semantic con trast of "el ection -rej ection" .
STATEMENT 26: With regard to the historical dimension of the
static thrust of I Peter different streams as well as a specific
relief of tradition material were identified.
In the light of the fact
that I did not analyse I
Peter
text-historically as a whole, it is difficult for me to give any
indication of the horizontal interrelationship of the tradition
material.
With
regard to the first
five pericopes which
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constitute the theological basis of 1 Peter, it did show however,
that the Christological tradition units are dominant.

OLD TESTAMENT

JEWISH

HELLENISTIC

CHRISTIAN

I

**************************************************

THRUST:

-

ELECTION

REJECTION

**************************************************

PERSPECTIVE
This
dominance of the Christological traditions was
also
confirmed by
the
abundance
of
Christological
syntactic
qualifications of the discourse which obviously have implications
for the hierarchial structure of the tradition material.
It
implies a dominance over
the
Old
Testament,
Jewish and
Hellenistic traditions.
This was confirmed by the results of the
semantic and pragmatic analysis of the static thrust.
This relief-mapping function of the intratextual and historical
dimensions of the static thrust, reveals the the Christological
perspective of 1 Peter as the dynamic constituent which does not
only explain the creation of 1 Peter, but is also decisive for
its metatextual reception by primary and secondary readers. Let
us have a look what this Christological perspective entails for
the metatextual communication of 1 Peter.

*
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OF -1 PETER
-2_THE
--- METATEXTUAL PERSPECTIVE -STATEMENT 27: The actantial structure and master symbols of 1
Peter revealed the paradoxical structure of the Chr is to logi ca 1cosmo logic perspective of 1 Peter.
TOTAL REALITY: GOD AS CREATOR WHO JUDGES
Ta:PAST

Tn:PRESENT

Tx:FUTURE

GOD AS FATHER

1

RADICAL

1

RADICAL
GIVES PEACE IN CHRIST FOR

"out-II

P
R
E
C
H
R
I
S
T
I
A
N

"insiders"

GOD'S

1:1

faith
hope
love
ELECT

"in siders" "out_ 1I
election
rebirth
N
mercy
o
STRANGERS
N

C

-

+ love b%
+ serve b%
+

E
b honour +
CONDUCTb-witness +
T
+
R

assurance/grace
glory
blessed
save

A
L

- C
- H

- R
I

appeal/encourage
rejoice
be holy
accept

5:12

_I

S
T
I
A
N

AMIDST THEIR
SUFFERING
The analysis of 1 Peter exposed its Christological-cosmologic
perspective
which
had
theological,
ecclesiological
and
sociological implications.
The following master symbols and
metaphors dominated these relationships.
Christ the
lordliving-word-cornerstone-example-chief-shepherd-keeper has set the
addressees free, changed them, set an example for them and cares
for and rules over them.
It is through this resocialization that
the
addressees
as
newborn-babes-living-stones
committed
themselves to the master symbols of "election-rejection" based on
the cross-paradox and ressurrection-exaltation of Jesus Christ
and came to know the reality of God the Father-Judge-Creator who
has chosen them as his children-people-nation-priesthood in order
to love .and serve one another in spite of their experiencing of
suffering-infliction-slander-discrimination from the
heathen-
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unbelievers - outsiders. Therefore, the identity of the insiders
as "elect strangers" provides them with master symbols which were
able to give ultimate meaning to their suffering by following the
example of Christ in not retaliating, but honouring and witness ing to outsiders.
These master symbols were Christologically
motivated which revealed Christ's cosmologic perspective that
is the paradoxical experience of God as his Father and the Judge
of the world which prevented him from retaliation and enabled him
to suffer the cross unjustifiedly. Therefore the Christologicalcosmologic perspective of 1 Peter is the Christ paradox which
gives ultimate meaning (radically, centrally and totally) for the
existence of the addressees in the totality of the cosmologic
time order (i e past, present and future).
It is important to note how the master symbols of 1 Peter were
effectively communicated by metaphors (cf Rall 1980:5) which were
able to create vivid mental images in the reader.
These images
were able to persuade and activate receptors.
The challenge
facing modern interpreters of ancient texts is to use metaphors
which would dynamically trans la te the Chr isto logi ca 1 per specti ve
of 1 Peter for new readers.
Without this translation the
communication of 1 Peter is obscured.
This became clear in our
analysis of the esoteric and dazzling array of metaphors in
1:1-2:10 (cf II B 3.2.1, 4.2.2; III B 2.4.1.1). The absolutizing
of ancient metaphors and the absence of their dynamic translation
indeed
explains the passiveness and even false
(heretic)
interpretations of these ancient documents in the church today.
This has important implications for the catechesis and preaching
of the New Testament.
I
believe that the translation and
transformation of the mental images of 1 Peter,
for example, can
create new possibilities to communicate with modern Christians.
STATEMENT 28: The Christological perspective of 1 Peter has been
identified-as an absolute prerequisite for the metatextual
communication of the text.
The decisiveness of the Christological perspective has been
identified in terms of the actantial roles referred to in 1
Peter. It was especially the qualification of the interlocutors
as insiders resocialized by and believing in Christ that has set
the parameters for the metatextual reception of this ancient
canonized text.
This was also confirmed by the esoteric
metaphors and tradition material used.
This Christo logical redescription of the historical reality
reflected in the textual world of . l Peter, is the orientation
point for the primary interlocutors and their interpretation of
their historical and existential reality.
Thus a historical (i e
an inter- and extratextual) commitment to Jesus Christ is
presupposed for the secondary recept ion of 1 Peter a swell.
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Finally , let us have a look at the strategy of identification and
estrangement imposed on the Christ-committed readers of 1 Peter.

*

*

-3.THE
- - METATEXTUAL STRATEGY OF
STATEMENT 29 : The text type
as:

of

*

1 PETER

1 Peter is hierarchially defined

TEXT TYPE: STRATEGY
*******************************

1) IDENTIFICATION &
ESTRANGEMENT
*******************************

2) ARGUMENTATIVE-PLURIPERSONAL
(Perspectival-persuasive &
Group- identi fica ti ve
*******************************
3)

EPISTOLARY
(Poetic)
(Pseudepigraphica l )

The basic strategy underlying the communication of texts is
"identification and estrangement".
In addition to this 1 Peter
has been
identified as an argumentative
text
(i
e
is
perspectival-persuasive
and
group-identificative)
in
an
epistolary form.
In the light of this hierarchial structure of
the text type,
the authorship issue is subordinated to the
perspectival orientation of the identification and estrangement
processes under ly ing the strategy , of 1 Peter .
STATEMENT 30: The argt~entative text type of 1 Peter reveals its
appellative-persuasive
and
group-identificative
ftmction.
Therefore
1 Peter challenged its primary readers
to identify
themselves with the paradoxical - Christo logical perspective and to
live accordingly .
The literary form which served as an ideal vehicle for the
strategy of the communicator-author was the "circular letter".
It was a
means of long distance , authoritative - perspectival,
argumenta ti ve and group - ident if icat ive communicat ion in a one to
many mode (cf III B 3 . 2.2 & 3 . 3 .1 ). In this regard the poetic
function played a supportive role in escalating and intensifying
the strat.egical processes of
identification and estrangement.
The communicator-author's
style- rhetorical
implementation of
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redundant
group- iden ti fica ti ve-emoti ve-cu 1 tic-li turgical
metaphors and traditions as well as shock-ef fective-paradoxical emotive-religous-sociological - political contrasts revealed the
total onslaught of a master strategist on h i s addressees (cf III
B 1.3.2; 2.1 . 3.2; 2.2.3.2; 2.4.3 . 2). This implies that secondary
readers should acknowledge this total existential onslaught as
the strategy of 1 Peter . Therefore it is a cosmologic battle
between the perspectives of the text and the real readers .
STATEMENT 31: The Christological perspective holds the key to
interrelateand evaluate a secondary communication of 1 Peter.
I have argued that the communication of ancient canonized texts
is basically a battle between perspectives. This was confirmed
in my sketch of the relational model of perspectival -or ientated
communication
(cf statement 20) where I
illustrated that the
perspective determines the traditio - historical composition and
relief of the New Testament and the place which I
Peter fills;
the relief of the message (i e the relief of salvation , history
and ethics) of 1 Peter; the dialectic interrelationship of the
dimensions (intra textual , historical and metatextual)
and modes
(i e syntactic,
semantic and pragmatic) of 1 Peter. It is the
paradoxical
structure
of
this
cosmologic - Christological
perspective which dominates the totality of the communication of
1 Peter .
Thus the message of 1 Peter is clearly heard in the
final note of the wonderful textual symphony of 1 Peter: Peace to
all of you who are in Christ! This is the keynote contracting the
thrust, perspective and strategy of 1 Peter. The success of the
primary and secondary reception of 1 Peter is determined in the
light of the receptors preparedness to experience ultimate
meaning in the cross paradox of Jesus Christ.
Eco confirms -my suspicion that although textual communiction is a
complex syntactic-semantico-pragmatic matter on the one hand, it
is also a very simple matter of the communication of "worlds" (i
e ideologies) or "the battle between perspectives".
"As far as
the problem of the textual levels is concerned , one could say
that there are more things in a text than are dreamt of in our
text theories. But there are also 'fewer' things than are dreamt
of" ( Ec 0 1979: 38) .
Therefore, I have argued in this dissertation that the basic
reason for the moral crisis within Christianity , is to be found
in the fact that Christians have over interpreted and forced the
New Testament into the mould of an answer book to all possible
questions (scientific , historical,
liturgical, religious, moral,
eth ical, etc).
The church took ancient and remote religious
symbols and absolutized and eternalized a simple message into a
complexity which they
were
unable to handle.
They have
overinterpreted the New Testament
because of a simplistic
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(fundamentalistic)
approach.
Likewise
biblical
scholars
distorted the communication of the Bible by their over- and
underexposure of the texts. Christianity now has to disentangle
this
complexity
by
a
comprehensive
and
interrelated
methodological approach to regain the clear and elementary
Christian perspective which inspired the New Testament writings.
STATEMENT 32: Ultimately, the secondary reception of 1 Peter
entails an ongoing process of identification and estrangement in
terms of the Christological perspective of 1 Peter.
We have seen that the decisive pragmatic parameter with regard to
the reception of 1 Peter which we deduced from our intratextual
and historical
analysis of the text , entails an ultimate
commitment to the Christological perspective.
This requires a
total and
existential
identification,
and
not
just an
associative, sympathetic or admirational identification from the
receptor-readers of 1 Peter. This identification presupposes an
estrangement
from
alternative
or
non-Christological
perspectives.
However, without an
extratextual
frame
of
reference and a metatextual commitment to Jesus Christ,
1 Peter
will fail to communicate and remain an ancient irrelevant text
which is only of interest to some academic freaks.
It is the Christological-cosmologic perspective and its master
symbols that 1 Peter (and the New Testament for that matter)
wanted to convey, illustrate and actualize to its readers - the
perspective that God revealed himself decisively (although not
finally) in the cross paradox of the hi storical person, Jesus
Christ. In his ultimate commitment to God, the Father, and his
relationship towards mankind and the
world ,
first-century
Christians found "ultimate meaning" for their sojourn in this
reality (cf Harvey 1967:275-89) - challenging modern readers to
"do likewise, not the same"
(Vorster 1984:16). Therefore I
believe that the
proclamation
and
actualization of this
perspective of Christ's cross paradox is the only solution to a
pciliti~cize-d and divided South Africa.
Only the experience and
ministry 6£ the reality of God's love, forgiveness, righteousness
and peace in Christ Jesus, are able to break the spiral of
self-centredness, greed, violence and hatred.
This paradoxical cosmologic perspective and the
expression
thereof in the cross as the master symbol par excellence of the
reality of God's love, forgiveness and righteousness, is enough
light for us to live "in peace" - even if we do not comprehend
everything and
don't have the answers to many questions.
Ultimately God is infinitely greater than our struggle to
understand the Bible and the world we live in.
Therefore the
paradoxical-cosmologic - Christological perspective echoed in the
symphony _ of 1 ?eter,~ ca ~ 31so give J.1J- tima te m~aning_ to our
attempts to understand ancient texts a little bit better within a
dissonant world.
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INTRATEXTUAL ANALYSIS OF THE TEXT OF I PETER
- INTRODUCTION AND ABBREVIATIONS -

.1 Appendix A includes a schematization of the results of the
syntactic , semantic and pragmatic analysis of each of the
seventeen pericopes in 1 Peter. These analyses are done with the
criteria discussed in section A of chapter II.
In my descrip tion
of each pericope in chapter II section B,
I shall constantly
refer to these schematizations.
The intratextual
analysis
includes a discourse analysis which can be unfold ed together with
a semanti c a nd pragmatic analysis which is on th e opposite page
to the relevant pericope.
The syntactic analysis includes a discourse analysis of the Greek
text.
The numbers of the cola division are to the left of the
margin whereas th e verse Dllinbers are found within the text
itse lf.
Unfortunately I was forced to transcribe the Greek text
elsewh ere in this dissertation. This is done according to the
guidelines of the New Testament Society of South Africa except
for th e double consonants which are transribed without the
'ass imilation (e g #gg# and not #~#) because assimilation, in my
opinion , is a phonetic issue which is secondary whe n dealing with
transcription.
Alp ha
Beta
Gamma
De lta
Eps ilon
Zeta
Eta
Theta
Iota

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

a
b
g
d
e
z

e
th
i

Kappa
Lamba
Mu
Nu
xi
Omicron
pi
Rho
Sigma

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

k
1

m
n
x
0

p
r
s

Tau
= t
Upsilon = u
Phi
= f
Chi
= ch
Psi
= ps
Omega
= 6
Spiritus asper = h
Iota subscritum
is ignored

I was forced to make use of abbreviations in the semantic and
pragmatic analysis.
Some of the abbreviations are clear and need
no exp l anation . The following abbreviations, however , should be
me ntioned:
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BASIC SEMANTIC CATEGORIES:
* 0 = objects; E = events and A = abstracts
* 01 = inanimate objects ; 02 = animate (with H
S = supernatura l beings)

=

hl®an beings &

ACTANTS:
* Human beings: HI = communicator-author; H2 = receptoraddressees; H3 = Jesus Christ; H4 = OT-insiders and
H5 = outsiders
* Supernatural beings: Sl = God; S2 = Spirit; S3 = angels;
S4 = imprisoned spirits and S5 = Satan
INTERPERSONAL-RELATIONSHIPS (IP-R):
a: * vertical:
= S:H-directional; i = H:S-directional;
I = Hl/2 : H3 ; / = H2:H5
b: * horizontal: % = addressees:addressees;
= addressees-others; $ = intra-personal
I: * instrumental-/ intermediate
EVENTS:
comm. :
communication;
assoc.:
association
transf.:
transfer
emo.:
emotive
c: * change
d : * intellectual
e: * existence
f: * control/authority
g: * cultic/religious
j: * judgement/evaluation
1: * life-style /conduct

physiol.:
sens. :
movem. :
build. :

ABSTRACTS:
T: time
* a = past, n = present and x
+. * positive/good
. * negative/bad
e: * existence
g: * re ligious character
q: * quality
qx: * quan ti ty /deg ree
r: * relation
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= end

physiological
sensory
movement
building

The abbreviations for the pragmatic analysis are the following:

P = proposition type
MB = metapropositional basis
A
appellative factor
PS = presignal
H = 'Handlungsregel' (conventions)
CF = colon function
TF = textfunction
The abbreviations for the different metapropositional bases have
already been described in my discussion of Grosse's model of text
f lffi ct ion s (c f Cha pt e r I I C 2. 3. 1. 1 ) .
. 2 Appendix B is an outline and
textual thrust, structure and
seventeen pericopes in 1 Peter .

schematization of the intradiscourse development of the

. 3 Appendix C is an outline of the actants, their actantial roles
and
the master symbols which constitute the
intratextual
perspective of 1 Peter.

*

*

-
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APPENDIx A:
- INTRATEXTUAL ANALYSIS OF THE DISCOURSE, SEMANTICS AND COLA
FUNCTIONS OF 1 PETER -

1.PERICOPE I

(l:l-l)

1.1 DISCOURSE ANALYSIS

FROM:
CHRIST'S APOSTLE PETER
TO:
GOD'S ELECT STRANGERS IN CHRIST
GREETINGS: GRACE AND PEACE

1

1nf;'Cpo~UltO,(HOAO~

x

"T)C>QU XPI,HOU
~

__~

tKAEK1:OIe;

ltap$lt'IOiWOlC;

T

I

,

e~

@

(f)
~

t

eLr

y

OlaC>ltOpfrc;

n6v1:OU,
laAa,iae;,
f. Kaltltaoo Kiac;,
~ 'Ac>iae; Kai
BI8uviac;\

2 Ka,u ltPOYVWC>IV Bwu ltatpo~

tv

6.YlUc>~4> ltvE0~a1:OC;

de; UltaKOT]V Kai pavnc>~6v al~a1:OC;
"T)C>ou XPIC>1:OU,

.
2

XUple; u~Iv Kai dpT]VT) ·ltAT)8uvBEiT).

z

1.2 SEMANTIC AND TEXT-FUNCTIONAL ANALYSIS

TEXT

SEMANTIC DOMAINS

1 P4tros
)
I
apostolos
)Ie sou
Xristou
eklektois
parepidemois
diasporas
,
Pontou ...
kata

Hl
Hl:E=f.comm.
H3
H3: E=transf. f
H2:E=d . j.+
H2:A=status.A=spatial
O=geographical
A=r
, - .
prognos~n
E=d
theou,
Sl
patros
Sl=kinship
en
A=r
hagiasmo
E=c.A =g
,
pneumatos
S2
,
e~s
A=r
E=f .ip. assoc.
hUt'akoen
ka~
A=r
<
.
\
rant~smon
E=g
halmatos
02=human. body
'Ie sou Chri stou H3

2 charis
humin kai
> ~
e~rene

plethunthele

GENERIC DOMAINS

IP R: b & a
Ip - I-YOU
*Hl:
al=status MB = I.VOL
*prospective
*comm.b%
*+purposeful
*H2:
al=status A = IP symbols
b - =status PS = introduc _ space
tion
_geogr
H = contact and
al =Sl
religious
dialogue
conven tions
CF :*desire for
al=S2
persuasive/
appe 11 at i ve
dialogue
al =H 3
*pluri personal
*group- identificative

E- transf . ip . assoc. IP-R: a & b
H2 & A=r
*tran sf.
E=ip.assoc.
E=c./transf.
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COLA FUNCTIONS

P - X
MB =I. VOL
A = al & b
CF: blessing

I

~.PERICOPE

!! {!:l-!ll

2 .1 DISCOURSE ANALYSIS

Re j o i ce and r e tain se l f -cont ro l, eve n i n
har dship, b ecau se we h ave r ece i ve d a li v ing
h o p e fo r God 's grac e a nd s a l v ation t h ro ugh
the mediati on of J es u s Christ
1

3 EU/.oY'lto<; 6 8EO, Kai rcan'w toU Kupi ou TietWV 'Illcrou XptcrtoU,
e KatU 0tO

reoi~u

(autou

£/~£O; '

avay£vvncra<; rnetii<;

d; i:i.reioa 'ewcrav Ot' avacrtucr£w; 'lllGOU Xptcrtou
tK V£KPWV,

r

x

1-4 d<; KJ-llPOvoetiav u~Oapto\'
Kai (uetiavtov
Kai uetupavtov\
THllPllet£VllV 'tv oupavoi<;' d<; rUeta,

I..

5 TOU<; tv (OUVUetEt 9EOU' ~poupOUet£vou<;
oUl reicrtEW,
£i<; crWtllpiav I:toietll V ureoKaJ-u~8iivat tv KUlPciJ i:crxutQl.

~ 2 1=~~~:===i==~==~~===~~========l
6 (tv ci> uya).J.tacrOE,'

7 iva to r oOKietlOV S uetWV tii<; nicrtEW; l
noJ-unetot£pov 'Xpucriou toU ureoJ-J-uet£VOu
(OtU nupe<; ot' OOKteta~ Oet£vou,
Eup£8ij : £i<; EnUlYOV

1

y

j

Kai 'oo~av
tv Cl1tOKaJ-u\jIEt 'lllcr9u Xptcrtou'
Kai netn V'
I.
~ 8 ov OUK r {06Vt£<; uyareiitE,
y
l.,d<; ov apn Illl oPWVt£<; mcrtEUOVtE<; of. 'uyafJ.tiicr8E xapQ. Ctv£KAaJ-TitQl
Kai o£oo~acrlltV1]
9 KOett~OetEVOt to ttAo<; tli<; reicrtEW, r[uIlWv] crWtllpiav \jIUXwv.

5

10 re£pi tl<; crWtllPia<; t~E~Titllcrav Kai t~llpauvllcrav npo~j..'at
r--;'

o{ nEpi tii<; d<; ulla<; XUptto<; repo~IF£ucraVtE<;,
11 tpauVWVtE<; d<; tiva i; notov KatpOV (tonAou to' tv autot<; rev£upr
o XptcrtoD
rrepopapwpop£vov ta d<; XptcrtOV nu9,'lpam Kai ta<; et f. t a w uw
o o~ a <; .

6

x

I ~o[; are£KaAu~Ol) on (OUX t a utot<; U,ltv ot' r0111KOVOUV aute! .
~----------------~------~~--------------~~

7

[I Ii. vDv aVllyyi:J-ll uptv OIU tWV
L

.. 8

£uayydtcraettvwv Uetii<;

O[tv] rrv£uetatl uyiQl ureocrmA£vH are' oup avou,

d<; Ii tm9upoucrtV iiYY£Aot rrapaKUljlal.
13 610

ava~wcraet£vo,

ta<;

6cr~ua<;

tli<; owvoia<; UetWV

vn~Ovt£<;

tEAElw<; tJ-rricrLlt£ trei rnv

~£p o " i: vllv

Uettv XUP'v
tv areoKUJ-U\jIE' '!tlOOU Xp,cr tou.

y

2.2 SEMANTIC AND TEXT-FUNCTIONAL ANALYSIS

TEXT

SEMANTIC DOMAINS

GENERIC DOMAINS

COLA FUNCTIONS

E=ip.comm.
IP-R: ai & a!
P = X
*Hl&2:
MB = I.AEST
Sl; A=r
Sl=kinship
*comm.ai.+
*retropective
A = persuasive
kur~ou
H3: E=f
*Sl:
heman
H2 & Hl
.H3
symbols:A!+
'IeSOll Christou H3
H = religious
ho
Sl + A=r
commitment
, kata,
to> polu
A=degree/qx
,.. >f
autou eleos
E=ip.assoc.+
CF: *appellative
·a ! +
§.nagennesas
E=c
evalua tion
hemas
H2
.Hl&2
of
relation
>
>
/
e~s elp~da
A=r & E=emo.assoc
.transf.ai I
to God
2asan
E=physiol/A=e
*pluridi' §.nast&seos A=r & E=c,physiol
.1. H3
personal
'IeSOll Christou:H3
*identifiek nekron
IA=r & A=e
ca tion
eIs kleronom{anIE=transf.receive
.transf.a! I
~ftharton
A=e
\ >
/
ka~ am~anton
A=g/q
\
, /
ka~ amaranton
A=e
teteremenen
E=f
· 1.S 1
, ouranoJ.s
,
~
en
Ol=geo. supernatural I
eis humas
H2
tous en dun~meiIA=f
frouroumenous E=f
dia p{steos
A=r & E=ip.assoc
.1.ai
eis sater{an
A=r & E=c
.transf.c
~to{men
A=capacity
apokalufthenai E=comm
en kairo
A=T
.Tx
eschato
A=x

1 e?llogetcis
,

ho theos
pater
/

\

ka~

a

,

2 en ho
agalliasthe
01 {gon a'rti
deon
lupethe;ntes
en poikilois
peirasmois
h{na
I
•
\
to doklmlOn
human
- p~steos
/
tes
polutim6teron

-

A-r
E=emo.+
A=qx + A=T
A=modus
E=emo.A=category
E=j
A=r
E=j
H2
E=ip.assoc.+
A=q.order

-

IP-R: i
*H2: *emo. i. +
.Tn

··j

P = YOU
MB = I.VOL
*pro spec ti ve
*purposeful
A = linkage to
colon 1 &
expl an at ion
of suffering
H --
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appe 11 at ive
signals

chrus{ou
IOl.nat . substance
,
/
I A=e
tou~ apollumenou
di~ pur~s d~
Ol=nat.substance
dokima zomenou E=phy si ca 1 . burn
lIeurethe
E= j
)
.
.
elS epalnon
A=r & E=lp . comm.+
kal doxan
A=q
kal timen
E=ip.assoc . +
,
>
k a lupsel
'
. E=comm
en
ape
'Ieso\1. Christoll H3
~

. a !+
. Tx

CF : *appeal to
identify
with cl &
+ communic
towards
God
*pl ur ipersonal
*request

3 hOn
o(lk id6nteslH3 & A- - & E-sens IP - R : al-H3
,
agapate
E=ip.emo.assoc.+
* H2: * emo . a I . + . CF: = colon 2
assoc
~

4 eis hon grti
me horontes
piste60ntes de
agalliasthe
chara
§'neklaleto kal
de do x. 3smene
komizomenoi
to telos
/
tes plsteos
soter{an
psuchon

-

-

A=r & H3 + A=Tn
E=sens
E=ip . assoc . +
E=emo . +
E=emo .+
E=comm
A=q
E= transf .receive
A=Tx
E=ip .a ssoc . +
E=c
H2:human.being

IP - R : al =H3
*H2: *emo.al.+. CF: = colon 2
assoc

. transf.
. Tx

.c

5 peri hes
P - X
I-R: ai . H4
soter{a s
E=c
*H4 :
MB = I.ASSERT
exezetesan kal. E=d
*d(3x)
*retrospect
,,,exeraunesan
E=d
.c
*fact ua li ty
profetai
A = witness of
H4
hoi perl
OT prophets
tes humas
H2
to a!
&
ch~ritos
E=transf .ip .a ssoc . +1
.transf. !
persuasive
profeteusa n tes E=comm
symbols
eraunontes
E=d
H = knowledge
eis tina
A=r & A=order
of OT
e poion
A=r & A=q
CF =*evaluation
kairon
A=T
and confir .T
edelou
E=comm
rna tion of
to en autois
A=r & H4
a!
pneGma Christou S2:H3
.I.S2:H3
*rnotivation
promarturomenon E=c omm
for request
ta eis Christon H3
. H3
signal s
pathemata
E=impact/A=physiol
kal \ tas
A=r
meta tauta
A=T. order
d6xas
A=q
~

6 hois

H4

IP - R : a! .H4

-
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§.peka1ufthe
hoti ouch
heautols
humln
diek6noun
>
,
auta

de

7 ha nun
anegge1e
dia ton
ei\agge 1 i smeniSn
humas
,
/ .
en pnelunatl
haglo
>
/.
aposta1entl
')
>
....
ap ouranou
~

8 ei'. s hi,

e'pi thumousin
agge10i
paraktlpsai

9 Di6
- /
.
anazosamenOl
tas osfllas
tes dianolas
10 nefontes
11 te1elos
..
:>
\
e1plsate epl
ten feromenen
humin
~

E=comm

*H4:

* corrun .
H4
H2
E=transfer

!

.- .H4
· + . H2

CF: = 5

!

! + A-Tn
E=comm

IP - R: b
*H% :

H6 : E=comm

*comm

H2
S2
A=g
E=f . movement
01=geo . supernat

. H2

-

CF = 5

· I •S 2

!

IP - R: ai.S3

E=emo.
S3
E=sens .

* S3:

A=r.
E=f

IP - R: al & b$
*H2 :
*f . b$

* emo.d

CF :

= 5

CF :

= 2

· !

02=human.body
'E=f

*f. b$

A=q
E=emo . assoc
E=transf .
H2
ch~rin
Etransf.ip . assoc.
" a poka 1upsel
' . A=r . T & E=comm
en
' Iesoll Christol\ H3
~

-

4{) 0 -

* assoc . ai
.t r ansf.
· !

.T
H3

*appeal to
personal
action &
vertical
assoc .

I

~;".

__ •

_

.,.

\

i,

10;1"

~OJ

J

Therefore, be holy in your conduct towards
God, your holy Father, and also to your
believer-brothers while you are sojourning in
this world, because your previous life-styles
have been changed by Jesus Christ, the living
Word, to become God's obedient children

13 6to ava~WaallEVOl 'tae; oaqllJae; 'tiie; otavoLa<; UIlWV
VT]cpOVTEe;
TEAEiwe; I:ArrLa\lTE Erri TT]V CPEPOIlEVTJV Ulllv xaptV
EV arrOKaAt)ljlEt "llaoO XptO"wO.
r--

r 4

14 we; T€leVa urraKoiie; 1lT] CJt)aXllllan~OIlEVOt Tale; rrpOTEpoV (EV Tij o.YVoLq.

UIlWV' EmOUIlLate;
5

x·

15 aUa KaTa TOV KaAEaavTa Ulliie; aytov

Kai aiJ10i aYlOt EV rrelO"1] aVaaTPOCPi'j YEVT]OTJTE,
16 (OIOTt YEypamat' 0[6n]
aylO' r law8e,

r--- 6

F O"

tyw aYl(i;:;

O1[eiJ1.')'

17 Kai d rraTEpa r f;mKaAEla9E

TOV urrpoawTtoAT]llrrTWe; Kpivona KaTa TO £KaaWU £pyov,
f;V CPOPq:J T TOV Tiie; rrapOtKLae; UIlWV Xpovov o.vaatpaCPllTE,
18 £lootEe; 6n
ou cp9apwle;,
apYUPLq:J
tj xpuaiq:J,
UUTpw9TJTE EK Tiie; llaTaiae; UllwV

S

avaaTpoCPiie;
y

1-

19 o.AM T nllLq:J aillan

rraTporrapaooTou'

'-----,

we; allVOU o.llWIlOU
Kat a<miAOU
Xptawu,
,..-,;=-------,-----'J
20' rrpogyvwallEvou IlEV TtpO KaTapoAiie; Koallou

.se

cpavEpwOEv-rOe;
f;rr' (Ecrxo.WU TWV Xpovwv' Ot' Ullae;
21 TOUe; Ot' au'tou rmawue; de; OEOV
'tOY EyEipaVTa autov EK VEKPWV Kat oo~av auTt!> Ii6VTa,
matE 'tT]V rriaTlv UIlWV Kat T f;ArrLoa Elvat de; OEOV.
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22 Tae; IjIUXae; UIlWV TtYVtKoTEe;

EV Tij urraKoij Tiie; 0.1..11 OEiae;
T de; cptAaoEAcpiav avurroKpiwv,
f;K ([KaOapiie;] Kapoiae;' uAAT]AOUe; uyarrT]cruTE EK1EVWe;
23 aVaYEYEWllllEVOl
OUK (f;K arropiie;' cpOaptiie;
uAM Ucp9aPTOU
,--,:--=-=-.,----_-lIota 1..0 you

1.8

J

(.~wv·tOr; 9wu' Kat IlEVOvwr;T.

rrdaa aape, ow; xopro;
Kai "daa ooe,a F aUTiie; w; r'iv8o; 01 xoprov'
tc.l1pav81/ " xopro; Kai ra r'iv8o; T ti;i"eaev'
125 ra o/; P~ILa Kvpiov )1ivOl d; ra" aiwva.
muto OE tan v 0.0 piilla to' SEuaYYEAw9tv de; Ulliir;'.
461
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3.2 SEMANTIC AND TEXT-FUNCTIONAL ANALYSIS

TEXT

SEMANTIC DOMAINS

GENERIC DOMAINS

COLA FUNCTIONS

1 cf pericope II
2
3

4 hos
A-r
tekna
H2=human. kinship
hupakoes
E=f.ip . assoc
me
A=suschematizomenoiIE=f.assoc.
tals pr6teron A=Ta
>
/
d
en
te
agnola
E=.hum6n
H2
epi thum{ais
E=emo.
5

Alla kadi
ton kah~santa
humas

IP R: ai & b$
I - YOU
*H2: kinship
MB = I.VOL ( 1.1)
*f. i. assoc A = imperative
& assoc
*f.symbols
.Ta
H = cond uct of
.$
children
CF :*appeal to
f. $ conduct
IP-R: a!
*Sl:
.g
*H2 :
.a !
*f.g.l.

A- r
Sl: E=comm
H2
A=g
ha~ion
kal atltoi
H2:$
hagioi
A=g
>
en
paseA=qx
anastrofe
E=l
genethete
E=c
h6ti gegraptai Ar & E=comm
hagioi e'sesthe A=g & E=e
h6ti ego
Ar & Sl
hagios elmi
A=g & A=e

· !lOTI!

>

Ip - YOU
I
MB = I.VOL(I.l)
A = imperative
& g . symbols
H =*quote OT
*g. commi tment
CF =*appeal to
control
religious
character
= Pericope I
colon 1

6 kai el patera Ar & S2.kinship
IP-R: al & I
epikalelsthe
E=comm
*Sl:
ai. kinship
,
ton aprosopo· j
lemptos
E=j
krinonta
E=j
kata, to hekas tou I A=r & A= number
1
>I
ergon
E=l
en fobo ton
E=emo.assoc .+
*H2:
tes ,oaroikias
A=status
· Tn
/
human chronon H2 + A=T
*f.l
anastr<!lfete
E=l
eid6
t
es
hoti
E=d + A=r
.d
,
ou fthartols
A=e
argur io/chrus{o I Ol=nat . substances
c
elutrathete
IE=transf . transact
ek tes mataias A=Ta
Ta

-
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p - YOU
MB = I.VOL(I.l)
A = imperative
& ai and H3
re li gi OllS
symbols
H

=

commitment
to Sl & H3

CF :*appeal to
ai rel at ion

human anastrofeS~2 + E= l
/
patroparadotou E=transf.
, 11 \,
a a t1m10
A=r + A=q
haimati
02=human. body
hos amnou
A=r & 02=animal
amomou / aspilou A=q/g
Christou
H3
/
p~oegn?smenou
E=d
m"n pro
A=r & A=Ta
kataboles
E=act . creation
k6smou
Ol=earth
fanerothentos E=comm
,,1_

+

.1 . H3
d

Sl
Ta
comm
Tn

d~ ~p' ~sch~touIA=Tn

ton chronan
A=T
di' humas
A=r & H2
tous di' autou Arel + H3
.
\
P1StOUS
E=ip . assoc . +
>
\
elS theon
A=r & Sl
/
ton
, , ege1 ranta E=f . physiol
auton
H3
ek nekron
A=e
kal doxan
A=r & Aq
auto donta
H3 & E=transf .
hoste
A=r
- / .
E= ip . assoc . +
ten p1stln
humon
H2
,
I
ka1 elp1da
A=r & E+emo.assoc
elnai els theonlA=e & A= r& Sl

H2
I.H3
Sl

\

7 dis psuchas

H2:$
humon
H2
hegnikotes
E=c.g
,§n te hupakoe A=r & E=f . assoc
aletheias els A=authenticity
filadelfian
E=ip . emo.assoc.
anupokriton
A=authenticity
ek katharas
A=g
kardias
02=human . body
allelous
A=ip.r . %
agapesate
E=ip.emo . assoc . +
ektenos
A=q
anagegennemenoilE=c
ouk ek sporas A=-. & Ol=plants
fthartes alIa A=e & A=r
afth~rtou
A=e
dia logou
A=r & O- E=comm
zontos
E=physiol/A =e
theou
Sl
\
I
ka1 menontos
A=r & A=e
dioti
pasa
A=r & A=qx
,
sarx
02 = human
has chortos
A=r & Ol = plant

-
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and conduct
change
= Pericope I
colon 1
* imbedded
motivation

f

tran s f
i

Sl
1P-R: b%
*H2 : %.kinship
.c . g
·f

P
ME

= YOU

=

I. VOL (I . I )

A = imperative ,
emotive &
%. assoc
change symg. j
bols

*f . b%.assoc H =*commitment
to H3 & H2%
·c
*quote OT

+
. 1 . H3
Sl
T.e
•

II

OT "

CF: *appea l to
b% conduct
because of
change
* = 111.6

,
\
k al pasa doxa

, autes

~

A=r & A=qx & A=q
02 = human
a'nthos chortou Ol = plan t (2x)
exeranthe
E=phy siol /A =e
ho chortos
Ol = plant
kai
, / to a'nthos A= r & Ol =plant
exepesen
E=movem . gravi ty
to de rema
A=r & O- E=comm
I
"
k urlOU
menel
S 1 & A= e
\
~elS ton alona A=r & A=Tx

T. e . -

H3

,)

8 Touto de

estin
\
c _
\
to rema to
ei\aggelisth.i.n
els humas

A- r . deictic & A- r
A=e
O- E=comm
E= comm
A=r & H2
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T. e .+
IP-R : b &
* 63 :

II

HI

Word \I

*corrnn

. H2

P - X- YOU
ME = I . ASSERT
H = referent
CF: identifica t ion
of
change - agent

!. PERICOPE !.'{

(~:! -10)

4.1 DISCOURSE ANALYSIS
This means that as newborn babes you should
grow up in and build upon Jesus Christ,who is
the true nutrition & the elected (but also
reject e d by the unfaithful) cornerstone,in
order to love one another, serve God and witness to the world as His elected people
1

2
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2

2
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1tacrav KUKiuv
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.
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x
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ev

3 rEi eyevoao()e
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4 rrpo~ Bv rrpOGEPXO/lEVOI l..i60v CGlVTO

I ,r rurro

av6pwrrwv /li;v arroliElioKI/laaJ.lEVOV
----"lrrapa Iii; 6Eiil eKI..EKrOV EVlI/lOV,

4

5 Kat auroi

w>;
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I
.r OtKO, rrVEU/latlKO~
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4 aVEVEY~,

01
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(rrVEU/lUTIKO, 6uala,)

r EurrpoalitKtOU~
Laui.
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'IT)aou XplamU.
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01 rrpoaKOrrtOucrtv tiil 1..0yCfl rarrEl60UytE~
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10
ytvo~ eKI..EKTOV,
paail..ElOV IEpotEU/la,
E6vo~ iiY10V,
I..ao~ E[~ rrepmoi~olv,

~lirrw~ ra, apera, el;ayyEiI..T)tE
tOU eK aKOtOU~ U/la~ Kal..EaaVtO~
d~ to 6au/laatOv 0 aumu (jJGl~ .
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4.2 SEMANTIC AND TEXT-FUNCTIONAL ANALYSIS

SEMANTIC DOMAINS

TEXT

GENERIC DOMAINS

1 'ApothJmenoi
E-f .assoc
IP-R: b% &
>
*H2:
oun
pasan
A=r & A=qx
kaklan kai
A=g/good-bad & A=r
*f. b. 1
panta d610n
A=qx & E=comm
I.
I A=r & A=authent.
kal\ hupokrlsels
kai fthonous
A=r & E=emo.\
I
kal pasas
A=r & Aqx
katalalias
E=ip.comm.2 hos
artigEfnneta
brefe
to logikon
a'dolon
gala
epipothesate
hlna

en auto

A-r
E=physiol.A=T
02=human.kinship
A=q/g
A=authenticity
Ol.animal.product
E=emo.
A=r.logical
A=r & "gala
E=physiol.c
A=r & E=c
A=r & E=sens.
A=r & E=assoc.+
H3
II

allxethete
el.s soterian
e l egeusasthe
h6ti chrestos
ho kl~rios

\.

4 kai alitoi
has Ilthoi
zontes
oIkodome1.sthe
oIkos
pneumatikos
eIs
hierateuma
I
.
hag ion

P - YOU
ME = I.VOL(I.l)
A = stringing
of -.symbols
H = commitment
CF: appeal to
b conduct

IP-R: a I
H2: kinship
*emo.

P - YOU
ME = 1. VOL (I. 1)
A = imperative
& emotivere ligious
.H3
symbols
H =*conduct of
. goal
babies
*symbol
physiol
reference
CF:*appeal to
H3 associaH3
tion
*motivated
retrospect.

IP-R: a l &i & b
3 pros hon
A=r & H3
proserchbmenoi Emovement.oriented *H2:
*movement
Ilthon
02=nat.substance
zonta
E=physiol/A=e
.H3
hUpo - A=r
,
anthropon men 02=generlc & A=r
HS
apodedokimasmenonIE=d.j.para" d e theo
Arel + Sl
Sl
eklekton
E=d.j.+
+
>1
.
entlmon
A=q
~

COLA FUNCTIONS

P - YOU
ME = I;VOL
A = evaluative
symbols
H =*building
practices
*reference
CF: appeal to
as sociate
with H3

A-r & H2
IP-R: al&i & b P - YOU
A=r & Ol.nat.subst *H2: nat.subst. ME = I.VOL(I.l)
A = religious &
E=physiol/A=e
E=build.act
*build
evalua tive
Ol=construct.dwell
.g.house
symbols
H = building &
A=g
religious
02=group.E=g
.g.group
A=g
practices
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I

I

bnenEfgkai
pneuma ti ka s
thusias

E=movem . assoc
A=g
E=g
ellprosd~ktous
A=j
ta thea
Sl
dia
A=r.I .
~~soG ChristoG H3
5 Di 6t i
periechei
~n 'Faphe
ldou
ti themi
en Sian
lithon
akrogoniaion
eklekton

e'ntimon kal
ho pisteuon
ep auto
>
ou
me
kataischunthe
;J

,

,,

_

6 humin

ofm
time
.
, tOls
.
pl st eu ou s In

h~

. goal
g

Sl
.1. H3

A:

CF : appeal to
re ligious
association
VlZ al&i
and b%

IP R: a !
*S 1: OT-word .
A=e/E=comm
*comrn
Olartifact . comm
E=sens .
E=f' . movem.
A=r & Ol=geo . earth
Ol=nat.substance
. H3
Ol.A=q
E=d.j
.d .j
A=q
.q
02=human.E=ip.assoc I
assoc
A=r & 02=lithon
A=+
E=emo. -

P - X
MB = I.ASSERT
*retrospect
*f actual ity
A = evaluative
symbols
H = interpreta tion of
quote
CF :motivation
of appeal in
cola 3 & 4

H2 & A-r
A=q
H2:E= ip . assoc .

P - YOU
CF: = colon 5

al . +
*H2: ip.assoc.
*q.assoc

IP R :

7 &pistousin de
l{thos
hon
>
,
apedoklmasan
hoi
olkodomountes
hOlltos
egenethe els
kefalengonlas
kal Ilthos
I
proskommatos
\
/
kal petra
skandalou

H5:E-ip . assoc .
Ol=nat . substance
E=j .-

8 hoi
proskopt ousi n
to logo
~mei thountes
,
\
9 elS ho kal
etethesan

H5
E=move . impact
E=comm
E=f .ip.assoc.A=r
E=f

IP - R:

H2 & A-r
H2=kinship
E=d.j
E= f
02=group.E =g

IP - R:a !, i&b% ,
P - YOU
*H2 : collective ME = I.VOL(I.l)
*assoc.a &b A = emotive , + socio- pol. &
.! . kinship
g
. symbols
. f . g.group

.,

10 humels
de
,

<;Jenos ,
eklekton
Basileion

hiera:tel1ma

P - X
IP R : al .
*H5: ip . assoc.- MB = I.ASSERT
*assoc. A = evaluative
symbols
02=human.group
H =*building
Ol =" lithos "
.H3
practices
E=c
*metaphoric
A=q & Ol=nat . subst
reference
+
A=r & Ol=nat.subst
CF : contrast to
E=movem.impact
positive
association
Ol=nat.subsance
E=emo . with H3

-

al

*H5 :
*impact
. assoc .-

P

=

X

MB = I.ASSERT
A = evaluative
symbol s
CF: = colon 7

.f
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.,;

02=group . socio.pol
A=g
02=group . socio.pol
E=transf .
A=r .logical
A=q
~xagge{lete
E=comm
toG ek s kotous E=physical
humas
H2
>
kalesantos elS O. E=comm
to thamnaston A=q
>
•
Sl & E=physical
autou fos
H2 & A= Ta
11 h6i
pote
,
A= - &02=group.socio
ou laos
nun de
A=Tn & A= r
02 & Sl
laos theou
12 hoi Ollk
H2 & A= §leemenoi
E=ip . emo .a ssoc.+
nun de
A=Tn & A=r
eleethentes
E=ip.emo . assoc .+
ethnos
hag ion
laos eis
f_
peripolesin
f
_
hopos
,
>
,
tas aretas
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. g. socio .
pol. !
. goal
comm
S 1: !
H2
Ta
Tn

H =* group iden tification
*cultic &
socio-pol.
knowledge
CF :* appeal to
group iden tification
& witnessing
*pluri personal
* imbedded
motivation
for appeal

!

MB = I . ASSERT

H2
Ta
Tn

MB = I . ASSERT

!

L 1.1

DISCOURSE ANALYSIS

---------

-------. ..

Re member th"t Christ, th e Righteous, also
suffered for the unrighte ous in ord e r to reconcile 'you with God conquering this total
reality - including the spiritual world

1

18 on rKai XplCHOe;

iirra~

'rrepi u>,apnwv

Erra9Ev\
o 8iKalOe; urrEp 6.8iKWV',

x

iva Fu>,iie; rrpocrayan ! le!> 9Ee!>'

°

9avalw9de; >'Ev crapKi
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cil Kat) 101e; ev rq>uAaKU FrrvEu>,acrtv rropeu9&ie;
tKi]PU~EV,
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20 6.rrEI9i]cracrlv rr01E
OlE r 6.rrE~E8EXE10

1'l 10il 9&oil >,aKp09u>'la
tv 1'l>'Epme; Nwe
KalacrKEua~o>'EVlle;

3

KIPWlOll

&Ie; flv FOAlYot,
z

lOill' Ecrnv 0OK1W 'l'UX al ,
81Ecrw9llcrav
81' uoalOe;.
4

21 ro Kat FU>,iie; o.vl11urrov

.

vllv cr0~EI parrncr>,a,
ou crapKoe; 6.rro9Ecrte; purrou
6.Ua cruvEloi]crEwe; 6.ya9i]e;
trrEpw1ll>,a &Ie; 9EOV,
01' o.V(I(HacrEwe; '!llcroD
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O[lOD] 9Eoil
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11.2 SEMANTIC AND TEXT - FUNCTIONAL ANALYSIS
-------- --- ----

TEXT

SEMANTIC DOMAINS

GENERIC DOMAINS COLA FUNCTIONS

1 h6ti kal
Christ6s
hapax
peri hamartion
~I?athen

A- r ·
IP-R: a I
H3:E= transf.f
*H3:
A=qx
A=r & E=g.l .E=emo/physiol.impctl
*suffer
d~kaios
H3:A=q.+
. H3.+
'
.1.H.h uper
a> d ~'kon
A=r & A=q .hlna humas
A=r & H2
.goal.I
prosagage
E=f .movem
a~
to thea
Sl
Sl
thanatathels
E=c.phys i ol
.H3 . c
men sarkl
A=r & 02H:being
H
zQopoiethels
d~IE=c.physiol
&
A=
r
.H3.c
,
.
pneumat~
02H : being/S2
S

P - X- YOU
MB = I.ASSERT
retro. & fact.
A = evaluative
& emotive
H = H3 - events
and commitment to H3
and Sl
CF : emotive
assertion of
H3-events &
role

2 ~n ho kal
A=r & A=r.deictic IP - R : al & a~
CF: = colon 1
tois, ~n . fulak§ Ol:construction
*H3:
*assertion of
pneumasl.n,
S4
H3-events &
poreuthe~s
E=movem. oriented
*movem.
role
ekeruxen
E=comm
. comm
apeith§sasln
E=f . ip . assoc. S4 : ai.pote hate
A=Ta & A=T
Ta
apexed~cheto
E=emo
h§ tou theoG.
Sl
S l :a !
makrothurrUa en E=emo. assoc
hemerais N6e
A=T & 02H : Noah
Ta
kataskeuazome'nesIE=act.A=capacit I
'
kibotou
Ol=construction

P - X

3 eis hen 61igoi
tout' e's tin
okta psuchal
dies6thesan
di' htlda to s

A- r & A- qx
A=r . deictic & A=e
A=qx & 02H:being
E=c
A=r & Ol : natsubst

IP - R : I
*H4:

4 h6 kai hurnas

A-r & H2
A=comm. symbol
A=Tn & E= c
Eact.g
A=- .s, 02H : being
E=f. trans f. c
A=q .A=r

IP R: I
*H2:
*c.save
.l.g.sym
-.f

>

I

ant~tupon

nun sazei
baptisma
Otl sarkos
apbthesis
< ,
rupou

alla

-
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= I.ASSERT
*retro & fact
*c.save
A = evaluative
.1. wa ter H =OT- narrative
CF: = 1 (1. role)
MB

.1. ark

P - YOU
MB = 1. ASSERT
*s imul & fact
A = emotive
H =g .convention
& commitment

q .+.comm CF: = colon 1

suneideseos
agathes

E=d.sens
A=q . +
,
-E=g.comm
e~eroter;ta
elS theon,
A=r & 81
di' anasta.seos E=1 & E=c.physiol
'lesou Christou H3
5 has €'stin
en dexia
tou theou
\
poreuthels
>
,
,
el s ou ranon

hupotag~nton

allto
ag,?elon
_
ka l eXOUSlon
ka~ dunameon

A-r.deictic & A- e
A=r & A=direction
81
E=movem.oriented
01: geo. supernat
E=f
H3
83
83
83

-
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ai

*assertion
of 1. role
of g.symbol
& H3

. I. H3

1P - R:

*H3:

a

I

&

I

. a I .51
*1.movem
.f

.83

CF: - colon 1
*emotive
assertion of
H3-events &
role

12.1 DISCOURSE ANALYSIS

Therefore, you should be prepared to suffer
as Christ did, because it is the inevitable
result of your changed -life-style. Be assured
however, that God will judge the in fl icters
of your suffering and vindicate you even if
some of you have already suffered death
1
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12 . 2 SEMANTIC AND TEXT - FUNCTIONAL ANALYSIS

TEXT
1 Christou ot'm
pa th6ntos
\
\
sarkl kal
humels
ten atlten
>f
.
ennOlan
I
hopllsasthe
h6t i ho ·pa than
\
sarkl
,
.
pepautal
hamartias
els t6 meketi
anthropon
epithumiais
thelemati
theoll
ton
epil\ oi pon
,
en sarkl
biosai
chr6non

alla

SEMANTIC DOHAINS
H3 & A-r
E=impact
02H : being & A=
H2
A=r . deictic
E=comm . symbo 1
E=act . war
A : & 02H:E=impact
02H:being
E=f .ac t
E=g .l.A=r & A=02H : being
E=emo
A=r & E=f . j
Sl
A=Tn
A=r 02H : being
E=physioljA.e
A=T

2 §rketos g~r ho
pareleluth6s
chr6nos
to boulema
ton ethn6n

A-q . degree & A-r
E=movem . oriented
A=T
E=f. j
H5
katei r g~sthai
E=f
.act
,
peporeumenou s E=movem
en asel,?eiais A=r & E=act.A=q .E=emo . A=q .e~ithuIDlais
Ol nofl ug iais
E=a ct. A=q.kamois
E=act.A=q.p6 t o is kal
E=act. A=q.- & A=r
;!"themltois
E=act . A=q.eid6101atrlais E=act . g .-

GENERIC DOHAINS COLA FUNCTIONS
IP R : al & b$
.H3
· suffer
*H2 :
· symbol
*act. war
· suff er

CF: emotive
appeal to
. g.1. have pers pective on
-. H
suffering
and conduct
+.Sl

· f. act

Tn

IP - R: b
*H2 :
. Ta
.H5.f.j
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P - YOU-X
HB = I.AEST
A = evaluative
H = HS - conduct

*f

. ac t
.movem

IP R : b
3 en ho xenizontailA-r & E-emo .j
me suntrech6nt6n A=- &E =move.assoc *H5: *emo . react
human e{s
H2 & A=r
. H2
- au,ten
ten
A=cat
egory
. _
)
_
t'
Les asotlas
E=act.A=q .conduct
,
I
h USln
.
anac
E=act . A= d egree
blasfemountes E=comm. *comm. -

-

P - YOU X
HB = I.VOL
A = evaluative
& emotive
H = H3 - event
& commitment

CF: evaluative
confirmation
to appeal in
colon 1

P - X- YOU
HB = I . ASSERT
A = evaluative
H = SIL
CF : expl anat ion
of suffering

IP-R:

4 h6i §.podosousiniH5 & E=transf
logon
E=comm
to hetolmos
A=capacity
~/chont i
E=f
krinai
E=j
zontas kai
E=physiol/A=e
nekrous
E=physiol/A=e

.Sl
judge
li ving
dead

5 e is touto gar A-r
nekrols
E=physiol/A=e
e ueggel{sthe
E=comm
h{na
A=r
krithosi m~n
E=j & A=r
katA ~nthropousiA=r & 02H:being
sarki
02H :being
zosi, d~ ,
E=physiol/A=e
kata theon
A=r & Sl
pneumati
02H:being

-

al

*H5: *comm.i
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IP R:

a!

*H?: dead
*comm
. goal. j
H

+
S

CF: = colon 3
*assertion &
consolation
that H5 will
be judged
for causing
s uf feri ng
CF : - colon 4
*assertion &
consolation
with regard
to suffering
& judgement

Inthe light of the nearing e nd, be alert and
keep your relationship with God and one another intact with prayer, 1 ove -, se rvice & praise
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13.2 SEMANTIC AND TEXT-FUNCTIONAL ANALYSIS

TEXT
1 Panton de
to t~los
§ggiken

SEMANTIC DOMAINS

GENERIC DOMAINS COLA FUNCTIONS

A-qx & A- r
A=Tx
E=e . A=position

I-R: T
*Tx:
*position

P - X
MB = I.ASSERT
CF: motivation

2 Sofronesate odn I E-f. d & A-r
3 kai
nepsate / A=r & E=f.$
>
e~s proseuchas A=r & E=g.comm

IP-R: b$ & ai
*H2:
*f.$ & a~

P - YOU
MB = I.VOL
CF: appeal:$&ai

4 prb panton
ten
els
heautOtlS
>
,
agapen
ektene
e'chontes
hoti agape
kaluptei
plethos
hamartion

IP-R: b%
P - YOU
*H2:
MB = I.VOL
*f. emo. ass A = evaluative
H = b% conduct

A-r & A-q
A=r & A=r
E=ip . emo.assoc.+
A=q
E=f
A=r & E=ip.emo.ass
E=act . cover
A=qx
E=g.1. -

.motive

5 fi16xenoi
E-ip.assoc.+
eis a11elous
A=r
"
aneu
goggusmou~ A= - & E=comm .-

IP-R: b%
= colon 4

6 hekasto.s

IP R: a !
H2:

kathas ella ben
charisma
>
\
e~s heautous
, \
auto
diakonountes
has kaloi
olkon6moi
poikfles
char itos theou

A-qx
A=r & E=transf
E=transf.gift
A=r & A=r
A=r
E=act . serve
A=r & A=q.+
02H:E=act . serve
A=qx
E=transf.ip.assoc

CF: appeal to
b% conduct

CF: - colon 4

&

b%

CF: - colon 4

• a!

.H2
*act.serve

• a!

7 el'tis lale.l
A=r &E- comm
IP-R: ai ,! & b% CF: - colon 4
*cornm. a!
*appeal to
has 16gia theoU\A=r & E=comm & Sl
8 et tis diakone! A=r & E=act.serve
*serve
b% and a~
has ex ischuos A=r & A=capacity
conduct
hes choregei
A=r & E=transf
a!
ho theos
Sl
h{na en pasin A=r & A=qx
. goa 1
E=comm.emo.assoc.+
doxazetai
ai
ho theos di~
Sl & A=I
'Ie sou Christou H3
.1. H3
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9

he

he,

~stin

doxa kal
>
to , kd.tos eJ. S
>tOllS a l.onas
'ton
alonon
,
10 amen

A-r & A-e
A=q & A=r
A=capacity
A=Tx
A=Tx
E=comm.A=q

&

A=r

IP R: ai
*X:
.S1
*transf
.q
.Tx

-

-
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P

-

x

= I.AEST/ASS
A = eval & e mo
H = doxology
CF: motivation
of appeal

MB

L4.1 DISCOURSE ANALYSIS
.

My brothers, accept, rejoice in and live up
to the fact that you are strangers suffering
for Christ's .narne I which however also means
that God will be faithful
to you in His
final judgement of the just and the unjust
f

1 12 'AYU1tT]lOi,

JliJ

~€vi~E<J6E
T

Tij

tv uJliv ltUPWcrEI

x

ltpOe; ltElpacrJlOV uJliv ytVOJlEVl]

we;
2 13 uAM lCa60

~EVOU

uJliv <rUJlpai VOVTOe;,

KOlVroV£l1t

Toi, lOU XptcrlOU lta6iJJlacrtv
xaip€TE,
iva Kat

tv Tij UltOKat..UIj/Et Tiie;

06~T]e;

aiJTou

y

xa PiiTE uyaAAtWJlEVOt.
3 14 £l oVEtoi~E<J6E r.v ovoJlan XPlcrlOii,
JlaKaptot,

6n TO Tii,

06~T],

(Kai TO rov liwv 1 ltvEvlla tq>' UJlae; rdvalta/JETaI T

15 JliJ yap Tte; UJlWV ltacrx ET(D

W, q>OVEU,

ii
ii
ii
5

16 d os oro, rXptcrTlUvo"
JliJ alcrxuvecr90l,

6

oo~a~t.TOl

T
l'

KAEltTT]e;
KaK01I010e;
r UU.OTPtE lticrKOltO,'

z

w;

y

I5t. TOV 6EOV
tv Tij) f ovoJlan wimp .

17 6tt O[6J KUlPO, TOU iip~acr6at TO Kpilla altO WU oiKou lOU 9wu'

d or. ltpWlOV uq>' rnJlWV,
Ti TO TEAO, TWV UltEt90UVTOlV Tij) TOU 6EOU €uaYY€AiQl ;
18 Kai tf b

T oiKalO<;

b
10

w

wi).u; a</.>CErar.

(daEP~<; Kai allaprw).o; 1 ltOV rpavEirar;

19 wcrrE Kat O{ ltacrXOVTE,

Karu ro geAT]lla WU 6wu
KTicrrl]
mcrTij)
ltapan6tcrOOlCJav
ra, (Ij/UXa<; aurwv 1 t.v r uya60rrollq.
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14 . 2 SEMANTIC AND TEXT - FUNCTIONAL ANALYSIS

TEXT

SEMANTIC DOMAINS

GENERIC DOMAINS COLA FUNCTIONS

1 'Agapetoi
me xenlzesthe
te en humln
purase
i .
,
,
pros pelrasmon
humin
.
/
glnomene
has xenou
humin
sumbalnontos

H2 : E-emo . assoc . +
A=- & E=emo . j
A=r & H2
E=physical
E=j
H2
E=E
E=r & A=q .H2
E=E

1P-R : b$ & b_
*H2 : kinship
*emo . j

2 blla katho
koin6neite
tois tou
Christou
pa themasin
chalrete
hlna kal .§ n te
bpokall\psei
tes d6xes
alltoli
charete
agalliomenoi

2x A- r
1P-R: b$ & a l
E=ip . assoc . partcpt *H2 :

P -- YOU
MB = I . VOL
A = evaluative
H = S11

. suffering
. H2
q .-

CF : *appeal to
positive $ .
eva luation
In suffering

CF : = 1
*appeal to
positive
. H3.assoc
evaluation
suffer
of suff er ing
*emo.+
*motivation
.goa l
of appeal by
Tx
a! relation
H3 . q

H3
E=impact
E=emo.+
3x A=r
E=comm
A=q
H3
E=emo.+
E=emo.+

emo . +

3 ei 6neidizesthelA-r & E-comm ..)
;)
I
.
en
onomatl
A=comm.sy rob 0 1
Christou
H3
makarioi
E=transf.emo.+
h6ti t6
A=r
tes doxes
A=q . +
kal t6
A=r
toG theou
Sl
pneuma
S2
ef'
humSs
H2
,
.
anapauetal
E=physiol

IP - R : al &! & b_
*H2 :
. suffer.H3
I *trans f. emo
. motive

4 me gci.r
A- - & A-r
ti shuman
A=qx & H2
pascheta
E= impact
has foneus
02:E= act.A=q. e kleptes
02 : E=act . A=q .e kakopoios
02 : E=act . A=q .e has '
A=r
allotrieplskopos!02 : E=act . A=q. -

IP - R : b_ & al&i
*H2:
*suffer
.1 . -

/

-
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P - YOU
MB = 1.AEST
A = evaluative
H = S11
CF :confirmation
of appeal in
cola 1 and 2

.S2
H2
physiol
P - YOU
MB = I.V01
A = evaluative
H = S1L
CF:*appeal to
conduct in
suffering

5 ei de has
Christian6s me
aischunestho
6 doxaz~to de
ton theon
en to 6n6mati
touto

3x A=r
02:A=status & A= E=emo. E=comm . emo.assoc.+
Sl
A=r& A=comm.symbol
A=r.deictic

.status
CF:*= 4 appeal
H3
to status &
*-.emo.$- image
*emo.+
CF:*= 4 appeal
.Sl
to + evalu. symbolH3
at ion of H3
status

7 hOti ho kairos A-r & A-T
IP-R: T & a!
P = X
"
tou arxa
stha 1. E=movem.oriented
*.T.movem MB = I.ASSERT
to krima
E=j
*S 1:
. judge
A = 'e va luative
apo tou oi"kou Ol : construct . dwell
.H2
CF:motivation
tou theou
Sl
of appeal
8 e i de proton
2x A=r & A=T . order
.T. order CF: = colon 7
bf' hemon
A=r & Hl&H2
.Hl&2
t{ to telos
A=r & A=T.order
. T.order
ton ~petho&ntonIH5:f.ip.assoc.
. HS
to tou theou
Sl
Sl
eu~ggello
E=comm.+
assoc 9 kal ei
2x A=r
CF: = colon 7
ho dlkaios
H2:A=g.q.+
.H2
m~lis
A=q.degree
sazetai
E.c
save
ho ~sebis
HS:A=g.q..H S
kal hamartolos. HS:E=g.l.?!
pou faneitai
A=r.deictic&E=sens
10 h6ste kai
2x A=r
hoi paschontes H2:E=impact
kat~ to thelemalA=r & E=f.j
toG theou
Sl
pisto
A.E =i p.assoc.+
kt{ste
Sl:E=f
paratithesthosanIE=ip. assoc.+
t~s
02H : being
, - psuch~s
,
auton
en
1
A=r
& A=r
,
agathopoioiia E=act.A=q .+

-
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IP-R: ai & b
*H2: sufferers
.will
Sl

P MB

YOU
I. VOL
A = evaluative
H = SIL

=

.Sl
*ip.assoc. CF: appeal to
ai & b conduct amidst
. conduct
suffering

As Christ's witness and a fellow e lder I urge
the elders and the younger amongst you to act
responsibly. Above all, each and everyone
should act with hlunility. That will receive
God's blessing
1

5

npWJjUltpou~ rouv EV ">Ltv

llUPUKUA.&
Co

6

(Ju>Lllpe(JJj\)1epo~

Kui >LaplU~ I
l&V 100 nXpl(JlOil llUOTW C!.1WV, ·
6 Kai lii~ >Lenou(Jl1~ U1l0KUA.U1l1e(JOm
06!;I1~

KOlvwv6~'

x

2

2 1l0lpaVUle
10 tv U>Ltv 1l0l>LVIOV lOil Owu ([Elll-<JIC01l0ilvw;]
~lTJ UVUYKU(Jl&~ ana tKOU(JlW~ KUla Oeov\

r >LI1Ot u!(JXpOKep8&~ ana llpoOU>L~,
3 °>L118' w~ KU1U· Kupleuovle~ l&V KA.TJpWV
CtA.A.a lU1l01 Ylvopevol lOU 1t0l)1viou"
3

4 Kui tpuvepwOtvlO~ lOU CtpXl1toi>Le\'o~
Kopld(JOe
10V a>LUpaVnvov lii~ 86!;11~ (J1EtpUVOV.

4

5 'O)1oiw~ T,

vewlepol,

y

\mOlaYl11e ItPWJjUltP01~'
5

ltaVle~

8t r anTJ A.Ol~
lTJV lUltelvotppo(JuVI1V i;yKopPw(JucrOe,
on 0[6] Oeo~ vltepllrpavOlr; aVTlTaaaeTal,
Taltelvoi, ot oiowalv xaplv.

-
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15.2 SEHANTIC AND TEXT - FUNCTIONAL ANALYSIS

TEXT

SEHANTIC DOHAINS

GENERIC DOHAINS COLA FUNCTIONS

1 Presbut~rous
H2:group.f.g
IP - R: al & b%
odn en humin
2x A=r & H2
*Hl: elders
paraka16 ho
E=comm.f
*comm. f
sumpresbuteros Hl:f.g.
.Hlstatus
kal. m~rt us ton Hl: E=comm. assoc
.Hlstatus
tou Christou
H3
.H3
pathemat6n
E=impact
suffer
ho ka~
A=r
tes mellouses A=Tx
apokaluptesthailE=comm
glory
' d oxes
A=q
.Hlstatus
koinonbs
Hl:ip.assoc.partcptl

P - 1. YOU
HE = I.VOL
A = emotive &
iden ti ficative
H = relation
Hl & H2
CF:*appeal to
b% conduct
*motivation:
b% (Hl: H2)

2 poimiinate
E-f.assoc
IP-R: a! & b%
CF: - colon 1
to ,§n humin
A=r
H2
H2
:
shepherds
*appeal b%
&
I
pOlmnion
02:animal.domestic
*moti va tion:
*f.assoc.b%
tou theou
Sl
al ( H2 : S 1 )
episkopountes H2:E=f.assoc
me anagkastos A=- & E=f.j
·hekous{os A=r & E=f.j
·+
kat1 theon
A=r & Sl
Sl
mede
A=·
aIschrokerd6s E=act,A=q. prothum6s A=r & E=f.j
·+
med' has
A=r
·katakurieuonteslE=f
ton kl eron
Ol:artif.E=trans
tupoi
A=r
&E=comm.symbol
·+
.,
.
glnomenol
E=E
.
,
tou pOlmnlou
02:animal.domestic

alla

alla

alla
~

3 kai
fanerothentos
tou archipo{menos
komieisthe ton
~marantinon

tes doxes
st4fanon
4 Homoios
neoteroi
hupotagete
presbuterois

IP R: a!
A-r
E=comm
*Sl: Shepherd
Sl:E= f.assoc.
*Tx.comm.$
A=q.orderl
E=transf.receive
· transf
A=e
A=q
reward
Ol=artif.decorationl
A- r
H2:group.age
E=f.ip.assoc
H2:group.f.g
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P - X YOU
HE = I.ASSERT

A =

evaluative

CF:assertion as
motivation
to appeal

IP - R: b%
CF: - colon 1
*appeal b%
H2: young ones
*f.ip.assoc
· H2 :elders

5

pantes de
H2: A-qx & A-r
IP-R: b%
a ll elois ten
A=r
H2:
.g.q.+
tapeinofrosu nen!A=g.q.+
egkombosasthe E=f.transf.clothe
*clothe
h6ti ho thebs A=r & Sl
. S1. j
. huperiHanois
A=g .q.antitasseta i
E=assoc.oppos e
+
tapeinols de
A=g .q.+ & A=r
di:dosin char in E=transf.&ip.assoc

-
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CF:

- colon 1
* appeal b %
*motivation
a ! (Sl.j)

16.1 DISCOURSE ANALYSIS

-----

Consequently, humble yourse lves before the
almighty God who has the eternal power and
glory to take care of you in your " suffering
and resistance against Satan, your adversary

[

6 TarrEIVWSTltE oov
(mo tTiv Kpamlo.v XElpa tOu SEQU,
iva u!lfiC; uljlwaU tv KalpQi T,
x

7 rrfiaav tTiv !lEpl!lvaV u!lWV
r tmpiljlaVtEC; trr' autov,
on autQi !lEAEI rrEpi • u!lwv.
-

8 NTiljlatE,
YPTlyopTiaatE.

y

0 avtiOIKoC; u!lWV

T

l'

OUi~OAOC;

w<; liwv WPVOJ1£vo<;

rrEplrcatEt
6

9

00

~Tltwv

z

r[nvaJ FKatamEtv'

avtiat1]tE r atEpEol ti] rriatEI "
d06tEC; T to. auto. tWV rraSTl!latOlV
ti] tv

01 [tcj)J

y

KOa!l4l U!lWV aOEAcpOt1]n

• tmTE AEtaSU!.
7

10 '0 O£ SEOC; rraaTlC; xapltOC;,

o KaAtaac; rU!lfiC; dC; TTiv alOlvlov autou 06l;av
(tv Xplatcj) ['I1]aouJ\

4

oAiyov rraSovtqc;

x

autOC;
8

""",,;0..,

atTlPil;EI,
aSEvOlaEl,
SE!lEAUOaEI \.

9

o
11
2

II autw {to KpatOe;' dc; tOUe; alGlvac;
o.fliJ v.
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16.2 SEMANTIC AND TEXT-FUNCTIONAL ANALYSIS

TEXT
1 Tapeinothete

SEMANTIC DOMAINS

GENERIC DOMAINS COLA FUNCTIONS

E=f .A=g.q. +
2x A=r
A=capacity
02H:body
Sl
A=r & H2
E=c .A=q
A=r & A=T

IP-R: ai & a!
*H2:
*f.g.q

A=qx
E=emo.fear
H2
E=transf
A=r & Sl
A=r & Sl
E=ip.emo.assoc.+
A=r & H2

IP-R: ai & a!
CF: = colon 1
* H2:
*appeal ai
. emo. fear
*motivation:
*transf
a!
.Sl

3 Nepsa te .
4 gregoresate

E=f.$
E=f.d

IP-R: b$
H2: *f. $

CF: = colon 1
*appeal b$

5 ho &ntidikos
human
diabolos
hiSs leon
6ru6menos
peripatei
zeton
tina
katapieln

S5:E=ip.assoc.H2
S 5: A=comm. symbo 1
A=r & 02:animal
E=comm.non-verbal
E=move.oriented
E=f.d
A=r
E=impact

IP-R: aH2:S5
* S 5: Satan
.S5=lion

ME = I.ASSERT

oun hUpo
ten krataian
cheira
toG theoll
hlna humas
hupsose
4,n kairo
2 pasan

ten merimnan
humiSn
, . ,
eplrlpsantes
,
/
ep auton
h6ti a llto
melei
\
perl humon
~

;)

. S1
.goal
c.q
T

.impact

-

en

A=r & Sl
A=qx

IP - R: a!
*Sl:

-
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P - X-YOU
A = emotive
H = belief In
S5

*move

A=r&E=assoc.oppose IP-R: aH2:S5
A=q
H2: *oppose
E=ip.assoc.+
E=d
.d
A=deictic
E=impact
suffer
te
to k6smo A=r & 01: geo. earth
geo
humon
H2
§.delfoteti
H2:group.b%
b%
epiteleisthai E=transf
transf
pases

CF:*appeal to
al conduct
*motivation:
a!

.ip.assoc

6 ho '§'ntistete
stereol
,
.
te plstel
eidOtes
' \
d. auta
ton pathematon

7 Ho dJ> the6 s

P = YOU
MB = I.VOL
A = evaluative

CF:*motivation
to foregoing
appeal
CF: = colon 1
*appeal to
resistance
against S5
*motivation:
snffering
of b%

CF: = colon 5
*assertion as

/

E=transf.ip.assoc
charitos
ho kalesas
51:E=comm
H2 & A= r
hl1mas ers
ten aionion
A=T
alltoG. doxan
H3 & A=q & A=r
Christo 'Ie sou H3
>
/
ollgon
A=T.degree
pathontas a~t6sIE=im pact & 51
katartisei
E=act .A=q. +
/
.
E=act.A=q.+
8 sterlxel
E=c.A =capacity
9 st h e nosei
E=act.A =q+
10 themeliosei

.H2
T

en

+
.1. H3
T

*act.q.+
*act.q.+
*c.capacit I
*act.q.+

-

11 auto to kratos 51 & A-capacity
e is tous aionaslA=r & A=T
12 amen
\A=comm.A=q
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motivation &
consolation
to appeal

. comm. a!

IP-R: ai

* Hl

&

H2:

*transf.ai

P - X
MB = I.AE5T
CF: motivation

17_PERICOPE XVII (5:12-14)

-- -------- ----.

-

--

--

17.1 UISCOURSE ANALYSIS
I have written this let ter to encourage you
and to as snre you of God's true grace. Your
fellow strangers greet you. Greet each other
with the kiss o'f Christian love:
GREETING: PEACE BE WITH YOU ALL WHO BELONG TO
CHRIST
I 12 <lIO LIAouavoO

u~liv

TO{) 1[l(HO{) UOEAqlO{).

w<;

,

x

AO yi~OJlOl,
( 01' 6Aiywv) ErPOljla
llapaKaAWV
Kat ~lllllapTUpWv TaUTllV £IvOl UAllei'\ XOPIV
°TO{) eeo{) El<; iiv r crTi'\T£.
2 13 'AcrIlOC£WI UJlu<; tl

~v

y

r BapuAwvl

T crUV£KA£KTtl
Kat MUPKO<; 6 u!6; JlOU.
3 14 ocrmicracrH£ aUi"j AOU<;

~v

qllA.TlJlan r UyOllll<;.

4 DEiptlVll Ulliv Ilumv wi<; ~v XPlcrT<!>T.
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17.2 SEMANTIC AND TEXT - FUNCTIONAL ANALYSIS

TEXT

SEMANTIC DOMAINS

1 Dib Silouanou
humin
tou pistou
~delfou

.

/

h as 109l zomal
di' 611gan
>/
egrapsa
parakalan kai
~pimarturan

/
.
tauten elnal
§.lethe
char in
tou theo;}
>
el.S hen stete
;)

2 >Aspihetai
humas he
>
en Babul ani
suneklekte
kal. Markos
ho hui6s mou
3 <l.spasasthe
allelous
>
en filemati
> /
agapes

A-r & Hl+
H2
E=ip .assoc.+
Hl+ :kinship
F-. =r & E=d
A=r & A=q.degree
E=comm
E=comm. f
& A=r
E=comm
A=r & A=e
A=q
E=transf.ip .assoc
Sl
A=r & A=e

GENERIC DOMAINS COLA FUNCTIONS
P - I: X-YOU
MB = I.ASSERT
A = evaluative
.k inship H =* role of
Sil as

IP-R: b%
*Hl+: Silas

*comm .. b%

CF:*assertion &
motivation
for Hl:H2
communication
*conclusion
corom. !

.goal
comm.

IP-R: q%
E=comm
H2
. H2
01: geo
*comm. b%
H9-·
H%: group.
o •
E=d. j.+
A=r& A=comm . s ymbo 1
H%:kinship & A=r
E-comm
A=r
E=physical.comm
E=ip.emo.assoc.+

4 'Eirene
E-ip.assoc
humin pasin
H2 & A=qx
>
tOls en
Christ6lA=r & H3

CF: = colon 1
*assertion
of wider b%
relationship
*group-iden tification

IP R: b%
P - YOU
*H2 :
MB = I.VOL
*comm.b%
CF: appeal to
.phys.assoc l
H2.b% comm
IP-R: b%& - & a
P- X; MB - I.VOL
*Hl:
CF:*blessing
*conclusion
*transf .ab

I

-
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APPENDIX B:
- STRUCTURE AND DISCOURSE DEVELOPMENT OF 1 PETER AS A WHOLE -

1 FROM :

CHRIST'S APOSTLE PETER
GOD'S ELECT STRANGERS IN CHRIST
TO :
GREETINGS : GRACE AND PEACE

2 Rejoice and retain self control ,

even in
hardship , because we have received a living
hope for God's grace and salvation through
the mediation of Jesus Christ

3 Therefore , be holy in your conduct towards

God , your holy Father, and also to your
believer - brothers while you are soj ourning in
this world, because your previous life-styles
have been changed by Jesus Christ , the I i ving
Word , to become God's obedient children

I

:8

(x)

A

(y)

B

(z)

--x

YWY

I---

x

---x

D
Y

r-

z

r-

4 This means that as newborn babes you should

grow up In and bui ld upon Jesus Christ who is
the true nutrition & the elected (but also
rejected by the unfaithful) corners tone in
order to love one another , serve God and wit ness to the world as His elected people

*

x

y$y Ix

5 Therefo re my brothers , I urge you to accept

your stat us as rejected' In this world by
keeping up your unlque life - style as a
witness to outsiders. This means that :
should submit yourselves to the authori ties as part of your conduct as a Godfearing brotherhood ;

6 you

7 the s la ve s amongst you should submit themsel I ves to t heir masters (good or bad) - even i f

it means suffering tmjustly like Christ your
supreme example and Shepherd
8 Wlv es and husbands amongst you should treat

your spouse s like God - fearing people should
as a witness to convert your non- be 1 iever
spouses as well as a preservation of your
relationship with God 9 To conc lude : your interpe r sonal conduct should

be marked by love , forgiveness , peace and
ri ghteousness so that you may receive God's
blessing and not His rejection
-
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x

6
-x

y$ Yx
x

y ~y r

x
- ---

Y

~

-

- --x

£1..Y

r-

10 Now i f this unique lif esty l e means that you
have to s uf fer for righteousness' sake, you
are blessed. Make sur e , how ever , that you
maintain a good conscience by not fearing the
outsiders but rather by honouring Christ and
witnessing through your good conduct

x

y

x

11 Remember that Christ,

the Righteous, also
suffered for the unrighteous in order to reconcile you with God conquering this total
rea li t'y - including the spiritual world

12 There fore , you should be prepared to suffer
as Christ did, because it is the inevitable
result of your changed life - style . Be assured
however , that God will judge the inflicters
of your suffering and vindicate you even i f
some of you have already su ff ered d ea th
13 In the light of the nearing end , be alert and
keep your relationship with God and one another intact with prayer,love,s erv ice & praise
14 My brothers, accept, rejoice in and 1 ive up
to the fact that you are strangers suffering
for Christ's name, which howev er , also means
that God will be faithful
to you In His
final judgement of the just and the unj ust

x

y

~'Y

-xx

C

(z)

x

---x

Y
x

1 5 As Christ's witness and a fellow e lder I urge
the elders and the younger amongst you to act
responsibly. Above all , each and everyone
should act with humility. That will receive
God's blessing

x

z

D ( y)

16 Consequently , humble yourselves before the
almighty God who has the eternal power and
glory to take care of you in your suffering
and resistance against Satan , your adversary

x

_x_

17 I hav e written this letter to encourage you
and to assure you of God's true grace. Your
fellow strangers greet you . Greet each other
with the kiss of Christian love :
GREETING: PEACE BE WITH YOU ALL WHO BELONG TO
CHRIST
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APPENDIX C :
ACTANTIAL ROLES AND MASTER SYMBOLS CONSTITUTING THE TEXTUAL WORLD
AND PERSPECTIVE OF 1 PETER

MASTER SYMBOLS :
ACTANTS

MASTER SYMBOLS:
ROLES

POSITIVE-VERTICAL: a! , a

I ' b!

AUTHOR:ADRESSEES
>'IHO
'Peter' as apostle exhorts
elder, wi tnes s

&

&

TEXTUAL

l~ORLD

TEXT
PERSPECTIVE

a/

assures

WHICH REFLECTS AN AUTHORIZED BY
alternative world a mutual com*Hierarchy
mi tment to JC
*Function

GOD : ADRESSEES
Fa ther , Creator
Judge

WHO HAS
WHICH REFLECTS AN jVJEDIATED BY
mercy , grace,eter - alternative world Jesns Christ
nal power, elects *Metaphorical
*Status
and judges

JESUS:ADRESSEES
Christ , Lord , living
Word, Cornerstone ,
Example, Shepherd ,
Keeper

WHO
WHICH REFLECTS AN MEDIATED BY
sets free,changes, alternative world Jesus Christ
*Metaphorical
*Resocializa sets the example,
causes st umbl ing,
tion
cares and rules

ADRESSEES:ADRESS'S WHO
Prophets, el ders , proclaim and take
shepherds
care

WHICH REFLECTS AN INTERRELATED
alternative world to God and JC
*Hierarachy
*Function

AUTH'TIES:ADRESS'S WHO
WHICH REFLECTS
Emperor , governors , have institutiona- a socio-cultural
masters, husbands lized authority
world
*Hierarchy
POSITIVE - VERTICAL : ai, a
ADRESSEES:GOD
Chil dren, newborn
babes, priests ,
chosen race, holy

I , a/

&

bi

WHO
bel ieve , hope,
obey, are holy ,
rule and serve

nation, God"s

people , flock

-

INTERRELATED
to God & JC
*Function
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WHICH REFLECTS AN MEDIATED BY
alternative world Jesus Christ
*Metaphori cal
*Status
(re ligious , kin ship, political)

ADRESSEES : CHRIST
Newborn babes ,
living stones ,
sheep

WHO
believe , love ,
follow & rejoice
in Him

WHICH REFLECTS AN MEDIATED BY
alternative world Jesus Christ
*Metaphorical
*Resocializa (kinshi p , fauna
tion
natural . subs t.

ADRESS'S : AUTH'TIES WHO
Citizens , slaves , honour & obey as a
Wlves
wi t ness to outsi ders even if it
means suffering

WHICH REFLECTS
a socio- cultural
world
*Hierarchy

ADRESSEES:ADRESS'S WHO
Adressees , younger honour , obey and
ones
serve each other

WHICH REFLECTS AN INTERRELATED
alternative world to God and JC
*Hierarchy
*Function

POSITIVE - HORIZONTAL : b%
AUTHOR:ADRESSEES
Fe llow elder ,
brother

&

WHO
exhorts

INTERRELATED
to God and JC
*Function

b&

WHICH REFLECTS AN
alterna t ive world
*Hierarchy : equal
(religious , kin ship)

assures

ADRESSEES:ADRESS ' S WHO
Brothers , brother - love , serve and
hood
take care of one
another and also
suffer alike

INTERRELATED
by a mutual
commitment to
JC and God

WelICH REFLECTS AN INTERRELATED
alternative world to God and JC
*Hierarchy:equal *Function
(kinship

ADRESS'S:OUTSIDERS "IHO
WHICH REFLECTS
INTERRELATED
Be lievers
are redefined as a conflict between to God and JC
social group who
the religious and *Function
submit , honour and socio- cultural
vli tne s s through
(primary) world
their holy conduct *in- vs outs i ders
towards the heathen I

I

NEGATIVE - HORIZONTAL : b OUTSIDERS : ADRESS'S WHO
Heathen
treat the believers as strangers
and sojourners ,
insult , discriminate and inflict
suffering on them
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INTERRELATED
WHICH REFLECTS
conflict between to God a n d JC
t he Ch r istian and *Funct i on
socio-cultura l
(primary) worlds
* in - vs outsiders

